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'EMPLOYMENT AND-TRAINING PROGRAMS IN
THE UNITED STATE 981 . .

.

THURSDAY. JUNE 11,1981
- - '

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY,

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
, . . , i Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice at 9:10 a.m., in room4232, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Din Quayle (chair-man of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: SenatorsQuayle and Pell..

.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SEI.ATOR QUAYLE

Senator QUAYLE. The committee will come to order.
We are today starting a series of hearings on the employment

and training programs of this country. 4uthorizatiOn for the majorprogram, the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, ex-pires at the end of September '1982. There is no doubt that we havea very enormous task ahead of us as we begin our deliberations
over a multitude of issues relating to some of the most severe andpersistent problems of our Nation.

.The problems of unemployment, underemplOyment, productivityof the workforce, reduction in welfare dependency, economic devel-opment, and the need for a skilled labor force are with us heretoday and must be addressed by us in new legislation that wedevelop. I look forward to working with all my colleagues, Republi-cans and Democrats, on these issues and will be listening andlearning from them as we go throug,h the next months of hearingsboth here and in the-field.
°We have had various federally funded national employment andtraining programs over the years, such as the Manpower Develop-ment and Training Act' and the present-day Comprehensive Em-,plogmert and Training Act, all structured with the best of inten-lions to provide skills and skill training to our unemployed andunderemployed.

The jobless rate of our country now stand's at 7( percent, basedon the 'May figures-0.3 percentage points above the February-April level. Unemployment for, teenagers is at 19e percent; theblack population, 13.6 percent; and Hispanics, 10.9 percent.I hear very diverse opinions from all parts of our Nation as to/the success of our training programs ranging from very positive toextremely negative, and allegations of questionable activities and,
m

.
`misuse of funds in these programs abound.

. .1)
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In 'these times of exceptionally stringent bu ets; we cannot
afford to continue programs Without satisfyi urselves that we

are getting the very best service for the American people for every

dollar we spend. This is a tremendous responsibility as we look at

this program called CETA, for wh. h the budget outlay figures

grew frim.$992 million in 1975 to almost, $8 billion estimated for
fiscal year 1981. Even with substa tial reductions facing us for the

fiscal year 1982,-"We continue to eliberate in terms of the multi-

billion dollar program of considers le complexity.
How do we most effectively approach the task of deterMining the

realistic goal of such a national program? Who can it effectively

serve, and how, and by whom it can be, most efficient:y adminis-
tered, and how much must be carved out` of the national budget to

carry out these mandates?
I confess I .do nbt have the pat answers for these questions, nor

do I have a sure-thing draft piece of legislation in my hip pocket.

But I am confident that over the next few months, the witnesses

that appear before this subcommittee will share with us the valua-

ble information and experiences that will assist in bringing us a bit

closer In formulating our positions on addressing these questions:

I have decided that the best way to prepare for the future is to

take a look at the past. What worked, what did not, and why?

I appreciate very much the witnesses that have agreed to be with

us today to help us. take a look at what has happened in the past,

and I know they will be candid in their remarks. I too have heard

the stories of misase and mismanagement of the funds in the
CETA program at all levelsFederal, State, and local. I have made

no predeterrnined judgment that misuse is any worse or more
rampant at any one level than the other. I am anxious to hear the
facts on those stories, rumors and allegations. I want to hear how

these problems can be rectified and discouraged in the future.
As we go through the nextArionths, I want to hear how local

needs can best be identified and met, and receive testimony on the

innumerable issues relating to these programs. Most of all, I will

concentrate on gathering information that will be needed to help

us determine what kind of program must :be structured to see to it

that the individuals in our, society who are willing to work can
work in productive jobs and to assure that employers in our society

.have 'a skilled and plentiful work force on which to draw. With
that mighty task. at hand, I suggest we go ahead and proceed.

The first witnesses are from the U.S. General Accounting Office:

Mr. Scantlebury, Mr. Sullivan, Mr. Ekan, and Mr. Moody. I thank

you for coming before the committee, and I understand that Mr.
Scantlebury will speak first for the group.

12
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STATEMENT OF DONALD 1. SCANTLEBURY, DIRECTOR, AC-
COUNTING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT DIVISION, U.S.
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE; ACCOMPANIED BY LAW-
RENCE SULLIVAN., GROUP' DIRECTOR. ACCOUNTING AND Ft-
NANCIAL MANAGEMENT DIVISION; GEORGE EGAN, ASSO-
CIATE" DIRECTOR, ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL MANAGE-
~TENT DIVISION; AND MAURICE MOOI1Y. SUPERVISORY
EVALUATOR, HUMAN RESOURCES DIVISION
gr. SerkisITLEBURY. Yes; actually. we are here tod 'to discuss two

of ourireports, The first one is entitled "Weak Internal Controls
Make the Department of Labor and Selected CETA Grantees Vul-
Derable to Fraud, Waste and Abuse." That -report was issued on
Match 27 of this year. .

The second report is "More and Better Aud0 Needed of 6ETA
Grant Recipients." That was issued on November 6,`1980.

,The gentlemen accompanying me, Mr. Egan and Mr. Sullivan, on
my left, were responsible for supervising these audits, and Mr.Moody from our HumanRegources Division is responsible for some
oEour work in the programmatic areas.

The first review I would like to discuss was performed to deter-
mine if Labor and its grantees are vulnerable to misuse and abuse
of Governinent unde This study concentrated on whether Labor
has aQ adequ e system of internal controls. Internal controls arethe body of ecks and balances which organizations set up to
spread work out in such a way that one person or function checks

'on what another person or function does..
These checks detect errors a' ciczke fraud and related acts more

difficult Good internal controls the thost effective deterrent to
fraud, embezzlement and related illegal acts. Good internal .control
by Labor and its grantees is extremely important because they
annually handle about 8 billion in CETA funds.

As a result of this review, we voncluded that the Department and
selected CETA grantees were vulnerable to fraud, waste, and abuse
because some essential,ipternal controls were lacking.

Internal audit is or should be an important feature of any agen-
cy's system of internal controls. The second review I Will talk about
was performed to determine how the Department of Labor carries
out its CETA audit responsibilities. We found that fewer than half
the required audits had been performed. As part of the review, we
evaluated the quality of_the audits_that:_had-been-performed-at-1-3
prime gpbfisors. We found that these audits we tested did not
always conform to quality standards established by the Comptroller
General and required by Labor and Office of Management and
Budget regulations.

Now, I would like to discuss the results of both assignments in
some detail. First. I would start with our vulnerability assessment
of the Department of Labor and selected CETA grantees contained
in our report issued in March of this year.

In making this vulnerability assessment, we were interested in
determining whether Labor had a system of internal controls to
adequately protect against fraud, waste and abuse and how CETA
grantees provided for protection of federal funds and assets.

In this regard, we did not concentrate on determining how much
fraud had occurred, but instead focused on how such illegal acts
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could occur as a result of internal control weaknesses. We were

interested in identifying areas where Labor is vulnerable to abuse

or error.
In making this assessment, work was performed at Labor head-

quarters, Labor regional offices, four CETA prime sponsors, four

subgran tees, and a national program grantee. We also reviewed

numerous reports pertaining to Labor's invbstigations of alleged

fraud and waste in the CETA program.
I will now summarize some of the internal control weaknesses

we noted during this review and further describe what has hap-

pened or can happen as a result of these weaknesses.
In reviewing the administrative activities of Labor and its region-

al offices which support CETA, as well as other Labor programs,

we found that unspent grant funds, money owed Labor from disal-

lowed grantee expenditures, and overpayments to vendors and em-

ployees are ndt collected promptly? properly safeguarded upon re-

ceipt, br properly deposited in U,S. Treasury accounts when 're-

ceived.
We also found that procurement invoices were approved for pay-

ment and later paid without purchase orders or other supporting
documentation to ensure validity or without checking to see if the

bill had already been paid. As a result,, duplicate payments have

occurred.
Employee travel advances were not being sufficiently reviewed to

verify the amount and determine,,,khe need for repayment. Such

reviews are important, especially lb insure that employees who

quit their jobs have repaid their advances.
We also found that property purchased with Federal funds at

'Labor headquarters was not being physically inventoried annually

by persons other than those responsible for maintaining property

records.
Regarding the CETA program specifically, we found internal

controls to be unacceptably weak at the grantees reviewed, despite

numerous Labor regulations and publications which provide inter-

na: guidance and requirements. These conditions make the grant-

ees vulnerable to illegal acts and unintentional errors, and rein-

force the importance of conducting regular audits of their oper-

ations to assure that proper internal controls are in place over

CETA, funds.
For example, we found that prime sponsors were not. revi "wing

subgrantee requests for cash or subgrantee cash balances, and as a

result, excessive amounts of CETA money were being retained by

some grantees. For example, one subgrantee, over the 6-month

period we reviewed, had from four to seven times more cash than

was permittedfrom $372,000 to $728,000. Another had excessive

balances ranging from $78,000 to $263,000 over the 3-month period

we checked.
One of these subgrantees committed $25,000 of its CETA money

to purchase 1,024 water meters for installation in private homes.
Officials justified this purchase by explaining that it was training
12 CETA participants to install and read the meters. The purchase

was not detected by the prime sponsor, because it did not have an
internal control procedure requiring that purchases over a certain

dollar limit be approved.

14
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This same subgran tee used $329,000 of its excess CETA cash to
finance its city payroll for 1 week. Over the ensuing 5-week period,
the CETA payroll was paid by the city, thereby liquidating this
debt.

Two prime sponsors and three subgrantees we visited did not
sufficiently verify CETA participant eligibility data provided on
applications for enrollment into the CETA program. This creates a
high risk that ineligible persons are being trained and paid at the
expense of needy people. ,

The four subgrantees we visited failed to establish sound internal
controls over CETA payroll disbursements, allowing erroneous and
excessive wages to be paid to some participants. Two grantees did
not systematically approve, process, validate, pay and document
travel transactions. For example, one subgahantee did not always
require travel orders or travel vouchers, but paid some employees
fixed monthly travel allowances without requiring proof that travel
actually took place. The lack of documentation makes it impossible
to audit these disbursements and to establish whether they were
valid or not.

Grantees did not always conduct annual physical inventories of
property or investigate noted discrepancies. Furthermore, they fre-
quently removed items from inventory records without explanation
and sometimes expensed equipment rather than inventorying it.

At one prime sponsor, a physical inventory revealed 20 items
missing from its inventory. The prime sponsor did not investigate
the JOSS. Among the missing items were five typewriters, one dupli-
cating machine, a 'pocket calculator and a dictating machineall
having value for personal use.

These examples typify the kinds of weaknesses we found in
payroll, purchasing, travel, cash management, property manage-
ment, and participant eligibility at nearly every locttion visited
during our vulnerability assessment. When considered in total, this
led us to conclude that the CETA program is vulnerable to fraud,
waste and abuse and that internal controls at the Department of
Labor and at CETA grantees need to be improved. We believe that
Labor must insure that strong internal controls exist throughout
its organizatiori and with its grantee:,.

The final portion of the vulnerability assessment concerned the
audit function. The CETA amendments of 1978 require the Secre-
tary of Labor to audit or arrange for audits of grantees and their
subgrantees to insure that funds are spent for the purposes intend-,
ed.

When audits do disclose illegal, erroneous, or questionable ex-
penditures, it is important that any misspent funds be recovered in
a timely manner. In an October 25, 1978, report td the Congress
entitled "More Effective Action Is Needed on Auditors Findings
Millions Can Be Collected or Saved," we reported lengthy delays in
resolving audit findings at many Federal agencies, including Labor.

In January 1981, we issued a follow-on report on this same
subject. Its title was "Disappointing Progress in Improving Sys-
tems for Resolving Billions in Audit Findings." The report showed
that while some progress had been made, the absence of effective
audit resolution processes still is a serious problem. For instance,
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at the Department of Labor, nearly 1.200 reports had unresolved

audit findings with a total monetary value of $291 million.
As part of our vulnerability assessment, we checked to see

whether Labor has made progtess in terms of reducing the length

of time to resolve audit findings involving questioned costs. While

some improvements have been made, there are still considerable

delays. During the review, we found that delays in resolving audits

were still occurring. As of December 31, 1980, there were 555
unresolved CETA audits involving $158.2 million in questioned

costs.
We also noted that in some cases, audits disclosed numerous

internal control weaknesses at grantees which went uncorrected
after the audit even though the grantee promised to implement the
auditor's recommendations for improvement. If audits are to be
effective, Labor must assure that the grantees correct any deficien-

cies identified in an audit.
Our vulnerability review covered only a limited number of prime

sponsors and subgrantees for the period May through October 1979.

However, some of the problems we noted in our vulnerability as-
sessment are also occurring at other prime sponsors and sub-

grantees.
In an ongoing review of CETA funds at the local level, GAO is

finding problems in cash management, equipment management,
procurement, and in payrollin other words, the same type of
findings we had in our earlier report. The auditors plan to brief
both the majority and minority staffs of this subcommittee during
July concerning this follow-on review.

Next, I would like to turn to our review of CETA audits. The
results of this review are contained in our report issued in Novem-

ber 1980, "More and Better Audits Needed of CETA Grant Recipi-

ents."
Audit is a basic control the Government has Ito prevent unau-

thorized expenditures by its grantees. When effectively used, the
audit function can provide management with information on how
to make the program operations more economical and efficient and

to keep funds from being spent improperly.
Labor has benefited from its audits of CETA grant recipients.

Some of its recent audits have disclosed significant findings which

are have, g an important effect on the program. However, Labor's

record in accomplishing audits of the prime sponsors has varied
significantly around the country. As I mentioned earlier, at the

time of our review, fewer than half the required audits had been

performed.
Furthermore, our limited sample of those audits indicated a need

for improving their quality. Finally, Labor,did not have an ef'f'ec-

tive system for controlling and summarizing subgrantee audits.

The principal reason for Labor's inability to accomplish more
audits was a lack of audit resources.

CETA regulations in existence at the time of our review required
the Secretary of Labor to audit or arrange for audits of prime

sponsors annually, but not less than once every 2 years. If these
regulations had been complied with, every original CETA prime

sponsor and subsponsor would have been audited at least three

times by now.
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We found, however, that there were still 14 prime sponsors that
had not been audited for the first time as of March 31, 1980.
During the period covered by our review, over $26 billion was spent
by about 460 prime sponsors and thousands of subgrantees. Only
320 of the prime sponsors had been audited as of then. In one of
Labor's 10 geographic regions, only 24 of 105 prime sponsors had

' been audited during the period covered by this review. The 81
prime sponsors which were not audited had expended $2.4 billion.
At the time of our review, audits had been started on 33 of those 81
prime sponsors.

At a second regional office which is responsible for auditing 45
prime sponsors, we found that as of September 1978, 22 of the
prime sponsors had not been audited since the inception of the
CETA program in 1974. Furthermore, seven of the audits which
wer--7perfornd were IiMited=i-cope audits whiacaccordirig to
Labor officials, do not satisfy the audit requirements of the CETA
regulations. In terms of expenditures audited, this means that
about $1.36 billion of the $1.7 billion granted to the prime sponsors
had not been audited at the prime sponsor level.

Since the time of our review, Labor reports completing an addi-
tional 126 prime sponsor audits nationwide during the year ending
March 31, 1980. This brings the total prime sponsors audited to
446. However, as previously stated, all prime sponsors should have
been audited at least three times by now.

The most serious case we found involved an audit of a 25-month
period and $30 million of CETA funds. In this audit, we found that
the grantee records did not support the reported expenditures. Yet,
this was not disclosed in the audit report.

The auditors were unable to reconcile the grantee's cash receipts
with the final cash balance. Rather than report the discrepancy,
the auditors inserted a $448,000 "plug" amount to obtain a balance.

The auditors made a $576,000 error in computing the amount of
administrative 'osts to be allocated to the grantee. The work
papers where the el of was [nude showed no indication of supervi-
sory review.

The auditors did not render an adverse opinion on the grantee's
financial statements, although they admitted to us that an adverse ,
opinion` was warranted.

We reviewed some of the audits accomplished under the CETA
program to evaluate the quality and thoroughness of the work'
performed. We found that audits of prime sponsors were not
always timely, did not address management responsibilities over
subgrants and contrac's and did not have all the characteristics of
a quality audit.

We reviewed Labor's audit of one prime sponsor that received
$28.4 million of CETA funds over a 11/2-year period. Of this
amount, $27.7 million was transferred to its subgrantees. Thus,
Labor's audit covered only about $692,000 of administrative ex-
penses and was void of an analysis of the $27.7 million adminis-
tered by subgrantees where the job training was provided and the
public service jobs were being performed.

When the original CETA legislation was passed in December
1973, Labor had 144 professional auditors. By June 1974 when the
first increment of CETA funds reached prime sponsors, the profes-

44-137 -MI
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sional audit staff had been reduced to 106 positions. In fiscal 1975,
the director of the internal audit staff requested 30 additional
positions, but five additional positions were all that were added
from reallocations within the Department.

By the end of fiscal 1976 when the first 2-year audit period was
ending, requests for more staff never got'past Labor's own budget
review process. The staff level remained at 111 until fiscal year
1977 when the audit staff requested 26 more positions. Again,
Labor disallowed the request. However, a supplemental request of
20 additional positions was submitted later that year and approved
by the Department, the OMB and the Congress. One pogition was
designated for direct audit support and 19 were added to the staff
as auditors.

In fiscal year 1978, an additional 29 positions were requested by
the audit staff.The- -t -requested-24 positions_which were
approved by OMB an Congress. However, all 20 positions were
allocated to the newly established Office of Special Investigations,

. which later absorbed the audit group and subsequently became the
Office of Inspector General.

In addition, 6 positions were transferred out of audit as a result
of a decision within the Department, leaving 124 auditor positions
as of July 1979. In responding to our draft report, Labor stated that
the Office of Audits now has 183 authorized professional positions.

Yesterday, Dr. Edwin Harper, who is the Deputy Director of the
Office of Management and Budget, in testifying before the Inter-
governmental Relations and Human Resources Subcommittee of
the Committee on Government Operations in the House testified
that the current resources of the Office of Inspector Generalhe
did not break it down between auditors and investigatorssaid
that they now have a staff of 387 and that they estimate that they
will have 433 this year. Sr.', there is some increase there, according
to his testimony.

That completes my statement, Mr. Chairman. Are would be
pleased to try to answer any questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Scantlebury follows:]
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20548
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EXPECTED AT 9:30 A.M.

THURSDAY, JUNE 11, 1981

STATEMENT OF

DONALD L. SCANTLEBURY,,DIRECTOR

ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT DIVISION

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT

AND PRODUCTIVITN!

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES

UNITED STATES SENATE

CONCERNING AUDITS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR'S

COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ACT (CETA) PROGRAM

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

We appear here today to discuss two of our reports; "Weak

Internal Controls Make the Department of Labor and Selected

CETA Grantees Vulnerable to Fraud, Waste and Abuse" (AFMD 81-46),

and More -- and Better -- Audits Needed of CETA Grant Recipients"

(AFMD 81-1). With me today are Lawrence Sullivan and George Egan

of my staff, and Maurice Moody of our Human Resources Division.

The first review I will discuss was performed to determine

if Labor and its grantees are vulnerable to misuse and abuse of

Government funds. This study concentrated on whether Labor has an

adequate system of internal controls. Internal controls are the body

of checks and balances which organizations set up to spread work out

1
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in such a way that one person or function checks on what

.another person or function does. Thes,1 checks detect errors

and make fraud agd related acts more difficult. Good internal

.controls are the most effective deterrent to fraud, embezzlement,

and related illegal acts. Good internal control by Labor and its

grantees is extremely important because they annually handle about

$8 billion in CETA funds. As a result of this review we concluded

that the Department and selected CETA grantees were vulnerable to

fraud, waste, and abuse, because some essential internal controls

were lacking.

Internal audit is or should be an importiht feature of any

agency's system of internal controls. The second review I will

talk about was performed to deteriine how the Department of Labor

carries out its CETA audit responsibilities. We found that fewer

than half the required audits had been performed. As part of the

review, we evaluated the quality of the audits that had been

performed at 13 prime sponsors. We found that these audits we

tested did not always conform to quality standards established

by the Comptroller General and required by Labor and OMB

regulations.

Now I would like to discuss the results of both assignments

in some detail. I will start with our vuineraollicy

the Department of Labor and selected CETA grantees contained in our

report issued in March of this year. In making this vulnerability

assessment, we were interested in (1) determining whether Labor

had a system of internal controls to
adequately protect against

20
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fraud, waste, and. abuse and (2) how CETA grantees provided

for protection of Federal funds and assets. In this regard,

we did concentrate on determining how much fraud has

occurred,,but instead focused on how such illegal acts could

occur as a result of internal control weaknesses. We were

interested in identifying areas where Labor is vulnerable to

abuse or error.

In making this assessment, work was performed at Labor-

headquarters, Labor regional offices, four CETA prime sponsors,

four subgrantees, and a national program grantee.' We also

° reviewed numerous reports pertaining to Labor's investigations

of alleged fraud and waste in the CETA program; I will now

summarize some of the internal control weaknesses we noted

during this review and further describe what has or can hap

pen as a 'result of these weaknesses. In reviewing the adminis-

trative activities of Labor andits regional offices, which

support CETA as well as all other Labor programs we found that:

--Unspent grant funds, money owed Labor from disallowed

grantee expenditures, and overpayments to vendors and

employees are not (1) collected promptly; (2) properly

safeguarded upon receipt; and (3) promptly deposited

in U. S. Treasury accounts when received.

--Procurement invoices were approved for payment and

later paid without purchase orders or other supporting

documentation to ensure validity or without checking

to see if the bill had already been paid. As a result,
.c'14

duplicate payments have occurred.

3
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--Employee travel advances were not being sufficiently

reviewed to verify the amount and determine the need

for repayment. Such reviews are important, especially

to ensure that employees vho quit their jobs have re-

paid their advances.

--Property purchased with Federal funds at Labor head-

quarters was not being phy.ically inventoried annually

by persons other than those responsible for maintaining

propeity records.

Regarding the CETA program specifically, we found internal

controls to be unacceptably weak at the grantees reviewed despite

numerous Labor "regulations and publications which provide internal

control guidance and requirements. These conditions make the

grantees vulnerable to illegal acts and unintentional errors and

reinforce the importance of conducting regular audits of their

operations to assure that proper internal controls are in place

over CETA funds. For example we found:

--Prime sponsors were not reviewing subgranter requests

for cash or subgrantee,cash balances and as a result

excessive amounts of CETA money were being retained

by some subgrantees. For example, one subgrantee, over

the six-month period we reviewed, had from four to

seven times more cash than it was permitted (from

$372,000 to $728,890); another had excessive balances

4
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ranging from $78,000 to $263,000 ove: the three

month period we checked.

--One of these subgrantees committed $25,000 of its

CETA money to purchase 1,024 water meters for

\i,stallation in private homes. Officials justified

this purchase by explaining that it was training

12 CETA participants to install and read the meters.

The purchase was not detected by the prime sponsor

because it did not have an internal control pro-

, cere requiring that purchases over a tertain

dollar limit be approved.

--This same subgrantee used $329,000 of its excess

CETA cash to finance its city payroll for one

week. Over the ensuing five-week period, the

CETA payroll was paid by the city thereby liquidat-

ing this "debt."

- -Two prime sponsors and three subgrantees we visited

did not sufficiently verify CETA participant eligibility

data provided on applications for enrollment into the

CETA program. This creates a high risk that ineligible

persons are being trained and paid at the expense of

needy people.

5
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--The four subgrantees we visited failed to establish

sound internal controls over CETA payroll disbursements

allowing erroneous and excessive wages be paid to some

participants.

--Two grantees did not systematically approve, process,

validate, pay, and document travel transactions. For

example, .one subgrantee did not always require travel

/
traveDvouchers but paid some employees

fixed monthly travel allowances without requiring

proQt that the travel actually took place. The

lack of documentation makes it impossible to audit

these disbursements and to establish their validity.

--Grantees did not always conduct annual physical

inventories of property or investigate noted discrep

ancies. Furthermore, they frequently removed items

4 from inventory records without explanation and some

times expensed equipment rather than inventorying it.

At one prime sponsor, a physical inventory revealed

20 itdhis missing from its inventory. The prime

sponsor did not Investigate the lossP Among the

missing items were five typewriters, one dictating

machine, a poqet calculator, and a duplicating

machine--all having value for personal use.

24
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ti
These examples typify the kinds of weaknesses we found

in payroll, purchasing, travel, cash management`, property

management and participant eligibility at nearly every location

visited during our vulnerability assessment. When considered

in total this led us to conclude that the CETA program is

vulnerable to fraud, waste, And abuse, and that internal

controls at,the department of Labor and at CETA grantees need

to be improved. We believe that Labor must ensure that strong

internal controls exist throughout its organization and with

its grantees.

The final portion of the vulnerability assessment concerned

the audit function. The CETA Amendments of 1978 require the

Secretary of Labor to audit or arrange for audit of grantees

and their.subgrantees to ensure that funds are spent for the

purposes intended. When audits do disclose illegal, erroneous

or questionable expenditures it is important that any misspent

funds be racoveeed in a timely manner. In an October 25, 1978,

report to Congress entitled "More Effective Action is Needed

on Auditors' Findings -- Millions Can be Collected or Saved"

(FGMSD-79-3), we reported lengthy delays in resolving audit

findings at many Federal agencies including Labor.

In January 1981, we issued a follow-on report entitled,

"Disappointing Progress In Improving Systems For Resolving

Billions In Audit Findings* (AFMD-81-27c January 23, 1981).

.The reportlhowed that while some progress had been made, the

absence of effective audit resolution proceises still is a serious

7
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7//problem. or instance, at the Department of Labor, nearly
,

1200 reports had unresolved audit findings with a, total

monetary value of $294 million. ..

As part of our vulnerability assessment, we checked to

see whether Labor has made progress in terms of reducing the

length of time to resolve audit findings involving questioned

costs. While some taproVements have beeh atie, there are still

t,,:considerable delays. During the review, we found that consider-

' able delays in resolving audits were still occurring. *As of

December 31, 1980, there were 555 unresolved CETA audits involv-

ing $158.2 million in questioned costs.

We also noted that in.some cases audits disclosed numerous
,

12? internal control weaknesses at grantees which went uncorrected

after the audit even though.the grantee promised to implement the

auditor's recommendations forcimprovement. If audits are to be

effective, Labor must assure that the grantees correct any defi-

ciencies identified in an audit.

Our vulnerability review covered only a limited number

of prime sponsors and subgrantees,for the period May through

October 1979. However, some of the problems we noted in our

vulnerability assessment are also occurring at other prime

' sponsors and subgrantees. In an on-going review of CETA funds'

at the local level, GAO is finding problems in cash management,

equipment management, procurement, and in payroll., 'ale audi-
.

tors,plan to brief both the majority and minority staffs of

this subcommittee during July concerning.titeir fol 'ldw -up review..
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Nixt I would like to discuss our review of CETA audits.

The results of this review are contained in our report issued

in November 1980, "More --And Better--Audits Needed of CETA

Grant Recipiants."

Audit is a basic control the Government has to prevent

unauthorized expenditures -by its grantees. When effectively

used, the audit function can provide management with informa-

tion on how td make the program operations more economical

and efficient and to keep funds from being spent improperly. -

Labor has benefitted from its audits of CETA grant recipients.

Some of its recent audits have disclosed significant findings

which are having an important effect on the program. However,

Labor's record in accomplishing audits of the prime sponsors

has varied significantly around. the country. As I mentioned

earlier, at the tide of our review, fewer than half the required

audits had been performed. Furthermore, our limited sample

of those audits indicated a need for improving their quality.

Finally, Labor did not have an effective systeM for controllin(

and summarizing subgrantee audits. The principal ceasorpfoc

Labor's inability to accomplish more audits was a lack of. audit

resources.

CETA regulations in existence at the .time of our review

required the Secreta'ry of Labor to audit or arrange for at4dits

of prime sponsors annually but not 1,ss than once every two
.

/
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years. If these regulations had been complied with, every

original CETA prime sponsor and subsponsor would have been

audited at least three times by now. We found, however, that

8
there were still prime sponsors that had not,been audited for

the first time as of March 31, 1980. During the period

covered by our review, over $26 billion was spent by about

460 prime sponsors anoLthousands of subg-rantees. Only 320 of

the prime sponsors had been audited as of then. In one of Labor's

ten geographic regions, only 24 of 105 prime sponsors had been

audited during 'the period covered by this review. The 81 prime

sponsors which were not audited had expended $2.4 billion.

(At the time of our review audits had been started on 33 of

the 81 prime sponsors.)

At a second regions office, which is'iShpongible for
rs

auditing 45 prime sponsors, we found that as of September 1978,

22 oL the prime sponsors had not been audited since inception

of the CETA program in 1974. Furthermore, seven of the audits

Which were performed were limited scope audits which, according

to Labor officials, do not satisfy the audit requirements of

the CETA regulations. In terms of expeilditures audited, this

means that about $1.36 billion of the- $1.7-billion granted

to the prime sponsors had not been,sudited at the prime sponsor

level.

Since the time of our review, Labor reports completing an

additional prime sponsor audits nationwide during the year

ending September 30, 1979. This brings the total prime sponsors

28
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40
audited to . However, as previously stated all prime

sponsors should have been audited at least three times by

now.

The most serious case we found involved 4n audit of

a 25-month period and $30 million of CETA funds. We

found that:

--the grantee records did not support the reported

expenditures, yet this was not disclosed in the

audit report;

--the auditors were unable to reconcile the

grantee's cash receipts with the final cash

balance. Rather than report the discrepancy,

the auditors inserted a $448,226 "plug" amount

to obtain a balance;

--the auditors made a $576,000 error in computing

the amount of administrative costs to be allo-

cated to the grantee. The workpaper where the

error was made showed no indication of

supervisory review;

--the auditors did not render an adverse opinion

on the grantee's financial statements although

they admitted to us that an adverse opinion

was warranted.

We reviewed some of the audits accomplished under the

CETA program to evaluate the quality and thoroughness of Ehe

11

29
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work performed. We found that audits of prime sponsors (1) .

were not always timely," (2) did not address management re-

sponsibilities over subgrants and contracts, and (3) did

not have all the the
chaiacteristics of a quality audit.

ye reviewed, bborls audit of one prime sponsor that

received $28.4 million of CETA funds over a 1 1/2 year period.

Of this amount $27.7 million was transferred to its subgrantees.

Thus Labor's audit covered only about $692,000 of administrative

*expenses and was void of any analysis of the $27.7 million ad-

ministered by subgrantees, where the job training was provided

and the public service jobs were being performed.

When the original CETA
legislation was passed in December

1973, Labor had 144 professional auditors. By June 1974, when

the first increment of CETA funds reached prime sponsors, the

.professional audit staff had been reduced to 106 positions.

In fiscal 1975, the director of the internal audit staff

requested 30 additional positions, but five audit positions

were added from reallocations within the Department.

By the end of fiscal 1976 when the first two-year audit

period was ending, requests
for more staff never got past

Labor's own budget review process. The staff Level remained

at 111 until fiscal
1977 when the audit staff requested 26

more positions. Again, Labor disallowed the request. However,

a supplemental request of 20 additional positions was submitted

12
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later that year and approved by the Department, the OMB and

the Congress. One position was designated for direct audit

support and 19 were added to the staff as auditors.

In fiscal 1978, an additional 29 positions were requested

by the audit staff. The Department requested 20 positions

which were approved by OMB and Congress. However, all 20

positions were allocated to the newly established Office of

Special Invettigations, which later absorbed the audit iioup

and subsequently became the Office of Inspector General.

In addition, 6 positions were transferred out of audit as a

result of decisions within the Department leaving 124 auditor

phsitions as of July 1979. In responding to our draft report,

Labor stated that the Office of Audits now has 183 authorized

professional positions.

This concludes my statement and I will try to answer

any questions you may have.

Senator QUAYLE. Let me begin by trying to put this in perspec-
tive. When we get into the CETA program or any Government
program, one of the responsibilities that we all have is to try to get
the most efficiency out of otir taxpayers' money. I do not think
anybody will dispute that as our responsibility.

In your analysis of the audits that you have done of the CETA
program, do you have a total dollar figure that you have been able
to place on fraud, abuse and waste in the program? You talked
about the vulnerability aspect and about some of the other cases,
but I have been unable to get a, total figure on the category of
waste, fraud, and abuse.

Mr. SCANTLEBURY. No; that would be an extremely difficult thing
to do. In the first plade, you have two kinds of fraud. For example,
you have that kind which has been identified and you know vbout,
and you have the part that has not been identified and you have
not found out about. Of course, it is very difficult to estimate how
much there is of the fraud that has not been identified.

In the fraud category, particularly, the General Accounting
Office made a study of 21 agencies. We covered a 21/2-year period
ending March 31, 1979, and we found that there were 77,000 report-
ed cases in those 21 agencies. The amount of money Involved was
not as large as many estimates have been made. The total amount
of money involved was in the neighbor_hootot$250-million.
_-Thisr-of-eoursejs-thevidelitifiapirt of the fraud and we are hot

sure how many cases, there may be of fraud that has not been
identified. But that was limited only to, I might mention, things
that the Federal Government v. as responsible for. In other words,
if a State had the money or a city had the money and the fraud
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was committed at that level, we would not have that kind of
information because we dealt with the files that each of the agen-
cies have with regard to particular fraud cases that came to their
attention. -

But that is kind of a general' ballpark figure for the whole
Government. We do not have good statistics on just this program
alone.

. Senator QUAYLE. In regard to the $250 million that you talked
about, or 77,000 cases in 21 agenciesthat is, $250 million out of
what total amount of moneys expended? Do you have a percentage
figure?

Mr. SCANTLEBURY. We have not made that to a percentage-
Senator QUAYLE. I mean $250 million out of what total? That is

. what I am trying to determine.
Mr. SCANTLEBURY. We could perhaps compute that; we have not

done it. It would be a very small percentage.
Senator QUAYLE. I would be interested in having that informa-

tion if you could provide it. You do not have to do it right now,
could you provide that later.

Mr. SCANTLEBURY. We could try to provide that for the record, if
you would like. But :-ou have to recognize that that is only the
identified fraud and we are not sure how good we are in identifying
the fraud. There may be an awful lot of it going on that we are not
able to identify.

[Additional information submitted for the record]
The total funds budgeted for the 21 agencies over the 21/2 year period covered by

our review of known fraud cases was extremely large, about a trillion dollars. The
approximately $250 million dollars in losses to fraud identified by the agencies
during the- same period would be an extremely small percentage, less than 1
percent.

Senator QUAYLE. But you reviewed 77,000 cases, or identified
77,000?

...
Mr. SCANTLEBURY. Well, the agencies keep a file; these 21 agen-

cies that we visited keep a file on each fraud case that is brought-
' to their attention. There were 77,000 of those files that were in-

cluded in our study. We actually took a statistical sample of them
and we really studied about 4,000 individual cases, and our statis-
tics are based on a projection from that statistical sample of 4,000
cases.

Senator QUAYLE. And of the 4,000 case you studied, in how many
cases did you find fraud? Was it 4,000?

Mr..,SCANTLEBURY. Yes; these were all cases that fell under the
general definition. 4

Senator QUAYLE. On the CETA program, do you have a list of the
fraud cases in that particular program?

Mr. SCANTLEBURY. We have some that came out of this particular
review.

_ Senator _QUAYLE. Do-you-have any idea how many? ,

Mr. EGAN. There was a total of 430 cases from Labor. I do not
know particularly whether they were all CETA. These were the
cases that the Department of Labor had identified as fraud or
illegal acts,, which we then -sampled. We could find out for you
exactly how many of those..430 were CETA problems.

[Additional information provided for the record]
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Of the 430 fraud cases at DOI., 194 or, 45 percent involved the CETA program.

Senator QUAYLE. I would be interested in narrowing it down to
the actual CETA fraud cases. I would also be interested if we could
make a comparison. My question is, Is this particular program
wrought with fraud any more than other Government programs? Is
this something inherent in the way that the system works with the
prime sponsors and the subgrantees and the lack of internal con-
trols that makes it more vulnerable to fraud? This is what we are
searching for, the question we are trying to answer.

Mr. SCANTLEBURY. I do not think that our statistics would really
answer that question because there are a lot of things you have to
consider, like the internal controls that we foundand, of course,
now we are going down below the level; you know, we are dealing
just at the Federal level and a lot of the problems that we found in
our study of weaknesses in internal controls were below the Feder-
al level.

So, the statistics that we would have would not necessarily be
useful in making that kind of an assessment because so much of
this money was handled and the vulnerability to fraud was below
the Federal level.

Senator QUAYLE. Do you think that there is more vulnerability to
fraud with agencies and subgrantees who are below the Federal
level of government?

Mr. SCANTLEBURY. Well, in this particular case, we found that
there were lots of weaknesses in internal controls, and when these
weaknesses exist, it makes it easier. You know, the purpose of
internal control is to catch fraud and prevent errors, and when y4u
have these kinds of weaknesses in the program or in an organiza-
tion that controls the program, then you are very susceptible to
having that sort of thing occur.

Senator QUAYLE. It is more likely to occur in that kind of a non-
federal system rather than if the controls and the operations were
retained at the-Federal level?

Mr. SCANTLEBURY. No, no, I am not saying that. Whenever you
have an organization that has poor internal controls, it is easier to
steal from it or to make errors in that organization than it is in an
organization where you have good internal controls, whether it is
Federal, State or local; you know, it can be at any level.

In this program, we found that generally the internal controls in
the organizations we visited were not very strong. You know, our
work that we did in this particular study was aimed at trying to
assess if these particular organizations have the kind of a system
that make it difficult to steal from them or difficult to make errors,
and we concluded no, they do not.

Senator QUAYLE. That they are vulnerable?
--Mr. ScANTLEBURY. That they are vulnerable.

Senator QUAYLE. How does this compare with other Government-
run programs as far as the vulnerability aspect is concerned?
Would you say that the CETA, in the way that it is presently set
up, is more vulnerable to fraud, abuse and waste than other Gov-
ernment programs or not?

I am trying to get an analysis. I know you like to stick to
statistics and audits and concise statements, but I am trying to put
this thing in perspective.

84-1371 0-81---3 33
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Mr. EGAN. We have done another vulnerability assessment of
Community Services Administration cap agencies. Cap agencies are
similar in some regards to subgrantees. If anything, I would say.
they are similar in terms of problems with internal control weak-
nesses. So, I think at the local level, you run into problems, I think,
in terms of strong internal controls.

I would.'s.ay that the cap agencies of the Community Services
Administration are probably very similar in terms of our findings.

_We have a report we have issued on the Community Services
Administration. We would be glad to furnish that to the commit-
tee, and it has the same types of problems that we noted in the
vulnerability assessment for Labor.

Mr. SCANTLEBURY. Just in general, we do not believe, that the
Federal Government as a whole has very strong systems of internal
control. By and large, what happens is that when a new accounting
system and managerial system that supports it is created, it usual-
ly starts out being pretty well designed and having a good control
system. But as it operates over a period of years, the controls
becomewell, in many cases, they are just taken off; they are
eliminated.

A lot of them, you know, function through data processing sys-
tems, and over the years the data processing riecple take out some
of the controls to make the process run more smpothly, or they
need some more storage space so they take out some of the rou-
tines that are, in essence, controls.

In the area where people are the controls before you get into the
data processing system, when there are personnel cuts, sometimes
two persons wind up doing one job, when the original design pro-
vided for them to check on each other. Then new people come in
and the way the job is supposed to function is not explained to
them adequately and they do something different, which destroys
the control procedure.

In industry, generally they have reviews that are made of their
internal control systems; it is usually when they have their annual
audit, when the public accountants come in. They check over the
internal control systems and see that they are functioning ade-
quately. We do not do that in the Government.

Sometimes, the internal auditors in the agencies will do some
checks of those controls. As we are reporting here, we do some
checks, but there is not a regular, routine method of checking the
systems. So, a lot of them just fall into disrepair over a period of
time.

So, I think you would have to say that the whole Federal Govern-
ment is certainly not a model as far as having good internal
control systems. We have been supportive of legislation; there are
two bills in the Senate. One is called the Financial Integrity Act,
which we have been very supportive of because it would require
agencies to, at least once a year, check their internal control sys-
tems to see that they are functioning adequately.

Senator QUAYLE. You.say that the Federal Government is not a
model for an internal control system, and I will concede that point.
What I am trying to get at is what kind of a system could we
devise that would assure internal control. You mentioned this Fi-
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nancial Integrity Act. Is that the best course of action? Could we
apply this to the CETA program as well?

Mr., SCANTLEBURY. Well, the Financial Integrity Act, of course,
applies at the Federal level, so it would not necessarily catch the
subgrantees and grantees, and so fzth, that are not part of the
Federal system. That is where I think the audit is important; not
only the audit that is made by the Labor auditors or is made by the
public accountants who do the audit [there are different arrange-
ments] but it is a combination of two things.

You need to have the audits done, and they need to report the
internal control weaknesses they and then the management
of the agency need to be sure that those weaknesses are corrected.
I think we have had breakdowns all the way along; we have not
had strong enforcement so that weaknesses get corrected and we
have not had all the programs audited regularly. That is the real
way that I see to bring, you know, those kinds of controlsbe sure
that the money is handled properly.

Senator QUAYLE. What kind of recommendation could you make
to us about the CETA program from a structural point of view? I'
get the feeling that perhaps this so-called subgrantee program, the
way that it is E et up now, at least from your viewpoint is not the
best; that you lose some control and you do not have the internal
controls and that it would be more vulnerable to waste, fraud, and
abuse than another system.

You mentioned the CAP program which is similarly set up. Well,
both of those agencies have a lot of questions and a lot of docu-
mentea cases of fraud and mismanagement. Do you think this is
inherent in the structure that has been established for these two
agencies, or is it just the management of the system?

Mr. SCANTLEBURY. Well, we really have not addressed that yet.
Now, in this particular case, we took a look at the existing struc-
ture and asked, "How are the controls?" You know, we went down
from one level to another to see whether there were problems in
controls. We did not really address the idea of what could be
changed in the system to have better controls.

You know, 'I guess the most important part of this system is
delivering the service, and you try to construct a control system so
that it will not get in the way of_whatever is the best way to
provide the service to the people who are to benefit. You devise a
control system that will control the funds in whatever system is
decided upon by the program people.

We are doing a study right now which we have just started on, in
which we are taking those 77,000 cases we were talking about a
few minutes ago and we are trying to identify what kinds of
programs seem to be particularly vulnerable to fraud and why. We
are hopeful that some of the kinds of things you are getting at may
come out of that, but I do not have that information yet.

Senator QUAYLE. When do you think that study will be complet-
ed? Do you have any idea?

Mr. SCANTLEBURY. Well, right at this point we have these 4,000
statistical samples in a computer and we are getting a run out of it
now which will try to identify for us the individual programs that
have had the most problems with fraud and abuse, and then we are
going to try to look at what point in their internal control system
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does it seem to be that these sorts of problems occur. Until we get
that and see what we have, it is going to ix very hard for us to
plan what kind of a time frame we have. So, we are kind of in a
preliminary stage as far as planning a time frame.

As soon as we get that data together and I get some kind of an
idea, I would be glad to provide you with that.

[Additional information provided for the record:]
The following is a list of program areas where agencies identified a substantial

number of fraud cases:
Agency and program: No of cases .

Stiehl! Security AdministrationSupplemental security income program 10,088

- Department of AgricultureFood stamps 6,536
Social Security AdministrationRetirement program 2,332
Veterans AdministrationHousing and loan guarantee assistance 1,259
Housing and Urban DevelopmentFHA single family mortgage insur

ance 746
Social Security AdministrationTitle II disability 606

Senator QUAYLE. I think it would not only be interesting to this
subcommittee, but I think it would be of interest to us in general.
As you know, the will of this administration, which I certainly--
supportI do not know what the final verdict will be in the Con-
gressis to.move toward the block grant concept.

From your testimony here this morning, it appears you feel that
if you lose a little bit of control, perhaps we may have more of a

-problem with fraud, abuse, and mismanagement, which is some-
thing that many of us are adamant about correcting. My conclu-
sion from listening to you today is that there have been sowg
serious questions raised, and we had better address what kinds of
controls we are going to need in order to go along with the block
grant concept that we are presently trying to embark upon.

Mr. SCANTLEBURY. Well, I think Congress, of course, has to decide
how much control it wants over these various programs. For exam-
ple, revenue sharing. has very few requirements as to how the
money shall be controlled, so that there is not a great deal to audit
against in that particular circumstance.

Now, with block grants, if the Congress wishes to maintain-that
control over those funds, you can still audit to see whether the
money is properly safeguarded and whether they have the proper
internal contmLsystems over the funds. But I think it is a matter
of choice a how much control you want to relidquish when you
give them the block grants.

Senator QUAYLE. Well, I cannot predict the final outcome of
Congress. My own viewpoint is that we would like to give them as
much-authority in decisionmaking policies as possible. But I do not
want to have it misused and mismanaged and go to things that are
corrupt. We need accountability for these fund .

I do not want to tell them exactly how to spe d it, but once it is
expended, I think there ought to be accountabilit , It is the taxpay-
ers' money that we are talking about and this is no free lunch
where we are just going to give it out and say, "Well; you can do
with it whatever you darned well please," and not be concerned or
sensitive about the fraud aspect, or the waste or the mismanage-
ment. I think these problems are inherent in a lot of the programs
and something that everybody is against, but do not seem to be
able to do much about.
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Well, if you could give us the cases on fraud, we would appreci-
ate it, and if you could also give us a documented figure off the
CETA program, and maybe you are going ,to have to make an
estimate on your reports on how much inefficiency, waste, and
management there is. You have cited a couple of figures. Can you
project that in a percentage?

Mr. SCANTLEBURY. Well, the only thing that we would probably
be able to project would be fraud, because that study that I talked
about did not cover waste or inefficiency. It just covered fraud.

Senator QUAYLE. Of the documented fraud cases, how much of
those moneys have been returned to the Government? Do you have
that figure?

Mr. SCANTLEBURY. We have that. Do you remember that statis-
tic?

Mr. EGAN: I do not know the exact number, but we could sure
provide it for you. It is an interesting thing; with the 77,000 cases,
only about 12,000 of them went to the U.S. attorney for prosecu-
tion.- Somewhere along the way, somaof those cases had been
resolved administratively and dollars have been recovered. But we
can sure provide the exact amount of money recovered for those
77,000.

[Additional information supplied for the record:]
According to agency records, they planned to recover about 343 million of the

funds lost through fraud during the period of our review.

Senator QUAYLE. OK, also, I would like your analysis on this
particular system as compared with other Goverhment systems on
the vulnerability aspect of the fraud, waste and abuse, and why
this ls a better system or perhaps a worse system than others that
we have.

I think that is very important from a procedural point of view as
We try to rewrite this legislation next year. We have g to know
what needs to be done structurally. I do not think t at anybody
will say that there will not have to be some chan , but we are
going to have to have your input.

I know you do not like to get into that analysis, but we have got
to have it. I do not know of anybody else who would be more
capable in dealing with these other agencies and looking at these
audits and looking at these reviews. If you can give us an analyt-
ical summary of this particular structure versus others, we would
be grateful.

Mr. SCANTLEBURY. Well, I think we could provide you with some
information on some of the weaknesses that we perceive, you know,
in this particular way that these prograths function. I am not sure
that we can compare that with enough other Government pro-
grams. You know, we have some other ones that we have data on. I
am not sure that we can give you an opinion and say, "Gee, this is
a lot worse than the average Government program, or it is a lot
better than the average Government program."

Senator QUAYLE. Well, there needs to be some benchmark of
comparability, and I do not know how you want to establish that.
Somehow, we have got to have that guesstimate to work from.

Mr. SCANTLEBURY. I guess one of my fe-ilings is that, you know,
the whole Government needs to improve its internal controls. You

: know, fraud, waste and abuse have become a great concern of the
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i eministration' and just a general concern with Government, and
need to tighten up our system. The best way I know is to have a

system that is difficult to steal from.
In fact, this is kind of interesting, but one of the things we found

in our study was that the average person who steals from the
Government is not a hardened criminal; very few hardened crimi-
nals are caught in this. The average person who steals from the
Government is somebody who has never been in trouble with the
law before. . .

Now,, some of them are Government employees-26 percent, I
believe, or something like that. Others are people who do business
with the Government or are recipients of welfare, and these kinds
of people. Most of them have never been in trouble with_ the law
before, but they saw that the Government system was so weak that
it would be easy to steal from it. So,. they succumbed to that.

One of the - things -that we can -do is provide a very difficult
system to steal froma good, solid, tight internal control system
and we can make it difficult for those people to steal, and in that
way we can shut off a lot of that fraud. At the same time, because
the same kindg of controls prevent errors, we can shut off a lot of
waste.

Senator QUAYLE. OK, I thank you for your participation and look

forward to working with you.
Mr. SCANTLEBURY. Thank you.
Senator QUAYLE. Mr. Yeager, welcome.
Mr. YEAGER. Thank you.
Senator QUAYLE. Who are your two compatriots?
Mr. .YEAGER. On my right is Mr. Edward Stepnick.
Senator QUAYLE. Would you pull the microphone up so I can

hear you?
Mr. YEAGER. Certainly. On my right is Mr. Edward Stepnick.
Senator QUAYLE. How does be spell his name?
Mr. STEPNICK. S-t-e-p-n-i-c-k.
Mr. YEAGER. He is Assistant Inspector General for Audit On my

left is Mr. Mac-Statham, S-t-a h-a-m, Assistant Inspector General
for Investigations.

Senator QUAYLE. OK. Do you have a statement?
Mr. YEAGER. Yes, I do, Senator.
Senator QUAYLE. All right; go ahead and proceed.

STATEMENT OF FRANK A. YEAGER, ACTING DEPUTY INSPEC-
TOR GENERAL. OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL. ACCOMPA-
NIED BY EDWARD STEPNICK, ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GENER-
AL FOR AUDIT: AND MAC STATHAM. ASSISTANT INSPECTOR'
GENERAL FOR INVESTIGATIONS

Mr. YEAGER. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the opportunity to appear before

you today to provide information for the subcommittee to consider
prior to developing and evaluating new employment and training
legislation. With me is Mr. Edward Stepnick, Assistant IG for
Audit, and Mr. Mac Statham, Assistant IG for Investigations.

Auditors from the Office of the Inspector General and the prede-
cessor audit organizations in the Department of Labor have con-
ducted periodic audits of CETA prime sponsors and other CETA
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grantees and contractors for 7 years. These audits generally serve
, as a basic tool for preventing and detecting unauthorized expendi-

tures and seeing that the Congressional intent of CETA is carried
out.

Audits are required to be conducted not less than once every 2
years. We have, in the Office of Inspector General, not been able to
fulfill this requirement. Approximately 85 percent of our audit
resources have been devoted to CETA. Yet, until March 1981, there
were prime sponsors that had never been audited. If resources had
been available to meet this audit requirement, CETA grantees
could have been audited at least three times by now.

Recent changes brought about by attachment P of OMB circular
A-102 and departmental regulations allow grantees to arrange for
their own audits. These provisions are allowing us to close some of
the gaps in audit coverage that have occurred in the past. Howev-
er, all of the gaps Will not be closed. These provisions on,ly apply to
State and local government grantees, not to nonprofit organiza-
tions at this time. Further, grantee-procured audits will require
careful supervision and quality assessment by the Office of Inspec-
tor General.

During the 12 months ending March 31, 1981, our work resulted
in th issuance of 319 audit reports on CETA grantees and contrac-
tors. pecifically, these audits evaluated whether financial oper-
ation were properly conducted, financial reports were fairly pre-
sen z,e, and recipient organizations complied with applicable CETA
requ rements. They covered programs operated by CETA State and
loca prime sponsors (157), Indian and other native Atherican
gra tees (4), migrants and seasonal farm worker grantees (22), Job
Cores Center contractors (29), and special activity programs for
res arch and demonstration projects administered by the Office of
Na ional Programs of the Employment and ,Training Administra-
tio (107).

hese audits resulted in numerous recommendations to strength-
en ccounting procedures and internal controls, and provided man-
ag ment with information on how to operate programs more eco-
no ically and efficiently. We questioned $153 million in program
ex i nditures primarily due to noncompliance with program re-
qu rementh or an accountability gap resulting from inadequate
d umentation to support the validity of program expenditures.

ur audit experience shows program management problems in
t ree general arias: first, the enrollment of ineligible participants;
second, poor financial management systems; third, inadequate
monitoring of subgrantee activities. Of particular concern are prob-
lems at the subgrantee level which could have' been avoided if
proper controls had been implemented and exercised by the prime
sponsors or recipients. Subgrantee monitoring must be improved
for the CETA program tq operate properly because subgrantees
spend most of the money and deliver most of the services.

The CETA amendments of 1978 provi d for independent moni-
toring units and eligibility verification stems to be placed at all' prime sponsors. Because of the time quired to implement and
staff these units, we are just beginning to audit areas where these
units are in place We hope to be able to determine how successful
these units have been in eliminating the enrollment of ineligible
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participants. At this point, our audits continue to show ineligible
participants in the program. In our most recent semiannual report.
over $3 million was questioned in this area.

Our audits show the current most prevalent problems to be those
. associated with the konitoring of subgrantee activities and poor

financial management systems. In our March semiannual report,
over $27.5 million was questioned because of unresolvethsubgrantee

audits. However, further analysis of the $27.5 million would show
the underlying causes to be attributed either to ineligible partici-
pants or poor financial management systems.

Common financial management system problems identified at
both the grantee and subgrantee level have been insufficient docu-
mentation to support program costs, financial reports not traceable
to accounting records, improper indirect cost plans, and violation of

cost limitations .

Many of the deficiencies disclosed in the 319 reports issued
during the past 12 months were also disclosed in prior audits.
There has been a lack of aggressive corrective actions designed to
implement sound financial management systems and eliminate
weaknesses in internal control. Other contributing factors have
been the complixity of the CETA programs and their regulations
and a lack of concern about accountability by some grantees and
subgrantees.

Everyone recognizes that administering the CETA program is an
administrative challenge of immense proportions. CETA activities
vary widely and the regulations are complex. While there has been

some progress, signifitant improvements still are needed to insure
that the prime sponsors who deal with subgrantees write effective
contracts, properly monitor and audit their activities, and take
timely and adequate corrective action to resolve weaknesses.

Another problem attributable to the lack of improvement in the
adminis ation of CETA programs is the fact that the Employment
and Tra ing Administration has moved slowly in the past to re-
solve qu tioned costs and related' audit findings resulting from
audits. On March 31, 1981, over $237 million existed in unresolved
questioned costs from CETA audits. The Supplemental Appropri-
ations Act of 1981 requires that all of these costs be resolved by

September 00, 1981. Preliminary results indicate that substantial
progress has been made during the 2 months subsequent to Mirch.
Approximately $100 million has been resolved Awing these two
months.

Office of Inspector General investigative efforts directed to the
CETA program has, in large measure, been in response to allega-
tions of fraud, waste, and abuse from the Employment and Train-
ing Administration, other public officials, and members of the
public. As a result, our inquiries have focused on prime sponsors
and subgrantees where some indication of potential wrongdoing
exists. For.this reason, it is impossible to characterize the results of
our investigative work as typical of the entire program. As we
develop our ability to initiate investigations which are based more
on a random selection method rather than reaction to complaints,
generalizations concerning fraud, Waste and abuse in the CETA
program will be possible.
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Our reactive investigations to date reflect that the degree of
outright, knowingly intentional efforts to gain access to CETA
funds solely for the purpose of self-enrichment are relatively un-
common. However, where such instances are found, the scheme is
relatively blatant and is disclosed by effective program monitoring.

We are concerned that while such schemes have been relatively
uncommon, we do not have the resources to probe areas where
more sophisticated criminal activities may be occurring. Experi-
enced potential violators with a knowledge of the system could
devise schemes to defraud which would be extremely difficult to
detect simply generating false paperwork in connection with their
grant. Such schemes would be difficult to detect by either audit or
monitoring processes. .

A significant portion of our CETA investigations focus on falsifi-
catioh of records which are used as measures of the program's
success. Included are applications for CETA employment, training
statistics, and records of placemeni resulting from contact with the
program. The motivation for such crimes is self-perpetuation of
programs and the resultant administrative employment as well as
the availability of CETA programs for other than CETA purposes.

Mr. Chairman, I hope our comments have been helpful, and we
would be pleased to try and answer any questions you may have.

Senator QUAYLE. thank you very much, Mr. Yeager; they have
been. .

How many criminal cases have been uncovered in the CETA
program since its inception?

Mr.:YEAGER. 1 do not believe we have figures with us since its
inception. We can give you some data on the last year, if that
would be helpful.

Senator QUAYI.E. OK. .

Mr. STATHAM. Maybe I can just answer that, Senator Quayle. We
have had, over this past year and this year to date, approximately
:34. indictments.

Senator QUAYLE. Pull the microphone closer; I cannot hear you.
Mr. STATHAM. Eicuse me; approximately 34 indictments over the

last yew'.
Senator QUAYLE. 34 indictments?
Mr. STATHAM. And, to date, about 30 convictions in that area.
Senator QUAYLE. And how many of the 34 indictmentsthere are

obviously other criminal cases that you referred for prosecution. Do
you have a number- -

Mr STATHAM. Obviously, they take them as they can because of
their workload.

Senator QUAYLE. Yes; how many criminal cases have we actually
uncovered?

Mr. STATHAM. We have referied to the U.S. attorney about 47
cases this year. We referred.sornewhere in the neighborhood of 159
last year, sir.

Senator QUAYLE. All right. Over 100 last year, and of
the 159, there were 34 indictments?

Mr. STATHAM. Yes, sir, and some of those have been declined for
adhlinistrative purposes, others are still pending a decision by the
U.S. attorney.
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Senator QUAYLE. And so far this year, 47 criminal cases have
been referred over?

Mr. STATHAM. Yes, sir, approximately; that was through the end
of May,

Senator QUAYLE. Do you know how many indictments there are
for this year? Do you have a figure?

Mr. STATHAM. Thirty-four, sir.
Senator QUAYLE. Thirty-four this year?
Mr. STATHAM. Yes, sir.
Senator QUAYLE. Is that the same as last year?
Mr. STATHAM. No; I have 34 this year, and then we had 39 last

year.
Senator QUAYLE. OK, 34 so far this year.
Mr. STATHAM. That is correct.
Senator QUAYLE. OK, has, this increased over the years?
Mr. YEAGER. Well, we do not have data from the beginning of the

program. You see, this is a new organization; we did not have
responsibility for investigations until the Office of Inspector Gener-
al was established in 1978. Our data Systems really start with the

'inception of our program and our responsibilities.
Mr. STATHAM. Really, for a management information system, it

begins at the beginning of the last fiscal year.
Senator QUAYLE. Do ypu have a dollar figure on the amount of

money. th*at was involved in these criminal cases?
Mr. STATHAM. Not with me; I do not, sir.
Senator QUAYLE. Could you provide that?
Mr. STATHAM. I will provide it; yes, sir.
Mr. YEAGER. We will provide it.
[Information supplied for the record:]
The OIG referred 47 cases to U.S Attorneys in fiscal year 1981 involving

$18,876,900 in CETA funds OIG investigations indicate $2,131,400 of fraud was
involved in these cases

Senator QUAYLE. OK, do you also have a dollar figure on the
amount for not only fraud, but waste and abuse? Do you have a
total figure on that?

Mr. STATHAM. That is a very difficult one, sir.
[Information supplied for the record:]
No data is available which will show the amount of, fraud, waste and abuse in

CETA OIG investigations of CETA are in response to complaints Our findings in
these cases provide no basis for projection to the entire CETA program In addition,
our data provides information on fraud in investigations-in which we find criminal
activity. This data does not consider the dollar value of contracts Investigated in
which no fraud was found.

Senator QUAYLE. I know it is. Everyone keeps telling me how
difficult it is, but everybody wants to have it.

Mr. STATHAM. We are toying with a system right now that is
strictly invalid to try to capture some data that I can provide you
with. But I want to emphasize that it is an invalid statistic.

Senator QUAYLE. But in your judgment from the cases that you
have reviewed, you can come up with an estimate on the amount of
money?

Mr. STATHAM. Yes, sir, but it will be statistically invalid.
Senator QuAYLE..0K, we will call it an invalid and inconclusive

guesstimate on what it is.
Mr. YEAGER. A guesstimate.
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Senator QUAYLE. But it would be helpful just to see where we
stand.

Mr. YEAGER. But jt would have to be significantly qualified,
Senator.

Senator QUAYLE. Pardon me?
Mr. YEAGER.-Any figure we would give in this area, we would

have to qualify and give you the qualifications we would place on
it.

Senator QuAYLE.,Fine. You know, you could tell us the procedure
that you used to arrive at this figure, and we would have to take it
at that value in our discussions.

Of all the funds that have been appropriated and allocated to
CETA, do you have any idea what percentage of these funds have
actually been audited? Have they all at some time been audited? -

Mr. YEAGER. No; they have not all been audited. As I indicated
in gly testimony, we have been unable to audit, for example, all of
the prime sponsors. We have finally been able to initiate all the
audits, but they have not yet been completed, despite the fact that
we are devoting aboiit 85 percent of our audit resources to this
effort.

Now, the changes that allow us to use grantee-procured audits
show promise of being able to close this audit gap We project that
by fiscal year 1982, we will, given current trends, be able to meet
the once every 2 years requirement and maintain a current audit
coverage of the program with this heavy use of grantee-procured
audits.

Senator QUAYLE. You say that not all of the prime sponsors have
been audited once?

Mr. YEAGER. That is correct, Mr. Chairman. They have not all
been audited one time.

Senator QUAYLE. They are supposed to have been audited three
times, right?

Mr. YEAGER. Three times; that is right.
Senator QUAYLE. Is manpower the reason?
Mr. YEAGER. Manpower; resources to do the job. As the GAO

testimony pointed out, when the CETA legislation was passed, the
audit staff, was reduced by some 40 positions, from 140 to about
100 auditors. It is slowly being built back up. but you need the staff
to do the jobeven to do the job, I want to stress, with public
accounting firms because you do need to exercise Federal quality
control over that effort.

Senator QUAYLE. Do you mean that the Congress would place a
requirement in the statutory language and then not give you the
resources to carry out that requirement?

Mr. YEAGER. The requirement itself was imposed as a regulatory
requirement.

Senator QUAYLE. Regulatory?
Mr. YEAGER. Regulatory requirement on ine Department,
Senator QUAYLE. It is not statute; it just- -
Mr. YEAGER. In our regulations.
Senator QUAYLE. How do you determine which one of these

prime sponsors gets audited?
Mr. YEAGER. Which ones?
Senator QUAYLE. Yes.
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Mr. YEAGER. Well, again, we should be doing every prime spon-
sor every other year. Up until this time, we have been trying to
select on the basis of our estimate as to where the need was
greatest.

Maybe Mr. Stepnick can comment a little more fully on that.
Mr. STEPNICK. Earlier, we were approaching meeting the cyclical

requirement ff.om the standpoint of the number of entities to be
audited and just moving ahead on a time sequential basis so that
we could eventually cover them all. When it became apparent that
we were getting farther and farther behind, we took a look at that
practice and concluded we are not going to be able to meet the
requirement anyway so why not allocate our limited resources to
the areas of greatest risk and vulnerability.

So, in the last few years, we have been purposefully selecting
_ grantees- who are the big spenders, ones where we have indications
of prior high cost questions based on earlier audits, and places
where the program officials have indicated to us that they feel
there are special problems.

By beginning to take into account the factor of risk and vulner-
ability, in terms of total dollars we are probably doing a little bit
better statistically than in terms of a percentage of the number of
entities, which has been a traditional way of measuring.

When we are able to fully implement the system of grantee-
procured audits, we will be abie to devote our resources to the big
spenders and allow the grantees to arrange audits for the less risky
ones. I think that while this is not as good as having enough
Federal auditors to make thorough audits everywhere, it will opti-
mize the various audit resource systems that we have so that we
can get the maximum coverage.

Senator QUAYLE. Of the 319 reports that you reviewed by March,
you came up with a total of $153 million in questioned costs?

Mr. YEAGER. Questioned costs.
Senator QUAYLE. Now, what was the,, total dollar amount that

was audited; $153 million out of what?
Mr. YEAGER. This was against an audit amount of $5.3 billion

during the 12-month period.
Senator QUAYLE. So, 5.3 --
Mr. YEAGER. 5.3 billion.
Senator QUAYLE. 5.3 billion, and you found questioned costs of

$153 million. Now, have those questioned costs been returned to
the Department of Labor?

Mr. YEAGER. No; these more recent audits are still in the process
of being consiaered by the Employment and Training Administra-
tion; then you go through the process of determining whether to
allow or disallow the costs. It is a very lengthy process before any
dollars are returned to the Federal Government.

Senator QUAYLE. OK, you have the questioned costs and then it
has to have a disallowed cost, right?

Mr. YEAGER. It goes to the Employment and Training Adminis-
tration for administrative action.

Senator QUAYLE. And that is out of your jurisdiction.
Are the questioned costs normally disallowed, also? What has

been the track record?
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Mr. YEAGER. We do not have any figures with us on the percent-
age of questioned costs which are eventually disallowed. I would
just generalize that historically, it has been a low figure.

Senator QUAYLE. OK. you talked about the complexity of the
rules and regulations that some of the prime sponsors complain
about. In your review, particularly not in the criminal aspect but,
in the fraud, abuse, waste, and mismanagementdid you find this
to be a particular problemperhaps onerous regulations or regula-
tions that were ambiguous enough that the prime sponsor really
did not understand what they were supposed to be doing? You
referred to that in your testimony.

Mr. YEAGER. Yes; a great number of our questioned costs go to
the issue of the prime or the sub failing to follow the regulations in
terms of meeting eligibility criteria for participants There is some
complexity there that I think should be addressed, but I would not
be able to say why the prime sponsor did not understand it or
whether they did understand it. It is just a fact that a good number
of our findings deal with this issue.

Senator QUAYI.E. But this was a current theme and complaint
from the prime sponsors, that there was simply too much regula-
tion that imposed a burden on them that caused them to, in your
eyes and perhaps in their eyes, not meet the intent of the law and
the regulatory requirements? I mean, this is not an isolated case?

Mr. YEAGER. No.
Senator QUAYLE:. Basically, this is a general theme?
Mr. YEAGER. That they have.
Senator QUAYLE:. That they have?
Mr. YEAGER. Yes,rsir.
Senator QUAYLE I think it may not just be a general theme for

CETA prime sponsors, but anybody that deals with the Federal
Government.

Let me just ask you one final question. What do we have, about
.50,000 subgranteeb or Joniething like that-30.000 to 50,000 sub-
grantees?

Mr. YEAGER. That is our best estimate.
Senator QUAYLE. We do not even really know how many sub-

grantees we have?
Mr. YEAGER. No; we do not.
Senator QUAYI.E. What is your opinion of the system that we

have? I do not know if you listened to the dialog with the last
witnesses, but maybe in conclusion you could elucidate on your
perception of the structure and the system that we have estab-
lished for the CETA program,

Mr. YEAGER. Well, the system is designed, of course, to provide
flexibility and enable the maximum amount of local self-determina-
tion in the program. From our point of view and a management
control point of view, that makes it a very complicated and difficult
system to insure minimum waste, fraud, and abuse.

I think if we are going to have this kind of a decentralized
system and are going to control it and do a better job of minimizing
waste, fraud, and abuse, we are going to have to spend a lot more
time, staff, and dollars on the control aspect.

I do not think that we can have it both wayspass the responsi-
bility out and not audit the program and then be concerned about
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the complaints about waste, fraud, and abuse. There is a real
expense to running a decentralized system that I do not think we
fully recognize.

SenatoeQuAYLE. Well, thank you very much.
Mr. YEAGER. Thank you, Senator.
Senator QUAYLE. And if you would give us some of those figures,

our staff will follow up and it should be very interesting.
Mr. YEAGER. We will provide them.
Senator QUAYLE. We appreciate your cooperation; thank you.
[The following was received for the record:]
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U.S. Department of Labor

Honorable Don Quayle
United States Senate
Committee on Labor and

Human Resources
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Quayle:

37

Office of Inspector General
Washington D C 20210

Reply to the Attention of

As I discussed during the hearings you held in June 1981, I have been
experimenting with a system to capture data on the amount of fraud
in the CETA Program. While we have no way of knowing how much
fraud is actually invohed, we are looking at the dollar amount of
fraud we uncover againat the total amount of monies in the contracts/
grants we investigate. One must realize that this formula is statis-
tically invalid and cannot be applied across the board because if we
added the contracts/grants monies not under investigation the per-
centage would be substantially reduced. It should be noted that of
the contracts/grants investigated thus far in FY-1981, the figure has
remained constant at 11 percent. We reach this percentage figure by
dividing the dollar amount of the CETA contracts/grants involved into
the dollar amount of fraud established during our investigations. For
example, using the figures accumulated since the beginning of FY 1981,
we established fraud was involved in 11 percent of the contracts monies
investigated.

11 pe,' ent
18876.9 ($ amount .,ETA contracts involved)/ 2131.4 (S amount
of fraud established)

Following is a summary of the investigations activities in the CETA area
during the period October 1, 1980 through May 31, 1981;

Cases Opened 200

Cases Closed 193

Cases Pending 263

Cases Referred to U.S. Attorney 47

Cases Declined by U.S. Attorney 33
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Cases Referred to DOL Agency for Administrative A^tion 51

Cases Referred to Another Investigative Agency 2

Cases Referred-for Local Prosecution Other Than Federal 6

Indictments 34

Judgments 0

Convictions 30

Suits 1

Fines 1/ 14.1

Recoveries 2/ 1226.7

Collections 3/ 4.6

Fraud' Established 4/ 2131.4

Savings 5/ 484.4

Dollar Amount of DOL /CETA Contract 6/ 18876.9

1/ Fines are the sums of money imposed as a penalty upon defendant after
arMministrative hearing, civil suit, or criminal prosecution.

2/ Recoveries include the restoration, restitution or recovery of money or
projrnty o known value that was lost through a crime, mismanagement,
etc. 1

3/ Collections art the receipt of payments of a indemnity to end,a civil
transaction, suit or proceeding.

4/ Fraud Established is the total amount of fraud dollars involved as
determined by the OIG Investigations.

5/ Savings are the prevention of dollar value losses to the Government.
This amount includes actual savings foilh-F-reporting period in contracts
and grants, and projected savings in benefit payments based on program
agency data. -

;
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6/ Dollar amount of the DOL /CETA Contract(s) involved in the OIG
investigation.

Returned herewith as enclosure (I) is the original transcript with some
thinor statistical adjustments.

Please contact me if I may be of further service.

Sincerely, '

A.M. STATHAM
Assistant Inspector General-
Investigations

Enclosure (1): Transcript

N
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1Cnife21 .2,1afes -Senate

Mr. Frank Yeager
Acting Deputy Inspector General
Office of the Inspector General
U.S. Department of Labor
Washington, D.C. 20210

COMMITTEE ON SWOON AND
HUNT AN ITTIOUWCES

WASHINGTON DC TM*

June 15, 1981

Dear Mr. Yeager,

Thank you very much for taking the time to testify before the Committee's

Employment and Productivity Stibcommittee with respect to some of the audit

and accountability problems encountered in the CETA programs.

I an sorry that I was unable; to attend since I share Senator Quayle's

interest in helping ETA overcome its current difficulties in regard to

audit resolution and debt collection. I would appreciate very mutt your

response to the enclosed questions for the record. Of course. since we

will be relying on your answers to such questions throughout future hearings

and discussions on CETA. we omuld also appreciate receiving your comments

within a reasonable time frame.

Again, we appreciate your cooperation and look.forward to working with

you to effect the kind of changes which will better guarantee delivery of

employment and training services to the people in our country who need them

as well as which will assure American Taxpayers that their investment in

such programs is being efficiently and honestly spent.

Very truly yours,

OGH/i

enclosure

A
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QUESTIONS FOR MR. FRANK. YEAGER

1. What mechinism is there for tracking audit recommendtions?

2. How well has the provision for permitting prime sponsors to contract for
their own audits worked? Is there specific criteria applied by ETA or
the Office of Inspector General to the selection of an independent auditor?

3. Are there any 6ETA programs which, in your opinion, are especially yul- r.

nerable to waste or fraud?

4. You stated that additional funds were needed to better control CETA's
propensity for waste and fraud. Would you venture an estimate of how
much more is required? How does the current level of funding reflect
the priorities of the 1G's Office and how would additional funds change
those priorities?
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SIneerely,

Nittra; O. YEACEF.
Cc-puty
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Question: How will has the provision for permitting prime "
sponsors to cont act for their own gudi s worked?
Is there specifi 'criteria applied by E A or the
Offi e of 'nape or General to the sele on of an
inde endent aud tor?

Answer: Our Lofted exp rience has shown that provisions
which allow pri e sponsors to,contract for their
own audits how worked fairly well. As a general
rule!, prime sp nsors.have been receptive to the
ides!cif arrang ng for their Qwn audits and have
beer willing t work with the Office of Inspector
General to ens re the audits are conducted in a
timely and pr per manner. As a result, we are
covering more of the audit universe and, for the
first time si ce CETA began, we are reaching a

., point where C TA prime sponsors can .

sufficient a it coverage.
.

Regarding th selection of independent auditors,
prime sponso s are permitted to use their own
procedures i selecting the auditor. The only
restriction are those in the Standards For Audit
of Govarnme tal Organizations! Programs, Activities
and Functio s, issued by, the comptroiier General,
which are x quired to be used in all government

0 audits. T e most significant standards relative to
..selec ion f the independent auditor are those that
de and for independence and qualifications.

Office of Inspector General has been very
ent i explaining these standards to prime

spa rs is well as providing other technical
assis arc . Consequently, most problems have been
identifie and resolved during larly stages of the

. audits.

Most pri e sponsor procedures require that
independ nt auditors be selected from competitive
bidders. The Office of Inspector General has
developed criteria for analyzing and evaluating
proposals submitted by independent auditors. 4This
criteri establishes separate weights for the
bidder' technical ability to perform the audit and
the bid price. Examples of technical items
consid red are (1) the firm's size in relation to
reouir ments of the Job, (2) the firm's prior
experience in auditing CETA programs, and (3) the
firm's/indicated understanding of the work to be 1

perfo ed. Although prime sponsors are not
specifically required to use similar criteria, most
do.
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Question: What mechahlem is there for tracking audit
recommendations?

Answer: Weshall diecuss the mechanism used for tracking

audit recommendations on Employment and Training

Administration (ETA) programs as they constitute

the vast majority of our audit findings. The

mechanism rests partially with the Office of

Inspector General andpartially with ETA.

After the audit.report is issued, ETA has 120 days

to make initial.and final determinations as to

.whether questioned costs are to be allowed or
....edlsallotilrer the grantee is to take

ve actin other audit recommendations.
Ine initial and final determinations are to be

reviewed by OIG before issuance to the grantee.

OIG keeps detailed recotds to track the audit

findings until ETA allois.or disallows the
questioned costs. Summaries of amounts questioned
and resolved during each six month period are
included in the Semi-annual Report of the Inspector

General.

If the costs are disaftowed,
1 ETA establishes a deb'

to the 9:S. Government and continues to track the

audit disallowance until the debt is settle.. ETA

is implementing an automated actounts .ceceivable

system which will readily provide infosmation for

quarterly reports to ETA management and to OIG ori r'

amounts allowed, disallowed, collected and

currently outstanding. The system is expected to

be fully operational next month. ,r
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1

QueStion: Are there any CETA programs which, in your opinion,
are especially vulnerable to waste or fraud?

Answer: Our audit and investigative activities to d to suggest
that private nonprofit organizations, parti laxly
those participating in the Office of Nations Program
awards, are more vulnerable to waste or fra than
State and local CETA prime sponsors. This i because
private nonprofit organizations tend to have poorer
accoUkting systems and poorer systems of int rnal
administrative controls. Migfant and Seas 1
Farmworkers, Indian and Native Ameri qgrams and
other Office o( National Program grantees con'ists of

, a large number of private nonprofit organizations,
therefore, these programs may be more vulnerable, but
not because of programmatic aspects. Our most recent
audits of Indian and Native American grantees indicate
considerable ifprovements in their systems of internal
control.

Recent emphasis on debt collection, the fraud and
abuse provisions in the CETA Amendments of 1978 and
increased awareness of the audit function have
cbntributed to improve the management of .the CETA
program.

Question: You stated that
additional funds were needed to bettercontrol CETA's propensity for waste ano fraud. Wouldyou venture an estimate of how much more is required?How does the current level of funding reflect thepriorities of the IC's Office and how would additionalfunds change those priorities.

Answer: We estimate that to adequately troni''r all aspects ofthe CETA program -- ETA administration as well asgrantees --it would require approximately 25Qauditors. there are now 1_98 auditors in the Office ofInspector General to cover all programs in theDepartment. as more grantees begin to procure theirown audits and as the Public Service Employment (PSE)
programs phasedown, we anticipate there being more
resources available in the Office of Inspector Generaland in the program areas at both Federal and local
levels to monitor the remaining CETA programs.

Regarding the priorities of the Office of Inspector
, General, as indicated in

our testitmony, 85 percent ofour audit staff and 60 percent of our investigative
staff are used principally for audits and
investigations of-the CETA program, Under existingaudit requirements, CETA

would continue to have a veryhigh priority if additional funds were provided to theOffice of Inspector General. While resources areneeded to make long neglected audits of other
Department programs, we sould at the same time ensuxfthat CETA audits are made on a timely basis with
enhanced quality control.
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Senator QUAYLE. Next on my schedule is Mr. Angrisani. I am
told he is on his way, so we will wait a couple of minutes.

[Pause.]
Senator QUAYLE. Welcome.
Mr. ANGRISANI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator QUAYLE. We are delighted to have you here and appreci-

ate your cooperation, go ahead and proceed with your statement.'

STATEMENT OF ALBERT ANGRISANI, ASSISTANT SECRETARY

OF LABOR FOR EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING, U.S. DEPART-

MENT OF LABOR, ACCOMPANIED BY JANET SAWYER, COMP-

TROLLER, EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ADMINISTRATION

Mr. ANGRISANI. OK, I have with me here our comptroller, Jan

Sawyer.
Senator QUAYLE-i We are glad to have you.
Mr. ANGRISANI. I can read the full statement or I can paraphrase

it, as you choose.
Senator QUAYLE. Whichever is your pleasure; if you want to

paraphrase it, that might be the best.
Mr. ANGRISANI. OK, there is one critical section that I would like

to read and the rest I will submit for the record.
Senator QUAYLE. OK.

ANGRISANI. First of all, I would like to thank you for giving

me the opportunity to be here. I think this hearing is called for
and I think that we have something to contribute to that.

I would like to begin by starting with the second paragraph of

my statement, where I s.ay there have been significant issues raised

about the operation of the CETA program by congressional com-

mittees and reports prepared by the General Accounting Office.

Some of the issues relate specifically to Federal activity; others
bear more directly' on prime sponsor operations. In both cases, the
public view of CETA is generally, negative. Most of us have read far

more newspaper stories about mismanagement or alleged fraud
and abuse than we have laudatory commentaries on the effort.

While inches of newspaper print are not a truly accurate measure,
criticism of attempts by the Department and prime sponsors, in

general, to ina-nage,-audit;and-assess-results _and to account for

funds certainly does have merit. I would like to take this time to-
share with you my view of Where we presently stand.
. On the subject of audit resolution, let me provide some back-

ground as to what we mean when we talk about, audit resolution,

and later in my statement I will go into even more detail.
The first step is the questioning of costs, when the auditors in

the audit report take exception to specific costs incurrtror activi-
ties conducted by the grantee. ETAthen examines the audit find-

ings, reviews any additional documentation provided by the grant-
ee, and ultimately allows or disallows, the questioned costs. It is at
the ppint when an ETA grant Officer issues a final determination
that the audit is considered resolved. Costs which are disallowed

are added to the ETA accounts' eceivable.
Since assuming office, I have)examined the efforts undertaken by

the Employment and Training Administration in the area of audit
resolution. ETA has had a dismal record, taking years to address
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audit reports, failing to recapture misspent funds, and not correct-
ing noted systems deficiencies which lead to recurring problems.

As of April 1980, ETA had 883 unresolved CETA audits. This was
clearly the low point in audit resolution in -CETA's history. How-
ever, over the last 12 months, ETA has taken management steps to
identify amounts owed the Federal Government relative to initial
costs questioned by the Office of the Inspector General. These
efforts have been successful, -as- our audit- inventory has been re-
duced from 883 reports to 613 in the 12 months ending March 31,
1981a reduction of 31 percent. This simply meanPhowever, that
we have identified the amounts owed the Federal Government
after an extensive review of questioned costs. It does not mean,
however, that we have recouped those arrigunts. On each of these
audits, we must then enter into a cumbersome debt collection
process which I will address in a moment.

I am aware of the statutory,,requirements that all audits are to
be resolved in 180 days; CETA audits in 120 days. Given the com-
plexity of the issues, it is a mammoth task to deal with our current
inventory by September 30, 1981. I have recently reviewed the
status of the largest audits remaining in our inventory. As of
December 31, 1980, 55 audit reports accounted for some $190 mil-
lion. That represents 68 percent of our unresolved questioned costs
as of that date. I assigned first priority to the resolution of these
major audit reports in order to achieve the fastest possible reduc-
tion in the amount of unresolved questioned costs. This effort has
paid off. As of the end of March, we issued final determinations on
22 of these audits, representing resolution of $65 million in costs.
Data for April and May show a continuation of this positive trend.

There currently exists a national task force to address the audit
inventory problem. I am reinforcing the staff of this task force in
order to meet the established time frames for audit resolution.

On the subject of debt collection, ETA expects to have a fully
operational automated accounts receivable system within the next
month. However, even using the cut tent manual system, it is clear
to me that additions to our receivables are rising five or six times
faster than our collections.

As I noted earlier, audit resolution pushes disallowed costs into
the beginning of the long, uncertain debt collection pipeline. I am
greatly concerned about whether we indeed have sufficient means
to- solve- this problem quickly, -or- really At-al .

A Federal determination disallowing costs is made in 4 to 6
months. The grantee is then entitled to a hearing before an admin-
istrative law judge. Debt collection activity must be postponed until

-the administrative law judge decision is rendered. At this point, we
are expected to resume aggressive debt collection efforts which,
given the financing mechanisms of the public jurisdictions to which
we grant CETA funds and the limited financial resources of non-
profit organizations, is a difficult problem.

This entire process may take up to 3 years in some instances,
and this is assuming that the grantee does not seek review of the
ALJ's decision by the Secretary and then continue the case in
circuit court.

Administrative sanctions to assist in debt collection are availa-
ble. These include conditional approval and short funding of
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grants; partial termination or withholding of some funds; and po-
tential debarment which itself offers a hearing process.

From what I haw seen. to date, this process is inadequate to
achieve the objective of prompt repayment of misspent funds. I
intend to examine this process carefully and will most likely rec-
ommend changes.

It is my current belief that more flexibility must be injected into
the audit resolution process so that we establish only those debts
which reasonably ought to be collected. Once a debt is established,
the collection process should be as expeditious as possible.

I would.like to stop here, if I may, Mr. Chairman, and submit the
rest of the statement for the record. If I can take 1 minute, I would
like to review with you the critical point I would like to make here
today, and then certainly respond to any questions you or cther
members of the subcommittee may have.

I think I can make two statements. The first statement is this
the issue of do we have CETA fraud and abuse and waste. I think
the answer is clear; it is "yes." Do we have poor financial manage-
ment, in particular, of the CETA system? I think the answer is
"yes." There are a lot of reasons for it: they are not always what
we read about in the newspapers. but the issue is clear.

We agree with GAO's findings, and one of my goals and objec-
tives as assistant secretary for employment and training will be to
address this problem. I think we have made some inroads in that
area already, but we clearly have a long way to go to undo what I
consider to be 4 years of terrible management.

But the big point here and the area in which you can be of some
tremendous assistance to us is allowing us to air our views here
today on the audit resolution and the debt collection process.

Mr. Chairman, the process that is currently in place is not one
that I care to be measured against in the years ahead in terms of
my ability to collect the debts that are outstanding, and I would
like to explain to you why and to produce some food for thought in
terms of what you may be able to accomplish in the future with
legislation to help us manage the department more efficiently.

I would like to review with you very specifically 11 key steps
that we have to go thi.ough to take an audit from the point of a
questioned cost to money in the bank for repayment of a misspent
dollar This is a subject that I am very close to, coming out of the
banking business. I tend to know a little bit about the natural
incentives that have to be put into a systeni to a debt. What
I am saying is that the system that we have in place today does not
permit fast and prompt collection of debts due and owing the
Federal Government Let me just go through this.

The first step in this process has to do with the auditors. An
auditor naturally begins by questioning a cost in one form or
another. That means that be points to a prime sponsor, to a city or
someone, and says. "We feel. that you may owe us"emphasis on
may"$1 million."

Well, °me the auditor has questioned the cost, we go through a
process of investigation, which may take 1 month, 2 months, 3

months, or whatever. until we get to a point of indicating what
costs are allowed. That means we might adjust our $1 million and
say, "Well, we have analyzed it further and you, in fact, only owe
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us $700,000." When we get to that point, we then have what we
call our initial determination disallowing costs of $700,000, that is
what is due and owing the Federal Government.

At that time, the grant officer must offer the grantee on opportu-
hit3t to informally resolve the remaining questions. It may take 1
month; it may take 2 months; it may take another 3 months.

At the conclusion of that step, that grant officer may then decide
that another $100,000 should be taken off the initial disallowed cost
and perhaps reduce it to, let us say, $600,000. I am trying to go
through A hypothetical case here to give this some structure. We
call that our final determination of disallowed costs.

Now, we could be anywhe're up to 6 months from the time that a
questioned cost was initially raised. At this point the prime sponsor-.
or the city that the disallowed cost applies to has the right to
appeal to an administrative law judge.

Now, keep in mind that all during this time, that the prime
sponsor is being consulted. In other words, he knows what is going
on; we are talking to him, we are arguing back and firth about the
costs He has had all the input in the world, but if he disagrees
with our decision, he can still go to an ALJ.

I believe right now that the administi-ative law judges have a
backlog of some 2,500 cases involving black lung, et ceteraall
types of cases So there is no guarantee that we are going to get a
prompt hearing. It May be 4; months, it may be 1 year, it may be 3
months. It depends upon the nature of The cast, but it is not quick.

If the prime sponsor loses at the level Of the administrative law
judge, this prime sponsor then can say, "Well, I am still not going
to pay you The $600,000, I am going to appeal it to the Secretary of
Labor." The Secretary of Labor then may review the case. Given
the time constraints of the Secretary of Labor, that may take some
time However, we have the greatest control in that process and
could probably do it very quickly.

If the Secretary of Labor concurs with our findings, that prime
-port, r v.tio has a debt due and owing the Federal Goern-
:tient :Cu ,(00. diem has the right to appeal it to a circuit court.

\It, t Jig through the cumbersome process that we have in our
atht guudiit-ss ktiosr, how long it could take to get a hear-

in a circuit courtit is possible, although not likely, that the
pront -yoghor might appeal it to the Supreme Court. It is the right
ui the p, .m ,,ponsur to do that; however, that probably is not the
ty pi( t_ zee

In 1, ,ent, after we go through those months and months and
tedious procedures, we finally get to the point where we

1,,n that we have a debt owed the Federal Goernmerit. When
th,i 1._ bt is determined and all those rights of appeal are exhaust-
ed, then we as a department have to begin issuing demand letters.
That means, "You have exhausted your rights of appeal, You owe
us 5600,000."

We must send one demand letter, then we are obligated to send a
second demand letter if no payment is made. Then we are obligated
to send a third demand letter At any point in this process we may
be drawn into a negotiating prutess with the debtor to come up
with a repayment agreement, if they have not paid, to resolve this
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thing once and for all. If we fail to collect the claim, we could send
it to the GAO, and they in turn can try to go to: get our $600,000.

If they are unsuccessful and the prime sponsor still does not
want to pay the $600,000. They may refer it to the Justice Depart-
ment. The Justice Department may then, possibly 2, maybe 3,
maybe 4 years into the process, sue to get our money back.

Mr. Chairman, I have said before the Appropriations Committee
and I will say it herek, this is not the type of system in which I can
come to you and say that I can guarantee you collection on the
$302 million, roughly, in questioned costs on audits that we have
right now, during the time and tenure of our administration. I can
guarantee you that I will start the. process, but it could very well
be that the person that picks up after me some years from now
may be the ultimate beneficiary of the collection process. It seems
to be one that spans administrations here, and this is not a process
that we can live with if, in fact, we intend to collect these funds
due and owing us.

This is why I think you and your committee can be of invaluable
assistance to the Department of Labor in helping to put a debt
collection system into place that can put the proper incentives in
place to pay back the Federal Government what is due and owing
us.

When you, in -fact, do this, you will be taking a major step
toward the elimination of fraud and abuse in CETA because the
people that are out there abusing the system will know that they
do not have this cumbersome process to hide behind. That in itself
will prove to be one of the major deterrents to the system of fraud
and abuse. , ..

I have now made the point that I came here to make today; we
need your help. I will be more than happy to answer any questions
that you or Senator Pell or any other member' of the committee
have. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Angrisani follows:]
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STATEMENT OF ALBERT ANGRISANI
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF LABOR
FOR EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING

BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES
UNITED STATES SENATE

June 11, 1981 .

Mi. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I wish to thank, you for this opportunity to appear

before you today. This is the beginning of an important

series of hearings to examine the Comprehensive Employment

and Training Act prior to its scheduled expiration of authori-

zation in 1982. I would like to compliment you, Mr. Chairman,

wore.:and the members of the Subcommittee for beginning this

process now, and for the broad invitation you have extended

for participation in these hearings. CETA in and of itself

is a complex effort; the employment and training system

of which it is a part is even more so. There is a'whole

range of issues before us. The opportunity provided by

your hearings for infor individuals to participate in

thediscussion of the future of employment and training

programa is invaluable.

There have been significant issues raised about the

operation of the CETA program by Congr'ssional committees

and in reports prepared by the General Accounting Office.
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Some of the issues relate specifically to Federal activity;

other's bear more directly on prime.sponsor operations.

In both cases, the public view of CETA is generally negative.

Most of us have read far more newspaper stories about mis-

management, or alle§ed fraud and abuse, than we have laudatory

commentaries on the effort. While inches of newspaper

print are not a truly accurate measure, criticism of attempts

by the Department anc prime sponsors, in general, to manage,`

audit, and assess results and to account for funds certainly

do hive merit. I would like to take this time to share

with you my view of where we presently stand.

Audit Resolution

Let me provide some background as to what we mean

when we talk about audit resolution.

The first step is the quest.lorting of costs - -when the

aLditors in the audit report take exception to 'specific

costs incurred or activities conductedLpy the grantee.

ETA 'hen examines the auditor's findings, reviews any addi-

tional documentation provided by the grantee, and ultimately

allows or disallows the questioned costs. It is at the

point, when an ETA grant officer issues a final determination,

that the audit is considered "resolved". Costs which are

disallowed are added to he ETA accounts receivable.
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Since assuming office, .1 have examined the eff9rts

undertaken by the Em5loymen and Training Administration

in the area of audit resolqtion. ETA has had a d,smal

record -- taking yeafsto address audit repor.ts, failing

to recapture misspent funds and not correcting noted systems.

deficiencies which lead to recurring problems.

As of April 1980, ETA had 883 unresolved CETA audits.

This was clearly the low point in audit resolltion in rETA's

history. However, over the last 12 months, ETA has taken

management steps to identify amounts owed the Federal Govern-

ment relative to initial costs questioned by tne Office

of the Inspector General. These efforts have Peen successful

as our audit inyentoryhas been reducid from 883 reports

to 613 in'the 12 months ending March 31, 1981--a reductinn

of 31 percent. This simply means, however, Oar we have

identified ani6unts owed the Federal Government AftPr an

extensive review of questioned costs. It does it mean,

however-, that we have recouped those amounts. 0n pact)

of these 'auplits we must then enter 'int:, a cumbersomo debt
7collection process which I will address An a moment.

I am aware of the statutory requirement; tnat all

audits are to be resolved in 180 days; CETA audits in 1.40

days. Given the complexity of the issues it is mammoth
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task to deal with our current inventory by September 30,

1981. I have recently reviewed the status of the largest

audits remaining in our inventory. As of December 31,

19804 55 audit reports accounted fop $190 million; that

represents 60 percent of our unresolved questioned costs

as of that date. I assigned first priority to the resolution

of these major audit reports in order. to achieve the fastest

possible reduction in the amount of unresolved questioned

costs.__This effort has paid off: as of the end of March

we issued final determinations on 22 of these audits, repre-

senting resolution of $65 million in costs; data for April

and May show a continuation of this positive trend.

There currently exists a national task force to address

the audit inventory problem. I am reinforcing the staff

of this task force .in order to meet the established time

frames for audit resolution.

Debt Collection

ETA expects to have a fully operational automated

accounts receivable system within the next month. However,

even using the current manual system, it is clear to me

that additions to our receivables are rising five or six

times faster than our collections. As I noted earlier

audit resolution pushes
disallowed costs in the beginning
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of the long,-uncertain debt collection pipeline. I am

greatly Concerned about whether we indeed have sufficient

means to solve this problem quickly - or really at all.

AFederal determination disallowing costs is made

in 4 to 6 months. The grantee is then entitled to a hearing

before an Administrative Law Judge. Debt collection activity

must be'ioOstponed until the Administrative Law Judge decision

is rendered. At this point, we are expected to resume

aggressive debt collection efforts, which, given the financing

mechanisms of the public jurisdittions to which we grant

CETA funds and the limited financial resources of nonprofit

organiiations, is a difficult problem.

This entire process may take up to 3 years 'in some 4.

instances, and this is assuming that the grantee does not

seek review of the ALJ's decision by the Secretary and

then continue the case in Circuit Court.

Administrative sanctions to assist in debt collection

are These include conditional approval and

short funding of grants; partial termination or withholding

of some funds; and potentially debarment, which itself

offers a hearing process. From what I have seen to date,

this process is inadequate to achieve the objective of

prompt repayment of misspent funds. I intend to examine

this process careftilly and will most likely recommend changes.
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It is my current belief that more flexibility must

be injected into the audit solution Process* so that

we-establish only those debts which.reasonably, ought to

be, collected. Once a debt is established, the collection

pro\cess shouldbe as expeditious as possible.

Liability

'It is the area of audits and debt collection that

the prime sponsor concern about liability arises. The

law clearly states that prime sponsors are fully responsible

and liable for CETA furids allocated to them. Thus the

prime sponsor is liable for the actions of its subgrantees

e and contractors. We understand and appreciate the sponsors'

difficulty. -However, we are limited in our ability to

release prime sponsors from this liability under the law

and we wilt, not routinely move to collect debts from sub-

grantees and contractors with whom we do not share privity.

This liability issue, however, is a serious one which is

creating much tension in the CETA system. It deserves

)
careful consideration as we proceed with our examination

of a reauthorization oihe employment and training system.

CETA Management

I have read several reports prepared by the Office

of the Inspector General and the General Accounting Office
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which are q ite critical of the management of the CETA

-program'bot at the Federal and prime sponsor levels.

Significan prime sponsor management issues relatSd to

the follow ng: unresolved subsponsor audit exceptions,

insufficie t documentation of both costs and participant
r

eligibili y, unallowable costs, ineligible participants,

inadequat monitoring of subgrantees, excess cash on hand,

etc. From what I have seen thus far, clearly financial

manageient is one of ETA's biggest problems throughout

the system.

The 1978 CETA amendments and associated regulations

attempted to deal with some of the above listed problems.

They required that prime sponsors establish an independent

monitoring unit (IMU) to.provide oversight at the grantee

level itself. Prime sponsors were also specifically required

to undertake a more elaborate eligibility determination,

and verification process. Although based on early impAmen-

tation, the effectiveness of these systems has been questioned

in GAO's recently issued report regarding internal controls.

As you may know, each year ETA assesses overall prime

sponsor management and performance using a standard review

instrument. The areas cited above are included in this

year's review. This year I will personally examine the
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result of the assessment process. We have trained prime

sponsors, provided written ( idance, and monitored their

efforts in these areas. I am anxious to determine whether

our attention has paid dividends. For example, the IMU

and verification systems are costly. If they are not effec-

tive, the requirements should be eliminated in favor of

something more workable and more effective.

In'the past ETA has concentrated to a large extent

on p.ogram development and implementation, participation

levels and utilization of funds.. It is now time to Locus

more on putcomes and effective financial and management

practices. The future orientation of the Employment and

Training dministration needs to be on performance measure-

ment and mo to ing.

Discretionary Funds 0

I would also like to mention the improvements we haVe

made in controlling the. allocation of discretionary resources

tinder CETA Titles III and IV. As you may recall, it rihs

only days after President Reagan took office that we identifiedr-N,

that the spending plan for tht: CETA Title III budget was

over subscribed by $7 million and that tHe plan for Title

IV was oversubscribed by $35hillion.

ia
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Given the serious nature of the problem, we necessarily

made it one of our first priorities to address this problem.

Our efforts in this area began with an immediate freeze

on any further obligations of Federal funds. This freeze

was imposed on January 21, 1981 -- our first day in office.

Over the course of the following 10 weeks we undertook

a review of each grant and contract that had been awarded

under the Fiscal Year 1981 budgets for discretionary resources

'under.CETA Titles III and IV. I personally supervised

this process and spent much time reviewing information

and assessments concerning several hundred grants and contracts.

By the end of March 1981, we had arrived at new spending

plans for both CETA Titles III and IV that 'were not only

in balance but also designed to bring about a smoother

transition to the reduced funding :avels projected for

Fiscal Year 1982. we have also implemented new procedures

that involve more careful screening and examination of

projects before they are funded from these discretionary

resources.

Future Employment and Training Programs

Many of the concerns that I have enumerated above

will be addressed in the broad policy review that will

occur as we consider the policy options for employment
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and training legislation in 1982 -- when CETA authority

expires. Therefore, let me briefly outline what we in

the Department are doing to prepare for our examination

of the options for employment and training programs beyond

Fiscal Year 1982.

About two weeks ago, I announced the formation of

a task force within ETA to coordinate our efforts with

those outside of the agency. This task force will be respon-

sible for contacting the broadest possible range of informed

individuals throughout the employment and training community

and eliciting their views on what future legislation should

contain. Through this process, we will begin to develop

the critically needed data and analyses necessary to formu-

late a legislative proposal that builds upon what we have

learned and addresses the problems that we have identified.

We have developed and given wide distribution to a

list of what we consider to be the major issues on the

employment and training agenda. These issues are intended

to focus the dialogue and to stimulate knowledgeable indi-

viduals to propose viable options for improving oar services

and their effectiveness. I can assure you that my staff

and I will be available throughout the coming months to

work with you as you consider the is^ and options available

in developing employment and training legislation,
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In the short time a ailable to us, both the Congress

and we in the Department will have to assess numerous policy,

options and determine which .:e most likely to improve

the employment and earnings of those we serve. Clearly,

there are many important administrative and policy issues

that we will have to address in the next round of employment

and training legislation. By working together, I am confident

that we will be able to devise a system that effectively

meets our objectives.

This concludes my prepared statement. As this time,

I would be pleased to answer any questions that you or

other members of the Subcommittee may have.

Senator QUAYLE. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Angrisani, and
I certainly appreciate your testimony and I appreciate your cooper-
ation with me and with other members of this committee and with
our staff.

I compliment you on the appearance of the positive trend that
you do have goin in the management and the collectability of
some of the debts hat we have and trying to get a more precise
system on our debt and audit resolution process.

Those 11 steps that you just went throughis that all mandated
by statute, or by regulatory requirements?

Mr. ANGRISANI. The most time-consuming and uncertain steps
are mandated by statute.

Senator QUAYLE. It is all put in there by statute?
Mr. ANGRISANI. The really troublesome steps are mandated by

statute.
Senator QUAYLE. So, it is going to take statutory language to

undo the rather cumbersome administrative nightmare that you
have just described?

Mr. ANGRISANI. Yes, sir; that is my belief.
Senator QUAYLE. Basically, what you sai0 is once a cost is ques-

tioned in this program, it may take 3 or 4 years before you get into
the actual suit to get any kind of enforcement.

Mr. ANGRISANI. Yes, sir, we have some cases now that have gone
5 years and they are finally to the point where we can sue the
individuals to collect the money I have found out this week. As it
turns out, the individuals that we can sue have disappeared from
the scene and we just cannot even find anybody to sue.

Senator QUAYLE. You said that you have $340 million in ques-
tioned costs now?

Mr. ANGRISANI. Yes, sir; that is the figure as of March 31.
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Senator QUAYLE. What is the size of the debt that you feel is
owed to the Government now?

Mr. ANGRISANI. In terms of what we have been able to take, I
believe, to the point of a disallowed cost or a cost due and owing
the Federal Government, which means that portion that we have
identified to date in our audit resolution process, it is about $43
million. As we clean up these audits, that number will obviously
grow proportionately.

Senator QUAYLE. So, the size of the debt right now is $43 million?
Mr. ANGRISANI. The identified debt.
Senator QUAYLE. The identified debt.
What kind of success have yon had in the past in collecting this

debt? Usually, it is probably the subgrantee, is it not, that is liable
for this?

Mr. ANGRISANI. Yes; it is at the subgrantee level that many of
the questioned costs arise. However, it is the prime sponsor that is
liable.

Senator QUAYLE. Have we been very successful in that?
Mr. ANGRISANI. Good portions of it are with the subgrantees. The

numbers that we have right here in front of us, given what was a
poor financial management system in place previously, whi h is
obviously going to get better, are about $4.8 million in collections.

Some of that is not cash collections; some of that is offset for
future services and a whole variety of things that we identified
could happen when we got down to the debt collection process
where we entered into a negotiating phase.

So, we have collected, in terms of. CETA fraud and abuse over
the last 6 months about $4.8 million.

Senator QUAYLE. Could you explain the liability issue to me a
little more fully than what you went into in the testimony, which I
read last night and thought was very good. I would like to know
more about the liability of the prime sponsor, how we can hold
them to and expect them to be liable when they are subcontracting
these grants out?

Mr. ANGRISANI. Well, according to the statute and the CETA Act
itselfthe prime sponsor is liable for misspent funds. And the
subgranteesthere are some 50,000, as you indicated before, Mr.
Chairmanare, in fact, in this decentralized system, accountable
to the prime sponsor. So, if a subgrantee, for example, is misspend-
ing funds, we hold the prime sponsor accountable for that. The
notion is not bad. I mean, it is a decentralized system and when
you have this much money and this many people going through it,
you have to operate decentralized.

What we are lacking, really, are the controls, the mechanism,
the discipline, and ultimately the enforcement tools to make the
word "liability" mean something. We can do things on our end in
terms of the way we audit those prime sponsors for that liability.
We can be more strict, we can come down on them harder. We can
move greater portions of our operation over to onsite monitoring.

Quite frankly, with the elimination of Public Service Employ-
ment [PSE], our problems will be simplified a great deal because
the bulk of our grants and contracts are in the area of PSE. So, our
critical mass is going to shrink considerably. The management
spectrum that we have to deal with is going to be much smaller.
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But the real issue, Senator, goes back to what I was talking
about before. Without the word "liability" meaning something and
without a prime sponsor, for example, knowing that in a very short
period of time, if a misspent fund is identified, that prime sponsor,
in fact, is going to be responsible for it. Future funds will be offset,
or they can have their charter revoked or their prime sponsorship
revoked, or they, in fact, can be debarred without a cumbersome
legislative or legal procedure. Without that, we, in fact, will not be
able to effectively make the word liability stick.

I can guarantee you this: I can guarantee you that our depart-
ment can identify fraud and abuse if we have the resources to do it.
We can bring that fraud and abuse dollar to the point of a disal-
lowed cost, meaning we can go through that process and come to
some fair determination based upon an investigation of what is due
and owing us.

But beyond that, it is truly out of our hands, and that is where I
lose control over the word "liability," and quite frankly-1 think
that the Senate and the House do as well. So, the only way to
make the word "liability" mean more is to put a- meaningful en-
forcement provision into whatever new legislation we get.

4,.
Senator QUAYLE. OK, one final question and then I will turn it to

Senator Pell. .

I know your background in management and banking, and ap-
preciate your expertise in that area. I find it rewarding that, you
would be in this particular area because we could use some exper-
tise in management.

I wonder if you would care to comment on the system that we
have now for CETA. You mentionedand I had referred to it
earlierthe estimated 50,000 subgrantees. From a management

IF

point of view and from an efficiency point of view, (16 we have a
good system?

Mr. ANGRISANI. Quite frankly, no. I think any management
systemand I do not mean to isolate the CETA system as one to
pick on, but since it is the subject here, we can talk about it, an
effective management system, at least the way I understand itis
one where you have clearly defined goals and objectives, you have
management controls, and you have the ability to reward as well
as to punish, so the performers can move ahead and the nonper-
formers drop out of the picture so that you get the maximum
efficiency for your dollar investment. Without getting into a big
discussion of management principles, those are essentially the key
fundamentals to making something work.

Our problem is this: I think the way CETA was originally drawn
and the way it was originally set up, it could have been an effective
management system. I think when you read through the initial
legislationand I have tried to become more familiar with itthe
mechanisms are there. It works on a decentralized basis, which is
fine. It has established accountability at a prime sponsor level,
which is essentially municipalities. Whether\ you feel that munici-
palities should be the only prime sponsors is not the issue. I think
perhaps there should be more sometimes, or different types, but
they have established accountability.

Where the system is broken down is this, Senator: What has
happened with CETA is that increments have been added on, from
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what I can see, and this is my layman's opinion. Increments have
been added on at a fairly quick rate in terms of the ability of the
organization to digest the management task in front of it.

For example, in 1973, the basic CETA system was put into place
and they had several billion dollars to work with at that point.
They did not really get control of that before more money started
to-be-added on to it. And then in 1977, they threw the big dollars
associated with PSE into it, and all of a sudden they had all these
dollars to manage and all these different objectives and goals that
were legislated on them.

Nobody ever really had the chance to sit down and say, "How
can I grow to that?' So, essentially, CETA became a vast holding
company with about $11 or $12 billion in assets in it and no real
clear, defined objectives; no clear management posture; no central,
critical, mass-based core of operations that it could call home, and
then expand on.

What we have right now, as far as I can see it, is a totally
disorganized system where a lot of people are trying to make it
work, but where essentially there are no management tools and no
management disciplines in place.

I think that with the critical question that we have, quite frank-
ly, the new legislation is a blessing in disguise. I think that if we
tried to go back and correct this system in its current form, the job
of correcting it in its current state would be a monumental one. I
think the new legislation gives us an opportunity to start from
ground zero and to move forward. If I were a manager coming in
and we did not have the legislation, I think right nowand I would
hope that I could reserve the right to change my mindI would
think right now I would say scrap the whole thing and start all
over again, because I do not see in place right now the critical
management structure and tools to make it work without a great
deal of pain and without a great deal of reorganization.

So, we might as well use this opportunity for new legislation to
come back and reorganize it, and I hope that that is where I will be
of some value to you.

Senator QuAyLE. Thank you very much.
I turn to the very distinguished Senator from Rhode Island,

Senator Pell. Thank you for coming. Do you have an opening
statement you want to insert? Do whatever you wish.

Senator PELL. Thank you. I really just came to congratulate you
on holding these hearings, because we get so pressed with all the
minutia of the challenges and events that come by day by day that
we do not do what we should, which is oversight.

I think you, Senator Quayle, are very much to be commended in
running these hearings. I know that Lhave been remiss in past
years in the Education Subcommittee; we have not had the over-
sight hearings we should, or gone through those three or four piles
of reportseach one 4-feet highthat come in each year, and read
them. But what you are doing is excellent.

I just wanted to say also that CETA has, in my part of the
country, in New England, played a very significant role indeed. It
has helped a great deal. There have been some abuses, and the
abuses, when they have occurred, I am glad to hear are going to be
investigated.
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It has always seemed to me a little wrong that a man, if he
steals a bicycle worth $100, goes to jail for a year, but if he steals
$1,000 from the taxpayers, he gets a tap on the wrist. I hope you do
investigate the people who have cheated the Government as well as
you can, and not just for restitution, but for some kind of punish-
ment as well.

I would also like to ask the witness how he feels on block grants,
because it seems to me that block grants are absolutely counter to
centralized controls. I do not mean to lead you into a trap here, but
as you know, the new administration is all for block grants.

How will you as part of the new administration bring more
efficient administration to your program under the block grant
concept?

Mr. ANGRISANI. That is a good question; it is one we have been
thinking about, obviously, trying to anticipate the block grants
going through, or some form of block grants going through.

I think the answer to that, Senator, is that in the process of
reorganizing the CETA system, many of the functions that we are
doing right now here at the central office in terms of administra-
tive oversightthe paper processing mechanisms that will disap-
pear in a block grant modecan in fact be moved to the area of
performance monitoring and performance-based management.

In this process of performance-based management, I think the
controls that we would place upon the ability of a prime sponsor to
meet two thingsfirst, its placement goals against the initial pro-
gram goals, and, second, financial goals consistent with the finan-
cial programare the critical elements.

Senator QUAYLE. Excuse us.
Mr. ANGRISANI. That is all right; that was a tough question

anyhow.
[Pause.]
Senator QUAYLE. I am going to excuse myself. I have to give

testimony on the House side on a problem that we have in Indiana.
Mr. ANGRISANI. OK.
Senator QUAYLE. I am going to turn the hearing over to Senator

Pell, who will preside until approximately 11:15. Whoever is still
here at that timeI will be back. --

I presume that you will be excused by then and we will be on to
our next witness.

Senator PELL. Yes; and I would recess it at that time.
Senator QUAYLE. Recess it at that time, and then I will come

back.
Thank you again, Mr. Angrisani, and we appreciate it.
Mr. ANGRISANI. Thank you; my pleasure.
Senator QUAYLE. And thank you, Senator Pell.
[Whereupon, Senator Pell assumed the Chair.]
Mr. ANGRISANI. If I might just add to that, Senator, I think one

of the critical items that would help bring this into focus is that
right now we have thousandi and thousands and thousands of
individual grants that we monitor either in the field or at the head
office.

We are moving slowly away from that posture of having that
many grants, into a posture, I believe, with this block grant con-
cept where we will have a smaller nucleus and we can put fewer
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people on that particular task of following the language, perform-

ance against the grant, and so forth.
I think it is fair to say that we really do not do that well right

now because we have so many grants. It is part of the comment I

was making before about the add-ons. We just never staffed or
managed to handle that type of volume. With fewer individual
grants to monitor, the people that we have can be moved into this
performance-based oversight or monitoring system that I am talk-
ing about, which is essentially consistent with the type of posture
used in any corporation or holding company that would have 50

satellites to look at.
Senator PELL. Fifty what?
Mr. ANGRISANI. Fifty satellites, which would be 50 block grants.
I think that those individuals that are looking at those block

grants will be looking at a couple of critical things. They would be

looking at the ability of the State and the prime sponsors in that
State to comply financially with the requirements included in the
block grant. They would be looking at the compliance of the State,
or the ability of the State to meet the original goals and objectives
put on placement.

I think this is a critical point of what we are all about. If we
cannot focus in on placement goals so that Ave do not have this
debate of placing 33 percent of our people or 45 percent or 26

percentis that good or badif we cannot identify a goal that we
think is good in this legislative process, then we are missing the
mark here, I thinx, again.

So, they should be monitoring that, and they should also be
monitoring essentially the overall management posture of that
State with the program, fulfilling essentially an audit function in a
major corporation.

So, I see a universe of grants that we have out there now, both

under title III discretionary and our other programs, shrinking to,
hopefully, 50 and taking our people and moving them more into
performance-based oversight processes. We are working, as I said,
very hard to put that in writing and to specify procedures, and I
think we are going to come up with procedures that are much

simpler than we have in place right now and fewer regulations in

the process, I hope.
Senator PELL. I still would be interested in a simple answer.

Would not block grants, per se, have a deleterious effect upon
establishing a centralized control system?

Mr. ANGRISANi. The centralized control system would be here in

-Washington. I think that we would have to have those controls. I

am just saying that we would have 50 separate groups to monitor
as opposed to the 476 that we.have right now.

So, I would not in any way want to suggest that we would be

giving up, you know, the critical' elemerits of our centralized con-
trol here in Washington. We need that. That is the nerve center of
the whole system. But I think we can reduce the number of entities
in the field under the block grant concept so that it is a little more
manageable with us.

I think to make that work, the issue of liability and the subject I
touched on previously of: giving us the ability to penalize those that
are not complying with the tone of the legislation and the direction
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4
of the legislation, are critical. As I indicated before, I do not think
that right now we have the ability to penalize those that are not ,
complying.

Senator PELL. What?
Mr. ANGRISANI. I do not think right now that we have the ability

to penalize those that are not complying with the legislation.
Senator PELL. Yes; but those who have deliberately cheated can

be prosecuted and sent to jail, can they not?
Mr. ANGRISANI. Well, they can after an extremely cumbersome

process and procedure. The subject that we mentioned previously
was that we need to streamline that procedure so that the penalty
is closer to the point of the infraction as opposed to dragging it out.

I cited a case where we have identified seven or eight situations
where money is due and owing the Federal Government and be-
cause of the cumbersome process that we had to go through in
audit resolution, those recipients, 5 years after the point of the
infraction and the point of the identification of the misspent funds,
are no longer anywhere to be found.

Senator PELL. I hope that as you examine the infractions and the
abuses that have occurred, you will concentrate on those that have
occurred most recently, because as you know, the amendments of
1978 have hopefully, remedied some of these problems. There is no
point in focusing on events that occurred prior to.1978. I would
focus on those of the last 3 years. Is that what you are doing?

Mr. ANGRISANI. Yes; we are trying to do just that. At the same
time, we are trying to break them down so that we hit the biggest
dollar volume first. For example, we have identified about 55 spe-
cific accounts that contain approximately 60 percent of all the
funds that we feel are due and owing us. So, we have prioritized
them by order of the claim, which we feel will work fairly well.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed, Mr. Angrisani. You
should be prepared to answer any other questions that are submit-
ted by other members of the subcommitlie in writing.

Mr. ANGRISANI. We will be more than hdppy to do .that. Thank
you, Senator.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
[The following was received for the record:]

1
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Assistant Secretary for

Employment and Training
U.S. Department of Labor
Washington, D.C. 20210
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June 11, 1981

Dear Mr. Angrisani,

Thank you very much for taking time to testify at the hearing of
the Employment and Productivity Subcommittee this morning with respect to

the CETA program.

I regret that my schedule did not permit me to attend because I
believe with Senator Quayle that oversight on the existing programs is

critical to the reauthorization process. I had a list of questions for

you, which I enclose. I hope you will be able to respond to them in a

timely fashion for inclusion in the hearing record.

Again, I personally appreciate the cooperation we have received

from you and your staff at ETA. I think I speak for the Subcommittee

Chairman as well when I say that we are anxious to work with you in
ironing out the deficiencies in our federal employment and training

policies.

OGliii

enclosure
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Very truly yours,

talt4;4.- ,19010
Orrin G. Hatch

Chairman
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QUESTIONS FOR MR. ALBERT ANGRISANI

1._Mr. Angrisani, you mentioned that you have taken management steps to identify
the amounts owed to the goernment. Would you briefly describe these manage-
ment steps and the system you have employed to monitor the progress of indivi-
dual aLdit resolutions and dpbt collection?

2. Just to clarify a part Of your testimony, you have stated that as of

December, 1980, 55 audit reports for $190 million or 60 percent of the
' of the unresolved questioned costs. Does this figure include allowable

costs as well, i.e., does the $190 million figure represent only the
amount which is currently tied up in reviews to1determine whether or not
funds were properly spent?

3. How is this amount of money in question shown on your records of account?
Is it included under expended funds or unden its own column?

4. To what can you attribute the fact that it takes from 4-6 months to make a
determination concerning the allowability of costs? Realizing that you have
had only a short time in office, have you given any thought to specific ways
in which this process can be speeded up?

ETA's Office of Inspector General testified that as of March, 1981, there were
5237 million in unresolved funds. You have testified that as of December, 1980,
there were $190 million in such funds. This suggests that the level of poten-
tially misspent funds has actually increased by $47 million in only three months
time. Is it a correct assumption that GAO and internal audits are being com-
pleted at a faster rate than the agency's resolution of identified disallowable
costs?

5.

6. Is there a criteria applied to identified disallowed costs to determine which
will be vigorously pursued for repayment and which will not?

7. is there a training seminar for CETA prime sponsors to help them get a grip on
what is expected in terms cf accountability and oversight of their subgrantees?

8. Does ETA have easily accessible statistics regarding the number of enrollees in
all CETA-sponsored programs, the average number of enrollees per program, or
per prime sponsor?

9. It was stated that ETA does not know precisely how many subgrantees there are.
Have you found this information dispensable?
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US. Department of Labor

2 3

A'.WantSetWanOv
Empoyment ar.0 Tzorung
Wash.von 0C 2021G

Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
Chairman
Commitce n Labor d.
Human Re ources

United Stat s Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. C:ia man:

Your .;:nd le of June 11, 1981, follbc.ing our
app,:arance at the EmploymentandDraducts.
Subcomlittee versight hearing on CRTA_ t,as
appreciated.

response to the questions you posed in connection
xicn the hearirg is enclosed. A copy of this
correspondence is also being fortAarded to the
Subcommittee Ai h the transcript for inclusion in
tne hearing rec rd.

Certainly, with you, I look fortAard to our continuing,
joint effort to achieve our mutual goal--an improved
employment and training system.

Sincerely,

I . (( ,f. ;lc .

ALERT Ail6RISANI
Assistant Secretary of Labor

Enclosure
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RESPONSE FOR RECORD
HEARING OF"'

EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY SUBCOMMITTEE
JUNE 11, 1981

Question:

1. Mr. Angrisani, you mentioned that you have taken management
steps to identify the amounts owed to the govdrnment. Would
you briefly describe these manageMent steps and the system
you have employed to monitor the progress of individual
audit resolutions and debt collection?

Answer:

I have taken the following steps to identify the amount owed
ETA:

-- Mounted an intensive campaign to assure that all audits
over 6 months old are resolved by September 30, 1981.
About 92 percent of debts owed ETA arise from audit
disallowances. By resolving audits promptly, we
expect to identify millions of dollars in debts
(accounts receivable) owed the Government. As a part
of this campaign, we required ETA officials to resolve all
audit reports more than six months old by the 9/30/81
deadline.

-- Expanded q national office task force responsible foil/
resolving audit reports.

-- Directed responsible ETA officials to fully implement
our new Accounts Receivable System. I expect all
accounts receivable to be established in the auto-
mated system by 7/31/81, a job that is now about 90
percent complete.

This Accounts Receivable System will:

-- Track costs questioned on audit reports from the
time the audit report is issued, through the audit
resolution process, to final disposition (e.g., collec-
tion or termination) of the debt.

-- Tell us what is happening at each stage of the process
so that we can manage this effort. Thus, we'll know
where the bottlenecks are and what manager is
responsible for them.

84-In 0-81-6
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2112glign

Just to clarify a part of your testimony," you have stated that
3s of December, 1980, 55 audit ieports (accounted) for $190

million or 60 percent of the unresolved questioned cdsts. Does

this figure include allowable costs as well, i.e., does the
5190 million- figure represent only the amount which is currently
tied up in reviews to determine whether or not funds were
properly spent?

Ans.er

As of 12/31/80, ETA had 55 outstanding audits which accounted
for $190 million in unresolved questioned. costs, or 68 percent
of the total. questioned costs unresolved at this

Thus, a relatively small number of audit reports accounted for

most of our unresolved questioned costs. .An "unresolved

' questioned cost" is a cost, challenged in an audit report,
uhich the grant or contract officer has not yet resolved-:-
allowed or disallowed - -by issuing a final determination to the
grantee or contractor.

These'55 mayor audits'account for only part (68%) of the total
unresolved questioned costs ($279 million) as'of 12/31/80.
As I mentioned'ip my testimolv,"we madelc;olution of the 55
mayor audits a priority project: in ETA, 'a management emphasis

that has paid off.

Question: )

,

3. Hcw is this amount of mane,' in question chows-on your records
of account? Is it included unaer expended funds or under its

on column?

Answer:

ETA and DIG both hhve systems which track Attioned costs from
the time the final audit report is issued. e are interested in

questioned costs as an important item di management information,
not as data for official accounting records.

When questioned costs are disallowed, ETA establishes the
_accounts receivable in the formal Departmental accounting records.

At the same time, we reiuce expend ures charged to the grant,

contract, or annual plan against ich the cost 'was disallowed.

(In effect, a disallowance is ET s resection o'f costs which a

contractor or grantee already h charged against that grant or

contract.)

or

8
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Question:

4. To what can yOu attribute the fact that it takes froi 4-6
months to make a determination concerning the allowabiiity of
costs? Realizing that you have had only a short time in office,
have you given any thought to specific ways in which this
process can be speeded up?

Answer:
ft.*

OMB Circular A-73 requires all Government agencies to resolve
audit reports in 180 days. Thus, 6 months seems to be the
Government-wide standard.

Why does it take so long to resolve an audit report? In our
experience, the following audit resolution activities consume
the most time: (1) assembling of grantee documentation of
costs questioned because of lack of supporting source documents;
(2) arranging and conducting negotiation sessions to evaluate
new grantee evidence and arguments; (3) settling disputes over
interpretation of grant terms, regulations, or legislation,
particularly when legal opinions are requested,

Perhaps the best way of shortening the process is to prevent
problems from occurring in the first place by: (1) assuring
that grantee records and audit trails are flawless long before
they are audited; (2) simplifying complex, nitty-gritty grant
requirements which auditors must include in their audits (at
great ^xpense) and which generate many questioned costs;
(3) assuring that grantees, auditors, and grant officers are
interpreting grant requirements and regulations in the same way.
At.ETA, we havo been working hard in that direction, although
these preventive solutions are necessarily long-term solutions.
(For example, please see description of training in our response
to question number 7).

In addition, we are reviewing all new contracts/grants to
determine the status of any outstanding audits.

OMB or Congrelis.cuuld impose audit resolution deadlines considerably
tighter than the current 180-day deadline. Ho ever, shortening
tne process in this manner will merely push more of the process
into the formal hearings (Administrative Law Judge) process or
into the courts, a cumbersome and expensive way of doing the job.

In CETA, our complex audit resolution process, outlined below,
is largely required by statute.
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Questioning ,of costs

Initial detenation of allowing or disallowing
costs. costs are costs due and owing
the Federate Government.

Informal resolution process between grant officer
and grantee

Final determination of disallowing costs

Right to appeal to Administrative Law Judge

Secretary of Labor review Of ALJ decision

Right to appeWl te Circuit Court-and-Supreme-Court

Debt Collection Process

. Negotiations process

. Three demand letters

. Offset the debt or establish repayment
schedule

DOL may-submit to GAO for active debt collection,
and /,6r

Refer to Department of Justice

DOJ files court suit.

As I noted in previous testimony, we will need legislative changes
to strefAmline that process.

Also, from what I have seen to date,, the process is inadequate
to establish only those debts which reasonably ought to be
collected and expedite the repayment of misspent funds. I intend
to examine this process and will most likely recommend changes.

21121,1101:

5. ETA's Office of Inspector General testified that as of March,
1981, there were $237 million in unresolved funds. You have
testified that as of December, 1980, there were $190 million
in such funds. This suggests that the level of potentially
misspent funds has ack.ually increased by $47 million in only

three months time. Is it a correct assumption that GAO and
interrial audits are being completed at a faster rate than the
'agency's resolution of identified disallowable costs?

Answer:

As noted kn response to a previous question, the $190 million
referred only to major audits, the 55 audits that we are

84:
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concentrating on to achieve the quickest, biggest impact
on unresolved questioned costs. This $190 million constituted
68 percent of the total unresolved questioned colts of $279
million at that time.

Between 12/31/80 and 3/31/81, we continued to make substantial
progress in reducing the number of outstanding audit reports.
However, total unresolved questioned costs increased somewhat
during that period because recent audits have tended to audit
more dollars (per audit) and thus question more costs., During
the-first 6 months of FY 1981, ETA resolved 2.7 times more
audit reports than were issued. Our project regarding the 55

----mador-audits-ks-our solution- to-the disparaty-between_numbers
of audits resolved and dollars resolved.

question:

6. Is there a criterion applied to identified disallowed costs
to determine which will be vigorously pursued for repayment
and which will not?

Answer:

All disallowed costs are vigorously pursued for repayment and
are treated alike with respect to collection.

9-2W
7. Is there a training seminar for CETA prime sponsors to help

them get a grip on what is expected in terms of accountability
and oversight of their subgrantees?

Answer:

Two training courses have been proviued prime sponsors:

-- Audit Resolution and Debt Collection for Prime Sponsors.
This course trains prime sponsors in dealing with Federal
audits, arranging and resolving audits rf subgrantees,
and collecting debts araising from subgrantee audits. In
the past fiscal year, the course has been offered a
number of times in all ETA regions. It has been made
available to all prime sponsors and will be offered in
FY 1982 as demand arises.

-- Financial Management for Non-Financial Manaoers.
This course is intended for persons in the best position
for effecting changes to bring about solid financial
management -- e.g., cETA prime sponsor directors,
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Federal Representatives. A large part of the course

relates to subgrantee management. The course is
available to all prime sponsors and has been offered
in 8 of 10 ETA regional offices and will be offered
as demand arises in FY 1982.

A course on broader aspects of subgrantee management
is in the planning stages and will be offered in FY 1982.

Question:

8. Does ETA have easily accessible statistics regarding the number
of enrollees in all CETA-,sponsored programs, the average number'
of enrollees per program, or per priMespoubol'

Answer:

Quarterly reports reflecting prime sponsor activity are provided

to ETA. These reports contain a number of enrollment items by
title including the cumulative number of participants served in
a fiscal year, the new participants enrolled within a year and
the Qn board enrollments as of the last day of each quarter.
These data are readily available in ETA although the Bata lags
somewhat more than one quarter because of the required reporting
date from the prime, the requirements to send questionable data
back to the primes for correction and the followup on delinquent
reporting.

9. It was stated that ETA does not know precisely how many subgrantees

thore are. Have you found this information dispensable?

Answer:

It is useful to have a general idea of the number of CETA
subgrantees. Such a crude estimate gives us a better under-
standing of the nature of the employment and training delivery
system and can help us in making certain broad management
decisions. '

However, a precise knowledge of the number of subgrantees is

not worth the effort and expense of gathering the data. ETA's

relationship is with prime sponsors, who have control and
responsibility over their subgrantees. Thus,, ETA does not

enter into and administer subgrants and therefore would not
know the number of subgrantees at any point in time. Moreover,

the number of subgrantees is highly variable.
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Senator PELL. Our next witness is Mr. *illiam Mirengoff, project
director, Employment and Training Evaluation Project, Bureau of
Social Science Research, and he will be accompanied by Mr. Harry
Greenspan, Research Associate.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM MIRENGOFF, PROJECT DIRECTOR,
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING EVALUATION PROJECT,
BUREAU OF SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH, ACCOMPANIED BY
HARRY GREENSPAN, RESEARCH ASSOCIATE, BUREAU OF
SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH

Mr. MIRENGOFF. I would like to start by thanking the subcommit-
tee for the oo rtunity to participate in these CETA hearings.

I am William irengoff, and with me is my colleague, Mr. Harry
Greenspan.

Senator PELL. uld you talk into the mike or bring it up as
close as you can? I o not hear as well as I should.

Mr. MIRENGOFF. All right. Is that better?
Senator PELL. Yes.
Mr. MIRENGOFF. For the past 7 years, I have been the project

director of a series of CETA evaluation studies conducted under the
auspices of the National Academy of Sciences and, more recently,
the Bureau of Social Science Research.

I. would like to summarize my prepared statement and limit
myself to the efforts made under the CETA amendments of 1978 to
protect the integrity of the employment and training program and
the effect of these measures on the local administration of CETA
programs.

These observations are based on my experience as the former
administrator of the job corps and the public employment program,
as well as on the findings of our CETA evaluation studies. Howev-
er, the observations are entirely my own.

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act set out in 1973 to
reform the manpower system that had evolved haphazardly over a
12-year period. It shifted responsibility for management from Fed-
eral to State, and local officials and replaced the numerous categor-
ical programs with a block grant that would permit local officials
to select the blend of programs most suitable for the unemployed
population and the job market setting in their areas. Its basic
purpose, however, to improve the employability of persons handi-
capped by market deficiencies remains the same.

CETA was barely launched when it was overtaken by the reces-
sion of 1974 and harnessed to the countercyclical wagon. Congress
enacted, and later expanded, title VI. By 1978, the public service
employment program accounted for more than 60 percent of all
CETA expenditures. It had elbowed aside the original structural
program and had become the centerpiece of CETA.

With the increasing prominence of PSE came three intractable
problerbs: First, creaming of the eligible populationthat is, the
selection of persons most likely to succeed rather than those most
in need; second, substitution--the use of PSE to supplant rather
than supplement local resources. Estimates of substitution range
all the way froin 19 to 90 percent. It would require an army of

.auditors to trace the budgets of 471 prime sponsors; third, program
abusein the hasty pursuit of numbers, ineligible persons were
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enrolled and PSE programs were approved on the basis of expedi-
ency rather than effectiveness.

The persistence of these problems reflected the difficulty inher-
ent in a decentralized system of achieving congruence between
national objectives and the interests of local officials who adminis-
ter the programs. It also reflected the inadequacies of the monitor-
ing systems both of the Department of Labor and the prime spon-
sors, as well as the failure of Congress to explicitly assign liability
and sanctions for program improprieties.

Early attempts to address these problems met with limited suc-
cess. The most recent and most successful were the amendments of
the 1978 Reauthorization Act. These provisions tightened the re-
quirements for entry into the program, restricted wage levels that
could be paid to CETA workers, limited the time that enrollees
could remain in the CETA programs, required the establishment of
independent monitoring units in each prime sponsor area, 'pre-
scribed procedures for verifying the eligibility ofapplicants, and
held prime sponsors liable for improper enrollments and expendi-
tures.

Reports from ow study indicate that in large measure, these
efforts were successful in getting the program back on the track
that Congress had charted.

First, the overriding objective of CETA -to serve more fully
those on the lower rungs of the socioeconomic ladderhas been
achieved. Compared to the 1978 participants, the 1980 enrollees
were younger, had less schooling, were more likely to be public
assistance recipients, and represented large proportions of persons
from minority groups.

The tighter eligibility requirements and the reduction in PSE
wage levels had their intended effect of discouraging better quali-
fied persons from competing with the mote disadvantaged appli-
cants for PSE jobs. And the new wage provisions also eliminated
many of the high-paying professional and high:skilled positions
which were subject to considerable criticism.

Second, with the shift to less qualified enrollees, with fewer
opportunities to fill high-skill positions, and with the limitation on
participant tenure, the incentives for substitution were diminished.

Third, by making prime sponsors liable for program abuses and
prescribing strict monitoring procedures, program managers have
become much more sensitive to the need to protect the integrity of
the program.

Now, this committee is particularly concerned with this last
issue--measures to tighten administrative controls. The act gave the
Department of Labor as well as prime sponsors more enforcement
responsibility. It directed the Department, to beef up auditing and
establish an Office of Management Assistance as well as the Office
of Inspector General.

Prime sponsors in our study sample have all established inde-
pendent monitoring units and given more prominence both to re-
viewing program quality and checking for legal compliance. There
are, however, administrative problems in defining the role of the
independent monitoring units, problems of duplication with regular
activities of the prime §ponsors, and problems with the procedures
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for follow through on recommendations made by the independent
monitoring units.

Observers differ in their assessments of the effects of these units
and the procedures used to verify eligibility. But, on balance, most
find the result has been to systematize monitoring, increase its
scope, raise the level of consciousness on the need for accountabil-
ity.

There are, however, a number of prime sponsors who believe
that the whole system of auditing and assigning responsibility has
become too rigid and tends to inhibit the kind of flexibility and
innovation that CETA was supposed to promote under a block
grant philosophy. These issues are discussed more fully in my
accompanying statement.

The redirection of CETA was accomplished at considerable cost.
Each amendment exacted a price, and the cumulative effect was to
add a host of administrative tasks to a system already badly
strained. Moreover, each new prescription and proscription crafted
to redress program shortcomings had the effect of constraining
local flexibility and expanding the Federal role. This, in turn,
weakened ,prime sponsor support of CETA. In a number of areas,
government agencies withdrew from the PSE program because
they felt that the burdens of the program outweighed its benefits.

In sum, the reauthorization changes moved the progra.n in the
direction that Congress had charted with respect to persons to be
served, maintenance of effort, and program integrity. But in doing
so, they added administrative complexities, diminished local auton-
omy, and weakened prime sponsor support for the program.

I would like to usr my last few minutes to identify some of the
broader policy issues which importantly, although less visibk,
affect the administration of CETA and share responsibility for Vs
difficult.

First, the limits of CETA; CETA has been a workhorse driven in
all directions at once, to serve the structurally unemployed, to
create public sector jobs for the cyclically unemployed, to provide
essential services and fiscal relief to hard-pressed communities, and
to give preference to a host of special target groups.

The issue is whether CETA can be a program for all seasons or
whether, in attempting to serve all purposes, it fails to serve any.

'Second, multiple goals; the multiple program problem of CETA is
compounded by its liberal sprinkling of goalssome competitive,
other contradictory. The pursuit of one may preclude the attain-
ment-of another. For example, sponsors are urged to emphasize the
placement of participants in unsubsidized jobs, but are limited to
enrolling persons who are the hardest to place.

In effect, Congress has established a host deitiesgods of target-
ing, gods of services, and gods of placementto whom local spon-
sors must pay homage. But since offering cannot be made to all the
gods simultaneously, the sponsor is always in difficulty with some
of them. What we need is a theologian, or maybe a regulation to
establish a proper hierarchy among these deities.

Third, congruence; the underlying premise of a decentralized
block grant concOpt is that local objectives are congruent with
national policies. But there are, in fact, significant divergencies.
CETA is a meld of local, State, and Federal aspirations, implement-
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ed by an array of Federal, State, and local institutions. Each part-.
ner in this triad is motivated by its own interests and attempts to
shape the program to those ends.

Fourth, Federal expectations; if Congress is serious about pro,
gram management under a block grant design, it must be prepared
to deal with the problems associated with that system. Its expecta-
tions must be tempered by the realities of local implementation.

Do not expect a complex human resource program to be com-
pletely error free.

Do not insist upon grassroots participation by community organi-
zations with limited expertise, and then expect sophisticated man-
agement and performance.

Do not push for rapid program expansion_and then pgnalize
prime sponsors for taking shortcuts to meet those goals. ,

Do not encourage innovations if you propose to penalize the risk-
takers who fail.

Finally, do not treat all prime sponsa as though they were
identical. Flexibility is needed to accommodate differences in their
situations.

Fifth, now, if there is one need that surpasses all others, it is the
need for a reasonable period of stability. From its inception, CETA
has been buffeted by a succession of legislative, regulatory, and
procedural changes. Moreover, the size and timing of its funding
has always been uncertain.

Sponsors have been strapped to an endless roller coaster; first,
urged to expand enrollments, then reduce them, only to be pressed
to expand them again. Responsible management is impossible
under such yo-yo conditions. Employment and training programs
should not be chiseled in stone, but neither should they be written
on the sands.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Mirengoff follows:1
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Statement of William Mirengoff
Project Director

Employment and Training Evaluation Project
Bureau of Social Science Research

Before the

Subcommittee on Employment'an d Productivity
Committee on Labor and Human Resources

U.S. Senate

Washington, D.C.
June 11, 1981

Mr. Chairmh, Members of the Subcommittee:

Thank you for thd opportunity to participate in these CETA

; hearings.

I am William'Mirengoff and with me is my colleague, Mr. Harry

Greenspan. For the past seven years I have been the project director

of.a series of CETA evaluation studies conducted under the auspices

of the National Academy of Science; and more recently the Bureau of

Social Science Research.

This statement summarizes the efforts made under the Compre-

hensive Employment and Training Act of 1978 to protect the integrity

of the CETA programs and the effect of these measures on local CETA

operations. These observations are based upon my experience astte,

former director of Job Corps and the Publ id Employment Program and as

director of the CETA evaluation studies.. Although I have drawn heavily

from the findings'of these studies, the observations are my own.

Overview - Effect of Reauthorization Act

7fle.Lomprehensive Employment and Training Act set out in 1973

to reform the manpower system that had evtaved, haphazardly, -over a

12 year period. It shifted management responsibility from federal to
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State and local officials and replaced the numerous separate categorical

programs with a block grant that would permit local officials to select

the blend of programs most suitable for the unemployed population and

the labor market setting of their areas. Its basic structural purpose

however--to improve the employability of persons handicapped by labor

market deficienciesremained the same.

CETA whs barely launched when it was overtaken by the recession

of 1974 and harnessed to the countercyclicalwagon. Congress enacted

Title VI which authorized CETA funds to create jobs for the unemployed

In state and local governments and in nonprofit organizations. Between

1975 and 1978, the public service employment programs (PSE) more thandoubled

(300,000 to 750,000) and accounted for 60 percent of al' CETA expenditures

in 1978. This countercyclical program had elbowed aside the original

structural objective. PSE had now become' the centerpiece of CETA.

PSE programs appealed particularly to elected officials. In-

deed, in the view.of.many of them, PSE was the CETA program. The

reasons for this attraction were not hard to discern. In 1978, CETA

eccounteld'for six percent of the 12.7 milri0 state and local Govern-

ment workers'and, in some locations, it as much higher. PSE provided

visible and useful services to their communities: and fiscal relief to

hard pressed cities.

With the increasing prpminence of PSE came three intractable

problems that woul8 prove to be the nemesis of the PSE program: '

First: "Creaming"; inadequate participation by persons on the

lower rungs ofothe socio-economic ladder:

Second: Substitution; the use of PSE to supplant rather than

supplement local resources. Estimates of substitution ranged from
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19 to 90 percent. It would take an army of auditors to track the PSE

dollars through the labyrinths of 471 local budgets; and

Third: Program abuses; in the hasty pursuit of numbers,

Ineligible pervAls were enrolled, programs were approved on the basis

of expediency rather than usefulness and were not adequately monitored.

Allegations of program abuse were widespread'and the negative image

that resulted eroded Congressional and public support.

Each of these 3 problems reflected the inherent difficulty in

a decentralized program: _achieving congruence between the nationai

objectives and the interests of local officials who admihisfer the program.

The difficulties were further aggravated by ambiguous legislation.

The first response of Congress to the drift of PSE away from

Its intended purposes was the passage of the Emergency, Jobs Program

Extension Act of 1976 that extended the life of Title VI and attempted

to get the program back on the track that it had charted. It sought

to increase the proportion of disadvantaged persons in PSE programs

and to constrain substiiutin. Its efforts however were onilph

partially successful. In the drive to reach very aMbitiotts enroll-

ment goals, program objecthies'and program quality were sacririced

to the tyranny of time and numbers.

The most recent and most successful effort to address the

shortcomings of the PSE programs were the amendments of 1978. CETA

came up for reaJthorization in 1978. and ran into a barrage of Congres-

sional criticism. Most of the criticisms acre leveled against Title VI

and almost resulted in the elimination of the program. It was saved at

the last minute only by /he adoption of several very far reaching amend-

ments.

The objectives of the 1978 amendmen'ts are not very different

from the aims of earlier attempts to reform the program. ,However,

9 3 %



the means uses( to achieve these ends are radically different. The

new legislation relies less on rhetoric and vaguely worded provisions

that meyeiy nibble at the edges of the problems and more on stringent

requirements and self enforcing devices that drive the program in

the direction that Congress intended.

The reauthorization amendments modified CETA in a number of

ways, it:

I. tightened the requirements for entry into tht

program;

2. restricted the wage levels that could be paid

to PSE workers (they have since been raised);

3. limited the length of time a person could remain

in PSE to 18 months;

4, required that employabi:ity development plans

(EDPs) be prepared for all Title II participants

and that a training component be added to PSE

Jobs;

5." imposed stronger monitoring measures:

6. added a new private sector initiative program

(Title VII) and folded in the new youth programs

authorized under the Youth Employment and Demon-

stiation Projects Act of 1977.

in short, Congress sought to design a "clean" program that'

would enroll only the...right" people, assign them to meaningful work

that otherwise would rot be done and move them quickly into unsub-

,

siclized employment.

Were these objectives realized? Reports from our sample of

prime sponscr aceas indicate that, in large measure, these efforts were

successful in getting the program back on the track that Congress had

originally charted.
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CMAAT1-1 '

MAJOR CHANGES IN COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ACT AMENDMENTS
OF 1978

Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act of 1973 (FL 93-203)

Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act Amendments of 1978 (FL 95-524)

Title 1

Title II

Title III

Training programs for the
unemployed, underemployed, and
economically disadvantaged.

Public service jobs for the
unemployed and underemployed
in f high unemploy-
ment.

National programs for Indians,
migrant farm workers, youth and
other specie) groups. Research,
evaluation, and labor market in-
formation.

Title IV Job. Corps.

Title V National Commission for
Manpower Policy.

Title VI

Title VII

Countercyclical public
service jobs for the
unemployed and under-
employed. Part of funds
re: d for short-duration
projects for the low-income.
long-term uremployed and
welfare recipients.

Administrative provisiOns:
designation of prime
sponsors, planning.

Title 118/C Training programil for the
economically disadvantaged j

unemployed and underemployed."'
(Including upgrading). Tenure
limited to 30 months.

Public service jobs for the
low Income, long-term unemploy-
ed, and for welfare recipients.
A portion of allotments re-
served for training. Employabi-
lity development plans tequired.
Tenure limited to 18 months.
Wages lowered.

Title 118

Title

Title 'IV

National programs for Indians,
migrant farm workers, older
workers and other special groups.
Research, evaluation and labor
market information.

Job Corps. Sammer youth pro-
grams. Other youth employment
projects.

Title,V National Commission for Employ-
ment and Training Policy.

Title ill Countercyclical public service
Jobs for the low-income, long-
teroLunemployed and for welfare
recipients. A portion of allot-
ments reserved for training and
employability counseling. Tenure
limited to 18 months. Wages

' towered.

Tit(4 I ldministsative provisions.
dr-Ignation of prime sponsors,
planoing. Requires sponsors to
estat.lish independent monitoring
units.

Titlet VII Experimental private sAtor
initiatives programs.

Tit111/111 Youth conservation projects.
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1., Tim overriding PSE objective of the amendments--
, s

/to serve more fully those whose needs are greatest- -

is being achieved. This is the first time that we

have seen such a sudden and sharp change An the.cha-

racteristics of the new PSE enrollees. Compared .

to the 1978 participants, the 1980 enrollees arc:

-,- younger (28% vs 23% under 22 years of age)

- have.less schooling (35% vs 25% less than high schoo

graduates)

- include more women (1f% vs 38%)

more likely to be ,u4liiassistance reOpients

I 4
(3l% vs IM *

4
:* I

- are more iikley tolef minorities (48% vs 39%) and

- more likely to come from low income families

(92% vs 75%)

2: By fixing the liability for program abuses on the prime

sponsor- and prescribing strict monitoring procedures,

program managers have become much more sensitive to

the need to protect the integrity of the program.

3. Wage levels haye been reduced and this has diicouraged

bet,ter.qualified persons from competing for PSE jobs

' wIththe more disadvantaged applicants and has eliminated

many of the professional and high skill positions in PSE.

4. With the shift to lesser qualified enrollees.with fewer

opportunities to fill professional and skilled positions

and with the limited tenure of PSE participants, the

incentive for substituting PSE participants for regular

workers has been weakened.

9 6
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However, the redirection of PSE was accomplished at a significant

ti

-1. Many of the changes have added a host of administrative

tasks to a system already badly strained and have re-

duced lol flexibility.

2. No provision of the reauthorization act has caused as

much consternation among prime sponsors as the wage,

restrictions. Wage rates have been lowered in 4 out of

5 areas by an average of 10 percent. As a consequence,

almost all sponsors have dropped or restructured

some of their PSE positions. All areas reduced their

share of professional jobs and there was a clear shift

from high skill positions to laborer, low level

clerical jobs and services jobs. Where jobs were

"restructured," it was sometimes accomplished by creat-

ing "trainee" or "aide" positions in which little changed

but the salary and title. When substantive changes

in job content did occur, the diluted jobs were often

of limited value to the participant or the community.

Despite the chases in the occupational profile

of the PSE jobs, CETA administrators still perceive

them to bC useful, although three out of four of them

feel, that their usefulness has been reduced.

3. The eligibility verification procedures and the liability

provisions have reduced the number of ineligibles in

PSE and made prime fponsors more sensitive to problems

of program abuse. But:

97
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- There is duplication in checking eligibility as

prime sponsors make sure, doubly sure

- Enrollments are delayed

- Increasingly, sponsors are handling the eligibility

function themselves rather than to rely on the

Employment Service and other agencies.

4. The effect of these restrictive measures was to weaken prime

sponsor support for PSE. Some government agencies felt that

the problems outweighted the benefits and withdrew from

the program.

In sum, .the reauthorization changes appear-to have moved the

program in the direction that Congress had charted with respect to

persons to be served, containment of substitution and program integrity.

The driving forces behind these changes are the-restrictive Age pro-

visions and the stringent eligibility requirements supplemented by

tighter monitoring, enforcement and liability provisions. But the price

paid for these accomplishments was high.

Administrative Controls

The integrity of CETA public service employment programs was

seriously questioned during the debate on the reauthorization bill in

%

1978. The criticism came from several directions. The media highlighted

"horror" stories of fraud and abuse. Congressional mail described abuses

in local programs. The General Accounting Office reported that CETA

suffered from inadequate staff and ineffective monitoring procedures.
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Even an audit by the DepartMent of Labor (001.) indicated that 1 in every

10 enrollees in Title VI did not meet the eligibility criteria. 1

Several factors contributed to this state of affairs, but the

most important were the emphasis on a rapid increase in enrollment in

response to the economic stimulus program of 1977, the inadequacy of

monitoring systems ofcboth prime sponsors and the Department of Labor, and

the failure on the part of Congress to explicitly address the assign-

ment of liakility or the imposition of sanctions inthe event of improper

enrollment of PSE participants.

The effect of the pressure on prime sponsors to increase PSE

enrollment from 300,000 in May 1977 to 725,000 by March 1978 was noted

by Congressman Ronald A. Sarasin in August 1978.2

"No system of management could have survived this rapid

increase without some fraud, some abuse, and some terrible

cases of mismanagement. Indeed, it is something of a minor

miracle that there were not'more problems than we have

already witnessed."

The attempts to characterize the entire CETA program on the basis

of selected incidents were resented by program manager. However, it

was appart.nt program monitoring was weak, accountability was

lacking, ana 1: eligibility of participants was not adequately

verified.

1

See Information on the Buildup in Public Service Jobs, General
Accounting Office, March 1978; Eligibility of Public Service Employment
Participants; Economic Stimulus Appropriations AcS, U.S. Department of
Labor, Office of the A sistant Secretary for Administration and Management,

1978.

2
Congressional Record, 124(124): 118,04, 1978,
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Congress used the occasion of the CETA reauthorization to

ensure better management and prevent further abuses:

It required all prime sponsors to establish an independent

unit "to monitor compliance with the requirements of CETA";

It required pripe sponsors to install a "proven method" for

verifying participant eligibility;

It definedikhe liability of the prime sponsor for the enroll-

' ment of ineligible participants;

It clarified the investigative responsibilities of various

levels of administration; and

It called for the establishement of an Office of Management

Assistance in the Department of Labor to aid prime sponsors in both

solving prOgram problems and complying with the requirements of the

new legislation.

IYO
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.The reauthorization act give5 both the Department of Labor and'prime

sponsors more enforcement responsbility. It gives the Department of Labor

new powers to subpoena records and witnesses for hearings and to recover

funds directly from subcontractors as well as from prime sponsors. The

is instructed to conduct timely audits and report to Congress annually

on results. In addition to the investigative provisions of*CETA, the

Inspector Generals Act of 1978 required the establishment of an inde-

pendent Office of Inspector General to strengthen the Department's

compliance authority.

Prime sponsors, for their part, were required to establish

independent monitoring units (IMUs) to ensure compliance with the

requirements of CETA. They must also have an acceptable and proven

method of determining and verifying the eligibility of participants.

The act holds prime sponsors as well as subcontractors responsible

for enrolling persons who were not eligible for CETA programs.

DOL

The amendments arm the Department and prime sponsors-with

more effective means with which to prevent the misuse of funds or

oth6\,irregularities and to respond more forcefully in seeking corrective

action or repayment. However, program managers have"identified number

of problems associated with the intensified administrative controls.

The audit rules have been criticized by prime sponsors for their

rigidity and because they do not distinguish adequately between uninten-

tional errors and deliberate fraudulent activities.3 Many sponsors also

3See Karen R. Eastman, "Local Liability and CETA . . . . Is the

Price Too High?" County Employment Reporter, National Association of

Counties, December 1980; The CETA Audit Dilemma, U.S. Conference of

Mayors, Office of Urban Employment and Education, November 1980.
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beiieve that th. procedures for resolving audit exceptiOns unfairly

places the burden of proof on the sponsor. Finally, they point out

'0
that most social programs accept a small error rate, while CETA, which

relies heavily on small community-based organizations and training

institutions that have limited accounting and managerial_ resources,

is expected to be virtually error free.' Department of Labor grant

officers have some flexibility in dealing witli small disallowed costs

where good faith is demonstrated,and a plan of action is agreed on.

However, several C 'ETA contractors and public service employment program

employers felt threatened by the possibility of disallowed costs and

declined to accept responsibility for the CETA orograms in fiscal 1981.

Independent Monitoring Units

One of the main ihstrumentalities that Co'ngress relied upon to

protect the integrity of CETA,was the Independent Monitoring Unit (11W).

The requirement that prime sponsors establish an independent moni-

toring unit was expected to strengthen the stewardship of the.'

CETA program, Although the requirement was triggered by instances

of fraud and abuse, the mandate was a broad one and included program

review as well. The MU was to "monitor compliance with the require-

ments of this Act, the regulations issued thereunder, and the com-

prehensive employment and training plan" (Title I, Sect. 121(11)). The

implementing regulations issued by the Department of Labor emphasized

the comprehensiveness of the review responsibilities assigned to the

1MU: They called for periodic monitoring and review of all program

activities through on-site visits and examination of program data.
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6 . Departmerit regulations had always required pac)odic monitoring

my
of program activities and management practices. Under the reauthorization,

however, there is a marked increase in the degree of specificity in the

regulations and the emphasis placed on the monitoring function at all

levels of administration.

By the fall pf 1980, all sponsors in the study sample had established

i4entifiable IMUs. Of 20 local areas for which comparable ftgures are

avalla, 14 increased their monitoring and evaluation staff between

1978 and 1980; four reported no change and two registered declines.

In addition to prescribing IMUs at the prime sponsor level,, regula-

tions require that subrecipients of CETA funds have appropriate monitoring

arrangements. However, only two of the 28 sponsors insisted that their

subjurisdictions have such units/z.

Independence of IMUs.--FromOeir: inception, the question of, the

independence of IMUs has been controversial. The degree of IMU in-

dependence is influenced by several factors including its organizational

locus,and its access to a level of authority high enough,to obtain

necessary information and to ensure follow-up actions. In 25 of 28

survey areas, IMUs report directly to the CETA director; in two of -the-

remaining three areas, tau IMU reports to an official in a higher admin-

istrative level.

The degree of independence is also related to management style.

Eighteen of 28 cases were rated by the field research staff as having

"completely" independent units, eight as "partially" independent, white

two had little or no independence. However, field researchers found

shades of differences in the degree of freedom in both the "completely"

and "partially" independent classes.
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The formal classification Of IMUs may not fully characterize

their.status. While most IMUs were described fully or partially
.

-

independent, there,are in fact informal-contro1s in terms of subjects

seleted for review, procedures for presenting the results of jnvestiga-

-tions, and follow-through on recommendations.

Scope of ,nitoring. - -It is clear that the reauthorization act

'7/intensified program supervision, extended the scope of monitoring;

improved record keeping and in general engendered a gieater'sense of

responsibility. Although nearly all of the sponsors in the sample

a

reported some monitoring in the pre-reauthorization period, the effect

ofthe amendments was to systematize and to increase the scope of

monitoring of both program quality and compliance with legal requirements.

Monitoring is dope variously through review of reports, on-site

visits, interviews with participants, supervisors, employers, and reviews'

of records and reports. At the time of the survey'in October 1980, the

major activities of IMUs were eligibility verification and the monitoring

of contracts to determine whether contractual obligations are being

filled. -IMUs reviewed accounting and reporting systems of contractors,

visited work sites of summer youth programs, and checked'on participant

attendance in jobs or training programs.

In about one-half of the areas, IMUs were also responsible for

'review of the CETA administrator's administrative systems and internal

procedures. This included an examination of financial management, pro-

curement, and management information systems. In a few cases, IMUs also

reviewed the CETA administrators' program activities, such ais intake

or placement services. Several were charged with adMinistering'equal
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employment opportunity, affirmative action, and compliance procedures.

Oply two 'field research associates reported that 1MUs attempted to

monitor Maintenance-of-effort requirements--the provisions of the act

which specify that CETA public-service employment must suppPement,

rather than supplant regular public service jobs.

The most significant increases in monitoringdetween 1978

to 11130, occurred in eligibility determination and verificatie,

public service employment programl:wage requirements, enrollee training,

provision of services to enrollees, and supervision of enrollees.

Recordsand reports, and frauddleet activities also received greater

monitoring emphasis.

Effect of MM.Despite' the increased activity, observers

are not unanimous in assessing the effect of IMUs on program administra-

tion and operations. One field research associate concluded that: "IMU

is basically' a joker They go through motions, but findings are not

taken seriously enough to affect program management or the design of

the delivery system. No corrective action [is taken] by the CETA

administrator"s staff to implement changes. . . IMU believes it is

helping insure proper regulation interpretations, but other CETA-

administrator staff find they only muddy the waters." Hmever, another
4,

observer notes that, "Setting up the IMU, getting it opertionak and

ironing otrt.the bugs/11 cause administrative burdens and created more

problems than it solved. Now, with a track record and an experienced,

serious IMU staff, things have changed. Many serious cases of abuse,

fraud, conflict of interest etc., have surfaced and [have) substantially

1 0 t
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[been corrected] that simplx would have gone undetected without the 'IMU

effort. . . and, the IMU has the Director's ear; 'he'is anxious to head

off any scandal before it blows up."

On balance, most of the persons Interviewed and, most of the

field research associates felt that rMUs were having someobffect in

strengthening the administrative aspects of CETA--eligibility determina-

tion and verification, supervision of subcontractors, and record keeping

and documentation. On the, other hand, more than oneTlialf of the oersons

interviewed found little effect op program operations.
.t,

Among those who felt the effect of 1MUs was negligible were
.

several CETA administrators who reported having had satisfactory monitoring

systems before the reauthorization. In their view, the IMU contributed

little to quality'coptrol. As one PSE administrator stated: "I am

confused about their purpoie. We do our own monitoring. There is a

lot of repetition with us, the IMU, and the regional office all hitting

the service units. I question whether the 1MU can do it better."

Problems in IMUi.--A survey made soon after the implementation

of the reauthorization act identified several problems in installing

IIMUs finding soccitlists to staff the pnits, deftqing responsibilities,

developing approaches to monitor maintenance-of-effort and other difficult

program areas, and lack.of guidance in distinguishing between "fraudulent"

activity andanoncompliance due to honest errors or misunderstandings.

The number one problem in the most recent survey--identified

in one-half of the areascontinues to be confusion over.the respon-

sibilities of IMUs. 'Duplication of activities with regular CETA staff

and with DOL auditors, lack of guidance on corrective actions, and

lack of followthrough were also citud. About one-half of the areas

1



reported insufficient staff to handle the volume of work. in a

number of.areas there appears to be an undercurrent of resentment

betweeh regular staff and the IMU,
sometimes expressed in a lack of

'
confidence or support for IMU activities:

Tension between IMU staff

and subcontractoreWas a problem in several areas where the IMU was

seen as a threat to the.agencah,

' Although many problems persist, IMUs tend to underscore the

importance of monitoring and evaluation.
Sixteen of 28 fieid research

-associates concluded that the
independent monitoring units have

engendered a greater sense,of
responsibility on the part of sponsors

and subagents, six found that IMUs had not improved' accountability,

and the remainingskx did not express an opiniOn.

__The oversight system of the Department and sponsors also relies

on a structure of plan reviews, quarterly progress
reports, and per-

formance assessment by federai officials. At the.local level, sponsors

supervise the.progress of contractors through
reports and on -site.

visits. At the Federal level, there are many points at which inter-'

vention is possible before,
during and after the annual cycle of activity.

There is, however, a'question as
to whether the size of regional office

staff-is equal to the talk.

Eligibility Verification

The financial and criminal liability penalties for enrolling ineligible

persons in LETA programs have had a profound effect on the procedures

used to verify the
eligibility of participants.

Although the verifica-

tion requirements in the law and regulations are
specific and extensive,

.

many prime sponsors have gone even further to reduce their vulnerability.

The regulations
prescribeth/eesteps for ditermining and verifying

eligibility (Sect. 676.75-3) The process begins with the completion of

an application form designed to provide the information necessary to
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determine eligibility. Within 30 days after enrollment, a desk review

of the application is made. Tinally, on a sample basis, sponsors must

verify the accuracy of the information on residence, unemployment

history, welfare status ...rid family income, Verification may consist

of documentary evidence or cons mation by a third party. Although'

not required, sometsponsors insist that applicants document selected

items
0
on the application before a determination of eligibility is made.

Liability of ineligible participants.--Prior to the reauthoriza-
.

Lion act, CETA did not specify that sponsors were liable for the costs

of emplo?ing ineligible participants., To facilitate the rapid buildup

of Title VI during the economic stimulus period of 1977-1978, and to

enhance the role of employment service offices, prime sponsors were

encouraged to enter into agreements that assigned responsibility for

eligibility certification Co state employment security agencies. Where

such arrangements were made, neither the employment service nor the

prime sponsor was liable for the costs resulting from ineligible enrollments.

To remedy this "no fault" ineligibility policy, Congress in the

reauthorization amenddfints of 1978, made prime sponsors liable for the

costs of ineligible enrollments, but permitted determination of eligibility
o

to be delegated with the approval of-the Secretary of Labor and

with reasonable safeguards and provisions for "reimbursement of costs

because of erroneous decisions made with insufficient care" by the

delegated agency. However, the applitation of this rule has been

controversial.

In addition to establishing financial liability, the reauthori-

zation act makes it a criminal offense to knowingly hire ineligible

persons for CETA positions. Because this provision poses a direct
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personal threat to individuals responsible for hiring, it may have a

greater effect on the program than the financial liability provisions.

Although many sponsors report that they have always followed

procedures similar to those required by the reauthorization act, the

eligibility verification processes generally have become more rigorous.

The new verification requirements and the sanctions contained

in the reauthorization act have significantly affected program opera-

tions. More than half of the sample sponsors in the initial survey in

June 1975, reported that more time was needd to enroll participants

after the act than before. Delays of three days to three weeks were

cited. Prime sponsors generally take a dim view of these delays

because they do not believe that the new procedures significantly ;:e-

duce the number of ineligibles. They have instituted complex and

time-consuming requirements only because they fear the liability

at:ached%to the admission of ineligible participants.

Although everyone agrees that accountability is desirable and

that fraud and abuse should not be tolerated, there is concern that too

much is now expected. Said one respondent, "The idea of a 'zero-defect'

program in the social service field may not be too realistic."

Concldsions

Let me now turn to some of the broad policy issues over which

CETA has been stumbling since its inception:

110
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1. Limits of PSE

PSE has been a workhorse driven in all dirdctions: to create

public sector jobs for the cyclically unemployed, to assist the
-

structurally nemployed, to provide essential services and fiscal

relief to hard pressed communities. At issue is Whether PSE can

be a program for all seasons. Should local and state governments

which account for only one eighth of total employment be expected

to carry most of the burden of providing temporary employment for

the unemployed and the disadvantaged? Alternitively,-what role saould

the private sector play in job creation programs?

2. Congruence

The underlying premise of decentralized block grant programs

is that local objectives and practices are congruent with national

objectives. In fact, however, there are-significant divergencies.

CETA is a me.d of natiohal, state and local aspirations implemented

by an ,array of federal, state and local institutions: Each partner

in the triad is motivated by its own interest and attempts to shape

the program to those ends.

However, local deviations from national objectives invites

restrictive legislation and tighter compliance which in turn erodes

local autonomy. °

3. Multiple Goals

The congruence problem is compounded by the fact that CETA

is liberally sprinkled with goals, some of which are competitive or

contradictory. The pursuit of one may preclude the attainment of

another. For example, sponsors are urged to emphasize the place-

ment of CETA participants in unsubsidized jobs, but are restricted

to enrolling persons who are hardest to place. Again, PSE is
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expected to provide essential services to communities. Yet, the

wage and eligibility provisions preclude the kinds of jobs necessary

to perform these services.

In effect, Congress has established a host of,deities (gods of

targeting, services, placements) to whom local sponsors must pay

homage. But since all cannot be placated simultaneously, the

sponsor is always in difficulty with some of them. We need a

theologian to establish a proper hierarchy among the deities.

4. The Federal-Local Relationship

The issue of program integrity and management is closely tied

to the concept of decentralization. If Congress is serious about

decentralization, it must be ready to accept the problems associated

with decentralization. The expectations must be realistic.

Don't expect to run a complex human resource program that is

completely error free.

Don't insist upon grass roots participation by organizations

with limited expertise and expect sophisticated performance.

Don't keep pushing for rapid increase in numbers and hope to

avoid the pitfalls of the expediencies taken to produce those numbers.

Don't insist upon innovations if you propose to penalize the

risk takers who fail.

Don't treat al, prime sponsors the same way. There are

significant variations in their situations.

The CETA block grant design, loosely articulated in the original

,legislation, was battered by a series of legislative and 'programmatic

developments the effect of which was to upset the federal-local balance

and intensify the federal presence. As a consequence CETA is a hybrid

design, neither entirely decentralized, nor completely decategorized.
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The crucial question is the degree of federal oversight that will

ensure local conformity to national policies without infringing upon

the flexibility of local program managers. In order for the federal-

local bargain to work, it is necessary to stipulate the price that the

federal establishment is prepared to pay to have its programs administered

by focal authorities and to ascertain what the local authorities are

prepared to pay for the advantages of participation in the employment

and training system.

5. Stability

Finally, if there is one need that surpasses all others, it is

the need for a period of stability. CETA has, from its inception, been

buffeted by a succession of legislative, regulatory and procedural

changes. Moreover, the size and timing of its funding has been un-

certain. Sponsors have been strapped to a roller-coaster; first urged

to expand PSE enrollments, then to reduce them only to be pressed to

expand again. Responsible planning and mangement are impossible under

these yoyo conditions.

Employment and training programsshould not be chiselled in stone

but neither should they be written on the sands.

113
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Senator PELL Thank you very much indeed.
Mr. Greenspan, did you have any prepared remarks?
Mr. GREENSPAN. No.
Senator PELL. Fine.
What is your thought about the structure of the system as it

presently stands, taking into account the 1978 amendments? Do
you think it encourages fraud?

Mr. MIRENGOFF. I think that what you have is a hybrid system,
neither completely decentralized nor entirely decategorized., The
problem lies, I think, with the original legislation. In its attempt to
paper. over the differences between those who urged decentraliza-
tion and those who believed in strong Federal oversight, Congress
wrote ambiguous legislation that created a large gray area in
which the reach of the "Feds" contends with the grasp of the
"locals."

I think the amendments of 1978 moved the program a long
distance in addressing the problems that have plagued the CETA
programs; specifically, the "creaming" of the eligible population,
the use of PSE to supplant rather than supplement local resources,
and particularly the problem of fraud and abuse.

I think the monitoring program has gone a long way in con-
straining these kinds of abuses.

Senator PELL. What specific methods could be used to make the
State and local governments more efficient?

Mr. MIRENGOFF. Well, this is not a matter that we have pursued
in our survey. My own personal observation is that there is a
crying need for program stability.

You cannot, speedily, create a program to deal with intractable
human resource problems and expect efficient management, if you
keep changing directions, adding new programs and new regula-
tions, and keep changing the levels of funding. Prime spo..sors
cannot effectively administer the CETA programs under those con-
ditions.

Forward funding is imperative. The prime sponsors need to
know, sufficiently in advance, what their allocations are if they are
to plan intelligently. The uncertainties of the program and its
instability are the major impediments to an efficiently run system.

Senator PELL. Do you think there are any specific lessons from
the CETA experience that should be taken into account as we
debate the issue of block grants for social service programs?

Mr. MIRENGOFF. Well, my own view is that if you are prepared to
administer a block grant system, you have got to be prepared for
the risks that are inherent in that kind of a system. It seems to me
there are two basic alt ,rnatives at the extremes, at least.

One is to put the money on the stump and run, and the other is
to completely federalize the system. I think we have done neither,
and perhaps that is inevitable. Perhaps there is not any perfect
answer. Perhaps one simply must accept the fact that there is a
gray area'that has to be resolved. I do not know that there is any
perfect answer to the question.

Senator PELL. I think Mr. Greenspan wanted to say something.
Mr. GREENSPAN. Well, I suggest that Congress establish a limited

number of primary objectives, one of which might be serving the
seriously disadvantaged. The local sponsor should be left free to
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achieve the objectives in the way that best fits local conditions. A
large number of detailed objectives should be avoided.

Senator PELL. What do you think about forward funding? Do you
think that is a good idea?

Mr. MIRENGOFF. I think that is essential to the efficient manage-
ment of the program. The prime sponsors now are constantly in a
state of uncertainty. They do not know what their allocation is
until late in the game. Even after allocations are made, they fre-
quently are amended. As a consequence of uncertainties of funding,
operating plans are successively modified, qubgrantees are adverse-
ly affected, and the credibility of the program-suffers.

Senator PELL One final question. Do you have any suggestions as
to how this program could be better stabilized?

Mr. MIRENGOFF. Well, I think there are a number of recommen-
dations that could be made for the reorganization of this system.
The name CETA could be changed because the image is unfavor-
able. The delivery system could be changed to establish an employ-
ment and training authority as the recipient of Federal funds and
manager of the program. However, my own view is that, although
there are many recommendations that could be made, and we
ourselves have made some, the program needs, above all, a period
to recover from its surgery, a period of stability.

If we keep tinkering with the system and changing it.every year,
there is no real possibility for efficient management.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed.
As I understand it, the record will be kept open so that any

Senators desirous of asking questions of any of the witnesses will
do that, and perhaps the witnesses will be good enough to respond
in writing.

At this point, I would say that the hearing is recessed on the call
of the Chair.

[Whereupon, at 11:24 a.m., the subcommittee was recessed, sub-
ject to the call of the Chair.]
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EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS IN
THE UNITED STATES; 1981

MONDAY, JUNE 15, 1981

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY,

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:15 a.m., in room
4232, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Dan Quayle (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Senator QUAYLE. The committee will come to order.
This is our second day of hearings on employment and training

issues. On our first day, we took a look at the management prob-
lems that have plagued the CETA system; we heard from GAO and
from the Department of Labor.

Today, we are taking a look at the employment and training
issueisisfrom the viewpoint of the business sector.

As we talk-about training and employment, it is very important
that we get an intera..tion and a full discussion of the roles of
Government and the role-ot the private sector.

We have a very comprehensive,. distinguished list of business
people who will be testifying today, so we will proceed immediately.

The first panel: Rubin Mettler for Blisiness Roundtable, and
from the Committee for, Economic Development, Franklin Lindsay.

We better find out who everybody is. I guess we do not have
name tags.

STATEMENTS OF LLOYD HAND, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
TRW, TASK FORCE ON EMPLOYMENT POLICY, WASHINGTON,
D.C., ACCOMPANIED BY PAT CHOATE, SENIOR POLICY ANA-
LYST, TRW; JACK POST; EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, BUSINESS
ROUNDTABLE; AND FRANKLIN A. LINDSAY, COMMITTEE FOR
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, A PANEL
Mr. HAND: I am Lloyd Hand,, appearing on behalf of Rubin

Mettler who, Mr. Chairman, was unable to be here this morning.
Senator QUAYLE. Hand?
Mr. HAND. H-a-n-d.
This is Pat Choate.
Senator QUAYLE. Are you with the Business Roundtable?
Mr. HAND. Yes.
This is Pat Choate, who is senior analyst with TRW, and Jack

Poet, who is executive director of the Business Roundtable, and, on
' my left, is Franklin A. Lindsay.

Senator QUAYLE. Patwhat is your last name?
Mr. CHOATE. C-h-o-a-t-e.

(um
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Senator QUAYLE. OK.
Mr. Hand, go ahead and proceed. .
Mr. HAND. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and thank you.
I am Lloyd Hand, senior vice president of TRW, and assistant to

the chairman' of the board..In 1978 and 1979, I had the pleasure of
serving as the president of the National Alliance of Business. Pres-
ently, I serve as the chairman of the working group of the Business
Roundtable's task force on employment policy.

As I mentioned earlier, I have accompanying me this morning
Mr. Choate, who is an economist and senior policy analyst for
economies at TRW, and Mr. Jack Post, the executive director of the
Business Roundtable.

It is my pleasure to testify before this subcommittee on a topic
that surely will be of critical importance to the United States and
its economy for the balance of this century.

Dr. Mettler, chairman of the board of TRW, and chairman of the
Business Roundtable task force on employment, whom you invited
to participate in this hearing this morning, was at the last minute
unable to attend and asked that I express his deep regrets, and
that I appear on his behalf. I appreciate this opportunity to do so,
Mr. Chairman. His statement was submitted to the committee last
week.

As you mentioned earlier, you have quite a list of distinguished
witnesses this morning and, with your permission, I will summa-
rize Dr. Mettler's testimony in my own remarks.

In November 1980, the Business Roundtable published its "State-
ment on Employment Policy." This statement makes two basic
points: One, that the creation of a strong, competitive economy
with price stability, sustainable real growth, and high and increas-
ing productivityis fundamental to reducing unemployment gener-
ally and to placing structurally unemployed workers into unsubsi-
dized, self-supporting jobs; and the second point is that a well-
coordinated effort between the public and private sectors continues
to be critical if we are to address the issue of structural unemploy-
ment problems.

A copy of the Roundtable statement was included as an attach-
ment to Dr. Mettler's testimony, which is provided you.

The Business Roundtable's task force on unemployment is cur-
rently examining its position on many of the specific points which
were raised in your announcement of these hearings.

At the conclusion of that review in the early fall, I hope that the
members of our task force, who are the chairmen and chief execu-
tive officers of some of the Nation's major employers, will have the
opportunity to share with you their observations, conclusions, and
recommendations that hopefully will be responsive to those general
cluestions you posed at the outset of the hearings.

Since the Business Roundtable is still formulating its policy posi-
tions on many of the specific issues that were so identified, the
balance of Dr. Mettler's testimony represents his experiences and
views derived from many years of experience as a scientist, as the
chairman of a"orporation that is the 25th largest employer in the
country, as chaff an of the National Alliance of Business, on
whose board he con ues to serve, and as chairman of the Busi-
ness Roundtable's task rce on employment policies. His views asN
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represented in his 'testimony are generally consistent with the
framework and the principles set forth in the Roundtable's Novem-
ber 11 statement. They are:

First, that the existing scope of training policy should be expand-
ed to include the entire work force. The objective of such an
expansion of scope would be to create improvement in national
productivity through efforts designed to improve the quality of the
Nation's work force performance. In the past, we have substantial-
ly neglected the many potentials which can be realized from im-

-pi.oving the quality of the work force. In part, this improved labor
quality reflects the disproportionately greater incentives that Gov-
ernment provides business to invest in new capital and improved
technology than in worker training and in upgrading.

The unrealized potentials for improved labor quality, largely cre-
ated tly prior inattention, now offers a major route to increased
national productivityparticularly in this era of limited capital.

Second, the Nation must continue its efforts to assist' the struc-
turally unemployed. This is sound social policy and sound economic
policy. In a social context, if opportunities are noTtifilde available
to the structurally unemployed, a permanent underclass will be
created which will be frozen in an economic limbo. In an economic
context, bringing the structurally unemployed into the work force
can serve to increase productivity and aggregate national prOduc-
tion.

Third, the private sector must participate much more closely in
the design- of training policy. The private sector should have a
primary responsibility for the design and provision of upgrading
training. Not only is the private sector the largest employer in our.
economy with some 80 percent of the jobs in the private sector; it
operates by far the largest training systemits own.

Individual firms- know best their own training needs and most
often are best prepared to provide such training. The principal
focus of new public policies for upgrading the skills of already
eniployed workers should be to provide incentives to their private
employers to undertake such training. Greater business participa-
tion is also required in an effort to reduce structural unemploy-
ment.

Given the substantial efforts of organizations like the National
Alliance for Business, the CED, and others, to create the Private
Industry Councils, both Dr. Mettler and I strongly urge in the
restructuring of any national employment legislation that serious
consideration be given to continuing support of these Private In-
dustry Councils.

Finally, the Nation requires and deserves a unified employment
and training system. The fragmented public policies, institutions,
and programs which now exist create too many inefficiencies. How-
ever, as badly as that system requires restructuring, such reform
must proceed with great care or the results may produce more
harm than good.

The U.S. economy is at a critical historical juncture. After
almost two decades of declining productivity, the margins of compe-
tiveness we once possessed are being exhausted in industry after
industry. With the imminent expiration of at least 12 basic pieces
of legislation, national employment, training policy is also at a
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watershed. Thus, we are at a convergence point with the need and
the opportunity to examine how increased labor quality can assist

in the restoration of national economic vitality. Such a route has
great unrealized potentials.

As this committee continues its examination of the specific em-

ployment and training policies, programs and legislation, I hope
that the ideas contained in this testimony will be helpful and I
hope, Mr. Chairman, that the Business Roundtable and its task
force members will be permitted the opportunity to respond to the
questions th* you posed and to work closely with you in what we
consider to be a critical and historical effort.

I appreciate the opportunity to testify before your committee this

morning.
Thank you. -
[The prepared statement of Mr. Mettler, with attachment as

summarized by Mr. Hand, follows:]

1.3
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First, I believe the primary focup of employment

and training policy should be to improve national

proouctivity through improved labor quality.

Improving, the skills of workers can ma' e as importInt

a contribution to restoring economic' vitality as

improvements in the nation's capital stock and

technology.

4 Second, I believe the. private sector must be much

more closely . involed in the design and

implementation of employment and training policy.

___
Finall-Y7--the- nation requires , and deserves a

unified employment and training syste-M-.- The_existing

fragmented public policies, institutions and proorams

create too many inefficiences. However, as badly as .

t,nat system requires restructuring, such ref6rm must

proceed great care or the results may produce

more harm than good I will briefly expand on these

points.

THE OSJECTIYES OF EHPLOYmENT AND TRAINING POLICY AND

THE ROLE OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR

The Factors'of Productivity Growth
,t

Improvirib the productivity of American firms and

the competitiveness of American products is a basic
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impToving the performa nce of the

AmeriCanecromy.
. .

There are three ways in which this ptoductivity

can be increased. The first is through increased

capital investments. The second is through imp roved,

technology. The third is to improve the quality of

work force's .performance. The contributions of all

three are required-to restr,re productivity growth in

the American economy.

In the past, the contributions of capital and

technology to productivity growth have far exceeded,

those of improved labor quality (Table 1). In part,

this reflects: (a) the relatively high and growing

proportion. of employment in the service sectors,

which are more labor intensive than manufacturing;

and (b) the expan'sion of the U.S. labor f9rce dufing

the past decade by 'almost 20 million person, -- many

of whom had few prior work experiences and posst!sSed

educational and/or Skill deficiences.

However, the areater contributions of capital and

--technology to prodOctivity growth is also indicative/

of the substantially greater -incentives government

provides business to invest in new capful' 'and

technology. In 1980, the value of federal investment

tax credits was almost $16 billion. The value of
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IABI E 1

FAC1GRS CON1RIBUTING 10 INDUS1RIAL PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH

Factors Denison* Kenrick Christensen/Cummings
Jorgenson

Capital 20% 18% 42%

Labor Quality 18

Technology** 62

10 14

72 44

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor

Statistics, Productivity and the Economy,

(Washington, D.C. 1977) p. 6.3.

*These studies compared by this report are

respectively:

Eoward F. Denison, Accounting for United

States Economic Growth, 1729-1969

John W. Kendrik, Postwar Pro_ductivily Trencs

in the United States., 1948-69

Laurits R. Christensen, Dianne Cummings, anc

Dale W.' Jorgenson, An International

Comoarison of Growth in Productivity.

1947-1973

.**Technology refers to all factors other

than labor quality and capital, Differences

in the researchers approach to measuring the

labor and capital factors contribute to

different residuals--technology.
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government sponsored research' and development was

almost $32 billion -- half of which was non-defense

0'
related, much of this defense and non-defense

research has at least some commercial applications.

These capital and technology incentives are above and

beyond those pfovided through accelerated

oepreciation of equipment and fagilities, and the

deduction from, the calculation of the tax base of

research and development expenses.

By comparison, the principal financial support

current national policy extenas to private firms to

improve the quality of their work force is'tor permit

the deduction of training expenses from the tax base

ana to finance some entry level training (e.g.,

targeteo job .tax credits, WIN, PSIP). Based on data

from the American Society of Training and

Development, the appropriate value of these, tax

incentives is less than $15 billion per year. The

annual value of entry level training alone is less

than $4 billidn.- The aggregate value of these

government incentives for improving the quality of.

tie work force is considerably less than government's

capital and techno:_gy investment incentives by a

factor of at least six to seven times.
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The point is not that too many incentives exist

for expanded capital investment and improved

technologies. Indeed,, there is substantial evidence

thalt even with these incentives there has been

massive capital underinvestment in the private

sector. There is also a major decline of the

;competitive edge in technology in a growing number of

fields. Rather, the point is we have substantially

neglected the potentials which can be realized from

improving the quality of the work force's performance.

An Important New Route to Productivity Growth

The un7ealized potentials for improved labor

quality, largely created by prior inattention, now

offers a major route to increased national

.
productivity. Such an approach is particularly

attractive since capital is scarce and the technology

of other nations is increasingly competitive.

Improving the 'quality of the work force as a

rou:.e to increased national productivity must become

a funcamental objective of national employment and

training policy. It can complement other efforts now

underpay to renew the economy threugh expanded

capital investment and improved technology. It also

provides an important basis for refocusing the more
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traditional ubjkctki!s of cnployment and training

policy -- entry level 'employment and aid to the

structurally unemployed'.
4

;The most funritperlfgl shift in eatployrent and

training policy ti facilitate improved labor quality

is to expand the scope of that policy to include" the

entire work force. At present, vocational, work, and

training policies/programs are concentrated on a

relatively small portion of the work force

primarily the structurally unemployed and those

engaged in entry level training. In 1979, these

public training programs involved less than 10.5

percent of the 103 million persons in the work

force. Of course, this 10 percent segment of the
_ .

work force .continues to be important and will

continue to need special attention. He ever, if

improved labor quality is to be an effective

contritutcr to productivity growth, the scope of

public policy must also include the other 90 bt-rcent

of the work Voice. iSuch attention coos nut :equite

the extension of gove \ nment training programs.

incentives_____for4industa The .primary

responsibility for thel, actual design and provision of

upgracing training stlould reside with the private

84-137 0-81----9
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sector. Not only is the private sector the largest

employer in our economy, it operates by far the

largest training tystem -- its own. Individual firms

knoy best their own training needs and mOst often are

best prepared to provide such training.

The principal focus of new public policies for

upgrading the skills of the already employed workers

should be to provide incentives to thgir private'

employers to undertake such training. These

incentives must be made as attractive to those firms

as those now given for capital investment and

technology improvements. The principles to guide

such efforts should be virtually identical to those

-whichnow guide- the provision of public incentives to

firms for increased investment in new technology and

capital expansion. Specifically, these incentives to

business should be (a) automatic and thus usable at

the firm's initiation; (b) represent new efforts

above and beyond- present levels; (c) permit

flexibility on the part of the firm in determining

both its specific needs and the appropriate means to

meet these needs; and (d) have limited bureaucratic

requirements for obtaining the government incentives

(investment tax credits, grants, etc.)
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Focusing Entry Level Training

: A- productivity 'enhancement focus will also lead

to basic change in the policies and practices that

guide entry level training. At present,'much of the

nation's entry level training has little relationship

to the needs of employers. For example, the General

Accounting Office in a cpse study of government

training programs in Tidewater, Virginia, found tnat

almost half of all employers had never been contacted

about their training needs by any public training

agency. This example is neither unique or extreme.

Two principles seem appropriate for the creation

of future publicly supported entry level training

prG§Tami: Firsi, such training should be directly

focused on the specific employment needs of employers

wherever possible. By identifying and filling the

needs of employe:s,-both the firm and the individual

benefit. Second, the assistance provided for entry

level training should permit maximum flexibility for

acdressing the needs of the employers and the

trainees.

The principles embodied in such "output" oriented

training are being used to guide training programs in

30 state vocational education/manpower programs.

This approach is known by the generic name of

"tA
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"customized training." States, such as South

Carolina, Oklahoma, and Georgia have been in the

forefront of developing and implementing programs

thart link entry level training with t1-e specific

needs of employers. My own company, TRW, has

repeatedly and beneficially participated in such

programs.

The success of these programs is in large measure

due to the linkages established by the training

systems with employers. As a guiding principle,

these customized training programs meet the exact

specifications of each firm's training needs. This

is achieved by having public training personnel

assess with employers the firm's exact labor,

training, andrecruiting needs. The public training

system takes responsibility for the initial

recruitment of job. candidates. All recruiting,

testing, se'n^"n2, and Training activities are

performed according to the company's specific

reoulrements. The public training system provides:

(a) space for the training or performs such training

on the company premises (b) modern training

equipliant, if it does not use that of the company

itself; and (c) virtually all training costs.
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Most of the5e programs have a strong remedial

component. They provide, where appropriate,

counseling and basic literacy/skill improvement

training for individuals. Often transportation and

other financial assistance is provided. The

responsibility for the participation in these

programs resides with the inoividuals. Then, the

helping hand is provided.

Each person who successfully completes the

training course is interviewed by the company

personnel director and is usually hired. This '

customized training approach to entry level training

is popular with trainees because their effort has a

high and visible probability of leading to

employment. 1t is popular with employers because it

directly addresses specific training needs.

moreover, most of these programs are offered without

"stringsl' such as a number of minimum jobs to be

created, excessive wage requirements, or definitions

of eligible manufacturing or service firms. Rather,

the objective of these training approaches is to fill

jobs through flexible approaches.

The approaches and the principles that guide

these customized training programs should become the -*

model for virtually all publicly sponsored entry

level training programs.

13o
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Continuing 'Efforts to Reduce _Structural Unemployment

Frovioing employment and training assistance to

the structurally unemployed must remain a basic

objective of employment and training policy. Even as

economic vitality is restored to the economy, the

nation will have at least six million workers who

will be unemployed for what are generally labeled as

structural reasons: (a) race, . culture, or

educational/skill deficiences; and/cr (b) shifts in

technology, changing conditions of competition and

trade, and movements of industries among regicins.

It is sound social and economic policy to provide

emplOyment and training assistance to these

structurally unemployed. Creating skills and saving

skills can ' contribute to the nation's overall

production and productivity growth. However, this

training and assistance will often be more expensive

ano difficult than the upgrading of already employed

workers or customised training. If this were not so,

many of these workers would already be employed.

The objective of employment and training policies

for the structurally unemployed should be the

preparation of workers for employment in
....

non-subsidized jobs. Since the structurally

unemployed are a highly hetergeneous segment of the
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population, great flexibility in the design 'and

implementation

required. For

of policies and programs will be

example, a displaced automobile worker

with basic skills and job-related experiences may be

able to easily adapt to the same, or even unrelated,

work in other parts of the nation: Transition

.°assistance kir such a worker may consist of accurate

labor market information or new entry level skills.

Yet the assistance required to prepare an

economically disadvantaged individual with few skills

(functional or literacy) may be quite different and

more intense. Distinctions about the composition of

the structurally unemployed must be made in the

formulation and implementation of employment and

training policy.

The primary responsibility for dealing with the
.....

provision of assistance to the structurally

unemployed must continue to reside with the rmhlic

sector with private sector participation. The scope

and magnitude of the structural issues are simply

beyond the capacity of private firms to handle alone.

Based on my experiences as the former President

of the National Alliance of Business, I believe the

creation of the Private Industry Councils (Title VII

of the Comprehensive Employment and Train"&ng Act,

132
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1978 amendments) is an important step for improved 4

public/private employment and training

relationships. This iapprOach embodies principles,
...

whiih I believe have proved to be sound -- decision

making at the Anal leve1/4 by representatives of the

critical institutions of business, government, labor,

education, and community based organizations. These

organizations are working; together under business
....:

e
leadership to ioentify, devise, and implement

so

employment and training programs that can meet their
.

communities' private sector employment needs.

While many of these PIC'S have been in existance

for only about a year and little evaluation data

exists on theirperformance, I continue to believe

they pffet major promise. Given the substantial

effort on the part of National Alliance of Business

and others in the private sector in creating these.

organizations, I urge their contin,rt!ch in nny r.rw
,.... P.

legislation. To withdraw public support a;t this

early point in these organizat,ions' histories, and in

the absence of a tract record and evaluations, would

be the height of public administration folly. It

would discourage future business .participation in

this and a %ice variety of other programs -- to the

detrimefq of all.
,.
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FRkilGMENTAIION IN PUBLIC EPLOYMf.NT AND TRAINING

The public employment and training policies,

in&titutions, and programs are both frAgmenled among

and between the levels of government. At present,,

the federal government is providing support to at

least four separate employment and training systems:

(1) the CETA prime sponsor syslep; (2) the CETA

balance-of-state system; (3) the 'State Emplo)ment and

Security system; and (4) the State Vocational

Education system. The linkages between these systems

is tenuous -- at times non-existent.

An example of such fragmentation is found in the

previously cited GAO analysis of the

federally-sponsored training programs in Tide%ater,

Virginia. the GAO found that although federal-

manpower programs were simplified in 1973 through the

consolidation of several federally-sponsored programs

into a block grant. approach (curr), in 1977 even with

these reforms,. Tidewater, Virginia, had 44 distinct

federally-assisted employment and training programs

dispensing a total of $22.4 million annually. These

programs involved five federal departments, three

independent federal agencies, one federal regional

council, 26 national organizations and state

134
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agencies, and more than 50 local administering

agencies. GAO concluded: "No federal, state or

local organization was responsible for coordinating

alt of these manpower programs."

The situation in Tidewater exists in hundreds of

other communities. The resulting wastes and

inefficiences are simply unacceptable. A truly

unified set of public employment and training

policies, institutions, and programs is ,required.

Such a system must he integrated with the training

systems of private mployers.

,Th challenges involved in making these changes

are reat. Employment and training policy is a

polit cally and socially" sensitive arena of public

admi istration. Thus, pragmatism must guide any

refo ms. Otherwise, it is actually possible to

wars n an already bad situation.

I believe the basic principles for reforming the

pre ent "system" Should be to: '(a) decentralize

fun tiOns as far as possible; (b) consolidate as many

pt grams' and functions as are administratively and

po itically (c) insure that those functions

that cannot be cecentralized or consolidated are

managed as thoughtfully and as well as possible; and

(d) Aenever possible to rely on the private sector

to guide, even conduct training.

I
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,The United. State:. economy 'is at a critical

historical jpncture. After almost two decades of

declining . productivity; the margins of

*S coMpetitivenesstwe once possessed are 18ting ei.hauste4

'tin industiy after induttry.

With the ieminent expiration of at least 12 basic

pieces of legislation, national employment and

traitning policy is also.,at a watershed.

Thus, we are at a convergence point with the need

and the opportunity to examine how increased labor

quality can assist in the restoration of national.

economic vitality. Sti.ch a route has great unrealized

potentials.

As this Committee continues its examination of

the specific employment and training policies,

programs and legislation, I hope the ideas contained
0

in this testimony will be helpful.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify' this

morning.

4
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DUSTINESS ROJNOTABLE

STATEMENT ON E:QtOYMENT PCLICY

Noverber 11,1983

:..frressi:v for Economic Growth

A strong, competitive economy with price stebilidy, sustainable;,

r_21 grr.../L-) and high and increasing productivity is fundamental to

um.-::4ployment generally and to placing structurally unemployed

....s:tcers. into unsubsidized self-supporting jobs. -44:1 employment policy

cantk.ntrioute: importantly to the development of s an economic climate:.

Xey to a dynamic, vigorous economy is the re 'oration of an

:ate of investment. While general economic po_ is beyond the'

szcpe of -inis.statement; it is noted that changes in tax policy and

ecuoing inflation are both necessary to stimulate higher

of saving oy the American people and higher rates of investment by

.,re scan busi:^ess. "Capital formation" is fundamental to "job formation."

Tne rate of unemployment in the Wiled States in the

pest -iiatnam ere nas been too high by any standard. The current high

une7ploymeir, cyclical variations aside; is not caused by a reduction in

o t;-..e. total niccer of jobs available in our economy. Quite to the

cc,-zze:y, Local emplo.ymen't has been ino:easirg at an historically
but not rapidly enough to absorb the increase in the

force. Total employment rose from 78.6 million in 1970 to 97

July 19ED, an increase of over 23 per cent. However, the

la:d: force grad by a startling 27 per cent during that same period,

cam: ad to aocut 19 per cent in the 195)s and 12 per cent in the 1950s.r

It 4.nlikely that the labor force will continue to expand quite as

:-.2:31y in the 19Ms dee to the declining number of teenagers. However,

'cc...oz;n..ed increase in participation of adult women (aged 20 and over) No
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ccrz:ib-,teo more than half bhe labor force growth in the vlOs may be

ex;2cted to keep labor force growth high. It is expected that minority

te,acviers will pcntintie to increase about 10 per cent a year.

Thus, the continuing growth in the labor force will require

cni= expansion creating Jobs rapidly, Just to keep pace. Reducing

un:zroloyTent will require even more rapid job growth. Moreover, the

cbz.--2ing composition of the labor force due to the "graying of America,"

t-e :=...-nrinving cultural changes bringing an even larger proportion of

wczve--1 into tn.?. labor market and further growth of minority youth, portend

a c:c4ing imbalance between the supply of workers and the skills demanded

ore structu:al unemployment:

C::cosiz:on of Uner7ployment

unemployment has been characterized as of three types:

-:mar, cyclical, and structural. It is necessary to recognize

difference in formulating employment policy:

Friccional unemployment is that period of unemployment of

cjcc-rescy ..crkers during their normally short search for work. It

cr:hsirs of %,orAecs'...ho left a previous job to find one they like better,

pe:sons on short-term layoff; or those who will not have too much

difffcolty finding work with a new firm; and new and re-entrants into the

!az:: fe=te see,cing their first job or a new job following a period of

intetivity. It has been estimated that frictional unemployment eirounts

to 2 or 3 per cant of the labor force, historically.

Cyclical unemployment is that
joblessness experienced by regular

cn layoff because of a widespread decline
in the level of the

naz:on's econcnic activity. It is predominantly shOrt term, with

affeczed inoivicuals returning to their
-former employer or to comparable

.t.c% with a different employer., The ranks of the unemployed during a

r inclede frictionally and structurally
unemployed persons, of

r.o%.:se, as ..ell BS the cyclically unemployed.

the
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Structural unemployment exist-Tan:lag these with long-tarm market

aztac.7.ment who have been forced out of work by shifts of an industry from

cne area to another, by basic technological change in which employment

neecs arzt penal iffy reduced or by changes in the sktal mix within an

inctszry. Individuals in this group may have exilausted unemployment

ten.e,firs or may expect to be unemployed in excess of.:Six months.

er.c.;:loyed nes:is-of-households on welfare who have the capacity of

beczning.compacicive in the labor market deserve speclal consideration in

this group.

Structural unemployment also includes maw nee entrants into the

labor market and adults. in the secondary labor market'who have never held

.a steady: rewarding jcb: It particularly y-TIEE2es those persons whose

/ac k of skill. and/or motivation leaves than unprepared,for the world of

work. Geogr=aphic disparity also contributes to structural unemployment:

parcularly in inner -city areas where meaningful jobs with career

cpcorcunities are in short supply:-

Emoicvcent Policy Position

Reducing unemployment by creating productive jobs and dealing

sersicively witn those out of work until they secure employment must be

prizary objectives of national policy. Assuring the creation of

7.:cc=tive jobs is primarily the function of sound economic policy_

Pc:wining assistance to tne unemployedto help -ahem prepare for and find

:rock is the principal function of employment policy. Such assistance

sr,cul:1 be mace available primarily through a decentralized system capable

cf respording to local labor market conditions which vary geographically

anc:-over tire. Consistent with this general position, Roundtable

initiatives in recent years have assisted in the following effort:

reversing the trend of Federal manpower policy towards

excessive reliance on subsidized public sector jobs to reduce structural

unellorent, partiplarly in local communities;

and strengthening of the National Alliance of

Business and its programs;

1 4 0,
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, developing the concept and legislation
for the Private

Sac:==
initiative Program (Title VII of CETA);

establishing, during 1919, over 400 Private Industry

Ccunzils nationwide, jointly by NAB and the Labor Department,as a part

of the Private Sector Initiative Program;

supporting experimental youth employment programs (Youth'

Employment and Demonstration Projects
authorized in Title IV of CETA) and

the revised proposals for youth programs based on the experience of the

eez-lieraxperivental programs:

o supporting the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit

supporting the concept of special cooperative efforts

bet-tan public and private sectors in reducing structural unemployment-

Despite those important efforts, the reductialpf structural

ener:ploirent to "acceptable levels" remains a continuing complex

political and social challenge that requires a long-term national

c=n7irene. Accordingly, Abe Roundtable reaffirms its commitment to

prtmote and support those concerted efforts by the business community to

structural unemployment and continue to be guided in its efforts

by the folloding principles:

o That publicly supported employment
assistance should be

principally on structural unemployment, with priority attention

to -,orkers who are economically disadvantaged, especially youth.

That as an essential element of new macro-economic and/or

seczorsi policies, workers who become structurally unemployed by virtue

of prcAietion changes wrought by new technology, shifts in consumption

patzerns, irpact of international events, and market competition should

te reasr,naole assistance -- public and private -- to adjust to

the ne. economic circumstances.

e Tnat countercyclical measures to offset a portion of

e5rnihgs loss through extended unemployment compensation;

te-.7;b:zry public service jobs at less than prevailing wages; and

p:e;larneJ snort term public works should be
authorized only on a

stancoy "automatic staoilizer" basis so they come into play in

a t_rely rznner ratter th0) after recovery has begun.

-5-
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ilhat where production in industries esential to the

n'tlen's economic performance is impeded by shortages of trained

men;c4'xr, pt.blicly supported training should be provided to meet the

shorteges and to supplement private.training programs, preferably, but

not necessarily, lirited to structurally unemployed workers.

The administrative "delivery systeM" through which public

erplciw.int policy is carried out should ba an integrated, efficient

st:ustu:e in which the labor market partieslat-interest participate

maxi.-aily in decisien making:

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you, Mr. Hand.
Mr. Lindsay.
Mr. LINDSAY. Mr. Chairman, my name is Franklin A. Lindsay. I

am chairman of the executive committee of Itek Corp., and have
also served as chairman of the Corporation for Public/Private Ven-
tures. Today, I represent the Committee for Economic Develop-
ment, whose research and policy committee I chair. CED is -a
privati, nonprofit, research and educational organization which
enjoys the active participation and support of 200 trustees, most of
whom are top corporate or university officers. We work to devise
solutions to .what we believe are the most serious problems facing
the Nation and the economy.

Over the past several years, CED has become increasingly con-
cerned over the gradual liquidation of the capital stock of the
country, the decline in productivity, continued high levels of unem7
ployment, sustained inflation, and the increasing inability of a
significant number of American businesses to compete internation-
ally.

It is within this context that CED has recently approached sever-
al policy areas. CED has recomncended new ways to stimulate
technological progress; encourage capital formation; reform Gov-
ernment regulation; and, most recentlyprovide for a sound retire-
ment system. We are now .undertaking similar studies on energy
'pricing policy, productivity, industrial strategy, and urban revital-
ization.

A common theme that runs throughout our investigations is the
need to renew continually our national resources, not only in calii-
tal plant and equipment, research and development, and energy
resources but, most importantly, in human resources.

We believe this must take a balanced approach, for without the
necessary human resources, any gain we might accomplish in the
area of developing new technology or building industrial capacity,
would be negated. In other words, a skilled, willing and ready labor
force is a prerequisite to the success of our other policy recommen-
dations, and this concern is a major focus in our current work on
productivity and in developing an industrial strategy.

CED has taken a. long and active interest in all aspects of em-
ployment, training, and labor market policy. The very first paper
CED commissioned in 1946, entitled "jobs and Markets," was an
effort to assist in the transition from a war to a peacetime econo-
my. In 1970, CED released a statement entitled "Training and Jobs
for the Urban Poor," and in 1978, we called .for a major change in
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the direction of Federal employment and training policy in our
statement, "Jobs for the Hard-to-Employ: New Directions for a
Public/Private Partnership," which helped lay the groundwork for
the emerging system of private industry councils.

I am pleased, therefore, to have the opportunity to testify before
this committee today on the issue of future employment and train-
ing policy in this country.

While we have not formally commented on the subject since
1978, when we released "Jobs for the Hard - to-Employ," I believe
many of my thoughts have either been expressed in this or other
policy statements, or are shared by my colleagues. I might add that
I am particularly pleased to be sitting here with my good friends.

Mr. Chairman, in general, I believe there will continue to be an
important Federal role in employment and training policy. There
will always remain in society individuals such as dropout unem-
ployed youths who have not been reached by. either industry or our
traditional system of education and who represent a tremendous
loss in product' e human capital. The mission for Federal policy, I
believe,,is n only to "serve" such individuals but to direct their
education a training toward growth industries and growth occu-
pationsnot de es.

We are all familiar with the historical trends in the conventional
breakdown of occuptions:

From 1900 to today, agriculture has declined from 35 percent in
1900, grew to 65 percent in 1945, and is now below four percent
and still declining;

Service jobs, which were 30 percent in 1900, declined to 20 per-
cent in 1935 and then steadily increased to over 50 percent today.

However, if we separate this latter category, service employ-
mentthe conventional service components and those in the infor-
mation industry significant pattern develops. Conventional service
jobs have declined continuously since 1900 to today when they
represent less than 10 percent of total employment. On the other
hand, information related employment such as computer program-
mers, telephone service personnel and the like has steadily in-
creased from less than ,15 percent in 1940 to an astounding 45
percent of total employment.

Today, it is at least equal to manufacturing employment and is
still growing. Depending on whether one takes a broader or nar-
rower definition of information occupations, information employ-

ment will be more than 50 percent of all U.S. employment in but a
few years. I have included at his point a graph which dramatically
shows these trends which I commend to your attention.

[The graph referred to follows:]
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InnosM of U.S. Labor Forge
In Information OesupotIons.

Growth in information-Proallslan9 HP
vice occupations is the major factor in
the Moralise of all service occupations
relative to Industrial and agricultural
occupations. This finding by Edwin B.
Parker and Mare Forst is based on
their analysis of U. S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics data (Social Implications of
Computar/Telacommunications Sys-
tems, Report No. 16. Program in infor-
mation Technology and Telecommuni-
cations. Center for Interdisciplinary
Research. Stanford University. Feb-
ruary 1975).
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Mr. LINDSAY. The point of citing these statistics' is to call atten-
tion to the need to develop Federal policy that is flexible enough to
adapt to the dynamics of the labor market and although I do not
profess to be an expert on CETA, that current policy simply has
not been able to do so except in a few instances. ;

In your current deliberations regarding the future design of em-
ployment and training policy, I believe it is critical to simplify and
reduce the overlap in existing institutions as Much as possible; to
include those which have been successful and eliminate those that
do not measure upand spell' out clear line's of authority and

r
purpose for each part of your policy. .

But in your consideration of the role for pivate involvement, I
have some definite concerns. American business represents the
greatest training resource we have available. The fact is, while
CETA may have spent more than $40 billion on .employment and
training, industry spends at least this much' each and every year.
American Telephone & Telegraph spends $700 million on in-house
training alone. This is an impressive investment. But I caution if
Federal policy is to take advantage of' this vast resource there
needs to be a better understanding of the !nature of this training
and the needs' it fulfills, and how best ibtencourages. business to
open this resource to a client group that might otherwise not be

included in & firm's hiring or training decisions.
Traditionally, there have been two ways of going about involving

business. The first has been to involve business through specific
contracts and subsidies, such as on-the-job training. The other is
indirect, through tax incentives, such as the targeted jobs tax
credit.

Both of these two approaches have been part of a heritage of
business involvement in developing progiams for the hard to
employ. The National Alliance ,of Business has been one of the
more effective actors involved, as have some of the new PIC's. Yet,
such involvement has, for the most part, been. ad hoc While some
of these are successful efforts, overall quality. has been uneven.

I believe the prime reason for this unevenness has been the lack
of a set of guiding principles on what it takes to get business
interested.

Mr. Chairman, I believe that the Congress now has a unique
opportunity to infuse such guidelines into the employment and
training policy you may wish to adapt. We all recognize that CETA
is in trouble and under fire. And I think we know that some
changes will be made.

I believe there is a need for such an institution. Here are what I
consider to be fundamental conditions that must be fulfilled to
make such an effort work.

First, there must be an absolutely clear understanding by all
parties concernedgovernment, business, labor, commtinity
groups, et cetera that any effort to address the problem of struc-
tural unemployment will in fact be led by the local business com- -

munity, that they will be given real responsibility for carrying out
meaningful tasks, that they will not be hogtied by excessively
detailed government reviews and approvals, and that they will
have adequate personnel and, financial resources. Unless business
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people are given a real job to do, they will simply not be interested
in devoting time and effort.

There are numerous ways to help translate these prescriptions
into action. In particular:

Business needs to operate independent of detailed subject approv-
al by the Department of Labor;

Business must work through an organilation that has an inde-
pendent staff and clear control over the funds paid to such staff, or
at .least to the staff director. Ideally, in my view, this should men

. that the budget for staff salaries should be fully financed either by
the business firms themselves or from other private sources, %Oh
as foundations; ,

A very intensive and continuous process of education will be
necessary to make this concept fully understood and accepted. This
requires support from Congress, the administration, the Depart-
ment ofabor, and other officials;

A major and sustained personal involvement of the top business
leadershipboth nationally and locallyis critical to successful
business involvement. CED studies clearly show that the successful
cases of public-private cooperation in this area tend to be in those
cities where the top business executives are strongly interested in
and committed to these initiatives;

Specialized intermediate organizations can aid business firms in
dealing with various specific problems associated with hiring the
hard to employ, such as job placements, handling redtape connect-
ed with federally supported on-the-job training contracts, carrying
out other types of preemployment training and job readiness activi-
ties, providing counseling and other backup services for the hard to
employ, et cetera.

There should be a major emphasis on involving smallbusiness
firms, in addition to large ones. It is in small businessesmany of
which are in the growing parts of the service sectorwhere train-
ing and job opportunities for the hard to employ are often particu-
larly promising,

Sufficient flexibility in tiw, Government program is necessary to
allow a wide variety of organizational arrangements from city to
city, adapted to the special needs of each locality. One conclusion
that emerged from our study on the jobs for the hard to employ,
and our current work on public-private partnerships in revitalizing
our Nation's cities is that there is no single solution which is
appropriate for every city or area in the country.

Any policy must allow for the fundamental fact that the bottom
line for bush ass is net return, especially over the long run. Jobs
programs should be designed, as much as possible, to benefit busi-
ness as well as the hard to employ.

There is a need for continuing effort to spread the story of
successful cases of private-sector involvement in programs to fur-
ther training and. jobs for *the hard to employ. Business executives
need to know about the many programs in this area that already
do work successfully.

I believe that there are some very necessary institutional re-
quirements and I would urge the committee to judge the current
PIC operation by these standards as well.
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It is now time to develop a realistic charter for private interme-
diary groups that clearly spells out the degree of delegated respon-
sibility to be given to these groups in developing programs and to
making major operating decisions. The manner in which they will
account for public funds they expend should also be spelled out.

This charter should not be limited to broad principles. It must
include specific operating relationships. For example, present
Labor Department regulations and procedures should be examined
to see whether or not they can be simplified or speeded up. Rela-
tions between Washington, its regional offices, and the prime spon-
sors should similarly be examined for clarity and effectiveness:

Such an established institution must be made operational rather
than merely advisory. This means that business should be allowed
to organize nonprofit organizations that can make direct contracts
for OJT, et cetera. While some of this has occurred under the

ivate sector initiative program, it should be further encouraged.
uch an institution cannot be mandated, but must grow out of

loc initiatives.
Bu iness must work through private intermediary organizations

that h ve independent staffs and clear control over the funds paid
to such taff, or at least to the staff director. Ideally, in my view,
this wou mean that the budget for staff salaries should be fully
financed Other by the buiness firms themselves or from other
private sou es, such as follndations.

With reS- t to PSIP, I urge the committee to judge whether
their local arrangements, which I believe have tremendous poten-
tial, are operati g along the lines I have outlined aboveand to do
whatevet is nece sary to enable PIC's to work as an independent
entity, both operati\vely and programmaticallywith primary busi-
ness involvements.

Whatever direction' the committee chooses to take, I urge you not
to expect too much in the short term from business on the hard to
employ. There is a great risk of seeing business as the salvation of
the current move to reduce spending on social programs and as a
means to take up all the slack without fully appreciating how
difficult and complicated a task it is. While I believe that business
can and will take on a much greiter role, unrealistic expectations
would undermine the success of futtire public-private partnerships.

In conclusion, the best prescription for reducing unemployment
and sustaining economic growth is: (1) Continuing growth in capital
for investment in new plant and equipment; (2) rapidly increasing
technology, and (3) continuing renewal of skills and education of
the current and; and, in my view, this must take a balanced
approach. To date, too little attention has been paid to the human
element. In this respect, alb committee has a real opportunity to
provide that leadership.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator QUAYLE. Thank you, gentlemen. for your very frank and

forthright testimony.
I do not think anybody disagrees with the goals and what we are

trying to do. You both alluded to it and said it in your statements;
that is, training and employment opportunity. Everyone knows the
problems that we have had with CETA.
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Could you give me your thoughts on what is the proper balance
or the proper role of Federal Government involvement in employ-
ment amd training?

There are some of us who think the more the Government is
involved in various programs, the worse it gets.

. We would like to see the true free enterprise system. I do not
___-----think any of the statements I've heard went that far.

Could we dissect this problem and put in perspective the role of
the Federal government; how much should it be involved; should
its involvement include just the use of incentives; should we contin-
ue CETA-type programs for training and employment?

You mentioned the PIC, but it is still government involvement,
in an area that, befor", had been left to the private sector. What is
the role of the Federal Government?

I think this is an overriding question we have to ask ourselves as
we have oversight hearings on CET and try to come to some
resolution next year on the future of CETA pro ram.

Mr. HAND. Let me risk a comment MI I know ou will want a
comment from each of us.

Obviously, no one of us is going to be able to qualify or calibrate
in dollar amounts what that government involvement should' be.
But it seems to me, based on the last several years', experience,
testimony of_others, the history of the Government's attempt to
address employment and training issues, that as a general rule, the
efforts of the Government ought to be focused on those elements of
society that need the greatest government involvement. As we try
to say in our statement, I think that begins with the structurally
unemployed. Although a sound economy will lift most boats, those
boats that are on the beach whether the economy is up or down, do
not benefit those are structurally unemployed, who have no labor

t force attachment or are adversely affected through no fault of their
own. Thus, I think that the government employment programs
ought to be targeted. This ,,is the most efficient way to proceed.

Second, if as we propose, the entire labor force be addressed in
the scope of national employment and training policiesincluding
the private sector employment, and not think of the system as just
that which is administered by the Department of Laborthen I
think that we have a better chance of improving the overall pro-
ductivity of the labor force. I think that ought to be its ultimate
target of employment policy. .

_
But if we do thatif we create more-' incentives to the private

sector to improve the quality of laborthis will involve less gov-
ernment regulation and less government redtape.

I am not sure that is as responsive as you would like. However, I
think employment policy should be relatively limited and targeted
to those areas of greatest needwhere the private sector does not

.Senator 4UAYLE. So you are saying that there is a role for the
have the to deal with the unemployed r,.

S
government.

Mr. HAND. Absolutely.
Senator QUAYLE. As far as training and employment, that role

ought to be Jimited, and you would limit it to basically the struc-
turally unemployed?

Mr. HAND. Yes.
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Senator QUAYLE. I guess we have maybe floating programs or
flexible policy. .

Mr. HAND. Mr. Lindsay articulated decentralization; there is
going to be decisionmaking as to programs that ought to be left to
the local leaders, the representatives of the local areas. They are
the ones who know what their needs are, and I just do not think it
is possible or effective for those programs to be deviied at the
national level. I think it ought to be done at the local level,
involving those organizations 'that know and are affected by those
decisions. It should be business led, That is where the jobs are, and
that is where we want them to be. Business has to have a key role
in determining what those jobs should be.

Senator QUAYLE. The second point you talked about was incen
tives,to improve productivity. '

Mr. HAND. Improving the quality of the work force to improve
productivity. -

Senator QUAYLE. The quality of the labor force.
What kind of incentiveswhat are we talking about?
Mr. HAND. Well, at this point, it is more conceptual than it is

specific, Mr. Chairman. But I would think in terms of comparable
incentives that the Government now grants to businesses and in-
dustry to ineentivize it in terms of creating greater capital, technol-
ogy. Examples could include a grants incentive for research and
develppment ,and incentives for new production capital.

What we ar ying is the third one; that is, improving the
quality of t abor force now requires comparable aftention.j he
Japanese are of the primary cases in point of how employee
training can help roduction and everybody is talking about and

a looking to and trying to learn from the Japanese. Actually many of
their programs contain principles whi0 they acquired from the
United States. But nonetheless, the Japanese recognized the value
of improving the quality of their labor force and its contribution to
improved productiyity. I think we need to rsfocus attention on that
need in this country.

As was pointed out in a study that was done by three different
groups of economists, that the Bureau of Labor Statistics, standard-
lied of the factors that contributed to productivitycapital, tech-
nology, and the quality of,the work forcer:.-improved quality of the
Work force made the smallest contributions. We should address
)that lag by creating incentives to improve and- upgrade worker
1 skills. We should encourage business to make these investments,
just as we do to encourage research and development, innovation,
and investment in capital. This is the whole thrust of supply-side

I economics.
Senator QUAYLE. OK improving the quality of the work force

,i and the role of the Government. The role of the Government would
I be basically through the tax code, regulatory aspects; it would

,/ notat least in my interpretation of your mmarksenvision any
/ Government program as such; is that correct?

Mr: HAND. That is right.
i /

I do not know that I would be prepared to say, no Government
JI program. I think the Government can play a useful and construc-

tive role in demonstration projects but I think the private sector is
best equipped to develop and design training programs.
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One of the criticisms that I am sure you have heard, in training
programs fostered by the Government, is that they are developed
without reference to the en' result; that is, the job.

As we pointed out in our testimony in Tidewater, Va., the GAO
found that 50 percent of the employers were never consulted as
they developed their employment training programs. So obviously
it is difficult to expect the highest return on the taxpayers"dollAs
invested in developing training programs for the, individual Who
has no job .when he is trained, for he does not have any. job
requirement.

So I think the private sector is best equipped to design those AP,li

programs.
Senator QUAYLE. The concept of the inner-city program has been

advanced.
I wonder if this could be related to our training programs; that

idea is that certain zones within a city would have special tax
treatment, maybe, even special regulatory treatment, but particu-
larly in the tax area, both Federal and State.

Would this be a concept that we should explore as vote :look into
this program?

Mr. LINDSAY. I wonder if I could go back and copunent on an-
other question first?

Senator QUAYLE.. Please do.
Mr. LINDSAY. I agree with Mr. Hand that the Federal Govern-

ment's interest should be the structurally unemployed; the really
hard to eirrplity, that 5 or 10 percent of the working force.

In response to your question, I believe that the Government and
business should participate as partners, both financially and in
design of the program. Many of our current problems are societal-
family, education, poveity which society as a whole, not just busi-
ness or Government, must address. But business and Government
can do a lot more for addressing the employment and training
needs of the hard-to-employ. We must recognize that it will be

I expensive. The harder individuals are to employ the longer the
! time it will take to change their course.

If you move someone from welfare or the unemployment roles
into the active private labor forceanil I emphasize "private,"

1 because that is where continuing jobs are ,:the return in the long
!. run can save Federal and local governmen great deal in a

variety of Government support payments. Th represents a real
cost-sharing. Private firms and society at e stand to gain a
greater return on investment if tax dollars A diverted from wel-
fare and unemployment into more productMa human capital. In
this respect, Government has an important .fokto play.

A critical element of Government policy is a teady, consistent
program. It should be cooperatively financed by Government and
busines,s, but should be flexible enough to adjust to changes in the
business cycle to assure that even in times of recession, human"
capital is being developed for the next upswing.

I have been involved in one program that was first identified by
CED 3 or 4 years ago and has since been expanded by the Corpora-
tion for Public and Private Ventures. It really is a tremendously
exciting program in which journeymen, carpenters, plumbers,
masons, painters, electricians, each having ,taken on no more than
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qight
( or nine kids, underprivileged, unskilled high school dropouts

Aid have in effect, changed their lives.
Fifty ptircent of the people who come out of this programbither

atain permanent jobs in the private sector, join the Armed Forces,
or return to school.

The basic thing that happens is that their motivation has been
changed. They really learned to have work discipline.

Senator QUAYLE. What is the name of the program?
,,Mr. LINDSAY. It is the Corporation for Public, Private Ventures,

that is involved in it, and if' yolk would like, I could, send you a
. really exciting transcript of interviews with some of these kids
where they say, "this is the first time' thit I have learned in my
life how to do a good job, the importance of 'making a square cut
with a saw, learning how to measure, and being at work on time."

Those who have gone into private employment, this program has
averaged $4.50 an hour as their initial pay. They are on the bottom
rung of permanent private employment.

From one point of view it is quite an expensive program. The
other way of looking at it is the money saved in future Govern-
ment expenditures to take care of somebody who has not made it.
That saving is going to be many times the cost.

Senator QUAYLE. Is this the type of financial support that you
are talking about with business?

Mr. LINDSAY. Yes; and other types of programs similar to this.
[Non: In the interest of economy, a booklet entitled "Getting the Job Done,"

which was published by The Corporation for Public/Private Ventures of Philadel-
phia, Pa., and 'subsequently supplied to the Committee was retained in the commit-
tee files.)

Senator QUAYLE. OK.
Let me get to that second question on the concept of the enter-

prise zone.
Have either of you or your groups in your studies given any

thought to using the concept of the enterprise zone as a vehicle to
help the employment training system in this country?

Mr. LINDSAY. We in CED have not studied it specifically. I cer-
tainly would agree with you that it is certainly worth looking at.

I just do not feel that we have studied the concept enough to
presume to give detailed advice. Certainly you should look at it.

Senator QUAYLE. You do not discard it as a concept that may be
utilized in this area?

Mr. LINDSAY. Po.
Senator QUAYLE. Do you agree with that, Mr. Hand?
Mr. HAND. Pretty much. The Roundtable has not studied the free

enterprise zone concept.
Senator QUAYLE. We have looked at the current status.
Mr. HAND. I think as Mr. Lindsay does, because it has a strong

job component. I think thatbecause of the watershed juncture
this committee ought to be looking at all of these proposals and
how they bear on and relate to dealing with the question of unem-
ployment in a free enterprise zone. At this point, I do not think
anybody really understands what a free enterprise zone is. I do not
think that has been clearly defined. But I think one caveatand I
am speaking purely for myself now, Mr. Chairmanis that as we
attempt to invest billions of dollars in revitalizing decaying, dete-

0
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riorating inner cities, I think we need to be realistic about what we
are doing to determine whether or not there might be other, more
effective alternatives. I really do not know enough to say what is or
is not viable. But we may have made mistakes in the past by
creating disincentives to the free functioning of a labor market
areathe easy movement of people'to personal opportunities.

Certainly I support labor insurance and other types of means to
cushion, unemployment, but if we create too many disincentives,
people will not respond to needs to that labor market and move to
where the jobs are.

I am not sure that trying to bring the jobs to the people in every
instance is the correct approach to that; and I guess that would be
my caveat for the zone concept.

Mr. LINDSAY. I might add a bit to that.
I think I would agree with that.
The danger is, in trying to solve a problem that is reasonably

narrow. We learn time after time that it produces unintended side
effects in the rest of the economy. I think as you study it, you
ought to be sure you ask: What effect is this going to have on the
rest of the economy? Is it going to produce other distortions that
simply transfer the problem from one place to another? I do not
know the answer.

Mr. HAND. I think a key issue is mobility. Time and time again,
we set that the high unemployment in the inner-city areassome-
times 40, 50 .perte-nt in some of the denser areas. The problem is
that many of those young people have no exposure to the world of
work at all. They also have. no access to where the jobs are. They
will not get out; they cannot get out:

The second thing is, you have many people who are constrained
a year, a year and a half longer in areas that really have no
realistic interest of being revitalized. But these people are not
moving into the Houstons and other areas having 2 percent unem-
ployment or 3 percent tmemployment. In Houston, they have been
hiring you if you can walk and have two arms and two legs;
whereas, there are people in New York City and the ghetto areas
that are hungry for jobs. Employment policies must address that.

How can they assist in some way in providingythese people for
the labor force?

Senator QUAYLE. Let me just try to tag on to thatthe mobility
of the structurally unemployed.

You talk about the mobility of the person in Tennessee or in the
mountains that will not go down to the urban areas; you shift to
Detroit or Minneapolis and you find the autoworker problemsnou
go to New York and find the ghetto problems:--

We talk about a program that is going to focus on the structural-
ly unemployed. At the same time, we are talking about decentraliz-
ing Government. In addition, we are talking about the block grant
concept. I

Can we do that? Can we have a program such as you are describ-
ing in view of some of the problems with decentralization, with the
block grant concept? This is a question that we have to resolve,
because I think philosophically I agree; I would like to see it
decentralized, but when you announce all these particular prob-
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lems that we have, I wonder if we can really do this on a decentral-
ized basis?

Mr. HAND. I think we are talking about two different problems.
I think thefirst of all, ill determining the needs of the local

labor market, I am firmly convinced that the concept embodied in
the private industry council program is sound. It may need to be
modified, and it certainly should. It is experimental. But I think
that is sound because I believe that business and labor and commu-
nity based organizations, the educators and that local labor
market, know what their needs are. They can project them if they
go at it methodically. So I am strongly convinced that PIC's are a
sound principle.

The CED did a landmark study over 2 years ago and came to the
same conclusion. That study was instrumental in developing the
PIC thesis.

Now, there are unquestionably areas where PIC's are not appro-
priate because the issues are national in scope. I think this ques--
tion of mobility is one of them.

I do not know, frnkly, whether or not mobility issues can be
addressed at a local area. I think that this may be an area where
the public sector has a role to play; where it is best equipped just
as in dealing generally with the problem of the structurally unem-
ployed to the educational system. I think maybe this is an area
where you have got to have some Federal funds, some Federal
demonstration projects.

I recognize philosophically there is a dilemma but I am not
suggesting that there is no role for the Federal Government. I
think there is. You are touching on one of them. Bdt I think that
ought to be a limited role; it ought to be targeted and the employ-
ment programs ought to be designed locally to meet local needs
and be permitted to have the flexibility to use Federal funds at the
local level.

Senator QUAYLE. We now get back to the basic question that we
talked about: What is the proper role of the Federal Government
and how should it be applied? That is why we are here today.

Mr. Lindsay?
Mr. LINDSAY. j think I am concerned about one aspect of the

block grants, as I am equally of the administration of the Federal
Government. For some reasonand maybe this is built into any
large government systemthere is an irresistible drive toward de-
tailed regulations and that would be equally true. In some ways, it
seems to me, the Congress can, through careful oversight, see to it
that imaginative programs that involve the pri-ate leadership are
given an opportunity to work and are not strangled by redtape. I
have lived through a few of these and I know it is true. I do not
think it has ever been the intention of the Congress to bury their
objectives in paper. Departmental regulations and departmental
supervision nearly always to this.

In one instance I know of, a midlevel Department of Labor
official informed a private organizationwhich had a first-class
board of directorsthat as far as he was concerned, the private
group was little more than an extension of his office. In other
words, the opinions of the private sector representatives were nei-
ther needed, or wanted.
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Mr. HAND. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Choate reminds me of a point that
is responsive to your point. Many of the labor exchange services,
were initially designed to be performed through national policy.
With the advent of the job service this role should probably be
reexamined in the light of needs to integrate or unify the job
service system.

Information exchange on labor needs and availability is one of
the functions that could be improved and could be better served
from the national point of view as a lath of Federal policy.

For example, there was an enterprising young person who was
hawking the classified ads from Houston newspapers in Detroit to
point out where the jobs are. He has been very 'helpful and is
making a lot of money just selling those classified ads, identifying
where the job needs are and where the jobs are.

I am not prepared to say specifically what this Federal role
ought to be in addition to improving the information about the
labor market nationally. But that is beyond the scope of what could
be done locally.

It would be federally funded. But an additional thought that
occurs to me is there has not been sufficient time to get the kind of
data that is needed to fairly evaluate targeted job tax credits. Yet
this is a simple way for the employer to get a tax credit for
employing the structuall9' unemployed.

Is it proper that the Government could defray some cost or
portion of the cost of relocation on the same kind of a voucher
system? I am not sureI do not know what the numbers are, but if
it works locally, it is -possible that that could work nationally. I
would rather see dollars invested that would insure that a job
seeker gets that job than trying to rebuild the area where he is in
in an effort to provide jobs for him. Thats is an important factor to
determine where investment ought to be invested to create jobs.

Senator QUAYLE;One final question.
I presume that from your testimony that both of you feel that

the targeted job tax credit has been successful and should be con-
tinued? Is that true?

Mr. HAND. Yes.
Mr. LINDSAY. Yes.
Mr. HAND. Let me qualify that by saying, yes, I think there are

some modifications that are appropriate but I think it ought to be
extended, because there is only about 7 months left on it.

_Senator QUAYLE. I thank all of you for your testimony..
We are going to have two more hearings this week and then we

go out into the field with hearings in the summer or fall. Later on,
I presume the latter part of this year, we will be making some
policy decisions. I certainly look forward to working with you as we
go down this road.

I think you can see the very tough deliberations that we are
going to have in trying to make these decisions.

Maybe as one parting shot, if you were sitting on this side of the
table and had the responsibility of rewriting CETA, what advice
would you give me?

Mr. HAND. To do just what you are doing: find out what worked,
what has not.
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One point neither one or us dwelled on but it is so key, not just
in this area, but that is, stop and start. I would not try to throw
out everything just because it was created in a prior administra-
tion. These programs have been developed and have been devel-
oped over many administrations. There is something very valuable
that has come out of it; that is a public and privatd sector partner-
ship that is beginning to work. Such effort takes time.

You know, when you stop and think about it, a businessman
whose job is managing his business is just not familiar, many
times, with the bureaucratic requirement to be a chairman or an
active member of a private industry council. He is dealing with
other institutional representatives; it is new to him. It takes a
while to get up to speed.

I would hate to see us too quickly abandon some of these con-
cepts that I think are working out pretty well, not perfectly, but
with sufficient promise to warrant preserving the best of them. I
Would advise you to approach this topic with that in mind, trying
to build on what is good, while discarding that which it is pretty
clear has not been workable. What you are doing is right.

Senator QUAYLE. You do not have any problem with the decisions
to terminate the public service employthent component of CETA,
do you?

Mr. HAND. No.
Mr. LINDSAY. Personally, no.
Senator QUAYLE. Al[ right.
Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Mr. James Campbell.
Greetings.
Who is your colleague?

STATEMENTS OF JAMES CAMFBELL, CHAIRMAN, EDUCATION,
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING COMMITTEE, CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES, AND PRESIDENT, MIS-
SISSIPPI SCHOOL SUPPLY CO., JACKSON, MISS., ACCOMPA-
NIED BY MADELEINE HEMMINGS, COMMITTEE EXECUTIVE,
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING COMMITTEE, U.S.
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, A PANEL
Mr. CAMPBELL. I am Mr. Campbell.
Senator QUAYLE. And you are?
Mr. CAMPBELL. Madeleine Hemmings, of the U.S. Chamber of

Commerce.
Senator QUAYLE. Go ahead and proceed, Mr. Campbell.
Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you, sir.
My name is James Campbell. I am president of the Mississippi

School Supply Co., and chairman of the Committee on Education,
Employment and Training of the Chamber of Commerce of the
United Stotts. As I have already indicated, with me today is Mad-
eleine Hemmings, committee executive for the U.S. Chamber's
Education, Employment and Training Committee.

Mr. Chairman, I am here today on behalf of the chamber's
members, including over 130,000 business firms, 1,300 trade and
professional associations, and 2,700 State and local chambers of
commerce, to discuss general concerns in employment and training
from the business point of view.
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We congratulate the chairman and the committee members on
their wisdom and foresightedness in convening these hearings at
this time. Forces are converging which make it particularly impor-
tant that we begin an early discussion of Federal employment and
training policy and that the debate focus on the fundamental
issues:

Employment and training must be considered in the context of
the environment in which they are occurring. We are summarizing
our statement, which we request permission to submit for the
record.

Nr presentation is in two parts: The first is a review of the
economic, manpower and education considerations, against which
employment and training decisions must be made, and the second
discusses the questions raised by the subcommittee.

Forecasts of the state of the economy are important because they
tell us whether there will be a demand for employees, which indus-
tries will need them and, therefore, what types of skills will be
needed.

An expanding economy, which means individual businesses are
growing, is the way real, unsubsidized jobs are created. Employers
with unfilled orders look for people, equipment and raw materials
they need to deliver the wanted products or services. So the impor-
tant condition necessary for expanding employment is a healthy,
growing economy.

The Bureau of Economic Analysis' "Survey of Current Business"
for March 1981, asked surveyed manufacturers' opinions of the
adequacy of their manufacturing capacity; 55 percent characterized
their existing manufacturing capacity as "about adequate." But
almost a third of all manufacturers characterized their current
plant and equipment as inadequate.

If the forecasts prove accurate, the early eighties will produce
steady economic growth and almost full capacity use of manufac-
turing, facilities in many industries.

If this happens in an environment of significant dissatisfaction
with plant and equipment adequacy, we can expect to see signifi-
cant investment in new plant and facilities, especially if Congress
enacts the accelerated capital cost recovery program. If this invest-
ment potential becomes reality, we can expect the investment to be
in the most sophisticated and efficient manufacturing methods and
technologies.

The chamber forecasts are basedoh the assumption ,that-Ehe
President's economic recovery program will be enacted by Con-
gress. Passage of the economic recovery package then is seen as the
first step toward increased employment in this country.

Increases in capacity utilization mean increased demand for
manpower. increased investment in more sophisticated manufac-
turing methods means increases in the demand for skilled man-
power at all levels. The question is: Will we have the people and
will this mean less unemployment? The chamber thinks it will,
only, though, if we take the right steps now.

We have a shortage of skilled workers to date. The extent of the
shortage is very inadequately documented at this time; bul what
has surfaced indicates a serious and growing problem which will be
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aggravated by any economic recovery and increased capacity utili-
zation.

The Department of Labor reports that the United States will
need 210,000 more machinists, plus 196,000 machine operators by
1990. Yet, only 2,300 people complete apprenticeship programs in
these critical fields each year. If this continues, we will have 20,700
new journeymen machinists and machine operators by 1990, some
5 percent of what we will need. These are the people who build the
machines that build other machines. Without an adequate supply
of such machinists, the economic recovery will only limp along.

The Associated General Contractois of America report-that we
are not replacing retiring journeymen in the commercial construc-
tion trades, an industry which employs 3 out of every 10 skilled
workers in America. Commercial construction tradesmen build the
new plants, offices, commercial buildings and support systems for

these facilities.
For each of the next 10 years, our Nation will require, 10,400 tool

and die makers, 58,000 machine repair persons, 35,000 inspectors,
9,200 industrial computer systems analysts, 11,000 drafters and
23,000 engineering technicians. Today, there are too few people
going'into'any of these fields.

An Armed Forces Committee report, dated December 30, 1980,
found that the skilled manpower shortage is a major contributor to
the necessary leadtimes and costs currently impacting the defense
industry. The same report showed that, today, 90 percent of the
U.S. manufactured semiconductor assembly is done offshore: in
Malaysia, Taiwan, and the Philippines, ,Korea, and Hong Kong.

The administration proposes to expand the fleet by one-third--to
600 ships. But today, the Navy is short some 20,000 sailors and at
least 24,000 petty officers. The Senate Armed Services Committee
recently reported, "The navy will be unable to man adequately the
new ships entering the fleet." The Army has equally severe prob-
lems, especially as new, sophisticated weaponry is developed.

Unemployment. Right now, while we are concerned about unem-
ployment, jobs are going begging._ In May 1980, the Conference
Board'S_index_ of classified advertising stood at 120 percent of
normal at a time when unemployment was a 7.1 percent. This is
only one indication of ,the gap between the skills available in the
work force and the labor market demand. But the jobs available
are demanding jobs, requiring sophisticated skills. Today's openings
cannot be filled by quickrfix training programs. The people we need
require a combination of a good general education and training in
advanced skills. Such people are in extremely short supply.

U.S. population. The manpower problem is compounded by the
population shift now,occurring. In the eighties, the work force will
divide into several groups, each of which presents its own set of
problems, challenges and opportunities:

The 16- to 24-year-olds. The number of people in the 16 to 24
years old age group will drop 16 percent in the eighties. The group
will be made up of a larger proportion of minority group members
and those whose native language is not English.

The 25- to 44-year-olds. Job seekers and job holders aged 25 to 44
will increase by 30 percent in the eighties.
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More experienced workers will be available in the 25- to 44-year-
old group. They will .be able to do some of the work the young
people are not available for, but will not work for entry-level
wages. -

Many in the mature population will want to continue to work,
and we may need them if we have not developed a strong system to
replace their skills in the younger work force.

Women under 50. Women under age 50 are now represented in
the work force equally with men. The majority of them expect to
work for most of-their lives.

Working women share all the concerns of their cohorts. They
also have a few of their own: improved schools, easy access to good
child care and medical facilities for children; improved arrange-
ments for afterschool care of children. As children become a scarce
resource, the country may more actively share these mothers' con-
cerns.

The United States cannot sustain economic recovery and mili-
tary preparedness if it does not have or cannot get the human
resources necessary to make use of its capital and natural re-
sources.

Education. An economic recovery which includes a major invest-
ment in new technologies, which occurs in the midst of a skills
shortage and a population decline and shift, means we need to
understand better our most precious resourcepeople. We will
have to improve our education system to the( point that almost
everyone who comes out of it is employable and can more quickly
reach his or her maximum potential in our society.

Eighty years later, employers remain consistent; they are still
asking for the same thing. If a iece-of-sophiStia !cl equipment
costs_32_million, the-an y Jo s the machine does not do are those

-that require human judgment.
Today's employees all need an education which makes them

capable problem solvers and responsible decisionmakers, equipped
with active, inquiring minds. Employers today need to be able to
continue to learn to cope with a rapidly changing technology and
society. If America is to retain its economic leadership, we must
revitalize our education system.

We must get over our confusion about whether the education
system should prepare people for life or for work. Today, most
people do work. Commonsense indicates it is only faii to teach
people to work successfully. Learning how to work successfully
must become a major goal of the education system. This means
that we must make a serious commitment to teaching students
frdm kindergarten through graduate school how adults use school
learned skills.

We must introduce students to the people who use learning, let
those people explain how they do work and what the satisfactions
and frustrations of their work lives are. We must stop seeing
career education as an unnecessary add-on course, giving general
descriptions of occupations. Career, education must be an integral
part of the entire curriculum. We must make a commitment to
bring schools, teachers and our young people in much closer con-
tact with the work.world.
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Vocational education can be a very important source of the
skilled work force we need, and must be recognized as such in the
discussion. The primary Federal investment in vocational educa-
tion should be directed toward increasing the quality and availabil-
ity of vocational education.

Conclusion. Employment and training efforts are virtually futile
unless the economy is growing. To keep that economy growing,
Congress must pass the President's economic recovery program to
encourage continued economic growth. But that economic growth
will depend to a large degree on whether we can reduce the skills.
shortage and improve our education system.

Mr. Chairman, this second section contains responses to your
questions on employment and training.

The problem is complex. We know a great deal about it, but not
everything we need to know. These hearings are particularly valu-
able because they increase the level of public debate and will
encourae many ideas to surface.

All viable ideas-need to be considered. The employer point, of
view on employment and training is of vital importance. Yet, the
questions posed are difficult and far ranging. Therefore, in address-
ing the committee's questions, we have taken a critical approach.
Our responses do not necessarily reflect chamber ,policy in every
instance, but are intended to help in the critical analysis needed on
the future direction of Federal employment and training policy.

Two problems clamor for first priority: the skilled labor shortage
and employment of the dependent population.

The skills shortage is sufficiently severe to be a primary national
issue. Without adequate trained manpower, there will be no eco-
nomic recovery of any duration, our military position may be in
jeopardy and competitive economies will erode our markets. if this
scenario were to occur, it would gradually threaten our standard of
living.

What are the best methoil. far carrying (Jilt the objectives of
employment and training policy?

Many things have been tried. So far, we have not really figured
out the winning combination. ,

Incentives to private employers. The private employers now
spend some $30 billion a year on their own training programs. This
is more than three times the cost of CETA per year. Why do they
do it? They have to. Jobs are changing. Employees must be trained
for new jobs, new equipment, for advancement and to make up for
what they do not get in the school system.

Employers ask for high school graduates who can read, write,
compute and communicate. Such skills used to be the mark of the
grade school graduate. Some large employers say that many college
graduates they hire are not prepared to do the kinds of analytical
thinking required in their organizations.

On the other hand, with a bill of $30 billion a-year, employers
have every incentive to train efficiently and with a positive cost/
benefit ratio. Perhaps we need to study private training more
carefully and learn from it. Should we also consider developing
incentives for employers to admit nonemployees to their training
programs?
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What about small employers? Tax incentives have not brought
the small employer running to claim the credits offered for hiring
the economically disadvantaged. Why? It takes a great deal of tax
credit to get an employer to take on someone who puts an extra
burden on him and his staff. When the same employer envisages
his rewards for taking on a problem pe'rson as an IRS audit,
unpleasant but undefined problems with government regulators,
and possible discrimination charges, where is the break-even point
for him? , _

Even more serious than that, however, is the fact that unless the
employeris making a profit, he pays no taxes. So a tax break is no
incentive, to hire. Unless the employer's business is strong enough
to assure' him that he can keep the productive people he has
working for him, he will not hire a)nother person, much less a
problem person.

What we really created was a very expensive program to create
discontent. Sincere poor people came to a program expecting to be
trained for a new life of independence and access to the main-
stream. What they got was a temporary increase in their expecta-
tions, a temporary increase in their standard of living, and a rapid
return to their previous circumstances after 18 months.

Should particular groups in the labor force be the concern of
employment policy?

The Constitution of the United States .opens with the phrase "to
promote the general welfare," not the specific welfare of particular
groups. We simply do not know to what degree the Federal Govern-
ment should direct public policy to particular groups in our econo-
my.

What should be the relationship of employment and training
policies to income-maintenance policies?

This is a very important question at this time. Would it be wise
to separate training from income maintenance? Education and
train "g sPecialists are not necessarily social workers.

Our t lining system could then be pluralistic and both public
and private. It could be designed to bring those coming to it into
the mainstream education and employment system. Somehow edu-
cation and training programs could compete with each other for
participants on the basis of results achieved. Those that failed
would become ineligible to receive further participants, or at least
Government support. Those that succeeded would be encouraged.

What are the appropriate relationships between Federal, State,
and local governments in the funding, design, and administration
of employment and training?

Why should Members of Congress view Government as the logi-
cal source of employment and training? Educators know how to
teach, trainers know how to train, and employers know what skills
are required.

Can the diverse sets of programs which constitute the employ-
ment and training system be coordinated?

We assume 'this means the Federal Government's programs.
There is not only a need to coordinate programs, but also a need to
eliminate the unsuccessful programs and to encourage the success-
ful programs.
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What is the appropriate role of the private sector in the design
and-implementation of employment and training programs?

Ttie private sector cannot handle continual changes in govern-
mental rules of the game any more than the public sector can
perform well under such circumstances. Many of the problems of
public employment and training programs arise because of contin-
ual legislative and regulatory change.

Have employment and training programs worked?
Sorne.Federal proqrams worked. Many have nqt.
Business spends $30 billion a year on training, so training pro-

grams must produce. Training and employment will work much
better if the basic education system produces people who are pre-
pared to learn and know how to work. Training and employment
programs can only be effective if they are preparing-people to
respond to labor market demand. Anything else is a waste of time
and money and a cruel hoax to those who participate.

In conclusion, we thank the chairman and committee members
for initiating this critical inquiry and for allowing us to present a
business point of view. .We look forward to working with the com-
mittee and its staff as this dialog continues.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Campbell follows:]
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on

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING
before the

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY
of the

SENATE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES
for the

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES
by

James Campbell
June 15, '1981

My name is James Campbell. I am President of the Mississippi

School Supply Cowan, and Chairman of the Committee on Education,

Employment and Training of'the Chamber of Coimerce of the United States.

With me today is Madeleine Hemmings, Committee Executive for the U.S.

Chamber's Education, Employment and Training Committee.

Mr. ChairmanI am here today on behalf of the Chamber's members,

including over 130,000 business firms, 1,300 trade and professional

associations and 2,700 state and local chambers of commerce to discuss

general concerns in employment and training from the business point of

view.

We congratulate the Chairman and the committee members on their

wisdom and foresightedness in convening these hearings at this time.
V'

Forces are converging which make it particularly important that we begin

an early discussion of federal employment and training policy and that

the debate focus on the fundamental issues.

Employment and training must be considered in the context of_the

environment in which it occurs. Our presentation is in two parts: the

first is a review bf the economic, manpower and education considerations,

and the second discusses the questions raised by the Subcommittee.
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PART I - ACKGROUND

Let us first examine the economic, manpower and education

situation which will put the employment and training issues In

perspective.

IN! ECONOMY:

Forecasts of the state of ihe economy are important because they

',tell us whether there will be a demand for employees, which industries

will need them and, therefore, what types of skill will be needed. An

expanding economy, which means individual businesses are griowing, is the

way real, unsubsidized jobs are created. Employers with unfilled orders

look for peoples equipment and raw materials they need to deliver the

wanted products or servicee. So the most important condition necessary

for expanded employment is a healthy growing economy.

1. On May 21st, the U.S. Chamber released a Forecast Ceiter

special report entitled, The U.S. Industrial Outlook. This report shows

that over the last 20 years, the national economy has become increasingly

reliant on the non-manufacturing sector as a source of inccme and new

jobs. This trend is expected to continue. Nevertheless, the

manufacturing sector remains of vital importance to the nations economic

health, and its growth remains a major indicator of future economic

well-being. The Chamber's report makes the following forecast for

industrial production growth:
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As investment rises during the next six years, industrial
production is expected to be substantially higher than it
was over the past two cycles. Total production should
grow at an average annual rate of 4.9 per cent during
1981-1986 compared to 3.9 per cent during 1969-1973 and
2.7 per cent over the 1973-1979 cycle. This renewed
economic vigor *ill be shared by all the industrie0 to
different degrees..

That kind of forecast is particularly significant because ve know

that if the basic manufacturing ,tor of the economy is experiencing

healthy growth, other sectors will grow with it.t
2. The U.S. Chamber's Forecast of Capacity Utilization using the

Federal Reserve Board's Index indicates that use of manufacturing

capacity will be 85% in the period 1981-1986. However, the following

chart indicates that the 1981-1986 period, will bring continued gfiowth in

capacity use from approximately 812 to some 89%, with primary processing

'going to over 92%.
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The Buieau of Economic Analysis' Survey of Current Business for

March 1981 asked surveyed manufacturers opinions of the adequacy of their

manufacturing capacity. Fiftyfive percent characterized their existing

manufacturing capacity as "about adequate." But almost a third of all

manufacturers characterized their current plant and equipment as

inadequate.

If the forecasts prove accurate, the early 80's will produce

steady economic growth and almost full capacity use of manufacturing

facilities in many industries. If this happens in an environnment of

significant dissatisfaction with plant and equipment adequacy, we can

expect to see significant investment in new plant and facilities,

especially if Congress enacts the accelerated capital cost recovery

program. If this investment potential becomes reality, we can expect

the investment to be in the most sophisticated and efficient

manufacturing methods and technologies.

The Chamber forecasts are based on the assumption that the

President's economic recovery program will be enacted by Congress.

Passage of the economic recovery package is the first step toward

increased employment.

MANPOWER:

Increases in capacity utilization mean increased demand for

manpower. Increased investment in more sophisticated manufacturing

methods means increases in the demand for skilled manpower at all levels.
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Theoretically then, the U.Ss faces the real possibility of more

people working and less people out of work...a very happy forecast. Or

does it? Let us examine the possibilities:

The Skills Shortage There is a shortage of skilled workers.

The extent of the shortage is very inadequately documented at this time.

But, what has surfaced indicates a serious and growing problem which will

be aggravated by any economic recovery and increased capacity utiliz.4tion.

The Department of Labor reports that the United States will need

210,000 more machinists plus 196,000 machine operators by 1990. Yet only

2,300 people complete apprenticeship programs in these critical fields

each year. If this continues, we will have 20,700 new

machinists and machine operators by 1990...some 5% of what we will need.

These are the people who build the machines that build other machines.

Without an adequate supply of such machinists, the economic recovery will

only limp'along.

The.Associated General Contractors of America reports that we are

not replacing retiring journeymen in the commercial construction trades,

an industry which employs 3 out of every 10 skilled workers in'America.

Commercia: construction tradesmen build the new plants, offices,

commercial buildicgs and the support systems for these facilities.

For each of the next 10 years, our nation will require 10,400 tool

and die makers, 58,000 machine repair persons, 35,000 inspectors, 9,200

industrial computer systems analysts, 11,000 drafters and 23,000
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engineering technicians. Mere are too few people going into any of

these fields.

It is now harder to replace a good secretary than a good

executive. The present shortage is estimated to be 80,000. By 1985,

Dunhill Personnel System predicts a shortage of a quarter of a million

secretaries.

The Massachusetts High Technology Council - the trade association

for the State's 100 plus technology based firms - says its members could

create 100,000 jobs in the next few years. These employers know they

cannot find the skilled employees they need in Massachusetts so must look

elsewhere...so they are looking around the world.

An Armed Forces Committee Report dated December 30, 1980 found

that the skilled manpower shortage is a major contributor to the

necessary lead times and costs currently impacting the defense industry.

The same report showed that today 90% of the U.S. manufactured

semi-conductor assembly is done off-shore; AR_Malaysiar-TaivenT-the

Phillipines, Korea and Hong Kong.

Pierre Renfret, a noted economist, says the defense-related

aerospace and aircraft industries
have never operated at over 78% of

capacity because of the shortage of skilled labor. They are now

operating at 74%.
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Today's military manpower problems may well foreshadow the future

if we do not come to grips with the skills shortage.

The Administration proposes to expand the fleet by one-third -- to

600 ships. But today, the Navy is short some 20,000 sailors and at least

24,000 petty officers. The Senate Armed Services Committee recently

reported "The Navy will be unable to man adequately the new ships

entering the fleet". The Army has equally severe problems, especially as

new sophisticated weaponry is developed.

Unemployment Right now, while we are concerned about

unemployment, jobs are going begging. In May 1980, the Conference

Board's index of classified advertising stood at 120% of normal at a time

when unemployment was 7.1%. This is only one indication of the gap

between the skills available in the workforce and the labor market

demand. But the jobs available are demanding jobs ,requiring

sophisticated skills. Today's openings cannot be filled by quiok-fix

training programs. The people we need require a combination of a good

general education and training in advanced skills. Such people are in

extremely short supply.

U.S. Population The manpower problem is compounded by the

population shift now occurring. In the 1980's, the workforce will divide

into several groups, each of which presents its own set of problems,

challenges and opportunities:
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The 16-24 year olds The number of people in the 16 to 24 years

old age group will drop 16% in the 1980's. The group will be made up of

a larger proportion of minority group members and those whose native

language is not English. This change signals the beginning of a sharp

drop in the growth of the labor force and means that employers will have

to hire a greater porportion of 2eople in this age group. The obvious

conclusion is that if the young people are going to take advantage of the

opportunities this population shift represents, they must be educated and

trained to be able to do so. If we can find a way to prepare our young

people for the wealth of opportunity they will have in the work world,

the youth employment problem will diminish, if not disappear. If we do

not find a way to bring our minority youth into the economic mainstream,

we will have missed a great opportunity. We will also work an

unnecessary hardship on an important group of our citizens.

The 25-44 year olds Job seekers and job holders aged 25-44 will

increase by 30% in the 1980's. Here is the baby boom generation grown

up. By 1990, this group will constitute 53% of the population.

More experienced workers will be available in the 25-44 year old

group. They will be able to do some of the work the young people are not

available for but will not work for entry-level wages. This age group

will be facing intense competition for promotion. If inflation

continues, it will be almo;t impossible for this group to maintain its

standard of living. Therefore, there may well be a great demand for

retraining, a high interest in selt-employment and a rush for credentials

with which to compete and protect one's position and advance.
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The over 55 group The population over age 55 is growing and its

life expectancy continues to rise dramatically. Today the 65 year old

man or woman can expect to live another 13 to 14 years. Most people who

reaCt-65in developed countries are physically and mentally middle-aged

and able to function normally in the workplace.

Many in the mature population will want to continue to work, and

we may need them if we have not developed a strong system to replace

their skills in the younger workforce.

Women under 50 Women under age 50 are now represented in the

workforce equally with men. The majority of them expect to work for most

of their lives.

Working women share all the concerns of their cohorts. They also

have a few of their own:

- improved schools

- easy access to good child-care and medical facilities

for children

- improved arrangements for after-school care of children

As children become a scarce resource, the country may more fictively share

these mothers' concerns.

Overall The United States cannot sustain economic recovery and

military preparedness if it does not hive or cannot get the human

resource, necessary to make use of its capital and natural resources.

Progress will be made, but even our own manufacturers will be forced to
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take their production where they can get people to do the work. Other

countries will be willing to train their people for these jobs. We know

that some third world countries are already making their people available

at much lower wage rates and that, in many casei, there is no loss in

product quality to manufacturers Who use them.

EDUCATION:

An economic recovery which includes a major investment in new

technologies, which occurs in the midst of a skills shortage and a

population decline and shift, means we need to understand better our most

precious resource--people. We will have to improve our education system

to the point that almost everyObe who comes out of it is employable and

can more quickly reach his or her maximum potential in our society.

At the beginning of this century, employers explained to the

.education community that they needed a skilled workforce, educated well

enough to think and act independently and responsibly. Their pleas are

recorded in The History of Vocational Education in entries dated 1901,

1903, 1907.

Eighty years later, employers remain consistent; they are still

asking for the same thing. If a piece of sophisticated equipment costs

$2 million, the only jobs the machine does not do are those that require

human judgement.

Today's employees all need an education which makes them capable

problem solvers and responsible decision-makers, equipped with active,
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inquiring minds. Employees today need to be able to continue to learn to

cope with a rapidly changing technology and society. If America is to

retain its economic leadership, we must revitalize our education system.

We must get over our confusion about whether the education system

should prepare people for life or for work. Today, most people do work.

Coon sense indicates it is only fair to teach people to work

successfully. Learning how to work successfully must become a major goal

of the education system. This means that we must make a serious

commitment to teaching students from kindergarten through graduate school

how adults use school-learned skills. We must introduce students to the

people who use learning, let those people explain how they do work and

what the satisfaction and frustrations of their working lives are. We

must stop seeing career education as an unnecessary add-on course, giving

general descriptions of occupations. Career education must. be an

integral part of the entire curriculum. We must make a commitment to

bring schools, teachers and our young people in much closer contact with

the work world.

Vocational education can be a very important source of the skilled

workforce we need, and must be recognized as such in the discussion. The

primary federal investment in vocational education should be directed

toward increasing the quality and availability of vocational education.
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CONCLUSION

Employment and training effots are virtually futile unless the

economy is growing. To keep that economy growing, Congress must pass the

President's economic recovery program to encourage continued economic

growth. But, that economic growth will depend to a large degree on

whether we can reduce the skills shottage and improve our education

system.

PART II COMMITTEE QUESTIONS ON

NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINTAG POLICY

Mr. Chairman, this second section contains responses to your

questions on employment and training. The problem is complex. We know a

great deal about it, but not everything we need to know. These hearings

are particularly valuable because they increase the level of public

debate and will enccurage many ideas to surface. All viable ideas need

to be considered. The employer point of view on employment and training

is of vital importance. Yet, the questions posed are difficult and far

ranging. Therefore, in addressing the committee's questions, we have

taken a critical approach. Our responses do not necessarily reflect

Chamber policy in every instance, but are intended to help in the

critical analysis needed on the future direction of federal employment

and training policy.
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1. What are the appropriate objectives of employment and training

The first question the Committee's inquiry raises i "uhoe

pol,icy?" Should we assume that national policy means fedcral .

policy -- and intervention? Can we not consider -;4t,t to rt

than past as precedent...and leave the r4ngu ooti,na wide o,,,.

We have used federal employment and training ptolror:

purposes:

The New Deal

The New Frontier

to give private elpllyrs
contruction wen'' ..th w'llch to

revive the oconJny irk
people.

to train poople displac,a by
te\lology for john in 0,c"-,L ,s

for high workers were

but soon t,

tratning the ocononicollv

for jibs they could e.g. --

to get.

The Great Society to prov'de wock
har core Jr....nrIoN.

In the 70's to use the governmNit to moo:
jobless and view ycvorn-
eplov?r of last re,:t.

Meanwhile, we continue to try to rrain rig eisadaotr

employment.

Two problems climor f(r first pra,-it.. t. .1!

shortage and employment of the deper.(!olt
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The skills shortage is sufficiently severe to be a primary

national issue. _Without adequate trained manpower, there will be no

economic recovery of any duration, our military position may be in

jeopardy and competitive economies will erode our markets. If this

scenario were to occur it would gradually threaten our standard of living.

A less dramatic but impOrtant issue is the sequence in which we

should plan to-train'and retrain people. If the demand for skilled

eMployees in new technologies is high, should we not emphasize training

displaced workers for emerging occupations? This approach is based on

the theory that it is easier to retrain people who already have some

,skills and established work habits to do more complex work than it is to

teach the unskilled highly complicated jobs. Also, to neglect, the

citizen who has wc*ked for a number of years, but who is now displaced

due to technological change, in favor of the person who has never carried

his share of society's costs -- for whatever reasons 7. may be unwise.

But, we cannot forget the hardcore unemployed.

2. What are the best methods for carrying out the objectives of

.employment and training policy?

Many things have been tried. So far we have not really figured out

the winning combination.
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Incentives to Private Employers Private employers now spend.

some $30 bi\lion a year on their own training programs. This is more

than three times the cost of CETA per year. Why do they do it? They

have to. Jobs are changing. Employees must be trained for new jobs, new

equipment, ar advancement and to make up for what they do not get in the

school system.

Employers sk for high school graduates who can read, write,

compute and cOmmunlcate. Such skills used to be the mark of the grade ,

-school graduate. large employers say that many college graduates

they hire are not prepared to do the kinds of analytical thinking

required in their org nizations.

Where employers are forced.to duplicate the education and

training, which is the rightful province of the education system,

employer expenditures are inflationary because those costs must be added

to the cost of the goods and services they produce.

On the other hand, with a bill of $30 billion a year, employers

have every incentive to train efficiently and with a positive

cost/benefit ratio. Perhapswe need to study private training more

carefully and learn from it.l Should we also consider developing

incentives for employers to admit non-employees to their training

programs?

What about small employers? Tax incentives have not brought the

small employer running to claim the credits offered for hiring the
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cl),..,4vantag..i, Why? It takes a great deal of tax credit A,

rem 'n e,,'ver 1.: take on someone wPo puts an extra burden on him and

hi, -rail. '4ben the same employer ..nvisages his rewards for taking on a
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the job service concentrate on placing those who ere receiving

unemployment ',enefits and so reduce unemployment insuranc cn;":,

job service is successful with those srawing urmplo,,me:c bnefLt,i,

should the service not reach out more to those erhOt..g Ind -,r; -

entitlement benefits so is re rinImilie the .1,144g,,4,v tn. '0.1 r 1-;

impacts of our safety net pcograns.

Public Service Job Creation T4 Puhl:c qtvizt ,TC('

program has been an effective revenue sharing program. Ir

an effective training program even though thet is tr3'

At a cast of some $53 billion, less than Igt pesclo

through title VI of CETA, ever got a gainful job rr iot a 1,1, 1^

private sector. This program stands as a varnt:le actis.r tA)lt

government programs without +,14quat, conotlernt:on oc tn.-1r to

Theoretically, if a publi: clo 14.. a pe, )-

cost, the person should learn enough to he :0..14; to -ove 1,,to

employment for that employer. s:o +111`ot mlny dtd. bo.w, rc,,

design created an alsioar trrests'II,le nott.:

public agencies to use ,, t ,,. lq ,

little training as oossihle cpe-,. ,a; ,

new crop of subsillzed ,1-. -

expired.

What we really o- 1-

discontent. Siqc.ro Door e ,

tratned for a new

What then got- t,-
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increase in their standard of living and a rapid return to their previous

circumstances after 18 months. If the participants worked better and

harder than the public employee who worked next to them, the p444gipant

was laid off, not the public employee. We created a $53 billion dramatic

and personal lesson in how the American system of reward for hard work

does not work. Let us no do that again.

3. Should particular groups lo the labor force be the concern of

employment policy?

The Constiution of ?.. ;rod States opens with the phrase to

promote the genet,-1 welfare", not the speci:ic welfare of particular

groups. We simply do not know to what degree the Federal Government

should dipect public policy to particular groups in our economy.

Certainly, improved education in our schools would go a long way toward

lessening the need for special treatment of particular groups. Yet, in

one nay or another, the poor will always be with us and deserve our

attention.

4. That should be the relationship of em?lovment and training policies

to income-maintenance policies?

This is a very important question at this time. Would it be wise

to separate training from income-maintenance? Education and training

specialists are not necessarily social workers. Social workers are not

necessarily educators. Their basic approaches are different. Should we

establish two systems? One system could concentrate on locating the
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poor, the needy, the economically disadvantaged. That system could have

at its disposal our array of resources for sustaining people who cannot

make it on their own. Professionals in the income-maintenance effort

`Could also have programs at their disposal, such as the veterans benefit

program. The income-maintenance system could be a training system for

the people able to benefit from further training and employment

assistance.

Our training system could then be plural;stic and both public and

private. It could be designed to bring those coming to it into the

mainstream education and employmenttsystem. Somehow education and

training programs could compete with each other for participants on the

basis of results achieved. Those that failed would become ineligible to

'receive further participants, or at least government support. Those that

succeed would be encouraged.

5, What are the appropriate relationships between Federal, State and

Local Governments in the funding, design and administration of employment

and training programs?

Why should members of Congress view government as the logical

source of employment and training? Educators know how to teach, trainers

know how to train, and employers know what skills are required. So there

is a logical need for these groups to work together. To the degree that

they succeed, there will be less need for local government, for state

government or federal government to plan and design our education,

employment and training programs.:
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7. What is the appropriate role of the private sector in the design and

implementation of employment and training programs?

The private sector cannot handle continual changes in governmental

rules of the game any more than the public sector can perform well under

such circumstances. Many of the problems of public emplolment_an,d______
_

------- --------
training programs arise because of continual legislative and regulatory

change.

The Private 'Sector Initiatives Program has shown some outstanding

accomplishments in less than two years. PSIP should not be destroyed or

changed before it matures; it should be given a chance to succeed.

Also, the private sector should be free to contract to carry on

both training and employment programs. People who train and place people

_for a profit must do so efficiently and effectively or they will not stay

in business. It is wasteful not to take advantage of their expertise.

Therefore, why not create a cooperative rather than a competitive

environment between public and private employment and training agencies

and professionals?

8. Have employment and training programs worked?

Some federal programs worked. Many have not.

Business spends t30 billion a year on training, so training

programs must produce. Training and employment will work much better if

the basic education system produces people who are prepared to learn and

o.
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know how to work. Training and employment progr.mis can only he effective

if they are preparing people to respond to labor market demand.

Anything else is a waste of time and money and a cruel hoax to

those who participate.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we thank the Chairman and committee members for

initiating this critical inquiry and for allowing us to present a

business point of view. We look forward to working with the committee

and its staff as this dialogue continues.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much, Mr. Campbell, for a very
outstanding statement. It poses a varied number of relevant facts
and statistics.

One of the more revealing facts that your statement points out
was the shortage of skilled trades, not only in the private sector

, but also in our military services...
You referred to the report of the Armed Services Committee,

saying that the industrial capacity simply is not there as far as the
skilled labor that is necessary. This does not just apply to the
military. There are other sectors in the country that have short-
ages of skilled labor.

My question is, Where have we failed to promote that skilled
labor and what is our response to that shortage?

Where have we failed?
Mr. CAMPBELL. I, think that we have been short in paying enough

attention as a nation, as an educational system, in career counsel-
ing, which is almost an adjunct now in our educational system,;
even as much as emphasis has been put omit, but we do not tell,
our young people of the opportunities, the career opportunities,
and do not point them out, nor do we expose then) to these career
opportunities enough while they are in high school or even elemen-
tary school; and, for that matter, the grades 1 through 12.

I really think that we have a responsibility as an educational
system to help relieve this. I think we fail there.

Senator QUAYLE. So you would place the primary burden on the
failure of the education system to point out some of the opportuni-
ties available through skilled trades, skilled trade unions; is that
correct?

Mr. CAMPBELL. Career counseling.
Madeleine, would you like to respond to that?
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MS. HEMMINGS We have also spent a number of years persuad-
ing everyone to go to college. We are now getting a diminishing
return on the salaries for people coming out of college because we
have almost an oversupply. We have forgotten perhaps to tell our
young people of the great satisfactions that come from doing highly
skilled work and that the degree of intelligence needed in those
jobs may many times be even greater than many white-collar jobs

at-we,need them to do these kinds of things; that more
people ought to go in the direction of skilled employment.

We should not be continually--
Senator QUAYLE. Pull your microphone up, please.
MS. HEMMINGS. OK.

that-that-would
Senator QUAYLE. When you use the word "we," are-you-saying

we, the Federal Government, we, the business community, we, the
educational community; who is "we"?

Mr. CAMPBELL. When we say "we," I think we are referring to
the chamber of commerce.

Senator, QUAYLE. OK.
You are saying the chamber of commerce. The chamber of com-

merce, as far asthe chamber of commerce certainly is not going
to accept the responsibility for any kind of failure in the education
system?

Mr. CAMPBELL. NO.
Senator QUAYLE. The collective "we" that you used-
Ms. HEMMINGS. Society.
Senator QUAYLE. What I am trying to get to, as I did with the

first panel is, What is the role of the Federal Government? What is
our role? Start with the education system if you want to, although
this is not an oversight hearing on education. But when you gay
"we," we have not exposed them to the availabilities, does that
mean there is a national 'policy that the administration, the Con-
gress, public officials, the Federal Government, the local communi-
ties have been derelict in promoting? Where do we draw the line?
-Mr CAMPBELL. I think all of those. I misunderstood your ques-

tion.
I think all of the constituencies that you mentioned there have

been derelict in their responsibilities of pointing out the career
paths that are available to young people in this country. And then
we have the hardcore unemployment problem that has got to be
dealt with in some way; we have to work a way to find ways of
working the two together.

Senator QUAYLE. Whose responsibility is it to take care of this
this lack of skilled personnel? How are we going to correct that? Is
it the education system, or is it CETA-type programs that gets
involved in training?

Would that be helpful?
Mr. CAMPBELL. We do not think so.
Senator QUAYLE. You do not think so?
Mr. CAMPBELL. No, sir; we do not think a CETA-type program

would be an answer. We are currently studying this, Senator
Quayle, and we will have, I suppose in the next 3 or 4 Months,
policy on all of these issues. /We are strongly of a mindnow, in
this country, we have the public education system; we have a
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private educational system; we have a proprietary educational
system, and then we have a multitude of other educational pro-
grams that are generally financed by the ,Federal Government.

The chamber feels, frankly, first of all, that this is costly, has not
been effective, having all of these programs, that education and
training can best be done by the established educational systems
and by employers. We point out in our testimony some $30 billion
is spent by industry each year in training their own employees. We
think it is,a local matter; we do not think the Federal Government
can say what ought to be done as far as California or Texas or any
place else.

We think that this has got to bethat education and training is
a local responsibility, local and a State responsibility and not the
Federal responsibility, other than the coordination of programs, the
employment services, perhaps, certainly-the economically disadvan-
taged would be a Federal policy.

The chamber's basic position is that these are local matters,
though, and the only place the Federal Government should become
involVed is ,if it is of a problem which transcends State and local
lines.

Senator QUAYLE. What would be the role of the Federal GOvern-
rnent in our education system?

Mr. CAMPBELL. In the education system?
We think basically education is a local and State concern. We

think the Federal Government's role in education should only en-
compass those things that the Congress has said-are of national
concern. If Congress says this, and imposes upon the educational
establishment certain programs, then we feel that the Congress-
should be prepared to fund these programs.

Senator QUAYLE. Do you think the shortage of skilled personnel
is a national concern?

Mr. CAMPBELL. It is of national concern. It becomes very real,
although on a local basis. We can sit up and talk about how to get
more welders, but if you go to Pascagoula, Miss., and they are
trying to hire welders to build destroyers, that is where the real
problem is and that is where the solution is going to be found.

Senator QijAYLE. Although you say it would be of national con-
cern, you would not have a national policy then for an educational
system directed at the shortage of skilled personnel; is that cor-
rect?

Mr. CAMPBELL We have national policies on everything.
Senator QUAYLE. I know; but I am trying to find out what should

be the right policy. I know that we do, and you and I probably
agree that we have too many national policies and we ought to
have State and local policies.

What I am trying to do is find what should be our ,national
policies and should not. what is the proper role of the Federal
Government?

Mr. CAMPBELL. In education?
Senator QUAYI.E. In education, you said it was State and local.

You said, except things that are of national concern.
I asked, is skilled personnel of national concern and should we

have a national Federal policy on skilled personnel?

ti
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Mr. CAMPBELL., The shortage of skilled wO rkers, the chamber
ifeels, is of national concern. We think that the problem can best be

solved, however, in the local communities with the local education.
al and training establishments that are there. Now, there may
have to be Federal involvement as far as funding, especially as it
relates to the hardcore unemployable; but it ought not to be dictat-
ed by Washington; it ought not to be controlled by Washington. It
ought to be implemented on the local level.

nator QUAYLE. We ought to just give them the money and have
them implement it on the local level, basically would be

Mr. CAMPBELL. With accountability and we think that all educa-
tion needs to have a larger measure of accountability, and both
education and training-should.

,Senator QUAYLE. What would be the Federal role to the hard-
core structurally unemployed, the ones that businesses really have
no interest in training and there are thojv You will concede that
point?

Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes. -

Senator QUAYLE. What is the Federal Government's role with
those people, the ones that are really deprived of opportunity, have
no skills, no training opportunities; what would be the role of the
Federal Government there?

Mr. CAMPBELL. We haveI think the chamber admits that we
have a responsibility.

Senator QUAYLE. On a Federal level?
Mr. CAMPBELL. From a Federal level, from people that you are

talking about, sir. We think two or three things, if I may clarify
them: the interest payments, transfer of payments and training of
our education are two separate and distinct functions of the Feder-
al Government; and we address ourselves only to the education and
training.

One answer to that could be a voucher system of sorts thator a
veterans' benefit type program that these people could be awarded
to go into programs which could be set up on the local level and.
those contractors at the -local establishment or even proprietary\s schools, they would continue as long as they produce.

We do not think the chamber is of the opinion that everyone is
educable We think we need, as a nation, to look at this and that
we need to adopt a philosophy, if you please, that everyone can
learn and this goes back to the established educational system thiit
is in place now in'this country.

Senator QUAYLE. Has the chamber endorsed a voucher plan for
training?

Mr. CAMPBELL. No, sir; we have talked about it, about the vouch-
er plan, and other incentives like that. We have discussed it and I
suppose we spent half a day debating it and we have not yet
established a policy on its

Senator QUAYLE. How would this voucher plan work that you
have 'discussed?

Mr. CAMPBELL. In the educational system, you are tyriking about?
Senator QUAYLE. In training.
Mr. CAMPBELL. In training.
Well, over all this country we have established vocational schools

that are part of the educational establishment. Already over this
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country we have proprietary schools that turn out a wide range of
skilled _people 'or- -the -workfoiCe of this Nation and these people,
whO are the hardcore unemployed, could be given a voucher that
they could take and have special programs set up by these already-
in-existence educational establishments.

You have to have special programs that are set up and, in some
cases, the local educational institutions would probably seize upon
the opportunity and others it might be the proprietary schools.

Senator QUAYLE. And the Federal Government would run the
voucher program?

Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes.
Senator QUAYLE. OK.
One last question. \\
What kind of caveats or advice would you like to give this

committee as we ,review the entire CETA operation and propose a`
substitute for what we have today.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Well, I think one of the gentlemen in the prior
panel said, do exactly what you are doing and just study the issue
and look it over, to certainly discontinue those programs that
clearly have.not been successful.

Senator QUAYLE. Do you have a .list of those, in your opinion,
that have not been successful?

. Mr. CAMPBELL. No; that is my' opinion, or the chamber's opin-
ion--

Senator QUAYLE. I do not care; your opiniop, the chamber's.
Do you have a list of programs?
Mr. CAMPBELL. No; we do not.
We are in the process of studying our employment and training

policies and we made a promise to the board that we would have a
policy to present for their adoption, a new policy to present for
them for adoption at their next board meeting, which will be in
about 3 months time.

Senator QUAYLE. would be very receptive to you or anyone else
that would come up with a list; subjective, objective, however you
want to interpret it, programs that you think have not been useful,
that simply havJ'no future in them and ought to be eliminated. I
would be more than receptive to that and I am sure other members
of the committee would, too.

Mr. CAMPBELL. We will do it.
Senator QuAvbr.. You can take it 'up with the board, a list of

such, and the reasons why. We would be very interested.
Mr. CAMPBELL. We can get it to you.
Senator QUAYLE. All right
Thank you both very much.
[No additional material was received for the record by the time

of 'printing.]
Senator QUAYLE. Our next witness is Carnie Ives Lincoln, from

the American Society for Training and Development.
Good morning.
Go ahead and proceed.
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STATEMENT OF CARNIE IVES LINCOLN. ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY, CONNECTICUT GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE CO., AND
PRESIDENT, AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TRAINING AND DEVEL-
OPMENT, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT CRAIG, VICE PRESI-
DENT FOR GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC RELATIONS, .AMERI-
CAN SOCIETY FOR TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
Ms. LINCOLN: I am Carnie Ives Lincoln, assistant secretary for

Connecticut General Life Insurance Co.-- =
Senator QUAYLE. Hold the microphone closer to you, please.
Ms. LINCOLN [continuing]. And president of the American Society

for Training and Development [ASTD]. Today I am here to repre-
sent the more than 40,000 members of our society, the largest
groupof employee education and training professionals in the
Nation. I have also asked Robert Craig, who i3 vice president of
government and public relations, from ASTD's office here in Wash-
ington, to assist me in answering any questions that you might
have to ask me.

I want to make three points for, the subcOmmittee:
First, the employers of the Nation now operate a nr ssive and

effective job education and training enterprise which is making an
increasing contribution to national productivity but which usually
is not taken into account by those who make manpower and educa-
tion policy here in Washington;

Second, the Congress should consider ways to build better link-
ages among this extensive, proven employer resource, the Federal
job training initiatives and the job training efforts of traditional
education; and

Third, the Congress should consider special incentives )vhich
would encourage employers to invest more heavily in employ-
ee development, as a realistic and efficient approach to building a
more productive workforce.

Sometimes labeled "the Shadow Education System," employer-
provided job education and training is large and growing. Although
good data are not available, ASTD's own very rough estimate is
that private and public empldyers in the United States now spend
upwards of $30 billion annually for employee training and develop-
ment. This amounts to roughly 'half the cost of all higher education
in the United States. The Bell System alone last year told us that
their expenditure for 1980 was probably about $1.7 billion. Employ-
er-provided educAtion is wide-rangingfrom basic skills for entry-
level employees, to advanced management practices for top-level
executives.

Employers are making these increasing investments in human
capital for pragmatic purposes: To improve job performance and
job satisfaction which, incidentally, go hand in hand.

Not Mnstrained by traditional educational mores nor by the
trappings of bureaucratic regulation, many employers have become
highly proficient in developing human potential through the use of
advanced human resource ddvelopment concepts and sophisticated
instructional technology. Their programs are directed to what
people need to know and be able to do in real jobsjobs that serve
the national economic purpose. .

From available indications, this employer investment is growink
rapidly. Our society, which represents the professionals in the field,
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has been growing at the rate of 15 percent per year for the past 5
years. And there are many more people engaged in employee edu-
cation who do not belong to our organization.

Our members report many reasons for this increasing employer
expenditure: The need to cope with changing technologies and the
changing economy with the concomitant need for new job knowl-

edges and skills; the need to cope with inadequacies of traditional
education at virtually all levels; the need to prepare employees for

upward mobility fix increased technical and managerial responsi-

bility.
We should point out that this growing movement has been led by

the larger employers who have great needs and have the, resources
wand economies of scale for accomplishing their own work force

performance improvement. Although we are seeing more and more
employers of modest size providing formal employee development,

many employees in the small business community are without
significant job education resources.

Employer-provided education and training is making a major
contribution to improving the quality of 'our work force today. And

we want to stress that the issue of work force quality encompasses
the entire work forcenot just entry level or the unemployed,
important as they are.

We must look at those who work in the trades and crafts, in
science and engineering, in supervision and management, in cleri-

cal and support functions, and in all the jobs that contribute to

overall productivity. We must look at large and small employers in

manufacturing, finance. and banking, transportation, -and other
service sectors as well as those in the public sector. Th ggregate
proficiency of the national work force will be the ckTermining
factor in national workforce productivity.

The issue of the quality of o force should be of special
interest to the committee. Pa Choate, whom you met earlier, a
senior economist at TRW, Inc., recently old a meeting, sponsored
by the American Association of Commu ty and Junior Colleges,

and ASTD, that he sees "improving the qua y of the work force as

the principle route to increased national pro uctivity, particularly
in the coming decade when capital will become scarce and the
technology of many other nations will be comparable to ours."

This same issue will be the subject of an upcoming NBC White

Paper. "America Works When America Works," to be broadcast

June 25. That program will contend that while America's work is
changing, America's wdrk force is not keeping up and this gap will
have serious economic implications for the next decade. The -,pro,
gram notes that we have'no national approach to correcting the
problem.. Attached to this testimony is a release from NBC describ-

ing the program.
fThe following was received for the record:]
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NBC White Paper - 2
PJ

attract industries not only with tax considerations but training pro-

grams 'that supply the needed skills: and privately run non-profit.

programs that try to teach new work habits to the long-term unemployed.

In addition.ic6mputer systems now exist that can identify

working skills not presently recognized but which.will be in demand in

the near future. This kindlOf prediction could give better guidance to

vocational schools, guidance cqunselors and state employment authorities.

Unfortunately. Dobyns reports, the trig has been resisted by

government bodies such as the Departments o Labor and Commerce.

the broadcast also examines Amer ca's work ethic -- the

philosophy of work. Dobyns says: "In our iety, people want to work,

not Only for the textbook reasons of food, clothing and shelter, but

also because if you work you are somebody: ifiyou are unemployed you are

diminished." In this regard, the White Papel relates specific increases

in the rate of unemployment with identifiab1J and predictable increases

in the death rate, family problems and crime.

The executive producer of "America Works When America Works"

Is Reuver..Fr!ekik. The producer is Ray Lockhart. Dobyns, Frank and

Lockhart served in the samecapa.citfes on last year's NBC White Paper

"if Japan An...Why Can't we?" That broadcast, on America's need to

incrvis) productivity, drew the unprecedented response of almost 4,000

requests for transcripts and 4,100 requests for cassette or film copies.

In addition. "If Japan Can...Why Can't We71 already has,woii seven major

awards.
ti

The NBC White Paper "America worqs When America Works" is

under the full sponsorship of the Weyerhaeaser Company (through Cole &

Weber, Seattle, Wash.).

,NBC-Nea York. b/4,81

/
LA,

1 9 1
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Ms. LINCOLN. Dr. Herbert Striner, dean of the school of business
at Ameri n University, and a long-time advocate of investing in
human pital, says that the United States is the only major
industri nation that still does not believe in, investing in human
resourc Dr. Striner will be featured in the NBC broadcast.

The ualfty of the work force will become an even more critical
issue we move into what economist Anthony Carnevale calls a
new *nternationig mercantilism where merchants and governments
will increasingly be collaborating to trade resources and products.
In motional competition will be intensified for internationall mar-
k related to high technology and high skill outputs. 1

We will have less skilled work force products to trade if the
end continues as reported by the Bureau of International Labor

Affairs of the Department of Labor, which said that U.S. sha're of
the world's skilled workers fell from 29 percent in 1963 th 26
percent in 1975.

Since then we have dropped ifrdm second place to seventh place
in what they call "measured skill endowments" of our work force.
The report also contends that -,the decline in U.S. trade since the
sixties is the result of the diffetences in the growth of net real
investment in equipment and hipcquisition of labor skills through
education and training. 1.

Industrialized nations will tend to compete in products and serv-
ices requiring high productivity and high skill levels; whereas, less
developed nations will likely compete in products and services that
require lower productivity and are more labor intensive. Clearly,
new national collaboration is essential if we are to build a quality
work force to meet the productivity and international trade chal-
lenges of the eighties. °

The need to address these issues is obvious and one of the major
tasks to face is how to achieve better collaboration among the
forces that can do something about the problemshow can employ-
ers, the government, and education work together more effectively?

There has been relatively little real cooperation between Federal
job training programs and the private sector. There is an increas-
ing recognition and rhetoric about the serious gaps between educa-
tion and work. We must move toward new initiatives that involve
all three sectorsand especially in a direction that gives employers
a share of operational ownership in national programs.

'Federal job training programs should be directed to job knowl-
edges and skills that relate to productive employment as assessed-
through real knowledge of the workplace. We must have employ-
ers' views incorporated into federally funded education legislation
that relates to jobs and careers such as the Vocational Education
Act and some provisions of the Higher Education Act. When Con-
,gress does not consider employer views in developing such legisla-

. ition, it tends to widen, the education-work gap.,
11'.df

that gap.
Here, Mr. Chairman, I would like to give you a current example

Last Friday, an editor from Industry Week magazine called me
and said that she had heard that the basic oral and written corn-.
munication skills and math skills of students coming out of high
school and college, had begun to improve; and since I worked for a
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very large life insurance company, would I care to comment on

that?
My response to her was, since I had not hired in a number of

years, I would call our employment department and talk to people

who are currently employing both high school graduates and col-

lege graduates and call her back, which I did.

I called our employment department and I asked them' that

question and the fellow who talked to me said, "I wish I could tell

you they are improving, but they are not; if anything, they are
continuing to deteriorate."

At Connecticut General, we need people with basic oral and
written skills and basic math skills at all levels of the organization,

and we have'llot seen -those in 10 years. We 'are doing remedial
training to make up for that. That is part of the cost of employer

education.
Work-oriented educational legislation, such as 'the Voc Ed -Act,

could include specific, incentives for educators to uo better educa-

tional needs assessmentboth in terms of the kinds of jobs that

will be available and the knowledge and skills needed to be up-to-

date in, those jobs. All too often, our *members complain that

schools are turning out "buggy whip makers"and with unrealis-

tic career expectations.
One legislative device that might encourage better education-

work relations would be designation of certain Federal funding for

educators which could be used only for communications with em-

ployers about job markets and the knowledges and skills required

to perform in those jobs.
My last olint is that Congress should consider how to encourage

employers to invest more in developing their work forces. Improved

quality of the work force will have - significant impact on national

productivity in the future Inherently 'it also will mean enhance-

ment of the jobs and career- of 'the individuals in the work force
an improved quality of work life as well as improved quality of life

overall.
More specifically, we are developing a concept of "tar,:.eted em-

ployer tax incentives for job education." This is designed to bring

increased incentives, with minimal Federal administration, to pri-

vate-sector employers.
The plan has many potential benefits. It could bring a new order

of accountability to the job education through emphasis on invest-

ment in training for the real needs of the workplace. It could,
through targeting, direct investments in job education to special

needs or the economy such as critical skills or to social purpose. It

could minimize Federal administrative and bureaucratic expense

through the use of the existing tax system.
It could encourage ,smaller employers to invest in job education

and training through use of external education and training re-
sources. It could bring a new relevance to industry-education coop-

eration by directly relating their programs to real job needs. It

could increase utilization of industry's efficient' job training prac-
tices. It could bring a new involvement of the private sector with

Federal -job training initiatives.
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We believe that any loss of tax revenue would be, more than
compensated for by an increase productiNity as return on imest-
inent.

While the details of this concept are not yet complete, our na-
tional issues committee has suggt s:ed that, as an example, targeted
employer tax incentives might be directed to critical job education
needs, such as. first, basic skills and work habits, second, industry
generic skills, particularly where there are industry shortages, and
third, quality of work life, employee participation programs, and
labor management cooperation programs.

Mr...Chairman, I think the time is right for Congress to give
serious deliberation to these and other means of encouraging the
private sector -to invest in human capital and to encourage new
collaboration between the GoNernment, the education community,
and the Nation's employers in achieving the full potential of our
most important resourceour peopl'.

Thank you for gi%ing us an opportunity to talk to your commit-
tee.

Senator QUAYLE Thank you very much, and thank you for put-
ting forth a proposal, although I realize it is still in its early stages,
on the targeted employer tax incentives.

How wt.,:. this work' Would these be tax credits, tax deduc-
tions? Are these things that business and industry are presently
not doing that would be eligible?

Could.you amplify a little bit on this?
Ms. LiNeol.N. I would likecto, but I also want to be careful that I

do not commit our national Issues committee to something that
they are not prepared to handle.

Senator Qu LE. We will take judicial notice of that filet, that
you are speaking for yourself' in trying to amplify on the concept.

Ms. LINCOLN. Before I give you an answer, I would like to tell.
you that on out national issues committee we have people from
General Motors, Con Edison, Xerox, Chesapeake & Potomac. Our
people are from the top sector, and I am pleased that they haNc
tacklAi This as a pro2e_t for us this year

I think probably it IS our thinking that tax credits or tax deduc
t..,tas, et cc tern, would help organizations put money into the tram-
ini.; of th,. work for Many organizations, particularly the
mediun'i and small sized organizations, do nut have the budget to
do the training that is necessary. Large organizations like General
Mut,,rs, s,Aper on porations, do have the money and they are doing
an excellent job.

medium- and small-sized organizations do not have the
uII:leqUelltl, those organizations, in my opinion, would

t more quickly from that kind of targeted program than the
larger players.

Senator QUAYLE It would almost have to be a tax credit, would it
not, because a deduction, you can deduct an employee's salary,
right9 It is deductible already''

Ms. LINCOLN. Right, in my opinion
Senator QUAYLE It would have to be in thr tax credit and I

suppose there would have to be certain limitations on the size of
the credit?

Ms. LINCOLN. Right.
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Senator QUAYLE. In proportion maybe to the grbss sales pr tax-
able income, some sort of leverage?

Ms. LINCOLN. That is our thinking.
Senator QUAYLE. Would this apply to the past training programs

that are presently in effect? You mention in your testimony there
is aboutindustry and business does about $30 billion worth of
training. Would that qualify for this type of a tax credit, or tax
deduction, special tax treatment tha; we are talking about, or is it
going to be new initiatives that are put forward?

Mr. CRAIG. Mr. Chairman, the thing that we have to do first is
set the priorities: What are the national needs; from these estab-
lishmented needs, we would set a tax incentive scheme to the
needs, and in areas where we did not have a particular national
priority there would probably, be no tax incentive.. Where we were dealing with critical-skill shortages, there would
be. So I think we would have to look at the priorities first for
where the needs are before we would design a tax scheme to fit it.

Senator QUAYLE. In other words, you would specify the categories
befort_ you get into tax specialty?

Mr. CRAIG. That is right. -'-'

Senator QUAYLE. Then we would have limited jurisdiction on now
this tax credit would work and what kind of incentives? .,

Mr. CRAIG. That is right.
Senator QUAYLE. On page 1 of your testimony, you indicate the

Congress should consider special incentives. This is what you are
talking about, something like this?

Ms. LINCOLN. That is right.
SenatorQuAvLE. You are the second group out of three that has

placed a great deal of emphasis on our educational system not
providing this quality work force that we are all for achieving. I do
not know what the rest of our witnesses today will come forward
with, but this seems to be a very integrated part of the problem.

Beyond the educational aspect, ypu mention the tax incentives.
Are there any other specifici that we should be focusing on to

(improve the quality of the work forcea catchall word for produc-
tivity, which we are all for. I do not know anybody that is against
.it.

Ms. LINCOLN, Well, I will give you a couple.
I think we need help from the Federal Government in assessing

the needs. That is a big job, just determining what the problem
really is, and I think we can look to the Federal Government for
some help in hat area. I mention incentives to the employers; I

would also met '.ion, be careful not to put out disincentives.
For example, the IRS has been tinkering around with tax pro-

grams in the organization as a fringe benefit. That is a disincen-
tive, and I think Congress should be very watchful for those kinds
of things. Then also I think that it would be important to consider
the role of the human factor in national economic planning. I think
more needs to be done in that area.

Senator QUAYLE, OK.
Do you have any suggestions on what we ought to be doing as far

as CETA is conderned?
Ms. LINCOLN. I would have to echo what the two previous testi-

monies said. I think: Keep doing what you are doing; you have a
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long process ahead of you; you are going to be working very hard;
keep us involved at every step along the way. We are eager to be a
sounding board and I am not just speaking for the American Soci-
ety of Training and Development; I am speaking for the private
sector as well.

We want to offer you our opinions; we would like to give you our
reactions; and so, consequently, this kind of structure is excellent
and I applaud you for that.

Senator QUANLE. We certainly will, because conceptually we have
to expand upon the partnership with Government, business, and
industry. You, just .cannot have business and industry going one
way and the Federal Government going the other way. We have to
work together; one should not be a roadblock to the other; and if
we do not have the input from business, industry, and labor, people
that are affected by our decisions', then we are doomed to inevita-
ble failure.

I think we have seen some rather tough problems and some
programs that have been rather inefficient because of that neglect.
The neglect may have just been out of dereliction or it may have
been intentional. I cannot speak for the motivation, why there has
been neglect, but I can assure you that we will continue to have
input from all of those.

Thank you for your kindness and your willingness to work with
us.

Ms. LINCOLN. Thank you:
Senator QUAYLE. Mr. Robert B. Fay, the Associated General Con-

,: tractors.
Mr. Fay.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT B. FAY, PRESIDENT, JOSEPH B. FAY
CO., PITTSBURGH, PA., AND CHAIRMAN, MANPOWER AND
TRAINING COMMITTEE, THE ASSOCIATED GENERAL CON-
TRACTORS OF AMERICA, ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN HEFFNER
AND CHRIS ENGQUIST, ASSOCIATION STAFF
Mr. FAY. Yes, sir.
Senator QUAYLE. Who are the two gentlemen accompanying you?
Mr. FAY. Mr. Chris Engquist --
Senator" QUAYLE. Engquist?
Mr. FAY. Engquistand John Heffner. They are both AGC em-

ployment and service staff people.
Senator QUAYLE. OK, proceed.
Mr. FAY. My name is Robert Fay, and I am president of the

Joseph B. Fay Ca. of Pittsburgh, Pa. I am chairman of the Man-
power and Training Committee of the Associated General Contrac-
tors of America. I appear today representing the association, and I
am accompanied by John Heffner, and Chris Engquist, of the asso-
ciation's staff. ,

I request that the full text of my statement appear in the record,
and I offer only a summary at this time.

At the very core of the productivity issue now facing us is the
effectiveness and efficiency with which we train our workers. The

.AGC believes that construction craft training programs must ad-
dress some very basic issues to insure a continuous supply of well-
qualified workers.
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We believe that instruction must follow a competency-based ap-
proach. This to say that each individual being trained, regardless
of age, race, or sex, should be allowed to progress through training

-1.-at a rate commensurate with his or her demonstrated ability to
perform, as opposed to length of time spent in training.

Second, the related instruction portion of craft training must be
conducted at offsite locations This insures a more formal and
planned approach to naming, than does a purely onsite program
designed to faCilitate the completion of a project.

It is the AGC's position 'that construction industry training can
make optimum use of existing resources and maximize the return
on training investment only when integrated with our vocational
eduction system.

I would like to elaborate un these points in order to draw ,togeth-
er some of the components that. I believe are essential in creating a
more effective training system for the construction industry

Our current training systems do not in all -cases produce craft
workers who meet the quality skill standards required on the job
site. Within a Lempetency -based approach to training, all skill
achievement Is certified by written and actual performance tests
By administering peifurmanLe testing under simulated onsite con-
ditions, ability to perform is documented before a worker reaches
journeyman status

Aside from establishing a more efficient vehicle for construction
training in general. competency based instruction provides a better
means to facilitate the entry of females and Minorities into the
industry.

With certified skills attained over minintal periods of time, fe-
males and minorities present to the construction contractor a
known manpower resource widen is based on skills and not some
arbitrary quota requirement established by the Federal Govern-
ment. IlaVing been evaluated against performance standards, such
1 manpower pool represents trained cm aft workers capable of func-
honing on a jobsite and seeing a project to completion In conjunc-
tion with performance- based training, a primary aspect of AGC's
training philosophy is offsite training

An offsite training systemIs one a Iv filch the individual receives
classroom and field training away from the jobsite. The training
facility should provide a simulation of jobsite conditions for mani-
pulatwe skills training and classrooms for training in the theoreti-
cal aspects of the trade

This training system should include a logical and sequential
system that allows apprentices or trainees to move trent the class-
room tct the field training site and to the jobsite They are thus
provided with gradual and individual development, based on their
abilities.

A modular training system is one in which theme are shortterm
units of training in specific skill area which, when combioed with
an offsite training system, provide several advantages over more
traditional systems.

The utilization of an offsite modular training system enables an
individual to learn quickly by providing an atmosphere where
training is concentrated and there is less opportunity for distrac-
tion
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A modular system is .also highly adaptable to market demands
by allowing the individual to concentrate on skill areas he_or she
needs to know to be valuable to the employer. In addition, by
training in modules, there is better utilization of training system
resources. The overall impact is greater efficiency and effectiveness
than is the case in'traditional time-based systems.

Although there are several methods of funding this type of
system, as there are for any training system, the initial costs are
obviously expensive because of the facilities needed. However, in
the long term, the cost of establishing a modular, offsite training
system have proven to be significantly less with considerably great-
er benefit to the training program, the trainee and the industry.

AGC has developed training materials, including curricula for
carpenter, bricklayer, cement mason; and_ millwright which are
designed for use in a competency-based modular uffsite system or
are being modified for use in such systems.

The AGC model for unilateral trainee prograin standards, recent-
ly approved by the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, is also
an example of a modular competency-based training approach
which AGC is promoting among its noncollective bargaining con-
tractors. .

In terms of the Federal Government role with regard to modular
competency-based training, AGC would like to see the Department
of Labor and the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, BAT,
actively promote the concept. In the past, AGC experienced' some
difficulty in registering performance-based training programs.
However, during fh`x past year, we have had a good deal of coopera-
tion from the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training and we

N * would like this trend. to continue. ...,
The issue of the role of vocational edudation is also deeply in-

volved in solving the training problems facing' the construction
industry Because vocational education is not being adequately uti-
lized, a large sourLe of future manpower requuenients for the
construction industry currently lies virtually untapped.

By utilizing performance-based instruction, the vocational educa-
tional system could produce apprentices or trainees who would be
granted advanced standing based on an assessment of their prior
training.

Since construction training and vocational education are both
highly decentralized networks, the problem of communications has
hindered prior cooperation. It is essential that working relation-
ships at the local level be established. Leadership in this endeavor
must be exerted at the national level, however, to produce an
environment conducive to this cooperative effort. In -any future
legislation, it would be wise to give consideration to the promotion
of cooperation between vocational education and apprenticeship
and training for the construction industry.

AGC feels that construction training, with the exception of that
done by vocational education In partnership with the industry,
should be industry-operated as opposed to government-operated.
This includes those programs operated jointly by management and
labor, and those operated ,unilaterally by union or management.. Because it is the industry which depends most upon effective
training programs, it should be the industry's responsibility to
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operate such programs. The role of -the Federal Government in
apprenticeship and training should be very limited. Areas where
the Federal Government could be an asset to promotion of appren-
ticeship and training are support of proven competency-based pro-

4 grams, advice and assistance in affirmative actionand the collec-
tion and distribution of manpower needs information.

In the area of affirmative action, the Federal Government has
chosen the strategy of imposing arbitrary quotas for the inclusion
of females and minorities in the construction industry. To the
extent that the Department of Labor, can establish a reasonable
approach to affirmative acti6n, apprenticeship and training can be

enhanced. What the industry needs is qualified candidates; regard -'

less of race, sex or national drigin.
In. the' past, the Department of Labor, largely through the Com-

prehensive Employment and, Training Act, CETA, has provided
candidates that have not been adequately counseled, screened or
oriented for participation in the construction industry. CETA

seems to have incorporated so many poverty oriented prerequisites
to participation that the program is almost useless as a training
vehicle.

It is AGC's position that the problems in CETA are too large to

, be solved piecemeal and that a new approach is needed.
AGC has followed with interest recent statements on the Reagag

administration attitude toward CETA. It appears that the curren
movement toward reducing CETA funds and redirecting existing
funds to promote private-sector involvement in training are in line
with the AGC policy that training is an industry, rather than
government, function. If CETA or its replacement can provide

better qualified candidates for meeting manpower requirements, its

reason for being is more justified.
Another appropriate role for the Federal Government is supply-

ing usable local manpower projections. This is particularly true as
it relates to the new synthetic fuelb industry. This means that the
Government must clarify its position on the development of syn-

thetic fuels. Once there is a clear-cut policy established, the Gov-
ernment must assist in the promotion of innovative approaches to
training such as the modular performance based approach estab-

lished and implemented by AGC.
I would like to thank you for the opportunity for appearing here

before you; and if there are any questions, I will be glad to try to
answer them.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Fay follows:)
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STATEMENT OF

THE ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF- AMERICA

PRESENTED TO THE ',"

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY

of the

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES

UNITED STATES SENATE

June 15, 1981

Oversight Hearings on Employment
and

Training Policy ,

AG: is:

o

* More than 30,000 firms including 8,400 of America's
leading general contracting firms responsible for the
employment of 3,400,009.4.1us employees;

113 Chapters nationwide;

More than 80% of America's contract construction of
commercial buildings, .lighways, industrial and
municipal-utility facilities.,
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My name is Robert Fay and I am Executive Vice President of

the Joseph 8. Fay Company of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. I :am

Chaim in of the Manpower and Training Committee of the Associated

beneral Contractors of America. I appear today representing the

association, and I am accompanied by JohnMeffner, and Chris Engguist,

of they association's staff. -

The Associated General Contractors of-AmerieaXnd its 113,

chapters nationwide is comprised-of approximately 10,000 firms including

8,406 of the nation's leading general contracting companies that per-

form more than $100 billion of construction annually; our member firms

employ some 3,400,000-plus workers, a significant portion of our nation-

al labor pool. It is with deep concern as to the continuing ability

of that labor force to be productive that we are here today.

At the very core of the productivity issue now fazing_us is the

effectiveness and efficiency with which we train our workers. The AGC

believes that construction craft training programs must address some

very'basic issues to ensure a continuous supply of well-qualified

workers. '

We believe, that instruction must follow a competency-based

approach. This is to say that each individual being trained, regardless

of age, race or sex, should be"allowed to
progress through training at

a rate commensurate with
his/her demonstratdd ability to perform, as

opposed to length of time spent .n training.

Secondly, the related instruction portion of craft training must

- be conducted at offsite locations. This ensures a more formal and planned

approach to training than does a purely
on-site program designed to

facilitate the completion of a project.
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Training fof the construction industry should be developed

' and managed by the .industry. We feel that government's poor track

record within the training arena speaks for itself. Our conceptions

of industry managed training do not prec'lud'e a governmental role, but

do restrict that role to its originally intended functions of encourage-
d

ment rather than specific Management.

It is the AGC's position that construction industry ;i1'.12'fliti

can make optimum use or existing, resources and ma mize the return on
'

training investment only when integrated with our vocational education

system. Innovations such as the pre-planned.goint utilization of physical

training facilities-and shared use of equipment and professional ex-

pertise are examples of how industry and public education facilities oan

blend their resources to the mutual benefit of all, including the

trainee or apprentice:

I would like to elaborate on these points in order to draw

together,some of the components that I believe are essential in creating .

a more cff.,Itive training system for the construction industry. The

Manpower and Training Committee of the ACC has adopted as its mission

to foster, promote, develop.and implement policies, proc,,dures and

programs in such manner as to develop an adequate supply of qualified

workers in the most expeditious, economical and practicable manner."

The acceptanCe and utilization of competency-based training by

the construction industry will serve to systematize an often disgointed

training mechanismr. Our current training systems do not in all cases

Produce craft workers who meet the quality skill standards required on

the gob site. Within a competency-based approach to training, all skill

achievement is certified by written and actual performance tests. By

administering performance testing under simulated on-site conditions,
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ability to perform is documented before a worker reaches journey-

man status.

.Based on Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates of,1980, the

construction industry.at large will requiie a total Of 900,000 new

o craft Uorkers'by 1990; in-additiOn to repleicementi for the 1.5 million

vacancies that swill be created through attrit4on:' Present training

programs deliver apploximately 60,000 workers to our industry 'annually.

It is obvious that present instructional systems cannot facilities these

demands within this decade.

The economic advantages of implementing apprentice and trainee

progression based on mastery of skills rather tan blocks of time

within competency-based programs are obvious. In terms of sheer numbers.

Shortened apprenticeship facilitates the trainyg of significantly

larger numbers of corkers within Shorter time spans.

It is the position of the Associated General Contractors that

all construction trade training programs and trainees/apprentices would

.benefie from the adoptioh of a competency-based training approach.

We believe this is as applicable to the collective bargaining segment of

the industry as it is to the open shop area.

Aside from establishing a more efficient vehicle for construction

training in general, competency-based instruction
provides i better means

to facilitate the entry of females and minorities into the industry.
4

With certified skills attainedover minimal periois of time, females

and minorities present to the construction contractor a known manpower

resource which is based on skills and not some arbitrary quota require-

ment established by the federal government. Ravine been evaluated aaainst.

performance standards, such a manpower pool represents trained craft

workers capable of functioning on a job site and seeing a project

?do

.
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to completion. It also perbits the varying rates of advancement

Aecessary to matntain the enthusiasm of the slimier-than-average and

the fatter- than - average trainee.

. In conjunction with performance based training, a primary aspect
- . .

of AGG' s training philosophy is off-site training.

An.off-site training system is One in wh'.ch the individual

recei'vesclassroom and field training away from the job-site. The

training facility should provide a simulation of job site conditions

for mfinipulative skills training-and classrotoms for training in the

theoretical aspects of the, trade. This training system should include
A

4' logical ina sequential system that allows apprentices or trainees
.4

to move from the classr n tq the field training site and to the job

site. They are thus provided with gradual and individual development,

based ontheir

A modula training system is one in whicn there are short term

units of training in specific skill areas which, when combined with an

off -site traipsing iyst;m, provide several advantages over more traditio-

nal systems:

The Utilization of an off-site modular training system enables

an individual to learn quickly by providing an atmosphere where training

.is boncentkated and there is less opportunity for dist ction. Greater

learning retention also .results.
//

A modular system is alslighly adaptable to market demands by
it

allowing the individual E0 concentrate on skill areas he or she needs

to know to be valuable to the employer. In addition, by training in

modules, there is better utilization of training system resources.

It allows apprentices, trainees, and inserictors to measure progress

based on competencies demonstrated in specific skill modules.

4
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The overall impact is greater efficiency and effectiveness than is

the case in traditional time based systems.

,The modular system is based upon an individual developing

minimum productivity levels within reasonable periods of training.

T.10 individual is working and learning simultaneously while earning a

wage commensurate with his or her value, meaning that the overall cost

to the employer or the ultimate consumer goes.not increase out of pro-

TO-ft-Jai to the abilities of the apprentice or trainee. Since the rela-

tivd lower productivity of the apprentice/trainee is frequently given

as a reason for not employing more of them, an improvement in the

numbers of apprentices ghd trainees employed can be a result ot-adopting'

to a modular off-site training system.

Before finishing with this topic a word should be said about

the cost of modular off-site training systems. Although there are

several methods of funding this type of system, as there are for any

training system, the initial costs are obviously expensive because

of the facilities needed. However, in the long term, the cost of

establishing a modular, off-site training system have proven to be

significantly less with considerably greater benefit to the trailing

program.. the trainee and the industry.

At today's wage levels, whether you:lre talking about union or

non-union wages, it is simply too'expenstvh to have journeymen spend

laive f.rtitn tv!IP ..rein" to roach the rudiments of a craft

skill to apprentices or trainees on the )ob. That is why utmost

consideration of modular off-site training should bo given by anyone

establishing training programs for the construction industry.

Modular off-site training is net.just a theory. It is being utilized

in St. Louis, Portland and throughout
the country in both the union

and non-union sectors of the construction industry; and its use is

growing. .

0\
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AGC has developed training materials, including curricula

for carpenter, brick.ayer, cement mason, and millwright which,

are designed for use in a compet ncy-based modular off-site system

or are being modified for use in such systeMS. In addition, AGC has

supported the development of performance-based training materials in

the union sector of the industry. The training system entitled the

Performance Evaluated Training System, or PETS, utilized by the

International Brotherhood of Carpenters, is a successful example of

.thIS_SIII2D9Xt _

The AGC Model for Unilateral Trainee Program Standards, recently

approved oy the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, is also an

example of a modular competency-based training approach which AGC is

promoting among its non-collecttve bargaining contractors.

In terms of the federal government role with regard to modular

competency-based training, AGC would like to sot the Department of Labor

and the Bureau of Apprenticeship and training (BAT) actively promote

the concert. In the past, AGC experienced some difficulty In registering

performance based training programs. However, during the past year

we have had a gaad deal of cooperation from the Bureau of Apprentice-

ship and Training and we would like this trend to continue.

The issue of the role of vocational education is also deeply in-

volved in soli/1:14 thL training probILms facing the construction Industry.

Because vocational educatiun is not bcing adequately g,ilized a larde

source of future manpower requirements for the construction industry

currently lies virtually untapped. There seems, today, to exist a

chasm between our industry and thc s,ucatiunal education system, which

the AGC and many educators are attemptin; t brid(e. The benetits of

each system, if co,,linated, can add up to much more than exists when

each system operates indapendeLtly. Utilized together, this nation's

skill shortages can be reduced.
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The apprenticeship community sees vocational education as a

force that can, through pre-training, pre-apprenticeship and screening

functions, produce well prepared candidates. By utilizing performance-

based instruction, the vocational educational system could produce

apprentices or trainees who would be granted advanced standing based

on an assessment of their prior training.

Since construction training and vocational education are both

high.; decentralized networks, the problem of. communications has

hindered prior cooperation. It essenqt1 that working relation -

ships-at- the -local level-be established, Leadership in this endeavor

must be exerted at the national level, however, to produce an environ-

ment conducive to this cooperative effort. In any future legislation,

it would be wise to give consideration to the promotion of cooperation

between vocational education and apprenticeship and training for the

construction industry.

AGC feels that. construction training, with the exception of

that done by vocational education is partnership with the industry,

should be iniustry-operated as opposed to government-operated. This

includes those programs operated jointly, by union and management,

and those operated unilaterally by union or management.

The primary piece of legislation which pertains to apprentice-

ship and training is the Fitzgerald
(Apprenticeship) Act of 1937.

A

This very brief Att uses words such as
"cooperative", "promote" and

"encourage". Noticeably absent are words such as certify, establish,

replacce, or manage. As in so many other areas, the role of government

in apprenticeship has evolved beyond
the intentions of those who drafted

the original legislation.

u.7.
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Because it is the industry which depends most upon effective

training programs, it should be the industry's responsibility to

operate such programs. The role of the Federal government in

apprenticeship and training should be very limited. Areas where the

Federal government could be an asset to promotion of apprenticeship

and training are support of proven competency-based programs, advice

and assistance in affirmative action and the collection and distribu-

tion of manpower needs informati .

Currently the Federal government is more of a detriment than

an asset.

-In the-area of-affirmative action,_ the Federal government has

chosen the strategy of imposing arbitrary quotas for the inclusion

of females and minorities in the construction industry. Because

workers entering the industry do so through apprenticeship and training

programs the impact of government action on those programs has been

disruptive. The strategy has served to alienate the industry and

has not been effective in significantly increasing either opportunities

or employment of females and minorities. AGC's position is that

affirmative action as enforced by the Department of Labor goes well

beyond the spirit of equal opportunity. To the extent that the

Department of Labor can establish a reasonable approach to affirmative

action, apprenticeship and training can be enhanCed. What the industry

needs is qualified candidates regardless of race, sex or nat!.onal

origin.

In the past the Department of Labor, largely through'the

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA), has provided candi-

dates that have not oven adequately counsel.ed, screened or oriented

for participation in the construction industry. CETA seems

2 ij s
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to have Incorporated so any poverty-oriented prerequisites to

participation that the program is almostiiseless as a training ve-

hicle. It is AGC's position tnat the problems in CETA are too large

to be solved piecemeal and that a new approach is needed. ACC has

followed with interest recent statements on the Reagan Administration

attitude toward CETA. It appears that the current movement toward

reducing funds for CETA and redirecting existing funds to promote

private sector involvement in training are in line with the AGC policy

that training is an industry, rather than government, function. If

CETA or Its replacement can provide better qualified candidates for

meeting manpower requirements, its reason for being is more lustifi-

Another appropriate role for the Federal government is

supplying usable local manpower projections. This is particularly

true as it relates to the new synthetic fuels industry. This means

that 'the government must clarify Its position on the development of

synthetic fuels. once there is a clear cut policy established, the

government must assist in the promotion of innovati've approaches to

training such as the modular performance based approach established

and Implemented by ACC. During 1975, AGC developed specific steps

which needed to be undertaken t. meet the projected manpower needs

of Project Independer...e. Gi en th, current climate for synthetic

fuel development, these steps are worth d second look. They are

as follows:

v' 20
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1. Refine its energy and energy-generated construction plans

so as to identify individual construction projects by facil-

ity type, size, timetable, and specific geographic location.

The latter must be more finite than merely, "Wast of the

Mississippi."

2. Develop a model to determine the approximate numbe'r of workmen

needed by trade for a given facility type, construction

system timetable, and size. .

3. Deitelop a model to determine the approximate !ember of workmen

available by trade, geographic area, and timetable.

4. Should the algebraic sum derived from applications of these

models projecta..manpower deificency in one or more trades

for a given project and geographic area, then:

A. Determine the specific skills of any such trades required

by the project.

B. Ascertain the quantity and timetable requirements for

developing these skills.

C. Establish in the project vicinity an off-site academic and

manipulative training center for the identified skills.

D. Create the center with a timu.ated construction site

environment.

E. Establish performance objectives which the apprentice/

trainee must meet prior to his release for on-site work

and experience.

F. Provide on-site employment experience in the skills trained

so as to achieve proficiency and productivity.

4
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G. Advance the apprentice/trainee monetarily in accordance

with his achievement of skill performance.

H. Certify the workmin in the specific skills for which he

has successfplly met the minimum performance standards.

I. Provide for automatic accreditation and acceptance by any

trade for those certified skills which are a part, of such

trade '.n any given area.

5, Modify standards and regulations so as to cause the above

provisions to become a reality.

We submit such a process would produce a qualified and productive

worker, where and when needed, at a production/cost ratio equivalent

to a qualified tradesman. It would provide the worker with a

salable -skill from which he/she can further his/her employability

by subsequent additional training in the remaining skills required,

of a qualified tradesman in a given area. Simultaneously, it would

significantly contribute to the development of an adequate supply

of qualified workers for one of the largest and most vital industries

of our economy.

In summary, the following points,,taken from AGC's Master

Training Concept for the Construction Industry, represent our views

relative to creating an effective and expedient traAning system de-

signed to facilitate increased taining_and worker productivity, while

optimizing accessibility to construction skills for all Americans.

1. The overall objective must be the development of a training

system which will provide an adequate supply of qualified workers.

2. Apprentice programs must be available to all areas.

3. Entry into a program must be possible from all societal ltvels

and sectors.

211
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'4. Basic (non-workstte) training should be a requisite to onsite

employment.

5. Entrana criteria reflecting aptitude and educational achievement

level sufficient to progress in a realistic training program

must be utilized.

6. Apprenticeship and upgrading training must be primarily concerned

with development of a salable skill.

7.- Training must be relative to, and commensurate with, the skills

required in today's marketplace.

8. Off-site training must be relevant and timely with on-site

experiences.

9. Training time frames must be commensurate with the training im-

___.,partedand the individual's ability to progress.

10. Accelerated entrance and advancement in apprenticeship'and

Jr
training programs must be permitted on the basis of performance

testing.

11. The training system must utilize today's educational and communi-

cative technology, media, and methodology;

12. Multi -craft apprentice and training centers simulating

a construction site environment should be utilized. Establish-

ment and use of these centers must be predicated on the premise

of off-'site academic and manipulative training with a controlled

environment, and on-site experiences for development of proficiency

and productivity.

13. Labor organizations must be permitted to refuse dispatch of a

craftsman who is not certified for the specific skills required.

14. Employers must be permitted to refuse employment of a worker not

certified for the specific skill required.
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Existing journeymen mdbt become certified in all required

skills.of an occupation for a given area to be eligible for

master craftsman status.

16. Local sponsors must be precluded frdm imposing requirements in

local standards which deter, either in spirit or in fact,-the

basic philosophy and objectives set forth in the national

t.

standards.

17. Local standards must set forth the criteria which constitutes a

salable skill in a given area so as to establish eligibility of

program certification.

18. Standards must not provide a maximum eligibility age. Minimum

age should be sixteen or as required by State or Federal law.

19. National apprenticeship and training Standards should:

A. Determine what minimum subskills are a prerequisite for

certification of a given skill training program, and

8. Provide universally validated performance testing, criteria

and system.

20. Performance criteria must inclufle 3cope,and quality.

-21. Accreditation reciprocity must prevair between training programs

so as to permit enrollees in apprenticeship and training programs

to move from one area to another with f*11 credit.

22. Uniform subskills and reciprocity for same must be provided so

as to permit an apprentice to change his/her selected skill

occupation and retain credit for that portion of completed

training which is common to the newly-sele-..ted skill or occupation.

23. Standards should provide the minimum criteria for qualif,ed

training personnel.

Attached to this written statement are the following documents

which we request be included for the record:
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Proposed Master Training Concept for the
Construction Industry

Employment and Earnings, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, March 1980, p. 58

0
3. Unilateral Trainee Program Guidelines and

Standards

AGC Competency-Based Bricklaying Training Program

#. S. AQeCompetency-Based Cement Mason Training Program

41 C. AGC Executive Vice President Beatty's May 6, 1980
letter to Secretary of Labe" Marshall

#7.
AGC Executive Vice President Beatty's June 5, 1981

letter to Secretary of Labor Donovan

These documents provide a factual basis for AGC's policy

positions as enunciated in our statement.

the .ntere.,t ec,t, ry, exhIbits wl, w+, M., at,' Mt
reed retained in the file., f the eNzzlittee where the/ w2.1 le
available f,r rebear_h n re
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Profile - Construction Industry

Based en a 1979 figures published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics the con-
struction Iudustry represents 102 of the U.S. Gross National Product.

'The industry employs approximately 5 zillion people representing 52 of the
Ce;a1 U.S. work trite* and 232 of the nation's skilled work fore.

The data below shows the average construction employment by industry subdivision
during 1979.

1971gmftiment
!el'00o1
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1980,E 30

. . .

During the decade of the 1980's the Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates that
about 900.000 new jobs will be crested for construction craft workers. (see

table on proiected,growth below). In addition, about 1.5 million vacancies
will occur by workers leaving the industry due to retirement, transfer to other

industries. etc. That means a total of 2.4 :illicit new ccustructLun crafts-
persons will be needed by 1990.

.
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2
Pleat cseerval iessailers U.S03 110.006 U.S 3.201 5

Gailre 13.060 23.000 21.6 1.000

beuenisaveraers 31.000 62.000 tY.2

Pee weirs moos too.co 33.3 0.10e

Oe leaden engines '381.006. gimes *1.4 36400

Painters woos 320.006 13.6 36406

11speluseers 30.006 22.001 18.0 1.200
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I Peet arta' weirs 70.000 SIMI 28.6 3.300
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.

Teal 6.631.006 3.334006

The value of new construction put in place rose to about 1240 billion at the. endof 1979. Open shop constructing% did 601 of the work or $144 billion.

Nasal on figures from fortune Magazine (June 4. 1979) end sources at the
National Association of Hossbuilders the value* put in place in the Nceebuilding
Industry 1...about $63 billion in 1979. Open shop construction did 831 or $33.23.
billion of the total 'amount. Therefore the open shop sagnenc of the industry
did about 512 of ad nail-residential construction during 1979.

Iteluiva to training. present programs are graduating only en average of 60.000
people pis year. lased on 1L3 statistics used, exist for 2.4 aillion crafts-
persons by 1990. If the present rate of training is maintained over the next ,
10 years an insufficient number of construction tradespeople (600.000) will.
result. There exists a need to entice sore people into the construction trades
and provide then with meaningful and relatively quick training.

ri °
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THE ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMERICA
1957E Street. N W VJastungton, 0 C 2000 (20213912040 TWX 710 822 9406 ACC WV

NAL R. CiAticHErrtFAvoilew
GANTLET. 1 AL3f.R1CL New..

THOMAS E. DAILEY.sin. Vw. TA..d.rd e

JAMES M SPROUSE Enreufte, w. ikes4cret

The Honorable F. Ray Marshall
Secretary of Labor '

U. S. Department of Labor
200 Constitution Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20210

Dear Secretary-Marshall:

mane :nu ;eke Neelkiml
HUBERT BEATTY Fief i.. p eves

May 6, 1980

-So that you will better understand the Associated General

Contractors of America's (AGC) recommendation to Congress that

it not fund the ;Office of Federal Contract Compliance' Programs
(OFCCP) promulgation or enforcement of goals, quotas or time-

tables for women n construction until such time as the appren-

ticeship system is producing the requisite numbers of female

craftpersons to *Go OFCCP goals for women In construction, we

provide the following information which includes scme additional

recommendatiois.

In a March 14., 1980 letter to OFCCP,AGC commented at length

on OFCCP proposed changes to 41 CFR Part 60. AGC also suggested

that QFCCP take pause and carefully assess its compliance program

for construction. We made observations then that by the unrelenting

stream of proposed new regulations, rules and program revisions OFCCP

had placed too much emphasis on enforcement, and had forced the in-

-dustry_as a whole to concentrate-tpn coping with regulatory overkill,

rather etan-on the prime objective - affirmative action`. AGC made

the same observatidmm;'n _our subsequent
meeting with Mr. Elisburg,

Mr. Rougeau and their stalF1m-April 7, 1980. We take this oppor-

tunity to reiterate our position and to make some recommendations.

Despite AGC's vigorous disagreement with OFCCP's *goals' of

3.1 percent, 5.0 percent and 6.9 percent and OFCCP's questionable

assessment cif the availability of women to the industry, our objec-

Ulm was and is affirmative action., AGC
labored over 18 months to

ob.ain RAT approval of training programs through which those *goals"

might be made more realistically approached. AGC is moving as quickly

as possible to implement these programs.

O

nE HILL sonnet ccresnaxxx, assocAnc. toe nu sUma memos
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'may 6, 1980
Thelhorable F. Raysarshall

'Page two

In the interim we believe recent Mt statistics have confirmed
AGC's original prediction about the availability of women to con-
struction and the speed with which they can be placed in training

"and on the job. Only 3,414 women were registered construction
apprentices at the beginning of 1979 and only too few women are now
-at work in =1st /Lotion. Whether one subscribes to AGC's computAlkon

'to
shows a need to have 235,000 women on the Sob by March 31, 1981-

to meet the 6,9 percent goals, or accepts OFCCP's v.ew that a lesser
but indeterminate number of women is required, it is obvious to all
including (FCC? that construction cah not-be in compliance with OFCCP
goals this year or next. We remind you that as recently as February 5,
1980, at a hearing or: the House Labor-HEW Appropriations Subcommittee,
Chairman Hatcher asked, "Are adequate numbers of trained female workers
available and willing to enter construction work?" -Mr. Rougeau replied,
'Overall, no, not to meet all of our nationwide goals in every craft
throughout the nation. We have known this for a lon time,* Yet, OFCCP
.olds steadfast to the pairan that it will review 1200 construction
contractors during Fiscal Year 1980 with the expectation that goals for
:females be met. We believe such a policy is unrealistic and untenable.

AGC has repeatedly asked OFCCP to do the research needed to put in
place goals that reflect the realities of the situation. Our concerns
were voiced prior to implementation of the goals for women in May, 1978

and were ignored. We have expressed our concerns since that date.
Again, to no avail. AGC and members of Congress have been advised
repeatedly that the Secretary of Labor has the power to revise the
goals downward or upward when condItions warrant. We believe the time

is at hand. for the Secretary to initiate the revision of the goals.

Accordingly AGC asks OFCCP- to do the following, and to work with
AGC, to create a morn realistic compliance structure for construdtion:

1. OFCCP should hold in abeyance implementation of proposed rule

7q and other regulations designed to increase PFCCP 3urisdic-

tion over construction contractors. Given the lick of women
available to the industry, we believe that it is ill-advised
to extend requirements within the contractJr's workforce when

present goals are impossible of attainment. Further, we be-
lieve this action to be required based upon the admissions by
your staff that rule 7q and others were not clearly presented

to.the public when issued in proposed form. 'We believe the
public and the construction industry should have an .opportunity

to comment on the likes of 7q, the coverage of non-craft con-
struction personnel, and other regulations with the full back'

ground as to OFCCP purpose and intended mode of implementation.

An after-the-fact explanation published with the final rule will

not benefit the OFCCP, women or the construction industry.

2. OFCCP should immediately initiate the research necessary tc

establish validly set goals for women (and minorities). Last

summer, as part of the now defunct oFCCF:werktng Committee,

AGC made this suggestion. We again made the suggestion In a
letter to OFCCP, dated November 6, 1979 when we commented onA,

proposed minority goals. Unfortunately, to date, the recom-

mendation has been ignored.

21s
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The Honorible r. Ray Marshall
May 6, 1980
Page three

AGC believes that until the research is initiated and
--untilthe goals are validly drawn, the subject of goals
will properly remain an area of contention. Despite
representations .;() the contrary, contractors are reviewed
by OFCCP field staff with the absolute expectation that
the goals be met.' Welielieve it is unfair to require
contractors to meet goals when &CCP has admitted they can
not be,met. It is unfair to require burdensome paper ex-
ercises as well.

W4 also iemind you that by current DOL admissions the goals
. were bas.ically reached in trying to settle litigation that.

had, been filed against DOL by several women's organizations
and were based on unreliable data.- Such a situation compels
the development of validated goals to replace what presently
exist as arbitrary, unrealistic goals;

We attach for your review odr previous recommendation ,to
'orccp in a memo dated August 29, 197x9 for statistics/to
be developed as a component in the establishment of valid
goals. .

.

3. OFCCP should voluntarily suspend the goals and timetables
'until the goals are,validated. It is ludicrous to enforce
a regulation that can not be complied with. It is unfair
to penalize anyone for failure to'comply with arbitrary
goals, especially when enforced as though they are qaotas.

4. orccp should define its meanIngrof "good faith". AGC
understands that DOL has discussed with Congressman
Perkins, Chairman, House Education and Laboi Committee,
°MCP implementation of the women's goals program for
construction and that DOL his assured him that no con-

.
tractor will be penalized if he can show "good faith".
Despite the assurances to Conessman Perkins, AGC feels
that a more definite meatuse or standard of good faith
than the 16 affirmative action steps must be developed.
We reiterate, 'that at the national level we have never
hear4 an inconsistent statement regardAg the meaaiag of

good faith, but at the local level the field staff imple-

ments their own subjective measure of "good faith", We

believe a more precise measure of "good faith" must be
defined and implemented in the compliance,reviews. At
present the standard is too vague and too arbitrAy.

AGC wishes tb work with OFCCP to develop an effective affirma-,

tive action program for construction. We, believe that is moat begin
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The Honorable P.
May 6, 1980
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with the above.
ately.

21.3

Ray Marshall'

AGC recommends that these actions be taken immedi-

'

Sincerely,

Hubert Beatty

cc: Honorable Carl D. Perkins
Honorable William H. Watcher

o Members, House Labor-HEW
Appropriations.Subcommittee

Enclosure

Executive'Dire), o
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THOMAS L 'OXLEY Pfemere

LW McKDIM Tniassor

ri C reuee-as s.00-VoceProodera RICHARD S PEPPER. 14ce Preedenr

Hi BERT SEATTY. &MAW Voce Pnpoere

June 5, 1981

The 'Honorable Raymond J. Donovan
Secretary of_Labor_
partMeht-of. Labor

200 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20210

Dear Mr. Secretary:

On May 11, 1981, the Associated General Contractors of
America (AGC) participated in a briefing at the U. S. Department
of Labor (DOL) concerning its proposed changes to the Office of
Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP) rules. Attendees
were requested to provide comments and recommendations regarding
the proposed rule changes. We appreciate your willingness to
consult with employers who are directly impacted by OFCCP.

After careful review of the tentative DOL proposals to amend
OFCCP rules, it is AGC's overwhelming concern that modifications
as currently envisioned do not go far enough toward solving the
problems that confront federally - involved employers, and construc-
tion contractors in particular. Those who must comply with the
morass of rules and procedures administered by the OFCCP will not
be greatly assisted by the proposed rule -hanges. At best the
changes may eliminate a few paper work requirements for a handful
of contractors who would fall below any of the proposed thresholdr.
Amending therules would essentially leave intact a punitive neg-
ative system that inflates costs, produces reams of worthless
paper, and does nothing to create jot opportunities for the indi-
viduals it seeks to protect.

fi
° It is AGC's contention that the affirmative action objective

behind. Executive Order 11246 has been unlawfully distorted by tne
arbitrary application of rules and practices which emphasize enforce-
ment and which far exceed the bounds of authority delegated to OFCCP.

As an alternate to the administration's proposals to amend OFCCP
rules, AGC urges the Secretary to develop a new executive order to
replace Executive Order 11246,and the unlawful arbitrary enforcement
mechanism that has resulted thereunder.

THE FLU. SEMICE COKSTRUC,ON. ASSOCLAIVed FOR MAL SCR ACE HEMMPS
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The Honorable Raymond J. Donovan
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AGC's-recommendation for a new executive order is based upon
careful analysts of4the negative thrust of Executive Order 11246 and
the applicat4n ofAts implementing rules which have culminated
in an unconsetutioWil punitive enforcement program.

47.1P44
AGC and: its 8,500 members are committed to a positive effective

affirmative action program. Toward that end, the AGC has throughout
the years attempted to work with the OFCCP to create such an envi-
ronment and program for construction. For example, in recognition
of the inherent difficulties that arise whs?npliglicri_jabligatIQns
are dis ersed_throughout-many-contractIbl7agencies, AGC supported
e consolidation of compliance authority in one agency, the OFCCP.

It had been AGC's hope that central administration of the program
would better enable the government to work with each industry to
achieve affirmative action. Instead, AGC has observed the develop-
ment of OFCCP's punitive enforcement mechanism. In fact, the effec-
tiveness and success of the current program has been measured by
the past director of OFCCP in terms of the number of back pay awards
(11 million dollars), contractor debarments, and conciliation agree-
ments achieved after the consolidation. The past Director stated
the record speaks for itself...enforcement has been the name of the
game, not affirmatfVe action. Ironically, the Director has never
compiled or released statistics which indicate the number of women
and minorities who have been able to find_ jobs because of the current
OFCCP emphasis.

OFCCPrs "mind-set" has precluded adoption of any positive
commenisfrom construction or other industries that would result
in an effective affirmative action program. For example, OFCCP has
imposed upon construction a set of nationwide goals for employment
of women in construction. Currently the on-site goals is .6.9 for
each and every craft.

In 1977 OFCCP first proposed the goals for women as 3.1%
initially, then 5.0% and 6.9% in the second and third years. This
was sai4...ao be based upon census data and other OFCCP research.
However, AGC research which included data obtained from all construc-
tion trade unions indicated there WAG n.II female participation in
.on-site construction. This should have compelled a more realistic
set of goals. AGC maintained that the 6.9% goal was so excessive
that it was not capable of achievement ancithatlawer goals should

establ-rs2ted77-

AGC outlined, In good faith, the problem for OFCCP. However,
on April 7, 197 , OFCCP published Its goals as OFCCP originally
proposed.

222
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It was not until February 5, 1980 that the Director of OFCCP

admitted before the House Labor-HEW (now Labor-HHS) Appropriations
Subcommittee that "the goals in the construction program are goals

which we admit are not necessarily based on hard data which has

been obtained by the Department or -any other group." The Director

also admitted the goals were "really a figure that we reached in

trying to settle the litigation that had been filed against us by

several women's organizations." Finally, and in-response to a
question as to whether there are adequate numbers of trained female

workers available and willing to enter construction it was stated

that 'overall, no, not to meet all of our nationwide goals in every

craft throughout the nation. We have known this for a long time."

(Emphasis added). It is apparent that such a goals system is neither

oriented toward affirmative action, nor was it established in "good

faith." Such a method of "goals' setting cannot withstand judicial

scrutiny and is clearly unconstitutional.

After.a comprehensive analysis of all OFCCP rules and practices,

it becomes apparent that one rule adopted in bad faith taints the

entire system of OFCCP regulations and practices.

The entire compliance program for construction supposedly

functions on the theory that if a.contractor undertakes enough good

faith efforts the contractor will achieve its goals. The cruel

irony for construction contractors and members of minority and

women's groups is that OFCCP knows and has known that its construction

goals can not be met.

OFCCP has counted its success by the number of conciliation

agreements that are signed. These provide for "make-up goals"

which simply confirm a quota program, at even higher levels. Make-

up goals on top of existing goals only make compliance even more

impossible.

It is AGC's view that the OFCCP program and its rules and

practices are replete with abuses similar to the above. in reality,

the only means to wipe the slate clean of these unlawful rules and

practices is to issue A new executive order, replacing Executive

Order 11246. _

AGC suggests that a new executive order specifically focus upon

practical affirmative action and eliminate all vestiges which encourage

use of an enforcement program.
Such an approach has the benefit of

offering to interested parties a
positive rather than a negative pro-

gram. Such an executive order would
concentrate on the creation of

job opportunities, education and
skills training, as opposed to back-

pay, make-up quotas,
conciliation agreements and debarments. Employers,

AGC contractor members, are committed to a program that concentrates

on putting peoplc to work, as opposed to understanding the fine print

of regulations and procedures. We believe that these more practical

objectives are shared by the Administration.
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AGC recognizes the complicated and sensitive nature of any
proposed change to the affirmative action program. The administration
is, of course, confronted with the need to address the "midnight
regulations" as promulgated by the previous administration on
December 30, 1980 and to eliminate'wasteful, costly and unproductive
regulatiOns. AGC recommends that the Secretary withdraw the package
of "midnight regulations" which are now scheduled to go into effect
on June 29, 1981. That action should be followed by a comprehensive
review of the currant program with -the objective of developing a new
framemork.for affirmative action.

A small group of AGC representatives would like to meet with
your staff to outline additional specific points of OFCCP abuse
and to detail a possible approach to a positive program under a
new executive order.

We look forward to working with you.

Sincerely,

ubert Beatty
ecutive Vice Preside

cc: T. Timothy Ryan, Solicitor of Labor

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much.
As I understand your position, it is basically that the Govern-

ment should neither really run the training programs nor fund it;
that its role should be basically to promotional activities or statisti-
cal information such as manpower shortages; is that basically cor-
rect?

Mr. FAY. That is basically correct.
-----Itallii-e-that-im-Tin-The union sector, our industry has the highest
number of participating apprenticeship programs, which are all
sponsored-by the industry. We pay the bill ourselves.

Senator QUAYLE. On page 9, you talk about moving away from
the CETA program into having training as an industry function.

Now, in your industry, as far as you are concerned, the CETA
has been a failure, correct? The peopleI think you said in your
testimony that the people that they trained were really ill-trained
and you had to do it all over again?

Mr. FAY. In general that is correct.
Senator QUAYLE. Sofrom your viewpoint, the CETA pro-gram,

as it is presently run, has not been of any benefit to training
personnel or providing opportunities to people that would not have
had it; is that basically it?

Mr. FAY. We do not feel that the benefit has been equal to the
cost.

There are certainly some programs that have been cost-effective,
and we have received qualified people from, them. Our problem is,
though, in many areas, we have seen programs where the local
municipal governments have CETA grants. What they are doing is
actually construction work that should be bid by the private sector.
When the money is gone, the people are gone, and they have never
received 1 hour of real training, so they do not became assimilated
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in our work force and all that is happening is work that should
have been done by the private sector has been done by local gov-
ernment agencies and there has been no benefit from either side,
basically.

Senator_ QUAYLE. Do you have some specific examples of where
CETA employees have actually done work that you think should
have been done by the private sector and did not?

Mr. FAY. I have seen them personally, but we will certainly give
you a list of many areas where that has happened.

Senator QUAYLE. I would like to have that for the record, from
your viewpoint, specific examples of where work has been done by
Government CETA workers that it really should have been bid out
to contractors.

Mr. FAY. We will see that you get that.
Senator QUAYLE. I certainly would appreciate that.
[The following was received for the record:I
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August 31, 1981

The Honorable Dan Quayle
Chairman Subcommittee on Employment
and Productivity

Committee on Labor and Human Resources
4230 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On June 15, 1981 AGC general contractor Robert Fay
testified before the Subcommittee on Employment and Productivity
on matters relating to construction industry training." Durin3
that testimony the topic of CETA was discussed, and you requested
that AGC provide you with examples of CETA abuses. In response
to that request an example is inclosed.

AGC appreciates the opportunity to present its positions
on employment and training issues to your subcommittee, and
would welcome any future opportunity to do so again.

Sincerely,

Christopher Engquist
Assistant Director
Manpower and Training Services

Enclosure
cc: Ingrid Voorhees
CEttnw

tIM. SERVICE CONSTRUCTION ASSOCIATION Me FIAT SERVICt MEMBERS
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July 30, 1981

Hr. Engquist '

Assistant Director
kimpower 8.Training Services

ACC of Amorica, Inc.
1957 E Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20004

Dear Nfr. Engqulst:

In response to the call for information on CETA
activities in this State,

we provide a brief synopsis of the CETA activity at Potsdam, New York

(EN5t, October 23, 1°80).

In cooperation with the hew York State Chapter, ACC, we adopted certain posi-

tions in respect to the proposed use of CETA employees by the Village of

Potsdam in reconstructing its water facilities. After discussions with David

Johnston, ACC, we sought aclierence by the Village to the terns of this State's

Labor Law which requires dispensation if employ
of workmen under 18 years of

age is contemplated.
The statute also requires payment of prevailing wages

and fringes on public work. In addition, we discussed the manner in which the

work was to be accomplished with Rist-Frost
Associates, the consultant of

record. As time went the Village adopted a scheme whereby the CETA-employees

would be added to its forces (to avoid payment
of orevailing wages) with the intent

to isolate these employees from those
of the construction contractors who were to

accomplish the major work at Potsdam. The plans and specificatiOns for construc-

tion of the major work included a so-called "dam safety" element. This work was

to be accomplished by a private contractor
to accommodate the work of the CETA

employees. In short, to get at the Use surfaces, a dewatering complex was con-

structed. After some back- and -forth between this Association and Rist-Frost

which resulted in codifications to the bid
documents for the work to be con-

tracted out, bids were taken. Amber Visconti was awarded the water treatment

plant for 93-1/2 million. Nether Schickel was awarded the dam safety element for

a quarter of a million dollars.
Although combined bids were solicited, the separ-

ate bids on the two elements when combined produced the lowest price.

TWenty-two CETA employees are engaged in the work on the dam face. Initially

24 were involved. 'No were discharged for disciplinary reasons. The CETA forces

are directed on-site by a carpenter foreman and a labor foreman dram: from the

building oracles resident in St. f.:--.Tor.oe County
1c vn imwirrstand it. this

arrangement resulted from negotiations between the trades and the Village under-

taken well before the two ACC Chapters made
official representations in respect

to the Potsdam project.

The Village officials involved in this
project are satisfied with the performance

of the CETA employees and with the arrangement in general. However, they indi-

cate CETA funds will run out on December 1. The Village now seeks funds else-

where to complete the work on the dam.
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Other experiences with CETA, especially in the Westchester-Mid-Hudson area
were related to AGC Staff early on. Our principal complaint was, of course,

utilization of CETA forces to construct public works without application of
the provisions of statutes which apply to contract construction. Of especial

interest to us was the direct hire of our tradesmen to "complement" the CETA
forces. The Westchester projects involved the hire of unemployed building
tradesmen who were then paid prevailing wages. The CETA employees were paid
minimalmwage.

Should you desire additional information on the Potsdam project, please let
us know.

Sincen4,),

ul B. Richards
Managing Director

cc: Officers
Counsel

Senator QUAYLE. As a summary, you really feel, as far as the
training aspect of the Federal role, it should be nonexistent? Would
that apply across the board, or are you speaking just basically for
your industry?

What I am trying to get to is the role of the Federal Government
in training.

Mr. FAY. Well, your role has to.be to try to help us sponsor and
use innovative. processes. For too many years we have been chained
to a time-oriented program, and this does not work. We need our
competency-based programs, with no regard to time. Let the person

.proceed at his own pace.
The important thing in our industry is to bring people in, wheth-

er they are disadvantaged or wherever they come from and what-
ever race or color they happen to be. We have to get them first of
all trained in a salable skill so when they come on our job site,
they have_a_skilt that is commensurate with the level of pay that
we are going to pay them, so that they will be productive and the--
big word with us is a constant unit cost for our work, whatever the
unit "happens to be. So in that respect, now, the Government can
help us in screening processes; they can help us by not just giving
us arbitrary quotas and we expect to see this many faces on the
job; help us get the people there who we can train and give a .

salable skill and .from there they will have upward mobility and
become a viable part_ of our work force. That is what we need to
have the Government help us do.

Senator QUAYLE. Have the Government give you the bodies and
you will train them?

Mr. FAY. No, do not just give us bodies, help us in screening
so that we get bodies who are going to be adaptable and usable in
our industry and also help us get away from this old time-oriented
apprenticeship concept.

Senator QUAYLE. I certainly appreciate your coming. As we pro-
ceed, I hope that you will stay in communication with us as we
continue our review.
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Mr. FAY. We will certainly do that, and, again, thank you for the
opportunity to be here.

Senator QUkYLE. Thank you.
Samuel J. Hebdo.'
Go ahead and proceed.

STATEMENT OF SAMUEL J. HEBDO, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
CENTRAL OHIO CHAPTER, ASSOCIATED BUILDERS
TRACTORS, INC., CENTRAL_OHIO CHAPTER,-COLUMBUS, OHIO,
-ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN REED, DIRECTOR, GOVERNMENTAL
RELATIONS DEPARTMENT, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. HEBDO. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my
name is Samuel J. Hebdo, and I am executive director of the
Central Ohio Chapter of the Associated Builders & Contractors,
Inc. [ABC]. I am accompanied today by John Reed, who is the
director of our Governmental Relations Department here in
ington, D.C.

irst, Mr. Chairman, I wouldNikke to commend you and the other
members of the subcommittee for holding these hearings on em-
ployment and training issues. ABC feels it is important to critically.
examine our Government's past performance in this area, and I
greatly appreciate the opportunity to testify in this regard.

I am speaking today not only on behalf of ABC's 16,000 construc-
tion industry contractors, subcontractors, and suppliers nationwide,
but also for :the over 170 formerly unemployed participants in-
volved in the title VII CETA program' I directed in the central
Ohio area.

ABC of central Ohio has conducted federally approved appren-
ticeship programs for the past 12 years. Because of our record for
serving the people over the years, many community agencies and
organizations such as the Community Action Agencies of Ohio, the
Bureciu of. Vocational Rehabilitation, the work incentive program,
hands on. the Urban Leaeue. and others have sought our help over
the years to train and employ the unemployed.

During the past 12 years, when the local unions were forced to
cancel various unionapprenticeship-programs-because ofiack_ot_
work, they sent me many of their apprentices for employment with
our members. Because of the continuing support ABC and I have
given to this cause over the years, the CETA Private Industry
Council EPIC], staff, urged me to develop and implement a private
sector initiative program [PSIP], for them.

My first instinct was to refuse becaUse of the complaints I had
heard over the years from other program operators about the
horrendous amount of paperwork, recordkeeping, and regulatory
problems ence-intered in the administration of a CETA program.
However, I was assured that the CETA title VII program was a
brandnew approach and was much simpler to implement and en-
force. Unfortunately, I believed them, and I accepted the challenge
to Letter serve my fellow man.

We were successful in the competitive process and received fund-
ing of $1.4 million to start our program for fiscal year 1980. At the
end of the first year, we had been successful in placing more people
on unsubsidized employment than any other CETA program in the
State, and this was during the worst recessionary period our State
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7
had seen in the last 30 years. Over 58 ,pereent of our program
participants were eventually placed in unsubsidized private-sector
employment. This figure compares with a national average of 41
percent and a State average of 25 percent for programs similar to

__ours whichsel.ve the rural areas of the State. We accomplished
this anct returned $228,158 to the State in unused funds.

More than from the numbers themselves, I took satisfaction from
' knowing that we had enriched the lives of each and every person

who had spent a week or more with us before leaving the program
for various reasons. Young people desperately in need of a, job skill,
some of whom didn't even know what a job was, were given the
chance to learn a skill.

. I witnessed alcoholics on the road to health trying to set them-
selves on a new path of life; exconvicts who had been condemned
by theii fellow man and refused employment because of their past
records were turned completely around. I saw disabled vets openly
cry and embrace me fOr being given an opportunity to enrich and
better their lives. And last, I saw the senior citizens of our State,
who had been forgotten by many, finally given a chance to share
the knowledge and experience of a lifetime with their younger

. counterparts. .
,

The program was a tremendous success and we received acco-
lades from every corner of the State for our performance and
accomplishments. Even a Washington-based representative of the
AFL-CIO told me personally that there was no doubt we had done
a fine job and he was only sorry that I was with ABC and not the
AFL-CIO. But the central Ohio private sector initiative program
no longer exists. We closed it down earlier this year because of our
inability to cope with the bureaucratic bungling and contradictory
demands placed on us.

Mr. Chairman, what happened to the central= Ohio title VII
program is a disheartening, confusing, and complicated story. It is
even more confusing to try to relate the details in a coherent
fashion, but let me try.

In February 1980, after months of contract negotiations and
eventual agreement between our Private Industry Council; the

State Office-of Manpower Development, our prime sponsor, and the
Department of Labor, both at the regional andnationarievel, our
central Ohio private initiative program opened its doors to its first
participants.

In February 1980, the agreed-upon description of the program
our participants were involved in was workexperience. In June
1980, our Private Industry Council was notified that the regional
DOL office requested us to change the program title to read voca-
tional exploration, which would really have little impact on us
other than requiring us to go through all our files and change the
wording of our contracts and other papers. This, however, was not
a simple task.

This also.delayed the placement of our participants in unsubsi-
dized work for further schooling by 2 full weeks. Thus, they had to
remain at our school at the same time other participants were
joining the program, causing tremendous strains on our facilities
and our staff.
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On the same day we complied with the request, I sent a letter to
15 labor organizations in the central Ohio area informing them of
this change.

I had been informed that the regulations required consultation
with labor unions which dealt in the trades we were training
people in. During the weeks surrounding these events, I was begin-
ning to hear the grumbling from some of the unions who didn't
care for ,our program. I invited several of them to attend a couple
of our weekly seminars to inform our participants about their
unions. This theAdid. The next meeting they attended was not to
address the participants, but to question me about the program and 6
to request quite a bit of documentation to back up what I said. I
complied with every request, both from them and the Department
of Labor.

I continued to receive many request4 over the weeks and I con-
tinued to supply all documents requested of me. An official com-
plaint was filed against our prime sponsor in September 1980. The
complaint centered on the structure of our program as well as
charging that we had not complied with the consultation provision
of the regulations. This was 7 months after the program was un-
derway.

A hearing was set for both sides to present their cases to an
administrative law judge, who was to determine the validity of the
complaint. Meanwhile, meetings were held and correspondence was
exchanged between both sides. All of this controversy caused a
delay in the startup of our fiscal year 1981 program..

In January 1981, 3 months after our 1981 program should have
been in place and training participants, the administrative law
judge issued a decision, without the benefit of the hearing, against
the prime sponsor of our program, claiming that we had not pro-
vided proper access to our records.

Mr. Chairman, I want to submit for the record a letter from our
Ohio State's attorney, Pat West, denying the charges against the
States and ABC and I want to further submit a summary of this
chain of events which shows that we complied with every request
for documentation that came to us.

[The material referred to follows:]
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U.S. Doporboont of Libor Employment and Tiassng Adrnowswatto
230 South Dembotn Sweet
Ctucaoo Cone 60604

He to the Anenson el

IS 114Y 1981

1/(504,
'kr, Samuel J., itellbe
Executive Director
Central Otto Chapter
JUtsociateirluilders and Contractors. Inc.
665 N. Heal lton Road
Columbus, Ohio 43219

Res Complaint No. 81- CETA- S -19-C

Our Hr. iledboot

Enclosed is a copy of a preliminary determination on the subject complaint
in which I have cited apparent violations. I have requested additional -
information mach must be received w4thin tan days of receipt of this
letter.

Sincerely,

). J."(
CHARD E. PALICIRE

Grant Officer.

Enclosure

lob Jones and Tom Komarek

Gent I meg:

Enclosed find example of the hundreds of questions 1 have bden hounded with since 12-)9.
I've answered 992 of these questions as mans as five and six times over. I returned the
$206,000 funds alluded to in this nine page letter - yet no mention of it is made. See

underlined quotations etc., that show cleaLly why no non-union firm or organization could
ever hope to help the unfortunate. unemployables of our country under PlC Title VII.
unless they all agree to become. unionized. That's not the ; "American Way". Maybe Nazi

Germany or Communist Russia, certainlvot the U.S.A.

P'gr,/,441.1
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Employment and Trameop Adrmnistrallon

230 South Dearborn Street
Choeago,111.noos 60604

Reply to Ow Attention of

Notice of,Preliminary Initial Determination

and

Request for Additional Information

Re: Complaint No. 81 -CETA -5 -19-C

The International Brotherhood of Painters and Allied Trades (IBPAT) Local 1275

filed a complaint with this office concerning an Ohio Balance of State (BOO CETA

Title VII aubgrant with the Associated Builders and Contractors (ABC), Inc.,

Central Ohio Chapter. The complaint concerned the FY 80 program and questioned

' funds which had been spent on in FY 81 proposal which was not funded.

IBPAT stated it was unable to define the scope of its complaint because of its

inability to secure certain documents frOmit the prime sponsor. The major concerns,

however, were apparent and will be treated as specific charges. In view of the
fact that complete information on the operation of the ABC program and its outcome

were not available to IBPAT, I have elected to issue this notice as a means of

securing the information needed to issue an initial determination.

I. Complaint

The Ohio Balance of State prime sponsor'fundad an FY 1980 Title VII program in

violation of 20 CFR gertiOn C76.12(c)(1) which requires:

Each prime sponsor shall, at least 45 daysbeore submitting its CET?

to the RA, allow at least 30 days for review and comment by providing

the complete Plan to the Governor, the State employment and training

council, the prime sponsor planning council, appropriate labor orga-

nizations, and the private industry council ...

The prime sponsor funde3 'an FY 1980 Title VII program in violation of 20 CFR

section 676.24 which states:

OA in addition tn involving labor organizations in the planning

process as specified in paragraph (a) of this section, prime sponsors

and subrecipients as appropriate shall:

(1) Consult with appropriate labor organizations has defined

in 675.4) in the planning, design and content of the training,

work experience, public service employment, Vocational Explora-

tion Program (VEP), OJT, and other appropriate activities with

respect to job descriptions, wage rates, training standards and

arrangements, and occupations planned;

'
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Page 2

The Private Industry Council (PIC) initiated Title VII activities in violation
of 20 CPR section 679.3 -7(b)(8)Awhich states:

In undertaking activities under this Part, the requirements of
, 676.24, "Labor organization consultation and/or concurrence,'

Shall be Observed.

Specifically, the PIC and the prime sponsor initiated a Title VII program for
the period-December 1, 1979 to September 30, 1980, by contract executed on
January 28, 1980 with ABC in violation of the citAd regulations and also planned
an FY 1981 program in violation of 679.3-7(b)(8).

In addition, ABC presented the proposal for FY 1980 to the PIC for consideration

on October 26, 1979. At that time Samuel J. Hebdo, ABC Executive Director,
and O. C. Leu, Chrysler Learning, Inc., Toledo, were PIC members. Both ABC and

Chrysler Learning received large sums once the proposal was funded.

Findings

1. IBPAT Local 1275 was not furnished a copy of the FY 1980 CETP (Comprehensive
Employment and Training Plan) even though Local 1275 met the definition of an
appropriate labor organization as defined in 20 CFR section 675.4:

Appropriate Labor Organizationsmeans a local labor organization, that
represents employees in the prime sponsor's area in the same or substan-

o tially equivalent jobs as those forIihich recipients provide, or propose
to provide, employment and training under the Act. y.

Subsequent modifications to the CL-PP were not submitted to Local 1275 as required

by 20 CFR section 676.16(d):

Publication and comment procedures specified in 676.12 shall apply
to modifications for which prior RA approval is necessary except that:

(1) each prime sponsor shall comply with the comment and publication
requirements at least 30 days prior to submission of its modification
to the RA.

2. The ABC proposal included both a training component and a work experience
component (subsequently modified to a Vocational Exploration Component). Neither

the prime sponsor, the PIC, nor ABC consulted with Local 1275 regarding yob
descriptions, wage rates, training standards and arrangements or placTed occupa-
tions even though Local 1275 represented affected employees in those areas where

training was planned. ti

-,,

3. The failure to meet the requirements of 20 CFR section 676.20was identified
through on-site monitoring in 1979 and corrective action was orderdd. In respons%

the prime sponsor submitted a February 15, 1980 doiument which stated that the
"preliminary" Title VII plan and its revisions had been sent to four organizations:

two units of the AFL-CIO's Human Resources Development Institute in Columbus, Ohio,
the AFL-CIO Appalachian Council, and the United Mine Workers. This dmbument also

claimed that the following labor unions (sic) "have the same occupations as those
funded and.have been involved in program activities":
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Guy ?Jinni, Area Representative for HRDI AFL-CIO, Columbus (Associated
Builders i Contractors) and Jim McCulloch, President of Shaunee District
AFL-CIO in Portsmouth (Johnson's School of Welding).

The document went on to state that the 'attached list of labor organizations will
be contacted to concur with specific proposals.' The list contained central

trades and labor councils in most areaof the State of Ohio.

. Central trades councilor technical assistance,organizations such as the
HRDI do not. meet the definition of an appropriate labor organization. The prime

sponsor was so advised, fad in a June 13, 1980 letter the PIC Liaison, Mark W.
Cher, made the first request for comments on the ABC proposal of IBPAT and other

labor organizations. No copy of the "proposal' was furnished with the letter, and

the unions were given until June 30, 1980 to furnish comments.

S. IBPAT received a copy of the ABC proposal after the program had been

in place several months. The Local provided eleven pages of"detailed comments

on July 22, 1980. The P/C responded July 24 that all parts of the program were
'currently in operation.' There was no other response to the comments, and the

program was not changed in any way.

6. The failure to consult with appropriate labor organizations was noted in my
September 2, 1980 annual assessment letter. Violations of 20 CFR sections

676.24 and 676.12(c)(1) were noted as follows:

Documentation for consultation with appropriate labor organizations in
design and content of programs could not be produced (by the prime
sponsor), nor is the Plan (the CET?) sent to such organizations. A

corrective action plan should be submitted.

During subsequent monitoring, Region V staff obtained documentation of corrective
action which had been taken to meet the labor organization consultation requirement
in other CETA programs. A review for Title VII compliance has not been completed.

Determination

The prime sponsor and the PIC failed to meet the requirements of 20 CFR sections
676.12 and 676.24 with respect to funding the FY 1980 ABC subgrant and in addition
violated section 679.3-7(b)(8) with respect to planning the FY 1981 program. These

violations were identified in 1979 and continued to occur throughout 1980.

I am withholding a ruling on the possible conflict of interest pen42414 zc,t,17-._ of
information clarifying the method used for awarding the subgrant.

Corrective Action Required

The prime sponsor and PIC must develop a corrective action plan for consulting
with appropriate labor organizations and for securing labor organization concurrence
as required by 20 CFR section 676.24. In addition, the prime sponsor must develop

fd
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procedures fnr securing appropriate labor organization comments on its CETP as
resuj.rod,by 676.12 and 6711:16(d).

The corrective action plan suet identify the individual(s) responsible for
impiesenting this system and most specify how the results of consultation and
concurrence will be documented. (The FY 1982 CUP submittal most be accompanied
by a list of unions to which copies were sent.) In addition, the plan must
indicate the date by which the new system will be fully implemented. Any programs
funded by the P/C or prime sponsor after June 1, 1981, without appropriate.labor
organization, consultation and concurrence may result in disallowed costs.

Finally, the prime sponsor must provide specific information on the procedures the
P/C followed in reviewing and voting to fund the ABC subgrant and modifications.
This information should include the names of the persons reviewing the proposal(s),
the dates of review, the persons voting to fund the proposal(s), the dates of the"
votes, an; information submitted recommending against funding, and the like.

II. Creplaint

The prime sponsor signed a temporary subgrant agreement with ABC authorizing
the expenditure of 5200,000 between October 1 and November 15, 1981 until the
rf 1981 subgrant agreement could be executed. This award was made without
union consultation ox concurrence in violation of 20 CFR section 676.24 (b)(1).

Findings.

1. On August 8, 1980 the prime sponsor sent IBPA1 a copy of an ABC PY 1961
proposal outline which did not include the effective program dates, information
on the number of participants to be served, or budget information. There was no
indication that ABC had considered any of the comments contained in IBPAT's July

22 correspondence.

2. In a letter dated September 2, 1980, IBPAT submitted contents on the FY 1981
MC proposal. No invitation was issued to resolve IBPAT's concerns. The PIC
Liaison responded on September 8, 1980, assuring the union th its =cents were
'thoroughly reviewed and evaluated.' He defended the PIC's r nse to earlier
comments by stating, We did not feel we had an obligation to Rswer the questions

raised in your letter directly....'

3. On September 16 the prime sponsor signed an agreement author zing ABC to
expend 5290,000 between October 1 and November_LS until the FY 19 Rroposal

could be executed. This action was taken without IBPAT's knowledg

4. Prime sponsor staff met with IBPAT on September 24 and agreed t provide'

information on the operation of the FY 1980 program for purposes of commenting

on the FY 1981 proposal. The information was not provided.

5. There is no evidence currently available to indicate that IBPAT or any other
appropriate labor organization was involved in planning or designing the FY 1981

MC proposal.

Determination

The prim. sponsor and the PIC failed to meet the requirements of 20 CFR sections
676.12, 676.24 and 679.3- 7(b)(8) with respect to funding the ABC modifications
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and planning the FY 1981 Proposal. The September 16 modification clearly indicates

the prime sponsor intended to continue funding ABC despite the fact that Local

1275 had expressed reservations and concerns over the program. An invitat

comment is not swivels/it 59 diresI COnsUltatiSMIln
gd.210nriinran:diiign_of a

ylmr, especially when Foments are only acknowledged but not acted upon.

?help is also some question on whether a 5200,000
"Planning Agreement" is appropriate.

Corrective Action Required

The prise sponsor must:

a. provide IBPAT with the information it requested during the September

24, 1980 meeting and send a copy to this office;

b. develop a mechanism for sharing program outcome data with groups

involved in the consultation process outlined under corrective action

item al for use in the FY 1982 planning periods

ce provide this office with a copy of the 5200,000 5osilficatioq and

full details on the amount expended under that agreement.

III. Complaint

The PIC's subgrant with ABC provided funds for training in occupations for, which

there was no demand in violation of 20 CFR section 676.25-1(b)(1).

Findings .

1. The ABC subgrant provided funds for training in the plumbing, electric, sheet

metal, carpentry, and bricklayer trades. None of these have been ideqtified as

shortage skill occupations apr as occuestf 19r ylach there ss_a yeasonaIple,

expectation of employment according to the most recent BCS Master Plan modification.

2. The ABC subgrant contains the following statement in the general description

of services&

Placement

The placement responsibility of enrollees rests with the sub-contractor

(ABC) providing the economy and the job slots. are available and in demand.

Registration of Apprentices

Responsibility for registration of graduates as apprentices rests with

the Sub-contractor providing the economy and the job slots are available

and in demand.

3. Section 676.25 -1 establishes the requirements for classroom training which

,includes the following provision:
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(b) In designing and operating training programs recipients and sub-
recipients shall:

(1) Refer a person for occupational training only after determining
that there is a reasonable expectation of employment in the occupation
in which such person would be trained (sec. 121(f)(4)).

Determination

lased on available information, it would appear that the PIC entered into an
agreement to t-ain participants for low demand occupations in violation of
section 676.25-1(b)(1). A final determination on this issue is being withheld
pending receipt of-specific information on the placement rates for participants
who participated in the program.

OorreCtive-Action Required

The prime sponsor is directed to submit the following information:

. a list of'demand occupations for each of the six counties covered
by the ABC subgrant from September 1, 1979 to December 31, 1980
with an explanation on how the occupations were identified as demand
'occupations:

. the number of job openings by county which were listed with the Ohio
Employment Service in each of the occupations for which training was

provided under the ABC subgrant for the period September 1, 1979 to
December 31, 1980i

. a list of all the individuals trained by ABC showing for each:

. the D.O.T. code of the occupation in which the person was trained

. the duration of classroom training

. the duration and employer for each VEP assignment

. the name and address of the employer with whom the participant was
placed in unsubsidized employment

., the date of placement

. the D.O.T. code of the occupation and wage rate raid in unsubsidized
/ employment

.'the anticipated duration of the unsubsidized job -

. the nem of t)le current supervisor and the date of th^ la^. folleu-ur

. a list of an individuals transferred to other CETA titles in lieu of
placement showing the D.O.T.-code of the training or employment

. activity to which they were transferred

. the two most recent occupations prior to CETA enrollyot.

. the dates of enrollment in the ABA program

copies of any commitment-to-hire letters which were received either during
the planningophase or the implementation phase of the ABC program

. information on the status of any current subgrants with ABC

8I-137 81 ---- 16
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TV. complaint

The PIC incurred costs in excess of the benefits and services provided the

participants. The cost per participant was excessive and costs were incurred

for questionable items. The $200,000 awarded for FT 1981 start-up costs was

inappropriate.

Findings

During the last year questions have been raised by both this office and the

prime pponsor's Independent Monitoring Unit concerning ABC expenditures. Costs

incurred for staff salaries and travel, lease agreements, telephone, duplicating

and legal costs, equipment and supply purchases, and apprentice fees have been

under review. The information currently available is insufficient to determine

whether all expenditures were appropriate.

Determination
.

-

A determination on this complaint is being withheld pending completion of a

Lull audit on all ABC subgrants. At that time any quesponed coats will be

resolved through the audit resolution procedure.

Corrective Action Required

The prime sponsor must arrange for a full audit of all subgrants with ABC without

delay and must inform this office of the name of the firm whith will conduct the

4 audit and the anticipated start date. As part of the instructions, the firm must

be directed to pay particular attention to the followings

. staff expenditures as they relate to participant enrollment dates

. property, equipment, and supply expenditures

. rent, utility, and maintenance fees especially as they relate to participant

enrollment dates
. transportation costs for both staff and participants

. apprenticeship and legal fees

. costs incurred after October 1, 1980

A copy of the audit instructions must
be sent to this office, and the firm must

be instructed to,send copies of all preliminary
and final reports directly to me.

v. complaint

The prime sponsor violated 20 CFR section 676.83(c)(5) and 676.83(c)(6).

Findings
-e

1. The prime sponsor's complaint system manual, page 24, states:

Whenever the Office of Manpower Development
receives a complaint, the

EEO /Complaint Unit shall investigate the complaint.

It further states on page 26,

An informal conference shall be scheduled within ten (10) calendar

days of the filing of a complaint.

J
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(1) The Prime Sponsor EEO /Complaint Unit shall investigate the
complaint and sub:Litre report to the Office of Manpoweg Development's
Administrator or his designee prior to this meeting so that an
appropriate resolution can take place it the time of this meeting.

2. 'Local 1275 filed a complaint on September 2, 1980. The complaint was not
referred to the EEO/Complaint Unit in a timely manner. In addition, there was
no investigation and an informal conference was not conducted within 30 days.
A meeting was held on SeptImber 24, 1980 without benefit of an EEO/Complaint
Unit investigation.

3. Section 676.$3(c).6) states that the prime sponsor hearing procedure shall
include: az

Opportunity to have records or documents relevant to thezissues
produced by their custodian when such records or documentsAre kept by
or for tha recipient or its subrecipient in the ordinary course of
business.

, The prime sponsor adopted similar language in its own Complaint Manual. This
office approved the prime sponsor's grievance system, and by reference its
Comylaint Minual,.by letter dated August 22, 1980.

4. The prime sponsor's Manual of Standard Operating Procedure, as revised in
February, 1980, sets out the. ollosiing internal procedures:

p. 65 04. The EEO and Complaint Unit prepares and mails a letter
to acknowledge receipt of the party's request to file a complaint

This was not done because the Compiiint Unit did not learn of the complaint
until November 13, 1980.

p. 65 06. The EEO and CX.J2int Unit may arrange an informal conference
with relevant parties to 4ttempt a resolution of the complaint.

The EEO Unit did not participate in any of the initial discussions of this complaint.

p. 65 010. Upon request,.the EEO and Complaint Unit gathers additional
information concerning the complaint for the hearing officer.

Local 1275 requested specific information, all of which was in the public domain
and some of ihich it was specifically entitled to receive such as the CETP. The
information was not furnished. When the hearing officer ordered that this informa-
tion be'furnishest, Patrick west, General Counsel for the prime sponsor, withheld
full release stating that some of the information was not available or not pertinent.

5. The prime sponsor's Administrative.Law Judge, after summarizing IBPAT's'
inability to secure the information they had requested, ruled on January 14, 1981
that the sponsor:

...has intentionally hindered and delayed the expeditious execution
of the CETA complaint procedure by acting contrary to the intent of
CETA in both letter and spirit
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Determination

The prime sponsoi is cited for failing to process this complaint according to

its approved procedures atn'a in compliance with 20 CFR section 676.83.

Corrective Action Acquired

The prime sponsor must provide assurance that all future complaints will be

processed in compliance with the riquirements of 20 CFR section 676.83.

Summary Determination

It is my pieliminary determination that the Ohio PIC and the prime sponsor

entered into a subgrant agreement with ABC, Inc., Ohio Central Chapter in

violation of 20 CFR Sections'676.24 and 676.25-1(b)(1). An initial determination

is being withheld pending receipt of additional information which could clarify

the issues raised by IBPAY Local 1275.

Summary Corrective Action

Within tern days of receipt of this notice the prime sponsor must submit the

information requested herein as well as provide a copy of the FY 1980 ABC close-

out package.v. I intend to issue an initial
determination within twenty days of

the date of this notice, and failure to provide the requested information could

result in issuance of determination that is unfavorable.

It is noted that information was received from
the prime sponsor as this notice'

was being typed. Some of the information was the same as that requested herein

though it was not as detailed. for that reason, the prime sponsor is directed

to forward only that additional which has not been supplied.

Questions concerning this notice may be directed to Richard Palmore at 312/353-7181.

Date: ))1.

RICHARD E. ?AMORE
Grant Officer

A copy of this notice has been sent via
"certified mail, return receipt requested" to;

'Mr. Leonard F. Blanton

Acting Administrator
Ohio Department of Administrative Services
Office of Manpower Development

1160 Dublin hoed
Columbus. Ohio 43215

Mr. Samuel 3.-Hello
Executive Director
Central Ohio Chapter
Associated Builders and Contractors, Inc.

685 N. Hamilton Road
Columbus, Ohio 43219

. 241

Mr. Leslie Walters
Business Representative
IBPAY Local No. 1275
1104 Cleveland Avenue

Columbus, Ohio 43201
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OHIO BUREAU OF EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
Office of Manpower Development

1160 Dublin Rout
Columbus. Ono 4321S

May 28, 1981

Richail E. Palmore
Giant Officer
Employment and Training Administration
U. S. Department of Labor
230 S. Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois 60604

JOB 81.1,..
NER1 ICE 81--
OF OHIO,.

ALSZST C Gtaza
Adnonastrotor

Re: Complaint Ho. 81-CETA-5 -19-C
,IBPAT Local 1275 v. OMD 8,ABC
Additional Information

Dear Mr. Palmore:

The "Notice of Preliminary Initial Determination and Request
for Additional Information," dated May 15, 1981, was received by
this office on May 20, 1981. In compliance therewith, the attached
documents are submitted by express mail in order to comply with the
requirement that the information requested be submitted within ten
-days after receipt of the May 15 Notice. In addition to the docu-
mentation, additional information is submitted by letter. Each of
the five numbered complaints will be addressed, followed by the
"Summary Corrective Action" on Page 9 of your letter.

I. Complaint

Paragraph 1. of the findings indicates that IBPAT Local 1275
was not furnished a copy of the FY 1980 CETP even though Local 1275
met the definition of an appropriate labor organization. This is a
fact. However, OMD repeatedly offered Local 1275 an opportunity to
review the FY 1980 CETP in the State Office Tower, aswell as in the
new offices, but Local 1275 kept insisting that a copy of that 800 -
page document be sent to its office. It is difficult to understand
now, on May IS, 1961, tne Grant °sneer can find fault witn this tact
when, in a letter dated March 13, 1981, the sane Grunt Offices wrote:
"there is n6 need to reproduce the entire Master Plan and Annual Plan
for a locally-based lab organization" as "local bodies with whom
you (Op) are required to consult should be invited to review those
documents as at accessible location in Columbus." A copy of that,
letter is attached, marked "I-8".

OMD developed a corrective action plan for consulting with and.
obtaining concurrence of appropriate labor organizations in 1980.
That policy was promulgated (with a copy to the Grant Officer) in
OMD Letter #81-8, dated December 31, 1980. On January 6, 1981, OMD
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issued a letter to the members of its several planning councils
ssetting forth requirements of the councils in labor organization
consultation, with a copy of that letter to the Grant Officer, as
weir.. In the event that those letters have been misplaced, copies

'are attached, marked "I-A".

The requirement that the FY 1982 CETP submittal be accompanied
by a list of unions to which copies were sent codflicts with the
advice of March 13, 1981, that copies of the CETP need not be sub-
mitted to unions. Would it not suffice to make a copy of the CETP
available for union review within each of the Regional Manpower
Service Council areas, in addition to Columbus, to satisfy the re-
quirements_of the regulations?

Information on the procedures followed by the PIC in reviewing
and voting to fund the ABC subgrant and modifications was submitted
in our letter of May'll, 1981. An index of the documents submitted
on that date is attached; those documents filling this requirement
are numbered 18 through 23 on that index..

II. Complaint

Neither the complaint nor the findings accurately reflects the
facts of this matter. Moreover, the Temporary Bilateral Subgrant
Agreement, executed and funded September 16, 1980, is variously ref-
erenced elsewhere in the "Notice of Preliminary Initial Determination"
s a "modification".

For a number of years, it has been standard practice for the
Pri e Sponsor to execute with prior/current subgrantees--under title
prog ms other than Title VII--a "Temporary Bilateral Subgrant Agree-
ment" to serve as a basis for funding a program while ironing out any
wrinkl in the ensuing fiscal year's subgrant agreement. This prac-

tice wa at least condoned by the Grant Officer, if not approved.
The same cedure was employed with ABC, Inc., during FFY 1980, in
reasonable. anticipation of FFY 1981 funding of a training program
similar to the 1986 program. At the time of execution, there aas
no doubt that ABC would be funded for FFY 1981L thus, there was no
reason not to,follow ebtablished pull,y in dcaling with subrecip:cnts.

IBPAT Local 1275 submitted comments on the FY 81 proposal on
several occasions. To find that those comments were submitted onl
on September 2, ipso, is to ignore the facts. To find that "(n)o
invitation was issued to resolve IBPAT's concerns. is also to ig-
nore the facts. Several meetings were held between personnel from
IBPAT and OMD and/or /BC both before and after September 2, 1980,

in atteMiSt to "resolve IBPAT's concerns".
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The Temporary Bilateral Subgrant Agreement (Item 16 submitted
May 11, 1981, did not authorize the expenditure of $200,000.00.
It authoiized expeWaitures for administrative staff salaries and
fringe benefits only from October 1 through November 15, 1980, not
to exceed $200,0M0. The actual expenditures made pursuant to
the Temporary Bilateral Subgrant Agreement were $22,882.03. Inas-
much as the Temporary Bilateral Subgrant Agreement did not author-
ize ABC to conduct any CETA program and did not stand in place of
a subgrant agreement, it did not seem appropriate to consult with
appropriate labor organizations prior to executing that agreement.

Finding that the information which OMD agreed, on'September
24, 1980, to provide to Local 1275, was not provided, again is to
ignore the facts. It might be that OMD's voluminous response to
that agreement, dated SepteMber 25, 1980, was not delivered by the
Postal Service were it not for the fact that the same letter was
attached to a December 1, :980, letter fib's Local 1275 to the OMD
EEO/Complaint Unit. That December 1 letter is item 1 submitted
May 11, 1980, and the September 25 letter is attachment S to that
letter.' If IBPAT Local 12'5 represented to the Grant Officer that
OMD did not comply with the agreement of September 24, that was a
misrepresentation, at, the very least.

- Voluminous evidence that IBPAT Local 1275 was involved in the
planning and design of the proposed FY 81 program (ABC, after five
unacceptable proposals, declined to propose further to operate a r
program during PY 81) has been provided. Every comment submitted
and question raised by IBPAT Local 1275 was considered by the PIC,
by ABC, and by OMD staff in the design of the proposed FY 81 pro-
gram.

The determination that OMD and the PIC failed to meet the re-
quirements of 20 CFR §8676.12, 676.24 and 679.3.7(b)(8)(which only
requires,compliance with 676.24 for Title VII programs) in inappro-
priate inasmuch as the FY 80 program modification was done only at
the insistence of and with the assistance of the Federal Repr' nt-
ative who guided OMD through the steps. If she failed'to guise us
past-the appropriate labor organizations, how can we be faulted
for adhering to her rntidanc09 'Cho a.termination that vw did
consult with appropriate labor organizations in the planning and
design of the FY 1981 proposal is also inappropriate given our con-
stant correspondence and dialogue with Local 1275. Moreover, given
the fact that ABC chose not to operate'a CETA program in FY 81, any
error committed with respect to ABC's proposal was harmless error,
worthy of no comment by the Grant Officer. The determination that
the September 16 agreement was a "modification" is, again, inappro-
priate. If an invitation to comment is not consultation (the regu-
lations do not use the tern "direct consultation") we are at a loss
to define the term, particularly in light of ougjederal Represent-
ative's advice that we utillrerhat form of consultation. Clearly,
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the comments submitted by IBPAT Local 1273 were acted upon, both

by OMD, in responding to those comments, anrW ABC in modifying
its proposals for the FY 81 program.

Ai indicated, the prime sponsor has provided IBPAT Local
)375 the information requested duringfEe September.24, 1980,
meeting, by letter of September 23, 1980, a copy of which was
submitted May 11, 1981 (attachment 43 to Item 1). While the
prime sponsor cannot comply with the corrective action required
that it "provide this office with a copy of the $200,000 modifi-
cation" because there was none, Item 16 submitted May '11 is the

Temporary Bilateral Subgrant Agreement which, coincidentally,
references the $200,000.00 amount. Details of the Amount ex- ,

pended under that agreement are attached hereto, marked "II-A".

III Complaint

It is curious that additional informati n has been requested

for the trades of plumbing, electric (sic), sheet metal, carpentry
and bricklayer with respect to a complaint filed by the Interna-
tional Biotherhood of PAINTERS and Allied Trades Local 1273. As

no information was requested regarding the painting trade, none is

provided. in compliance with the stated-corrective action required,

the prime sponsor attaches the following.

is data compiled by OMD's LMI Unit with respect to de-

mand faAe occupations found by the Grant Officer to have been

the legit of ABC training.

is data compiled by thq.OBES Management Analysis Depart-

ment rega ing the number of job openings by county listed with
OBES for t the period September 1, 1979, through December 31, 1986.

The data is not necessarily all-inclusive regarding the estab-

lishment of a need for workers in the trades in issue by ABC mem-

bers: although ABC served participants from RMSC Arei 6, it placed

those participants with ABC members, most of whom were located out-

side AMSC Area 6, particularly in Franklin County. As the Grant

Officer did not request data relating to counties outside the area

from which ABC drew participants, none save for statewide figures

--was provided.

III-C is an attempt to provide a list of all participants

served by ABC with information in each of the requested fourteen

categories for each participant. Each page of the listing should
be considered as measuring 8% x 25 inches: the legal length page

attached to each letter-size page °is a continuation of the shorter

page. Because DOL nor OMD requires a report in the format demanded

by the Grant Officer, intensive effort had to be expended by OMD

and ABC staff to attempt to comply with this requirement in the

abbreviated time frame (three working days) allowed by the Grant

Officer.
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A

Other than information already submitted MD has no record
of any "commitment-to-hire letters" received either during the
planning phase or during the implementation phase of the ABC pro-
gram. None were required by the subgrant agreement. That there
were such commitments. however, is evidenced by the fsct of the
hiring of participants by ABC members upon completion of training.
As has previously been indicated, OMD currently has no subgrant
with ABC. st

-IV. Complaint

A cost benefit analysis of the A C program. in comparison
with other'programs under va title of the Act, in our opinion.
would indicate that the cost was reasonable, if not lower, than
practically any other program operated in any other, title. How-
ever. such analysis has not been perforted: none is required by
any federal or state regulation. The constant thrust of DOL in-
structions regarding funding has been to spends prime sponsors

imposedhave been criticized and sanctions have been mposed for failing
to spend as such as was planned. It seems strange, at this point,
to be sanctioned on the grounds that a program was not cost ben-
eficial.

Withholding a determination on this complaint pending com-
pletion of a full audit of all ABC subgrants violates 20 CFR
8670.88(e) and would run afoul of 3676.86(d) which triggers the
audit resolution procedure. Given OMD's experience in procuring an
audit. .the determination of this complaint might be delayed .for -

years. Moreover. given that audit reports submitted to the Grant
Officer it 1977 have not even yet been the subject of an initial
determination, it would appear that justice could be so de}ayed
as to be wholly denied with respect to this complaint. The prime
slionsor.contemplates no action with regard to obtaining an audit
of the ABC subgrants until resolution of this complaint, except
insofar as such an audit might fall within the sample-of subgrants
to be audited during the course of the next biennial audit.

V. Complaint

It is especial/1y curipus that the Grant Officer should criti-
cize the prime sponsor for violating established CETA complaint
procedure ip a.document which is Les se a violation of the self-
same procedure and manifests a clear intent on the part of the Grant
Officer further to violate that procedure and exceed his jurisdiction
under the regulations.

-Before finding facts with regard his phase of the complaint,
it would have been appropriate to de sr e a condition precedent:
that a complaint was, yafac ed by PAT, and when it-was filed.
On September 2, 1980, LoCal 1277-Filit a etter to Ned T. Dunn, Admin-
istrato, indicating an intention to T e a complaint. To consider
that communication to be a filed complaint would be toequate a letter

4
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to a Boald of County Commissioners with the filing of a lawsuit.
Complaint:, initiating lawsuits must be.filed with the Clerk of

Courts;, complaints under the CETA procedure established by OMD

must be filed with the EEO/Complaint Unit. None was until about
December t, 1981, when that Unit received the letter of December

1, 1981, requesting a hearing, complaining that OMD had not sup-
plied all the information that Local had requested. Concededly,

things went downhill from there.

Given a filing of a complaint on December 1, 1981, no staff '

of OMD outside the EEO/Complaint Unit in any way acted to deprive

the complainants of their procedural due process. On the other

- hand, if the filing of the complaint were deemed to have been on
receipt of the September 2 letter, the complainants by their con-
duct waived their procedural rights insofar as time limits are

concerned. Clearly, no complaint was filed on September 2, 1980.
There ensued an investigation and numerous attempts to resolve the
complaint informally, albeit not with the assistance oeunder the
direction of the EEO/Complaint Unit. Any authority vested in any
Unit of OMD is derived from the chief officer of that office and

his superiors. No officer may grant authority which he, himself,
does not have. Therefore, it necessprily follows that any author-

,
ity vested in the EEO/Complaint Unit is also vested in the OMD ad-
ministrator (now, "manager") who, at his option, may exercise that

authority without suboi'dinating the duties thereunder.

The action of the "independent administrative law judge" in
\frdismissing the complaint with a holding for the complainant surely

violated every norm of procedural due process known to modern man,
particularly for the stated reason that the respondent delayed the
expeditious execution of the CETA complaint procedure when that

procedure expressly provides for practically unlimited time for a

prime sponsor to process a complaint (with the wr4tten consent of

all of t e parties) Bpd on the ground that the respondent had not

supplied documents requested by the complainants when the failure
to supply such documents was the very essense of the complaint.
Such a judgment is tantamount to a court's awarding monetary judg-

ment without a trial on the basis of a demand for Judgment.

To sanction OMD for failing to provide information to IBPAT
Local 1275, which information is an the public domain, is wholly

uncalled for: OMD repeatedly invited IBPAT Local 1275 to inspect
any and all docdments, records, and other items at the convenience

of its personnel but those personnel repeatedly declined to accept

the invitations, prefering to demand Xerox copies of such docu-

ments. There is no regulation, statute, or other authority mandat-
ing that any agency Xerox all of its records and provide the copies

to another organization. To comply with IBPAT Local 1275's unreas-
onable demands would have been cost prohibitive.

To castigate a prime sponsor for failure to comply with the
established CETA complaipt procedure in a document which, itself
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is violative of the regulations, and which manifests an intent to
disregard those regulations even further is at least reprehensible.
Nowhere in Subpart F of Part 676 of 20 CFR is there any authority
for the Grant Officer to issue a "Notice of Preliminary Initial
Determination" or to require submission of vcituminous additional
information within five working days or fade dire consequences.

20 CFR 8676.88(e) mandates the issuance of a final determina-
tion within 120 days after the filing of the complaint. The com-
plaint, here, was filed on February 5, 1981. June 5, 1981, is the
120th day after February 5, 1981. Yet, the Grant Officer, on Page
9 of the unauthorized issuance, dated May 15, 1981, states, "I in-
tend to issue an,initial determination within twenty days of the
date of this notiEiT"TFmphasis added), that twentieth day being,
coincidentally, June 5, 1981, the date beyond which the Grant Officer
is without authority to issue a final determination on this complaint.
Of course, the Grant Officer courd3llow the Prime Sponsor's lead
and issue a final determination without benefit of an initial deter-
mination or opportunity for informal resolution; however, such a
manifest,denial of due process is beyond imagination."

Summary Corrective 'Action

As required, the information is herewith submitted. In addi-
tion to the FY 80 closeout package, a copy of the FY 80 subgrant
-agreement between ABC, Inc. and OMD is included, appended to the
back of the submittal."

4ffilither information is required and may be submitted brief-
ly, it may be sent by this office by Telefax upon a telephone call
to the undersigned.

RICHARD A. SZILAGYI, CHIEF
ATTORNEY GENERAL SECTION, OBES

CC:

by:
Patrick A. T. west
General Counsel, OMD

(without attachments) ABC, Inc.
IBPAT Local 1275

24
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Initially, tn0 prime sponsor contemplated full and precise
compliance with th "request" fur additional information. The

narrow time limitations, however, precluded doing so, with respect

to Attachment III-C.

Information relating to the two occupations of each partici-
pant prior to CETA enrollment could not be compiled with the other
information within thp timeframe allotted. ABC, Inc., has provided
OMD copies'of registration forms submitted by, the participants,
which forms, as applicable, indicate' the two .previous occupations
of each participant. These applications Are submitted as received
in hope that the needed information may be derived therefrom witn-
out compilation of the data by OMD,

Had the information requested been timely requested and had
the respondents been given sufficient time to comply with the de-
mands of the Grant Officer, surely more accurate adherence to the
request for information could have been achieved.

RICHARD A. SZILAGYI, CHIEF
ATTORNEY GENERAL SECTION, OBES

by: 1,,e,,,I Q VOI.t4.
)

Patrick A. T. West
OMD General Counsel

.Z

...
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REVIEW 0/ THE FY 81 PROGRAM

by Samuel J. H,bdo, Executive Director

Central Ohio Chapter ABC. Inc.

Enclosed are the facts regarding the AbbO,LiLed Builders and Contractors. Central
Ohio Chanter., Title VII 1981 FY 81 Program.

Jun: 30. 1980. the PIC Liaison sent the ABC's request for FY 1981 funding to:

Electrical Workers Local 683
Asbestos Workers Local 44
Electrical Workers Local 88
Painter's Local 1275
Painter's Local 605
Plliab-er's Local 189

Plumber's Local 162
Sheet Metal Local SEt

Carpenter's Local 200
Carpenter's Local 4255
Bricklayers Local'44
Bricklayers Local 45
Bricklayers Local 55
Tri-State Council
Capital District Council

The Evaluation Committee. on July 31e 1980. net to consider six (6) proposals
submitted for FY 1981. RFP 840 from ABC received an unanimous approval from the
committee. ABC'RFP 840 was recommended for 5500.000. The council, on July 31.
1980. concurred with the committee's recommendation by a 12-0-0-3 vote.

August Be 1980, the PIC voted to approve the ABCs request for FY 1981 funding.

The International Brotherhood of Painters and Allied Trades filed a complaint on
September 2, 1980 regarding the FY 1980 ABC program.

The Evaluation Committee voted on September 9. 1980 to recommend to the council
5500.000 additionally to ABC'FY ,981 program. The council, on September 9, 1980,
through ballot, approved the additional funds by a 14-3-2-2- vote.

A meeting transpired between 1BPAT and the Prime Sponsor staff on September 24, 1980.
The IBPAT was informed of the 61-lateral agreement with ABC and the advance funds.
However. In their 'October 27. 1980 comments, they indicated they weren't informed
of the 61-lateral. The agreement reached during the September 24, 1980 meeting was
that tha Prime Sponsor would not enter into a permanent contract with ABC until the
Painter's comments were received and answered. They were received and they were
answe red.

the PIC Council met on November 19. 1980 and refused to reconsider council's
approved position on .0Ie ABC FY 81 program.

The Administrative Law Judge on January 24. 1981. Issued a decision on the 1BPAT
complaint regarding the FY 1980 Program. The decision found the Prime Sponsor
violated the eeeeivror ?wpm.. .... n TRDAT

NOTE: This was the most ridiculous decision 1 think 1 have ever heard of handed down by
member of the judicial system betauSe of the mere fact that no hearing ever took

place. A hearing had been planned, all parties were notified, proof of ABC's
activities and that of the State regarding these charges were collected and ready
for perusal submissal. but the administrative la., luge in this "case. after full
knowledge of the hearing date. etc issued a decision without the benefit of a

hutak
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Review FY 81 cont.

Pate 2

ABC's proposed subgrant agreement fur FY 91 was rejected by the Prime Sponsor

on December 22, 1980 due to excessive costs and ^rogram activity. ABC re-submitted

on January 16, 1981. and the 0119 staff reviewed and revised the subgrant on

January 30r 1981.

February 3 1981, the DOI representative agreed to review the subgrant, and again

ijAabor comments by February 23. 1981.

March 3, 1981, the D01 and OMD met . . to resolve the problems with the con-

tract and program.

It is worth mentioning that as of March 2, 1981. the PIC staff had Involved organ-

ized labor an, specifically IBPAT 20 time., during FY 1981 for input on ABC programs.

The following addresses the correspondence and meetings regarding the FY 1981 ABC

Program:

August 5. 1980 ABC received notification of PIC's recommendation for funding,

August 8, 1980 PIC staff letter asked for input on FY 1981 ABC proposal;

Sept. 2. 1980 IBPAT comments on the proposal;

Sept. 2, 1980 IBPAT filed a complaint with the Prime Sponsor regarding the

ABC FY 1980 and FY 1981 programs;

Sept. 8, 1980 PIC staff responded to the IBPAT comments of Sept, 2, 1980;

Sept. 16, 1980 ABC and OMD entered into a bi-lateral agreement for $200,000

for the period of October], 1980 to November 15, 1980;

Sept. 24, 1980 Meeting of Prime Sponsor. PIC staff and IBPAT. IBPAT informed

of Temporary Subgtant Agreement signed on September 16, 1980.

Full fundin; of the program was contingent on-the Subgrant

Agreement,

Sept. 24, 1980 Letter from IBPAT outlining the discussion of meeting on that

day;

Sept. 25. 1980 PIC staff response to comments from IBPAT on September 8, 1980;

Oct. 15. 1980 ABC submitted the proposed subgrant agreement to °MD:

Oct. 20. 1980 Letter from OMD to ABC regarding changes in subgrant agreement;

Ott. 27. 1980 IBPAT comments on the FY 1980 and FY 1981 ABC programs;

Oct. 30, 1980 Mailing to the Evaluation Committee of pertinent information

-about the issue:

Nov. 5. 1980 Evaluation Committee meeting and discussion on the issue;

Nov. 12. 1980 Meeting of the Private Industry Council to reaffirm position

on the ABC program;

Nov. 12, 1980 During recess of meeting to the council, Evaluation Committee

voted to refuse to reconsider the issue of funding ABC;

Nov, 14, 1980 Delivered to IBPAT and Columbus Building Trades copy of the

proposed FY 1981 ABC contract for comments;

Dec. 1. 1980 IBPAT response to the PIC and Prime Sponsors correspondence

of November 19th and 20th.
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Review FY 81 cont.

page 3

Dec. 1. 1980 1BPAT request for a hearing;

Dec. 5, 1980 Prime Sponsor letter setting a hearing date;

Dec. 8. 1980 Letter and comments from 1BPAT regarding ABC proposed subgrant
agreement;

Det. 9, 1980 Operative Plasterer's International Association's'Vequest for
a copy of the proposed' ABC subgrant. 0MD responded on December
11, 1980,

Columbus Building 6-Construction Trades Council letter and
comments on the proposed ABC subgrant agreement;

Bricklayers 6 Allied Craftsmen's request for a copy of the
proposed ABC subgrant, 0MD responded on December 18, 1980;

Capital District Council of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters
and Joiners of America's request for a copy of the proposed ABC
subgrant. OMD responded on December 18, 1980;

Bricklayers Local 45 request for the proposed ABC subgrant
agreement. OMD responded on January 7. 1981;

United Brotherhood of Carpenters 6 Joiners request for a copy
of ABC subgrant agreement. OMD responded on December 30, 1980;

The Prime Sponsor rejected the ABC subgrant agreement based on
costs and program activities;

OMD issued letter to ABC formally rejecting subgrant agreement;

ABC re-submitted the subgrant agreement;

Administrative Law Judge issued a decision on the complaint.
It was against the Prime Sponsor;

1BEW's request a copy of ABC proposed subgrant agreement;

Prime Sponsor and ABC revised the subgrant agreement, in line
with comments from Pat West, Marge Turnbull and EMU;

DOL field representative asked labor,unions be consulted again,
and she would get an opportunity to review the contract by
February 23, 1981;

OMD requested input on the third proposed subgrant agreement
from 17 appropriate labor organizations;

IBPAT's letter and comments on ABC proposed subgrant agreement;

Victor Goodman's letter requesting information on 0MD's actions
regarding ARC RKTI'.: recipe-1.W nn Vahrnwry 17 1981

OMD's response to 1BPAT's Feb. 6. 1981 le and comments;

1BPAT comments on the third proposed ABC subgrant; OND responded;

DOL field representative had not reviewed contract but promised
to review by February 27, 1981;

DOL field representative irdicated there were problems with
subgrant agreement, to be discussed on March 3, 1981;

The proposed subgrant agreement was again revised per the DOL
representative, Ms. Connie Duffy, who advised the Stat. that

Dec. 10, 1980

Det. 11, 1980

Dec. 11, 1980

Dec. 16, 1980

Dec. 16. 1980.

Dec. 22, 1980

Dec. 24, 1980

Jan. 12. 1981

Jan. 14. 1981

Jan. 29, 1981

Jan. 30. 1981

Feb. 3. 1981

Feb. 4, 1981

Feb.6. 1981

Feb. 9, 1981

Feb. 10. 1981

Feb. 16, 1981

Feb. 23, 1981

Feb. 27, 1981

Mar. 5, 1981
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page 4

Nars. 6. 1981

Mar.: 13. 1980

April 8. 1981

April' 16. 1981

246

cont.

if an agreement was signed with ABC covering a Vocational
Exploration Program (VEP), she would question all costs. No
agreement could be reached by the OND and ABC;

Plumbing and Pipefitting comments on third proposed ABC
,subgrant;

Letters from 08D were sent in for input to the 17 appropriate
labor organizations;

Comments on ABC subgrant from Sfieetmetal Workers. OHD
responded on April 8, 1981,

ABC felt. at this late date, that it could not properly
operate a pre-apprenticeship program with the remaining time
in the fiscal year 1981 and do justice to the participants.
the State and the DOL.
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FACTS

(Brialy 4tatud;

by Samuel J. Hebdo. Executive Director

Central Ohio ABC. Inc.

1. During the period 12-1-79 throux,h 9- 31 -80, the Central Ohio; Chapter of ABC
successfullf conducted a 1.4 million dollar CETA (FY 80) program which had
been described by the PIC Council-as the best 'program in the State of Ohio.
Insofar as training and outstanding rt,altA were concerned andLthis was
during the worst recessional period the State of Ohio had faced in the past
30 4ears.

After completion of the FY 80 Program, ABC had been given another grant of
one million dollars t$1,000.000) for a FY 81 Pf.egram, and on September 16, 1980,
the Ohio cOf f ice ot Manpower and Deae lupment 1,7:lied ) CETA Bi- lateral Temporary-
Subgrant agreement in the amount of $200,000 to covet salaries, eages, fringes
and start-up cuss. Special telephone ?Ines were installed, participants books
for training were ordered and dente:yd, trice and janitorial supplies were
ordered and dell,ered, etc., and alter numerous delays, (which also caused

o legal problems with sw/e of the chosen participants, vet to this date), re-
interviewing and re-evaluation ul CETA,qualif led parth.lpants had to take place
over and over again. 'Special advertlsemtnts rrdertd tot the State, along with
whsteABC had useA in the previous program was also another cost incurred ex-
pense. On October 15. 1980. ABC was paid $50.000 from the $200,000 grant and at
thAs point there still remained $2.28,151 from the 1980 (FY 80) program. The
CETA, PIC start and the Office of Manpower and Dcvelopmtnt Director at that
time. requested that ABC return $200.000 of this remainder back to the State.
Atter returning the S200.000 to the State, ABC had 578.158 remaining for costs
jincuired during the interim and start-np period. The finalised contract was
cunsisrently assured by the PIC liaison and Staff on at least a dozen occasions.

3. From October 1, .1981i 'mail March 11. 1981. ABC had int. .rred expettoes for sal-
aries and fringe benefits and other p,tir lntnt Items in the excess of $100,000.
These expenses were Jan erred due to \riClA rellinct on renresenta&lons and actions
by various officers And staff emoloyas of the S, ate of Ohio that a FT 81 Program
contract would become finalized in the very near future, The December 2, I980
start -up late was da1,1711, ,ace was del laed. February's date Was de-
layed. add finally on April 1st. ARC tral lira that. after all the delays tt_tould
not morally assure the !Laker! -nest of labor, : tnr ;ate of Oh 1 o , nor ci: istns of
our State that we could ,Alicur r .prouram for the 1,10 toil anr_s and meet
the comstructiou time schedule f ,r On members of rh ,,,nstruatton

Uh sprit /, c/o., a ,caL,n, W3. ocla the department of Adn'illsirative Services
off!, es. In attendance were ltonard Blanton, Aat leg Director, Mark
Ulcer, PIC Liaison, Pat West, UML a' t yrnty, Jo. Mill Ions. ARC out rnty. and myself.
The purpose ul the meeting was to tra to resolve the difietsn, el of ,the ,.art ids.
in pirticular, the tetett, expetace

re

The difficulties were crusid. as ,' lat.r ulgIni,ttlun raising
questions as fu tOwther Pt( had proper], toLlowd NotedUteS ton nlylsing the
labor organizat ion, a, PA title Program. The [,cue hat, nut

been dett rmlped and i . , ' 1 . , ' ore :nal (emplatn the later org In lzat lon hue

tiled a further , Jill; With !hi., J. partn:ent of l 19, r.

a

',I 11: ,1 17
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FACTS cont.

page 2

6. As the result of the April 9, 1981 meeting, the representatives of AEC
agreed to take back to the ABC Board of Directors four suggested options for

Board action. The four options were offered to ABC by OMD Attorney Pat West, 4

Rick Stela, and Lee Blanton, acting OMB Administrator. The ABC Board approved

one of the options which, in brief, required a payment 0018,230.24 by the
State of Ohio, which represented the difference between ABC reduced expenses
for salaries, fringe benefits, travel, office and custodial supplies, rental
of equipment, utilities, classroom rent, advertising and maintenance, these
expenses being from October 1, 1980 to March 11, 1981. It was at this meeting

that ABC indicated it was not interested in any further CETA programs, and
would-not conduct a program for 1981.

J. On April 24, 1981, Joseph Milhous. ABC Attorney, met with Rick Siehl and Pat
West at which time the State of Ohio representatives indicated there was some
hesitancy to follow ABC's choice, of the four suggested options, and suggested
that the parties should remain in their present positions, 4amelY. ABC retain
$78,151 presently in its possession with no further payments to be made by

the State.
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Mona 10+4, *wadi Meil

Mr. gob Jones
Aset Deputy Secretary
Department of Labor
601 0 Street
Washington. D.C.

Dear Mr. Jones:

249

Associated Builders & Contractors, Inc.
Central Ohio Chapter

6116Noon ptsosonflow CtournIA... 0116 431t9 P746.14141235 0538
Sinusoid Heads £ mo.I,a Docfor

.4k

0

Nuavasiuelmeos,or

May 0. 1981

First, I would like to thank you foe the time you gave me and the vary informative
discussion concerning the evident misinterpretations of the rules and rage regard-
ing CETA Title VII PIC programs. that you told me you had written.

The one polht we discussed in particular, was the statement you lads that under
rules and rags 676.24, "Labor Urganization\Concurrence by union is only applic-
able when participant is being placed with firm or an organisation who has
contractual collective bargaining agreement." Is evidently grossly misunderstood
by everyone out of Aegion V., and especially by Connie Duffy.

I ask that you confirm this nt. by return mail, along with the fact that
you told me that you were going to act-up a meeting between the administrator of
Region V and myself. In the near future. You further commented. that under rule
676.24. Labor Organisation Concurrence. that 'Labor Organisations had only the
right of comment." Again. I ask that thew statements be confirmed by return
mall.

Other thine that bothered me great deal about the rules and rags. Mr. Jones.
alai

Why doesn't organised labor have to consult or receive input from the
business community regarding design of their programs' occupations, wage
rattles etc.?

Why doesn't organ4sed labor have to submit guaranteed placements. the
:a :ha bunlcass cu.livaity :oat Jul Thal, time is just access to

0.1r unions and the long range benefits is sufficient - I disagree.
This la discriminatory and I feel that either that segment has to be
better defined or entirely deleted, because basically programs Awarded
to organized labor today dots nothing more than subsidise the unions and
guarantees no Job security to the pa.tIcipant.

Another Area. 0.J.T. 676.25-2 ohyloubly has been developed by labor re-
garding the dictionary of occupational titles. In that it defines wages.
job deecriptione. participant wages and periods of training which is
eflective only of the unions and not that of the private industry.

A.r. 1.141 /la.. hoe ICelf 5.. 0.4 be Compelled ID lam tabor Umons

25
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..t. Bob loth,

!lay e, 19d1

cunt.

page 2

Another rule. Vt.P..t./o was .1 l tpreted 4..CUrding to our
discussions, by tile taint and k.f, i. t.w I tut tilt 14.141. CuilUte Duffy,
who insisted on U Ica tat I at t,,,. id llU r, ports as6log fur vet if iC4-

tiOn that no .protit,r to..t .,all.' ly I ., orgatti.rtion fur profit.
That atutem..nt due, ant akpxot JaNwhat. ul th, .hd reel.

And,..Mr. Jones. without c.. .1,11n. I lit. th, mullEorlitg audit ace-

Lion of the tula and 44. ly it1 'mut CI4E II Ira t tun

SO that we do not lias, . 4 . 1 1 1 , 1 . Ill. 11,E tan.. t.l Yla. yara down

the line, the toll, ant lt,, 0/ I J. WO, $it writ tan today.

nu program upratot .ot.:.: stt, , to ,A g,j40 liAE bring had
totally rcupons101t, . {.,,/. Ird,01

PIC Title VII was uoppo...d to i tutl,,aa 1... AIL tt t; la appt oat.has, apart tram the

regular Celt ya- t eal whtah had .01 1 v, Et. 0.0101 Or our Ohio
bus inetta comauni y and ch, bus Liu., pt -1 It 't wn lot, oded to el ha intttv the old

image and creat, the new l au h.oe y I you 'hIt tIts has not bean dune

and it Is a shame that it In the ...I., korai. 'w who rut t et when t132,4-

clarions. {wilt!, ai Ati,141N %.AJ , t ,, d fight tit the teal purpose

behind Pit dud oto. it tot .wn ,g,, o nod of obit% it for the indivi-

duate t was oliginally luta udvd t, in t.t if .

40r0 than aliythluis, I ,ntu,..E stau,1 uthr u tcd,ral I.toto on should have to run-
stilt with ahy incereet group whi.. ,,,uts, U lat., An out ooloA to Consult with

anyone,

Our legal department Is Ivo, t. hi.g A. 1,ot I. ulOr ,1 Loot ion old I hove told them

I was encouraged by our Visit. 1 nit to awaitlui, 4 reply troy you indicating con-

firmation uf these elute:Aunt 1. 4a wt.!! 4S A. app,l,tment with Ktglun V officials.

I remains Atatetui nut! du.11.6ated t.illa.0 It le too bad we du not have mots

Bob Jones' serving our ,ountt y."

A SinCerel,

Sazue4. J. Hebdo
lily,, I.,. .., .

cot PIC Council
Central Ohio ABC board tit birt.t.ote

Stational ABC John Reed nod Nor 1,y IIaltfs

Rick Siehl 3 V-'t

Lee Blanton 1 t Y'

Pat Wert t I

Karl tuber b I 1' 0

Connie huffy e
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Mr 1-1Enou This set res of meetings kind letters dragged on until
April. when I made the Rumination that because of delays al-
ready amountim. to t1 months.. AB(' of central Ohio could nu longer
be invoked in die title VII program I regretted this decision ery
much, but by that time I was left little choice but to withdrew.

One of the major questions 'this sulkommittee seeks to answ.,r
through these hearings is \s hat are the barriers to prkate secto.
\iartrcipation that can be eliminated or ameliorated. In my mind,
ape answer. to that question is to better define our parameters of
this so-called consultation and concurrence process

Since we are not dealing directly with any organization governed
by a collective bargaining agreement, we were under no obligation
to concur with labor's suggestions. It just seemed imredible that
we would be compelled to spend such an inordinate amount of our

° time fulfilling the.- requests fur. information. At NS hat point does
DOL properly step in and put an end to the eonsulttation-..prucess

I had no real objection to informing labor unions about the
program we had designed. but I question V% hether on nut it was
ie= nek.essat Okiousk. we did not need their concurrence with

inn prov-al because we wtre tfot doing business with them in the
first place So w by then was consultation ei,en necessary ' After all,
when the union organizations deeloped their own ('ETA progryn
in our area, they %%ere in no \ required to inform busieess
groups One e)I he' ot .1hI,L0 the contents of then program.'
. Mt Chairman. I kannot emphasize enough how important it is

for efforts to bk. Liken to -.thughten out the confusing rules and
regulations which now ,loirti the title VII program It is basically
a sound pr,grm. but rei.;ulation- must be clarified, and better
coordination rietwk:k n Wishoigton office and their regional
offices must be delopd

I know. ;Mr Chairman. that I have developed a tor !rola that is
better :Ilan 7. netnt ,ucc tul

I thank the committee mi the ,q)portunity te,tik and I hope
r' :Tr.. , .'11. 0)1 the. p/ ,,olern, found m t he. it le. VII pro-t

, of
Any, I A. ft LI( I.% TO \N ant, (111("-,t 011 Male

ha!
11 I r much. Mt Ilebdo and i

I"1 i and shArink, with the i.onealtrek. \ our \
p( Iii thslt Opt' irkoke

tin, -it u.1 1,11 "40,1,1 !1(+1% Administratk law
.1 his deci.ion. (,II aly without benefit of a hearing.

Lniilt sponor diuning that we are net proi,i(h.d
to t)ur re.; ot (1,
That I- t.,,irt %%hat hf' dui

;,"e '1 :tor Qi ay1 F. , but (10-, that mean. luiei ).111C14 (10 Olt go
from there'

Mt Ilt.npo Ralk. what it means. I think it was a slap on the
wr...t to tin. State of Ohio. claimed that the State had not
tahen into considetation,,dl the 1()C al:, in the entire State, nut just
in the balance of State area N. 1). the Cc/Witte:, in which 1 was
worktn,..;

Their interpretation leaves much to be desired
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I flew to Washington to ask the same questions of Bob Jones.
Just what do you mean by "consultation"? He is the one that gave ;
me the definition. He wrote the rules and regulations, but evident-
ly the other departments do not agree' with him. He said that
consultation gave theft), the right to consat only, 'oncurrence only
takes place when a labor agreement exi ts between the parties.
Well, in ABC's case, there are no labor agreements. The State was
guilty of only notifying two or three local union presidents where,
since I was teaching different trades they should have notified

eight different trades in every city in the State of Ohio.
Senator QUAYLE. That was the finding?
Mr. HEBDO. That was the ,finding by the administrative law

judge, and every attorney I have spoken to, every judge I have
spoken to, it is an unheard of situation. They have never known it
to exist.

A hearing date was set; testimony was prepared, but this admin-_,
istrative law judge rendered a hearing against the prime sponsOr.

Senator QUAYLE. Did you appeal that to the Secretary of Labor?
Mr. HEBDO. Yes, I did.
Senator QUAYLE. Where is it? e.

Mr. HEBDO. I have written many letters. I am receiving 1,etters
daily regarding this. For that reason, I came and asked especially
to come here before this committee to get whatever input I can of
firsthand knowledge. ,

Senator QUAYLE. You .have written letters to the Secretary of
Labor?

Mr. HEBDO. Yes. . ,
Senator QUAYLE. And they are going to review the case?
Mr. HEBDO. I have been referred from Angrisari, I have been.

referied first of all, Jones, and then I received a letter from Mr.
Walker; I received a letter from Mr. Anderson; I received a letter
then to the Chicago office, Mr. Komarek, who I am meeting with
on,June 21 and in Chicago, shortly thereafter, Mr. Komarek got in
touch with me; I received a nine-page letter addressed to me, but
with charges that were all against the prime sponsor; there is,
within this packet that I am giving you, a nine-page letter ad-
dressed ba, me stating the pre-initial determination. We were
giventhe State and ABC were given approximately 3 working
days to complete the horrendous amount of -documentation that
they had required; the 2d, 3d, 4th, and perhaps 10th time, during
the course of our,fiscal year 1980- program.

senator QUAYLE. Well, I will tell you, we will try to give it a
little push over there and see if we man figure out what is going on
to try to get a final resolution on this.

Do you feel that the labor unions just felt neglected; is thit their
reason to-- ,

Mr. HEBDO. Not at all. I think the fact that it was successful elect
that someone other than they had conducted the program, in itself,
stimulated this desire to destroy. I truly mean that. I feel that they
have' been given too much power in the makeup, and into the input
of the rules and regulations orcgTA.

They do not have to answer -to anyone, and no one scrutinizes
their programs that they propose. I was forced to come up with a
figure of placement, a percentage of placement, Labor's answer to
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that same question was, access to their labor unions was sufficient.
No placements were necessary. That, to ,me, Mr. Chairman, is
highly discrimi2iatory and in very bad need of clarification.

I feel that what you are doing is right; I feel that the successful
program operators across the State like myself, and so help me
God; I will never enter into another title VII program, but they
should give you all the information they can, pros and cons, con-
cerning the program that they have just finished with and tell you
what they have found that is workable and what was not workable,
and I think that is the route you should take. , .

I have -heard a lot of testimony here today as to CETA being
good, as to CETA beingbad. It is very good. It is very good. It needs
to remain. But we do have to have these clarifications to the rules
and regulations made immediately.
. Senator QUAYLE. This is one of the questions that this committee

is asking, What worked? What did not work, and why?
I would just like to know.
Do yOu feel that this is a typical problem with title VII directors?
Mr. HE The way the rules are written? Yes.
Senator Qu Is this just an isolated example or have you had

correspondence, com unication with other title VII directors that
have touched upon this consults ion issue?

Mr. HEBDO. Every ABC ch er in the country right now that is
dealing with CETA is having the exact similar problem.

Senator QUAYLE. How many chapters?
Mr. HEBDO. There are 62 chapters in the country, and right now

I would say at least 7 of them are involved with CETA, title VII,
and all 7 are going through the same situation.'

Senator QUAYLE. OK.
Thank,you very much.
Mr. HEBDO. In the future, Mr. Chairman, if I can, if you need my

services in any form whatsoever. please feel free to call upon us.
Senators QUAYLE We will be communicating with you and we

hope that you will do likewise.
Mr. John ,Bell, the National Tooling & Machining Association,

accompanied by Mr. Hahn. - ) .N

Go ahead and proceed.

STATEMENT OF' .101IN A. BELL. MANACER OF' TRAINING ACTIV-
ITIF:S. NATIONAL TOOLING & MACHINING ASSOCIATION.-
WASHINGTON, D.C.. ACCOMPANIED BY BRUCE N. IIAIIN, MAN-
AGER. GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS 1 NTMA I

Mr. BELL. Thank you.
Good rmirning.
My name is John A. Bell. I am manager of training activities for

the National Tooling & Machining Association [NT AI. With me is
Bruce N. Hahn, NTMA's manager of government a *fairs.

NTMA represents the independent jobshop to iiig and machin-
ing industry, often described as the "keystone of mass production."
There are approximately 12,000 contract tooling and machining
companies throughout the country, employing approximately
400,000 persons, predominantly highly skilled toolmakers, die-
makers, moldmakers, and machinists.

?Go



These oceupation-..oe cn-idered critical skilk to both the.civil-
ian as well as the military unifIllikicturing capabilities of the
United States These inchyidual, are today per haps the most highly
skilled workers in .1tnerwa

Journeymen t',okinaker- and machinists regularly earn ti;30,000
to :',;5,000 per teat And t..k o employment 1, not subject to the
whims of weather of the economy like so other trades such
as the construction trade- in particular This industry is character-
ized by high capitalization requirements for expensive machine
tools and accessories. as well as the -killed work torce necessary to
utilize this spphisti,ated capital equipment. NTMA conducted pro-
gram:, since It I under the Manpower Act and omprehen-tvc
Employment and Ttaining Act

As v'iu wtli notiA- NI: Chairman, I am deviating ,lightly from
my prepared ,crept I did a little wank oyer the weekend

The purpose of the omprehensiYe Employment and Training
Act' of 1(17;',. CETA. Is to provide job train tag and employment
opportunitie, tor economically di-adYantaged. ullen)ployed. or un-
deremplosed persons iii is a noble, worthwhile and proper ven-
ture The population segment toward which the act is directed
needs training and employment as-istance so that they can ,ecnre
jobs and increase their earned inconw

oRit segment of out population mtits
contInuati,,/, >ince hundreds of thousands of di-othiintaged
people hats been ploy vied ha-a( which hate enabled them to
secure perm,,nent employment and become wage earners nether
than relYinl.: on ptihbc support for theft Itselihood The National
Tooling A-soc;ation and the itidu,tr,
stronglY support- the continuation of tills NTNIA ha-
trained and empioyed on-lib-tdized Ioh, oyei 'ETA eligible
persons since PG.. aime

Howeyer (ETA -e-oits heir ,lint red in totem year, Social

uplift goals h,,s ho,(,,,,f the pr 10Cil, of the itt(n..;1,11n Unda-

mental ,n-,1( h,.I ',If% tole 01,,,,wed 44n, )t t vol

world nInt d!,t: f:11plu (A! - n('d America - -killed work
force has gotten n, he p t out derne-tic tic. I- no

longer the world ',hat it ,nice
CET:\ n recent `. t-ot - ti.:- directed It, (44,11 arield t()!, WV, aid

(11:,:ith,nlnyt-d OA: i:nn)1 &sad antav,ed
ate netolk, acaclemico!l% and no,iiyationally disadvan-

taged a., :ell .1 hi h proportion do not llaYe the basic ability to
acquire the lynow ledge tequirp(1 tiniaediate emploe-
ment in the highly -killed work forct

The &sad\ antaged an be helped programs designed to train
highly skilled work,r- lot high paying Jobs NTMA has had an
excellent track record e that regard IliA%eer, any such program
must take into n-ideta:on the natuie of the work and the qualt-
heat o )11, of pro,pectiye candidate- or trainees It must have flexi-
bility bud, in that it can :-iArt e the needs of the industry and
employer- A Inel-p,( pro economically disadvantaged eligibility
intake requirement is unrealistic

NTMA can speak with considerable authority and experience on
this subject NTMA has received Federal funding assistance for
training progiams continuously since 1961 NTNIA 1, one of the
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oldest Department of Labor training contractors NTMA pioneered
pi eemployment training.

Originally, NTMA programs were funded under the Manpower
Development and Training Act of 1962, MDTA. That act had a
considerably different goal or purpose than CETA. Congress, in the
act, said, "' there is critical need f6r more and better trained
personnel in many vital occupational categories * * *" I emphasize
vital.

The specific purpose Of MDTA was to identify manpower short-
ages and fund programs' which would train qualified people "as
quickly as is reasonably possible in order that the Nation may
meet the staffing requirements of the struggle for freedom."

Since 1964, NTMA has entered thousands upon thousands of
persons into training. and we placed them in unsubsidized jobs, I
will niention again NTMA training programs have provided basic
skills making it possible for trainee graduates to secure rewarding
career employment in an industry vital to our Nation's well-being,
100-percent employment And I should add that NTMA Govern-
ment-funded training has been very cost-effectiveless than $2,000
per trainee.

Very feu CETA-funded programs provide basic skills for entry to
high-paying career opportunities for $2 000 per trainee. A signifi-
cant number of these early trainees are now owners of their own
businesses and are employing CETA-trained people in their shops

I have attached a ease history that occurred in Cleveland, Ohio,
to the testimony.

Under MDTA trainee intake emphasis was on unemployed ur
underemployed persons NTMA training under MDTA resulted in
an extremely high trainee completion ratip-85 percent and
higher Under CETA, since 1973, with eligibility or trainee intake
emphasis increasingly being concentrated on economically disad-
Yantaged persons, the program results, while considered suc-
cessful, have drupped to a 6.5-percent completion ratio.

It is important to note that employersthe Ultimate users of the
CETA producthave become increasingly disenchanged with
('ETA. Employers need mutiYated people who are interested in
learning.

NTMA strongly recommends that CETA focus some signiicant
and I emp!-.-Liize significantportion of its efforts on training quali-
fied people tur skilled 6ccupations. America's industrial and de-
fense needs are at stake.

I am going to go over some of the things that were said by James
Campbell.

On December 29, 1980, a special Defense Industrial Base Panel of
the House Committee on Armed Services in a published report said
in eysence that the United States, is militarily unprepared to meet
a crisis. Tu quote the report, "' there has been a, serious decline
in the Nation's defense industrial capability that places uur nation-
al security in jeopardy."

fn that same report, the panel clearly identified the "critical
raappo,Yer shortage" as one of the major factors for the decline of
U S. military preparednes:4 Dale Church, former Deputy Secretary
of Defense, is quoted in that report as follows. "The skilled man-
power problem is probably one of the most difficult nuts to crack."

2 %.
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The panel rep rt also stated: "The solution to this national man-
power problem w ll require a national commitment."

Although social uplift is commendable and needed, the United
States cannot afford to allow its skilled manpower base to deterio-
rate any further. The Armed Services Committee report "'
indicated the Nation would be short 250,000 machinists in the next
5 years." A skills shortage of this magnitude in a pivotal industry
warrants a "national commitment."

Another congressional group, the House Small Business Commit-
tee, on two separate occasions, identified the importance of the
tooling and machining industry. In 1966, that committee said: "The
tool and die industry and the machine tool industry are basic
industries. The economic welfare of the Nation depends to a very
large extent on these industries."

In 1970, that same committee, while reexamining problems
facing the tool and die industry, said that the industry:

continues to be a very important factor in meeting the commercial needs of
the country. The skill and ingenuity of this industry become even more vital as our
economy evolves into an increasingly technological society.

The national commitmentthat was referred to several times
beforeis required to rebuild America's manufacturing capability,
so urgently recommended by the House Armed Services Commit-
tee, can be accomplished under CETAwith a slight reorientation.

NTMA strongly supports the reauthorization of CETA. However,
NTMA recommends that CETA be modified. A significant portion
of CETA resources should be directed toward skills training to
rebuild America's dwindling skilled work force are well suited to
conduct-the-programs of-this sort-Thet-e-orfanizitions command
the confidence of small business and they must provide the quality
programs required by business. They must satisfy the job market.

The Department of Labor's Office of National Programs, which
administers these programs to meet the problems should be ade-
quately funded; whereas, in the last 2 years, the funding for this
particular department has been dramatically cut. National pro-
grams, I should add, offer substantial administrative economies.

What we are looking for is a more balanced approach, a balanced
approach between social goals and industry's needs for skilled help.

I would like to close on one point and say that in addition, the
Congress should consider complimentary incentives to stimulate
on-the-job training once the trainee enters the workplace. The cost
of on-the-job training for highly skilled labor in capital-intensive
industries is massive.

In our industry, the average equipment investment per worker is
$40,000 to $60,000. The apprenticeship process involves a signifi-
cant temporary loss of productivity as journeymen must take many
productive hours off their own machines to help train the appren-
tices. Companies in small business industries such as this one often
lack formal training programs and have relied on the European
approach to apprenticeship developed over hundreds of years.

For on-the-job training to continue in today's high competitive
and inflationary business environment, something must be done to
offset these tremendous training costs in those industries with
existing shortages of skilled labor. Approaches such as the targeted
jobs tax credit have failed for some of the same reasons that the
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effectiveness of CETA programs have been limited by the applica-
tions of social objectives.

NTMA favors the approach offered by Congressman Don Bailey
in H.R. 3752. That legislation would provide significant tax credits
to stimulate the training of skilled labor in industries with existing
shortages of skilled labor.

It would not be tied to social objectives and would provide the
most effective utilization of available resources in that the Federal
Government would be assured that there were existing high-paying
jobs available for those people eligible for the tax credit.

It would be an excellent replacement for the present targeted
jobs tax credit which is scheduled to expire at the end of this year.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bell follows:]
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Good morning. My name is John A. Bell. I am Manager of

Training Activities for the National Tooling & Machining

Association (NTMA). With me is Bruce N. Hahn, NTMA's

Manager of Government Affairs.

NTMA represents the independent job shop tooling and machining

industry, often described as the "keystone of mass production".

The tooling and machining industry provides the tooling which

is critical for every other manufacturing industry and every

major defense system. Without the equipment and talents of

this industry, this country would be unable to expand or

maintain its assembly lines and would be unable to produce

military hardware. There are approximately 12,000 contract

tooling and machining companies throughout the country employing

approximately 400,000 persons, predominantly highly skilled

toolmakers, diemakers, moldmakers and machinists. These are

truly small, privately-owned companies which manufacture tooling,

equipment and parts necessary for pass production.

These occupations -- toolmakers and machinists are consid,red

critical skills to both the civillunas well as the military

manufacturing apabilitie., of the United States. These

indiy:duals are today perhaps the most highly skilled workers

in America. Journeyman toolmakers and machinists regularly

earn S30,000 to S35,000 per year. And, their employment is not

,.ubjert to the whims of weather or the economy Ilke so many
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other trades such as the construction trades in particular.

This industry is characterized by high capitalization require-.

ments for expensive machine tools and accessories, as well

as the skilled workforce necessary to utilize this sophisticated

capital equipment.

NTMA is a pioneer --.an expert on pre-employment training,

having conducted programs continuously for the Department of

Labor since 1964 under both the Manpower Development and

Training Act (MDTA) and the Comprehensive Employment and

Training Act (CETA).

The purpose of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act

of 1973 is to provide job training and employment opportunities

for needy unemployed or underemployed persons. This is a noble,

worthwhile and proper venture. The population segment towards

which the Act is directed needs training and employment

assistance so that they can secure jobs and increase their

earned income.

1Social,uplift for that specific segment of our population

merits continuation. Since 1973 many disadvantaged people

have been provided basic skills which have enabled them to

secure permanent employment and become wage earners rather

than relying on public support for their livelihood. The

National Tooling and Machining Association and the industry it

represents strongly supports the continuation of CETA. NTMA

as trained and employed in unsubsidized jobs over 8,000

CETA eligible persons since 1973.
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However, CETA results have suffered in recent years. Social

uplift goals have become the primary focus of the program.

Fundamental considerations have become obscured or ignored --

the real world of employment and employers' needs. American

industry's skilled workforce has shriveled to the point

where our productive capacity is no longer the world leader.

CETA in recent years has directed its total attention towards

economically disadvantaged persons. Unfortunately, dis-

advantaged persons are generally academically and motivationally

disadvantaged. A very high propprtion do not have the basic

ability to acquire the skill% and knowledge required for

immediate employment in the highly skilled workforce.

Disadvantaged persons can be helped in programs designed to

train highly skilled workers for high paying jobs. NTMA

has had an excellent track record in that regard. However,

any such program must take into consideration the nature of

the work and the qualifications of prospective candidates.

It must have flexibility built in so that it can serve the

needs of the industry and employers. A 100% economically

disadvantaged eligibility intake requirement is unrealistic.

NTMA can speak with considerable authority and experience on

pre-employment training. Having Aceived federal funding.

assistance fo: training programs continuously since 1964.

NTMA is one of the oldest Department of Labor training
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contractors. NTMA pioneered pre-employment training.
c

Originally NTMA programs were funded under the Manpower

Developcent and Training Act of 1962 (MDTA), which had a

considerably different goal or purpose than CETA. Congress,

in the MDTA said, "...there is critical need for more and

better trained personnel in many vital occupational categories..." I/

The specific purpose of MDTA.was to and I quote, "... identify

manpower shortages and fund programs which would train

qualified people as quickly as is reasonably possible in order

that the Nation may meet the staffing requirements of the

struggle for freedom." V

Since 1964 NTMA has entered thousands upon thousands of poisons

into training. NTMA training programs have provided basic

Skills making It possible for trainee graduates to secure

rewarding career employment in an industry vital to our nation's

NTMA programs have a 100% job placement record --

unsubsidized jobs I emphasize. And, I should add that NTMA

government-funded training has been very cost effective --

less than $2,000 per tiainee. Very few CET funded piograms

provide baste skills for entry into high_paving_careir

quortnnities for $2,000 Eer trainee. A significant number of

-these early trainees are now owners of their own hu,incl-ws

and are now employing CETA trained people in their shops. A

case history is attached.

1/ Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962, as

Amended Through October 24, 1968. Sec. 101.

2/ Ibid.
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Under MDTA trainee intake erwhasib was on ,unemployed or

underemployed persons. NTMA training under MDTA resulted in

an extremely high trainee eompletion ratio -- 88% and higher.

Under CETA, since 19,3, with eligibility or trainee :ntabe

emphasis increasingly being.cone.entrated on ee.onomically

'disadvantaged persons, the program results, while still

.considered successful, ha%e dropped to a 6b% ,ompletior. iatio.

It's important to note that employers -- the ultimate us.rs

of the CETA product hai.e become incteasiiigly di,enehanted

with CETA. Employers need motivated people silo are interested

and capable of learning the modern technology of today.

NTMA strongly recommends that CETA focw, a signifie tnt portion

of its efforts on training qualified people for skilled

occupations. America's industrial and defense need.; are at

stake.

On December 29, 1980, a .pegial Defense Industrial Ease Panel

of the House Committee on the Aed Som,Ices, in a published

report, said in f.,'onlo that the Unet,A Stites is mIlitat)ly
0

unprepared to meet a erisis is quote the report, " . there

has been a serious d.,dline in the nation's defense indeetrial

capability that plaees ,ur natl-nal 0,4rIty in p 1ttly, 3/

3/ U S Congress. H a e. Oe.qttee on the %Ined Iurei,es
Report of the Dffnse Indl.ertal ftr,e lapel. Mu. All.ne 1 ftn.e

IndwAriad Base Cnrldv f: 4;'th C,n;.0-,,, 2nd

:980, p.

27
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In that same report the Panel clearly identified the "critical

manpower shortage" as one of the major factors for the decline

.of U. S. military preparedness. Dale Church, former Deputy

Secretary of Defense, is quoted in that report as follows:

"The skilled manpower problem is probably one of the most

difficult nuts to crack." 1/ The Panel report also stated,

"The solution to this national manpower problem will require

a national commitment." EI

Although social uplift is commendable and needed, the United

States cannot afford to allow its skilled workforce to

deteriorate any further. The Armed Services Committee Repprt,

and I quote, "... indicated the nation would be short 250,000

machinists in the next five years." 2/ A skills shortage of

this magnitude in a pivotal industry warrants a "national

commitment".

Another Congressional group, the House Small Business Committee,

on two separate occasions identified the importance of the

tooling and machining industry. In 1966 that Committee said,

and I quote, "The tool and die industry and the machine tool

industry are basic industries. The economic welfare of the

nation depends to a very large extent on these industries." 1/

1/ Ibid., P. 14- 5/ Ibid., p. 15 6/ Ibid., p. 14.

7/ U.S. Congress. House. Select Committee on Small Business.

Report of Subcommittee on Special Investigations of Small

Business Problems. Problems of the Tool and Die Industry, And

Associated Problems of ManuTacturers and distributors of Machine

Tools. 89th Congress, 2nd Session} 1966, p, 1.
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\ In 1970 that same Committee, while reexamining problems facing

A the tool and die industry, said that this industry, _I quote,

\ ...continues to be a very important factor in meeting the

commercial needs of the country. The skill and ingenuity of

this industry become even more vital as our economy evolves

into an increasingly technological society." .§/

The "national commitment" required to rebuild America's

anufacturing capability, so urgently recommended by the

H use Armed Services Committee, can be accomplished under

A -- with a slight reorientation. NTMA strongly supports

the reauthorization of CETA. However, NTMA recommends that

thsoCETA intake criteria be modified. A significant portion of
-411-

CETA resources should be directed towards skills training to

rebui d America's dwindling skilled workforce. A more balanced

approa h is needed to satisfy social goals and industries'

needs or skilled help. National organizations -- labor unions

and tra e associations -- are particularly well suited to

conduct programs. They command the confidence.of small business.

They must provide the quality programs required by business

and they must satisfy the job market. The Department of Labor's

Office of National Programs which administers programs to meet

special labor situations and problems should be more adequately

funded, whelreas its funding has been dramatically cut. National

programs al:6 offer substantial administrative economies.

C-

8/ u.s.,Congress. House. Select Committee on Small Business.
Report of Subcommittee No. 5. Pioblems Facing the Tool and Die

Industry. 91rt Congress, 2nd Session, 1970, p. (1).
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Sr. addition, ,.4.1d (onsider compliv,entary

incentives to stirailate n-the-fob training once the trainee

enters the workplace. The cost of on-the-Job training for

highly skilled labor in capital intensive induries 1:;

massive. In our industry, the average equipment investment

alone is $40,000 to $60,000 Or worker. The apprenticeship

training process in%olves a signiff( ant temporary loss of

productivity because Journeymen most take many productive

hours off their clan tn,chities to help train the apprentices.

Companies in small business I1140,-;1110`; 1,11ell as the tooling

and racbining industry often lack fermal training programs and-
have relied ,11 the Ai,po.m approach LIZ'. apprt nt lit - hip dereloped

r ye irs

For on- tr. at, tttsnirg to at t.t irt le in toil t) highly a ofitt;lit lie

lt+3 ati ,nIT 1 a, 1 nt at; 1. hint; ; t ho done

t., ,ffwt, the t ;13 t ',ant nit .t 4. in %boo; itttinst les'

Atb t 1, t , 11 1, ' k I. .0,01 %PP!, a. to a-,aaah as;

the t tr,- 7 1 1",t It t L.tie r.ai /et! for I I e f the attire

r'1 n-t '.tt be a It., t-. of ( t IA pa 'i a", , kr{

`1Vd t; o r, of to I o` l.c tr.et;

N4 `ii th, ; d V.-gi. -an rt 0 It t. In

Ii :t7 )2. a hAt `:1 A, ild pa. Ida t ; 11t. t t\

r dot to t t. 11 it t :: taw g of kll l.d Intor in trobtt tett.

-It ta ex I a "., I t ' of ; k II, 3 Libor It a+171,1 not t

al to ; o;tal t,a t trot sow I d pa 0, tde t he t, t; tea t ie
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utilization of atatlat+1, z '..)iii es in that the federal

governr+ would be assured that the re v.er.le existing high-

paying jobs available for those people eligible for the tax
icredit. It would he an excellent replacement for the present

targeted Jobs tax credit which.P; scheduled to expire at the

end of this year..

Thank you.

/

11

\
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NATIONAL TOOLING &
MACHINING ASSOCIATION

9)00 LIVINGSTON ROAD. WASHINGTON. D C 20022

Case History/Profile*

NTMA Pre-Employment Training Program

301/248.6200

Twenty-Six year old Juan Chanda immigrated to the United

States from Argentina in 1973. After settling in Cleveland,

Juan entered a NTMA 12-week CETA-funded pre-employment

training program and graduated in November, 1974. Following

'
graduation and becoming employed by an NTMA member company, .

Juan continued his apprenticeship training and subsequently

became a certified journeyman.

Later, Juan decided to start a tool shop of his own, but

this was not successful. Confident in his abilities and

not discouraged by his first failure, Juan formed a partner-

.,

ship with Joe Mietro and established Cleveland Die & Manu-

facturing Corp. in late 1976.

Cleveland Die and Manufacturing Corp. has been successful

and hired two recent graduates of NTMA pre-employment

training programs in the Cleveland area. Juan, a CETA

graduate, is now training other CETA graduates in the

intricacies of the trade and preparing ther for rewarding

career-type jobs.
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NATIONAL TOOLING &-
MACHINING ASSOCIATION

k()40 o ASHINCTO oC Z0022 0:0C

National Tooling & Machining Association
Comments on the Need for

Continued and Expanded CETA Title III Funding

The National( Tooling and Machining Association represents

the independent job shop tooling and machining industry,

often described as the keystone of mass production. There

are approximately 12,000 companies throughout the country

employing slightly over 300,000 persons predominately

highly skilled tool makers, die makers, mold makers and

machinists. These occupations are considered critical

skills to the civilian as well as military manufacturing

capabilities of the United States. The industry is

characterized by high capitalization in expensive machine

tools and accessories and the skilled workforce necessary

to utlilize this sophisticated capital equipment.

On December 29, 1980, a special Defense Industrial Base

Panel of the House Committee on Arced Services said, "...there

has been a serious decline in the nation's defense industrial

capability that places our national security in jeopardy." 1/

1/U. S. Congress. House. Committee on Armed Services
Report of the Defense.Industrial Base Panel. The Ailing

Defense Industrial Base. inreadx_for Crisis. 96th Congress,

2nd Session, 1980, p. (III).
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are characteristically outstanding career opportunities

with salary levels ultimately in the $20,000-S30,000 per

annum range.

Since the inception of this type program in 1964, it has

experienCed strong acceptance from the employer community

even though it is government-funded because it is conducted

by the national association which represents the industry.

The industry has confidence in the program and has accepted

the graduates knowing they have received intensive skills

training, as well as comprehensive job orientation.

Because the program is conducted nationally with a core

administrative staff, the cost per trainee has been especially

low -- under $2,000 per trainee.

.
This program has been successful in recruiting, training

and placing in employment a representative cross-section

of American ethnic society 35-40% minorities; 45-50%

under 21 years of age, 20-25% veterans; 10-15% females.

Under the new CETA regulations, very nearly 100% of the

trainees are economically disadvantaged, or unemployed/

underemployed.

Many, many of the graduates of this program are today successful

leaders throughout the industry. Many of them have even gone

on to start their own businesses. Attached is a case
c

of one such minority graduate who is now a partner-in a small

tooling and machining shop in Cleveland. This former trainee

27j .
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is now hiring recent graduates of the NTMA 12 -week program

for his own company. Certainly programs of the NTMA type

sn(uto be expanded-15T beyondthe size and Scope- under

which it presently operates.

Although the NTMA pre - employment training program has been

eminently successful for over 15 years, funding has been

at minimal levels. As indicated earlier, there is a severe

and growing shortage of skilled tool makers and machinists.

A national commitment is required to Solve this critical

skills problem. A program of this quality and importance

should be entitled to increased funding rather than a

decreased amount.

2/9/81
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right now. We cannot get enough CETA-eligible people who are
really qualified for these jobs and we cannot bring the people that
would be able to satisfy the qualifications under present CETA
requirements.

So change the requirements. Make the primary requirements to
support those industries that are critical, that are short of people
at this time, and let us rebuild those industries.

We are not saying disregard the social objective. It has a place
and it should fit somewhere else and that is fine and dandy, but it
is in many respects inconsistent with the objective of rebuilding
our highly skilled work force.

Senator QUAYLE. All right.
Well, I thank you very much. I look forward to working with you

in the future and I enjoyed our past association and we will cer-
tainly stain close communication with you.

Mr. BELL. Thank you.
Senator QUAYLE. The committee is going to be in recess until 1

o'clock for lunch.
[Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., a luncheon recess. was taken, the

subcommittee to reconvene at 1 p.m. this same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator QUAYLE. The committee will come to order.
The National Association of Private Industry Councils is next.

Welcome.

STATEMENT OF JOHN A. KENNEDY, THE NATIONAL ASSOCI-
ATION OF PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCILS, ACCOMPANIED BY
MICHAEL GRIFFEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, PRIVATE INDUS-
TRY COUNCIL OF DADE COUNTY, FLA.; JERRY BAUM, SPE-
CIAL ASSISTANT TO' THE DIRECTOR, BALTIMORE METRO-
POLITAN MANPOWER CONSORTIUM; AND ROBERT KNIGHT,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE
INDUSTRY COUNCILS
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,

I am John A. Kennedy. I -am chairman of the Private Industry
Council of Suburban Cook County, Ill. I am also the president of
JamesnElectronics in Chicago, a manufacturer of telephone equip-
ment. I am also the chairman of a company in Torrance, Calif,
that makes computer memories.

I am here on behalf of the National Association of Private Indus-
try Councils. With -ale is Michael Griffey, the executive director of
the Private Industry Council of Dade County, Fla.; Jerry Baum, the
special assistant to the director of the Baltimore Metropolitan
Manpower Consortium; and Bob Knight, the executive director of
our association.

.We have given you a written statement concerning our views
with regard to the Private Industry Council and the questions
which you posed. I will attempt to add to that extemporaneously. I
am speaking primarily for myself about the Private Industry Coun-
cil as a doficept.

I thought I would direct my first remarks to the historical con-
cept of should the Federal Government be involved with education
and trainfit I think, if we go back to the beginnings, Government
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has had the responsibility for public education. Initially that public
education was general education although it very rapidly became
educating those in the agricultural and ultimately in the industrial'
fields.

Senator, you and I come from an area that has gained a great
deal from the land-grant college program. I myself went to a voca-
tional school with one of the first programs, the Smith-Hughes Act
ofthe thirties. I gained a number of trades. Right now many are
obsolete, but they do allow me to repair the various mechanical
and electrical devices of my home.

There is a change in the whole vocational system. It is a change
that has come from the changing technology of the era that we live
in. We no longer are just competitive within our area. It is now
competition between area and area, State and State, and now it is
an international problem. We must be competitive throughout the
world. In my two businesses, one in California and one in Illinois, I
daily think not just of my competition in the United States but the
fact that I have very severe competition from countries throughout
the world. So, it has become a national problem of where are jobs
going to generate.

I think the whole intent of the Federal employment' policy
should be to train individuals for jobs that exist today and jobs we
anticipate will exist in the future. This should be one thrust of our
standard and regular educational system and then supplemented
by the Federal Government through its educational and training
acts. ,

What we are looking at today is a moving target. That target or
,drone or whatever we may want to call it is moving faster and
faster. The Smith-Hughes Act of the thirties was probably good and
intact for'20 years. Were looking at 'businesses that are trying to
survive, and they are looking at a technology that is moving so
rapidly that they have to change to survive.

I believe in 1973 the added concept of decentralization was a ve#y
good one because every area in this country is different and is
going to be different. It also gave us what I think is quite excep-
tional and unique in our country, the opportunity for many people
to be innovative, to be different, to have bold concepts, and to try
different things.

I have developed an analog between what I view our Private
Indystry Councilto a business that has been established for many
years. It takes its raw material, has its processing plant, and ends
up with a product. All of a sudden after all these years it no longer
can sell its product. It looks out at that marketplace and says
what's the matter?

Traditionally, the private entrepreneur will go to an independent
consultant, one of the typical firms. They will examine the market,
and they will say:

You're making the wrong product, you have to change your process, you have to
take that raw material and change it into something that the marketplace wants

If that individual entrepreneur does not make those changes, his
product builds in inventory. He doesn't sell that product, and he
goes bankrupt.

A nation that trains for jobs that do not exist, that cannot be
sold to its economic system can also go bankrupt. I think the

Sj.
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We do training I also recognize the difference in those two areas.
If I was managing the training programs of the South Bay area of
Los Angeles, Calif., they would be totally different than the train-
ing programs I believe myself and my associates are going to
recommend as we complete our marketing program for the county
of Cook and the .suburban area because of the nature of the two
areas.

The nature of my two businesses have different labor shortages.
The nature of training for those opportunities are totally different.
So, the uniqueness of our system is to get people involved to do
that marketing analysis for the future of their community, wheth-
er it be a city, a county, a State.

_ So, private sector involvement is going to give you action. It is
going to be market-sensitive. It is going to he cost-sensitive.

I have heard many of the members of my council speak in terms
of. "We have this budget, but who came up with this budget? We
are just beginning. We will use that budgeted money, but perhaps
not this year. Let us turn it back". This is admirable, and I think
somewhat different than the traditional programs. I have been in
the State legislature, and I have run a State agency. I know the
internal structuring of budgets and spending and where you can
and cannot spend spending. I fink the Private Industry Council is
a market-oriented, local-oriented, and a society interested group
and is cost sensitive.

There are three areas of employment levels that we look at. I
think we are all in a consensus here, and in the report. There are
the productively employed workers today. We must recognizeand
I see it daily in my own areathat those productively employed
people today may be out of a job tomorrow.

A mention was made of welding. In the southern end of our area
today there are many, many welders out of work. And there will be
more Yet, we are still training in our traditional systems, welders.
Robots are going to replace welding in many, many industries.
There is perhaps a tit in Pascagoula, and I have been there and I
know the demand fur welding on ships. Unfortunately, the geogra-
phy problem of moving them from the southern end of Cook
County to Pascagoula is something I do not think the local or
Federal Government wishes to face directly.

The whole intent of the concept of the present productively
employed being retrained has to be considered. Again, I think it is
a public responsibility. We are in a fast track in this world today
technology-wise, and we cannot get cff it. We cannot hope for the
simple educational system that is going to work all your life and
you will stay there.

We also have to realize there are plenty of individuals in every
area cethis country that are employed but underutilized, I think
upgrading is one of the :maginative programs possible with the
PIC. We can upgrade. We can upgrade and. move :nto the slots of
the upgraded people with, you might say, the so-called unemployed
underprivileged. PIC does have that exceptional situation where it
is different than the CETA program. It can do some imaginative
things to move _the ladder upward to look 3t the broader base of

The economy of a particular area. A
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So, coordination of training programs, in my opinion; toward the
economic health of the area is,very important. As it turned out in
our particular county, we have developed an economic coordinating
committee. This committee has the HUD programs. It has the EDA
programs, the SBA to a degree although this does not go through
the county, and CETA. I amusingly say we, are bringing back
together what Washington has torn apart.

Fundamentally, I think coordination will help a great deal in
bringing back together programs toward a common local goal with
the concept of generating jobs, of generating job opportunities. Jobs
are not generated by pure training. They are generated by the
cooperatOp of all of the factors in a community including the
training "section, which is our educational system, the financial
community of the area, and including the entrepreneurs them-
selves that are willing to give their time to work at solving the
problems. Being at the point in the entire system where they are
being both men and womencan be effective.

First, by assisting the development and continued health of exist-
ing businesses by training people that fit and make them more
productjve in those existing biusinesses. This is one of the responsi-
bilities of the total program. No. 2 is attracting medium- and large-
size businesses to move into your community.

Third is one that I am particularly interested in for Illinois, the
creation of small and exciting new businesses, people, who are
trained at the higher technologies, who can stay in our community,
who can find financing, who can find trained people, who can find
imaginative ways to start their business in Illinois. It is through
those exciting new businesses which, interestingly enough, are nor-
mally more labor intensive than the established large process-type
industries, that you probably will see exciting employment growth.

I have been to many small businesses, seeing young engineers or
young business people with five or six exciting, hard-working,
young, and old people working in that business, turning it around,
making it go, making it stizt. Of course, that is what makes our
country so different.

In conclusion, employment and training systems really must
have private-sector involveinent. To understand the charging job
market whether it be in Illinois or Baltimore or Miami or Califor-
nia, only the people that are there can really understand. I think it
has to have local decision.: We have in our very basic grammar
school program local involkment. It has had the great exciting
variations that make for superb and generally good educations
unfortunately,.SOmetimes poor education, too.

The private industry council program has 450 different market-
ing ano planning groups each trying to do something excitingrfOr
their community. If we had 450 new businesses, you would &lad
some would be eminently successful. Some would survive, and some
would do a very poor job. 1

For once we must have ae patience to look a letle to thp future.
We really are trapped between two foreign systems. We are

trapped between a system which is totally centralized which does
not work. We are trapped with an amazing competitor which is
called the consensus system. I do not think this consensus system is
where I would like to live. I think they are very careful. They do

$
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long-range planning, and they are able to mix the central govern-
ment and finance. They have private entrepreneurs. They keep

/labor. They keep everything all in a consensus. That is not where
the excitement of growth and new ideas come. That is not where I

/think our sltem belongs!
.Sig, some-mMere in between, we must develop this tie. We no/ longer can have total confrontation. We are in a tough, competitive

world. We have got an exciting number of star players and an
awful lot of star players that are 'sitting there being trained and
are readyoto-go into the ball game. We have to give up the concept
of continually finding the nasty aspects of a particular program

`. and condemn it. We have to have the patience df looking at the
total results of .that program and saying gener Ily it was good.

el)
Generally PIC marketing offices throughout the c untry will do a
good job. Correcting the ones, that didn't is the job of our so-called
board of directors, the Department of Labor, to positively help
them improve their concepts and ideas.

Those of us who ar dedicated to the bold idea of the private
industry council thiAk hat it will work. Thank you.

Senator QUAYLE. Th nk you very much, Mr. Kennedy.
Without objection ur prepared statement will be inserted.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Kermedyfollows:)

2%;
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STATEMENT'OF JOHN A.KENNEDY ON BEHALF OF

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCILS
before the

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY
SENATE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES

JUNE 15, 1981

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, I am John, A. Kennedy,

Chairman of the Suburban Cook County, Illinois Private Industry

Count....1 and President of JaLs Electronics, Inc., Chicago, Illinois.

I am appearing before yo% today on behalf of the National Association

-=--
-

of Private Induiiry Councils, the only national membership organiza-

tion of Pr-s.vate Industry Councils (PICs). With me today are, Michael

Griffey, Executive Director, Private
Industry Council of Dade County

(Florida), Inc., Jerry Baum, Special Assistant to the Director,

Baltimore Metropolitar Manpower Consortium, and Robert Knight,

Executive Director, National Association of Private Industry

Councils. I would like to thank the Subcommittee for providing

us with the opportunity to testify on employment and training issues.

We appreciate the sensitivity
of this Subcommittee to the im-

portance of. productivity in employment policy and Ics understanding

of employers' needs for a productive workforce This view is

similar to the change in perspective
which Private Industry Councils

have introduced into the employment and training system. As you

know:the employment and training legislation of 1973 accomplished

two important purposes 1) it decentralized employment and'train-

ing programs and provided at the local level the opportunity and

responsibility for allocating
FAderal :esources in 1 manner responsive

to locally determined needs and priorities, and 2) this legislation
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decategorized employment programs to some extent, allowing local

operators to determine the most effective mix of program services.

The National Association of Private Industry Councils supports these

features of the employment and training system.

However, the severe recession of 1974-1976 shifted the focus

of employment and training legislation to Public Service Employ-
:

ment (PSE) as an economic stimulus. As the economy began to improve,

the need became apparent to refocus this system on the needs of

private sector employers. Congress recognized this concern and in

the CETA Amendments of 1978 established a new Title VII which em-

phasized the need for involvement of private business in local '

employment and training effects ana authorized the formation of

Private Industry Councils to obtain this involvement.

The National Association of Private Industry Councils shares

the concern of the Subcommittee that we examine broadly issues such

as those being addressed in these hearings as the Subcommittee

undertakes a comprehensive review of employment and traiang policy

for the coming. .decade NAPIC also is undertaking a similar review

of the policy issues before us We will be developing input from

local -- especially small -- businesses relative to the role of the

private sector in empltyment and training issues. We are beginning

thisprocebsby encouraging local PICs to discuss A varlet' of issues

similar to those raised at these hearings. We hope co involve a good

share of the country's more than .50 PICs PICS which include

representatives of over 6.000 businesses of all sizes and types

29
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DJring the late summer and fall, we will hold regional &Inferences

to which PICs will be invited and tRrough discussion they will

'develop areas of concensus and areas where additional consideration '

are, necessary. In this manner, we intend to develop bottoms up

involvement of the private and public sectors on suggested responses

to the employment needs of the 1980's. We will certainly share

our findings and conclusions with the Subcommittee sand look forward

to working with you in a constructive manner.

We havelconfidence in the effectiveness of Private Industry

Councils, and our initial experience demonstrates that this action-

oriented, decision - making role for the private sector can improve

the ability of the employment and training system to match more

successfully the needs of job seekers with the needs of the private

sector. I; is our judgment that the Title VII record will show that

the local public/private partnerships
secured through Private Industry

Councils do make a difference. The following comments and recommenda-

tions are based on that perspective.

As a starting point, we must observe that a strong and vigorous

American economy go hand-in-hand with an effective employment and

training system. 'It is appropriate, then, to establish as an objective

for this employment and training system that it complement overall

efforts to expand the economy
and thereby the numbar of jobs which

provide economic self-sufficiency for our citizens.

291
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This observation leads to our conclusion, that a primary thrust

of employment and traininepOlicy should be increasing the pro-

ductivity of the workfoLd. Closely aligned with this is the goal
.

of increasing the
f
number of available, jobs by expanding the economic

base.

From the pdrspectiire of Private Industry Councils therd are

two major participants An the employment and training system:

employers are the clients and the labor force -- especially the

unemployed -- is the beneficiary. The beneficiaries of employment

polity consist of three large and somewhat overlapping groups.

First: there are productively employed workdrs. Second., there are

workers whose skills are inadequately developed underutilized,'or

in the.process of becoming obsolete. Finally, there are unemployed

individuals ranging from highly skilled to unskilled and inexperienced

and including the frictionally, cyclically, and structurally unemployed.

According to American Society of Training and Development

estimates, approximately $30-40 billion is invested in training new

or existing employees by the private'sector in one year. In short,

it is evident that private expenditures on human resource development

within the private sector constitute a significant portion of the

nation''s training investment. Public policy shuuld seek to encourage

and expand the occurance of such training. At the same time, we

urge the Subcommittee to review the particular problems which small

businesses face in providing entry level and advanced skill training.

We will return to this point later in our testimony.
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Et is our considered opinion that public policy and resources

should focus on the second and thcird pools within the labor force,

outlined above. This is a population that Is essentially dependent

46.e
and needs outside assistance to help it move into the main stream of

our economy. The structurally unemployed by definition have multi-

barriers that inhibit their achieving success as productive, full time

workeFs. The barrieri they face are not°ones that private employers

can attempt to correct as a pact of their profit making business'

operation. Rather, it reqdires federal funds and other incentives

to,underwrite these costs. Such funds can then be utilized to

encourage the private sector to take an active role. Simtiarly,

people in-dead-end jobs or the working poor have the potential for

upward mobility, but smaller businesses especially often can't afford

to underwrite the cost of training need..d. to achieve a higher skill.

job. The util-zation of federal funds for upgrading both serves to

increase the independence of the working poor and to create a job

opening that, can become the first step on the employment ladder for

another individual. Skilled workers dislocated by declining industries

or outmoded skills similarly need assistance to equip themselves to

reenter the productIve workforce.

There are a diversity of strategies that will enable individuals

who would not ci.herwi4e participate in
ehe labor force to obtain and

maintain Lmsubsidi2;ed, prod:..ttve employment. These strategies include:

occupational skill training, education-to raise the literacy level cf

:hat portion of the laoor force 4ho are not functioning at a level

sufficient to gain employment, work life training that develops

produccive,and consistent work habits, teaches how to apply for secure

r
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and retain a job and helps pecple through work to learn to handle

relationships with peers and supervisors, and employment generating

services that increase the number of jobs. There are many methods

by which these strategies may be carried out. NAPIC will address

these strategies more specifically as it develops-its position, but

is wants to underscore now the need for flexibility and diversity in

the tools that are alldwed to be used.

Successful strategies must have the active inyolvement of

private business. We can not stress this coo heavily. This in-

volvementmust Include both direct involvement .n che'decisions 00

regarding planning. design and implementation of programs as well

as involvement in utilizing the tools and services designed: We

need creativity and broad flexibility in developing a variety of

means by which such broad participation on the part of private

business is encouraged. We mtst offer a range of incentives that

are wide enougn and sufficiently enticing that they secure this

result. Tools encouraging business involvement in program utilization

should include tax Incentives, cost reimbursement. purchase of service.

In addition, we want to encourage private business to be the deliverer

of any of the strategies that will enhance the labor force participation

of our target groups. This is particularly relevent to small

sh*linesses wnere the major ''source of new jobs exisT's,'yet the, capacity

and resources to meet tneir training neecs are most limit-ea above

all. let us be concerned with increasing private business involvement

and achieving cost effective results.

The early part of our testimony gave strong support to the 1973 elr"4

employment and training legislation's decentralization of responsibility
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for allocating federal resources in a manner responsive to locally

determined needs and priorities. There is great diversity in our

country not only from region to region, but within regions. This

diversity includes differences in the needs of populations to be

served that may include a heavy influx of refugees in Florida or

alarge number of laid-off automobile industry related workers in

Michigan. The combination of services that will best meet the

differing needs of the communities. involved can best be identified

at the local level. The process for suet: identifidation requires a

partnership of the private and public sectors. It needs to involve

thetotal.community, but the institutions and organizations best

qualified to do this'will differ from one community to another.

Focusing this system at the local level and encouraging partnerships

whose participants may differ from one locale to in-either will deliver

the most effective system. The National Association of Private Industry

Councils plans to develop more specific recommendations in this area,

but it is clear that local control is a source,of strength and

effectiveness.

In conclusion, we feel that the employment and training system

of the 1980's must provide for significant private sector involvement,

local decision making, flexibility in design and operation, and must

complement the development of a strong economy.

This concludes our prepared statement. We thank the members

of the Subcommittee for this opportunity to address these critical

issues. We would be happy to answer any question.
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Senator QUAYLE. Let me sort of pickup where you left off. Talk-
ing about patience and looking at the entire package, you have'
obviously been involved with training and employment not only
from the political point of view but from the,,businessman point of
v.ipw and now as far as the PIC's working within the system itself.

Looking at the total package of CETA, the way it is structured,
the prime sponsor, subgrantees, we now have title VII with the
PIC's trying to get more input particularly from the business com-
munity and labor, community, has it been a good program? Has it
been worthwhile? As we begin down this road to reevaluate what it
has done, what has worked, what has not worked, and why, how
would you suggest that we pursue an examination? Da you think
that overall the CETA program as presented has been a good one
or not?

Mr. KENNEDY. I think the CETA program is merely an extension
of tile Government's responsibility. I think in many areas it has
done a superb Yob. I think that it probably, as I say, in this
changing world requires a change in itself. A change has been
made, the concept of no longer developing public, service employ-
ment. I would agree with that. I certainly believe we should have
more public service employment at the local infrastructure. I think
there are an awful lot of pot holes in this country. But I think that
the local structures are going to make, the adjustments for that.

The CETA program, in miy opinion, has been successful for whin
it was developed. It is now' going through modification. The idea of
looking at the private sector and getting this private sector in-
volved is the No. 1 effort. It is the national need. It is the national
need to support our economic-structure.

I could go on and on with my personal opinions concerning the
educational system, but I am just a citizeh. I am talking about
CETA. You are talking about CETA. I think CETA is going
through a change. I think it can be moved successfully through the
use of private-sector information at the local level.

Ser.ator QUAYLE. Do you think that this change "should be a
natior.al policy shifting the responsibility for training and employ-
ment to the private sector where they will absorb that responsibili-
ty, virtually changing it from more of a government problem to an
industry problem? Is that the kind of change that we are talking
about?

Mr. KENNEDY. Let me,have Mr. Baum liere make a commenCon
that. We were talking about that just before we walked in here.
You are closd to our thinking.

Mr. BAUM. With your question on the success of this effort, I
think there are many examples of success. It is an evolutionary
process. There is reason to make some changes, but the basic
partnerships that have been started are working in many _areas
very effectively.

In terms of how you measure that, I think that much of it is
difficult to subject to statistical measure, where a great deal of the
emphasis has been placed. The human individual who moves out of
a history of failure and through training succeeds in getting a
permanent job, will find tha, a tremendous difference has been
made in that individual's life. Similarly, there is a significant
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difference to the community generated by the success that one can
through economic 'development achieve for individual businesses.

.1 think to get out around Ole country as this committee is
planning to do, which, hopefully, will give you the opportunity to
look .at some things that are specifically taking place, seeing the
experience rather ,than judging it statistically, is a very important
complement to the statistics. -

/ Senator QUAYLE. What I am trying to see is the change, the
t'ransition. I am talking about the potential assumption' of responsi-

i bility by business And industry of the employment' and training
aspects. In the past it has been generally conceded that until title
VII came into effect that it was basically a go-vernment responsibil-

z ity. It seemeto me that we are going in the direction, properly so,
in this administration that what we are talking' about is an indus-
try concern, an industry problem. You are not going to eliminate
government's role totally, particularly in ?rbviding statistics and
maybe in the market analysis.

What I am trying to do is to get a philosophical grasp of a kind
of evolutionary process that we ought to be seeing taking place in
our training and employment system.

Mr. BAUM. I think there are two parts to that. In terms of the
role, as Mr. Kennedy said, the government has played a role in
education and training historically. I think we feel that, in terms of
the client groups that Mr. Kennedy referred to, the productively
employed, some of whom have outmoded skills and need retraining,
the employed but underutilized, and those with multibarriers
toward getting pernianent jobs, the cost to bu3iness oftproviding
the necessary training is a cost that they are not equipped to bear.
So, there is a role for the Federal Government in providing re-
sources toward making. those people and those groups productive,
stable employees.

Tkie implementation of that, again as Mr. Kennedy said, I think
the ability to mcke decisions at the local level, where the problems
can be identified and the solutions structuredand theie are great
difference's among communitiesmake excellent sense.

The. flexibility of who fills those roles, I think,. can also make a
great difference. In some area business may.. be well prepared to
step in and assume a major role. In other areas, business may be
leSs prepared to do that.

Mr. Kennedy referred to a toolbag. I think that is important also
in the .variety of strategies that one can use in a community, that
there be a whole host of. tools that the community can utilize and
work out what division or complement of responsibility will work'.
best. Certainly, industry should have the opportunity to play a very
Strong role but not necessarily mandated federally.'

Senator QUAYLE. What kind ofI guess.I can use the word
incentives could we afford to business that would entice them to
assume some of the costs that would go along with the training?

Mr. KENNEDY. Let me comment. Let us take the school board
concept. The best kind of communities are the communities that
get a varied group of people on the local school board. We try to
get a cross-section of people who are worried about the various
aspects of the grammar school and the high school education. Our,
junior college and our senior college programs in most States are
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not that close to the real world. They do not really have a commit%
, nity, feel. t

Let us assume that some 13,le.s are even- doing to be. so iniagina-
tive they will work velem closely with their junior college and tol-
lege System. talk in terms of the real world and what
their community needs;They become 'to some degree the technical
school board for junior colleges. They have:through the CETA
program leverage if that they can well support a number of pro-
grams. They are the marketing arm. They are' looking at what is
'needed.

We have one company that is moving into, our area that is going
to put in a large laboratory, a medical laboratory near O'Hare
Airport. They will ne 475 to 101) trained laboratory technicians. It
happens to be one thing 'that is very short in our iinmunity. We
have now developed with two junior colleges progvatins for class-
room -size development of lab technicians, at' least at the lower

/level. We are working with an employer coming in from another
Icommunity to put his second facility in with trained local employ,
ees.

Now, I am sure, out of that new organization we'will get some-
body to come on our private council and perhaps help someone
else. Anyone who is running a for-profit business knows the impor-
tanceof the productivity of its employees.. We need somebody in
Torrance, Calif., in a job that you would think that there are-
dozens and dozens of people around there, but we have struggled
getting applicants. I am.now going to try to get somebody out of
the Chicago market and send them out there.
' These are the continuing struggles of trying to make a bu§iness
productive. This goes on ,every day in every business whether it be
a small drugstore or whether it be a, large factory like General
Motors. , '

I think that if we can somehow or another get the businessman
to think that those programs can work. I was sad to hear that man
speak this morning of his frustrations and that he would never do
another title VII program. I know how this happens. It is th'e kind
df bad experience that probably w;11 influence ,50 or 70 skillful
business people in the central area of Ohio who will say: Well, look
what happened to my friend. We cannot he constantly saying
there's government and we are business; government is the very
heart of our educational and our social system.

Mr. GRIf'FEY. I would like to amplify, in terms of his remarks,
two areas that are critical and that we have to look at in terms of
how ,we get employers involved in the process. One is thedecision-
making processin terms of how programs are structured on a local
'bye', that in fact they have a feel for and are part of structuring
the design of those programs to meet their needs. That can have a
lot of offshoot benefits. They can then see a,mechanism how they
can do that on their own in many instances, and I have seen that
happen. Employers have gone out and started their owp summer
programs simply because they have now learned the mechanics
because someone has helped them do that but, more importantly,
tastructure the programs from a governmental standpoint that are
going to impact on their employees.
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Second; it is the whole range of incentives, tax incentives, wage
subsidies, acid offsetting of training costs to them that. essentially
will augment the costs that they are already expending to train
workers but can be.'d.irected to people who' may, be harder to
employ, that -have other barriers to getting into the work folve. If

.:. you can utilize Federal resources to offset Chose,. not just Federal
, resourc.1 in the sense of CETA prograrhs but employment service,

vocational education, in fact you can bring those together to aug-
ment what employers are doing, thq are going to be much more
receptive to get involved. We have seen that in Miami happen very
successfully.. , .

. .

So, it has got to be a combination both decisionmaking and
financial incentives. ` ,

Senator QUAYLE. I have one final question. Under the present
CETAJaw a specified amount of moneys are.allocated to 'title VII.
Do you think we ought to continue a mandate of some sort to make

'sure that' the PIC program is adequately funded? Or do you think
we should allow that clecfsion to be made at the local level? Would
you have any comnent'on a Federal mandate?,

.

Mr. KENNEDY. If I were bass of the whole thing I could give you
my direct opinion. It would be like a whole sefies of processing
plants. In some plants the marketing arm is really on the ball and
knows what it is doing. Each processing department needs a mar-
keting orientation, and they had better all work for the marketing

' end of the -business. In other cases, weeny superb manufacturing
operation, with good sensitivity of the/marketplace, should be, in
charge. This again requires using talents at the local level.

I could not specifically tell you how the Federal Government
could restructure this total program. I think the most important
thing is that the' Departme!it of LabOr should go out and examine
experiences within the reic.ki.ionship of CETA, title VII and other
titles. It should do it on a positive basis, not on a 'negative basis. It
should attempt to see the creative differences. Believe me, my
relationship indifferent than Mike's and Jerry's. Some are terrible.
Some are superb. Most of them are 'working.

I do not think we could sit here ;n this formative stage, where we
say' we want private-sector marketing input into Federal training
programs and create a single criterion. You are never going to
know it unless you go out and examine the market yourself and sae
What PIC'sare doing. Do it objectively, not trying t9 put nice, neat
little numbers, not trying to be an accountant. ,

The, differpce in these communities is the.most unique par.t of
our country. ,I do not think at the Federal level you can yet
generalize. I would like to see .a flexible program. As it develops

. over the years it is going to find its own pattern, particularly if the
prime sponsors themselves get the feel of what is trying to be
accomplished by this whole program. .

Senator QUAYLE. So, if you had your druthers, you would just as
soon not have that mandate?

Mr. KENNEDY. Yes; I think that Ants. what happens.
Mr. BAUM. I think that is a very important question. We have

started a process of exploring with both member and nonmember
PIC's a whole series of questions of which that is one, in terms of
.what will make the most effective system. In some areas where
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there haye been difficulties in the relationships between prime
sponsor& and private industry councils that mandate has been an
effective tool to get people to work together.

How it should be structures or whether it should be changed, we
really would like to come back After we have had a chance to study
it further;ourselves.

Mr. KENNEDY. That is right; as an association.
Senzftor QUAYLE. OK, I will look forward to that answer. Thank

you for youi, continued cooperation. Thank you for your patience
today) your input.

Mr:. ENNEDt. Thank ypu.
Se for QUAYCE: Next will be Mr. Carl Struever from Baltimore.

STATEMENT OF CARL WILLIAM STRUEVER, MEMBER, EXECU-
yriyE COMMITTEE, BALTIMORE METROPOLITAN PRIVATE IN-

_ DUSTRY COUNCIL

, Mr. STRUEVER. I am a small gen eral contractor and developer
from Baltimore.. I would like to join in with Mr. Kennedy in thank-
ing you for the opportunity to talk a little bit about some Federal
programs that work and look a little bit at our experience in the
employment and training :laid over the last few years.

We have been in .the business a long.time. As a little guy that
has not 'been involved in politics ,a whole lot, I am constantly
amazed that in the name of cost effectiveness\and efficiency we
routinely seem to throw out this tremendous wealth of effort and
experrie that goes into setting up a Program and. a series of pro-
grams. CETA is one example of many that w are looking at today.
The people that have gone into those and the talent and the people
that are caught in the process of those programs all seem to fall by
the wayside.

I thilik it is excellent that people like you are taking the time
out to take a look at what is going on, travel around the country,
talk to little business people lilt( myself. I hope you get a chance to
actually get out on the streets and talk to some of the trainees,
employees actually involved in the *training programs, shake their
hands and talk to them about what is going on. That is the only
real way that you can get a feel for what works and what does not
work, which is what we are all about. We all agree that the
general goal is create jobs, Reagan says that', and there is tremen-
dous support for that. That is where the future is: create jobs,
productivity, fight inflation. Wonderful. How do we best do it?

Baltimore is a great place to start. It is always fun to hear that
the International Federation of Housing and Planning Officials,
20,000 'Planning people and public elected' officials from around the
world; when they are 16oking for an example of where public
programs do work in helping a distressed area get back on its feet,
will look to Baltimore as the stellar example of what to do. Tomor-
TOW, for instance, I am entertaining a group of 20 business people
and planners from Holland in Baltimore's Cross Street Market. We
are going ,to have oysters on the half shell. We are going to show
them around some of the CETA training programs and economic
development programs in the neighborhoods of Baltimore. So, a jot
of people are looking.
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'We are telling them that the basis of this success is the partner-
ship that we talk about between the public and private sector. The
private sector is, on the one hand, business people like myself and
in Baltimore, very importantly, little business people as well as the
big-time guys, and neighborhood people. There is a very effective
series of community groups, community leaders that have worked
together with 'business people pulling things together. There is
strong local elected leadership. Mayor Schaefer, who I am sure you
know of, is a ball of energy and very important to this whole
partnership.

Also, there is the use of Federal and State funds. You are our
money partners here in Washington and a critical element of our
partnership. We have in the last 10 years developed literally
dozens of neighborhoods, bOth in terms of residential construction,
and neighborhood sh6ppifig areas, and downtown: the waterfront,
Harbor Place, the National Aquarium, World Trade Center are
well-known. They are great places to go and a lot of fun.

We have some success. We still have some problems. We have
serious problems. We have 50,000 substandard housing units. We
have a black unemployment rate in Baltimore of 20 percent, a
black teenage unemployment rate of '40, 50, or 60 percent, depend-
ing on iv-ho you want to talk to. It is a terrible situation. But the
important thing is than there is a spirit. The city of Baltimore is on
the move. Things can happen and will happen.

Not only is Baltimore a good place to be today, but it is going to
be better tomorrow, whether you are a businessman looking for a
place to locate an office or open an ice cream parlor or whether

,you are somebody who is looking for a _place to live. This spirit is
now jeopardized by what is going on today.

Baltimore is losing $350 million in purchasing poiver next year
due to Federal funding cutbacks. More seriously, not only does that
affect particularly the poor people of Baltimore in terms of jobs
and services and everything from housing, educations to school
lunches, but, more importantly, the manner in which that is being
done through rescissions and deferrals. Public Service Employment
is the best example. Nationally we gave virtually no notice to
300,000 people that were in the midst of training programs that
they were on their own either to find another job or to go back on
unemployment insurance or welfare. In Baltimore the number was
3,000, truly, a tragic thing for people that we had spent money on,
good taxp4er money on, saying: we want you to 'be a productive
part of the economy; and talking to the business people involved,
that we want you to be in partnership with us on restructuring

' this economy. Then to pull a quick thing like that certainly desta-
bilized not only the relationship with business but the relationship
with the people, the many disparate peoples that make Baltimore
what it is today.

Given the loss of funding both for training programs and the
general tight economy in"Baltimore, it becomes ever more critical_
to use what existing resources we still have more effectively. -

One of our first goals in Baltimore's Private Industry Council has,
been to coordinate economic development with training programs.
It is ironical that, when CBS national news came to town to talk
about the PSE layoff, of 3,000 people, they ask "why don't private
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businesspeople like myself, who appear to be flourishing and ren-
ovating all these great old buildings, why can't we just hire these
people". We find it distressing in that programs that have helped
businesses like myself get going, are also being cut. When they
came down to interview us, we were on a project that had been
funded by UDAG in part, the majority by private money but 'part
by UDAG and that is what made it possible. Our tenants in the
project were small businesses, two of which had been financed by
the Small Business Administration. The very programsthe Eco-
nomic Development Administration, the SBA, UDAGyou can go
on and on, that have helped us grow and new businesses get
started and hire people are disappearing, too.

So, you have to look at the employment and training picture in
thit context.

V. hatliy,orks in economic development is the following. Baltimore
has a*. lOng list of financing programs, State, local, and Federal,
which iie an extremely critical part of economic development,
particularly for small business. I remember back when interest
rates, the prime rate, was 8 percent.' People say: well, interest rates
will go down, and we'll be all set. Unfortunately, back then busi-
nesses like myself still could not get loans.

Thus, there is a role for the public people in financing as well as
site preparation, infrastructure improvementsroads, sewers, utili-
ties, et ceteraand support services, such as sanitation, and police
protection. What does not work: tax incentives. Virtually every
major study that I have seen from the Birch report to the Roger
Schmcnner report from the Harvard/MIT Joint Center for Urban
Studies, and the study from North Dakota that showed that only 7

out of 12C. businesses that use the. State's 5-year tax holiday for
both income and property taxes that came to the State, only 7' of
those figured that that tax break was a major influence on their
decision. It is not a very effective way to use public money, particu-
larly for small business.

People like myself are more concerned about meeting our payroll
on Friday, how we are going' to finance the house* are trying to
renovate, how we are going to find a tenant who can get financing
to go into the next building we are going to renovate than about a
10-year carry forward of losses. We need money today; not tax
breaks tomorrow.

That is one of the big problems with enterprise zones as they are
being suggested now. It is a fine ,idea in a general sense,.but, in
terms of the overall picture and standing by itself, it certainly is by
no means the panacea for urban problems. We need all those other
programs that you have been helping us with over the last decade.

I mention this when we talk about economic development and
employment and training because of the importance of tying those
things together. You have got to get jobs where the people really
need them in the places where those people are. UDAG is a good
example of a program that has successfullr done that. HUD writes
it right into the contract. If you want this loan, this great 1-percent,
interest loan over 20 years, you have got to agree to hire 10 percent
of your people or 15 percent of your people, whatever particular
situation may make sense, and participate with training programs,
whether it is a CETA-funded OJT program, skill training program,
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or whatever. If you want priority on this public economic develop-
ment benefit, you have got to provia jobs and get the jobs to the
people who need them.

As an example in Baltimore, the PIC funds two loan packagers
for the neighborhood business revitalization program, which is a
pool of $43 million from local private lenders, SBA funds, and a
State and local small business loan program. Over the next year,
Ike are projecting that these two people will help businesses getting
started hire 100 CETA-eligible people. Certainly, that is a good way
to spend $50,000 of public funds and a very targeted way of doing
that.

There is an excellent potential of improving that tie-in between
economic development and job training. Roger Schmenner in his
report conducted for Harvard/MIT studied 410 large businesses
that had 18,000 manufacturing sites across the country and found
that an astounding 76 percent of those plants felt that a favorable
labor climate was a must when picking their new site, far and
away above any other factors.

So, when you look at programs that can help provide plentiful
supply of skilled workers targeted for particular businesses coming
into the area, you have all kinds of potential there. Schmenner
goes on to talk about economic development policy in the South-
eastern United States, where they do just that. They have custom-
ized job training tied right in with the whole effort to bring new
businesses into the Southeast. So, CETA and economic development
work very well and effectively together.

The public role does not have to be directly targeted toward
private business investment either. We have seen this in Balti-
more, where you have indirect effects through the public service
employment [PSE] program, where thousands of people were
placed with nonprofit institutions in the town and put to work
doing all kinds of things that were never done before. You had
jugglers and mime actors performing for a neighborhood art circus
in 100 communities around Baltimore. You hal a vacant primary
school that was renovated and converted into a community c6nter

for the arts, You have had the Culinary Arts Institute. You have
had virtually every museum, gallery, theater, and charity in town
with CETA staff working, providing services that were not there
available before and rat control, truancy control, working with
prerelease people from the prisons, all kinds of services provided by
PSE employeesa created a tremendous range of efforts aimed at
improving the environment in Baltimore and making it a more
attractive place for businesses like myself to come to town and do
importdnt things in terms of creating jobs. It is very, very impor-
tant.

So, even though those public service jobs were not directly tied to
what I was doing, they were directly tied into my ability to attract
somebody like James Rouse into going into a project with us in
Baltimore and to attract somebody coming in to buy one of the
houses for renovation. It is very important.

CETA and public service employment has been effective. I am
sure you have a copy of Laura Morlock's study from Johns Hopkins
University where 1,700 PSE workers were from 1971 to 1978; 78

percent of those people after 2 years were in unsubsidized perma-
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nent jabs. After 5 years only 6 percent of the sample were out
looking for work. That is a lower rate than the unemployment rate
for Baltimore as a whole was at the time. So, it has been effective.

While we should continue this ,improvement of CETA programs,..
I am the first, having gone through all the headaches and the
problems involved, to say that there is always a need for improve-
ment, a constant need. I think that is one of the things that Mr.
Kennedy was talking about. This public/private-sector partnership
can play a key role. The public sector, on the one hand, sets the
general goals: You don't pollute, you conserve energy, you provide
jobs for the people who need them, you don't discriminate, you
provide safe working conditions, and so on. At the same time, the
public sector provides the incentives that makes it possible for
entrepreneurs and businesspeople to most effectively meet those
goals. So, in this partnership you are using the strongest elements
of both parts of our economy in the most effective way.

For example, in the Baltimore PIC, which is the private sector
end of this partnership, we had a builder that 'saw in a training
program that the trainees were working on a jobsite without their
own tools. This builder knows that carpenters in particular and
most mechanics in general are expected to have their own hand-
tools and therefore jealously guard them. They do not want them
ruined, lost, broken. At this ,CETA training program borrowing
tools caused quite a bit of tension. So, here is the role in here that
we as private business people can play in this partnership and say:
Well, we think it's a good idea to provide as an incentive for
successful completiOn of a certain part of this training program
tools for this trainee. It is a good idea. We put it into action.

At the same time, we saw that the local CETA consortium was
looking at, as far as judging the success of training programs, 1
week after the end of the program and 1 month later for job
placement retention to see whether that training program was a
success. We, the PIC, said no way is that an accurate measure.'Out
in the real world when we hire people we build into the arrange-
ment when we hire them a trial period to see how it works out. In
1 week, sure, they may be employed. But what happens 1 month or
6 months down the line? That is the real measure of whether a
training program is a success. Therefore, our PIC has set up a
program where we look at our training programs 6 months and 1
year down the ro d to see whether it is successful.

It is very important for the PIC to set an exaMpie for the rest of
the business community. As such, one of the first people that we
hired was a gentleman named Oscar who had been in the Jessup
State Prison for 8 years. He was in a prerelease program. We put
him to work as a laborer. Within 6 months, just by sheer enthusi-
asm Oscar had worked himself into a carpenter helper's position.
And I can't say the jcy of what it was to see this person who had
never had a job before, who had been in all kinds of trouble before
with his family and with the rest of society, the satisfaction of
seeing him learn a skill from this carpenter named Bob, a Scots-
man, who had never before spent the time with any of our other
employees, to teach the little tricks behind the method of his skills.

So, this working together was a joy to see. At the same time, I
must be quick to point out that we would not have done it on our
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own without OTJ training subsidies or skill training subsidies. For
small businesses in particular, this training is just too expensive.
Bob gets, with fringe benefits and payroll overhead, $17 an hour.
When you are first starting out with a guy like Oscar, lie probably------
loses half of his output, to say nothing about the lost output that
Oscar, who is just learning his job, just is not turning out. It is
tremendously expensive. It has a multiplier effect when you start
adding equipment being used and so on.

Training is a long-term investment that all of us need to make,
but that little guys like us just cannot afford to make on our own. I
agree with David Birch from MIT that small business is where the
action is, in terms of creating new jobs, but we need help in getting
those jobs to the people who.really need them.

What we need to do today is not look at less training but how to
provide better training. CETA in many respects can then be looked
at as a more productive investment in our economy than, for
instance, the business tax investment credit. It is not a purely
consumptive investment such as food stamps.

Examples of how we can make job training better and more
effective are these: Davis-Bacon is one of the pet things you hear a
lot about now. Under Davis-Bacon we are required to have three
journeymen like Bobit is $17 an hour that we end up pdying
himfor each apprentice that we have on the job. It is tremen-
dously discouraging to training people and discriminatory, particu-
larly to the hardcore unemployed people. Bob and ()Scar work very
well one on one. Also, it is hard to become an apprentice certified
for Davis-Bacon by the Department of Labor. A good example is
CETA funds from the Department of Labor pays for the new shel-
ters program in Baltimore. New shelters, using CETA workers,
renovate beat-up old townhouses into low-cost public housing. It
costs $10,000 per person. We have hired a couple of peopleJames
Forrester is an electrical apprenticethrough new shelters and put
them to work unsubsidized. And then we find out that we cannot
accredit him as an apprentice because there is no nonunion ap-
prenticeship program available to us at the time in the city of
Baltimore. So, we are out of luck.

There is the U.S. Department of Labor on the one hand saying
essentially: Don't hire this guy. On the other hand, it is spending
$10,000 to give this guy a chance. there are lots of problems there
that could be fixed.

To keep training programs efficient you have got to maintain
local control. You hear this a lot. Local control means don't chan-
nel the money through* the States. The innovation, the success in
Baltimore has been the flexibility of this partnership at the local
level. Please don't lose that.

You have got to be close to what is going on. When I was first
appointed to PIC, I visited a number of job training sites. I took a
day off from work and went around and visited half a dozen job
sites, talked to the trainees, talked to the employers. There was a
car mechanic, a TV repair guy, a short-order cook, and I was all
very mach impressed by what was going on. This is the only way
that you really can get a good idea of what works and what does
not work.
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I would suggest that, if you have a chance, come and visit Bob
and Oscar while they are working on a storefront, a beat-up old
place and see it turn into something of a work of art.

Baltimore is working. It needs your help, Federal help, if. that
momentumarid-confidence-are-not -to be-lost. If-it-is -lost, the
tremendous energy and effort expended over the last few years will
be much harder to recreate and the enthusiasm will be gone. All I
cn say is there are a lot of unemployed people out in Baltimore. It
is going to be getting worse. Once that spirit is gone, the despair
and the frustration are going to make it impossible to put it
together again. So, let's not throw all the stuff out that we have
been putting together over the last few years out of the ?window.

Those are my comments. .

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much.
Without objection, your written statement will be inserted into

the record.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Struever follows:] c9

.
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Testimony before the
Committee on Labor 5 Human Resources

Subcommittee on Employment and Productivity

By: Carl William Struever

' All Americans business people, neighbOilinapeople,-WhitesT blacks=

,..__can join together in heartfelt support for'the President's top priority goal

of creating new jobs so that all that are able to work can work. A job is

the.single, most effective way that a man or walk. can build self confidence

and thus achieve a productive, independent livelihood. .A job enables each

to cope with the host of other problems fadng us today - housing, medical

care, education, and food and nutrition. Conversely, unemployment extracts

a devastating toll - not only from the idle workers, but from their families and
_

friends,

The President's focus on jobs is excellent. The question is whether his

economic strategy, even if it is generally successful at stimulating pritfate

sector growth, will create jobs where they are needed and for the people who

really need them. Unfortunately, the answer, at least for the short term,

may be no.

Baltimore, a city who's sparkling revitalization over the last-ten years

has won acclaim around the world, is a good case study for employment policy.

The driving force behind the city's renaissance is a successful public-private

sector partnership between a well organized business community and enthusiastic

neighborhood leaders under the driving, creative leadership of the local govern-

ment using funds frt.= State and federal' agencies.

Over the last ten years this pantnership forged a well balanced, comprehensive

redevelopment effort which renovated housing and small shopping areas in dozens

-of well-as-created a new, exciting downtown and harborfrontr

Today the Inner Harbor, once Baltimore's smelly embarassment, is the city's stellar

attraction with its World Trade Center, National Aquarium. Convention Centel-, and

the wonderful collection of colorful shops and restaurants at Harborplace. Most -0

Bill Struever is President of Struever Bros. 5 Eccles, Inc., a small Baltimore
general contracting and development firm specializing in renovation. Bill is

a member of the Executive Committee of Baltimore Metropolitan Private Industry
Council, the Planning Council of the Greater Baltimore Committee, and the

Mayor's Small Business Advisory Council.
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important is the new spirit of its residents where Baltimore is loved as a

great place to live that is getting better.

It is this confidence and comiction that the city is on the move that

holds its people together despite severe problems. fiver 50,800 dwelling

units are in a substandard condition despite one of the finest rehabilitation

programs in the country. More critical is the black unemployment rate of 20%

and the black youth unemployment rate estimated at well over 40%.

However, the recent Federal cutbacks threaten this positive momentum and

jeopardize this unity of spirit. The Baltimore partnership is losing its Federal

partner which played a key role in virtually all successful projects. In the

next year the city's economy will lose $350 million in purchasing power. The

poor will lose both jobs and services in everything from schools, to health care,

tb food stamps, to school lunches. Worst than the cutbacks in funding themselves

is the drastic means by which they were accomplished through deferrals and rescissions;

in the fiscal'81 budget. With virtually no notice the U.S. government terminated

300,000 CETA Public Service Employees across the country in the middle of their

training program. Three thousand workers in Baltimore alone received a one week

notice to find another job or go back on welfare and unemployment insurance.

In the face of this crisis of,,confidence the Baltimore partnership must look

for even more effective means to use existing resources: We have a bigger task

and less funds to achieve it, so we must be efficient. Therefore, in a shrinking

economy with fewer employment opportunities Baltimore is focusing on economic

development and the creation of new jobs; the best job_training is for nought

if there are no jobs for the successful trainee. Our city has a good experience

3O
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in a balanced program of public incentives to private business development

such as financing assistance, site preparation and construction of public infra-

.

structure improvements such as roads, sewers, and utilities, and other support

erizites_sucLas_imprOved_SAftitatio.D_And olice_protection.

Unfortunately, Federal economic development program funding is as hard hit

as employment and training funding Programs that have proven track records

in leveraging private investment such as the Economic Development Administration

and Urban Development Action Grants will be gone. Virtually all Federal economic

development financing programs - from the Small Business Administration to 312

renovation loans - are being eliminated and will no longer play a vital role in

helping new businesses get started.

Thus, it is ironic when CBS sews comes to talk to a general constractor like

myself as a businessperson active in the city's revitalization and asks why we

won't hire some of the 3,000 CETA workers recently laid off. We need programs

like EDA, UDAG, and SBA so we can continue to grow and expand and create oppor-

tunities.
Businesses like mine are just as effected as the CETA workers them-

selves.

Enterprise Zones, which are the only new urban economic development iniative

being suggested, simply won't be effective without the other financing,
physical

improvement, and support service programs. All experience in economic development

tIblearly indicates that tax incentives, which are the sum and sc stance of Zones,

are not a major attraction to new business. Small businesses, which create the

majority of new sobs, don't make enough money in the first few years to even have

to worry about taxes.

So the partnership must evaluate the most cost effective means to use re-

< maining economic development dollars, such as Community Development Block Grants,
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to stimulate orisate business growth. Given the limited economic develop-

ment dollars remaining, this effort must be targeted on those businesses

tnat will create the most jobs for the people who really need them - the CLTA -1

eligible, hard core unemployed.

The Baltimore partnership is creating a tight coordination between economic

development, and critical employment and training needs. On the one hand the

business that creates lots of low-level jobs that arr accessible to unskilled

workers gets top priority on low interest loan funds or an attractive city owned

industrial site. On the other hand, that business cnimits to train and hire a

certain percentage of CETA eligible workers. To make the connection work, On The

Job or skill training subsidies, pre-screening of job applicants, or Targeted Jobs

Tax Credits may be necessary to' offset the increased costs of F. ring CETA eligible

workers.

A specific example of this economic development linkage is the Neighborhoad

Business Revitalization(NBR) Program. The Private Industry Council (PIC), which

is the business member of the public private partnership and is funded under Title

VII of CETA, employs two loan packagers that coordinate financing assistance be-

tween the Mt a city loan program, and a $43 million private lender loan pool

for new and expanding small businesses. At a cost of 550,000 in saliries, the PIC

loan packagers wil. ,rnerate 100 new jobs for CETA eligible workers in one year_

This close connection between economic devewpment and employment and training

activity promises bigger vayoffs in the future. A recent study conducted by

310
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Roger Schmenner for the Harvard - MIT Joint Center for Urban Studies surveyed

410 companies owning 18,000 manufacturing sites to determine the impliCations

for public policy of location selection decisions of large firms. An astonishing

76% of the plants listed a "favorable labor climate" as a "must" in choosing a

new plant location. A good supply of skilled workers or readily trainable workers

becomes a criacal factor that is more important than tax abatements and other

econo c development tools in attracting new business. Schmenner goes on to

describe t esuccessful use of customized pre-employment skill training as part

of a successful economic development strategy in the south eastern United States.

This linkage between economic development and employment programs shouldn't

be restricted to direct. private business assistance. A'key element of Baltimore's

revitalization strategy was the creation of an exciting environment in the city.

A top notch symphony, a good museum, a fine gallery, or a bright and spark-

ling shopping center like Harborplace can be more effective in bringing a

business to Baltimre'than a reduction in capital gains taxes and a low in-

terest SBA loan put together. As Schmenner said in his study, livability can

be an "awesome competitive advantage" in attracting business.

With this goal in mind, Baltimore placed CETA'funded workers in dozens of

_tnOn-profit institutions to provide services that never were available before.

CETA workers trained as jugglers, clowns, and mimes and created the Neighborhoods

Arts Circus which performed to the delight of young and old alike in 100 comm-

unities. The Port City Jazz Band provided the beat for many a city festival. CETA

workers renovated a vacant. Victorian elementary school and staffed it as a

unity arts center with a gallery, craft workshops, and studios for artists. CETA
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:workers were the life blood of t City Fair which draws two million people

together on one weekend in the Inner Harbor to celebrate the city's new life.

Every gallery, theater and charity in town had a CETA person building exhibits..

scheduling events, or planning fund raisers.

This creative, well managed CETA program not only was an integral part of

the city",s-revitalization strategy but was also effective at getting the hard

core' unemployed a start in the job market. In a study of 1,700 of these CETA

workers from 1971-1978, Laura Morlock from Johns Hopkins University fourid that

78% had.Sobs in the regular labor market two years after the end of their CETA

training. After five years only 6% were still looking for work - less than the

percent,* unemployed for Baltimore as a whole.

. To continue to improve employment and training programs and the coordination

with economic development activity, private sector participation in this partnership

must continue to expand. Business people can play a valuable role not just in

setting,the number of workers required in a particular trade but in planning the

whole training process using experience from real job situations. For example.

a builder on our AC observed that carpenter trainees were working on a job without

their own hand tools. Since carpenters are expected to provide their own personal

tools and jealously guard them, this was a source of conflict between

trainees:and the journeymen. The solution was to help the trainee buy tools as

an incentive for successful completion of a part of,his training course. Another

PIC suggestion was to judge the success of a training program not just by how

quick a trainee found a job but by whether the trainee could keep the job for a

length of time. Hiring in the private sector was often on the basis of a trial

period. The PIC_therefore established a policy of monitoring trainees for up to

a year after the completion of training.
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ie PIC also saw the need to set an example for the rest of the business

community, and%) it encouraged members to participate in CETA programs. One of

my first trainees was a conOct from the Jessup State Prison on a pre-release

program. Oscar, who'd been in jail for eight years. started out as a laborer.

At the end of six months Oscar had upgraded himself to being a carpenter's

helper by shere enthusiasm. It was a joy to see Oscar. a black ;4110 had never

had a jib before - a complete dropout - working right behind Bob. a 55 year

old Scotch craftsman who had never taken the time before towshow anybody the

method behind skill. Before your eyes you could see the self confidence and

respect grow in Oscar as he established himself as a talented. productive

member of our society.

For all our success as a private business in job training, I must he quick

to point out that I Couldn't have and wouldn't have done it alone. including

fringes and payroll cost we pay Bob close to S17/hour. With the time that he loses

while showing Oscar what to do - particularly in the early part of his training .

plus the.time Oscar loses because he is still learning, this type of job training

is just too expensive to do.seriously without an On the Job Training subsidy

or pre employment training for Oscar in a publicity funded program to get him

started, or a Tarieted Jubs Tax Credit. Particularly as a small business person

and I agree wholeheartedly with David Birch from MIT that we are where the action

is in the ecorety today - we can't afford to look one or two years ahead to when

Oscar wilf be skilled enough to be fully productive without public incentives to

help us in the meantime.
'144
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Public employment and training programs are necessary. Given that there

are reiver dolla s to pay for them we must take advantage of our public.-Private ,

partnership use those funds more efficiently, we need better training not less

training. Len though many CETA programs have been good. we_can make them b

For example. the U.S. Dept. of Labor goes to some expense to train and

place people like Oscar and the U.S. Dept. of Housing E Urban Development

requires UDAG recipients like myself to hire people like Oscar. However.

the U.S. Dept. of Labor also makes it difficult for contractors on Federally

funded projects. Davis Bacon wage provisions, by arbitrarily establishing

a ratio of three highly paid journeyman to one apprentice (Oscar and Bob nark

great o ne on one) and by making it cumbersome to get permission to pay trainees

as apprentices, can severely restrict training opportunities.

Another inefficeticy that can be prevented is simply by not routing reduced

CETA funds through the state bureaucracy to loculities. like Baltimore. local. .

iniative and control is'essential to the success of the public-urivate ortnership.

The creative-employment aed training concepts that leave provod so effective in

Baltimore is a product of tailoring programs to local needs. Adding the state

government to the procbss is bound to add to red tape and inNuities between cum-
/

muntfties cempeting for tunds. .

If the Federal gover4ment takes away.the.bulk of employment and traininl

funds and fails to improye the operation of remaining programs. tics like Daltod.we

really will have ,a disaster on their hands. Flexibility is critical. Only by close

contact with functioning training programs can i.e learn from our society's years

of experience in the training business.
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When first appointed to the Baltimore PIC, l,spent a day going around

town to talk individually with trainees and their employers. From listening

to their'problens and seeing them at work - whether as a car mechanic, a book-

keeper. a carpenter, or a short order cook, - only then could I begin to under-

,
stand the wonderful but difficult and complex process by which a disillusioned

. -

high school dropout can learn a skill and become a productive independent member

of our society. Thiglow of confidehce and pride as hope dawns in their eyes

as they begin to see the polential of the future is a joy to behold.

I applaud this committee's efforts in traveling around the country to hear

first hind from business people like myself our experience. I encourage you to
N', *

take the next step ancOme to one,of the beat up, broken down buildings that we

are renovating and s'ee Bob and Oscar take a rotten old storefront and create

a work of art. Baltimore is working with your help. You're our big partner

in the Baltimore partnership, providing the UDAG's and SBA loans so firms like

chine can grow and the CETA training, so people like Oscar can get a start. If

we lose your help Baltimore's forward momentum is jeopardized,,and once that

momentum is lost, the confidence and spirit that is the city's new.foundation

will be far harder to recreate again. promises can only be made so many times

before the partnership is torn asunder by distrust and despair. without the

%partnership holding disparate peoples of the nation's ninth largest city together,

we /ace social upheaval and chaos that threatens our very way of life.

,
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Senator QUAYLE. I wonder if you could just summarize briefly

what would be the biggest incentive in helping the small business
t2 assume more of the responsibility on the training aspect, train-
Eg and employment. Are we talking tax incentives?

Mr. STRUEVER. Again the connection-here with economic develop-
ment. We would love to be involved with training. But, if we are
not growing, we cannot do a thing.

Tax incentives for usand, I think, not only for small business
but big business, toojust have not been that effective. The target-
ed jobs tax credit, I think, is a good example. It just has not
produced a lot of results. What we need in the short run is money,
cash, to keep. going. This means cash- in terms of financing the
projects we are doing, new capital equipment, short-term working
capital, inventory loant venture capital. It means cash in terms of
payroll subsidies through on-the-job training.,

Financing is tremendously attractive as an economic develop-
ment tool. Our NBR loan packagers go out and talk to small
businesses looking at opening a new manufacturing plant, for ex-
ample. They say: Well, we can offer you this great loan with low
interest rates to open up, but at the same time we also can offer a
50-percent subsidy of wages for your people that you are training
for these new machinist jobs there. That really talks to thdm
because this money is available 3 or 4 weeks from the time that
these people are paid, not a year or April 15 or the next April 15
down the road.

Things that people can see right away are very, very important.
So, that is what I would say is the need to put the incentives right
up front, at the same time to tie the incentives to training require-
ments. Even for the people with the best of intentions and aware of
general. unemployment problems, you need to tie the carrot of
economic development incentives to the public need of the extra
effort required in training the hard-core unemployed. There is
extra effort involved in getting jobs to the. people who really need
them.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much. Next is Mr. Thery.
Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM THERY, PRESIDENT, T & K
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS; INC., RACINE, WIS.

Mr. THERY. Thank you very much for inviting me here. I am
pleased and honored. My name is Bill Thery. My company is T & K
Specialty Products of Racine, Wis.

T & K Specialty Products is a small machine shop that does
work for other companies. We are about 14 years old and growing
rather steadily.

I think I should first point out who I am not. We are not a big
business by any means, We are not international. We do not hire
thousands of people. We do not even hire hundreds of people. We
are a smalj business. We presently employ about 21 people. I have
had as many as 35 people, but due to the economy right now we
are down,_

I am an enthusiastic supporter of concept of ariployment and
training programi. I have been involved in the past in a number of
programs such s a program for veterans, the disadyantagdd
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'hiring, WIN programs, and hiring youth through the intern pro-
grams from the schools. We have been involved with hiring minor-
ities, disadvantaged, welfare recipients, handicapped, retarded, al-
coholics, ex-offenders, et cetera. We have hired 71 people in these
categories in all: 10 are still with us.

The success of these hirings is not necessarily with the kind of
people that have stayed with me but probably with what the people
that did. spend some time with me took with them when they left
and went on to other businesses.' They came with probably nothing
at all to offer, and they left with a little bit or a lot of background
in machining, blueprint reading, things of this nature. It surely
had to help them in their seeking jobs down the line.

This business of mine, I believe, has been used as a stepping
stone for these people. It has worked out very well and made
productive taxpaying citizens out of a number of people.

The local Private Industry Council has been very active in our
area, our three-county area of Racine, Kenosha, and Walworth
Counties. It is my understanding that they have had 170 different
companies in these programs in this area. The success of my com-
pany and other companies like mine, I am sure, is going to draw
more people into these programs.

One of the first things I think we should keep in mind is that
small businessInen are very mercenary. They are into it for
making a buck. If we lose sight of that, we are going to lose sight of
the whole program. They want to fulfill some goals, some dreams
that is what made these businesses start; if we can work together
with these training and employment programs, it is going to work,
for the good of all..,

We have a limited amount of resources. We cannot compete with
big business. We have not got the benefits, the vacation times, the
plush environments, and so forth that big business offers. Conse-
quently, we are very competitive. We have to watch ourselves very
closely.

The Government programs can help in a variety of ways. Finan-
cial help is very important but not a'_l- importantr If they interfere
with our normal way of doing business, we, of course, cannot
handle the program. We just do not have the wherewithal to make
it work. We have to be provided with people that are job-ready.
They have to have the initiative to work. They have to have some
incentives to work, to get off of welfare. I believe it is better to
spend our tax money on employment train:ng programs than on
welfare.

They have to know some basic skills. We need more than just a
warm body. People with the basic aptitude for our line of work, of
course, can be provided by these lOcal agencies such as the Private
Industry Council.

We have. to have people in our area that are knowledgeable of
what our needs are. Working with business people is a big help.
They know how we operate. In the case of my company, my secre-
tary and I doing everything. We do not have departments and
individuals who are there to take over whatever would be neces-
sary to make one of these programs work. We have to get involved
personally. Consequently, it is distracting us from other things. If
these programs get too involved, we just would not have the time
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for them. And this, I am sure, is the case with most" small business-
es. .4

Whsit we do not need is a lot of redtape. We do not need exces-
sive paperwork. We do not need a lot of restrictions, rules, and
regulations.

We cannot put up with a whole parade of inspectors and things
of this nature that are going to interfere with our normal way of
doing business. Overcontrols, overreactions would be a detriment to
this program or any program.

I understand that 74,:pereent of the new jobs in the future will be
with the small bu..4443ses of 20 employees or less. This, of course,
represents millionS''Of companies across the country. With the
proper programs, I think-we can succeed. But small businessmen
cannot do this alone. They are going to need a lot of help.

As a small businessman, I am encouraged and delighted that I
have been invited here to tell this story today. We believe that
small business is the cornerstone of this society and the free enter-
prise systein. We think our country is unique in the world with the
system that we have of promoting small business and letting them
operate the way they do. We think that Government and business
can work together in solving the unemployment and economic
problems that we have. I think we can make a lot of these people
more productive, taxpaying citizens. Thank you very much for
having me.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much, Mr. Thery, for coming
here and testifying.

Without objection, your prepared statement will be inserted in
the record.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Thery follows:]

b
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TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM THERY

BEFORE TVE SENATE SUB-COMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY

JUNE:15, 1981, ROOM 4232, DIRKSON SENATE OFFICE BUILDING

.MY NAME IS WILLIAM THERM AND I AM PRESIDENT OF T K SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

INC., IN RACINE, WISCONSIN. WE ARE A MACHINE SHOP OPERATION AND MACHINE.

METAL PARTS TO CUSTOMER SPECIFICATIONS. RACINE IS A CITY OF ABOUT

100,000 POPULATZON, LOCATED ON LAKE MICHIGAN ABOUT 60 MILES NORTH OF

CHICAGO AND 30 MILES SOUTH OF MILWAUKEE.

I WOULD LIKE TO START OFF BY TELLING YOU WHO I'M NOT. I AM NOT A BIG

BUSINESSMAN, I DO NOT RUN AN INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION, I DO NOT EMPLOY

THOUSANDS OF-PEOPLE. I AMA SMALL BUSINESSMAN. I CURRENTLY EMPLOY 21

PEOPLE AND I AM AN ENTHUSIASTIC SUPPORTER OF THE CONCEPT OF EMPLOYMENT

AND TRAINING PROGRAMS. IF A PROGRAM CAN BE DEVELOPED THAT APPEALS TO

SMALL BUSINESSMEN, I AM CONFIDENT GREAT STRIDES CAN BE MADE IN SOLVING

THE UNEMPLOYMENT PROBLEM OF ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED CITIZENS. IT

IS MY UNDERSTANDING THAT THERE ARE SOME 6 MILLION SMALL BUSINESSES

LIKE MINE IN THE UNITED STATES. IF ONLY A FRACTION OF MY FELLOW SMALL

BUSINESSMEN COULD EMPLOY AN ADDITIONAL ONE OR TWO PEOPLE DURING THE

COURSE OF THE YEAR, I THINK THAT IT'S PRETTY EVIDENT THAT SOME MAJOR

IMPACT CAN BE MADE ON THE PROBLEM OF UNEMPLOYMENT IN THE'COUNTRY.

IN RACINE, KENOSHA AND WALWORTH COUNTY AREA, IN SOUTHEASTERN WI$CONSIN,

WE HAVE BEEN WORKING ON THIS PROBLEM. OUR PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL

OR °P.I.C." IN THE THREE COUNTY AREA HAS ACTIVELY PROMOTED ON-THE-JOB

3 1 ti
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WM. THERY SPEECH

JuNe,15, 1981

PAGE TWO

TRAINING PROGRAMS. THEIR PROGRAMS HAVE INVOLVED ABOUT 170 SMALL

BUSINESSES IN THE AREA AND ARE DEMONSTRATING THAT THIS TYPE OF AN

APPROACH CAN BE EFFECTIVE.

I FEEL THIS EFFORT HAS WORKED BECAUSE THE SMALL BUSINESSMEN ARE WORKING

DIRECTLY WITH OTHER BUSINESSMEN IN THE P.I.C. IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND

OPERATT OF THIS PROGRAM. AS ONE SMALL BUSINESSMAN HAS A SUCCESS

14OR1,-IPE!--WORD1RETS AROUND- AND-OTHERS FEEL MORE CONFIDENT IN PARTICIPATING

IN THE PROGRAM.

THE TYPE OF PROGRAM I AM TALKING ABOUT IS WHEN A SMALL BUSINESS HAS A

NEED FOR A NEW EMPLOYEE, A TRAINING TOGRAM IS SET UP IN OUR SHOP TO

,TRAIN THE PERSON TO SATISFY THIS NEED.

\
EACH PROGRAM IS HAND-TAILORED

TO OUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS.

ONE OF THE FIRST THINGS WE MUST KEEP IN MIND IS THAT THE SMALL BUSINESSMAN

CAN ONLY EXIST WHEN HE IS ABLE TO MAKE A BUCK. WE DO NOT HAVE BIG

RESOURCES TO FALL BACK ON AKD WE ARE IN CONSTANT COMPETITION WITH THE

LARGER, MORE SOPHISTICATED BUSINESSES. SO ANY HELP THAT WE CAN GET

IN TRAINING AN EFFECTIVE WORKFORCE RIGHT AT OUR PLACE OF BUSINESS IS

VERY BENEFICIAL TO US. WE HAVE DIFFICULTY ATTRACTING EXPERIENCED

EMPLOYEES BECAUSE WE OFTEN CAN NOT PAY THE WAGES, FRINGE BENEFITS AND

PROVIDE THE PLUSH WORKING ENVIRONMENT THAT BIG BUSINESS HAS. THE SMALL

BUSINESSMAN MUST TAKE WHATEVER MANPOWER RESOURCES ARE AVAILABLE TO

HIM AND TRAIN THESE PEOPLE QUICKLY TO BECOME EFFECTIVE EMPLOYEES.
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FEDERAL TRAINING-AND EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS CAN BE MADE ATTRACTIVE TO US

IF THEY AREN'T BOGGED DOWN IN RED TAPE. BECAUSE THE CONCEPT PROVIDES

FOR TAKING ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED PEOPLE AND TRAINING THEM FOR

POSITIONS WITHIN OUR BUSINESSES. BOTH EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE CAN

BENEFIT FROM A PROPERLY STRUCTURED PROGRAM. IN MY PARTICULAR COMPANY,

MY SECRETARY AND MYSELF REPRESENT THE TOTAL MANAGEMENT OF THE OFFICE

AND_BECAUSE_WE MUST GET inyoLvED_EgnsonALLy, A_PROGRAM SHOULD BE

SIMPLE WITH MINIMAL PAPERWORK AND ADMINISTERED BY PEOPLE WHO UNDERSTAND

HOW WE OPERATE. THAT IS WHY BUSINESSMEN SHOULD BE ADMINISTERING THESE

PROGRAMS HROUGH ENTITIES LIKE OURP.I.C. THEY TALK OUR LANGUAGE,

THEY UNDERSTAND THE MANPOWER NEEDS OF OUR BUSINESSES.

OVER THE COURSE OF.THE YEARS, I HAVE PARTICIPATED IN MANY PROGRAMS AND

HAVE HIRED MINORITIES, DISADVANTAGED, WELFARE RECIPIENTS, HANDICAPPED,

RETARDED, ALCOHOLICS AND EX-OFFENDERS. I HAVE HIRED SOME 71 PEOPLE

IN THESE VARIOUS PROGRAMS AND TEN ARE STILL WITH ME. OF COURSE, THE

SUCCESS OF THE PROGRAM ISN'T NECESSARILY MEASURED BY THE NUMBER OF

EMPLOYEES STILL WITH US, BUT MUST INCLUDE THE OTHER EMPLOYEES WHU

ACQUIRED 'SKILLS WITH US AND THEN MOVED ON TO OTHER EMPLOYERS. MANY OF

THEM USED MY SHOP AS A STEPPINGSTONE TO BETTER JOBS AND MY COMPANY

PROVIDED THE BOOST THAT ENCOURAGED THESE PEOPLE TO BECOME PRODUCTIVE,

TAX PAYING CITIZENS.
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ANY NEW PROGRAM SHOULD ALSO CONCENTRATE ON MAKING THE PARTICIPANT

.MORE JOB-READY. IN OTHER WORDS, THEY NEED TO KNOW SOME BASIC SKILLS

READING, WRITING, ARITHMETIC AND SOME TRAINING IN HOW TO CONDUCT

THEMSELVES IN A WORKING ENVIRONMENT WHEN THEY GET TO MY SHOP. THEN

THE ON-THE -JOB TRAINING PART OF THE PROGRAM CAN BE TAILOR-MADE TO

MEET THE NEEDS OF SMALL BUSINESS AND DO THE ACTUAL TRAINING IN THE

SHOP,-

THE PROGRAM SHOULD BE ADMINISTERED BY BUSINESSMEN. IT SHOULD BE

BUSINESSMEN TALKING TO BUSINESSMEN. WE ARE A LOT MORE COMFORTABLE

DOING THAT. THE MEASUREMENT OF SUCCESS IS THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE WE

CAN GET INTO THE MAINSTREAM OF SOCIETY AS TAX-PAYING CITIZENS, NOT

HOW MANY REAMS OF PAPER WE FILL AND SEND BACK AND HOW MANY REPORTS

WE MAKE OUT. IF YOU ARE GOING TO PUT THE STRESS ON REPORTS, YOU

ARE GOING TO TURN OFF THE SMALL BUSINESSMAN: DON'T TELL U3 THAT BY

BUYING INTO THIS PROGRAM WERE GOING TO HAVE A PARADE OF FEDERAL

INSPECTORS AT OUR DOOR. THAT WILL TURN OFF THE SMALL BUSINESSMAN.

N9T THAT HE'S DOING ANYTHING WRONG, BUT HE CAN NOT AFFORD TO DEAL

WITH ALL OF THAT, ANYMORE THAN HE CAN THE PAPERWORK. THIS APPROfiCH

WILL PROVIDE THE INGREDIENTS FOR A VERY EFFECTIVE SYSTEM.

THE FINANCIAL SUPPORT THAT THE COMPANY RECEIVES FOR TRAINING IS

IMPORTANT TO US, HOWEVER THERE IS A POINT AT WHICH IT IS NOT

PROFITABLE FOR US TO PARTICIPATE IN A PROGRAM. I AM NOT SAYING
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THAT THERE SHOULDN'fitir,CONTROLSNO THAT PROGRAMS SHOULDN'T

HAVE SOME STAN RDIZATION;TO THEM. 1, AM ONLY TALKING ABOUT WHERE

/

THEY ARE OVER-CONTROLLED ANkTHERE IS1401 OVER ."REACTION.

[ L

f.

-.0 UNDERSTAND T T UP rq $z OF THE 0? JOBS'OMING UP IN THE NEXT

FIVE YEARS MAI BE wITHImA:% BUSINESSES OF 20 EMPLOYEES OR LESS.

IF,WE CAN DEVjLOP A NEW EMPLOYMENT AND
TRAINING PROGRAM RUN BY THE

PRIVATE SECT e,WITH A SPECIFIC PART OF IT DIRECTED AT THE SMALL

EMPLOYER( (2111AWK IT WILL SUCEED. WE SHOULD BUSINESSMEN RELATE

TO BUSINL040/IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROG WITH SIMPLE

FORMS, !PRIMA PAPERWORK AND PROVISIONS CU IZED IN-HOUSE

TRAINING., THIS WILL PROVIDE ALL OF THE INGREDIENTS'ESSENTIAL FOR

0
SUCCESS.; THIS TYPE OF AN APPROACH WILL MAKE A STRONG IMPACT ON THE

UNEMPLOYMENT PROBLEM, WILL HELP THE SMALL BUSINESSES GROW, AND WILL

IMPROyE THE ECONOMIC CLIMATE OF THE ENTIRE COMMUNITY.

AS A SMALL BUSINESSMAN, I AM ENCOURAGED THAT YOU WOULD
TAKE THE TIME'

TODAY TO LISTEN TO WHAT I HAVE TO SAY. I AM SURE THAT THERE ARE

MANY, MANY OTHER SMALL BUSINESSMEN WHO WILL BE EQUALLY ENCOURAGED

AS THEY BECOME MORE FAMILIAR WITH WHAT IT IS'THAT YOU'RE TRYING TO

DO. I BELIEVE SMALL BUSINESS IS THE CORNERSTONE OF THE FREE

ENTERPRISESYSTEM AND THAT THIS SYSTEM IS THE CORNERSTONE TO THE

,SUCCESS OF THIS COUNTRY.' IF GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS CAN WORK

-------------
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TOGETHER FOR THE WELFARE OF COUNTRY, I FEEL CONFIDENT THAT WE

CAN COMPETE WITH ANY OTHER SOCIETY IN THE WORLD TODAY. WE ARE IN

THIS TOGETHER AND TOGETHER WE CAN HELP SOLVE OUR UNEMPLOYMENT

PROBLEM, OUR PRODUCTIVITY PROBLEM AND OUR ABILITY TO COMPETE ON-
,

A WORLD-WIDE BASIS.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH.

Senator QUAYIX. I am acutely sensitive to the small business
people. I happened to be a small businessman before I got in this
particular position. I also am aware of the tremendous number of
small business people around the country. As you said in your
testimony, if we could just get the small business people perhaps a
little bit more aware of some of the training problems and employ-
ment 'problems, we could perhaps lick this situation in no time.

My question to you would be on your experience as a small
businessman. What kind of incentives will work to get small busi-
nesses involved on a permanent basis in a CETA-type program?

Mr. THERY. \I believe. money input is very important. I think
some of the programs that have been involved, most of them, I
believe, have contributed a part of the ,individual's payroll or
salary for a limited period of time. This is a good incentive for a.
small business because you just cannot afford to take in somebody
that has not a lot of background and try to train him without some
kind of monetary help.

As 'I said, the money alone is not the only thing. If it were just
the money, the complidations of all the other things, such as the
need of a lot of time and administering costa on our part, it would
not be practical. Money alone could not pay for it. Then you would
not be able to do the things that you are in business to do. But the
money is a very important part of it.

Senator QUAYLS. When .you talk about money, are you speaking
about direct financial aeinstance? Or are you talking about a tax
credit? Are you talking about wage subsidies? When you talk about
money for these programs or money to small busineespeople, what
are ou really talking about?

. Timm. I think it is in more than one 'rection. I think
incentives to pay part of the individual's payroll w e he is getting
started, while he is learning is important. I think mething that
would- go either in the-individual's pretraining or be to help
him in the area of getting tools or getting him to be little bit
more' ` to get into this kind of a business. Our b ess is a

ed business. It is a machineshop. You have to kn' little
Mt. Unfortunately, some times the individuals are coming in tal-
ly unprepared; they have no idea of what the machineshop e vi-
remnant is all about, what .they are up against. If there would be

-
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way that they colljd be helped in this nature, I think it would
improve their chances a whole lot.

Senator QUAYLE. certainly again thank yciu very much for your
testimony. Good luck.

Mr. THEW. Thank you.
Senator QUAYLE. Next is Mr. Britt Beemer from the Private

Employment Consortium.

STATEMENT OF BRITT BEEMER, DIRECTOR, FEDERAL CON-
TRAMS DIVISION, PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT CONSORTIUM,
INC., CHARLESTON, S.C.
Mr. Baum. Mr. Chairman, first of all, let me say that PEC is a

unique business within the CETA system, We are a private-for-
profit organization. We are probably one of the very few private-
for-profit companies in CETA which is involved totally with per
formance based contracting. I will address that in more detail. It
makes us somewhat different in regard to the type of contractors
that CETA presently has.

PEC, as it hai grown in the past few years from our first con-
tracts, is now serving in many areas. We are not limited to only
South Carolina. We have more divisions than jugt CETA and Gov-
ernment employment. Our expertise is in the area of migrant and

. seasonal farm workers, Indo-Chinese refugees, youth, on-the-job
training, title VII, Native Americans or Indians, whatever you
want to call them, and programs such as these.

We have contracts other than CETA, but most of our contracts in
the Government employment field are CETA-funded. PEC has de-.
veloped programs where payment is linked to performance. We feel
that performance-based contracting can result in cutting the over-
all cost of CETA while resulting in twice as many persons em-
ployed through the CETA program. From our perspective, the em-
phasis has been placed on training rather than employment for
much too Icing. We feel that the bottom line is jobs. CETA has been
marginally successful because jobs do not seem to be the end prod-
uct in many, many cases. Let me cite one example.

PEC has -contracts for on-the-job training. The difference between
our approach and normal operating procedure is payment. Let's
say that we are paid $1,000 per person who completes on-the-job
training. We are not paid any of that $1,000 until that person has
completed his OJT program and is hired by the employer as an
unsubsidized employee.

This places a tremendous burden on PEC because all the partici-
pants who quit or are fired during the OJT program in their
training period, PEC will receive no funding. This means that the
Government agency that is contracting us gets 100 percent per-
formance for the dollars contracted. Too many programs may serve
100 people under their contract but, if only 10 persons are em-
ployed, the real cost for each participant employed must be calcu-
lated by dividing the number of those participants employed into
the total cost of the program.

Let's take an example. For exampleof, GS contracted a firm to
come here and clean this room and thephad functions to
do five nights a week and let's say the first couple f nights they
did it real quickly and the third night tii4Jcanie in an hey did it
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a little better but yet they were pretty hurred about it and things
wen a while like this, and they were getting their regular checks
fiy times a week and their payment was not based upon perform-
an , basibally what you end up having after a long period of time
is no or poor performance. .

People within the bureaucracy may say: well, at-the end of the
year if a person does not do a good job they may not iet-a contract
for the following year:,But when you are talking about contracts in
the millions and millions of dollars, it is a terrible waste of those
kinds of funds to think that that kind of program could operate for
a year before review is done. That is a great concern to us.

We feel that for too lOng the Government has contracted for
millions of dollars and literally gotten pennies back in return. We
know our idea may not be popular with the bureaucrats who get
contracts Year after year while no one gets a job but the contractor
;3 still being paid and he is still receiving those federally funded
programs. That is why we feel very strongly that, unless payment
is linked with performance, this continued ongoing program of
nonperformanCe will continue within the CETA program.

PEC,is- operated under a fixed-price performance-based sontract,
so we know it can be done. Under the old method of cost reimbur-
sal, contractors could provide service; and, as long as those services
were provided, they received payment even, though no one received
employment.

We know of programs where nearly $1 millicT were expended
and not one person secured a full-time position.

As we can see from recent elections, the American public is tired
of large, costly Federal programs that produce few results. In our
opinion, CETA could operate on a much smaller budget than rec-
ommended by the administration and still employ more people
than were employed in CETA at its highest funding level if per-
formance-based contracting was the rule rather than the exception.

We are very pleased with the emphasis, on the private sector
because programs such as OJT and title VII are the most cost--
effective and by far the most successful. We feel that future Gov-
ernment employment programs must work more closely with the

.private sector. We applaud, the admini_tration's move to eliminate
public service employment because of the inUrginal results that it
has.

We urge the Private Industry Council under title VII Co become
more and more active and increase their influence on policy deci-
sions. We only hope that those people who make appointments to
the PIC committees will nominate people who work in the private
sector. Our experience in the private sector tells us that simplifica-
tion of forms associated with CETA programs and extension of the .
targeted jobs tax credit programs would be welcomed with open
arms. PEC has been very active with targeted job tax credit.

For the first time in the history of Charleston Job Service, more
people were certified under targeted jobs tax credit last month
than in the history of the program. It is only because very little
effort has been done by the bureaucrats io advertise it. Once we
have made it aware to employers and discussing it with them that
we have people in the OJT programs that they are also eligible for
this program, employers jump at the chance to employ more-. Be-

o
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cause of that, I have employers that call me on a weekly basis who
want people who were only TJTC certified. That just gives you one
example of how, after employers become aware of the. program,

' they become very excited about hiring these people in their busi-
ness.

As the Congress decides the direction for the future of CETA
programs, whatever you want to call it, employment and training
area, we sincerely hope that greater scrutiny will be used in seeing
that payment of services is tied to-performance. We alio feel very
strongly that in the coming year as you review CETA that you will
look very closely upon the issue of the fact that so much of the
dollars that have been expended over the past few years have
resulted in programs with no bottom line, which is jobs. .

Having sat through many, many State and Federal meetings,
where I have seen millions of dollars being expended for training

4. programs such as welding and where those welders would go to
apply for a job in our home county of Charleston County, SC.,
where they could not even pass a rudimentary welding examina-
tion after going through 6 months of welding training makes you
wonder the quality of training that ,we are providing these people.

I think that is a very important thing. That is why we are very
excited about the idea of the PIC's becoming a more important role
for private industry to tell .CETA, or whatever we wa to call it in
the ftiture, what direction they want to go. .

14 me make one more comment. It is not in' remarks. It is
one hat I have realized more in the last few weeks and months. It
is i teresting to note that we have people within title VII and
wit in the PIC program that are administrating programs who
ha e had zero experience in the.private sector. Yet,' they are trying
to tell us from the bureaucratic point of view what the private

for needs.
a contractor of CETA services and one who is involved with

t types of services on a day-to-day basis, I think the private .
for knows very well what they need. I think it is high time that

t e PIC's become so strong that they literally dictate co the CETA
o ganization what they need and not for the organization to come
o t and say: here are our recommendations for this coming year,

d we hope that you will approve them, and the PIC then gives
em the rubberstamp. I do not believe that was the role of the
IC's. I hope that they will become a stronger and more viable

orce in the future. Thank you very much.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Beemer follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF,BRITT BEEMER
DIRECTOR, FEDERAL CONTRACTS DIVISION
BEFORE THE SENATE.

'SUBCOMM/TTEE
ON

4 EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY
JUNE 15, 1981 '

Mr.Chairman and Members of the Committee:

/

----- I am very pleased to appear today to share with you

our experience in the employment field. PEC is one of

the very few .private-fotrprofit firms working within

employment and training programs such as CETA. We have

contracts other than CETA, but most of our programs are

funded by: CETA. PEC has developed programs where the

payment is linked tp performance. We feel.. that

performance based contracting can result in cutting

the overall cost by 50 while resulting in twice as

may persons employed.

From our perspective, the ImpWasis has been placed.

on training-rather than, employment. We feel that the

bottom line is'jobs. CESA has been marginally

successful because jobs have not seemed to be the

0
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PEC has contracts for '

On-thd-Job Training. The difference between our approach

and normal operating procedure is the payment. Let's

say that-we are paid $1,000 per person who completes

On -the -Job Training. We are not paid any of that $1,000

until that person has completed his OJT program and is

hired by the employer. This places a tremendous burden

on the contractor because all those participants who

quit or are fired during the OJT period, PEC will receive

no funding. This provides the%government contracting

agency 100% performance for dollara contracted. Too many

programs may serve 100 people, but if only 10 persons are

employed, the real cost for each participant employed

must be calculated by dividing those participants employed

int6'the total cost of the program.

.;For too long the government has contracted millions of

f
dollars and gotten pennies back in return. We know our

idea may not be popUlar with the bureaucrats who get

''a

contr ctF,I year after year and no one gets a job, but we

'feel th t federally-funded programs in the employment

and trainingfield must link payment to performance.

PEC has,perated under a fixed-price performance

based contract so we knowthat it can be done. Under

the old'method of cost-reimbursed, contractors could

provide services and as long as those services were

provided they received payment even if no one received

employment.
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We know of programs where nearly $1 million were

expended and not one person secured full-time employment.

As we can see from the recent elections, the

American public, is tired of large costly federal programs

that produce few results. In our opinion CETA could

operate a much smaller budget than recommended by the

Administration and still employ more people than were

employed under CETA at its highest funding level if

performance based contracting was the'rule rather than

the exception.

We ore, ery pleased with more emphasis on the private

sector because programs such as OJT and Title VII are the

most cost- effective -and successful. We feel that future

government employment programs must work more closely

with.the private sector. We urge that the Private Industry

Councils undeF Title VII become more active and increase

their influence in policy decisions.

Our experience in the private sector tells us that

simplification of forms'associated with these CETA programs

and extension of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Programs

would be welcomed with open arms.

As the Congress decides the direction for the future

programs in the employment and training area, we sincerely

hope that greater scrutiny be used in seeing that payment

of services be tied'to performance.
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Senator QUAYLE. Who is it that is telling the PIC's what they can
do and what they cannot do? Is it the local prime sponsor? Or is it
somebody cut here in Washington?

Mr. ROVERS!. No;' I think I know what Mr. Beemer is referring to.
The PIC in the, State 6f South Carolina was just recently formed.
They are finding their own way right now. I think they are very
much in the formulative stages. They are leaning very heavily on
the local prime for guidance and direction. Unfortunately, it is not
terribly representative of the true industry needs in the State.

Senator QUAYLE. The local PIC is not as .representative as it
.should be?

Mr. ROVERS!. Correct. I think in time, though, that will solve
itself.

Too often, the PIC's beCome political appointee positions, and
they are a nice position to have. In South Carolina you have a nice
license plate that goes along with it. It is nice to have a license
plate saying PIC No. 3 or PIC No. 12. Subsequently, you see many
lawyers, doctors, and dentists who get on the PIC committee. It is
kind of discouraging but yet it does occur.

Senator QUAYLE. We 'have a unique license system in Indiana,
but I do not think it is quite like that.

Mr. BEEMER. Having been a faculty member at Indiana State, I
can tell you that I agree that your license system is much better;
but not all States have followed your method.

Senator QUAYLE. Particularly when it comes to basketball.
Mr. BEEMER. That is right. That is exactly right.
Senator QUAYLE. This past season is evidence of that.
On your 100-percent performance, about how long is your on-the-

job training for these people?
Mr. BEEMER. It all depends on what the position is. As you know,

from the Federal Government we have volumes telling us what are
allowable training times. I guess our training times will go any -

from 4 weeks to 6 months. Mr. Roversi might have some
more ideas on that.

Mr. ROVERS!. The point that we wanted to make is this: In a
performance-based contract, which is the only contract that we
work under, we are not paid until the job is done. So, if that
individual drops out of training, let's say, in the 8th week of a 12-
week program, there are no funds that are disbursed to us or to the
employer during that period of time. It puts the impetus on the
industry and ourselves to work harder in the selection process of
that individual rather than just taking an individual that comes
walking in the door and the firm is reimbursed 50 percent of the
wages while that individual is in training regardless of whether
they complete or not.

Does that answer it?
Senator QUAYLE. Yes.
About how long, if you have any statistics to show, after they are

placed do they stay in their particular job? In other words, if you
train somebody and give him a 4-week training course and he lasts

days and he quits, that is still a problem.
\ Mr. ROVERS!. Oh, obviously.
Senator QUAYLE. Do you have any data on that?
Mr. ROVERS!. Very varied- -

I
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Mr. BEEMER. We just finished a Charleston County OJT program,
I guess, back sometime in mid-January, early February, I think in
our review for trying to get the project again next year. Over 86
percent are still in that job or in a related job. In some cases
somebody may be trained for a company and, after working 3 or 4
months, may be offered a better position with another company in
the same related field. Therefore, they are absorbed there. So, we
feel that is still,a,very positive type of thing.

We only found 14 percent of the people who were not employed
in the positions where they were actually trained. In some pro-
grams we have been even higher.

I think any time you have 85 percent 3 or 4 months down the
road of people who are basically the lowest levelthe Federal
regubitions say people going into on-the-job training are people
who cannot be trained in any other training component and there-
fore should be the lowest-level people within the MIA system., We
feel like because we have,people who were in the lowest level that
85 percent after 6 months is pretty good.

Also, we have taken an innovative approach. It was a risk on our
part because of our contract. In our last contract, 20 percent of the
people that we employed were people that we received from VR
were mentally handicapped. They had second-grade-level mental-
ity. We found jobs for them. We placed them in full-time positions.
For the first time in their lives they are employed in a job in the
private sector and will not have to be a leech upon society living in
Government housing.

Senator QUAYLE. How many people are you presently training
, today? Do you have a number?

Mr. BEEMER. Our contracts, I guess, at the present time probably
in OJT are somewhere around 200 to 300, I would guess.

Senator QUAYLE. And that is just CETA?
Mr. BEEMER. Yes.
Senator QUAYLE. Is that most of the work that ydu do?
Mr. BEEMER. We do other things. We are presently finalizing the

contract with South Carolina for the Indochinese refugees. We had
it under the CETA program. This year it is now funded through
the Department of State.

Most of our programs in the beginning were CETA. We are now
beginning to branch out. We are also trying to Work with a pilot
program with the Bureau of Indian Affairs. We feel like we have
innovative approaches that mean you are going to get what you
pay for. If you want 100 people employed, you contract us and, if
we are paid. $1,000 per person, if you only pay us $9,000 where 9
people were employed, if you pay us $99,000 where 99 people were
employed, we feel like that is a very good way to guarantee the
Federal Government that the dollars that they expend they in turn
receive that service. It is unlike the cost reimbursal system where
somebody may gcp, through and you may have the entire staff
ongoing for the whole year. At the end of that year, in the contract
that we have in OJT eight people were employed in 12 months.
Our OJT, we achieved 50 people employed after 14 weeks.

Senator QUAYLE. The people that you train, are they referred to
you by prime sponsor?

Mr. Bantu. Yes.
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Senator QUAYLE. They control
Mr. BUMER. Except for title VII.
Senator QUAYLE. Then you find' the industry or business to put

them on the job.
\Mr. ROVERS!. Exactly.
Senator QUAYLE. And then you go out and
Mr. ROVERS!. It is two-phased, in other words. The individual is

referred to us by whichever entity we happen to be working with.
Primarily what our function is, prior to that individual being re-
ferred to an employer, is that our staff interviews them in depth to
find out specifically what are the skills that that individual pos-
sesses and what is it, most importantly, that they want to do:
where do they want to be; where do they want to go; what type of
job do they want. So, it is a combination of that internal counsel-
ing, coordinated with job developers in the field talking to industry,
saying: Fine, we have some individuals that have expressed a
desire for this type of work, et cetera, and coordinating those two
interests.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much.
Next is Mr. John H. Filer from the National Alliance of Busi-

ness.

STATEMENT OF JOHN H. FILER, CHAIRMAN, AETNA LIFE AND
CASUALTY, AND CHAIRMAN, THE NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF
BUSINESS, ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM H. KOLBERG, PRESI-
DENT, NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF BUSINESS
Mr. Fuzz. My name is John Filer. I am chairman of the Aetna

Life and Casualty Co. and also chairman of the National Alliance
of Business. I have a relatively brief statement that I would like to
present and have filed the written testimony.

We are at a critical junction in the evolution of the Federal
employment and training policy. We are aware of the important
role your committee will play over the next year or two in defining
the shape of the policy for the next decade. We at the National
Alliance of Business are prepared to provide you with whatever
assistance we can during this period. I can assure you of the
ongoing assistance of Mr. William Kolberg, who is president of the
alliance, and who is with me here today, and also his staff as well
as the availability of myself and members of the NAB Board of
Directors.

The National Alliance of Business comes to this discussion with a
longstanding and active concern for those in our work-oriented
society who are not adequately prepared for, or who cannot find,
useful and rewarding work. Over the last 13 years, the alliance has
worked closely and ronsistently with business leaders across the
country and government at all levels to insure their effective in-,
volvement in Federal, State and local efforts to train and place
disadvantaged people in private sector jobs.

The views we bring to this discussion are based on regular com-
munication with a broad national network of corporate leaders as
well as our ongoing discussions with Privte Industry Council mem-
bers and other business leaders involved in local employment and
training programs. The business community's interest was clearly
reflected in the alliances strong support for the creation of Private
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Industry Councils in 1978. Over the'next several months we will- be
working intensively to develop specific . proposals about desired
changes in Federal employment and training policies.

Today, en behalf of the business leaders NAB represents, I would
like-to, offer several key principles we hope you will consider in
your forthcoming deliberations.

. First, the Federal employment and training policiei shoUld/te
refocused to support and complement the role of private business
in providing jobs and income.

Mt* business leaders recognize that special efforts are needed
for those in society who are outside the economic mainstream and
find ip difficult to share in the benefits of a healthy, 'growing
economy. Future employment and training policies should be fo-
cused on the priority goal of private jobs and not diverted, as in the
past, to the provision, of public service jobs. But this wilLrequire
thct removal of barriers that now prevent business expansion and
job creation in this country. The reduction of structural unemploy-
ment is dependent over the long run on our collective ability to
adopt policies and take actions which will stimulate growth in the
private economy.

I believe you heard a representative from the Business RoUndta-
ble the same point this morning.

Second, we believe that business must have a strong role in the
design and delivery 'of employment and training' programs. In the
Oast, employers have too often been involved only at the end of the
wofk preparation and training efforts, when the issue becomes job
placement. If job placement in the private sector is the ultimate
goal of Federal employment and training efforts, then businesspeo-
ple must be involved in the process from start to finish.

Employers must have the opportunity to join in designing pro-
grams, participate in their implementation, and be involved in
assessing the responsiveness of programs to the people in need of
help as well as business. Otherwise, resources will be wasted on
unrealistic strategies, and business will continue to lack confidence
in a system` they connider over-politicized, unnecessarily complicat-
ed, and unbusinesslike.

Employers have a natural tendency to hesitate to hire job. seek-
ers trained by a system in which they have no obvious stake or
sense of ownership. This is not to suggest that the private sector
should control the federally-sponsored employment and training
system. Rather, it is simply a suggestion that such a system will
have a much greater chance of achieving its objectives if business
has the opportunity to participate as partners with government,
labor and community-based organizations.

The creation of the private industry councils was a good step in
the right direCtion. But further steps are now needed to build
private employers into the decisionmaking at every phase.

Third, Federal control over employment and training programs
should be reduced and delivery systems streamlined to,permit flexi-
ble, comprehensive programing locally.

The needs of individuals and employers are often unique to the
local labor market and cannot effectively be predicted by the Fed-
eral Government. Yet, the Federal Government has continued to
burden local delivery systems with new and everchanging national
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priorities, detailed legislative and regulatory controls, and substan-
tial redtape. Delivery systems are brdened with so many missions
and mandates that it is nearly impossible to establish local objec-
tives. The ability to plan comprehensively at the labor market
level, where most economic decisions by individuals and by busi-
ness are made, is prevented by the lack of coordination among such
various elements of the system as CETA, the Jobs Service, voca-
tional education and apprenticeship programs. The business com-
munity views this system as highly fragmented and wasteful given
limited public resources. Consequently, this system acts as a bar-
rier to participation by the business community.

Most businesspeople will continue to view public employment
and training programs with skepticism until the system is stream-
lined, simplified, and professionalized. Business will respond favor-
ably to simple, clear objectives that insure accountability.

Fourth and lastly. program flexibility is needed to respond not
only to today's work and training problems but also to changing
economic and labor force circumstances in the future.

Future employment and training policies must anticipate the
needs of a labor force with touch greater numbers of women, older
workers and skilled workers displaced through industrial change.
In addition, the expected decline in overall youth unemployment
calls into question the continuation of youth programs that are not
targeted on the core problem of minority youth joblessness. Be-
cause this problem appears to be substantially caused by the lack
of basic education skills, work habits and work attitudes, flexibility
at the local level will be needed to bring schools, employers and
other agencies together in transition-to-work efforts. One important
role which the Federal Government can play is to encourage just
that cooperation.

Mr. Chairman, the mandate for change in Federal employment
and training policies has been building for some years. To ignore
the experience gained over the past two decades would be foolish
We need to evaluate approaches to determine those that have
worked well, those that are cost effective and that meet the needs
of private employers. To abolish existing systems in a wholesale
fashion rather than building on the accomplishments and capabili-
ties and legitimate roles of existing institutions would be wasteful.
But the opportunity now exists to reshape policies for the long
term and to build a more productive partnership with the private
sector. I urge you and others concerned about employment and
training to set high goals as the process of legislative review
,begins. We will all benefit from profound and beneficial change in
a field of public policy badly in need of rediredtion.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity' to testify. I would
like to make just one further comment. That is that I graduated
from your illustrious institution in the year in which you were
born.

Senator QUAYLE. Well, 1947?
Mr. FILER. Greencastle, Ind., yes, sir.
'Senator QUAYLE. My parents graduated in 1943. They would

have been seniors at about the same time.
Mr. FILER. My brother graduated in 1943. So, he was a classmate

of your parents.
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Senator QUAYI.B. My father resided in the Delta Kappa Epsilon
House down there. My mother was a Theta.

Mr. FILER. My mother was a Theta and graduated in 1915. So, I
can one-up you each time. [Laughter]

Senator WAYLE. I certainly thank you, Mr. Filer, for taking the
time out of your busy schedule. I am glad to know the Iqdiana and
Hoosier cdnnection.

Let Mi.-ask you a philosophical .question I have addressed to
others and I am grappling with myself. What is the proper role and
function of the Federal Government in training and employment?
Should we relegate it just to the hardcore unemployed'? Some
people this morning brought up that skilled trades is what we
really need. But that is still, I think, missing the ones that do not
have any skills to begin with.

You talk about not eliminating these systems but improving
upon them. I certainly concur with that. I do not suggest that we
just throw everything out. But there does .need to be some transi-
tion to regain confidence in the business community, with our
labor leaders, our civic leaders, because it is simply not there.

I wonder if you could give me your opinion.
Mr. FILER. Yes, and then perhaps Bill Kolberg would want to

supplement it.
In my judgment, for some period of time the potential Achilles'

heel in this country will be the structurally unemployed. Now, I
agree that there is a mismatch- throughout the country in the
availability of truly skilled labor. A good friend of mine runs a
small business in Hartford, and he knows to the dollar what one
additional truly skilled worker will make for him each year. We do
have mismatches.

But I think our major problem in the past is that we have failed
to hit the target audience, which is the structurally 'unemployed.

,Take the issue of absence of low-income housing in the Greater
Hartford area. That is not the real problem. The problem is a lack
of income. If we did not have that very large core of under-educat-
ed, under-skilled people, without,work habits, without an under-
standing of what it requires for you to work, we would not have a
low-income housing problem. We would have people with income,,
and decent housing would flow from that economy.

So, in my judgment? the structurally unemployed are the critical
audience that I do not think we should lose sight of. Sure, there
are many Other audiences that are important. In my judgment, the
Federal Government's role really is the development of public
policy and programs in concert with labor and business; the devel-
opment of an overall structure within which the private-enterprise,
price-driven, free-economy system car. accomplish what you might
otherwise be tempted to do publicly.

It is incredibly difficult. Part of our problem in the past was that
we did not keep our eye on the principal target. One person who
testified a little earlier was talking about the great help of CETA
employees to the general environment of the city. Well if you wish

. to subsidize city employees, that is one thing. But that is not really
a Federal employment and training policy decision; it is subsidiza-
tion of a particular function within a city to produce an environ-
ment that is different from what might otherwise have been. But,
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if you begin to get confused as to what the mission is, I think then
you confuse the businessman.

The question was asked earlier: What does the businessman
really' need? The answer was money. I think, even more than
money, it is a system he can understand; one that is clear and not

, so cluttered with regulation and redtape that he is afraid to deal
with it. And he must have some confidence that the person coming
out of the system will-be qualified.
. If you could do that, the small and large employer would re-
spond.

If you look out a decade at the demographics, it is clear that we
will be doing all of this out of economic necessity rather than out
of any moral concern or concern for the structurally unemployed.
We are going,to run out of workers in another decade or so if we
have a strong economy.

Mr. KOLBIERG. Mr. Chairman, our organization's response to that
would be very careful targeting. T do not like the word structural
unemployed; that is an economist's term. I think businesspeople
would say the hard to employ, people that do not have the training
or the basic skills.

An example would be in the youth area. The terribly difficult
problem of youth unemployment is found in the center cities of our
country. There are probably half a million to a million youth really
needing keep. Yes, there are problems across the country, but the
social dynamite piece of that problem can be identified and we
know what it is. That is the area, it seems to me, where the
Federal Government, the private sector, labor, community organi-
zationswe all need to target our money, target our time and
attention on those kinds of groups.

Certainly the Federal Government has a major responsibility.
What we say is that in a partnership, the private sector under-

. 'stands that responsibility also and will work with the Federal
Government, work with local government in a partnership as we
target on those specific groups in our society that need the extra
help, that need the second Chance.

Senator QAYLE. You talked about the system: make it simpler,
make it understandable. The system we have right now, the Feder-
al Government, prime sponsor, subcontract. You have about 50,000,
they say, subcontractors. We talk about getting more involvement
and bring in the issue of decentralization. Do you think that we
should further decentralize the system that we have now? Or, to
get more continuity to it, maybe the direction we ought to go is
more centralized and less scattering out all across the country to
'try to get some control and sensibility.

Mr. kilLER. Perhaps more cohesion. But, if you centralize and the
decisions are more centrally, they are made by people who do not
understand the differences and the uniqueness of the local job
markets or individual employer requirements in one area as
against another area. The terrible choice you have, in a way, is to
design a system that is flexible enough and subject to local option
and change and be willing to run the risk of riot overburdening it
with requirements. And you run the risk of fraud or mismanage-
ment or inefficiency. And that is a very hard risk to run. But I
think in this-area it is one that is well worth taking.
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John Gardner one time made a comment that I thought was just
great. He said: Remember, you can never catch the last three
rascals. hr trying to catch them, you do an enormous amount of
harm, an enormous amount of damage, and you spend incredible
amounts of money.

One of my worries is that in our unwillingness to run the risk of
inefficiency, mismanagement, fraud or whatever, we will so over-
burden it, as I think we have done in the past, that it will not work
effectively-or it will work at enormous cost.

Senator QUAYLE. Do you think that the system we have today is
inflexible?

Mr. Prim; I think the private sector initiative program was a
very intelligent direction in which to go. I think it is terribly
important to give that whole system a full opportunity to work. If
it does not work, if the concept of a private-public partnership with
strong business.input and control does not truly work, I think we
are going to be set back for a long time in having any effort of the
private sector truly being part of this process. I do not know what
the other alternative is.

That part of the system, I think, is one that very much deserves
to be maintained, supported, improved. And I think it is also terri-
bly important to have a better understanding of the interrelation-
ship of economic development in all of its forms. UDAG, for exam-
ple, I happen to believe was a program that did a lot of good.

You cannot separate a UDAG-type program from employment
and training. Economic developmentthe growth of an economy
and education, training, and employment, must go hand in hand.

Senator QUAYLE. On the PIC program there W a statutory man-
date of the moneys be set aside. Do you think we should continue
that? Or would your advice be to discontinue it?

Mr. KOLBERG. Do you mean 10 percent for economic develop-
ment, Mr. Chairman?

Senator QUAYLE. It is mandated. They'would have to use at least
10 percent of it.

Mr. KOLBERG. I think it certainly ought to go up. As you know,
prime sponsors can spend as much of their other funds, their IIB,
HD funds, as they wish. Many prime sponsors from the very begin-
ning of title VII have spent a lot if not all of their title II money
through title VII. I think that movement ought to take place. I
think the Labor Department ought to be encouraging that over the
next year.

Many private industry councils are now ready to go well beyond
responsibility for the $300 or $490 million that is set aside in the
law.

Senator QUAYLE. So, you would be for maintaining some percent-
age, and as a matter of fact might even suggest an increase, on the
moneys that would go into title VII of the total?

Mr. KOLBERG. Yes.
Senator QUAYLE. We talk about the hard-core unemployed, the

structurally unemployed as basically a Government problem, a
Government concern. We have got to establish a policy to deal with
those people because, quite frankly, I do not think that business
and industry mould pick it up. We have a lot of fine civic leaders
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but, you know, there is also the bottom line. So, that is basically a
Government concern.

What about the skilled shortages that we have today and the
skilled requirements that are just lacking? I do not know that
much about the insurance industry whether you have a shortage of
skilled workers. But Iknow in the area of national defenseI am
on the Armed Services Committeethere is a tremendous shortage
of skilled employees.

You can go on in any major industry, and we see a shortage of
skilled personnel. Is that a Government problem? Or is that more
of an industry problem? Where should we focus our attention on
giving the training to those people? Do we want to start with the
educational problem and maybe look at some o f the vocational
programs that we should or should not have? Where is our role?
We identified the structurally unemployed, but we do have this
tremendous shortage.

Mr. Pima. To the extent that you can consider this a concern of
the Federal Government, I would hope that the direction would be
through some effort to have the State and local communities deal

ore effectively with it. I do not think you can do that in a
ive kincrof a way. The State of Connecticut, really, has the
city to deal with the inadequacy of skill training. But this

frien. I mentioned a while ago, he said someone will come in from
a trai ng program and he has been trained on machines that have
not bee used for 10 years.

That, think, is something again that best is handled as locally
as you ca amass the funds to do it. I think again that it will
ultimately ave to be a combination of business, State and local
government. hether Federal funding and Federal participation is
required; I do of know. But I think the focus clearly has to be out
where the trai ng is done and where the jobs are. If you train

ple for the bo t division in Groton, Conn., that is very different
rom training somebody in Omaha. Nebr.. to build something dif-

ferent.
Senator QUAYLE. What about the displaced worker? Again, is this

a Federal concern? Or should this be more of an industry concern?
Mr. FILER. I think we have come to the time when any problem

is a concern of the Federal Government. You know, it is a concern..
You are concerned with the health and fabric of our society, really.
But this does not mean you need an expensive program to go fix it.
Often, I think, the Federal Government through study and analysis
could provide some intelligence that otherwise does not exist. You
could then have local response, both a local Government and indus-
try response. I do not think you need a Federal program for each
perceived need. But I think it is a concern of the Federal Govern-
ment.

Often, the Federal role should be to research, throw light on the
subject, propose various solutions, be a catalystand not necessar-
ily provide a multbillioit-dollar program that often becomes,coun-
terproductive. The people you are seeking the most to help often
are the ones who end up the worst because of inflation and high
interest rates. Who gets hurt is the person who is the most defense-
less. you and I can stand high interest rates and inflation better
than they can.
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Senator QUAYLE. And that is the problem. Looking at it from
your viewpoint, we are concerned about everything. The 220 mil-
lion people is a concern of the Federal Government; they happen to
be human beings and have inalienable rights. But the question is,
how do we translate that concern into a program.

For example, the CETA program started out as a training pro-
gram and probably went through the same process that we are
going through right now and expanded way beyond. That does not
say that there was not a concern about public employment or there
was not a concern about helping the cities out or that there is not
a concern about having more public jobs. That is a concern and
something very meritorious. The problem is where do we draw the
line and what works, wilat doesn't, why, and what we ought to be
doing about it.

Mr. 'COL/MEG. Mr. Chairman, on that point, I 'know .you are
aware of this, but I just want the record to show that private
industry spends upward of $30 billion a year in training in-house.
Most of us get our skills that way in the public school first and
then in the private job we happen to get. I think we found in the
sixties, when we created the Manpower Development Training Act
that, lo and behold, people thrown out of work by automation
quickly found other work. We did not need the Federal Govern-
mant to intervene and spend tax dollars to provide those skills. If
there is work to be done, and people have good work skills, good
work habits, the private sector will pick them up, refurbish their
skills, and they will go on from there.

Senator QUAYLE. Let me ask one final question. Do you feel that
tax incentives such as the targeted jobs tax credit or a tax proposal
is a good proper mix to encourage private sector participation? Or
should we focus elsewhere? Does it work? Will it work? Will it be

_beneficial to encouraging business and industry to assume more
respOnsibility in the area of training?

Mr. REEK. I will start and then let Mr Kolberg supplement it.
I believe that a tax credit tends to work better for the larger,

,more sophisticated corporation that has the full staff and is
equipped to deal with the forms, the redtape, and the process. I
think, as the firm gets smaller and smaller, it becomes less effec-
tive. Many smaller businesses run more as a cash flow business
than as a maximize-the- taxable- income kind of a business. .

So, I am always suspicious of tax credits being a strong motivat-
ing factor f.)r a program that is supposed to go throughout the
business community. We need to be very careful of it.

I think there are other incentives- -hat work better than a tax
incentive. But the targeted job tax credit has worked, as I under-
stand it, in some instances and has been beneficial.

Senator QUAYLE. What other kind of incentives would work
better than a tax incentive?

Mr. FILER. A direct subsidy.. You know: Aetna, hire a hundred
who qualify and here is an x percent subsidy for a following period
of time in cash dollars. I am not saying it is' necessary, but it would
be far more effective than to say: here's a complicated tax credit
arrangement.

I don't care what kind of business you are running, large or
small. Cash has one characteristic: It is useful to everybody. Tax
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credits do not have that characteristic. And it is simple to .under-
stand.

Have I said anything wrong, Mr. Kolbergr
Mr. KOLBiRG. Right on, Mr. Chairman.
What we have said about this issue is that, with 10 million

businesses in the country,'What motivates one will not motivate the
other. Therefore, what we are trying to construct for private indus-
try councibr to market, if you will, is a whole set of incentives and
tailor them to the businesses that they are doing business with.

We happen to believe the targeted jobs tax credit is e step in the
right' direction. How can you tell after 18 months whether in fact it
'has reilly-WorIced? It has not worked terribly well yet. I can point
to, a lot of explanations, reasons why I think it has not. But I
continue to believe that the use of the tax system to chatige, eni-
ployers' attitudes i hiring will ultimately, work. I .think the citr7
rent law is a bit too complicated. There is too much redtape. The
system is not well run at the local level. There are too many
categories. With seven categories employers get confused.

. Our hope is that the targeted jobs tax c:.edit could be extended
for a yesr and reexamined as you are reexamining the total system
and the incentives ,to private employers all at the same time.

For some private employers, clearly, wage subsidies will work
Dn-the-job training subsidies will work better. But I con tin-

ue.to believe that for a number of small employers money on the
barrelhead, either thfough refundable tax credits or tax credits the
way they are n , are one of the things that we ought to have to
offer to priv mployers to motivate them to get involved with
this probl

Senator Thank you very much:
The commit stands in recess until Thursday at 9 o'clock.
[Whereupon, at 3:06 p.m., the subcommittee was recessed.]
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SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY,

ar

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:15 a.m., i room
4232,, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Dan Quayle chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Quayle. .

Senator QUAYLE. The committee will come to order.
This is the third day of hearings we have had on employment

and training issues. Today the committee is privileged to have the
Governor of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Gov. Carlos
RomeroBarcelo.

You are accompanied by Joan Wills?
Governor ROMERO-BARCELO. That is correct. .

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE CARLOS ROMERO-BARCELO,
GOVERNOR OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF PUERTO RICO, ON
BEHALE OF THE NATIONAL GOVERNORS' ASSOCIATION, AC-
COMPANIED BY JQAN WILLS, DIRECTOR, EMPLOYMENT AND
VOCATIONAL TRAINING, .THE NATIONAL GOVERNORS', ASSO-
CIATION ,

Governor Roixao-BAamue. Mr. Chairman, I am delighted to be
here today in my dapacity as a member of the Employment and
Training Subcommittee of the National"Governors Association.
Gov. Pete duP6ht of. Delaware is chairman of that subcommittee
and would have presented this same testimony to you today him-
self. However, Governor duPont, like almost one-half of.the other
Governors, is faced with a series of un lved State legislative
issues that deinand his presence in Delaw: hours from now. I
know he will look forward to being _with' u later in the year
during your next round of heirings on s' ic legislative propos-

We have an excellent opportunity this. to stand back and
examine the myriad programs and strategi which constitute the
employment and training system and to t through the pur-
poses which brought them into existence. er the past few
months, we have been doing just that in the National Governors'
Association with an eye toward sorting-out-ihe roles.and_xesponsi,_
bifities of various levels of goveratfient. In employment and train-
ing this also means sorting out the role of the private sector. I
would like to present some of our thinking to you.

(335)
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It is clearly in our national self-interest, defined both in econom-
ic and human terms, that we make full use of the productive
capacity of 2,ur human resources. Federal policy has not always
been conducive to that goal.

Income maintenance programs, which the National Governors'
Associatlon strongly believes must be a Federal responsibility, have
become virtually ends unto themselves. The relationship between
income maintenance -programs and , employment and training
policy should be such that income maintenance programs are reor-
iented to have eventual employment and self-sufficiency as their
organizing principle. Employment and training policy, with regard

. to welfare recipients should be geared not merely to cost reduction
for the welfare system but, rather, to enhancing the full productiv-
ity of the person through such means as job-search assistance,
training programs, and support services as needed.

We believe that work requirements in income maintenance pro-
grams are appropriate and believe further that grant diversi" , if
carefully structured, can be used as a stipend to sustain a rson
through a, course of training which leads to self-sufficien y. Our
goal in income maintenance programs, in short, should be to pro-
vide people with the wherewithal to become members of the labor
force.

The Federal Governmentalso has a responsibility to those per-
sons with a strong attachment to the labor force who have become
unemployed. For some people, this situation is short-term, and our
basic social insurance program, UI, tides them over. We need pro-
grams of job-search assistance and a strong labor exchange func-
tion to make sure that their period of unemployment is short.

Other persons lose their jobs, however, because of dislocations
caused by decisions related to international trade. Our current
TAA program has been growing each year, but its focus has been
too narrowly conceived as income maintenance. :t should be reor-
iented to job-searCh assistance and to emphasize retraining
of affected workers so that their separation from the labor force is
kept to a minimum.

Federal decisions in other policy realms besides international
trade also have differential effects on our subnational economies
which carry severe ramifications for the workforce. The location of
the MX missile, a military/defense decision, and the development
of the western slope of Colorado, an action relatedio energy policy,
are examples of decisions which have enormous employment-relat-
ed consequences which can hardly be left solely 'up to the affected
States to resolve by themselves. When the Federal Government
makes these kinds of decisions, it must supply the money for
training programs which will insure an adequately prepared work
force to carry out the decisions.

The Federal Government also has a compelling interest in help-
ing those persons who are at risk in relation to the labor market
and who, in the absence of intervention, might become clients of
the income maintenance system. These include, for example, the 1

handicapped, disadvantaged, limited English-proficient, older work-
ers, youth and women. The Federal Government has the responsi-
bility for specifying who should be the targets of federally funded
efforts.

S
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In response to one of the questions raised during the hearings,
Mr. Chairman, of what it is that we are trying to achieve with
employment and training policy, I would suggest that the answer
is, as I stated, the full use of the productive capacity of our human
resources. What I have been identifying in the preceding discus-
sion, however, is different groups in our population vtrhose lack of
attachment to the lab(); force or dislocation from the labor market
have different causes. Their problems must be delt with distinctive-
ly and differently.

The worker dislocated by trade policies, the welfare recipient
who lacks jobs skills, the young person who does not understand
the labor market, all are being underutilized but their problems
are different. I would suggest that it will not be possible in just one
piece of legislation to address all of the various causes of underuti-
lization, but I also do not believe that this is a cause for dismay.

I would like to turn our attention to some of the other questions.
One of the major ones has to do with coordination.

It must be recognized that Federal programs do not stand alone
but exist in the context of ongoing State activities. States have the
constitutional responsibility for educating their citizens, and in-
creasingly we are recognizing that this educational process exists
in the context of labor market needs for workers and human needs
for employment. The States spend many billions more than the
Federal Government does in preparing our citizens for the work
force. In vocational education alone the States spend approximate-
ly 11 times-the Federal contribution.

It is totally unrealistic to assume that the Federal Government
can coordinate-all of this activity through a single piece of legisla-
tion,- as you told the CETA system to do. It is also unrealistic toy
assume that coordination can take place if you bypass the States,
where the vast bulk of the spending takes place. Coordination can
only take place at the State level and only then with leadership
from the Governor's office.

I would like to interject here at this moment that, ever since I
have been in public office, when I started as a mayor more than 12
years ago, I always wondered why the Federal Government had
grouped health, education, and welfare together in the then exist-
ing Department of HEW. It seemed to me that it would be much
more logical to have labor, education, and welfare together. Those
three activities work together. Unless one realizes that education
has a direct relationship to labor opportunities and the work force;
unless we realize that the Opportunities to work and to be trained
also relate to whether a person is on welfare or not, I think we are
always going to be missing our target. I think-that welfare pro-
grams, labor programs, use of human resourceg; unemployment
programs, and education have to work more closely together.

When I started as Governor in 1977 in Puerto Rico,,Ve discov-
ered that the Education Department and the Labor Department
never joined together to discuss what were the needs in the unem-
ployment sector in Puerto Rico; Now we have the Labor and
Human Resources Departmentl and the education department
working together toward solutions to those problems. Unless we
coordinate these three areas into working intimately together, we
are always going to be behind the times.
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In speaking aboit coordination, I have also answered in part
your question about relative roles of Federal, State- and local gov-
ernments. There is more to be said on this matter. In searching for
a balance between Federal accountability and local autthikniy, the
Congress created liability provisions in the Comprehensive Einploy-
nent and Training Act which may conflict with the constitutions
of over half of the States. In creating Federal legislation, the
Congress needs to be more mindful of our Federal governance
system.

Under the heading of State responsibilities, I would like to ad-
dress the issue of insuring quality in program outcomes. The States
historically have expressed their concern over this issue in several
ways: by establishing State apprenticeship councils, by establishing
other boards for licensure, registration, and certification for var-
ious occupations, and by mandating minimum competency testing.
Only the States have responsibility for such matters, which have a
large impact on the training functions of the employment and
training system. The Federal Government should reinforce, not
impede, the discharge of State responsibility for standard setting.
You should hold us responsible for outcomes. But in no case should
Federal law dictate the mechanisms by which those outcomes are
to be achieved. We believe that States must take responsibility for
setting standards for the outcomes of training programs to fully
meet their constitutional responsibility for educating their citizens.

In all of this, I have been talking about the role of government,
whether Federal or State, in employment and in training. We
must, however, also recognize the role of the private sector, which
spends billions of dollars on training now and accounts for over 80
percent of this Nation's employment. We have tried many mecha-
nisms in the past for involving the private sector in our public
employment and training efforts, with a spotty record of success.

Part of the barrier to business participation has been a prolifera-
tion of councils such as JSIP and PIC, to name but two, in which
duplication creates the appearance of confusion and in which there
is little incentive for employers to became involved. Tax credits
have been tried as a means to involve the private sector, but this
type of incentive tends to bypass the smaller employer who is more
concerned about present cash flow than future tax liability.

On-the-job training is an excellent mechanism for involving em-
ployers and is our most successful training approach, but it is also
our least-used strategy.

We must continue to explore new ways of securing private sector
involvement. You can do that in this Congress by addressing the
reauthorization of title VII and the rewriting of the Wagner-Peyser
Act in conjunction with each other. Essentially, what we need to
develop is a sense in the business community of ownership of the
system. Employers and employees alike must buy into the system.

We have a model of such a buy-in in the labor exchange func-
tion. I would suggest that we spend some time now, while we have
this opportunity to reexamine our present employment and train-
ing system, to explore a tripartite configuration for a new system,
one that would involve employers, employees, and government, all
of whom have a critical interest in insuring the fullest use of the
productive capacity of our human resources.
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Before finishing, I would like to add that very often Federal laws,
rules, and regulations create problems which are beyond the con-
trol of the States and local governments. There-does not seem to be
any Federal policy to address itself to those problems, one of which
comes to mind is immigration. There are no rules whatsoever and
no effort made by the Labor Department or the immigration offices
to even orient the immigrants as to where their skills and knowl-
edge may be useful.

I do not see any reason why an immigrant-who is allowed resi-
dende in this Nation while he is in the process of becoming a
citizen, is not at least required or allowed to work only in those
areas where his skills and knowledge are necessary and where
shortages exist. These individuals should at least be oriented to
those areas where skills and knowledge are required or necessary,
and not allowed, without any kind of education retraining, or
orientation to establish themselves in areas where their skills and
knowledge are plentiful and where it would be hard for them to
find a job. He will just be one more member of the unemployment
rolls, or perhaps take away a job from somebody who already has a
job because he is willing to offer his skills and knowledge at a
lesser wage.

There are areas in the country where carpenters or certain skills
are needed or doctors and nurses are in 'demand. There are other
areas where "they have an excess of nurses, doctors, or an excess-of
carpenters, electricians, and plumbers. But there is no planned
policy, no program to orient immigrants to where those particular
skills and knowledge are needed. I think something of this kind
should be dbne with immigrants to help solve the problems of those
cities and those areas that take in the large influx of immigrants.
This is happening in Miami, which facaes a critical problem.

Senator QUAYLE. Do you think that that problem is from a lack
of national concern? Or is it more, rather, from an inflexible
system that we presently have available to us?

Governor ROMERO-BARCELO. I think it is not a lack of concern. I
think there is a concern. But it remains as a concern. Nothing
seems Ito have been done or is being done to solve that. There is a
concern, of course. A lot of people are concerned about it. But there
does not seem to be any kind of a plan or a search for a real
solutipn.

Senator QUAYLE. What kind of a plan would you suggest?
Governor ROMERO-BARCELO. I would suggest quite a radical plan.

I think there is no reason why as immigrant should be allowed to
come in and work anywhere he wants when he may be doing one
of two things: Taking away a job from somebody else who has it, or
else just going onto the unemployment rolls.

There are rules and regulations to allow someone to come in to
become a citizen, unless he is married to a U.S. citizen already or
unless he has relatives, there are certain exclusions. But somebody
that just wants to come in to become a U.S. citizen, live in the
Nation, and has no relatives or family here, why should he not be
required, if he wants to work, to be able to work, but to work only
in those areas where there is a shortage of his skills and knowl-
edge? Why should he be allowed to settle in a community where
his skills and knowledge are at a surplus? He is either going to
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create a problem for the community or create a problem for some-.
one else.

Senator QUAYLE. So, you would have the Government determine
what his skills and knoWledge would be and then place him ina

Governor ROMERO-BARCELO. Not place him. Say: these are the
areafkyou can live anywhere you want-

Senator QUAYLE. What if he does not want to go there?
Governor ROMERO-BARCELO. Well, he does not have to come in.
Senator QUAYLE. Either or? Either go to this place or don't- -
Governor ROMERO-BARCELO. Not this place. There should be

many places where his skills would be needed and it would help
the community. But there will be other places where his skills are
at a surplus, and all he is going to do is augment the unemploy-
ment rolls or take a job away from somebody else.

If that cannot' be done, if that is determined to be unfair to
somebody that wants to come in, we will have to think about how
unfair it is to somebody that is already in and has a job. If that is
determined to be unfair, well then, at least tell him, have informa-
tion so that he knows where he will be most likely to get a job.

Senator QUAYLE. On page 7 you talked about on-the-job training
as an excellent mechanism for involving employers and is our most
successful training approach but is also our least-used strategy. In
some of the testimony we have had, that pointhas been illustrated.

How can we get better on-the-job training programs, coordination
with the private sector to really put these youth, adults, people on
jobs, and keep them there? Do you have any idea about this?

Governor ROMERO-BARCELO. In every community or State you
have manufacturers' associations. You have chambers of com-
merce. You have different commerce groups. You have to make a
bank of tl-e needs where you get in all the information as to who
wants to expand, how many workers they need. In that way you
can work together with them. You have to let them know that
those programs are available and help them make the request.

Many times the small businesses and the small manufacturing
plants would be very happy to have this kind of help for training
their new petsonnel or they need three or four slots filled. People
do not tend to think in terms ofoh, three or four; that's not going
to solve our problem. But, if you have 80 or 100 businessmen with 3
or 4 vacancies, that amounts to a few hundred workers.

So, if you have the information available, you orient the small
plantowners, you orient the .small businesses that these programs
are available, and thus, a lot more can be done with the on-the-job
training programs. Communities have to get involved with getting
the organizations together and letting them know that these pro-
grams are available. One would be surprised how many private
businesses do not know that on-the-job training programs are avail-
able.

Senator QUAYLE. So, it is more a problem of education and com-
munication rather than implementation of any new programs?

Governor ROMERO-BARCELO. Well the Education Department will
also have to make available the skilled teachers to train the
people, to help them 'on their new jobs, to oversee the period of
apprenticeship, the training.
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Senator QUAYI.E. I have one final question, Governor. How much
of a role should the Federal Government have in a CETA program?

Governor ROMERO-BARCELO. I think the Federal Government
should have an important role for the following reasons. Unem-
ployment in one area eventually tends to overflow into some other
area. In other words, if a State has a large unemployment rate,
people from that State tend to migrate to the next State that has
more job opportunities. So, you are translating one problem to
another area. By the time somebody goes from his community to
another community that is not his own, he is increasing the urlem-
ployment problem that is in the other community, or he is creating
other social problems and taxing the housing situation or what-
ever.

So, I think the Federal Government should be involved. But, at
the same, time, I think it should require State responsibility. In
other words, I do not think there should be job training programs
unless they say: well, what are you as a State going to do; you
should contribute inkind amounts to this program; and we want to
see what you are doing over there.

Unless a State has a good program and unless a State can prove
that it is doing something constructive and useful, then the funds
should be held back. It should be like a reward for the local effort.

Senator QUAYI.E Do you think that we should work to transfer
more responsibility to the ,

Governor ROMERO-BARCELO And use the Federal funds as a
reward for those areas that are doing something positive and con-
structive about it and using the funds wisely.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much.
At this point we will receive for the record a statement by

Senator Paula Hawkins who was unable to be here today but who,
nevertheless, has an interest in the programs under discussion.

The prepared statement.of Senator Hawkins follows]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR PAULA HAWKINS

Senator HAWKINS. Mr. Chairman, I am sorry that I will be
unable to attend the hearings this morning on employment and
training issues, especially since one of the witnesses testifying
today is from Florida. Mr. David Harrell, a councilmember from
Jacksonville, Fla., will testify on behalf of the National League of
Cities. This is the third in a series of possibly 13 hearings that will
be held on employment and training programs in the United States
this year.

I believe this lengthy and comprehensive hearing schedule on
the Federal role in employment and training is -necessary, because
next year we will be facing the momentous task of either amending
and reauthorizing the Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act, or developing a legislative replacement for it.

The focus of the hearings this year will be to develop the neces-
sary background information necessary to assist us in this task. I
look forward to reviewing the testimony of the witnesses today
because they have been directly involved in the CETA program as
prime sponsors, and you will have the best idea of the programs
strengths and weaknesses.
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Senator QUAYLE. We will now hear from David Harrell, council-
member, representing the National League of Cities. Good morn-,
ing, Mr. Harrell.

STATEMENT OF DAVID HARRELL, COUNCIL MEMBER, JACK-
SONVILLE, FLA., ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL LEAGUE OF

CITIES
Mr. HARRELL. Mr. Chairman, I and David Harrell, councilmember

from Jacksonville, Fla., and vice chairman of the National League
of Cities, Human Development Policy Committee. I am pleased to
be here today to testify on behalf of the National League of Cities
and the 15,000 cities we represent, ranging in size from New York
City to Scotland Neck, N.C.

We, too, are grappling with some of the fundamental questions
raised by the Employment and Productivity Subcommittee, which
you chair, with respect to the appropriate future of employment
and training programs. I would be pleased to review some of the
tentative recommendations of the National League of Cities
Human Development Committee with the understanding that we
are still in the discussion stage and that our tentative concluSions
are not yet official NLC policy. While the committee has reached
consensus on some issues, we have allowed ourselves the luxury of

0,1205 reviewing thesepositions at our next meeting add changing our
minds before making final recommendations to, our full member-
ship in November of this year. Unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, we
are finding, as you will during your coming hearings, that every
definitive answer will generate 20 more questions.

I would like to take one moment to discuss briefly an issue, of
critical importance to the Nation's cities. At its recent meeting in
Indianapolis, our board of directors adopted a policy position on
block grants. While we support the concept in principle, we have a
number of concerns about turning programs currently directed to
cities over to the States. I might add, Mr Chairman. this concern
prevails among city officials regardless of party affiliation, regard-
less of geographic location, and regardless ofcity size.

Cities came to Washington initially because their States were
unwilling or unable to address the specific problems in a specific
area. We have seen nothing so far to indicate that this has
changed. Our experience with existing block grants, such as HUD's
community development block grant program, show their value in
providing flexibility to tailor local programs to national objectives,
in planning comprehensive local solutions, in expediting applica-
tion processes, and in managing the complexity of public and pri-
vate relationships inherent in the delivery of public services. Simi-
larly, despite all of the problems that have surrounded implemen-
tation of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, we
believe there have been positive accomplishments resulting from
the direct Federal/local relationship as opposed to the State direct
oversight of the current CETA programs.

We see little likelihood for improvement in employment and
training programs if the State bureaucracy is substituted for the
Federal bureaucracy. A perfect, recent example of what happens
when a State administers a program that is essentially local in
nature is that of LEAA. To obtain any funding at all, a local
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government must shift its priorities to meet the interests of the
State, not to address its critical local needs.

With your permission, I would like to submit the policy state-
ment on block grants for the record.

Senator QUAYLE. It will be submitted.
[The statement referred to follows:]
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A Policy Statement on Block Grants
and State4Local Relations

The Board of Directors of the National League of Cities

reaffirms its existing policy statements on block grants.

We believe in the block grant approach of consolidating

similar categorical programs. Experience with such block

grant& as community development over a seven year period show

their value in providing flexibility to tailor local programs

to national ob)ectives; in planning comprehensive local solu-

tions; in expediting application processes and in managing the

complexity of public and private relationships inherent in the

delivery of public services. We believe that there are many

additional opportunities for block grant consolidation and

encourage the Administration and Congress to seriously consider

them. As a matter of principle, similar programs with similar

ca.,:ec.riuon chrmlA tip rnnsolidated.

NLC policy does express a number of important principles

in the structuring of block grints.

- Programs provided to cities should not have the

states substituted as the delivery agent.
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- Program areas with current pass-through require-

,,ments from state to local governments should con-

tinue-to have such requirements in a block grant.'

- Consultation with cities and institutions repre-

senting cities should be a requirement in any

block grant program.

- States should not impose on local government ex-

cessive mandates, regulations or requirements in

administration of block grants.

- The best case for state administration of programs

can be made where states buy-in by supplementing

Federal resources with state financial assistance.

The clear lesson of the country's history of intergovern-

mental relations is that there are three.distinct but inter-

related,partners in federalism; each has responsibilities that

it is best capable of discharging. Such responsibilities should

be derived according to their primary roles.

In the administration of any block grants, states should

demonstrate a commitment to the strengthening of local govern-

ment, municipal home rule and a participatory process of

munIcIpal in.csi.emert that. strengthens the fabric of state-local

relations and contributes to a new sense of vitality and vigor

in tht Intergovernmental system.

Adopted by the Board of Directors of the National League of

Cities, May 23, 1981.
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Mr. HARRELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is attached to the
testimony provided.

Employment policy, as you know better than I, Mr. Chairman, is
very complex, impacted by decisions in almost every area of Gov-
ernment concern. Foreign policy decisions with respect to trade,
facility siting and procurement, tax and spending cuts or increases
all affect the overall economic well-being and employment opportu-
nities in local communities.

I might add here, Mr. Chairman, that also under discussion now
before Congress is this issue of enterprise zones. It also has a direct
effect on employability and availability of jobs within a commu-
nity.

Since the Federal Government has major responsibility for the
management of the economy, we believe it has a concomitant re-
sponsibility to provide employment assistance to ameliorate the
negative impacts of Federal policy decisions at the local lev-A. We
believe national policy should be directed toward the attainment of
full employment through a variety of devices such as targeting
procurement to labor surplus areas, carefully analyzing the im-
pacts of closing or opening Federal facilities, and providing the
necessary funds to enhance employment opportunities for every-
one, whether it be through tax incentives to private business or
training programs for the economically disadvantaged through
local governments.

In an era of fiscal constraint, we believe training funds should be
targeted to the structurally unemployed as a first priority. We
would define structurally unemployed to include not only individ-
uals with little or no attachment to the work force but also those
whose employment skills have ceased to be relevant and whose
attachment to the labor force becomes increasingly remote.

_ The first group of structurally unemployedthe hard-core unem-
ployed, if you willdo not seem to interest the private sector, and
perhaps with some justification.

I might do a deviation here from my prepared continents, Sena-
tor, to address the fact that we may be dealing with a social
problem in a specific community. We might be dealing with what I
am going to define as categorical indigency dealing with the lack of
educational skills even at entry level, which would not attract
private industry. And that is our hard-core unemployed in this
specific instance.

It is expensive and it takes time to bring an individual with no
skills at all and little motivation into a fully productive position in
an economic society. We are willing to provide in the communities
the necessary services to bring these individuals to a point where
they are ready for job training so long as the expectations are
realistic.

W9 do not have any magic formula for instant success, but we
belie ie that programs have to be tailored to individual need. Some
will be job ready in less than a year. Others will take mpg* time.
With still others, we will never succeed.

We would like to see greater private sector involvement in train-
ing the structurally unemployed through incentives such as wage
subsidies, tax credits, and the payment of allowances. We would
like to improve local relationships with private businesses by estab-
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lishing- partnerships at the local level to improve training and
employment opportunities for the hard-to-employ. And, controver-
sial as it may be, we believe public service employment is an
appropriate tool for training. Recent surveys, specifically that by
Johns Hopkins, indicate that participation in PSE has enhanced ap
individual's earning capacity in the long run. We agree that such a
tool should be limited in terms of Zhose eligible to participate and
should have appropriate time limits. We should like to look at the
PSE concept again and refine our policy to avoid the problems we
have encountered in the past.

We would like to see better coordination among federally funded
programs which stimulate economic development through consist-
ent legislative and regulatory provisions. Here I might add, Mr.
Chairman, that having an EDA program or a UDAG program or a
community development program with no coordination with speci-
ficity,in regard to employment practice within a community does
not lend itself to fall employment and correct utilization of those
dollars.

Similar funding cycles- and some consistency as to eligibility for
benefits would enhance our ability to maximize the impact of Fed-
eral expenditures at the local level.

Funding cycles here I speak of are those wherein we will know
from the pianning stage what is the anticipated resource available
to the community for employment training as opposed to possibly
having one, two, three funding allocations within a specific 12-

month period.
We need better linkages with our educational system. Current

law mandates the CETA system to establish such cooperative rela-
tionships with local education agencies. Yet, there is no similar
mandate that education agencies must cooperate with local employ-
ment systems. While there are many occasions when we bridle at
the thought of yet another Federal mandate, there are times we
would admit they are i.iie only motivating force for things that
should be done.

On the quegtion of the basic structure of CETA, we believe it
would be poor policy indeed to abandon the existing prime sponsor-
ship mechanisms.

As an aside, I would like to say that, when I was here in May
speaking with our committee at the National League of Cities, we
discussed at great length this issue of prime sponsorship. We feel
as though the infrastructure that is in place dealing with cities pnd
governments of 100,000 or more, and especially where we are deal-
ing with consolidated entities within a State where we have an
SMSA that is actively serving, we hate to see that dismantled in
light of something that is in the unknown. Here we have 10 years
of history, Mr. Chairman, that deals with not only changes in the
Federal administrative gqvernment level, but we have seen some
cyclical changes in the administration from a congressional level
and from, a policy standpoint within the Department of Labor.
. These CETA programs for implementation under prime sponsor-
ship have, in our opinion, been consistent, with inadequacies
though they be. We feel that there ought to be a continuation of
those units of general purpose, local government with 100,000 or
more population in that we have 10 years of viable experience.
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An additional point I feel constrained to say is that, while we
care much about how you design an employment and training
program, however it is finally structured, leave it alone long
enough for us to figure out how to make it work within the given
parameters set forth. Something new every 6 months contributes
nothing to and in fact detracts from effective program manage-
ment. . .

I think, Senator, you know better than I the growth and impact
of prograni during the sixties and seventies surely proliferated
and added nothing stable for us to be able to develop and from
which to grow.

While there was not unanimous agreement among the members
of the committee I serve, the majority expressed support for con-
solidation of the various categorical programs currently available
in CETAyouth, private sector initiatives, training programsinto
one title. Determinations on how to address the needs of various
groups and to what extent should be left to the discretion of the

-prime sponsor.
The problems, I would say to you, are different in Jacksonville,

Fla., as much, sir, as, they are in Detroit, with the automobile
industry issue today, or as different as they are in Miami. or in
Puerto Rico, dealing with various immigration problems alluded to
by the Governor.

NLC's Human Development Committee also discussed how limit-
ed Federal resources should be targeted. We, 'onsidered limiting
employment and training -funds solely to are of high unemploy-
ment. We discussed a pockets -of- poverty con but we were
unable to reach consensus on either issue. Perhaps, in the end,
leaving the allocation formula alone may be the better part of
valor. There is no eligible jurisdiction with absolutely "no structur-
ally unemployed.

Our contention he is that every current prime sponsor area in
the United States has structurally unemployed within its system.
Every eligible community can make effective use of some employ-
ment and training funds.

While the committee did not specifically deal with the question
of whether employment policy should be economic or social policy,
I believe we will agree it should be both. An employment policy
that is solely economic policy would target on all the unemployed.
For that, clearly, wy do not have the resources in this Nation. A
policy that is solely social would run the risk of ignoring those who
with minimum assistance would again become productive citizens.

There are some folks today who just do not have, jobs because of
lack of upward mobility or lack of available jobs within a labor
market. You in Convess are doing much to try to assist us in that
area. However, we cannot ignore those who are on the periphery,
those who are not in the hard core but who are nevertheless
structurally unemployed.

Based on my committee's discussions, I believe such determina-
tions can most appropriately be made at the local level. Youngs-
town, Ohio, for example, might decide its priority had to be eco-
nomic policy to deal with a plant closing. Detroit might decide its
priority had to be a social policy to ameliorate to some extent the
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effects of budget cuts in social programs. No community should be
penalized for making such a choice.

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for your attention and for
allowing us at NLC the opportunity to make our presentation on
employment and training policy to this, committee. .

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much, Mr. Harrell.
You mentioned the enterprise zones. Have you given any

thought to incorporating the concept of enterprise zones into the
training aspect?

Mr. No, sir, we addressed the impact of enterprise
zones specifically in the economic impact within a community.
Some of the concerns we have on a local level is the degree that
any ultimate legislation is going to require offsets and ad valorem,
taxation. I have as much concern there, Senator, as I do with
industrial revenue bonds not being industrial revenue bonds any-
more. I hate to see us have a proliferation of enterprise zones
within the country that really do not add new jobs. And, if they do
not add new jobs, then they fail to do what UDAG was intended to
do. And that is to help the economically underutilized individuals
within a giveniegment.

We already have the parameters through the CETA definition of
unemployment within an area.

Through the trainingif I may, Senator, continue for just a
minuteif we can get the private sector to be partners in progress
employment training7--we feel in the NLC that there has to be on
any activity board that is going to coordinate and direct employ-
ment training, there is going to have to be partnership with the
free market system involved in job placement and on-the-job train-
ing or the system is not going to work.

I do not know whether I answered your question on enterprise
zones.

Senator QUAYLE. No, what I was trying to establish, was there
any thought or position that the National League of Cities has
given toward the concept of enterprise zones interrelated to the
training aspect. It has been mentioned by a cpuple of people that
this may be a good concept but then have a number of caveats and
warnings such as yourielf: Does this translate into jobs; is this
really going to get into the training aspect?

I agree with you and the Governor. On-the-job training is prob-
ably the best kind of training that we can give an individual. it
seems to be, as far as from a success and a placement percentage,
much higher than any other program that we-have.

I was just trying to extract if. there had been any talk or discus-
sion of the enterprise zone concept.

Mr. HARRELL. Yes, sir, there was. The first point is that, ifone
of the proposalsand I cannot remember which is the most recent,
so, if you will, excuse my ignorance in that area. One of the
proposals was that 50 percent of the employment within the enter-
prise zone must be from those that areI am going to use the term
here againstructural unemployed withiii the zone.

If our intent is to provide meaningful, long-range employment
and to try to create full employment within our society, then we
ought not to limit the total employment opportunity to those who
either reside or work within an enterprise zone and exclude the
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balance of the community. I can give you an example of Jackson-
ville, Fla. We have an area, in my opinion, that will qualify for an
enterprise zone geographically. But it might not effectively impact
the new Triton missile base area at St. Mary's, Ga., which is just
north of us, or in Orange Park, Fla., a small town with a popula-
tion of 9,000 immediately south of us, neither of which would be
eligible for an enterprise zone but both of which have structurally
unemployed and underemployed individuals who need upward mo-

'bility capacity or entry-level capacity into the work force.
We have to provide, from my perspective, some training ability

for those people if they are going to be productively a part of our
society.

Senator QUAYLE. In your testimony you talked about the private
sector involvement helping to take care of the structurally unem-
ployed through incentives such as wage subsidies, tax credits, and
payment allowances. The success of these programs is marginal by
anybody's definition. Do you think this is the best way to go and
perhaps the only way to go to involve the private sector, which we
all want to do? There was conflicting testimony on this issue the
day we had all the businesses before us. As to the actual tax credit
or wage subsidy, some thought it would attract business, some said
it would not.

From your perspective as a council member and somebody who
has been interested in the CETA program and private sector initia-
tive, do you think this is the best way that we can go to get the
private sector involvement?

Mr. HARRELL. Yes, sir, I do. Let me expand, if I may, from three
perspectives: one as a member of this committee on NLC, one from
the perspective as a free enterprise businessman in Jacksonville,
Fla., and one as a 10-year veteran in local government. I think
that, unless we involve the private elector, all of this is for naught
and you ought to close the whole system down. I really believe
that. If there is no place for folks to go, if there are no jobs
available, and if there is no opportunity for upward mobility, then
you have accomplished nothing. That is No. 1.

From my perspective, for someone to be categorically unemploy-
able because of being illiterate, because of not having the social
abilityand I tried to address that very carefully in my remarks
herethat person is not attractive for OJT in the free enterprise
system. So, we are going to have to provide a system to get that
individual to an entry level through the community college pro-
gram, through the skill centers that we have in my community, for
instance. And we have a strong correlation between private indus-
try and the public sector. I believe from my personal perspective I
have hired individuals and received job credits in my company. As
a result, I can tell you that economic incentive does work for me. It
does work in Jacksonville, Fla., for businesses to receive job credits
of some sort. It is an economic incentive.

The business to which it is not an economic incentive is the
majority of the businesses in this country, and that is the small
business which merely break even. If ,they are just breaking even
or showing a loss, a tax credit does hot do them a lot of good.

That is why direct economic incentive of some sort on a cash
basis is going to be necessary. I would call your attention, Senator,
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to an article, if I may take just a second, that was recently done. It
gives some reference to this. It is by Ken Clark and Lawrence
Somers. Mr. Clark is assistant professor of business administration
at Harvard. Mr. Somers is assistant professor of economics at MIT.
In this article they talk about the employment training program
and its cost to bring someone into the system as opposed to on-the-
job training. I will be glad to furnish this to the Senator, if you will
like. It is excellent.

Senator QUAYLE. I think it would behoove us both and the com-
mittee to submit it for the record.

Mr. HARRELL. I would like to, Senator.
Senator QUAYLE.. Without objection, it will be printed in the

record.
[The indexed reference of the article referred to follows:]

UNEMPLOYMENT RECONSIDERED

By Kim B Clark and Lawrence G Summers, Harvard Business Review,
November-December 1980 P 171 ff.)

Senator QUAYLE. I have one final question. You are a business-
man. You are a 10-year veteran, as you said, in the council in
Jacksonville to make that area a thriving, growing metropolis,
which it is. What would we do to chapge the CETA system to make
it better?

You mentioned in your testimony that the prime sponsor concept
was something that you continued to support. Where should we be
channeling our emphasis and our concern when we go out to have
field hearings around the country on the CETA program itself: The
prime sponsor, subgrantees, the Department of Labor, the whole
system? Can you give us a little bit of guidance?

Mr. HARRELL. It is going to be personal perspective. This is not
NLC. ,

Senator QUAYLE. This is personal perspective and riot NLC.
Mr. HARRELL. Senator, the thing that I have found over the time

I have been involved in either PSE or CETA over thelast 10 years
has been that, as the guidelines came down from DOL, we in the
local government were told these are the parameters within which
you must work. You must hire so many people from category A.
You must train so many people from category B. You must meet
the equal opportunity employment requirements, the EEOC re-
quire-oents right down the line. In our situation in Jacksonville, I
think th,41. CETA has been a reasonable success. My biggest criti-
cism of it on a local level is that it did not reach the whole SMSA.

We retained, if you will, Jacksonville, Fla., Duval County, and
did not extend it into Nassau County, into St. Johns COunty, Clay
County, and Baker County. Baker County has a high unemploy-
ment rate. St. Johns County has a strong tourist attraction. Nassau
County had formerly a reasonably high unemployment rate be-
cause of the reduction of the shrimping industry up there.

I think, that, No. 1, we have to, from a DOL standpointo look at
riimpleme 'tation on a broader scale.

NLC, I o not think, agrees with what I am telling you node. I am
telling yo my perspective. \

I think you have to look at coordinating. I do not think you can
take a JaCksonville, Fla., which represents 75 percent of the popu-

\
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lation of northeast Florida, and disregard the impact it is going to
have on the surrounding areas because of the infusion, and we
provide all the jobs of t surrounding areas. No. 1, I would say we
have got to go to a broad ,r geographic area and recognize that just
because we are the prime sponsors in Jacksonville we cannot ex-
clude those in our SMSA. That is No. 1.

No. 2 is the parameters within which the system must work.
There needs to be a greater flexibility with some audit controls on
a Federal level.

As an example, do not tell me that I need 1 manager and 4
assistants for every 10 people I am going to put through the
system, if that happens to be the parameter, when I might only
need 1 manager who might be s4arp and I do not need those 4
assistants. I will put that other 330,000 or $40,000 back into em-
plotment training.

As it is right now, our structure is such that we are almost told
how many employees we need, how much square footage we need,
and what the utilization rate ought to be. You do not know that in
Washington in relation to Jacksonville, and I do not know what it
is in relation to Denver or Dallas. I am just saying there ought to
be some local option in local government which the parameters for
implementation, the staffing levels on a local level, and maybe
even submit it at the time of grant application to the Deprtment of
Labor or wherever the central clearing point is going to be.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much.
Mr. HARRELL. Thank you, Senator, very much.
Senator QUAYLE. I look forward to further communication kf you

have any other thoughts supporting or speaking for NLC or person-
ally, we would be more than interested in having them.

Mr. HARRELL. Thank you, Senator.
Senator QUAYLE. Next from the U.S. Conference of Mayors is the

mayor of Baltimore, William Schaefer. Good morning. Welcome.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM DONALD SCHAEFER, MAYOR,
THE CITY OF BALTIMORE, MD., ON BEHALF OF THE CITY OF
BALTIMORE, THE BALTIMORE METROPOLITAN MANPOWER
CONSORTIUM, AND THE U.S. CONFERENCE OF MAYORS, AC-
COMPANIED BY MARION PINES, MANPOWER DIRECTOR, THE
CITY OF BALTIMORE
Mayor SCHAEFER. Mr. Chairman, first of all, I want to commend

the previous speaker. He was excellent. He said a lot of the things
that we are very interested in as far as manpower is concerned.

I want to start off by thanking you for allowing us to testify.
Jobs and manpower training for a city like ours is one of the most
important elements for improved urban livability.

I would like to introduce to you Marion Pines, who is the best
manpower director any mayor has in the United States. She is the
manpower director for the city of Baltimore.

I would like to give you some background. Marion runs one of
the most successful manpower programs in the United States. We
utilize Federal funds in the proper way. We used public service
employees not as makeshift workers, but instead as valuable con-
tributors to the city's economy. That, however, is past history.
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What we want to try to do today is look to the future. What are
we going to do now under new circumstances and a new adminis-
tration? Let's not worry about what happened in the past. Let's
look to the future. I said that recently to the U.S. Conference of
Mayors. I said the battle of the budget is over. It is pointless to sit
and moan about the battle of the budget. Let's see what we are
going to be able to do with the money we have available and how
we are going to work it out. They thought it was fine to say that,
but they would much rather moan a little bit more. But I think I
finally got the point over.

I do not know if you have been to Baltimore. If you have not, it
is one of the truly great cities of the United States. Every mayor
who appears before you will tell you that.

Senator QUAYLE. I have been up to see your Orioles play. Can
you do anything about them getting back up there? My kids miss
them.

Mayor SCHAEFER. At 2 o'clock today, Kenny Singleton is coming
in. We're going to have "kisses" for Kenny. Kenny, by the way, is a
great ballplayer. He is well liked by the senior citizenshe gave us
2,500 free tickets for senior citizens. Today is his birthday and we
are going to bring him down and sing happy birthday. If you have
time, come on over.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you for the invitation.
Mayor SCHAEFER. Seriously, if you have not been to Baltimore

you should come. Baltimore was in bad shape about 10 or 15 years
ago, but it has made marvelous changes over the last decade. It
was all made possible by the assistance of the Federal Government,
the State government and our own local initiative. I am not just
saying this. If you could see the city, you would see what I mean.
We do invite you to come over. It is not very far away.

What we want to try to do is continue the momentum of a great
city. We do not want this momentum to die. We do not want to slip
back. We want to keep moving forward. And we can do this. There
is no question in my mind.

What is the major objective that we should talk about today? Of
course, from my standpoint it is jobs, how to get jobs for people. If
you can look at the problem of unemployment, you will see it
reflects on crime rates and all the many other urban problems that
you are so familiar with. Our sole objective is to try to get jobs for
people in the private sector, the public sector, jobs, no matter
where they are. That is what we are going to talk about today. Our
President said to us the other day: Let's reason together, let s talk
together, let's shape a useful role for employment and training.
And that is what we want to do.

I want to try a new approach. Let's stop thinking about CETA as
a social program and recognize what it really is, and that is a tool
for economic development, an economic development tool, CETA.
What we want to do is train a labor force and support economic
development activities at the same time. As an economic tool,
employment and training works hand in hand with economic devel-
opment activities.

We want the flexibility to continue to use CETA funds to im-
prove the livability of our city. Making a city livable is not merely
cosmetic, If you make it livable, it becomes a good city. We have
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learned that wider walks, trees, benches, museums, and music all
help to create an environment that attracts private investment,
and that means jobs. If you have a city that is alive and moving,
you can bring private investment in, and you get jobs. And that is
the name of the game.

We want the flexibility to continue to use CETA funds to help
with site preparation, public infrastructure improvements, and
loan packaging, all toward our goal of facilitating private develop-
ment, which means jobs.

Incidentally, this approach works. If you are able to set up the
infrastructure that eases the entrance of new industry, they come
and new jobs are created.

For the past 7 years we have been using our community as the
training ground for our unemployed, and the payoff is tremendous.
Our unemployed get experience, valuable training, and develop
pride in the city and themselves. In exchange, the city gets visible
and lasting improvements. And eventually private employers get
these experienced, well trained, motivated workers, and the incen-
tive to expand and grow in our city. So CETA has been, and
continues to be, a very vital part of our renaissance.

CETA is an economic tool: It is used to train the labor force,
support economic development activities, enhance urban livabilizy,
attract new private investment, increase new business develop-
ment. The bottom line is one thing called jobs. That is the most
important part of what we are concerned with.

I have been asked the question: What w:--uld you do, if you could,
for the unemployed? I would get jobs for them. There are 40,000
people in the city of Baltimore who are unemployed. What they
need more than anything else, are jobs. Now, how do we put the
unemployed to work? There are a number of ways that we think it
can be done.

One is tax incentives and better wage subsidies to private em-
ployers.

Another is good education and training programs to increase
worker productivity to meet local labor market needs.

-- Another is economic development to create more jobs and an-
other it better job information and matching services.

Those are some of the goals that we hope that we will be able to
meet. Again, the bottom line, of course, is always jobs.

I would like now to just very briefly tell you what we would like
to do as far as linking CETA and the private sector.

Ms. PINES. This is a very unrehearsed show, Senator Quayle. The
mayor told me about this in the car coming over.

Senator QUAYLE. Those are usually the best kind.
Ms. PINES. I hope so.
I know that you have been hearing a lot of testimony today

about the increased role of the private sector. We feel certainly
that the spotlight has shifted there. We have given a lot of thought
to how to increase their role. We have been fortunate in Baltimore
in that we have had some large-scale demonstration programs, the
most important being the youth incentive entitlement program,
that allowed us to experiment with new ways of interfacing with
the private sector. There are a couple of things we have found to
work.
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It may be heresy to say, but we think that we have been overly
cautious in the kinds of subsidies and interface that we have had
with the private sector. We are talking about training people who
are, as you have heard described earlier, largely unemployable.
The private sector will not hire them unless there are significant
wage offsets or they arrive at the gate with a lot of advanced
training.
_We-feel that OJT is an excellent training strategy. However, we

do not think it has been utilized as much as it should be because it
has been too restrictive. A 50-percent wage offset during a training
period is simply not sufficient to encourage the private sector to
hire the unemployable or the structurally unemployed. I know you
have heard other similar testimony earlier this week perhaps from
the private sector.

Let me just cite an example. If an employer has to pay a supervi-
sor $10 or $12 an hour to supervise one or two new untrained
employees, our paying that employer $1.75 or $2 an hour as half
the wage offset simply is not worth it to him. He is paying that
supervisor. That supervisor's time overseeing the trainees is all
downtime for him. So, we are suggesting that you look very seri-
ously at liberalizing OJT. The payoff on OJT is terrific. But we
simply cannot get our foot in the door with that kind of restriction
on the 50-percent wage offset.

We are suggesting you think about a 100-percent subsidy walking
in the front door and then gradually reducing it as the workers
become more productive. But we need to get our foot in the door
with these workers. Once employees have a chance to look at these
people, they find they are really not so terrible after all; but we
have got to have a lot of sweeteners to convince employers to give
them a chance.

Senator QUAYLE. Would this be direct cash payment to business?
Ms. PINES. You could do it in several ways. You can be invoiced

back from the employer. In other words, he can invoice us for the
number of hours the people have been in training and then we
reimburse him. Or what we did with the youth program is simply
kept workers on our payroll for a period of time while they were
outstationed in the private sector, giving the employer a chance to
train, to supervise, and to look them over. We then found the
takeup rate was very good. But getting in the door is the key
there are many problems with putting people on a private payroll,
particularly if they have a reputation for being unstable workers
Employers are afraid of their unemployment insurance exposure.
They are afraid of their workmen's compensation exposure. They
are concerned with more social security payments.

But by keeping trainees on a public payroll and outstationing
them for a period of time, we were able to diminish those kinds of
impediments and negative exposures in the private sector and
make new inroads. I think at one point we had a thousand kids
outstationed in 250 businesses, something that we would have
never been able to do otherwise.

There are really two kinds of approaches: on-the-job training at a
higher wage subsidy and outstationing people, keeping them on
public payroll for a long audition.
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I know TJTC is up for reenactment. It is a great idea, but we
think it needs to ,be greatly simplified. Frankly, I thought it was
going to be the greatest. manpower strategy that ever came down
the pike. I was surprised it did not take off more than it did. But it
was too complicated. It goes through too many hands, too many
pieces of paper, it's too restrictive in terms of the categories of
people you can get tax credits for. Generally we need to simplify
and streamline the TJTC.

But I do think that all of this should be looked at as part of a
package: incentives, subsidies, liberalized OJT. This is one way of
increasing the involvement of the private sector.

Private business people are concerned. We have gotten their ear
now. But we cannot expect them to take up all of the slack unless
we agree to pick up part of what they see as their nonrecoverable
costs.

Senator QUAYLE. What kind of success have you had in place-
ment where you have kept the people on your payroll and have the
on-the-job training?

Ms. PINES. I was afraid you were going to ask me that, so I got
some of those figures yesterday.

The entitlement program is tapering down and is going to end in
August. We looked at the last group of 150 kids that are coming
out in this last quarter. We had a 50-percent takeup rate by the
employers of these last 150 kids. And the transition effort is not yet
over. I think we will have even more placements.

Senator QUAYLE. What is the average length of the OJT?
Ms. PINES. The OJT really depends on the occupation that you

are training for.
Senator QUAYLE. Yes, I realize that.
Ms. PINES. It can be anywhere from, I would say, probably 3

months to 6 months. It depends. The more complex the skill the
longer the period of subsidy. We are constrained by this. The
dictionary of occupational titles lists the complexity of the job and
the amount of time it normally takes for training. We cannot sign
a contract with an employer that subsidizes wages for longer than
that period that is authorized.

Senator QUAYLE. Let me run by you an idea by that came up in
our hearings before. I think they were from South Carolina. It was
a for-profit corporation that dealt with training. They would not
get reimbursed until the people were actually in permanent jobs. I
think they got $1,000 or $1,500 for every person that they placed on
a job.

Is that kind of a concept practical at all? Have you heard of it?
Ms. PINES. We do this in Baltimore. We have something we call

performance contracts. We do it when, for example, we are engag-
ing contractor to train someone in a skill, such as welding or word
processing. We write the contract so that the full payment to the
vendor, to the trainer, is not complete until the people are placed
in unsubsidized jobs.

It sounds like you are going to get 100 percent placement, but
you must realize that they cannot control the absolute number of
jobs in the private sector, but performance contracting can be a
terrific motivater.

Senator QUAYLE. Is that a good concept?
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Ms. PINES. Yes, it is an excellent concept. What we are concerned
about is job placement, and we are going to put our money on the
final payoff.

Senator QUAYLE. Yes, that is the way they operate. They only
operate on the final payoff. They had a lot that did not make it
that far, but they were only paid on --

Ms. PINES. You cannot have all your money tied to final place-
ment because then your contractor may have a serious cash-flow
problem. During the whole period of training, he may have no
resources with which to pay the staff and to meet the other ex-
penses of running a training program. So, you would be dealing
only with probably the wealthiest firms, and I do not know if even
they would want to put all their money up front. Depending on the
program model, final outcome could be 9 months or a year down
the line. So instead, we stalker the payments in our performance
contracts based on achieving certain other benchMarks, for exam-
ple, keeping people in the program, achieving certain competencies.
And then the last payment is on final job placement. But if you
hold up all your money until the end, you could have serious cash-
flow problems witi. your contractors.

I think of concern to all of us in the system around the country
is.the way in which the money, the much-reduced pot is going to be
divided under any kind of reauthorization. This has great implica-
tions politically and we do not underestimate the political problems
here at all. ..

And I am not even sure, as the council member said before
whether he was speaking with the official position of NLC, I am
not sure that we are Speaking with the official position oc USCM
here.

I would urge this committee to think seriously about some geo-
graphic targeting of these resources. With a smaller pie, we are
just not convinced that every jurisdiction. rich and poor, should be
getting a slice. I think that you are going to have to make some
very tough decisions about where you are going to get the biggest
payoff and where the greatest need is. We would suggest that you
target this money to areas of greatest need.

Obviously, we feel strongly about going directly to the local level,
and you will hear a lot more from Mayor Schaefer about that issue.

One alternativeand we were interestell to hear council member
Harrell mention thiswe operate a consortium in the Baltimore
area. That consists of the entire metropolitan labor market. We
suggest that, as an alternative to State funding, and if you are
moving away from funding individual localities, that you consider
the efficiency and the good sense it really makes to go directly to
labor markets and to begin to fund an SMSA, giving one local
jurisdiction the administrative responsibility. You have got to hold
some elected officials responsible.

There, are a lot of reasons why this makes sense. First of all,
from the private sector viewpoint it makes eminent sense. They
hire their, workers without regard to which political jurisdictions
tBey live irt,,,They are not just looking for workers from Baltimore
City, Anne Arundel County, or Howard County. They are looking
for people within an easy commute. Easy commutes these days
crisscross political jurisdictions.
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Consortia also make a lot of sense in terms of skill shortages. If
thelre is a skill shortage, for example, of welders in the Baltimore
metropolitan area and we did not have a consortium, we could
have five welding training programs with five contracts possibly
written to one vendor and pay five administrative cost overheads.
So, it makes an awful lot of sense from the private sector's point of
view to deal with the labor market needs in terms of skill short-
ages, and in terms of saving administrative money to run this
grant on a labor market basis.

We urge you to think very seriously about targeting the money
and giving it to those areas of greatest need.

Mayor SCHAEFER. The most important thing is to target the
money to areas of need. I understand the political implications of
saying you cannot give something to a rich subdivision because
they are rich. I understand that. What has happened in our State
is that they are withdrawing funds from the city in proportion to
its relative population. But we still have most of the disadvantaged,
most of the unemployed, most of the youth in the cities, 50 percent
of the black youths in the city are unemployed. While you take a
proportionate share from all the subdivisibns, you should give more
to an area of need.

I cannot seem to get that point over. When you take away from
the unemployed black in the city, he does not disappear; he is still
there. If you take away from unemployed in other areas where
there are greater opportunities for employment, it does not have
the same impact. So, targeting to areas of need is one of the key
points to successful manpower training.

Now this issue is a tough one. I heard Governor Romero-Barcelo.
Incidentally, he was a mayor before, and when he was a mayor, he
said don't go to the State. Now he's a Governor and he says go to
the State.

Senator QUAYLE. Has he been enlightened or not?
Mayor SCHAEFER. No, he has lost the enlightenment. [Laughter I
I worry about the block grants under certain circumstances.

What happens if a State forces urban-rural confrontation in the
State legislature. Baltimore City, at one time, had a population )f a
million; we are 787,000 now. The counties are beginning to have
much more strength in the legislature. It is the city versus the
counties. We still have the concentration of the poor of the city and
the other counties Are very willing to accept that. But if they are
willing to let the stay in the city, then, they ought to be
equally happy about giving us additional resources to deal with the
associated problems.

So, if it goes to the State, confrontations between rural and
.urban areas will result, and we will come out second best.

Another block grant issue is the historic insensitivity of State
governments to urban needs. We do not like to talk about things
like this, but it does actually occur. Many State government people
have never walked around and seen the poor. They talk about it
but they have never walked the alleys and seen the unemployed
person. They have not seen a person in real need. They have not
seen senior citizens who need some additional funds. That insensi-
tivity inherent to the block grant worries me.
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Block grants will also increase administrative costs and redtape
That will happen. At least 10 percent will be siphoned off by the
State when the money comes down and we may get the remainder.
If all the block grants go through the State, 10 percent plus 15
percent could be siphoned off by the State for administrative costs.
So, we will get about 75 percent of what is left. That will happen.
They will build up a bureaucracy on the State level. And they are
One more step away from people, one step away from people.

For instance, we have a camp called Camp Concern in the city of
Baltimore. The camp's budget was recently reduced because it was
not a statewide program. We know' it is a good program in the city
because it takes care of about 4,000 or 5,000 black youngsters who
would otherwise never have the opportunity for a camping experi-
ence. Camping is an important part of every youth's life. But the
State cut the program because it was not a statewide program.

This is what I have been talking about, insensitivity and higher
administrative costs. Money will be siphoned off from the areas of
need. That is why there must be some statement in the legislation
that says States may take only 4 percent for administrative costs
and not, as the present administration bills say in many instances,
that there is no restriction on administrative costs. I worry very
much about this possibility.

Senator QUAYLE. I think that the latest version adopted talks
about 10 percent.

Let me ask you a question on that because I think it is very
important and very fundamental to this whole block grant concept
Would you prefer to deal with the bureaucracy in Washington than
the bureaucracy in Annapolis?

Mayor SCHAEFER. Yes, absolutely.
Senator QUAYLE. Is that the case of all mayors?
Mayor SCHAEFER. I do not know.
Senator QUAYLE. I do not think it would be the case with the

mayors I know in Indiana. Sure, they do not particularly like going
to the State. But, if you give them a choice of dealing with
Indianapolis or Washington, they will take Indianapolis almost
every time.

Mayor SCHAEFER. Let me tell you a little bit about Washington
You know, you all get a bad rap.

Senator QUAYLE. Go ahead.
Mayor SCHAEFER. Let me try to put it into perspective when I

said come to Baltimore. I am proud of what we have done with
Federal funds. I cannot seem to get this over to Senators and
Congressmen. But if you could see how well we utilized the Federal
funds, if you could see the manpower programs that we have, you
would be pleased. Public service employment was not a bad name
in Baltimore city. It worked. It worked. And this has been proved
by the recent Johns Hopkins University study that showed that the
public service employees, the CETA employees in our city, in our
area, not only got jobs, they got better jobs. And these same results
are shown in the Labor Department's own continuous longitudinal
manpower survey. Public service employment programs worked!

Our relationship with Washington has been a good one. We have
worked hard. Marion has some very fine contacts with the people
in the Labor Department. They've seen the successes in Baltimore
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What we need is a little bit more flexibility on what we can do.
But if you go through the State, I know exactly what will happen.
They will have to siphon off money for administrative expenses
money that could be invested in training programs. They will
distribute the money in every subdivision because the Governor
feels he has to do it. He has to do it. I like the Governor; he is a
nice man.

Senator' QUAYLE. Be careful. Mayors become Governors. You may
be sorry for all of these things you are saying.

Mayor SCHAEFER. You know, I get accused of this, that what I'm \
trying to say is political. But this is very serious with me. I'm not
trying to put the Governor on the spot or anyone else on the spot,
but I just know what happens It has happened before and it is
happening now. They take our money. When I say our money, our
money is the money for the poor, the underprivileged, the people
that need the jobs.

Look at a city like ours where all around it are affluent counties,
they are fine, they are in great shape. Their tax rate is one-half of
ours. They have no public housing or at least very little public
housing. Their unemployment problem is not the same as ours. The
concentration of unemployed blacks is in the city. The insensitivity
to our problems will be a disaster. We can deal with Washington
because I think you better understand our problems.

Our programs work. We make them work. That is why we say
come on over and let us show you how your Federal funds are
used. If we can't show you the accountability and how the funds

_ are used, then I would say: fine, give it to the State, because we
don't know how to run the program. But we know how to run it.
You should not allow our money to be siphoned off for the State
administration. They'll set our priorities from Annapolis. They do
not understand what the problems are in the city. They say: well,
you know, "you've got most of the money now, so we have to take a
proportionate share from you." That is not right, not with a subdi-
vision that needs the money. I worry about that.

So I am for block grants, but the flexibility should be given to
Marion. Marion should be accountable to you or to the Governor.
The flexibility needed to run successful programs must be ours.

Senator QUAYLE. I think inherent in the block grant concept is to
try to hand the decisionmaking process to people like Marion.

Mayor SCHAEFER. But it will not go to her. Senator, it will not go
to her. "The President was a greet Governor. In his State it might
have worked, and as a Governor he might have been able to do
this. As a practical matter, take it from a working mayorI have
not heard a mayor yet that said: "give the money to the State and
we'll be in good shape " It does not work that way. The State
legislature will have a hearing and they will make the decision for
us. We will not have the flexibility. They will "tell us what to do.

They do not understand the problems of the poor, unemployed
blacks. And that is what I am so worried about.

On accountability, I am perfectly willing to account to the State
or anybody else. Butgive us the flexibility.

Senator QUAYLE. I think everybody agrees on accountability. I
think that that is one of the keys on which we will have bipartisan
support. The question is whether there is going to be control here
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in Washington or whether it is going to be controlled by the States-
At leak right now the momentum is building in the direction to
build more of the partnership with the States and let them make
many more of the decisions and determinations rather than having
those decisions made out here in Washington. That was inherent in
what this administration, this President campaigned on I know he
did not carry Maryland, but still that is inherent in the whole
concept.

Mayor SCHAEFER. But if we can show you it is wrong, if we can
show you why. This message comes through loud and clear from us
on every occasion. I understand party discipline and I am for it I

am for the basic principles that the President has and I share his
goals.

We are perfectly willing to work with what we have We are Snow
trying to decide what are the best and most valuable services for
the people. And I can tell you the Governor is a far step away from
the actual people. When the State head of social services makes
policy and says. we are going to cut your money out on a program
that we know is important, there is insensitivity. I think the
money has got to come directly to us.

Senator QUAYLE. I would say if it does not work then we will
have to change our mind. But what I would like to add fbr the
record is that the delivery of services in this countrymaybe there
are exceptions, there are many fine programs and many fine exam-
ples that we can point to, but, overall, the delivery of services, of
human services in this country has been very poor There should
be a great amount of improvement on the delivery of social serv-
ices and human services in this country. The question is how are
we going to improve that.

The concept of transferring the decisionmaking policy back to
the States and local communities is a way that mangy people think
is the way to improve the delivery of the human services programs
This is an ongoing argument. The problem is that in the past the
performance has not been to the degree of satisfaction that it
should be. That is probably a fairly universal opinion.

Mayor SCHAEFER. Senator, you are a Senator and I am only a
mayor. But I can tell yOu----

Senator QUAYLE. You are much higher than I.
Mayor SCHAEFER. Oh, no. You make the decisions and you will

affect the lives of everyone in our city. You really are.
I do not agree with your analysis. You see, there is a common

consensus that public service employment did not work I can show
you it did work, but nobody will listen to just a little mayor from
Baltimore who tells you that the programs worked Why not take
our program. why not come down and see the success that we had
rather than saying that just because some programs did not work
someplace else we are going to change the whole syste,A,. We had a
working system, a working system.

Senator QUAYLE. I do not think anyone is saying thdt public
service employment per se did not work. I think what we are
questioning is, should the Federal Government be involved in
public service employment, period. I do not think that it did not
work or was a failure. My question is from a philosophical basis
what is the Federal Government doing in public service employ-
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ment anyway? I agree it probably worked in Baltimore. I know'
cases in Indiana. Fort Wayne, and Indianapolis, that worked But
the question is. should the Federal Government be involved in it,
not whether it worked or not.

Mayor SCHAEFER. Let's assume you are right and public service
employment is over. I assume it .is dead. Fine, but you have a
chaqce now not to saddle us with an administrative loss of funds
and with inflexible programs. I will tell you now, put in the legisla-
tion that the Money is to go to areas of needI will settle for that.
If you put in the legislation a to 10-percent cap on administra-
tive costs and build in a formula that says the money must go to
areas of need rather than a general distribution, then we will be
fine; we can do it. -

Senator QUAYLE. I can reasonably assure you that we are going
to try to make sure that that administrative cost is fairly low. We
certainly do not want to engage in transferring one inefficient
bureaucracy to another.

The flexibility, I think, is a key word in developing a program
that is going to work. I am for it, and I think everybody else is for
it. How we adopt that flexibility is a consensus that we must decide
and build upon.

Mayor SCHAEFER. Let me make one more plea. Build into it
''areas of need." Please, just put that one little clause in "areas of
need." Certain counties around our city are so wealthy that the tax
rate is $1.60, and ours is almost $6. They need some of -theie
programs like I need seven heads. Just build in the words areas of
need so that the poorer areas are protected. I can live with that
and hope that the Governor and the rest of the State will under-
stand that there must be a special concentration of resources in a
city,like Baltimore, where the poor are. You know, if I could pick
up the poor and distribute them all over the State, that would be
one thing. And if we could pick up public housing and say: every-
one take a proportionate share of public housing. that would be one
thing. But it does not happen that way. For years, we have heard:
build the public housing in the city of Baltimore, keep the poor in
the city of Baltimore. But we need the resources.

Just "area of need," and I'm set.
Next, are the keys to success. We need a stable national commit-

ment, one that will avoid new programs and policies every year;
one that will provide a single, stable source of money instead of
several different sources each year. We need a commitment so we
will know what direction we are moving in, and Marion will know
how she is going to manage the programs.

I keep talking about local control, where we call the shotS but
are accountable to the State or Federal Government. Flexibility,
we need to be able to move. If the lines are so drawn that we have
no flexibility and we are forced to stay within certain restrictive
guidelines, then we cannot move and manage our programs effec-
tively.

Of course, we want to be held accountable, we want to ccount. I

do not want you to give us money if you cannot come to Baltimore
and see where it goes. Accountability is very important as far as
we are concerned.
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MS. PINES. With all the talk about block grants. we have been
trying to figure out an approach to suggest to you We need to
simplify this maze that we now have in CETA legislation. The
mayor feels very strongly about the link between job creation and
training. Economic development activities are extremely impor-
tant. .cularly in areas like ours.

In it..iewing history, we found the old ARA, the Area Redevelop-
ment Act, of the 1960's that did link economic development and job
training. We would like to suggest to this committee that you begin
to think about that same linkage again during the reauthorization
proceedings. Think about a title to fund economic development
activities, another title for adult training that would begin to im-
prove the productivity of adult workers, and a third title for youth
employability development.

We commend this committee for its continued interest and sup-
port of a separate title for youth because we feel very strongly that
youths present a different set of problems.

The way you could leverage the economic development funds is
by requiring that a percentage of the jobs that are created in any
kind of economic development investment be reserved for the
people who are eligible for the other titles of training For example,
we are dealing now with a foundry, trying to pursuade them to
locate in the city of Baltimore. We are hoping to offer them low-
interest loans. But the quid pro quo for their getting a low-interest
loan and locating in the city will be that i0 percent of the people
that they are going to hire are going to be CETA-eligible We are
.leveraging their investment, and at the same time, and making
sure that the jobs being created as a result are going to go to the
people who need the jobs the most. The best way to do this, though.
is to formalize the linkage in one piece of legislation.

The actual percent of the new jobs that might be reserved for the
trainees should vary upon the economic health of the community
This is the necessary flexibility that we have been talking about

Senator QUAYLE. Do you have written details on this kind of a
concept, this kind of a plan?

Ms. PINES. It is in the mayor's testimony, but we would be glad
to discuss it more with you.

Senator QUAYLE This is what we are interested in. We are not at
the formative stage now. We are really just gathering facts via the
hearing process. These types of concepts of what you think would
be workable is precisely what we are going to be very interested in.

Ms. PINES. We are trying to work this out at the local level.
Informally, the mayor's economic development council and our
office work very closely together. Any time an industrial revenue
bond is issued to a company, we are invited to the hearing to talk
about what the employment plans of the companies financed by
the bonds are going to be. I think many communities are beginning
to move in this direction. The time has come to formalize the
linkage.

Senator QUAYLE. I think it should be given very serious consider-
ation. I really do. That is why I would be glad to get more details.

Ms. Fixes. We also strongly emphasize that youth not be lumped
intp a catchall training kind of a grant. Their needs are very
different. The strategies to improve the employability of kids are
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just wry different from those for adults Many of them are not
ready to gu into occupational training. Twenty percent of the kids
in ow- entitlement program last summer who were high school
graduates were still reading below the fifth grade level. That
means we had to gite them a lot of additional educational training
before we could even think about getting them a job.

Wt are experimenting with many kinds of alternative education
programs, from computerized learning to individualized learning
We have eight different kinds of alternative educ6.tittn models.

The youth and adult strategies are very different. If kids are
lumped into one block grant with adults, there is going to be a very
nonproductite competition for a very limited number of opportuni-
ties So. we urge you to think along these lines.

I think there is one other thing that nobody seems to be talking
about, but it is a very important national responsibility. That is,
what do we expect out of this whole employment and training
system. Perhaps one of the reasons it has gotten its lumps is
because t terybody expected something else and nobody found what
they wanted. So, everyone had lots of room to criticize.

We would urge this committee to define what it is you expect
from these programs in terms of outcomes or outputs A very
convenient outcome is job placement. A very convenient one is job
retention A very convenient one is cost effectiveness, or the cost
per job. But we urge you to look behind the numbers. If we only
trained the most employable unemployed and give them a 2-week
program in how to get a job, how to approach an employer, how to
conduka yourself in an interview, then we will have high placement
rates at tery low cost and look like a smashing success. But that is
not what this money is intended to do. So, I think it is very
important to look behind the numbers and see who is being served,
what kind of quality training is being provided, and what the
health of the local economy is. You should have much higher
expectations of Job placement in Houston than we do in Baltimore
You are comparing a 2ri-percent unemployment rate to a 10-per-
cent unemployment rate. So just looking at job placements arid
comparing them across the country may give you a very distorted
view. We urge you to look at the things that are going to affect
those numbeps and to weigh them in your considerations.

Senator QUAYLE. Given this day of limited Federal resources,
where should the emphasis be on CETAon training and employ-
ment. Who should it go to? Should it go to the structurally unem-
ployed? Should our emphasis be on the lack of skilled personnel.
Where should our major emphasis be in the Federal employment
and training system?

Ms PINES. I think it has to remain, in the main, with the
structurally unemployed. Speaking personally, I am not sure it
should stay there exclusively because it tends to negatively label
everybody who goes through a CETA program. I think this is
something to be considered, particularly if we are trying to sell this
product to the private sector If we are selling people who have a
loser label on themselves, it is much harder to sell. We would
rather offer people who are unskilled but motivated, ratl_ei than
saying these are the structurally unemployed.
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In other words, we are trying to train productive workers I

think the concentration of our resources should go to those people
who do not have access to the labor market now and to get them
ready for that labor market. But I think some funds should be
reserved for people who need retraining and upgrading and other
similar services.

Mayor SCHAEFER. My final request is keep it simple That is the
most important thing so I can understand the legislation when it is
written. Spell out the goals, define the performance measures, and
let us at the local level run quality programs. Hold us accountable
Shift the focus to jobs and quality training.

You know, we started off with one thing, the word jobs And we
end with jobs.

To summarize very briefly, we want to involve the private sector
But it is not that easy to involve the private sector, you can't just
snap your fingers and all of a sudden the private sector is going to
pick up. We have learned that already.

Train people for jobs. Motivate people for jobs Move them out of
the public sector into the private sector just as fast as you possibly
can. Make it a very simple program. Set the standards and the
goals which you want us to accomplish. Hold us accountable Let us
have the flexibility and we can do it.

[The prepared statement of Mayor Schaefer follows:)
PREPARED STATF:ALENT OF MAYOR WILLIAM DONALD St HALE 1. R

Mayor St HAEFER This past year. I feel like I have been commuting to Vashingtun
to ten Congress how grateful I am for Federal abblbt MIL(' and to t,rlk about 13,11n-
more 0 past successful experiences with Federal programs like CETA, CHAU, EDA
Today. my emphasis is different I wind to talk about the future and critical tu
that future is a national commitment to the continuation of manpower ti dining
programs delivered and managed at the loud level By working together, and by
listening to each other, I hope we can shape an even Inure useful role for employ
went and training programs in the economic agenda of the 11P4O's

There are many issues to discuss and I want to commend this committee ha
focusing the hearings around a very thoughtful set of basic policy questions

At the top of my recommendations for a new lepslative approach is to stop
thinking of CETA as a social program and begin to recognize it fur what It should
bea powerful economic tool, a tool that 10 used to train our labia f urce as an
economic tool, its natural allies are economic development activities, so important
Wan old but rtviving city like Baltimore

We want an, need the flexibility to continue to use CETA funds to improve the
livability of our city, because improving livability is not merely cosmetic We have
learned that wider walks, trees, benches, museums, music, and art all help tu create
the environment that attracts new private investmentand new private investment
means jobs

We want and need the flexibility to use CETA funds to help us with our program
of business incentives such as site preparation and public infrastructure improve-
mentslike utilities, roads and sewers, and loan packagingall toward our goal ur
increasing new business development and new business development means jobs

This approach to training may sound somewhat unorthodox to you But we have
tried this and It works We are using 1. ommunity needs as a partial training ground
for our unemployed and the payoff 0 tremendous Our unemployed get experience
and training and develop pride in our city and themselves Our city gets lasting
improvements Private employers get experienced, well trained, motivated workers
and the incentive to expand and grow in our city So CETA has been and can
continue to be a vital part of our renaissance

There are 40,000 people without jobs in the city of Baltimore When I am asked
what the goal of an employment and traiiiing program should be, I answer To put
those 40,000 people to work' How' From our experience, we recommend A combina-
tion of tax incentives and wage subsidies to employers who agree to hire these
workers, education and training programs that are carefully designed to increase
worker productivity and marketability for local labor market needs, economic devel-
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opment activities that help us increase the total number of available jobs, Improving
the access to those jobs for the unemployed by providing better job information and
matching services.

A stable, adequately funded Federal employment and training policy can help
revitalize America's cities, Increase workers' productivity and help our private
sector expand `tio

The spotlight has turned to the private sector I think we have been too cautious
and too restrictive in dealing with the private sector under current CETA legisla-
tion Our experience with on-the-job training contracts, for example, tells us that in
many cases, a 30 percent offset for trainee wages is simply inadequate In certain
occupations, high-paid supervisors must spend almost all their time training inexpe-
rienced new workersand the $1 73 or $2 per hour partial wage offset we offer the
employer is absolutely inadequate We want to expand OJT To do it right, we ought
to consider starting with 100 percent wage subsidies that gradually reduce as
trpinees become productive Our important objective must be to get our foot in the
door with private employers so they can take a look at these unemployed workers
without undue bureaucratic barriers Our experience with the youth entitlement
program demonstrateddramaticallythat an initial full wage subsidy in the pri-
vate sector opened opportunities and jobs in unprecedented numbers So I urge you
to liberalize private sector incentives and subsidies when drafting new legislation

I have another recommendation that concerns the distribution and allocation of
scarcer funds in the years ahead. With a smaller pie, it is time to reexamine
funding formulas Should each locality, rich and poor, continue to get a slice' All of
us look for the highest rate of return on every employment and training dollar
spent If our goal is to increase labor market participation and worker productivity,
I think the first step is to invest the funds where they are needed most It does not
make sense to spend scarce dollars in local economies that are already healthy and
where there is no severe unemployment problem But it will take much political
courage to put these scarce dollars only in those areas that have unusually high
rates of unemployment, but where economic development activities and training
strategies will have the most visible payoff The issue is targetirg and I hope we can
count on you to look after those areas of the country that need special assistance to
cross the threshold of economic recovery and maintain the momentum created in
the 1970's

I must tell you that I am very concerned about the rumored distribution of
manpower funds in block grants through the States I had the fortunate opportunity
of being able to explain my concerns to the President last week and now I'd like to
share my views with you On the surface, block grants appear to increase our
flexibility But take it from an experienced city official, consolidated block grants to
States will hurt us badly State governments have not distinguished themselves in
their oversight of the.,share of employment and training responsibilities they have
had for the past 7 years Under new block grant authority, what will happen in a
State where the Governor and the State legislature are insensitive to the needs of
the urban poor, the underprivileged, and the unemployed usually concentrated in
cities' What happens when cities are forced to compete vainst the wealthier and
more heay.ly represented suburban and rural counties in the State legislatures' Let
me cite just one example At present the State of Maryland has discretion over the
distribution of funds for vocational education Congress, in its wisdom determined
the formula for ('ETA allocations Even I was shocked at the difference in how
Baltimore tared Baltimore with its concentration of undereducated and unemployed
receives half the proportionate share of vocational education funds compared to our
CETA share Is this what I'd have to look forward to under a CETA block grant to
State governments reduced national funding and a reduced proportionate share'
In addition, please remember every layer of governmental passthrough has an
administrative costin dollars and in paperworkboth of which siphon off precious
resources from our national economic recovery program

I'd like to suggest that instead of State funding you give serious consideration to
greater incentives to encourage local labor market areas to work together in this
vital area of jobs and training We have operated a successful consortium for several
yearsthe city and the four surrounding countiesAnne Arundel, Carroll, Harford,
and Howardknown as the Baltimore metropolitan manpower consortium We feel
this cooperation is the only sensible approach to take when our focus is on training
for the private sector Their workers constantly criss-cross political jurisdictions
Labor market consortia are also the only sensible approach to cost saving We
simply cannot afford the duplicate administrative structures tripping over each
other in many areas.

Our Baltimore area manpower program works because we know what our metro-
politan labor market needs, we know who our unemployed people are and our
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employers tell us what they need to move Into unsubsidized jobs, and we know how
to manage cost-effective programs to get results It's really not so complicated. The
key to a successful national training system is to back us with a stable national
commitment, give us local control and flexibility, and hold us accountable for
results If you will do this, we will give you job placements and more productive
workers; we will achieve your priorities and our priorities.

I know you are searching for ways to streamline this complex maze of categorical
titles and activities And I'd like to offer another suggestion in relation to consoli-
dated grsants for jobs and economic growth I ask you to consider a consolidated
grant with two or three major titlesone for economic development, one for adult
worker training, the third for youth employability development Linkages among
them would be a requirement that a percentage of the economic development
dollars be spent to create and retain jobs for those adults and youth who are eligible
for training This formal joining of economic development and employment training
programs is in my judgment essential. If I remember correctly, they were once
under one roofcalled the ARAin the sixties I suggest it is time to move toward
a targeteidbut comprehensivedevelopment strategy that couples economic devel-
opment and training If possible, of course, we also favor, discretionary money that
could be allocated to areas to compensate for severe and sudden downturns in the
economy.

This raises another issue I want to underscoreand that is that the special
training needs of minority youth cannot and should not be buried in a catchall
training block grant In Baltimore, for example, youth unemployment is twice the
adult unemployment rate of 10 percent Minority youth unemployment approaches
50 percent One out of every two minority teenagers cannot find a job! If all of the
separate CETA initiatives were folded into one block grant, these youth would
compete with their parents for the very limited number of training opportunities we
can offer Youth unemployment and adult unemployment are two distinct problems,
and require Very different approaches to the solutions That is why I share and
appreciate this committee's concern for maintaining a separate youth title. There
must be an all out effort to help this country's disadvantaged youth I support an
approach to the employ ment and training problem that separately recognizes the
needs of our youths and adults

The last issue I want to raise is that of outputs What should we expect from our
programs" How should we measure success' Obviously job placement and job reten-
tion are the highest indicators of success Costs related to these activities will
measure our efficiency But I must caution a look behind the numbers High
placement rates at very low cost may be masking only 2-week job search efforts for
the very employable unemployed In our assessments, we must consider the popula-
tion subgroups being served, the quality of training offered, and the health of local
labor markets in order to get at true measures of quality.

And a very Important footnoteone that may not seem like a major policy issue
to youbut to us at the local level, it can be crucial After your deliberations are
over, please keep the legislation simple Spell out the goals, define the performance
measures, and let us at the local level run quality programs Presently, we are
buried in paperwork trying to comply with this extiemelyand I thinkunneces-
sarily complex piece of legislation known as CETA The focus has been on paper and
endless reporting The focus must shift to job creation and quality training to
Improve worker productivity

I want to thank you again ror this chance to meet with you and talk about the
future of manpower policy We must make the most of the resources we have I urge
you to come and visit me in Baltimore and let me show you what we have done with
the funds you have given us But more importantly, let me show you what remains
to be done I will be pleased to answer your questions

ADDENDUM

CETA AS AN ECONOMIC TOOL

Train labor force
Support econ div activities
Enhance urban livability
Attract new private investment
Increase new business devel

Bottom line
Can generate new jobs
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CETA GOAL: PUT OUR UNEMPLOYED TO WORK

How?
Tax incentives/wage subsidies to private employers.
Education and training programs to increase worker productivity to meet labor

market needs.
Economic development to generate more jobs.
Better job information/matching services for unemployed

CETA AND THE PRIVATE SECTOR

Increase private sector role in employment and training through.

Liberalized on-the-job training.
Private sector wage subsidies.
Tax incentives to encourage targeted hiring.
,Liberalized private sector incentives

CETA allocations: geographic targeting
Direct dollars to areas of greatest need.
Allocate dollars directly to local level.
Increase dollar incentives for labor market consortia.

NO BLOCK GRANTS TO STATES

Forces urban-rural confrontation in State legislatures.
Historic insensitivity to urban needs.
Increases adm. costs and redtape.

Prospects?
Reduced national funding
Reduced proportionate urban share
Increased redtape.

KEYS TO SUCCESS

Stable national commitment
Local control.
Flexibility.
Accountability.

CETA CONSOLIDATION-THREE AREAS OF EMPHASIS

Economic devel to stimulate job growth.
Adult trainingto improve productivity
Youth trainingto increase emplo' ability

Bottom line
Formalize linkage between job cre:ition and training

Job placements''
Job retention?
Cost effectiveness'

What affects outputs?
Who is being trained.
Quality of training
Local economic health
Quality of management

OUTPUTS

KEEP IT SIMPLE

Spell out the goals
Define performance measures.
Let local initiative run quality programs
Hold us accountable.

Bottom line
Shaft focus to jobs and quality training.
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Senator QUAYLE Very good. Thank you, Mayor. Thank you, Ms.
Pines.

Ms. PINES. Thank you. It was a 'pleasure to be here, Senator.
Senator QUAYLE. I am looking forward to working with you

again.
Get those Orioles back on the ballfield, will you?
Ms. PINES. Is that what it is going to take to get you to Balti-

more?
Senator QUAYLE. I have been there. I have been there to see

baseball games.
Mayor SCHAEFER. If I could get you down to Harborplace and

then take you to some of the programs that Marion has developed
with manpower, I would like that.

Senator QUAYLE. You have a very fine reputation for the train-
ing programs you have there. I certainly hope that, time permit-
ting, I might be able to visit up there. I certainly-Compliment you.
Thank you for coming down and working with us.

Next is Roger Vaughan from the State of New York. Good morn-
ing.

STATEMENT OF ROGER VAUGHAN. DEPUTY DIRECTOR. OFFICE
OF DEVELOPMENT PLANNING. STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. VAUGHAN. it is a pleasure to be here although representing
a State and following the preceding testimony is difficult.

Mr Chairman, much has been written about this Nation's econom-
ic difficulties. We have been called upon to cut back public spending
in order to solve our problems. But I believe ,hat too much has been
made of the burden of taxation. Too little is understood about what is
really happening to the economy.

Our economy is not stagnating. I is undergoing a fundamental
shift from economic growth based on increasing our capacity to
process materials to growth based on increasing our capacity to
process information'. Where our previous economic revolutions
were based on new energy sources and equipment that extended
our physical capacity, the present technological revolution is based
on new techniques that extend our mental capacity. If the Nation
is to grow during the next decades, it must increase its investment
in human capital more than in physical capital. That human capi-
tal is not only the number of Ph. D's, but also technicians, word
processors, and other skills.

Any reduction in our public and private commitmentoto educa-
tion and training renders any revitalization program impotent.
But, as we look at how to improve employment and training pro-
grams, we cannot focus on CETA alone. We must also look at the
structure of our income transfer programs, vocational education,
the overall ;:Ax structure. To try and improve employment and
training by altering or reforming the CETA program alone is like
trying to mak,! an automobile go faster by lubricating one wheel.

It is in the context of this fundamental transformation in the
economy that I would like to address some, of the questions-that are
the focus of these hearings. I have submitted written testimony
addressing all of the questions. I would like to focus on just some
parts now.
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First is the objectives. I agree with much of the preceding testi-
mony that we too often view employment and training as a social

program with vague full-employment objectives. While there are
very real equity considerations for concern about the plight of the
_economically Aadvantaged, focusing programs in that way and
arguing for the in that way masks a critical supply-side or eco-
nomic- efficiency argument for public support of employment and
training activities. We must face the fact that labor markets are so
complex,, and the process of skill acquisition is so complex that
private markets do not work efficiently. It is a result of the amount
of information needed. the tax structure, regulations, and the disin-
centives for labor-market participation inherent in income mainte-
nance programs. The result is that employers find it much more
difficult and expensive to hire appropridtely trained labor, while
employees, particularly low-income and unskilled employees, find it
more difficult to get a job.

Yet, we have focused almost all our attention and economic
development incentives on taxation policies that affect no more
than 6 percent of business costs. Labor costs represent nearly two-

-thirds of business costs.
Our objectives in developing a truly comprehensive employment

and training policy must be not only to fine tune or change the
CETA system where appropriate but also to address problems in-
herent in our income transfer programs, our tax structure, and our
regulations.

Let me suggest some ways in which this might be done. Let me
turn to income maintenance programs.

At the moment we have disincentives for income maintenance
recipients to participate efficiently and effectively in an education,
employment, and training programs. I would suggest a number of
reforms. We should change UI regulations and legislation so that
recipients could enroll in training and even provide a cash boiius
for UI recipients who. found work before their benefits were ex-
hausted. At the moment, in most States, UI recipients cannot
register in fulitime training programs, even if they have been
permanently severed from their job, because they must be ready to
accept appropriate employment.

Second, I would allow AFDC payments to be used as wage subsi-
dies or training subsidies to private employers for a period of up to
6 months.

Thi'r'd, I believe we should change the eligibility requirements for
certain income transfer services to reduce the high marginal tax
rate that many welfare recipients face if they find a job. Under
some of the proposed changes in medicaid and food stamp eligibil-

ity, a welfare recipient who found work would face a marginal tax
rate of nearly 100 percent. That is not supply-side economics.

Then I would like to address some of the basic ways in which we
can. improve the design of the CETA system and improve the
design of the relationship between Federal, State, and local govern,
ments. I would like to start off by saying that I do not feel that a
block grant is appropriate. Although I work in a State government,
I feel there are several basic flaws with a block grant approach.
First, the eligibility requirements become too broad, since so many
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categories are covered, that the interests of certain needy client
groups are lost in the amalgamation.

11,

Second, the competitive process by which States allocate 're-
sources among different agencies and activities often strengthens
the programs and brings to bear the skills and talents of individ-
uals from many different agencies. One superagency is not neces-
sarily a more efficient structure than several agencies with their
own client groups.

Finally, coordination and cooperation is achieved at the local
level not at the Federal or even the State level. It is those agencies
delivering the services that forge or resist cooperative efforts. I
believe that States have not been engaged in the employment and
training system very deeply. A sudden transfer to a block grant

. would be destructive to the capacity of the present system and
would not allow any development of the necessary capacity at the
State level.

Let me suggest two ways of reforming the CETA system that
would yield increased State involvement without destroying the
present deli- ery system and that wouldtite a method through which
we could develop State capacity.

Let me start with the employment service. The present place-
ment and counseling services offered by the employment service
often overlap with those offered by prime sponsors. In addition, the
funding formula encourages employment service offices to empha-
size high-volume rather than high-quality service.

I recommend that the employment service be combined with the
prime sponsor system. The present employer tax, which at the
moment flows to the Federal Government and then is reallocated,
should flow directly to the State government, who would distribute
funds among prime sponsors according to procedures negotiated
between the State and the prime sponsors but approved by U.S.
DOL. The primes would in turn allocate those funds among train -
mg and placement centersthe recycled employment service cen-
ters :for placement and counseling services that met local needs.
This system would have several advantages over present practices.

The unemployed would receive a fuller range of services, includ-
ing exposure to information about education and training pro-
grams, that is very rarely available in employment service cent'ers.

The prime sponsor would have a much broader system through
which to screen the unemployed and the disadvantaged and direct
them to appropriate services. Many prime sponsors have developed
much more effective screening evaluation systems than have the
employment service.

A direct system of accountability would be set up. Training and
job placement centers would be accountable to the primes, who
would in turn be accountable to the State, who in turn would be. subject to evaluation by the Federal Government.

This would also increase the involvement of the private sector
within the CETA system.

The CETA system, I believe, also needs some changes. It largely
ignores State governments. The result is that States do not coordi-
nate the disbursement of their massive education and social sAvice
resources with the activities of local prime sponsors as effe t vely
as they would if they had a fiscal stake in the programs adminis-
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tered at the local level. I would recommend three structural
changes in order to rationalize this system.

First is funding. I believe the present allocation of Federal re-
sources to prime sponsors should be maintained. However, these
funds could pay for no more than 90 percent of the administrative
costs of local primes or of the costs of services to participants. The
remaining 10 percent would come from State contributions. The
State resources would come from two sources: The Governor's dis-
cretionary money, and a surcharge on the employer tax that pres-
ently funds the employment service system, which would flow di-

rectly to the State. The ,States could augment these resources with
other funds if they so chose.

This approach also has several advantages. It sets up a structure
of accountability from prime to State to Federal Government.
States would be liable for any disallowals identified by Federal
auditors.

It would insure greater coordination between the primes and the
vocational education system, which is largely State financed. States
would have an incentive to insure that the postsecondary education
system provided services to primes as cheaply as possible in order
to insure that funds serve as many participants as possible. Primes
would be discouraged from setting up training programs that com-
pete with those offered by local community colleges unless they
could do so at lower cost.

Coupled with a broadened coordinating councils that would in-
clude both CETA and vocational education programs, State involve-
ment would lead to a broader private sector participation and
reduced duplication with programs offered by education institu-
tions and social service agencies. Employment and training would
be slowly integrated within a State's overall economic development
strategy.

In order to insure local flexibility, many of the regulations im-
posed by U.S. DOL should be relaxed as part of the reauthorization
process. Particular focus should be given to regulations that limit
use of CETA funds on income generating projects, restrictions on
the types of skills, and the artificial distinctions between different
types of training, and needless reporting requirements that tie up
the time of prime sponsors.

Finally, I believe in a geographic restructuring of CETA. I do not
believe this re'Atructuring should come out of Washington. The
restriction of prime sponsorships to cities, counties, or groups of
counties of 100,000 and above has led to balance-of-State areas that
are an administrative nir-htinare. One in New York is 300 miles
wide and 300 miies long:It has denied prime sponsorship to rural
areas that are cohesive labor market areas. In addition, in many
urban areas separate primes for cities and their - suburban counties
is wasteful and prevents a more coordinated labor market ap-
proach. I believe we should move toward a closer correspondence of
prime sponsor areas with labor market areas that would include
entire SMSA's. I do not believe this should be imposed by Federal
'mandate.

I would like to talk briefly on the role of the private sector. I
think too much attention has been given to the concept of expand-
ing title VII. I agree with much of the preceding testimony that

<,,,,,
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this creates a very serious `problem of creaming. There are many
economically disadvantaged who can become productive trained
members of the work force but not by a simple subsidy to a private
employer.

Last, I would like to address the issue of, have employment and
training programs worked. Few programs have been subject to as
much fraud and abuse in the press as CETA. I think CETA has
been excessively harshly judged, perhaps for three reasons.

We evaluate employment and training programs much more
stringently than other economic development incentive programs.
The target of CETA, the economically disadvantaged, cannot lobby
as effectively for their programs as can private businesses and
cities that benefit from tax incentive and development grant pro-
grams. Finally, we have been too hasty in our evaluation. We have
expected a very complex program that has suffered from year-to-
year funding uncertainty to operate at full efficiency within a few
months after getting funded.

There is a great disparity between the way we evaluate employ-
ment training programs and the way we evaluate other incentives.
For example, in 1980 CETA was an $8 billion per year program.
The Federal investment tax credit was a $20 billion per year pro-
gram. We hear that some CETA participants would probably have
been trained or got jobs anyway_ Yet, we know that more than 90
percent of the investment that received the investment tax credit
would have been carried out even without the credit.

We hear that many CETA trainees cannot find jobs or are
trained in obsolete skills. We do not, hear about companies that
received the investment tax credit and invested in machinery and
equipment that was obsolete, for products that do not sell, or
companies that went bankrupt.

We rarely hear- of Federal loan guarantees or development
grants that are given to perfectly viable companies. Yet, CETA has
been tightly targeted on those who are most difficult to place and
has yielded a substantial rate of return.

I am sure that this committee has all the reports. I am impressed
0 by numbers such as an average increase in earnings of $500 for a

net training cost of $3,000. There are very few investments in this
country that yield such a high rate of return across such a difficult
client population.

Two hundred years ago, Dr. Samuel Johnson observed that the
measure of a civilization was to be found in the way it treated its
poor. How are we, the richest and most productive society in histo-
ry, to be judged if we deny public help to those trying to secure 4he
first rung on the economic ladder. To Dr. Johnson's observation I
would add another. The economic future and success of this coun-
try, a highly technological society, will be determined by its ability
to prepare and train all its citizens for meaningful work.0 There are many opportunities to remove the barriers to program
coordination, to public-private cooperation, and to the efficient op-
eration of our labor markets. We must consider taxes, education,
reform of income maintenance in ways I suggested, a* well as
reforms and some restructurings in the CETA system. We cannot
afford not to develop such a national strategy. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Vaughan follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, it is a pleasure to be

here to participate in these hearings on the role of public sector

employment and training programs. No issues are more important in deter-

mining our economic future than ensurbw. an adequate supply of

appropriately'educated and trained labor and in assisting all Americans

in attaining their full economid potential. Two thirds of value added in

manufacturing'is accounted for by labor costs, only 12 percent by the
coat of capital. Public programs that efficiently enhance the quality of
labor and remove bottlenecks can provide a more powerful "supply side-.

incentive fcr long-run growth and development than any tax incentive
aimed at encouraging capital investment.

Before I turn to address the eight questions that are the

focus of these hearings, I would like tc. make three basic

points that, I believe, set the context of these hearings.

First, the national economy is undergoing a transformation that is

as rapid and far:reaching as any in its history -- as a result of tech-

nological changes and the increased importance of world trade. This

transformation will dramatically increase the need for educated and

trained people to work it jobs whose nature we can scarcely guess today.

'What we have come to call the "Technological Revolution" is qualitative

very different from the "Industrial Revolution" and "Agricultural
Revolution" that, successively,

transformed our landscape in the past.
These previous revolutions were based upon the development of

machinery that extended the capacity of the human body many times over

Our prRsent revolution is based on new technologies that extend the

capacity of our brain to store and process information. We are moving

from economic growth based on procesSing materials -- mining, agriculture,'
construction, and manufacturing -- to economic growth based upon

processing information.

The nation's economic success in the coming decades will depend upon

our ability not only to improve our basic education system, but also upon

our ability to retrain people as their skills become obsolete.

The need to emphasize human capital in the future is reinforced by

the growing importance of orld trade. In 1950 the U.S. was

84 -137 0- 81 - -25 ei
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a closed economy -- with trade responsible for barely more than five

pelcent of Ckg... Today, trade is three times as important, and growing

rapidly. The result is an increasing
specialization among nations -- with

eaeheation concentrating on those goods and services in which they have a

comparative advantage. The U.S. will, increasingly, specialize in agri-

culture and "high technology" -- or
human-capital-intensive goods and

services, our (trading partners can buy the technology necessary fol.'

producing many goods that have been the backbone of the U.S. manufacturing

sector, and sell1them compOstitively in world markets. If the U.S. is to

streagthen'its tradingt.:npsition, it must constantly upgrade the education

level and skills of its workforce.

my second basic point is that weousestop debating employment and

training programs as if they are social programs with only a tenuous

connection with ecanomie development, Although we cannot ignore the .

"equity" case for helping the economically
disadvantaged, there is a very

strong "efficiency" or "supply side" argument as well. I shall argue that

labor and capital markets do not work efficiently -- unemployed

individuals do not immediately find job vacancies (which increase the

hiring costs to firms and leads to costly income maintenance programs),

and the skills acquired in both
publk and kivate education progrims are

ixt necessarily those needed by industry. These "market imperfea4as"

<arise, in part, because of the complexity of the labor masket .

information is incomplete and expensive to obtain -- but also because of

the unwitting effects of our tax structure, regulations, and income

transfer programs. If the efficienciof..skle labor
market can be enhanced,

theri labor costs will be reduced, the
need for income transfer payments will be

reduced, and the economically disadvantaged will.be:assisted. The corollary

of this argument is that, unless barriers to the efficient operdtien of

the labor market are removed, no
matter how rapidly thq economy.

grows, many employers will be unable to Sind adequately trained labor, and

many employees will be unable to find work. There are limits to what the .

private sector can do without pliblie sector assistance. . , ,

Hy final, and related point, is that, if we are to remove labor

market barriers, we cannot focus on CETA in a vacuum. We must develop a.

"labor, market strategy" that encompasses all those programs
that shape the

ration of the labor market including the tax structure; income

transfers such as welfare and Unemployment Insurance; apprenticeship and
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vocational education; primary, secondary, and higher education; the

employment service, as well as CETA and other public and private training

and work experience programs. These progrdms are neither separate nor

separable in their influence on the labor market. To try to solve prob-

lems by tinkering with one program while impting its symbiotic

relationship with other programs and policies is like trying to make an

automobile move faster by lubricatoig (,,( wheel.

Having established the broad labor market context, I will attempt to

answer the eight questions that have been posed.

S1
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1. WHAT ARE THE APPROPRIATE OBJECTIVES OF

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING POLICY?

It should be clear that I regard
the objectives of employment and

training policy as being to improve
the operation of the labor market by

removing barriers to efficient placement,and training. A policy that

achieved these objectives would reduce the unemployment rate, improve

productively and assist the economically disadvantaged. But objectives

such as "full employment,"
"increased productivity," or "assistance for

the disadvantaged" are not, in themselves, useful, since they fail to

identify the mechanisms through
which employment and training policy must

operate.

The process of economic development is dynamic. New industries, new

products, and nr technologies
replace old industries and old ways of

producing goods and services The economy must adjust to sudden changes

in resource costs, changes in trade patterns, consumer preferences, and

real income. In the labor market, as in the capital market, the constant

process of adjustMent means that resources must move between occupations,

industries, and even geographic areas.
When the appropriate shifts are

not made, the nation experiences rising unemployment, labor bottlenecks,

and acute distress in Some cities or neighborhoods. The goal of economic

policy -- of which employment and
training should be an integral part --

musenot be to prop up declining
industries but to assist in the process

of reallocating resource,q.

. We primarily rely ot the market system to allocate
resources among

competing users, and, for the most part, it works fairly well. However,

during periods of very rapid
economic transition, and for the economically

disadvantaged, the market does not work well. We experience what

economists call "market failure." To a non-economist, market failure may

sound like a stock market collapse. P-t it refers to the fa-lure of the

market to send clear signals to participants.
Failures can occur for

many reasons.
Where information is costly or hard to obtain, markets may

not work well. For exrvle, the unemployed
steel-worker in Youngstown

does not know of job
opportunities in North Carolina or Dallas. A growing
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engineering firm in Silicon Valley may filed it difficult to evaluate an

applicant with qualifications from a distant and unfamiliar school. In a.t

appendix I have explained in some detail the causes of labor market

failure. At this point I would like to summarize some. points that are

central to our understanding of the role of public employment and training

programs:

o Labor market barricis impuseyeeial. 1,aidshi2 un the economically
disadvantaged. Employers use informal labor market networks in
screening applicants (to reduce hiring costs). The disadvantaged
lack familiarity with existing information systems with interview
techniques, and with world-of-work skills.

o The tax structure (including UI) raises the cost of low income
workers proportionately more than higher income workers.

o The geographic mobility of the economically disadvantaged is
limited. Welfare eligibility is non-transf.rable among areas.
Interregional job search costs and relocazion costs are high.
Even within an urban areas, many jobs are only accessible to
automobile owners.

t

o The structure of income transfer payments discourages labor force
participation and training. Those receiving UI are often denied
eligibility from training programs. Recipients of welfare,
medicaid and food stamps face the highest marginal taZ rate of
any income group in the nation. Increased UI beriefits have
raised, the duration of unemployment.

o Firms underinvest in non-job spdcific trainiag. Because the
recipient may leave to work for another firm, individual companiec
will not invest enough in basic skills training. The disadvantaged

have not acquired these skills as part of their general
education. Education and training is difficult for the
disadvantaged individual to finance. While a small business cu.
borrow from a bank to acquire physical capital, using the plant re
equipment as capital, someone wishing to invest in human capital
has no such collateral. He or she must rely on the resources of
family or friends. The tax system further discourages rational
retraining decisions. A worker who foresees his or her plant
closing and wishes to enroll in a private training program to
acquire a skill relevant for a growing industry, cannot deduct the
costs from taxable income. Only training related to the current
job is deductible. It is as if we denied firms the right to deduct
investments in R and D or new product development from corporate
income.

o Participants in higher education and technical training courses
do not have clear information on what skills and programs are in
demand in their area The familiar boom-bust cycle in the demand
for engineers is one manifestation of a far-reaching problem.

3
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These are only some of the ways in which labor markets operate with

less than full efficiency. This is not to say that the system is a

complete failure. Far from it. During the last decade, the number of

people working in the U.S. increasedpy 25 percent -- more than in any

developed country with the exception of Canada. Our export surplus in

"high-tech" goods is at record levels., But we have failed to ensure

access to permanent and meaningful jobs for the economically disadvan-

taged. We cannot afford to maintain this inequity. We cannot afford the

tax costs of burgeoning income
supplement programs, the social cost of

prolonged joblessness and poverty, or the economic costs of denying firms

access to properly prepared labor. The objectiveness of employbent and

training programs are to remove the barriers that create these problems.

SUMMARY

The objectives of an employment
and training policy are to remove the,

barriers to the effective operation of the labor market that discourage

successful labor market participation by the economically disadvantaged.

Such a policy is not a zero-sum program --
shuffling a fixed number of

jobs among different client groups. It is z way of ensuring that more

jobs are generated and that all Americans have access to them.

3S
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2. WHAT ARE THE BEST METHODS FOR CARRYING OUT THE
OBJECTIVES OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING POLICY?

The history of employment and training programs over the last two

decades parallels the histor' of the medieval search for the philosopher's

stone. Alchemists toiled to find the chemicals that would convert matter

into gold. Employment'and,training specialists have tried to blend incen-

tives and regulations to develop Ihe one program that will convert the
***N.

-economically disadvantaged into productive and successful members of the

workforce. Both efforts are doomed.

There are many reasons why an individual may not be able to find

permbnent employment. They range from mental and physical handicaps, lack

of education or "world-of-work" skills, displaced homemakers, the victims

of discrimination, those with criminal records, drug addicts, workers in

declining industries, those with only a limited knowledge of English, and

residents of chronically distressed areas. The types of assistance that

can serve each of these groups and even individuals within these groups

are very different, Some Jill require remedial education, some placement

assistance, some skill training, some relocation assistance, and for some,

an incentive for employers to cover the costs of increased "risk" asso-

ciated with hiring, and the increased cost associated with on-the-job

training. An effective employment and training strategy would include all

the elements and also an "evaluation and referral" mechanism that would

...direct an individual to the type of assistance most suited to his or her

needs.

At present we lack a unified "evalusticin and referral" system. Social

Service agencies determine eligibility fo' AFDC, food stamps, medicaid and

any locally imposed "workforce" programs. Local employment service offices

determine whether an applicant is qualified for any job vacancies, whether

eligible for unemployment insurance and trade adjustment assistance, what

type of placement services can be offered, and, in some areas, whether the

applicant can be TJTC certified. Admissions officers at public and pri-

vate post-secondary education institutions determine whether applicants

can be, enrolled in their programs. And CETA Prime Sponsors must somehow
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span all types of applicants and'a wide range of programs. The result is

that there is no systematic streaming process,
and many applicants are

either not placed,in appropriate sobs or given the wrong type of assistance.

Compounding the problem of ineffective streaming are conflicting

program requirements that effectively deny participants certain services

or regulations that create perverse incentives for those administering the

programs. There are a few clear examples. Local employment service

offices are reimbursed according to the number of placements -- creating

a natural tendency to serye those who are relatively easy to place, and

who may, in fact, get jobs through their own search efforts. Those who

can really benefit from placement
assistance, receive less time and

attention. Also, AFDC cannot be used to contribute to OJT costs even

though a welfare recipient usually lacks
training or woklt-preparedness

and therefore represents a higher risk than someone hired through more

conventional channels. In most states,Ulrecipients cannot enroll in a

full-time training program without losing UT benefits, even if the firm

that terminated them has closed permanently or moved away from the

community, because they must be ready to accept any job opening that rs

offered.

Any effective strategy must include remedial education, work

experience (of the type offered by the lace BE program), placement

assistance, relocation aid, education (classroom and on-the-Job), and

subsidies to employers.

SW MARY

I re:ommend that employment and training policy include many

different elemears:

o Remedial education for those who are not job ready.

o Public employment to provide work experience for those without

world-of-work skills.

o Placement and counseling services to
match job seekers with jobs.

o Hiring incentives and OJT subsidies to private and not-for-profit

firts for hiring the disadvantaged.

Os Training and retraining programs.

o Labor market information and anti - discrimination programs.

o Relocation and commuting assistance.

At the same time we must consider tax
and regulatory reforms that

discourage efficient training
andBob-seeking activities and that distort

the operation of the labor market. To ensure that those in need are
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provided with appropriate services, the local Prime Sponsors should be

- given much broader responsibility in the "evaluation and referral" of

those served. We should consider slowly incorporating some of the 'functions

of local social service agencies and the employment service within local

employment and training offices.
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3. SHOULD PARTICULAR GROUPS IN THE LABOR FORCE BE

THE CONCERN OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING POLICY?

From the "pure" supply side approaLli oL zorrecting labor market

deficiencies, we would not argue for targeting on a particular population

group -- whether defined by income, labor-market status or some other

"need" indicator. However, some form of targeting is appropriate for two

reasons:

o First, public resources are lilited and should be targeted at

5those who are both moat in need and most likely to benefit from

public assistance.

o Second, we cannot always separate, on an individual basis,
those people who will require some form of.public aid in order
to succeasfully enter the labor market from those who can do so

with their own resources and abilities. road eligibility'

guidelines can serve a useful, if imperfect, way of directing
resources to where the private market operates least effectiVely.

However, I would caution against a single-variable approach to

program targeting. The tight targeting of CETA through the 1978

reauthorization undoubtedly removed much of the abuse, I would exten0

eligibility for employment and training assistance to three groups of the

,population who are victims of labor market barriers and who would benefit

from public programs: the older dislocated worker; refugees with limited

English speaking ability; and the working poor, A 55 year old worker,

thrown out of work from an auto-parts plant in Anderson, Indiana faces a

harrowing prospect. Few private firms would be interested in retraining

him or her. Few firms would bother to hire an older worker when they can

get a younger worker with more years of potential service to the firm.

Yet earned income will deny the individual access to most publicly

supported programs. This is calloum ind denies society the product of an

experienced worker. I believe that public programs should be targeted to

dislocated workers but on a basis of their age -- the older the worker

the greater the level of public assistance.

We must also concern ourselves with the working poor. There are

nearly 20 million Americans who work on jobs that offer little chance of

economic advancement, that offer poor stability, poor benefits and barely

enough wages to keep the worker above the poverty level. The worker does

3Q
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6 not earn enough to pay for further education anderaining, however

mbommittld to self-improvement he or, she may be, yet earn too much to be

eligible for public employment and training programs. For these workers;*

the federal government'should provide education and training credits for

each 50 weeks of employment at, or near, the minimum wage. The credits',

:ould be applied to tuition costs or training expenses -- a type of

''veterans benefits"'for the-working poor.

SUENARY

The focus of future employment and training policies should continue

to be that of post-1978 CETA, with two additions:

o The dislOcated worker, but with the level of assistance related

to the age of the worker.

o The working poor.

o Refugees and those with limited English-speaking abilities.
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4. WHAT SHOULD BE THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EMPLOYMENT AND

TRA14INC POLICES TO INCOME-MAINTENANCE POLICIES

The purpose of employment and training plogtams is to assist those

who are able to move from dependence on income maintenance to 'unsubsidized

employment. Many welfare recipientshave'been successfully assisted by

CETA and Vocational Education programs, and those programs must continue.

But the resources are not sufficient to serve all those in need and we
G

must recognize that, in addition to direct public employment and training

assistance, we must undertake some fundamental 'ieformis in the way income

maintenance prograts are provided. Aspart of a national employment and

training strategy, I would recommend that the following proposals he

cocisidered:

o Developing an administratively streamlined tax credit trefundable

to not -for- profit firms) to employers that hired and trained the

economically disadvantaged. This would combine the TJTC

(narrowing eligibility to exclude continuing education graduates,

and retroactivity) and the WIN credit. Congressman Rangel has

proposed legislation that would create this credit.

o Changing UCregultions so that recipients could enroll in

training, and providing a cash bonus for UI recipients who found

work before their benefits were exhausted.

o Allowing AFDC payments to be used as a wage subsidy to private

employers for up to six months.

o Changing eligibility requirements for income transfers and

services'to reduce the high margins tax rate that many welfare

recipients face if they find a job. Under proposed changes in

Medicaid and food stamps eligibility, a welfare recipient who

found work bould face a marginal tax race of nearly 100 percent

in some states.

We must improve the access of those receiving income maintenance money to

employment and training programs. -This can be achieved, in part, by the

expanded "stteaming" function of local Prime Sponsors. In addition,

education and training programs will have to be more aggressively

"marketed" to income transfer recipients who are able to work.
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However, we should dot regard the development of a national employment

and training program as the solution to escalating welfare costs. Most

welfare recipients are not able to enter the labor force -- they are either

too young, or are mothers with pre - school chIldieri present. We should feel

proud of the programs that have alleviated the problems of dire poverty

and its concommittant physical and psychlogical symptoms id our'nation.

But for those welfare recipients who are jobrready, the proposed

reform of AFDC -- to allow payments to be used for OJT subsidies -- would

provide a major incentive for private employers to offeApployment

opportunities. I would reconiMend some guidelines: first, the employer

Would have to offer wages at least 40 percent above the benefit level

(meaning that 70 percent of the wage bill would be subsidized); second,

the participant would not immediately lose eligibility for foodstamps and

medicaid (so that the employer woula not, immediately, have to offerer

helath insurance and other fringe benefits). Although. many Primes have

not proved particularly sensitive to the problems of welfgre recipients,

the availability of the AFDC resources would encourage them to involve

themselves with these clients more intensively. It might even be possible

to include an slcentive fdr the Prkmes to place welfare recipients with

private employers -- for example, prime:. .ould receive 5 percent of the

AFDC as a "placement fee". If we are to encourage the development of

innovative programs to serve those receiving income maintenance checks,

we must design innovative incentive programs.

Summary

The structure of our present UI and AFDC systems discourage recipients

.` from participating in employment and training programb- Legislation should

be enacted to encourage UI recipients (long term unemployed) to enroll

in training programs and to allow AFDC grants to be used as OJT subsidies.
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5. WHAT IS THE APPROPRIATE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FEDERAL,
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS IN THE FUNDING, DESIGN,
AND ADMINISTRATION OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS?

The entire structure of fiscal federalism is undergoing extensive

public debate and review. There is not the space, in this testimony, to

more than touch on aome of the topics in this complwetopic. I would

like to suggest some gtneral principles that should guide this "sorting -

out" process and then how these principles might be interpreted in a

revised structure for employment and training programs.

o Programs should be administered at tfie local level, since the
needs and problems of areas differ widely and resources can
best be tailored to meet these needs locally. To the extent
that the technical capacity may be lacking, the-resources of
state and federal-agencies.should,be used to provide technical

assistance. However, this assistance should not supplant local
administrative efforti but rather to enhance and develop local

capacity.

o Inasmuch as a maional employment and training policy is
directed at meeting national needsi the fedeial government
.must set broad policy guidelinea (eligibility requirements etc).
But, within these guidelines, stiFe and local governments must
have broad flexibilityin meeting these objectives. The focus

of accountability should be on'performance-based assessment of
how effectively target groups are served.

o Fiscal responsibility should be shared among all levels of
government, but within a more rational framework than is now

the case. Programs for ele economically disadvantaged should
be largely paid for by federal grants. The poor are a national

responsibility -- a state or locality with a high concentration
of low-income residents should not suffer a high tax rate to

pay for services to the poor. However, I believe chat some
state and perhaps local "buy-in" is appropriate to ensure a

state and local incentive to deliver employment and training
services as efficiently-as possible. Primary and secondary

education is basically a local responsibility, and should remain

so. Post-secondary education should be primarily a state function.

Washington currently provides less than ten percent of the funds
for these programs and might, more effectively, concentrate its
efforts on employment and training assistance for the

disadvantaged..

Let me suggest some specific ways in which we might modify our present

allocation of fiscal and administrative structure to utilize our resources
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more efficiently. We have in place a complex system that, inspite of

much (often undeserved)' criticism, succeeds in placing many disadvantaged

individuals in permanent and unsubsidizeg jobs. Links between Prime Sponsors,

. secondary andi,ost-secondaryeducational institutions, private indusr-y,

cormu4ity based organizations, social serv'.ce agencies and other groups are

being forged.* Our task should not be to scrap the present structure bu-'to

o remove the the lbgal and regulatory barriers that impede the process and

lead to duplicaticin.' Let me suggest two major initiatives that would

imprlve our present delivery system and encourage greater coordination

at the state and local level.

Employment Service

At present the placement and counselling services offered by the

'Employment Service often overlap with those offered by Prime Sponsors.

In addition, the federal funding formula encourages the ES to emphasize

high-volume rather than high-quality service.

I recommend that the ES be combined with the Prime Sponsor. The

present employer tax Would flow directly to the State government, who would

distribute the funds among prime sponsors according to procedures

negotiated between the State and the Primes (end approved by U.S. DOL).

The primes would, in turn, allocate the funds among training and placement

centers for placement and counselling services that met local needs. This

system would have several advantages over present practices:

o The unemployed would receive a fuller range of services, including
exposure to information about training programs that is rarely

available in ES centers.

o The Prime Sponsor would have a much broader system through which
to screen the unemployed and the disadvantaged and direct them

to the appropriate services.

o A direct system of accountability would be set up. The Training

and Job Placement Centers would be accountable to the primes, who
would, in turn be accountable to the State, who would in turn, be

subject to evaluation by the federal government.

o It would increase the involvement 01 the private sector with the

CETA system.

3 9 if
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The CETA System

The present CETA systemlargely ignores state governments. The result

1, that states du nut cuordenate the disbursement of their' massive education

aoc social service resources with the activities of local prime sponsors

as eftectively as they would if they had a fiscal "stake" in the programs

administered at the local level. I wou,d lecoussend that, three structural

reforms be considered as ways to rationalize the delivery of employment

and training services: changes in the financing of local services; changes

in the federal regulation of training servicesiand changes in the geographic

,designation of prime sponsor areas.

Funding. I believe the present allocation of resources to Prime Sponsors

should be maintained. However, these funds could pay for no more than 90 percent

of the administrative costs of local primes or of the costs of services to

participants. The remaining ten percent would come from state contributions.

The state,resources would come from two .ounces: the Governor's discretion-

ary money, and a surcharge on the employeg tax that presently funds ES (which

would flow directly tc the state). States could augment these sources if

they wished. This apprIpch has several advantages:

o kt sets up a structure of accountability from Prime to state to
federal government. States would be liable for any disallowals
identified by federal auditors.

o It would ensure greater coordination between the Primes and the
vocational education system (which is largely state financed).
States would have an incentive to ensure that the post-sec ndary
'education system provided services to primes as chefiply as possible
in order to ensixe that funds serve as many participants as possible.
Primes wbUld be discouraged from setting up training programs that
compete with those offered by local community colleges, unless
they could do so at a love= cost.

o Coupled with the coordinating councils (described in Section 7),
state involvement would lead to broader private sector participation,
and reduced duplication with programs offered by education
institutions and social service agencies. Empioymeot and training
would be integrated within a state's overall economic development
strategy.

Regulation. In order to ensure local flexibility, many of the regulations

imposed by'U.S. DOI should be relaxed as part of the reauthorization process.

The thousands of regulations and field memoranda that have emanated from

Washington have reduced the effectiveness of local prime sponsors. I urge

er
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that particular attention be gi,en to:

o Regulations that limit the use of CETA funds on income generating
projects. -These preclude primes from helping develop' services
and enterprises for CETA p..:ticipants that might eventually become
profitable. Examples include transportation services for low-income
'workers; day-care centers; waste recycling centers in distressed
neighborhoods. In an age of local fiscal ,onstraint, such activities
represent a viable alternative to local public funding of services.
And we should recognize that training the disadvantaged for jobs
Should not preclude training in entrepreneurship.

o Restrictions on the type of skills that can be imparted in CETA
training programs. Local prime sponsors know better than Washington
what skills are in demand locally,

o Needless reporting requirements and,regulation of prime sponsor
activities. Quarterly reviews apd verification of eligibility /

dupricate other reports, for example.

Geographic Areas. The restriction of prime sponsorships to counties

(or groups of counties) to 100,000 population has led to balance-of-state

areas that are an administrative nightmare and denied prime sponsorship

to rural areas that are cohes've labor market areas. In addition, in many

urban areas, separate Primes for cities and their suburban counties is

wasteful and prevents a more coordinated approach. I believe that we should

move coward a closer correspondence of Prime Sponsor areas with labor market

areas that could include entire SMSAs. I do not believe that this should be

imposed by federal mandate, but left t,inegotiation between state and local

governments and kxisting prime sponsors.

Summary

We should use the reauthorization of CETA as an opportunity to redesign

the system to provide for greater coordination among education, employment,

and training programs and among federal, state and local governments. I do

not believe in block grant approach. Instead I recommend the integration

of the employment service within the CETA system and changes in CETA funding

that would require state participation, coupled with increased local flexibility

and a more rational geographic stre-ture of prime sponsor areas.

398
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6, WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR IN THE DESIGN
AND IMPLEMENTATION OF EMPLOYMENT AND 1RAINING POLICY?

Most training is undk:taken by the private sector, and this is

appropriate and effective. I have argued that the role of the public

sector is to assist those who will not be aided by the natural develop-

ment of the economy -- the boats that will not be floated by a rising

tide. But the public programs must be fully coordinated with private

sector activities and needs if the graduates are toget permanent,

unsubsidized jobs. V

It has become popular in Washington to argue that the private

sector can play a much larger role in employment and training.

Proponents of this view point to columns'of want-ads and claim that

many of those not working simply do not want to work. This view is

mistaken and a cruel insult to the vast majority of the unemployed

and underemployed. There have been many studies of job vacancies

listed in newspapers -- including one by Fortune magazine. All have

found that there are very few jobs listed that do not require either

experience, high-level qualifications, or both. Those vacancies that

are available to the untrained tend to be filled within 48 hours of

appearing in the newspaper. The want-ad pages do not provide any

justification for reducing the public commitment to employment and

training.

There have been many programs designed to increase private sector

involvement in the training process -- STIP, PSIPr"and PICs. Most have

been successful. However, we must recognize that these programs tend to

use the "cream" of the economically disadvantaged -- those easiest to

employ. This is natural and appropriate -- the private sector must be

involved in ensuring that the "nearly-job-ready" are given the necessary

training and experience.

However, we must recognize limits on the private sector's ability

to directly serve many of the disadvantaged. In many areas, Prime

SponsOrs and PICs have not developed close linkages -- althougb the PIC

system may be too new to determine whether this is a long-run problem.

3 9
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Some PICs have expressed the desire to remain separate from Prime

Sponsors in order to play-down what they perceive as the CETA stigma.

Many private firms have resisted involvement with CETA eligibles. A

CETA system based upon a sudden expansion of the funding and power of

PICs would risk targeting its resources on the "cream" of the disadvan-

taged and denying services to millions of less prepared but no less needy

people. Public funds would be used to piovNit OJT subsidies to private

employers for hiring and training people who would have been hired and

trained anyway. There would be little increase in employment and no

reduction in welfare rolls or the incidence of poverty.

I have already suggested some proposals -- a more efficient tax

credit, use of AFDC payments as OJT subsidies, etc. -- that would

increase private sector participation. The integration of ES within the

CETA network would also involve the private sector more directly. PIC-

Prime contacts will improve over time. The cootdinating mechanism

discussed below will further involve industry. But developing the con-

tacts and links that foster and support a public-private partnership

takes time. There is no magic regulation or incentive that Washington can

design that will create this partnership overnight. Areas differ in their

industrial structure, the degree of business organization, the extent of

their problems, and in their.local public sector structure. The best

method of coordination will be unique to each area, We can draw hope

from the fact that in many of those cities that have faced the greatest

economic adversity have achieved the most effective partnership between

business and employment and training programs -- New York City, Buffalo,

and Baltimore are good examples. Private sector participation is

essential -- but it cannot be mandated.
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7. CAN THE DIVERSE SETS OF PROGRAMS WHICH CONSTITUTE
THE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING BE COORDINATED?

There is no doubL that the extent which employment, training,

placement, counseling, income maintenance and education programs are coor-

dinated could be improved. However, there are limits to the coordination

possible among programs that provide very different types of services to

very different client groups. The vast majority of vocational education

students are not economically disadvantaged, just as the vast majority of

welfare recipients are not able to enter the workforce, and most workers

receiving UI are on temporary layoff and do not need other assistance.

Blending together many programs into one overall block grant does

not guarantee coordination. There are several fundamental flaws with this

approach:

o Eligibility requirements become so broad that the interests of
certain "needy" client groups may be lost in the amalgamation.

o The competitive process by which states allocate resources
among different agencies and activities often strengthens the
programs and brings to bear on issues the skills and talents

of individual!, from different agencies. One "super agency"

is not necessarily a more efficient structure.- We promote
healthy competition among businesses by antitrust laws, yet

would deny public sector competition by creating block grants.

o Those familiar with local bureaucracy know that cooperation
among different agencies that share a common
client population is often more prevalent than coordination
within a large bureaucracy that spans a multitude of client

groups.

o Coordination -- or more accurately cooperation -- is achieved
at the local level, not at the federal or even at the state

level. It is those agencies delivering the services that

forge or resist cooperative efforts.

While there is no magic funding formula that guarantees cooperation,

there are several steps that.can be taken to improve cooperation among our

present different delivery systems. First, the integration of the employ-

ment service within the CETA network would improve the delivery of placement

and counseling services. Second, we must ensure that the substate structure

of different employment, education, and training services are parallel. For

401
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eximple, thL N w York State CduLation Department has argued that federal

lcglslative requirements governing the creation and operation of vocational

education local advisor. councils prev.mts close cooperation with the CETA

system. They advocate, instead, regional advisory councils that would

parallel the structure of Prime Sponsors.

The members would be appointed jointly by the prime
sponsor (for as long as CETA remains in effect) and local
education agencies and public postsecondary institutions
(located within the service o La of the prime sponsor or
Balance of State sponsor) to carry out the functions
presently performed by the CETA council, the private
industry council, the CETA youth council, the business,
labor, industry education council, and the separateoplocal
advisory council for vocational education. This council
would be required to advise the eligible recipients or
the local advisory councils within its geographical area
on the content of the local application, including
industry/labor demands and manpower needs., In addition,
the regional council could be required to review and
comment on the local applications prior to their
submission to the State. The requirement for a regional
advisory council would provide a structure for the
exchange and use of employment infolmation for effective
regional planning, and for more effective program funding
decisions (regardless of the source of funds) for
agencies that presently do not have local advisory coun
cils as well as those that already do and wish to maintain
that structure at the local level.

Third, over'.eeing these regional councils would be an expanded State

Employment, Vocational Education and Training Council. This would include

representatives of business, labor, the erdloyment and training and

education communities, local governments and local development agencies

They would identify priority training needs and eligible population group,,

to be served, evaluate the effectiveness of local programs, identify oppor

tunities for cooperative ventures arming state agencies, and recommend on

future systems needs.

These efforts are not as glamorous as a renamed block grant system,

but neither are they as destructive. Cooperation grows incrementally. We

must remuve the present administrative and regulatory barriers that impede

it, not cut down the whole system and grow another from seed.
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8. HAVE EMPLOYMNT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS WORKED?

It is a regrettable characteristic of public policy in the U.S. that

we scrutinize programs designed to help milvlduals much more closely

than programs designed to help businesses or jurisdictions. We seem to

feel that where the recipient of federal largesse is a corporation or a

government, the potential for "fraud and abuse" is somehow less than where

the recipient is a human being. Everyone has their favorite anecdote'

about waste under CETA. Yet objective studies by the General Accounting

Office anA by many other research organizations have found that fraud and

.
abuse -- especially since the 1978 Reauthorization -- are relatively minor.

While any fraud and abuse is to be deplored, the findings for a program as

complex as CETA involving 50 state governments, nearly 500 Prime Sponsors

and thousands of subcontractors are certainly not evidence of widespread

malfeasance and incompetence.

There are, perhaps, three reasons why CETA has been harshly judged:

o We evaluate employment and training programs much more stringently

than other economic development incentive programs.

o The target of CETA -- the economically disadvantages! -- cannot
lobby as effectively for their programs as can private businesses
and cities that benefit from tax incentive and development grant

programs.

o We have been too hasty in our evaluation. We have expected a

complex program that has suffered from year-to-year funding uncertainty,

to operate at full efficiency a few months after funding starts.

Most evidence of the performance of CETA post-1978 points to a

success that can be claimed by only a handful of federal economic programs.

I am sure that t)e/Subcommittewhas before it all the data. The Continual

Longitudinal Manpower Survey has found that CETA graduates experience

annual earnings increases between 1400 and $800, a fair return on invest-

ments of $3000 to $4000 in training costs. (For a proper economic

evaluation, stipends should not be counted in costs.)

There is'a great disparity between the way we evaluate employment and

training programs and the way we evaluate other economic development

efforts. CETA, in 1980, was an $8 billion program. The federal investment
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tax credit (ITC) was a $20 billion program. We hear that some CETA

participants would probably have been trained or got jobs anyway. Yet,

mdre than 95 percent of investment in equipment eligible for the ITC would

have been carried oup without the credit. We hear that many CETA trainees

cannot find jobs or are trained in obsolete skills. We do not hear about

the companies that received the ITC and invested in machinery and equip-

ment that was obsolete, for products that did not sell, that went

bankrupt. We rarely hear of federal loan guarantees or development grants

that are given to perfectly viable companies. Yet, CETA has been tightly

targeted on those who are most difficult to place and has yielded a

substantial rate of return. The recently terminated PSE program was

criticizedoas providing dead-end jobs. Yet how many evaluations have

there been of the types of jobs generated by the Christmas tree of tax

incentives that adorns our corporate tax code.

If we are in integrate employment and training into an overall

economic development strategy then we must be prepared to judge all

programs -- from tax incentives, grants to developers, to loans and loan

guarantees, as well as t.lining programs -- by the same criteria. Hany

of the problems that CETA has encountered arise from restrictive regu-

lations written here in Washington that were designed to limit fraud and

abuse. Had we given as much attention to performance-based evaluation as

we have to limiting abuse, I believe the CETA program would be more

efficient than it is today.
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CONCLUSION

Tw6 hundred years ago, Dr. Samuel Johnson observed that the measure

of a civilization was to be found in the way it treated its poor. How

are we, the richest and most productive society in history, to be judged

if we deny public help to those trying to secure the first rung on the

economic ladder. To Dr. Johnson's observation, I would add another.

The measure of economic success of a highly technological society is to

be found in its ability to prepare and train all its citizens for

meaningful work.

There are many opportunities to remove the barriers to program

coordination, to publicprivate cooperation, and to the efficient

operation of our labor markets. We must consider tax policy, education

policy, and reform of income maintenance programs as well as employment

and training programs in developing a national employment and strategy

that is truly effective. We cannot afford not to develop a national

strategy.
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APPENDIX

LABOR MARKET BARRIERS

The purpose of employment and.training policy must be to reduce or

abolish barriers to successful labor market participation. If there were

no barriers, there would be no structural unemployment. A worker rendered

jobless by the decline of an industry, would move into.anothe occupation

which foresight had allowed him or her to prepare for in advance. But

markets do not operate in this way. Uncertainty, .ess than perfect

information and relocation costs impede the constant process of adaptation.

This Appendix reviews these barriers.

Market Failure and Development Policy

Labor is allocated among competing employers through markets. The

purpose of the market is to send signals to the participants to indicate

when they need to change their behavior and to indicate the direction of

the appropriate change. The employer who falls to fill vacant slots is

receiving a signal to raise wages.. A job seeker who fails to find employ-

ment is receiving a signal either to seek elsewhere or to reduce

expectations.

When markets work well, the right signals are sent out and the economy

responds rapidly to changes. That does not mean that no firms close down,

or that no-one is out of work. Innovative young firms introduce new

products and new production techniques that replace older firms.

Increasing energy costs lead to a decline in the output of energy

intensive products, and shifts in transportation patterns. Yet markets do

not work well. In fact, economists have traditionally defined the need

for public intervention in the economy in terms of the causes of market

failure:

o Imperfect Information. The unemployed worker does not know where
there are job openings, or the investor does not have enough
information to assess the viability of a project.

o Transactions Costs. The cost of relocation may prevent an
unemployed worker moving to a growing labor market.
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o Non-Constant Returns to Scale. An etouomic activity -- such as
job-referred service -- may be cheapest if performed nationwide,
yet no single private company can capture these economies. For
example, no single company can capture all the benefits of a
nationwide job information system.

o Externalities. An activity that generates "spill-over" benefits
that do not accrue to those paying for the activity not be
undertaken at an optimal level. For example, a firm will he
?eauctant to pay for non-job-specific training for an employee
because that employee can leave for another company.

o Second-Best. An imperfection in one market will lead to
imperfections in related markets. If capital is denied to high
risk enterprises, then the level of employment in the high-risk
neighborhood will suffer.

o Public Intervention. Collecting taxes or regulating economic
activity will distort the operation of markets. For example,
taxing income di5courages labor force participation. Regulating
minimum wages reduces the number of low-wage jobs.

For any purposes this classification is useful. Yet, several

relevanifailures" or barriers to development are missing or incompletely

specified. The market failure concept is too static. Most "failures,"

are defined at deviations from the ideal (and totaly unrealistic) model of

perfect competition, which is a model of static not dynamic efficiency.

In a dynamic market economy, there wiil be a tendency for market

oimperfections to diminish since some entrepreneurial types ca profit from

providing a good or service remedies the fault. If the failure persists

then it must have some functional role in maintaining the market system as

a dynamic system, in which case the term "failure" is inappropriate. But

thin presumes a supply of entrepreneurs to develop these new products, and

that these entrepreneurs do face incentives to bridge market gaps.

Persistent failures signify either a lack of entrepreneurs or that public

intervention is acting as a barrier to development.

The second major failing of the simple market failure analysis is its

implicit suggestion that the best way to foster development is to remove

all impediments to the "normal" functioning of a market economy. This

assumes not only that all development resources are bought, so:d, and

produced in private markets but that the latter are self-organizing and

self-perfectable. Rather than reflect further on the unreality of this

viewpoint, let us specify some additional barriers to the dynamically

efficient creation and utilization of resources for development:
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deoend. un the on-the-dub lcurnIng the v,ahlore. Let Iv. briefly review

some of the harriers to the efficient operation of the labor market.

Lack of Information. Inadequate or inaccurate information are chrtnic

labor market problems. Programs to create job 4nformation banks and

placement services attest to the depth of public concern. Labor markets

include both the markets for skills (detween labor and employers) and the

markets for training (between labor aad in..titutions that provide tiaining).

prutow argues that the former markets work reasonably well while the latter

operates poorly. An individual employee does not know what training will

place him or her in the best competitive position. Yet, increasing the

supply of some skills may take many years.

Transactions Costs. Advertising, screening, and job-specific training

are expensive activities. Regulations such as affirmative action have

added to these costs. These costs are especially high when hiring the

economically disadvantaged, for the employer has little employment history

or informal network information on which to base the decision. These

costs arc reflected In the tendency of employers to "hoard" labor during

recessions and to employ those who can be screened through the recommen-

dation of current employees or through other employers. The combination

of Imperfect information and transactions costs reduce the flexibility of

the labor market to adjust to structural change, and for a tendency to

exclude the disadvantaged from contention.

Legal Constraints. Regulations and laws governing minimum wages,

OSHA, and affirmative action requirements may actively discourage

employers from hiring the unskilled and encourage the substitution of

capital for labor in order to reduce u546 and thecpossibility of legal

action.

On the other hand, the regulatory structure may inadequately define

an employer's responsibility. For example, the incentives for the private

sector to retain and retrain potentially "redundant" workers may be

insufficiently strong. The longer a firm can expect to retain an employee,"

or the higher the costs of termination, the more likely the firm will

provide more OJT and see the development of the.firm's human resources as

an integral and important part of doing business. This means that a

greater portion of the costs of adjustment can be internalized within the

business sector.
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o Lack of entrepreneurship.

o Hie) costs of adjustments; i.e., costs of increasing the supply
of critical resources, such as highly skilled or educated labor,
sophisticated machinery, entrepreneurship, energy, information,
or land,

o Uncertainty. The anticipation of potential government action can.
increase the level of uncertainty.

o Institutional rigidities; e.g., the impediments in bureaucratic
behavior. .

o Lack of capacity:

- institutional,
- human resources. ed

o Lack of integration or coordination among key parts of the
economic or political systems.

These factors may explain why development fall short of potential. Some

of them appear to be merely public in nature and some private, but most

involve some sort of interaction between the sectors. We can see how

these barriers are implicated in the case of each major resource.

The process of economic development in an advanced economy is

characterized by an increasing complementarity between human and physical

capital -- a broadening and deepening of the demand for the "capital"

rather than the "labor" component of human resources concomitant with the

broadening and deepening of the physical capital stock. In recent years,

demand for labor has beed growing fastest in those occupancies which

require longer periods of training or ecgation. Furthermore, as Thurow

points out, learning-on-the-job is in several respects the most

significant part of labor: training. Thus, a prime concern of economic

development strategy should be the removal of barriers to the mobility of

the labor force -- among occupations, industries and areas. This is-a

central concern also from the standpoint oVinnovation, technical progress,

'and increased productivity. Thurow (1975, l'980) demonstrates how the

latter are partly contingent upon labor's receptivity to technical change

and the quality of learning what goes on within firms and the latter, in

turn, are contingent upon job security and the lack of wage competition.

Daniels andltieschnick (1978) also point out that, given shortcomings of

the labor markets, one cannot expect the capital markets to work appro-

priately, eitjler. One reason is that investment in new technologies is

contingent upon haw fast firms can "move &ran their learning curves," which
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Taxe!,/ There are ,any a..pettf. of : t. t btructutc that impede- labo-r

market adjustment, beyond the basic disincentive toward labor market

participation inherent in the personal income tax. Hunan capital, unlike

physical capital, cannot be depreciated, although the-skills of a computer

programmer become obsolete almost as rapidly as the machine he or she

operates. Education or training costs that are not related to an 4

employee's present job are nut tax uedu,ciblt. he failure to relate

Unemployment Insurance premiums actuarially to the use of benefits

penalizes low - turnover, firms and subsidizes high-turnover firms. Volatile

companies adjust labor forces rather than inventories. The fact that UI

premiums and Social Security payments are not based upon full salary or

wages raises Cie cost to the employer of low-wage relative to high -wage

workers. Of course, some of these barriers have been partially overcome.

Some companies do subsidize education programS for their workforces, and

ericourage "skill-updating." But these benefits are not available

everywhere.

Uncertainty. This is the greatest impediment to any form of invest-

menti, and a major aim of an employment and training strategy should be to

reduce uncertainty. From the standpoint of policy, however, security-is

not the opposite of uncertainty. An economic development strategy, should

not be designed tp secure people and firers in then current positions but

to enable them to form rational expectations about the future. The

erratic nature of public policy often contributes to uncertainty rather

than ameliorating it. Workers may be discouraged from seeking alternative

employment if they believe a public "bail-Out" of their industry is

imminent.

Constraints on Mobility. The structure of transfer payments and

other factors have created barriers to the effective redeployment of

labor. Unemployment Insurance and Trade Adjustment Assistance benefits

have resulted in prolonged duration of unemployment (Feldstein, 1976;

Ehrenberg and Oaxaca,_1976). Individuals hold out longer and are less

inclined to seek extensively for alternative employment opportunities.

Welfare payments are not geographically transferable.

In addition, laid-off workers may have heavy investments in their

homes as well as accumulated skills. But these investments are illiquid.

Relocation allowances, reverse mortgages and other schemes need far more

attention than they have yet received. Of course, policies that help to
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deal with transactions costs, other adjustment costs, and lack of

information will be instrumental here, too.

Finally, labor market policies' illustrate how poorly we recognize

what is more relevant from research knowledge and how poorly we use what

we know. Although Theodore Shultz and Arthur Lewis were recently awarded

the Nobel Prize in economics for specifying the importance of embodied

human capital in the economic development of underdeveloped nations, the

significance is only beginning to be recognized for local development

policy in the U.S....and "economic development" programs run along

separate tracks, although they are truly joint products in an interactive,

dynamic sense. Any economic enterprise creates two products: One is a

product or service for sale and the other is trained labor. Investment la

human resources is as much a form of investment and is as instrumental to

economic development as investment in structures and equipment. So, labor

training can be used to build up business enterprise just as the expansion

of business enterprise helps create trained labor. A strategy to link 0

manpower and economic development programs should recognize this

interaction (see Brennan and Keefe,. 1980).

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much, Mr. Vaughan, for a very
comprehensive statement and some good ideas on how we should
proceed.

Let me ask you a couple of questions. You said that the sudden
transfer to the block grants would be disastrous. I do not know if
you used that strong language. You said it would be very difficult
for the States to assume. Would you suggest a transition period? Or
would you suggest no transfer at all?.

Mr. VAUGHAN. I have suggested a mechanism that is basically a
transfer as way of retaining the prime-sponsor structure but inject-
ingAtate governments into the CETA system. In some States this
will not make much difference. In others, it will improve coordina-
tion of programs and improve public-private cooperation.,I believe
the two components of State aid that I have suggestedthe distri-
bution of the employment service tax for placement counseling
services, and the 10-percent State matchinitially will simply be
handed out on a fairly mechanical formula. But I think this fystem
presents an opportunity for those States that do want to creatively
use their vocatic:.di education systems, and their social services, to
be involved in the CETA program, to improve it, and to coordinate,
it with their programs

It will not destroy or disrupt the'present highly complex delivery
r-

mechanism: 400 primes, thousands of contractors. There are valua-
ble contacts and linkages being set up now that could easily be lost
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in any drastic reorganization. The basic contacts at the local level
make the system work, regardless of who is writing the check.

Senator QUAYLE. As far as developing the labor market areas
that you referred to, would you have the State involved in that and
working with the local municipalities? Or do you think it would be
better to have a direct communication from the local municipal-
ities to the )federal Government?

Mr. VAUGHAN. I believe the State should be involved. The State
is involved in providing a local delivery mechanism for vocational
education. Thb State is involved in developing a local delivery
mechanism for social services, for medicaid, for welfare.' These
programs should all §be more closely related to employment and
training. Therefore, the State must be involved in working with
local units of government in defining an appropriate prime sponsor
area, that would correspond to those used by other related program
delivery mechanisms. Perhaps in some cases it will be changing the
way we deliver the vocational education structure in an area.

, The idea is to bring the State into the discussion and into the
decisionmaking in order to get cooperation between those three
systems: education, employment training, and social services. With-
out cooperation, and coordination in those delivery mechanisms,
which can only be achieved through the State, I do not believe you
can have any substantial improvement in CETA, or whatever you
call any renamed block grant.

Senator QUAYLE. So, you would have more involvement of the
States than is presently in the system?

Mr. VAUGHAN. Yes.
Senator QUAYLE. I have one final question. It is the same ques-

tion I had for the mayor. Given the limited resources that we have
at the Federal level, where should our emphasis be on training and
employment? To whom should these resources and our efforts and
energies be directed?

Mr. VAUGIIAN. I think I would echo Mayor Schaefer's own
phrase. It is easy to score good points by targeting on those that
require relatively little assistance. I believe we have got to target
on those who are suf ering from the results of an imperfectly
operating labor market. e cannot afford either the tax costs of
social services, the econo is cost of not having them in the work
force, or the social cost 46f prolonged unemployment. We have to
target on those people most in need.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much.
Mr. VAUGHAN. Thank you.
Senator qUAYLE. Mr. rlgttoms has consented to have the Inter-

state Conference of Employment Security Agencies next.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT E. DAVID. DIRECTOR. SOUTH CAROLI-
NA EMPLOYMENT SECURITY COMMISSION. AND PRESIDENT.
INTERSTATE CONFERENCE OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY
AGENCIES. INC.. ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM L. HEARTWELI
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT. ICESA; RICHARD T. SULLIVAN.
DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR OPERATIONS. MASSACHUSETTS DIVI-
SION OF EMPLCYMENT SECURITY. AND VICE CHAIRMAN OF
THE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE COMMITTEE: AND GENE FORD.
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY DIRECTOR OF CETA. SOUTH CARO-
LINA

Mr. DAVID. Thank you for the opportunity to summarize. I will
read excerpts from our statement. We request that the full state-
ment and the accompanying paper, the Job Service role in the
eighties, be placed in the record, Mr. Chairman.

Senator Q'JAYLE. Without objection, it will.
Mr. DAvra. We appreciate the opportunity to appear before you

today to provide the views of our organization regarding the need
for national employment and training policy, a well - coordinated
system to implement that policy and, particularly, the role of the
Job Service as a major part of the system.

I think it is important to state at the outset that the Interstate
Conterence firmly recognizes the need for national employment
and training policy that establishes, in flexible terms, the primary
objectives to which this Nation is committed. But the achievement
of these objectives must recognize that a partnership with the
States is essential. National policy, therefore, must be built around
broad objectives that allow the State partner to also meet its own
employment and training needs, consistent with current and fore-
casted economic conditions, educational/skill level of its labor
force. Within this context, the Conference supports, as at a mini-
mum, national policy that promotes the maintenance of a free
labor exchange system where all workers can find jobs and employ-
ers can be assisted in identifying qualified workers. This has been a
national policy objective since the passage of the Wagner-Peyser
Act in 1933, although it has not been strictly observed over the
years.

We firmly. believe this commitment should remain as the founda-
tion of any national employment and training policy objectives, or
comprehensive system, that this subcommittee may recommend
when it concludes these hearings and begins to deliberate on the
key issues that will ultimately lead to legislative proposals.

The original objectives of the national labor exchange system,
referred to as the Job Service, have ken valid since the passage of
the Wagner-Peyser Act and remain so today. However, over the
y 'ars, the Congress and our Federal partner have also required the
Job Service to perform nonlabor exchange functions, a number of
which actually conflict with our basic mission. Further, we have
seen the CETA system gradually expand its training and employ-
ability development role into areas such as placement, which dupli-
cate functions provided by the Job Service.

In addition, our position level has remained constant for the past
16 years while the labor force has grown approximately 42 percent
over this same period. We have been assigned, Mr. Chairman,
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30,000 slots over the past 30 years. We have maintained that
number during that entire time.

These three factors have resulted in a somewhat diminished role
for the Job Service and a patchwork of individual employment and
training systems that are duplicative, extremely costly, and do not
effectively serve those who need assistance.

Ironically, after years of having to operate within this confused
structure, we are told that our basic problem is that we have no
clear view of what dill role should be. We have always felt that the
Wagner-Peyser AQt- accurately and most succinctly describes the
role and functioning of the Job Service. Nevertheless, our organiza-
tion recently embarked on a comprehensive review of our current
operations. We tried to come to grips with a clear definition of
what our role should be, that is within the framework of a coordi-
nated employment and training system, keeping in mind national
efforts to revitalize the industrial sector of our economy and in-
crease productivity.

The product that resulted from this effort is not a model employ-
ment and training system, nor should it be viewed as our organiza-
tion's response to CETA reauthorization. What it dues is to recog-
nize the need for an integrated employment and training system,
and to describe what the role and functioning of the Job Service,
that is the labor exchange, should be regardless of the final system
design.

At this time I would like to summarize the key elements of our
paper. Sufficient copies of the full text have been provided to the
members of the subcommittee and their staff.

We begin, No. 1, with the State and Federal partnership.
ICESA supports a labor exchange system which provides a direct

partnership linkage between the Federal office and the State. It
insists that the role of the State is system manager, managing
services to respond to State and 1,.,a1 needs and conditions within
broad outlines of a consistent national system.

The Federal partner should be limited to providing the States
with resources to operate the labor exchange and monitoring these
resources to see that they are effectively used in accordance with
appropriate laws and regulations. The Federal role should include
establishing minimum standards to achieve a national cohesive-
ness.

The second item is economic development. Building upon its
present data base and extensive experience, Job Service can help
industry to :ncrease productivity by identifying displaced workers
and helping them begin new careers. Job Service also has the
expertise to aid industry in the restructuring of jobs. Furthermore,
using its research capabilities, Job Service can furnish relevant
labor market information and related services to help business and
industry make decisions concerning plant locations and expansions

The third item is e loyment services. These services should
include selection and r ferral of qualified workers; aptitude and
performance testing; j analysis and worker turnover studies;
labor market information; innovative, customized technical services
for employers with unusual or particular problems including meet-
ing their affirmative action goals; and certification of workers eligi-
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ble for tax credit programs. We have done and are doing, all of
these.

Item four is services t' workers. Regarding basic services, the
goal of the basic service would be to match workers with jobs not
subsidized by the Government in the shortest possible time which
utilize their skills and which form the basis for continuous employ-
ment.

Regarding intensive services, the goal of intensive services would
be to enable unskilled or inexperienced workers to take successful
first steps toward economic independence through employment op-
portunities. This level of service would be available to worker
groups normally experiencing significant barriers to employment
such as displaced homemakers, youth without educational creden-
tials, the economically disadvantaged, recipients of public assist-
ance programs, and other targeted groups.

Next is labor market information. At the State and local levels,
the State Employment Security Agency, that is SESA, should be
recognized as having the lead role in providing labor market infor-
mation, that is LMI, resulting from adequately funded LMI re-
search, data collection, and reporting and analysis of the results of
these activities. The SESA is in the best position to assume this
role, primarily because it collects the basic LMI data from workers
and from employers as a byproduct of administering the Job Serv-
ice and the unemployment insurance programs. .

Next is linkages with other service deliverers. Linkages between
the Job Service and human service organizations are essential to
the development of an effective employment and training system
for the Nation. In order to achieve greater efficiency in the deliv-
ery of client services, there should be a functional division of labor
among service deliverers, utilizing the strengths of all of the orga-
nizations.

The Job Service should be the lead agency in the provision of
labor exchange services within the local labor market, and because
of the vast information systems generated as a by-product of its
labor exchange services, should be the major provider of labor
market information.

Next is planning. On a labor market area basis, the local Job
Service manager should serve as the initiator of a comprehensive
bottom-up planning process that encourages the active participa-
tion of other local service providers. The planning process should
include joint planning of services which defines the responsibility
of each major community resource, minimizes duplication of serv-
ices, and establishes procedures and methods of mutual support.

Automated support systems is next. The use of computerized
information processing is the key elemeia In freeing up staff to
perform basic and intensive services and to offer the personal kind
of assistance many job seekers need.

We did not address, Mr. Chairman, the issue of block grants for
the labor exchange program in our paper, primarily because fund-
ing, which is 97 percent derived from employer taxesthat is a
premium the employer pays on his unemployment insurancehas
always gone to a legislatively designated State agency, in accord-
ance with the Wagner-Peyser Act. We seriously question the corn-
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mingling of earmarked special revenues with general revenue
funds. ..,

What we have attempted to convey here today is our firm convic-
tion that a national labor exchange should be at the foundation of
national employment and training policy; second, that the Job
Service has operated the labor exchange successfully for nearly 50
years and should continue to do so in the future; and, third, that
the Job Service, as part of an overall system of employment and
training, should be the presumptive deliverer of labor exchange
services and labor market information.

As you continue this process across the country, our other State
administrators will be available to provide you with more specific
information regarding their operations as well as relations with
other organizations involved in employment and training.

We sincerely appreciate this opportunity to appear before you
today and would be pleased to respond to any questions that you
may have at this time.

[The prepared statement and accompanying papers of Mr. David
follow:]
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Mr. Chairman, and membeis of the Subcommittee, my name is Robert E. David.

I am President of the Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies, Inc.

(ICESA). I an also Director of the South Carolina Employment Security Commission.

Accompanying me today are Mr. William L. Heartwell, Executive Vice-President

of the ICESA and Mr. Richard T. Sullivan, Deputy Director for Operations of the

Masscahusetts Division of Employment Security and Co-Chairman of the ICESA

Employment Service Committee. We appreciate the opportunity to appear before you

today to provide the views of our organization regarding the need for national

employment and training policy, a well-coordinated system to implement that

policy and, particularly, the role of the Job Service as a major part of the

system.

I think it is important to state, at the outset, that the Interstate

Conference firmly recognizes the need for national employment and training policy

that establishes, in flexible terms, the primary objectives to which this nation

is committed. But the achievement of these objectives must recognize that a

partnerhsip with the States is essential. National policy, therefore, must be

built around broad objectives that allt.w the State partner to also meet its own

employment and training needs, consistent with current and forecasted economic

conditions, educational/skill level of its labor force, etc. Within this context,

the Conference supports, at a minimum, national policy that promotes the estab-

lishment and maintenance of a free labor exchange system where all workers can

find jobs and employers can be assisted in identifying qualified workers. This

has been a national policy objective since the passage of the Wagner-Peyser in June

1933, although it has not been strictly observed over the years. We firmly believe

this commitment should remain as the foundation of any national employment and

training policy objectives, or comprehensiie system, that this Subcommittee may

recommend when it concludes these hearings and begins to deliberate on the key

issues that will utlimately lead to legislative proposals.

The original objectives of the national labor exchange system, more commonly
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referred to as the Job Service, have been valid since the passage of the Wagner-

Peyser Act and remain so today. However, over the years, the Congress and our federal

partner have also required the Job Service to perform non-labor exchange functions, a

number of which actually conflict with ow* basic mission. Further, we have seen the CETA

system gradually expand its training and employability development role into areas

(e.g. placement) which duplicate functions provided by the Job Service. In addition,

or position level has remained constant for the past 16 years. while the labor force

has grown approximately 42 percent over this same period. These three factors hive

resulted in a diminished role for the Job Service and a patchwork of individual

employment and training systems that are duplicative, extermely costly and do not

effectively serve those who need assistance.

Ironically, after years of having to operate within this confused structure,

we are told that our basic problem is that we have no clear view of what our role

should be. We have always felt that the Wagner-Peyser Act accurately and succinctly

describes the role and functioning of the Job Service; nevertheless, our organization

recently embarked on a comprehensive review of our current operations. We tried to come

to grips with a clear definition of what our future role should be, within the

framework of a coordinated employment and training system, keeping in mind national

efforts to revitalize the industrial sector of our economy and increase productiv-

ity.

The product that resulted from this effort is not a model employment and

training system. Nor should it be viewed as our organization's response to CETA

reauthorization. What it does is to recognize the need for an integrated employ-

ment and training system and to describe what the role and functioning of the'Job

Service--the labor exchange--should be, regardless of the final system design. At

this time, I would like to summarize the key elements of the Paper. Sufficient

copies of the full text have been provided to the members of the Subcommittee and

their staff for further review.
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I. State-Federal Partnership

ICESA supports a labor exchange system which provides a direct partnership

linkage between the federal office and the_State agency. Such a linkage

encourages direct communication which is essential if the system is to be

responsive. It insists that the role of the State is system manager--managing

services to respond to State and local needs and conditions within broad outlines

of a consistent national system.

To be effective in the decades ahead, the federal partner should be

limited to providing the States with resources to operate the labor exchange,

and monitoring those resources to see that they are effectively used in accordance with

appropriate laws and regulations. The federal role should include establishing minimum

standards td achieve a national cohesiveness in such activities as placing workers who

live in one state but for whom jobs exist in another, and in compiling labor statistics

for national as well as State and local use. The confusion of roles that presently

exists between the two partners can be resolved administratively, and certainly does not

warrant substantive amendments to the Wagner-Peyser Act.

II. Economic Development

Building upon its present data base and extensive experience, Job Service

can help industry to increase productivity by ideAifying displaced workers and

helping them begin new careers, Job Service also has the expertise to aid

industry in the restructuring of jobs. Further, using its research capabilities,

Job Service can furnish relevant labor market information and related services to help

business and industry make decisions concerning plantlocations and expansions.
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III. Employer Services

These services would include:

(a) Selection and referral of qualified workers.

(b) Aptitude and performance testing.

(c) Job analysis and worker turnover studies.

(d) Labor market information.

(e) Innovative, customized technical services for employers with

unusual or peculiar problems including meeting affirmative action goals.

(f) Certification of workers eligible for tax credit programs.

IV. Services to Workers

(a) Basic Services. The goal of the basic service would be to
0

match workers with unsubsidized jobs, in the shortest tire possible,

which utilize their skills and which form the basis for continuous

employment.

These services would include:

- Job matching and referral to job openings.

- Job seeking sAils instruction.

Vocational counseling and career planning assistance.

- Administration of the worktest for unemployment insurance

claimants.

- Referral to support services and programs.

- Occupaticnal and labor market information.

Special placement assistance will be given to veterans, handicapped job

seekers and youth making the transition from school to work.

(b) Intensive Services. The ,goal of intensive services would be

to enable unskilled or inexperienced workers to take successful first steps

toward economic independence through employment opportunities. This level

of service would be available to worker groups normally experiencing
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signiticant barriers to employment such as displaced homemakers, youth without

educational credentials, the economically disadvantaged, recipients of public

assistance programs. and other targeted groups.

These services would include:

- Orientation to the world of work.

- Counseling to resolve personal barriers to effective vocational explor-
ation and identify vocational options.

- Follow-up counseling to applicants successfully placed on a job to
ensure retention and satisfactory work performance.

- In-school counseling, through cooperative arrangements with school
counselors.

- Assessment of job readiness.

- Refer'ral to remedial education, social services, and other training
opportunities.

- Follow through after referral.

- Personalized job development assistance.

V. Labor Market Information

At the State and local levels, the State Employment Security Agency (SESA)

should be recognized as having the lead role in pro, ,ding labor market information

(LMI) resulting froln adequately funded LMI research, data collection, and reporting

and analysis of the results of these activities. The SESA is in the best position

to assume this role, primarily because it collects the basic LMI data from workers

and employers as a by-product of administering the Job Service and Unemployment

Insurance Programs.

VI. Linkages with Other Service Deliverers

Linkages between the Job Service and other human service organizations are

essential to the development of an effective employment and training system for

the nation. In order to achieve greater efficiency in the delivery of client

services, there should be a functional division of labor among service deliverers,

utilizing the strengths of each organization. Since the inception of CETA,Ihe
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Job Service has, by agreement, provided
various support services to prime sponsor

programs. Further, in at least 20 percent of the States, the State Employment

Security Agency serves as CETA balance of State prime sponsor.

The Job Service should be the lead agency in the provision of labor exchange

services within the local labor market, and because of the vast information systems

generated as a by-product of its labor
exchange services, should be the major pro-

vider of labor market information.

VII. Planning

On a labor market area basis, the local Job
Service manager should serve as

the initiator of a comprehensive "bottom -up' planning process that encourages the

.active participation of other local service providers. The JO Service comprehen-

sive plan would consist of a 3-year base assessment and an anrual supplement.

The planning process would include:

A comprehensive needs assessment which weighs such factors as the charac-

i

teristics of the workers to be served, conditions in the local labor market,

employer needs, etc.

An identification of the major employment and training resources and

economic development activities
including information on program responsibili-

ties and service delivery patterns.

Joint planning of services which defines the
responsibility of each major

community resource, minimizes duplication of services, and establishes

procedures and methods of mutual support.

VIII. Automated Support Systems

To a great extent, the future of the Job
Service depends on using modern,

cost-efficient and flexible computer systems.'
The use of computerized information

processing is the key element in freeing up
staff to perform basic and intensive

services and to offer the personal kind
of assistance many Job seekers need.

We did not address the issue of
block grants for the labor exchange program
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in our Paper, primarily because funding, which is 97 percent derived from employer

taxes, has always gone to a legislatively designated State agency, in accordance

with the Wagner-Peyser Act. We seriously question the comingling of earmarked

special revenues with general revenue fur's.

What we have attempted to convey here today is our firm conviction that a

national labor exchange should be at the foundation of national employment and

training policy; secondly, that the Job Service has operated the labor exchange

successfully for nearly 50 years, and should continue to do so in the future, and

third, that the Job Service, as part of an overall system of employmeqt and train-

ing should be the prksumptive deliverer of labor exchange services and labor

market information.

As pi, continue this process across the country, our State Administrators

will be available to provide you with more specific information regarding their

operations as well as relations with other organizations involved in employment

and training.

We sincerely appreciate this opportunity to appear before you today, and

would be pleased to respond to any , .stions that you may have at this time.
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PREFACE

The purpose of this paper is to address the role and functioning

of the Job Service as part of an overall employment and training system.

The need for a coordinated system of planning and service delivery has

existed for some time. It is even more critical now, if we are to

adequately respond to the constraints imposed by current and forecasted

economic conditions and demands for increased productivity of our

nation's industries.

We see the Job Service role as an essential part of an overall

system. It is clearly a, partnership role; but one which recognizes the

Job Service as the presumptive deliverer of labor exchange and labor

market information services. Adequate funding is needed to make this

a reality. How this role meets the challenges of the eighties is

developed in the following paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION

W6rkers need help finding jobs. Employers need help finding

qualified workers. nationally organized, employer tax- funded Job

Service has proven t st efficient way of providing these services.

Recent studiesl show job placement assistance from a nationally

organized Job Service reduced worker unemployment time by an average

of five to seven work days. This means an annual increase of $1.4

billion to $2 billion to the Gross National Product. To each

individual, job placement assistance means a significant reduction

in the hardship of being employed. It cuts unproductive waiting

time; it utilizes needed skills to benefit the nation as well as

the individual worker.

The unique Wagner-Peyser Act of 1933 set up a federal-state

partnership to develop, and operate such a national employment

service. It is not only unusual in the United States, but the only

one of its kind in the world. Its mission is to provide an effective

"free labor exchange" where all workers can find jobs and employers

can find workers, and to minimize loss of personal income and loss

of gen ral economic productivity to the nation.

1

E.g:, "The ob Search Process and Reemployment Success," An Interim

Report, Burg ss-Kingston, Arizona University, Tempe; September 1980.
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In the '8Us.'the goal of this system should be to sharpen its

capabilities to help people find jobs and fit the jobs they find.

There will be a greater need in the decade ahead than at any time

in the recent past for retraining and placement of workers as the

reindustrialization of the nation progresses. The Job Service

should focus on these major tasks.

A more productive Job Service depends on more progressive

funding. The number of people placed in jobs is directly propor-

tional to the number of Job Service staff available to help them.

It is clear that current financial support arrangements should be

changed to meet demographic and growth requirements of the next

decade.

Each side of the federal-state partnership should come to

agreement on a new and specific statement of the mission of the

Job Service. It should include the realization that the unique

partnership has worked well, and can work better if each understands

and accepts the other's legitimate role. Increasingly, in past

years, the feaerai partner has mandated that the system undertake

various responsibilities which bear little relationship to its

major function, and which, in fact, have detracted from it.

The decade ahead should find the Job Service deeply involved in

the efforts of employment and training programs to prepare workers who
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have barriers to employment. The coordination and cooperation necessary

should include compatible planning so the skills and extensive

experience of the Job Service staff are easily available to further

the training and development effort.

The Job Service for all workers should also develop compatible

automated systems to make in-depth labor market information available

to employers as well as schools, labor unions, and community organize-

. tions.

Although now available to workers throughout the nation, the

following services for employers and workers should be strengthened

anci_extended in the years ahead. They include assessment of the job-

seeker's skills gained through interview, counseling, or testing, as

necessary; the furnishing of pertinent job information and referral to

possible jobs that fit the worker's skills and, finally, actual place-

ment in a job. If needed, career guidance and referral to training and

support services should also be available.

For the employer, the Job Service lists job openings and recruits,

screens, selects and refers Qualified workers. The Job Service

should also offer technical assistance in job design and restructuring

as well as labor market information and assistance in developing programs

to ensure equal employment opportunities. In return, employers should

advise the Job Service on how to organize these services in the most

effective manner. Employer participation should be basic to the major

efforts necessary in the '80s.

430
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The Job Service saves the nation billions by putting people to

work rather than having them enter the welfare systerq. The Job Service

should be for all people who want jobs, to help them find productive

work in as short a time as possible.

The following sections of this paper present the directions the

Job Service should take during the '80s to create a stronger, more

efficiert,more productive service for American workers and boost the

economic growth of the nation.
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II. STATUS OF THE FEDERAL-STATE PARTNERSHIP

As noted previously, one of the first tasks that should be under-

taken in the new decade is a federal-state agreement on the definition

of their respective roles and on the mission of the national Job Service.

The Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies (ICESA),

speaking for all the states, calls for the restoration of a true partner-

ship and the return of a substantial share of responsibility for planning

and operating to the Job Service in each state.

The unique federal-state partnership, broadly described in the

Wagner-Peyser Act, balances the need for a national system of job

services with the employment needs of states and local communities

throughout the country. This is accomplished through legislation which

empowers the states to provide job services without mandating exactly

what those services shoul4 be.

The partnership is based on four essential elements.

1. Information regarding jobs and workers is a national resource

which should be available to everyone--Job applicants and employers- -

without fee. No one should be prevented from receiving these services

due to economic status,

2. There is a need for a national commonality in the delivery of

-job services so consistency is achieved among services to a broad

based, mobile labor force, and in order that labor market information

can be based on common definitions for planning purposes.
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3. The states are empowered by enabling legislation and the

availability of federal funds to provide services which are designed to

respond to local needs. This is a decentralization of activity which

focuses on response to need as opposed to mandated services.

4. National initiatives are approached through incentives to

cooperation or extended services rather than mandates to activity.

The Job Services system shotod emphasize these basic elements to

'ocus its energies on meeting the needs of the eighties. The partner-

ship will become a myth, unless both Congress and the U.S. Department of

Labor recognize the necessity for state and local management input

in achieving a coordinated, national state/federal system. Thuroles

of the partners should be
understood as below.

The State Role Within the Partnership

The Wagner-Peyser Act (anp subsequent state legislation pursuant

to the Act) established a
cooperative system of public employment offices

to be operated by the states under state/federal control. As such,

the states are required to create a state agency to act as the local

Partner. The state systems must include methods for the recruitment and

transfer of labor, including the promotion and development of employment

opportunities. Special services for handicapped and veterans are also

mandated by law. The state must provide a service of job counseling, as

well as cooperate with other agencies which have an employment role.
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The state must submit a plan describing how it will fulfill these

requirements, and periodic reports, both fiscal and programmatic, as to

how it is,fulfilling its mission.

Of particular importance is the creation of a state agency to act

directly with the federal government in partnership. Whether that

agency reports directly to a governor, a commission, a legislature, or

directly to the people through an elected 'administrator, is dependent

upon what each state decides works best under local conditions.

The states' role is to operate a system of public employment offices.

It is up to the state to manage this activity under state law. The federal

partner can tell the state what minimum services should be provided, and

the state, in its plan, must set goals and make provision for delivering

them. Nevertheless, it is up to the states to say how these services

will be provided and to manage the delivery system.

ICESA supports a system which provides a direct partnership linkage

between the federal office and the state agency. Such a linkage encour-

ages direct communication which is essential if the system is to be

responsive. It insists that the role of the state is system manager--

managing services to respond to state and local needs and conditions

within the broad outlines of a consistent national system.

The Federal Role Within the Partnership

. The responsibilities of the federal partner are based on its control

and allocation of resources to ensure effective and efficient
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operation of a national sy.Lam. It is responsible for securing

congressional appropriations, distributing funds to the states,

reviewing state plans, and monitoring progress against those plans.

The funds apportioned to the states are employer taxes placed in trust

to be used only for these purposes in a manner approved by the federal

government. Thus, the Secretary of Labor has the authority to cancel

allocations when funds are not used for legal purposes.

As described in the Wagner-Peyser legislation, the role of the

federal partner is limited. To be effective in the decades ahead, it

\should be limited to providing resources to get the job done, and

monitoring those resources to see that they are effectively used for

\
lega\purposes. The federal role should include setting of minimum

standtrds to achieve a national cohesiveness in such activities as

placing w7kers who live in one state but for whom jobs exist in another

state, and In compiling *labor statistics for national as well as state

and local use.

Confusion of Partnership Roles

Confusion has grown over the state and federal roles in the past

several years. Congress and the U.S. Department of Labor have assigned

various tasks to the Job Service system not consistent with job place-

ment functions. Such activities range from housing inspections to

enforcement of federal contracting regulations. Such mandatory,

4 '45
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regulatory functions change the Job Service role from helper to

policeman in the eyes of both workers and employers.

Another cause of the confusion is the increasing tendency of

the U.S. Department of Labor to control through ever more complex

rules and regulations as well as the budget and allocation process.

The clear mandate of the federal partner to monitor effectiveness

and apply sanctions if states do not meet minimum standards, is nqt

applied with consistency. Instead, complicated rules attempt to

regulate efficiency. This penalizes the states successfully admin-

istering Job Service, making their task more difficult by forcing

compliance with unneeded regulations.

Federal regulations should exist where necessary to ensure

that minimum standards are met. The energies of Job Service

administrators and public employment office staff should be applied

to its basic mission rather than dissipated by satisfying federal

regulatory requirements.

All of the above changes have tended to centralize management

of the Job Services system over the years. To meet the challenopc

of the eighties in the various ways that will affect the different

parts of our nation, we must restore and reinforce each state's

management of the Job Service system.

4 3 c,
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Planning should begin at the local level, and be consolidated
4

at the state level into a state plan. It should provide for the

efficient operation of the basic services and such other services

needed by each state where and when that state needs them. Each

state should set its own priorities. Federal approval should be

based on minimum requirements to maintain an efficient interstate

system to collect and develop labor statistics and labor market

information, and the interchange among the mobile work force,

The Role in the Eighties

The partners' roles, as originally defined in the Wagner-Peyser

Act, are liv options to provide an effective system of service

delive in today's labor market. Whatever muddle there may be

over roles i due to bureaucratic intrusion beyond those original

definitions. This is a problem which should be resolved adminis-

tratively by the U.S. Department pf Labor and not by any future

confusion in the form of amendments to the Wagner-Peyser Act.

Admifistration of the Job Services system needs to be stream-

lined so it can bring maximum impact to the important role it will

play in the eighties. Concurrently, U.S. Department of Labor rules

and regulations need to be simplified. Priorities should be set by
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the state within the parameters of those basics necessary for an

effective national system.

These important steps can be taker- without nelegislation.

The present Wagner-Peyser law encompasses all measures that need

to be accomplished. The Congress, the U.S. Department of Labo'r,

and the states already have the proper basis for a system that meets

the challenges ahead if more cooperation and understanding on the

part of all principals are added to the partnership. The workers

of the nation will benefit thereby immensely.

433
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Job Service

Federal Role

The Department ef Labor should

request and allocate funds for
the administration of a nation-

wide system of public employment

offices. It should be responsi-

ble for:

o Distributing funds to states;

o Reviewing state plans;

o Monitoring progress against
plans;

o Assuring legal use of funds;

o Prescribing minimal standards
for activities of the Job

Service;

o Providing technical

assistance;

o Compiling labor statistics;

o Facilitating the placement
of workers who live in one
state but for whom Jobs exist

in another.

in the '80s

State Role

The designated state agency
should operate a system of public
employment offices which provides

for:

141,

o Recruitment and transfer of
labor, including promotion
and development of employment

opportunities;

o Special services for the handi-

capped and veterans;

o Job counse ng;

o Cooperation with other agencies

with an employment role.

In addition, the designated state
agency should:

o Develop a plan for fulfilling
these requirements and provide
periodic fiscal and programmatic

reports;

o Serve as system manager of
services responding to local

'needs and conditions within
the broad outline of a

national system,

o Provide a comprehensive labor
market information program to
supply data and analysis needed
by the SESA and others tc
appropriately interface with
the participants of the labor

market.
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III. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

In the decade ahead, the economic growth of our nation will be of

primary concern. Finding the people with the skills necessary for

changing and expanding industries will be one of the major emphases.

The Job Service has decades of experience helping industry find skilled

people.

Building on its present data base and extensive experience, Job

Service should help increase productivity by identifying displaced

workers and helping them begin new careers. Job Service should assist

industry to restructure jobs and identify workers who can best, learn

the new skills needed.

While experienced, trained workers may be the focus of industry's

greatest need,,Job Service should also recruit and develop workers for

whom industry or business receives significant tax incentives, Job

Service personnel are experienced in, helping industry analyze its staff-

ing needs and take advantage of the supply of available workers. They

should assist workers to find appropriate train:ng and arranp for that

training, as well as help iniustries take advantage of the various, pro-

grams which will cut their expenses and add to overall productivity.

The Unemployment Insurance Program provides a safety net to

workers which allows them to undertake necessary training without

suffering total economic loss. This allows a community to maintain

economic stability during industrial dislocations. Special worker

.10
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protection programs encourage individuals to learn new skills in

response to changing economic conditions. Coordination between the

Unemployment Insurance Program, the special worker protection pro-

grams, and the Job Service is a key factor in the future expansion of

the nation's economic base.

As part of its intensive services, Job Service Centers should test,

counsel, and arrange retraining. They should recruit and screen staff

for plants which need workers with different skills to fit moderniza-

tion, or for new industries now on the drawing boards. The national

Job Service system should help industry locate workers and assist them

to relocate where they are needed.

Job Service should augment national priorities in economic develop-

ment by using its research capabilities to furnish relevant labor market

information at the local level. Its services should be coordinated with

those of state economic development departments, and other such agencies,

to help industry and business decide on new locations. Demographic and

manpower data should be focused to help employers make cost-efficient

location decisions. New research and analysis programs should be

developed especially to meet specific economic development needs.

These activities should be developed in the '80s, based on Job

Service's tradition of service to the private sector. Job Service has

aggressively maintained its association w th and service to private

industry and business. It receives, on an ongoing basis, advice and

4 4
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counsel from employer advisory groups at the local level throughout the

nation. This long tern and growing service relationship provides Job

Service with a unique opportunity to develop new programs to support

industry and business as they change their growth and product patterns.

Job'Service has developed communications and action lines to all

the supporting organizations necessary to this national effort. It

works closely with schools in programs which develop career paths from

school to work. It works with the vocational education system, the

community colleges, universities and private training institutions.

These are links presently in use and available for the greater effort

ahead.*

*See Section VII for further detail.
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IV. SERVICES TO EMPLOYERS

It is the mandate of the Job Service to contribute to the produc-

tivity of the American economy by operating a free, open labor exchange;

by offering services to both applicants and employers designed to achieve

maximum utilization of the nation's labor force; and by compiling and

disseminating information on economic development in local and state

labor markets.

The support of the employer community is the key factor in develop-

ing job opportunities against which to match workers. The Job Service

should offer a set of specialized services devoted to the employer com-

munity, with particular emphasis on the private sector. These services

should include:

o Selection and referral of qualified workers to meet employer

job needs.

o Aptitude and performance testing to help determine the potential

and proficiency of referred workers.

o Job analysis to ensure the adequacy and practicality of hiring

standards and requirements. Theresults of these studies can

be used to reduLe Loffiplex performance bottlenecks and increase

productivity.

o Worker turnover studies, where the movement of workers out of

an employer's work force is excessive and impacts on produc-

tion costs.

o The mobilization of Job Service resources when employers open

plants or business establishments in new locations. These

resources may include the provision of labor market information,

443
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prevailing wage data, details of community resources, prepara-
tion of job descriptions, and the use of Job Service facilities
for recruitment.

o Innovative, customized technical services for individual employ-
ers with unusual or peculiar problems including meeting affirma-
tive action goals.

o Certification of workers and firms eligible for tax credit
programs.

The goal of the employer services program should be to offer each

employer the assistance necessary to recruit, and utilize workers most

effectively, consistent with equal employment opportunity principles.

,A unique relationship between the Job Service and local employers

has developed throughout the country with the introduction of Job Service

Employer Committees (JSEC), formerly referred to as JSIC. The Job

Service should expand the use of employer advisory groups in the 1980s.in

developing, marketing and delivering services essential to the growth and

productivity of business and industry.

4,14
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V. SERVICES TO WORKERS

Each local office in the Job Service system should offer both basic

and intensive services. The goal of the basic service should te to match

workers in the shortest time possible with unsubsidized jobs which utilize

their skills and which form the basis for continuous employment.

However, the Job Service should also be able to offer intensive job

finding services to workers experiencing significant problems in identi-

fying or obtaining suitable employment opportunities through basic

.services. Such intensive syvices should provide for continuing follow-

up. They should be measur41 by criteria other than job placement since

they would be, by nature, more individualized and time consuming.

An effective labor exchange requires that job matching services be

available to all members of the nation's labor force, regardless of

occupational skills, earning potential, employment, or economic status.

The UI System is a major source of clients for the Job Service and

of workers for employers with jobs to fill. While some claimants are on

temporary layoffs or obtain work only through a union hiring hall, the

remainder should be screened by Job Service personnel at the time they

file for benefits so that appropriate services, whether basic or inten-

sive, can be provided.

Basic Services

All job seekers should be able to receive the following basic

services through any local Job Service-office:
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o Job Matching and Referral to Job Openings

Job seekers should file a registration with a local office,

thereby, exposing their skills and availability to Job opportuni-

ties in the labor market area and across the state. When no

suitable opening is on file in the Job Bank, Job Service staff

should have the option to develop an opening for an applicant

through direct contact with employers in the appropriate industry.

o Job Seeking Skills Instruction

Job seekers should receive training in techniques for locating,

applying for and securing positions in line with their qualifica-

.tions and interests.

o Vocational Counseling and Career Planning Assistance

Job seekers should participate in assessment, testing and career

guidance activities designed to help tnem make informed decisions

about their participation in the labor force.

o Administration of the Work Test .

Workers who are unemploymert insurance claimants should be

regularly matched against local job opportunities and interviewed

to assure their availability for work.

o Referral to Other Services and Programs

The Job Service should refer workers to vocational training oppor-

tunities, support services, and public work experience programs
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which may be even more valuable than referral to immediate,

short-term employment.

o Job Information Service

The Job Service should maintain the capability to provide job

listings and applicant-oriented occupational and labor market

information for use by job seekers on a self-help basis.

o Special Placement Assistance to Certain Applicant Groups

To Veterans

In line with its long-standing priority assistance to veterans,

the Job Service should perform a vital role in assisting veterans

in the process of choosing, obtaining, and adjusting to satisfac-

tory employment.

To Handicapped Job Seekers

Due to the changing demands of the workplace and the individual

needs, abilities, and skills of handicapped applicants, Job

Service personnel should facilitate the job matching process to

the benefit of both employer and employee.

To Youths Making the Transition from School to Work

In order to help young people obtain their first full-time Job

and assist them in acquiring experience in part-time and temporary

,jobs, the Job Service in cooperation with schools should provide

labor market information and job placement services.
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To Farmworkers

The Job Service should maintain contact with farm owners and

operators throughout the year. The Job Service should provide

placement and other related services to farm workers when they,

are needed.

Intensive Services

The goal of intensive services should be to enable unskilled or

inexperienced workers to take successful first steps towards economic

independence through employment in the public or private sector. Mese

intensive services should be available to worker groups normally experienc-

ing significant barriers to employment such as displaced homemakers, youth

without educational credentials, the economically disadvantaged, recipients

of public assistance programs, and other targeted groups.

Intensive services should include:,

o Orientation to the World of Work

Job Service should provide,a basic orientation for those members

of the labor force who are not aware of the demands of the work-

place or have not successfully adjusted to a work environment.

o Counseling

,Counseling should be made available by Job Service to assist

individuals resolve personal barriers to effective vocational

exploration, to identify vocational options and to help them

adjust to new work environments.:

4 .18
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o Follow -Up

Counseling should be made available to applicants successfully

placed on a job, to insure retention and satisfactory work

performance.

o In-School Counseling

Career planning assistance should be available for youth who are

still involved in educational programs to help prevent periods of

unemployment and indecision about vocational 'goals after

graduation.

o Assessment '

Assessment of each individual's suitability for other employment

and training programs or other assistance from community agencies

should be done while exploring job opportunities and a worker's

'past work experience.

o Referral to Remedial Education, Social Services, and Other

Training Program Opportunities

Job Service staff should provide workers with referrals to

appropriate agencies and services in the community.

o Follow Tough After Referral

Job Service personnel should help people to find work during and

after their involvement in a remedial program.
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° Personalized Job Development Assistance

Job Service interviewers should contact employers on behalf of

workers unable to locate suitable job opportunities.

Many of the services listed above that should be available through

the Job.Service basic and intensive level design are specifically man-

dated in specially funded programs, such as WIN and Food Stamps. The

"two-tier" service approach would provide the opportunity for Job Service

management to develop service delivery linkages that would meet the needs

of clients referred from these special programs. Coordinated, bottom-up

planning would be essential to forecasting the potential client workload

for specific service areas.

Each program may have its own tracking and reporting requirements.

In some labor market areas, this may make service coordination more

difficult. Nevertheless, the opportunity to weave common service elements

into a coordinated pattern would exist.

Priority Service for Veterans

Many veterans returning to civilian life, particularly after service

during a period of conflict, may find it difficult to adjust to the change.

Those who entered the military prior to completing their education or

attaininy a job skill, are often in need of fOrther education and/or skill

training, counseling, and other services before they can compete success-

fully in the civilian labor market. These veterans, as well as those who
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return with physical or mental disability, should be provided basic and

intensive services depending upon need. According to federal law, they

should be given preference on all referrals to employment.

Outreach activities should be conducted by designated Job Service

staff at major military separation centers, Veterans Administration

facilities, and other types of centers providing specialized services to

veterans. Special outreach efforts should be continued for disabled and

recently separated veterans as provided under the Disabled Veterans

Outreach Program.

4
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VI. LABOR MARKET INFORMATION

The 1980s will require. ever more specific, timely and accurate

information than is now produced. There is extensive need to develop

and tailor the information to local areas as'well as an increasing need

for occupational demand, supply and wage data to complement the employ-

ment,and unemployment data. In addition, there is a persistent and

growing internal demand to develop improved forecasting and modeling

techniques to insure the appropriateness of the data and its interpre-

tation as need be provided by Job Service.

This information will be essential in the planning and operation

of a wide range of social and economic progrdms and initiatives including:

o Guidance to education and training programs that provide
the skilled human resources required by reindustrialization
and to support technological growth being experienced by all
industrial sectors;

o Job Service basic and intensive services;

Economic support activities for industries in transition;

State and local service delivery agencies and....orlanizations.

At the state and local level, the Stat mployment Security Agency

(SESA) should be recognized as having the ead role in providing labor

market information (LMI) resulting from adequately funded LMI research,

data collection, and reporting and analysis of the results of these

activities, The SESA is in the best position tolassume this role primarily

because, it administers the Job Service and unemployment insurance programs

which collect the basic LMI data from workers and employers.
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VII. LINKAGES WITH OTHER SERVICE DELIVERERS

Linkages between the Job Service and other human services organiza-

tions are essential to the development of an effective employment and

training system for the nation.

.
In order to achieve greater efficiency in the delivery of client

services, there should be a functional division of labor among service

deliverers, utilizing the strengths of each organization.

The Job Service should be the lead agency in the provision of

labor exchange services within the local labor market, and because of

the vast information systems generated as a by-product of its labor

exchange services should be the major provider of labor market informa-

tion not only to itself but also as a part of its maintenance of linkages

with other segments of the employment, training and economic development

segments of the community.

Linkages at both the highest administrative levels and the line

operational level should be established between Job Service and the

following organizations:

Vocational Rehabilitation

Vocational Rehabilitation's expertise in the evaluation of clients

with regard to their physical, and mental potential places them in the

lead role for servicing handicapped individuals. Job Service, as a

labor exchange, should complement Vocational Rehabilitation in the

placement of these individuals into gainful employment.
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Educational Institutions

Through contact with students early in their educational program,

Job Servi:e should make them aware of the variety of occupations, where

to find them, and how to prepare fo,r a successful job search. Through

sponsorship of school-employer cooperative programs, Job Service should

greatly improve the success of schools in placing graduating students

into the full-time labor force.

Economic Development

Many organizations within a labor market area try to foster new

or expanded industrial development. The labor market information needs

of industrial development commissions, local government and employer

groups should be met by the Job Service, whilt maintaining its primary

focus on supplying qualified-labor to meet employer needs.

Private Service Organizations

The Job Service should effectively assist such organizations as

the Chamber of Commerce, Private Industry Council and other similar

private development groups. Coordination of services is especially

important at the local level.

Vocational Education

Constant changes in the economy resulting in shifts in the skills

needed by indusLry require a strong, well-coordinated vocational eiuca-

tion system whereby job seekers can gain the skills needed to compete
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in the job market. Close ties between the Job Service and vocational

education are mandatory to insure that training to meet industry's needs

is available not only to those needing retraining, but also to youth and

other new entrants to the labor market.

CETA Proorams

There is a continuing need to provide employment-related services

to the structurally unemployed. To link effectively Job Service and CETA

programs, the planning and funding cycles should be coordinated, defini-

tions should be standardized, and duplicative functions should be

eliminated. Specifically, the Job Service should be the presump-

tive deliverer of labor market information and placement-related

services.

el.'V ,,
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VIII. PLANS AND PLANNING

In the decade ahead, it is imperative that the delivery of employ-

ment and training services be coordinated at the local level to avoid

duplication and increase effectiveness. Local Job Service Centers

througout the nation should carefully delineate the roles of the various

agencies in the system and increase flexibility to respond to conditions

at the local level. Such planning avoids overlapping efforts, makes the

most of limited resources and establishes a well thought out plan for the

community's employment and training activities.

The local Job Service manager should serve as the initiator of a

comprehensive "bottom-up' planning process which encourages the active

participation of the other local service providers, such as CETA prime

sponsors, CETA grantees, employer advisory groups, vocational rehabilita-

tion agencies, the welfare department, educational institutions, appren-

ticeship agencies, community advisory groups and other community-based

organizations. In this role, the manager becomes a fully committed,

community participant with the flexibility and authority to respond to

community needs.

The local planning process should include:

o A comprehensive needs assessment which weighs such factors as
the characteristics of the workers to be served, conditions in
the local labor market, anticipated changes in jobs and job
skills in demand, and other employer needs;

o An identification of the major employment and training resources
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and economic development activities of the community includ-
ing information on program responsibilities and service
delivery patterns; and

° Joint planning of services which defines the responsibility
of each major community resource, minimizes duplication of
services, and establishes procedures and methods of mutual
support.

The Job Service comprehensive plan should consist of a three-year

base assessment and an annual supplement outlining the office's services,

program and operational goals, and the staff distribution necessary to

accomplish each year's objectives. The plan should reflect, the results

of the local comprehensive planning process, setting forth agreements

reached and specifying the contribution to be made by each office. Plan-

ning should be done on a year-round basis, and documentation of the plan

itself should be timed to coincide as closely as ?ossible to the CETA

planning cycle.

Such a planning process permits flexibility so that Job Service

offices can respond to economic conditions in labor market areas, includ-

ing those that cross state boundaries. This capability is unique to the

Job Service because of its wide geographic dispersement on a labor market

area basis. Local, bottom-up goal setting is consistent with the

decentralized, bottom-up approach fostered by the Department of Labor

(DOL) under CETA. Federal, top-down goal setting is inconsistent with

this approach, yet is fostered by DOL under Wagner-Peyser and the Program

Budget Plan. Local goals are more responsive to local conditions and

reeds, and local goals can be both realistic and aspirational.
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Such a Job Service comprehensive plan may also be a management

tool in a variety of ways which include assessirg the office's role with-

in the community employment and training system, determining the extent

to which programs are being implemented and local needs are being met,

and measuring accomplishments against goals.

Local plans, reviewed and approved at a state's regional level,

should become the basis for state regional plans which total numerical

goals, summarize planned coordination activities, and outline eftorts to

emphasize state programs.

Local and regional plans should thus become the basis for a state-

wide plan and the funding of its services.

The benefits of local comprehensive planning to the Job Service and

the community are numerous.

o Sharing of planning information promotes common perceptions
and understanding of community needs and resources;

o Duplication among agencies can be avoided;

o Development of mutual supportive service delivery systems
fosters cost effectiveness;

o Coordinating and linking service delivery improves client
access to and understanding of all services available;

o Community involvement and commitment by the manager enhances

the local Job Service role;

o Setting bottom -up reher than top-down goals is realistic.

While program content in the plans may vary from state to state,

the process should make each area's system a true reflection of local

needs, and furnish a cost-effective way of meeting those needs.
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IX. AUTOMATED SUPPORT SYSTEMS

The future of the Job Service depends on using modern, cost-

efficient and flexible computer systems. The key element to free staff

to perform basic and intensive services, to give the personal kind of

service each job seeker needs, is the use of computerized information

processing.

Each Job Service Center should have available to its staff informa-

tion that allows job seekers to consider alternatives, to understand the

dimensions of the local job market, to take tests and obtain quick results.

The important role that Job Service plays in economic development

depends on labor market information that furnishes business and industry

demographic and worker supply data tailored to local areas. To have such

information available when it is needed, for a specific area, Job Service

should be supported by an imaginative and flexible data processing system.

Job Service in the decade ahead should make greater use of the possi-

bilities modern data processing technology allows. Sufficient funding

should be allocated to make this possible throughout the entire national

system.

Job Service needs should be defined in local and state terms, with

systems tailored to meet each state's needs. Similar states should be

able to design what is appropriate for their area, while larger states

should be able to extend to addition'al functions.

Constant upgrading to take advantage of the latest technology is

needed if Job Service is to perform the services envisaged in the decade

ahead.
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X. FUNDING

The Job Service should have adequate resources to provide the staff

necessary to carry out its labor exchange and labor market information

responsibilities. In its final report2 to the President and Congress,

the National Commission on Unemployment Compensation recommended that
o

the 30,000 limitation on Job Service positions, in effect for the past 15

years, be eliminated. They further recommended that the level of funds

for basic Grants-to-States be increased to fund 50,000 staff years by 1985.

Job Service operations and administrative support activities should

be funded from a combination of sources, as follows:

Federal Unemployment Tax Account

o Services to employers

o Basic services to workers

o Basic labor market information

o Automated support systems

General Revenues

o Intensive services for workers.

o Enforcement and compliance activities should be funded under
the auspices of the legislation creating each activity.

o Job Service funded activities that support special client
programs such as WIN and Food Stamps should be paid for by
funds maintaining each program.

2
Unemployment Compensation: Final Report; July 1980, National Commission

on Unemployment Compensation.
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Senator QuAvr.E. Thank you, Mr. David, very much for your

testimony.
I guess one question I would have is this. Why would we have

three separate systems, employment service, CETA system, voca-
tional education system, separate which are all pursuing basically
the same goals? Why should we not work to combine these systems
together?

Mr. DAVID. Certainly, Mr. Chairman, we would not recommend
combining them. We would recommend very close linkages. In
many States we have that now. There can be and should be im-
provements in linkages between these three organizations.

Senator QUAYLE. Let us be more specific. Maybe just take erri-
ployment service and CETA. They are both primarily federally
funded. There is a problem of coordination which you have alluded
to. Why should they not be combined?

Mr. DAVID. I am going to ask Mr. Heartwell to answer that.
Mr. HEARTWELL. We are working on a closer alignment, Senator,

as just about 20 percent of our State administrators are prime
sponsors for the balance of States. Mr. Ford here is a good example
of working with Mr. David in South Carolina, who is the head of
employment service while Mr. Ford is head of the CETA program.

As far as combiningand I wanted to maze that point because I
think there is a lot of misinformation out there that prime spon-
sors and employment service are sometimes on a turf-type of a
situation, I think one of the main things that we need to consider
in the legislation that you will probably be proposing in the future
is the funding of the two systems. One thing that we do not have
the answer to yet is a point Mr. David brought out in his testimo-
ny. All of our administrative costs, or 97 percent of them, come
from an employees tax. Of course, all of the CETA funds come

--from-general revenue. The employers are beginning already to ask
the question, if their taxes are being utilized for the services that
the Wagner-Pevser Act states that they should be. Then, if you are
going to cut these funds, if you are going to reduce them, do they
get a rebate on this tax?

There are all kinds of complications and formulas that need to
be worked out. That is one pi oblern, the funding problem.

I do think on the linkages we work extremely closely with prime
sponsors and with other executive based organizations, providing
labor market information. They contract for a lot of our services.
As far as the placement services are concerned, they are always
free because we are a free labor market exchange. And then we
work very closely with the American Vocational Association, who
you will probably hear from today too, I understand.

So, I think there is a need to more closely coordinate. If you
could have local planning, bottom-up, with one advisory council
that would represent all of the service deliverers going up to the
State for final sign-off, this would be the first step, maybe incre-
mentally, the first step that we should take in designing a new
system.

Senator QUAYLE. I am aware that there is a different funding as
far as the general revenue fund versus the employer tax. But a tax
is a tax is a tax. You know, general revenue funds comes from not
only employers but employees and other areas. So, as far as that
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being a reason to keep it separate, at least as far as I am con-
cerned, falls on deaf ears.

I really am interested in why we should not work toward consoli-
dation. We are talking about the block grants. We are talking
about streamlining the Government. We are talking about more
efficiency. And that is why I brought the particular question up.

The funding issue, is really not a reason to keep it separate, at
least in my opinion. There may be other reasons, but that certainly
is not one.

Mr. HEARTWELL. I was saying that that is going to create some
problems.

Senator QUAYLE. Yes, I know you just wanted to point it out.
Mr. HEARTWELL. Right.
Senator QUAYLE. But, as far as any rationale tb keep these

systems separately, at least as far as this Senator is concerned,
would not be very meritorious.

Does anybody else want to comment on that particular question?
Mr. SULLIVAN. I would just make one comment, Senator. A

number of States have, as Mr. David indicated, centralized the
administration of the systems. I think they feel they have done
away with the duplication and conflict in mission and that sort of
thing very well by having both of them report to a similar adminis-
trator.

Looking at the system the last 4 or 5 years, there have been
some differences in terms of what Congress has expected of the two
different systems. Generally, the CETA system has been asked to
deal with a tremendous number of problems. One, I think, mainly
is the structurally unemployed. The Job Service's main focus has
been on frictionally unemployed people. And I think our goal is a
little bit different. I think the goal for the CETA system in the past
few years has been to increase the earning power of individuals
going through the system.

Our goal as a labor exchange agency is to reduce the duration of
unemployment that anybody would go through, whether it is some-
body moving into a State with her husband and needs a job, wheth-
er it is a young person moving from school to work, whether it is a
veteran readjusting from civilian life. So, I think in that sense that
we have not really had the same mission. And I do not think we
really have two systems out there doing exactly the same thing I
think the CETA system, I would say, particularly in Massachusetts,
has been working very hard to deal with people that just cannot
access the labor force any other way. They have been investing in
institutional training, and they have been investing in on-the-job
training. I think they are dealing with, as they say, a very difficult
group.

One of our major approaches, obviously, is to get people jobs in
the shortest possible time and to get employers' jobs filled in the
shortest possible time. If your focus is on a 6-month or an 8-month
time frame and you are trying to equip people with some long-term
skills, you cannot respond to that employer who needs somebody
that day.

Just for the record, we have placed through the Job Service last
year over -1 million people. A good share of those, almost 50 per-
cent, are young people under the age of 22. So, I think we are
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moving, particularly in my State, to fill a void we see between the
education system and the needs of private employers.

We alsoagain I mentioned a different concentrationare serv-
ing the needs of a large number, of disadvantaged people. Almost
one-third of all the placements last year through the Job Service
throughout the country were economically disadvantaged people.
What I think we are providing to some of those people is a differ-
ent service, a short-term service perhaps, but to them the need is
just as strong as the long-term need, saY, of another member of
their family.

I think our focus also has been strongly on the private sector for
a long time. A good amount of CETA's attention had to be directed
in the 1976-77 recession to the public service employment, but I
think everybody agrees that having both systems concentrated on
the private.sector is the way to go.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you all very much. Mr. Bottoms?

STATEMENT QF GENE BOTTOMS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN VOCATIONAL ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY
HAROLD CARR, SUPERINTENDENT, GREAT OAKS JOINT VOCA-
TIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT, SOUTHWEST OHIO; ROSEMARY
KQLDE, ADMINISTRATIVE SPECIALIST, GREAT OAKS JOINT
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT; AND CHARLES E. FIELDS,
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT AND AREA VOCATIONAL DI-
RECTOR, PROSSER VOCATIONAL CENTER
Mr. Bo Troms. Mr. Chairman, I have three people with me today

who will assist in answering questions as we get into the dialog
stage. I have Dr. Harold Carr and Dr. Rosemary Kolde with the
Great Oaks Joint Vocational School in southwest Ohio and Mr.
Charles Fields, assistant superintendent and area vocational direc-
tor of the Charles A. Prosser Vocational Center in New Albany,
Ind.

Senator QUAYLE. We are glad to have you and particularly glad
to have someone from Indiana.

Mr. BorroMs. Senator, we appreciate the opportunity to appear
before you. We have given to you a rather lengthy document. I
would like briefly just to highlight five or six major points and
then move to a dialog.

It seems to us that one of the major decisions the Congress will
have to make is to decide whether or not our employment and
training policies will continue to parallel the welfare structure or
whether it shall be restructured to parallel the occupational struc-
ture. That decision is fundamental. If we continue to parallel the
welfare structure, the emphasis will be on just the hard-to-train,
the lower level jobs, the segregation of poor minorities into sepa-
rate programs and primarily one of distribution of wealth. The
parallel of the occupational structure is to shift the emphasis to all
individuals, the hard-to-fill jobs at all levels, mainstreaming ap-
proaches and the creation of wealth.

In suggesting. that you consider shifting to the occupational
structure, we are not proposing abandoning the emphasis on equity
for the disadvantaged. Rather, we propose that more emphasis be
given to the goal of economic efficiency than has been in the most
recent past. This is essential if we are to alleviate the overcrowding
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of fb lks at the lower end of the job ladder and the great shortages
we hOve in the middle range of the job ladder.

Second, in regard to the objectives of Federal employment and
training programs, the basic objective is high employment.
Achievement of high employment certainly includes initiatives to
increase the number of job lenders and research and development
efforts that improve the productive capacity of the workplace. I
suggest 'here the committee might well look at the 100-year history
of the agriculture industry in America. In no sector of American
economy `have we more closely tied research and development,
education, and information, and it is the one industry where the
productivity continues to grow at the rate of about 3 percent a year
in this Nat4on. It may well provide us a pattern as we look at other
areas.

We have today a growing mismatch between people in jobs. We
have too many folks competing for the unskilled jobs and an 'inad-
equate number of people for the health, office, information process,
skilled and technical jobs that are available. You only have to try
to begin to hire people in Washington for certain skilled jobs to
recognize that, and I suspect this city is not that unique. So, a
major objective of the employment and training policy has to be
human capital development, for much of this Nation's wealth re-
sides in developing the talents of its citizens, their knowledge, their
skills, their imagination and insights. In developing the latent
talents of our citizens, they are able to fill jobs available.

We find, Senator, that youth with talents, in 5 to 8 years 10
percent of the vocational graduates wind up owning their own
business. It may be well that we begin to help our youth ask the
opposite question: not who am I going to work for, but how can I
use these developed talents to create a job for myself. We suggest
that that is a far different kind of question than the question
normally posed today in this Nation.

For a decade now we have focused on the two ends of the joh
ladder if you look at where Federal resources have gone, and we
have ignored the middle range of jobs that are so critical to this
Nation as we begin to revitalize our industrial base and competi-
tion with the other industrialized nations of the world.

I would like to just share with you five methods that we think
offer some promise of working that would have implications for
new legislation. As we try to think about what works, it seems to
us that those Federal initiatives that have sought to improve the
long-term capacity of clmmunities to prepare good employees have
paid off. I suggest to you the Appalachia approach that has built
vo-tech schools from northern Alabama to southern Maine has
aided that region in attracting jobs and holding jobs. You will see
in testimony evidence of a narrowing of the per capita income of
that region with the Nation which Lyndon Johnson in 1965 called
the poorest region of America.

In that approach there was a shared decisionmaking power be-
tween the Federal, State, and local. The locals by and large are
picking up over 80 percent of the operating cost of that capacity
once developed. That is an entirely different approach than we
have applied to the inner cities of America over the last decade
and a half.
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A friend who is director of vocational education in New York
City turned away 15,000 youth a year who wanted vocational edu-
cation in 1970. After billions of Federal dollars, he still turns away
15,000 youth a year because of inadequate training stations to
prepare them. I suggest that, if we had spent some of our dollars
differently to help communities develop a long-term capacity to
help themselves rather than focusing completely on the short
focus, we would have had a better payoff in some areas.

Second, we think intensive occupational specific vocational train-
ing works. Between pages 19 and 20 of our testimony I have 2
tables, just 2 bits of evidence, national studies. One shows second-
ary black male graduates who had vocational education, an inten-
sive program of vocational education, had an unemployment rate
of 10.9 as compared to those who had the general high school
curriculum of 22.1.

On that same page is a summary of a study of 18- to 29-year-olds
at the time of the 1970 census, those persons who could identify
that they had had vocational education at the secondary level and
those general high school graduates who had not. You find a 12-
.percent difference in the earning rate for those who have been
vocational graduates.

Increasingly, as we are able to sort through those individuals
who have had intensive programs of vocational training toward
occupational specific education, you find positive results.

Third, there is one part of the targeted job tax credit that is
working. That is the one for cooperative education. It has over half
of all the placements, approximately half of all the placements out
of the eight different categories. We think there are some reasons
why that works. Employers will take disadvantaged kids if the
school system is willing to work with them too and to work with
them. If you want employers to get involved in developing people,
you have to make it possible for both the school, and the employer
to get together.

There is not as much redtape in that particular provision, and
there are some other items which made that one work.

Fourth, as we look at what has worked, it seems to us that
Federal initiatives that have sought to reform and improve basic
institutions that local people are going to be supporting once this
Congress is adjourned and will be supporting a decade away from
now, have paid greater dividends than those initiatives that have
attempted to bypass local institutions and did not seek to reform
Basically, if you contrast the approach we used the last 3 or 4 years
in addressing a youth problem, that remained a Federal problem
The emphasis was not to reform the American secondary school
Contrast that with the ESEA approach to teach basic skills in the
first three or four grades, where the emphasis has been to reform
how we teach basic skills, and where great progress has been made
through grade 4 in that particular effort.

Fifth, there are a number of States who for about 15 yef.rs have
linked their vo-ed system with economic development initiatives
There are at least 15 that have been doing this for over 15 years.
There are now approximately 30 States. The State of Indiana is the
most recent State that has begun to look at ways to link vocational
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education o,ith employer specific training to both attract and hold
industry in a community. c.

Our association has recently visited some 20 different exemplary
sites. We would be pleased at some later date to share with you, if
you wot ' e interested, those case examples of what made that
work ail, ilow they came about and what the results happened to
be.

The employment training goal of high employment will be
achieved through the cooperation of several program components.
We believe that cooperation can be facilitated among diverse pro-
gram components located in different agencies under employment
and training legislation that clearly defines the primary and
unique missions of each program component and purposely avoids
assigning the same mission to more than one agency. Through
defining the unique roles of different program components, one
promotes the natural basis for different agencies td begin to work
together.

We see the reauthorization of employment and training legisla-
tion as an appropriate vehicle for defining the broad program
structures needed to achieve employment training.

We think of at least five broad program structures that we have
to think about in this whole area. There no doubt are others.

Vocational education and training is one; that has to be one
component. Client support is another, particularly client support
that helped to insure that the disadvantaged are brought into the
mainstream system, but not the kind of client support where you
turn over to the welfare agency also the managing of your training
program. We think the management of a training program ought
to be separated from the client support service.

Third is economic development. There are many Federal initia-
tives in this area. But, when you think about enterprise zones, you
are not going to get industry to locate in enterprise zones until
that community can assure them there is going to be a supply of
good workers available. I grew up in the South, and I can remem-
ber we did not have any jobs there or a whole lot of industry. Until
we develop the capacity to assure employers that we can provide
good employees that are trained, not many people are interested in
making a location. I think that will be true with enterprise zones
as well.

Fourth is private sector initiatives. The Tax Code may well be a
place to promote public-private joint venture. We list several possi-
ble areas of development in the testimony. In the employment
service, particularly the State employment service, in their local
employment office, there is a unique role here to play in connect-
ing employers. We are going to have a major disjuncture between
location of jobs in this Nation and where people are. You have
States that have 3 percent unemployment in this Nation. We are
very uneven in the employment pattern across this Nation. You
have a boom in one area and a depression in another. There will be
movement of folks.

As we think about vocational education in terms of the new
employment and training legislation, we see the voc-ed system as a
very flexible, decentralized, and diverse set of programs and one in
which you almost have to ask what kind of institutions deliver it to
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figure out the nature of the program.. But there are at least five
national concern areas that we feel that this dimension of an
overall employment and training program could begin to address.

We already have shortage of skilled workers in America, and it
is going to increase. We think that there is a role here to increase
the quality of programs. We think the scientific and technical
literacy base of our secondary and postsecondary programs have to
be upgraded. We simply have not had the capital dollMn recent
years to mount some of the programs and the new technology that
we need to move into.

We still have rural and inner-city communities that lack the
capacity to develop their people. Until we can help them develop
that long-term capacity, I do not see how you can either hold jobs
in those communities or encourage folks to relocate there.

Many people have forgotten it was the State boards of voc-ed and
the voc-ed system that in World War II trained 7.5 million workers
for the war defense industry. As we look at their military prepar-
edness goals, one might begin to look at ways that this system can
contribute to help the military defense industry acquire the skilled
workers they need and lease in that community a capacity that
will help other employers. Not all of the big companies that will be
in defense will be large ones. There will be many small companies
that will not have directors of training and cannot mount in-house
training programs.

The problem of the hard-to-train youth ig a great challenge to
America. We simply must raise the productive capacity of 20 to 25
percent of our youth in order for them to find a place in our
economy, or else we are going to import people to fill critical jobs. I
think an approach to get at this is an approach on the part of the
Federal Government that seeks to encourage State and local insti-
tutions to make the reforms necessary, to begin to make modifica-
tions in those institutions to serve more effectively this group of
youth, particularly the American secondary school and the 2-year
postsecondary institutions.

Emphasis will have to be given for extra time. That is one of the
few variables you can control in education. If you have a youngster
who reaches the 10th grade and still is illiterate and you want to
train him for-today's world, you cannot do that in Ci months. You
basically have to raise a basic educational skill, develop attitudes
and occupational skills, and you have to stretch time. And that is
an added cost.

There are extra services that are required to get at this. This is
Where a joint State and local partnership might begin to come into
play.

Adult- unemployment last year grew faster than both youth and
female. I suspect when the tax bill passed we would begin to
rebuild some of our older industrial plants. The structural unem-
ployment we have seen in the automotive industry will increase.
There will have to be adult employment training service focused.

One final recommendation, Mr. Chairman, is this. Since the
reauthoriwtion of voc-ed legislation will be taking place within the
same timr frame as the employment and training legislation, -ve
would urge that the reauthorization of the voc-ed legislation be
shaped so that it can become the vocational and training initiative
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under the broader employment and training program. It is a decen-
tralized program It is one that the local people have some confi-
dence in. They put up a substantial part of the dollars. It already
has a partnership approach between the Federal, State, and local.
We would see that the Federal priorities for such a system would
include quality. If you keep the program of quality, it will remain a
mainstream program for all people, accessibility in communities
that lack that capacity today and emphasis on equality of opportu-
nity to make sure that those who are the most difficult to train,
that the resources are there to give those extra services and extra
time that will be needed in collaboration particularly between this
system, the employment service, economic development, and other
elements of the employment training program.

We appreciate this opportunity to share these thoughts with you
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bottoms follows:]
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I. CRITICAL ISSUES IN AN EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING POLICY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee

am Gene Bottoms, Executive Director of the American Vocational

Association. I come before you today on behalf of those educators concerned

with the preparation of youth and adults for stable, productive and

satisfying jobs.

Mr. Chairman, we express our appreciation to you and the members of

the subcommittee for inviting us to convey our views on the eight questions

you have raised.

Last March President Reagan did a count of want ads in The Washington

Post and the New York Times and found an abundance of job openings. This

informal survey led him to express amazement and a large degree of skepticism

about the inability of so many people to find jobs.

Many people see the unemployment problem as stemming, not from a lack

of jobs, but from an unwillingness of many to work. We do not believe

that the answep, is so simple. But we do believe that the problem which

President Reagan was addressing--a mismatch between workers' skills and the

needs of the workplace--is clearly tied to national employment and training

policies. The solution depends to a great extent on some changes in those

policies.

During the last decade and a half, federal programs of employment-

related education and training have focused primarily on the welfare needs

of the poor. The goal has been to reduce the past effects of discrimination

by providing training that will allow disadvantaged people to move into the

mainstream of society. Despite the worth of this goal, the programs designed
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to achieve it have not worked as well as they should, and ofterthe result

has been just the opposite: Recipients, dependent upon public short-term

support, have been segregated as completely as they were before the birth

of these social programs. They have remained a part of an underclass in

our society.

It is this mismatch between federal goals and outcomes of federal

ftograms to meet those goals that we wish to address today. We do not

believe that the answer lies in doing a better job of coordinating

present efforts. Rather, we believe that the current approach needs a

major overhaul in terms of underlying assumptions, methods, program

structure and the role that vocational education might play in a revised

employment and training policy.

We would like to look first at what we feel must be the basic under-

lying assumptions in developing a new federal employment and training policy.

1. Employment and Training Policies Must Hvve An

Occupational Rather Than a Welfare Structure

During the mid-slides, the federal governmeLt decided to focus its

employment and training efforts on targeted groups of people who had

suffered from social, educational, economic and class barriers in finding

employment. In effect, the decision was to build a training system to

serve the welfare recipient. Since that time, the federal government had

poured billions of dollars into the construction of a system which in

effect has made the nation's welfare managers also the managers of the

nation's training programs. These welfare managers have placed the bulk

of emphasis on providing public service jobs and other forms of income

transfer, rather than training.
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This emphasis on meeting the short-term needs of the hard-to-train

came at the expense of any emphasis on the requirements of the workplace.

The people on whom national programs concentrated were those who could,

at best, hope to find jobs only at the lowest end of the job ladder. While

expanding payments to this group at the bottom, programs were doing little

to address major shortages in technical jobs requiring a more advanced

level of skills training. The needs of private sector employers for work6s

have been ignored because of a single-mirded focus on achieving equity

for the most disadvantaged members of our society. Equity for others who

need training has been overlooked, and national productivity has suffered.

In reality, the goal of equity has been retarded because the number

of persons competing for jobs at the lower end of the job ladder have

increased making it even harder for many entry-level workers to find

employment.

We submit that his is not the foundation on whiel the entire

employment and training efforts of our nation should rest. The structure

instead should be an occupational one which emphasizes raising the productive

capacity of all individuals through programs and institutions that are a

part of the mainstream activities of our nation's communities. One major

concern of this program would be to serve the hard-to-train but focus would

also be placed on moving individuals into advanced-level skilled and

technical jobs.

Such a training system would be managed by educators from the public

and private sectors. Managers of the welfare system would work with the

poor and hard-to-train in securing the services that would allow these

individuals to move into the mainstream system. Rewards within the system

would be based on successful completion of the program.
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2. Employment and Training Programs Must be Partnership Efforts

Of Federal, State And Local Governments Rather Than Separate

Highly-Centralized Federal Programs

The most effective approach to addressing the national employment and

training needs is one in which states and local communities are involved

in defining programs and searching for approoriate solutions.

The federal role should be to serve as a catalyst to cause states and

local comminities to become involved in addressing critical employment and

training needs.

Local communities understand their own occupational structures better

than anyone else. The solutions to broad national problems will come only

as community after community seeks solutions to problems at home.

This shared approach will facilitate diverse solutions to problems that

in fact differ widely from community to community. Such a decentralize4

system gives everyone a stake in finding solutions to problems rather than

federal government's problem."

well. It is obvious that when

costs, more cost-effective

providing them the ready excuse, "that's the

Sharing also means sharing the costs as

state and local governments bear part of the

strategies will be found than when they can say "that's federal money--free

money. We don't need to worry about it. We'll do what they tell us to do."

3. Employment and Training Policies Mubt Be

Designed to Achieve Long-Term Solutions

A major difficulty with current policies is that they are focused

primarily on short-term "Band-Aid" approaches directed more toward symptoms
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than causes. Under our present policy, communities are in effect rewarded

for high levels of youth and adult unemployment. That is, the higher the

unemployment level, the more dollars they receive.

Too often our federal effortS have focused on establishing alternative

systems rather than on helping our permanent institutions to grow and

improve to meet the needs of our entire population. Improving the permanent

system offers the best chance to arrive at long-term solutions that address

the root rather than symptoms of the unemployment problem.

With dollars directed toward quick solutions, the long-term solutions

to youth unemployment, structurally unemployed adults and the loss of jobs

have continued to elude us. Our efforts muSt^1n the future focus on building

the capacity of each state and each community to prepare all of its

citizens for permanent jobs in the private sector. Such assistance would

aid communities which do not have adequate vocational and training

programs to expand them. the result would'be an increased capacity to

attract and hold joos in the community because employers can be assured

that there are employees ava:'able who have the necessary skills to meet

their needs. Contrast this approach with the efforts of the immediate

past in which we have paid students who left existing secondary school

programs for short-term public service jobs which did little to equip them

with the needed skills for private sector employment.

4. Employment and Training Policies Must Involve Private Sector

Employers In Cooperative Efforts With The Public Sector

The ultimate goal of national employment and training policies must be

to help people find employment in non-subsidized jobs in the private sector.

Community employers will work with local institutions in preparing youth and
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displaced workers for permanent employment if there is a minimum of

bureaucratic red tape involved.

New legislation should encourage employers to recognize that human

capital development is as critical to our economic system as capital

formation for development of new plants and technology. Tax credits used

appropriately can be an incentive to encourage employers to work more

with schools in providing on-the-job training. At the present

time, many employers seem to feel that they have no obligation to develop

human capital and that the employees they need will show up at their gates

well prepared to meet their needs.

Closer cooperation with educational institutions will increase the

likelihood that employers will be able to find workers who have the necessary

basic and technical skills needed to succeed in a job. Pariberships can

result in better occupational-specific education and can help\determine

when training geared specifically to the needs of an individual employer

is required to supplement the occupational-specific training.

5. Employmeaat And Training Policies Must

Be Coordinated With Fiscal Policies

Coordination of employment and fiscal policies requires that educational

institutions have the ability to respond quickly to fiscal policies which have

a direct impact on vocational education and training programs. Here are some

examples of this interrelationship:

o If interest rates are allowed to rise in order to control inflation, the

construction industry will be deflated. Therefore, it makes little sense

during this period to stress training in construction trades.
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A massive increase in defense expenditures will result in wage inflation

in high technology jobs required to meet defense industry needs because of

shortages of qualified workers in these fields unless training initiatives

are undertaken to fill the gap.

A tax bill focusing on depreciation of equipment in plants as an

incentive for retooling also requires a capacity to retrain adults who

will be displaced by the new equipment.

Enterprise zones providing tax advantages to industries which locate

or relocate in these areas must also have the capacity to prepare residents

for the resulting employment.

Federal incentives to expand the production of domestic energy

measures in the West will create a demand for skilled workers in those

regions.

These examples show the impact of fiscal policies on training needs.

Increased coordination of employment policies will result in an improved

capacity to make fiscal policies work.

Each of these initiatives will, in some way, require that local

institutions revise their vocational-technical programs in order to remain

up-to-date.Keeping programs in tune with changing national emphasis must

be viewed as a joint responsibility for all levels of government.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT TRAINING PROGRAMS

The basic objective of federal employment and training policy is

high employment. Mich of the nation's well-being is tied to the achievement

of that goal. When unemployment goes up, federal expenditures for welfare

spiral while_tax receipts decline. Social unrest, juvenile delinquency

and crime rates are related to the unemployment rate.

Federal involvement in employment and training began as an effort to

assist the. states in raising the productive capacity of individuals so that

they might chart their own destinies in a capitalistic system. This

involvement began with passage of the Morrill Act of 1862, establishing

the land grant colleges. These colleges were "to promote the liberal and

practical education of the industrial classes."- The early emphasis was

predominantly on education in agriculture and "the mechanic arts." Their

birth heralded a new form of education for work and contributed substantially

tb the economic growth of the nation.

The Smith-hughes Act of i917, which established national support for

vocational education programs, was the next major federal effort to assist

the states in preparing people for work. The purpose of the legislation was

to improve the capacity of secondary schools to prepare youth for work and

family life.

With the great depression of the 1930's, federal employment and training

policies were broadened to include the concept of pbblic service employment

as a means to sustain high employment. While the New Deal programs brought

relief and income to many of the unemployed, they did not solve the employment

problem. Unemployment in 1940 (15 percent) was higher than in 1930.
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But World War II did solve the employment problem as mere than 10

million working men from a total labor force of 45 million were inducted

into military service.

Most people feared that a new wave of unemployment would accompany

the return of the war-time army to civilian life. Congress passed the

Employment Act of 1946, the George-Barden Act, and the G.I. Bill.

However, unemployment did not prove to be a serious problem, and it is

interesting to speculate about how much of the post-war boom can be

attributed to the technical training and experience which the'defense

workers and the veterans had acquired hastily during the war and the

education and training which so many pursued under the G.I. Bill upon

returning to civilian life. The National Defense Education Act of 1956 also

provided technical training.

In 1962 Congress passed the Manpower Development and Training Act.

In this act Congress made a major change in its approach tc employment and

training needs. The act established what was clearly a federal program

with the states and local communities sharing little in the decision-

making power and contributing nothing in the way of resources. Because

unemployment for minority groups began to be seen as a problem in the

early 1960's, the Administration, with the tacit approval of Congress,

decided to make another major policy change. The MDTA programs were

focused on the hard-to-train.

The next year, the Vocational Education-Act of 1963 expanded federal

support of vocational education in an effort to assure accessibility to

quality vocational programs for youth and adults in all communities.
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Differences in NOTA-CETA/Vocational Education Approaches

The difference in the two approaches was dramatic. One was a direct

federal effort to attempt to improve opportunities for one segmenttf the

population. The MIA legislation was the forerunner of the Comprehensive

Employment and Training Act of 1973, The focus moved increasingly away

from training toward a heavy dependence on public service employment; in

essence it became an income transfer program.

It was sold on the basis of giving the decision making authority

to governors, mayors and county officials, who in fact took on additional

duties as welfare managers, administering programs funded totally by the

federal government. The emphasis was on maintaining rather than developing

the individual and on public emAyment to serve short-term needs rather

than preparing people for permanent employment in the private sector.

The other approach, manifest in the Vdcational Education Act, was to

build a permanent system funded primarily with state and local dollars.

Federal &liars served as the catalyst for creating new programs which

were then maintained and expanded with local funds. The emphasis in this

program was or) providing employment opportunities for all people for both

entry-level and more advanced employment.

This act helped foster the growth of enrollments in vocational

programs from 4.2 million in 1963 to'17.2 million by 1979. Community

college technical institutes, area vocational schools and high school

programs were expanded. The institutional capacity of vocational education

more than doubled this period. But subsequent amendments to the Vocational

Education Act moved away from the goal of improving productivity, efficiency

and accessibility for all toward an emphasis on equity for disadvantaged
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populations. Federal funds were directed almost totally to that'goal,

leavi support of the basic system increasingly to states and local

c nities. .ommtir

-,

Improving Individual Capacity

AO Employment Environment

Because of a misplaced notion of how to improve equity, federal' policies

moved increasingly away from efforts that would develop the capacity Of

individuals to fill the broad range of middle and advanced level technical

skilled jobs so critical to our national well-being. Yet during this period,

most of the new jobs were Jobs rIquifing more education and occupational

skills. between 1959 and 1978, total employment increased by 30 million

workers. More than half the increale -- 16 million new jobs -- was in the

higher level, professional, techntcil, managerial-administrative, sales,

and ceafts occupations. The job market of the country shifted radically

from production of goods to services. In 1948 there were 20.9 million

people in goods production and 27.3 million in services. In 1977, there

were 25,1 million people in goods production, but the number in services

had multiplied to 54.4 million. Eli Ginzberg, in a recent article in the

Scientific American, advances the thesis that "human capital, defined as

the skill, dexterity, and knowledge of the population, has become the

critical input that determines the rate of growth of the economy." If

we are concerned about increased productivity and revitalization of our

economy, we must recognize that human capital plays a dominant role. It

is the expansion of knowledge, skills, imagination, and insight which

enmble us to make the best use of our physical capital. This has to be

a major objective of an employment and training policy.
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A European recently observed that
it is interesting to note that our

government now concentrates all
employment and training efforts on the

two extremes of the job ladder, ignoring the bulk of those jobs that are

crucial to eccnomic efficiency and productivity.

In Small Is Beautiful, E.F. Schumacher wrote:

"Development does not start with goods; it starts

with people and their education, organization

and discipline..."

For all of these reasons, our conviction is that vocational education

and training must be more closely connected with the employment and

training policy of this country.

Yet we would not call for a policy ''lat concentrates only on this

dimension. A second objective of our employment and training po'icies

must be to influence the employment environment. There are two approaches

to improving the environment. The first involves establishing policies

that will provide incentives for
private employers to create more jobs.

The second concerns influencing the quality of the work environment itself

in ways that improve our ability to produce.

If federal policy of fifty years ago had concentrated solely on

improving the ability of individuals to pick potatoes or shuck corn, it

would have been extremely short sighted. This approach could have resulted

in better potatoe pickers and corn shuckers. But through research and

development we have bet, able to improve the methods used to harvest both

potatoes and corn.
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Today we need a different type of worker with higher-level skills to
... .

perform those jobs, and we have improved production dramatically in the

process.

Efforts to improve work practices through research and development in

conjunction with appropriate training of workers who can utilize the

resulting technology are essential if America is to maintain its position

as the most productive nation in the world.
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III. EFFECTIVE'STRATEGIES FOR ACHIEVING EMPLOYMENT-RELATED

EDUCATION AND TRAINING OBJECTIVES

Numerous federal, state and local agencies operate programs which prepare

people for work. Vocational education is the oldest and most comprehensive

of these programs. Since the early 1900's, vocational education programs have

prepared millions of youth and adults for work, and have helped millions to

get better jobs. Over the years, however, other employment-and-training-

related efforts have sprung from departments of government, such as Cibor,

Commeete, Energy, Transportation and Defense as well as from bureaus concerned

with apprenticeship, special needs, small business, minorities, higher educa-

tion and women. Recen:. legislation which links certain populations and issues

to preparation.for work includes the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act

(CETA), the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), the Education for

All Handicapped Children Act, the Trade Adjustment Act, the Targeted Job Tax

Credit Program and the Women's Education Equity Act.

There are few linkages among these delivery systems. Programs which

share many of the same purpbses (and often similar means' are seldom related

in program operations.

Yet an effective employment and training policy must transcend problems

of "turfism" and diverse participants, utilizing the most effective approaches

to solving employment needs of the nation. What are the most effective methods?

The answer to that question is made more difficult by the fact that we

must ask not only what works best but what works best for whom, under what

circumstances, at what age, from what kind of socio-economic background and

in terms of what kind of job. Consequently, the effectiveness of pilot demon-

strion projects cannot always be replicated. Programs which continue to
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merit support from many different groups in many different places over long

periods of time must be meeting long-term needs.

We feel we have learned something over the years--both from research and

through grassroots experience. It is possible to make some general observa-

tions about what works.

We believe that the facts bear outthat vocational education hasteen

an effective national approach to em to education because it

offers the only on-going, diversified and decentralized capacity to meet em-

ployment needs at the local community level. This approach has given communi-

ties a long-term ability to provide employers with good choices of employees

and to provide trainees with improved options in work. As a result, vocational

education is a system that local taxpayers are willing to support with their

own dollars.

Other criteria for success exemplified by vocational education include:

Joint efforts between local employers and local institutions to pre-

pare individuals for employment have been successful in opening doors to jobs

for many youths for many years.

Programs that allow participants to enter mainstream programs are more

successful than those that resegregate the disadvantaged in special programs.

Initiatives that provide allowances based on successful employment are

more effective than those which reward Wrticipants simply for going to school.

Here are five examples of the strategies that we feel are especially

effective in developing individuals for employment and opening doors to employ-

ment opportunities.

SA
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I. Improvii.% Local Community's Capacity to Prepare Good Employees.

It is not too difficult to see that the community with the capacity

to prepare youth and adults for employment has an edge over a community with- c

out such a capacity, both in attracting new jobs add holding existing ones. I

When several communities join together and establish An area vocational- techni-

cal school or skill c_.cer, they are providing themselves with a dynamic capa-

city to respond to demands for humian resources made upon them by business and

industey in their area.

Since 1965, the Appalachia Region'. Commission (ARC) has aided communi-

ties to construct vocational schools throughout the region. By the close of

the 1970'., relatively well-equipped vocational centers served most'of Appala-

chia. ARC has provided eighty percent of the funds for constructing these

vocational education facilites with a twenty percent match required from the

states or local communities, which are responsible for operating the programs

once they are developed.

This approach illustrates localized decision-making power' 7--The federal

governement did not try to, dictate to the Appalachia Regional Commission the

exact nature of the programs that were to emerge in local communities. Local

communities built the programs based upon local Tabor market needs and made

their programs part of comprehensive high schools, or components of community

colleges or separate facilities--secondary or Postsecondary. Since these

decisions were made locally, there is a sense of ownership and support th

is not experienced in 100% federally supported programs.

Appalachia residents have enrolled in vocational programs in large numbers.

Enrollments in trade and industrial education alone grew from 31,000 in 1965

to 124,000 in 1975.
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And, enrollmertts seem to be paying off in improved per capita income.

From 1965-1974 the per capita income in the region, while still lagging
,

tiehind the national, figure, grew 34 percent compared to a total national in-

crease-Of 26.5 percent.

Federal initiatives directed toward the nation's cities have never taken

an Appalachian approach. Basically,' the urban strategy that the federal

government hasused for almost two decades is one in which dollars have been

directed at the symptoms of problems for immediate, short-term solutions,

rather than aiding inner-city communities to reform and *prove their perma-

nent institutional capacity to provide good employees. Thus today New York

City still annually turns away 15,000 youtt.4howant vocational education.

Ninety-four percent of last year's vocational high school graduates were em-

ployed, in a city whose youth unemployment is above 15%, and among minoies

is well into the 30 percent range.

Joint efforts to aid local communities to improve their capacity to

develop their citizens can and do have an impact on the goal of full employ-

ment. p

2. Increasing Individual Chances of Employment and Improved Earning Power.

etting Jobs. The primary purpose of vocational education programs is to

prepare students for employment, either immediately after graduation or after

completing further study. Vocational education is the most truly accountable
or'

of all educational programs, because evaluators can determine whether or not

students find jobs.
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Studies conducted by the National Center for Research in Vocational'Edu-

.

cation and the National Center for Education Statistics have found that:

Unemployment is low, in most cases less than 10 percent, for graduates

t of s1condary and postsecondary vocational education programs.>

Only 6.1 percent of vocational education graduates who are disadvan-

taged were unemployed and seeking work within a year after completing a pro-

gram.

Only 7.1 percent of vocational education graduates who are handicapped

were unemployed and seeking work within a year after completing a program.

A majority of vocational education graduates are satisfied with their

jogs. Employers are satisfied with their work performance and in some cases

more so than with other entry-level workers.

Black vocational education students who graduated from high school had

an advantage in finding jobs over black graduates who took general or college

preparatory curriculum, according to a longitudinal study of young Americans

conducted by the Center for Human Resource Research at Ohio State University.

Increased Earning Power. The paycheck is another measure of the effective-

ness of vocational education. Graduates of vocational education programs should

make higher salaries than if they had received no training, and research stud-

ies prove that is true. A study by the Ohio State University based on 1970

census data of a youth sample ages 18-29 showed:

In all occupations except farming, the average earnings of vocational

'graduates were higher than those of nonvocatior graduates. The training

benefit increased earnings by as much as 40 percent, with the average being

20 percent.

In upper white-collar occupations, vocational education yielded a net

137
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&gain of,$612 per year. C;

Lifetime earnings of vocational graduates are distinctively.higher than

those of nonvocational graduates. On the average, vocational graduates can

expect to earn roughly 12 percent higher lifetime incomes than general educa-

tion students.

The earnings of4vtocaonal education graduates as compared to nonvoca-

tional graduates varied, depending on type of job, race and sex. In almost

every category, vocational eduation graduates had an advant,ge in salaries

earned. (cf. chart.) ,.

3. Linking Vocational Education to State and

Local Economic Development Initiatives.

Many states have 'found that their capacity to provide good vocational

training is an important plus in community economic development. In some of

the states, notably North and South Carolina, Georgia and Oklahoma, providing

a training program customized to an industry's needs has been a very attrac-

tive incentive in encouraging industries to locate new plants in the state.

. Customized training programs, funded primarily with state funds, are import-

ant inducements in these states' economic develoment programs. This movement

has spread rapidly to other parts of the country. with more than 30 states

tffering business and industry this type of service today.

Programs operate in different ways from state to state but all rely on

their permanent vocational education systems to carry out the training. Voca-

tional educators have worked closely with economic development agencies in

mapping out the needed training strategies. In South Carolina, the Special

Schools Program uses the resources of the state's 16 technical colleges and

4S
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UNEMPLOYMENT STATUS OF NONENROLLED HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES,

BY HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULUM, SEX ANDRACE

High School
Curriculum

Female Male
Total

Black Hispanic White Black Hispanic White

Unemployment Rate

Total $9.5 6.5 10.6 21.7 11.7 6.1 10.3

Vocational,
commercial 23.1 8.1 14.0 10.9 10.5 5.4 t0.6

College
preparatory 26.8 7.0. 6.3 28.2 . 6.8 6.4 9.2

General 33.7 5.5 10.9 22.1 14.8 6.2 10:6

Source: Borus, Michael E. Joan E. Crowley; Russe 1 W. Rumberger;

Richard Santos; and David Shapiro. Pathways to the Future: A Longi-

tudinal'Study of Young Americans, Preliminary Report: Youth and the

Labor Market--1979. Columbus, Ohio: Center for Human Resource Re-

search, Ohio State University, 1980.
.

THE EARNING RATIO OF VOCATIONAL TRAINEES TO OTHERS

BY OCCUPATION AND SUBPOPULATION STATUS

iubpopulation
Statws

Upper
White-
Collar

Lower -.

White-
Collar

Upper
Manual

Lower
Manual Total*

Black Males 0:917 1.036 1.060 1.005 1.031

(4,717) (4,800) (4.118) (li 758) (4,428)

Black Females 1.431 0.999 0,903 1.621 1.141

(6,357) (3,342) (2,567) (3,100) (3,265)

Nonblack Males 1.131 1.057 1.128 1.133 1.098

(8,040) (6,253) (6,815) (5,597) (6,166)

Nonblack Females 1.123 1.062 1.029 1.447 1.111

(4,702) (3,455) (3,070) (2,672) (3,382)

Total: 1.091 1.067 1.217 1.099 1.130

(6,502) (4,003) (6,228) (3,789) (4,837)

*The data presented in this column shows how much of an advantage the sub-

population of vocational graduates had over nonvocational graduates (the per-

centage above 1.00).

Source: Wen Lang Li, The Effects of vocational Training--An Evaluation Study,

Columbus, Ohio: Department of Sociology, Ohio State University, May1980.
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.55 vocational centers. Between 1961 and 1980 the ptogram offered training

to 67,200 workers in 582 new and expanding Industries. State leaders give

major credit to this program for helping the state achieve the remarkable

industrial g'owth it has experiented within the last two decades.

The Oklahoma program has offered customized training to more than-40,000

Oklahomans since is was started in 1968. It has been an important partner

in helping Oklahoma attract many high technology industries to theiiipte. At

the same time, existing industries haye received help in expanding their

capacity and training people for new jobs that bolster local economies.

In Wisconsin, the vocational educatiOn program, regarded as exemplary

throughout the country, depends heav,ly on close association with business

and labor groups to keep its programs in tune with economic needs. Serving

on advisory and governing boards, a large number of industries and busines4es
-

are involved in vocational education program planning and make very sp4ific

recommendations on the kind of puipment Wisconsin companies will be using

and on curricular changes needed to meet their needs.

In addition to state-sponsored programs, local vocational schools and

other institutions offering vocational programs have joined with local Chambers

of Commerce and other local agencies to provide specialized job training ser-

vices to lotal industries.

This successful approach to helping industries find the kind of workers

they treed should be an important strategy in any future national employment

and training_effort.

49
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4. forming partnerships with Private Sector

Employers to Prepare Youth for Employment

Employer/school cooperation has been one of the keys'to the successe

vocational educatioh programs. Cooperative education progriv offer the best

advantages of both in-school and on-the-job education. Particdpants are en-

rolled in programs at vocational institutions and spend part of their school

day in the classroom. The balance of the time is spent at the job site work-

ing on tasks that allow them to put what they have learnedin the classroom

,

into practice. The work site assignments are arranged by the cooperative

education coordinator who keeps in close touch with both the employer and the

student enrollee during the training period.

In 1978, Congress, in recognition of the value of this type of educa-

tional Approach, inc Aded cooperative education students as one of several tar-

get in its geted Job Tax Credit (TJTC) Program (Revenue Act of 1978--

:

get g

P.L. 95-600). In t is incentive program, employer5s are entitled to tax credits

on wages paid to members of the target groups. These groups are comprised of

people who typically find it difficylt to secure,pmployment.

TJTC has been a resounding success in encouraging increased private sector

involvement in cooperative education. One measure of the success is the number

or participants. In, 1S80, cooperation education youth TJTC certifications rep-

resented 46.9% of the total of 284,598 certifications.

Yet even more significant in measuring the progr.m's success is the

nature orthe employer /school cooperation. A number of factors make this pro-

gram different from the six other categories.
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A minimum of "red taper exists since employers simply work with schools

to identify eligible students.

o Appronimately'50 percent of the participants are disadvintaged youth.

thus allowing the program to be of special benefit to a category that faces

more serious problems to finding emplorlent than other youth.

' Employers and schdols can work together in solving problems without

the necessity of involving separate, expensiie agencies,

o Work experience is significantly more effective since youth have the

opportunity to work with one employer over time This allows the youth to

gain experience and knowledge of the labor market and to acquire Job skills

that make them an asset to their employers.

The support cooperative education receives through TJTC suggests an

effective approach for expanding joint public/private Initiatives. The public

sector assists in training and in reducing some of the costs for the employer

and the private sector provides students with the opportunity to participate

in "real" rather than "make" work. At least half of the cooperative education

students retain with their employer upon graduation. This approach, therefore,

seems to be a successful way to increase Job openings.

5. Reforming Existing Programs Rather than Creating

A Separate System that Segregates Participants.

The federal government has tried to address problems experienced by special

groups such as the poor, minorities and handicapped individuals by creating a

separate system to serve these people. This has tended to resegregate people

!ether than allowing thenito move into the mainstream of society. We feel

that a more successfyl apProact to solving the problems of special groups is

49a
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to reform traditional programs to make them more responsive to these individ-

uals' unique needs. Established vocational education institutions and programs

are best able to serve \the needs of all people ')ecause they are flexible, de-

centralized and diversified.

Several major factors tontribute to the effectiveness of these programs:

1. The programs are located or administered in traditional, well-estab-

lished institutions. The public school systems, community colleges, technical

institutes and other institut,igns are governed by citizen boards which are

responsive to local community needs. These institutions have a, wide range of

capabilities for making changes in order to address national concerns. The

rapidity with which such c nges can be made is determined by the levels of

staff competence and leader hip.

2. Mainstream programs a ble because of their governance and

administrative structure. Watchdogs for the effectiveness of vocational edu-

cation include boards of trustees, institutional administrators, local advisory

committees made up of employers, parent-teacher associations, and local tax-

payers and parents. Periodic evaluations and annual reviews are commonplace

in institutions that administer mainstream programs. As a result, needed

changes and program revf'ions a74pt to be made quickly.

3. Mainstream program ave access to numerous prdgram resources td

help meet special employment-related education and training needs of students.

These include such services within an education system as basic education

instruction, guidance and counseling, vocational assessment, special education

services, school nurses, Job placement services, school nutrition programs

and free transportation to school.

4. The diversity of the student population at mainstream vocational edu-

Catioo institutions is a definite advantage for disadvantaged students. They
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can work alongside older students who have mastered skills and who can serve

as good role models. Through student organizations and other extracurricular

activities, disadvantaged students can develop leadership and social skills

that are needed for success in the work world.

5. Mainstream training programs require adequate performance from parti-

cipants for them to remain in the program. If students awe truly having dif-

ficulty in mastering competencies, assistance is provided.

Seventeen veers of evaluation research reveal the following things about

programs that separate or segregate people into certain programs, especially

some of the CETA programs.

Trainee selection and retention policies which overload a program with

poorly motivated and low-achieving persons tend to doom the program to failure.

For example, segregating or limiting a program to 16- and 17-year:old dropouts

caused one program to be populated mainly with poorly motivated individuals

who fed on each other's faults. They had, once again, been segregated into a

class of failures.

In this same program, the more competent staff members began quitting,

leaving only less competent and less dedicated staff. The finding was that

staff are prone to leave less successful programs, with the more competent

staff quitting first. Segregating programs lack stability; hence, getting and

maintaining competent staff and obtaining staff dedication become major pro-

bllms.

Programs that segregate and don't mainstream tend to stereotype people

or label them. Also, segregating already stereotyped persons into a program

limited only to a special group tends to stigmatize that program. A stir3r

tized program develops a reputation for being one where only misfits are

; is () 1
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assigned. When a program h4 such a reputation, business and industry employers

decide not to recruit employees from that program. So the products of segregat-

ing programs are placed predominantly in public sector jobs, not in production -

oriented private sector jobs.

This parallels the welfare structure that has permeated federal employment

and training policies for almost two decades. Such policies need radical re-

visions. Before any policy is established or any program is begun, the ques-

tion must be answered: Will these programs resegregate thecparticipants?
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IV. COMPONENTS OF AN EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAM

A comprehensive employment-related Aucation and training program for

our nation will utilize the capabilities of a number of diverse agetcies

and groups to carry out all the services needed to move people into

permanent, stable jobs. Yet it is important that the program tie all

of the diverse activities together in a manner that will assure that

duplication of effort does not occur.

In building a program that pulls together a number of activities

currently located in different departments of government and specified in

a number of separate legislative acts, we must be careful to avoid some

of the mistakes of the past: The new program should be developed to

assure that:

Each agency involved in carrying out some part of the employment-

related education and training program has a clearly defined mission

that does not overlap with the mission given to another agency.

Each program component reinforces the others so that it is natural

for the diverse groups involved in the program to work together. They

should not be competing to accomplish the same objectives. 4

Funding is set up in a manner that the mission of each is enhanced

by working with the other groups which are involved in carrying out part

of the program.

Sing' many local groups will of necessity be involved in carrying

out some part of the program, it is essential that the federal government

provide a means of coordination. We believe that the reauthorized employ-

ment and training legislation is the appropriate vehicle for establishing

objectives for the program and setting in place appropriate means of

coordination.
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With these zoncerns in mind, we believe that a comprehensive program

should contain five program components. These components are:

(1) Vocational education and training.

(2) Client su;port.

(3) Economic development.

(4) Private sector initiatives.

(5) Job services.

Vocational Education and Training

Any federal initiative to pursue full employment must contain as one

major component a role for the federal government to cooperate with states

in improving and expanding employment-related education and training. The

purpose would be to enable states and local communities to:

Support and strengthen the relationship between education and work

by encouraging states to accept their constitutional responsibilities

for quality employment-related education and training.

Address the national concern for improved productivity in the work-

place.

Use quality employment-related educational training for attracting

and creating or retaining jobs in economically depressed areas.

Develop an education and training response to the problems of

conserving, generating, converting and efficiently utilizing energy.

Focus on the goal of full employment by providing employers with

qualified workers whose skills are up to date or by preparing persons for

self - employment.

4 J :
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Strong vocational programs are essential for achieving high employment.

Vocational education programs provide individuals of all ages with access

to programs that will provide them the skills they need to enter or re-

enter the job market or upgrade their employment skills. Sound vocational

programs provide learners with assistance in strengthening scientific,

technical literacy, basic and job skills.

These programs utilize both institutional and on-the-job approaches

to preparing people for work, and upgrading these who are employed.

Every major industrialized country in the world has a system to prepare

its youth and adults for employment.

Vocational education programs must be mainstream efforts designed

to serve persons from all socio-economic levels of society. Programs

can be made more effective by utilizing facilities and equipment on an

expanded daily schedule and throughout the year,

This systeM must be managed by educators (those persons who have

education and training as a primary goal), rather than by those who are

dispensing client support and welfare benefits if the programs are to

parallel the occupational .tructure rather than the welfal,! structure.

Client Support

Economically disadvantaged clients need support for survival while

they pursue education and training. Client support services should be

administered by an agency other than the one providing the education and

training. The mission of the client support agency should be to assure

that economically disadvantaged persons have the resources needed to get

into the mainstream educational system. Emphasis should also be placed on

49
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counseling activities to help the individual choose programs for which the

labor Market has job openings.

Agencies purchasing training services for disadvantaged clients should

look to both public and private sources, using cost effectiveness, effi-

ciency and applicability of the program to its client's needs as the criteria

in determining from whom services should be purchased.

This agency should not set up and manage parallel systems of training

programs but should seek to move the disadvantaged clients into mainstream

institutions offering appropriate vocational programs.

This would eliminate the problem of segregating the poor dnd

disabled into second-rate training programs which do not provide the kind

of training that industry and business require for their employees.

Support for participants should be less than the compensation they can

hope to receive in an initial job upon completing training. Receipt of

the training allowance should not be the reason training is pursued; rather

the training allowance should be seen as aid to survive whil one pursues

desired vocational education and training, leading to adefinite mployment

objective. Excessive allowance becomes a disincentive for seriously

pursuing t,..ining and employment. Compensation (stipends) for trainees

should be based upon the level of effort expended and actual achievement

of progressive levels of competency.

Economic Development Initiatives

Federal initiatives can make a difference in the amount of job growth

or decline in states or local communities. A substantial increase in a.

defense contract, the closing of a military base, the exploration and

development of new energy sources and special tax breaks for employers

VP)



locating in designated enterprise zones are examples of ways in which the

federal government exercises great leverage on job growth or decline at

the local level. The federal 'government must be aware of the impact

that its actions will have on jobs at the local level and assist communi-

ties and states in planning for that impact.

An important goal of federal support can be to link training more

closely to economic development initiatives. Support for research designed

to improve the productive capacity of competitive industries is another

important federal role. The same type of support which has been provided

for research in agriculture can be applied in other basic industries with

equally rewarding results.

Private Sector Initiatives

Federal efforts can encourage private sector employers to become as

concerned with human capital development as they now are with capital

formation for new plants and equipment. Increasingly workers are not

likely to show up at the gates with more than the most basic occupational

skills that employers need. As technology advances and as the supply of

young workers declines, the imbalances will become even more serious

and it will become increasingly important for employers to pay attention

to human capital formation.

Through a variety of tax incentives, private employers can be encouraged

to cooperate with public institutions in joint ventures that tie together

in-school and on-the-job education. Cooperative efforts can open many new

vistas into the real labor market for youth while giving them the experience,

knowledge and confidence they will need to succeed in this market.
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Meeting the need for larger numbers,of advanced level workers actually

mandates private sector cooperation. Institutions can provide the basic

occupational-specific training but business and industry will need to be

full partners in providing the additional two to four years of intensive

on-the-job training linked to related instruction which will be necessary

for an individual to qualify as a fully-skilled worker. Employers who

are willing to participate in such training should receive credit for their

role in helping workers complete the educational process.

Increasingly, education will need to continue even beyond this point.

Existing workers will need a growing amount of retraining and Upgrading

assistance. As tax policies are formulated to encourage the building of

new manufacturing plants and the employment of new technology, related

incentives must be provided to employers to upgrade and rEtrain workers

to operate efficiently in the new, modern plants. There should also be

incentives for donating or sharing usable equipment with schools. These

incentives should be coupled with incentives for individuals who work to

upgrade their own capacity to produce.

Jot Services

Providing occupational information, job placement and relocation

assistance will become increasingly complex as industries become more

diversified and technologically sophisticated. During the next decade we

will see major shifts in employment demand with industries moving from

one region of the nation to another, upgrading facilities and moving into

new and expanding fields.

N
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The federal government must provide a means to assist individuals in

relocating to communities or industries with high job demands. We believe

that the most effective approach is to improve state and local public

employment services to meet the increased needs for placement assistance.

A Joint Effort

No one agency can or should prov.ie all of these services. They

require specialized expertise and long-term commitment. But it is

equally true that none of these services cAn be provided in isolation.

There currently I; too little incentive for coordination among

agencies. Provisions in CETA to encourage cooperation have not been

notably-successful, except in states where leadership from the governor

or the personalities of those involved has fostered coordination.

Perhpas it is time to try financial incentives for cooperation, which

can be withdrawn when cooperation breaks down.

(
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V. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION'S POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS
TO EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING G3ALS

Vocational education is a wide array of stable, continuing programs

which are expandable to meet society's needs. Vocational education is

in place in every city in the nation, in virtually every high school and

community college, in more than 2,000 vocational centers or schools, in

many universities and in other specialized schools.

Vocational education responds principally to enrollments, because

it is market oriented. No one is required to enroll, and if its programs

do not meet the needs of youth and adults in the community, they will

not enroll. As a result, the programs are being changed constantly,

but the institution continues, ready to adapt to new circumstances.

Vocational education encompasses occupational instruction and

work orientation, career awareness activities, and other types of em-

ployability preparation along with consumer and homemaking education.

The National Center for Education Statistics reports that vocational ed-

ucation programs are currently preparing people for work in more than

300 occupitional fields. These fields cover seven major arcs: Trade

and Industry, Agriculture, Business and Office, Marketing and Distribu-

tive Education, Technical, Health,and Consumer and Homemaking Education.

Because of- its size, diversity and linkages tn the nation's public

education system and to the nation's employers, vocational education

has the potential to play a key role in solving many of the pressing

employment needs facing our nation todtv. In many cases, its potential

has not yet been fully realized although certain exemplary efforts

a
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suggest what might be possible on a much broader scale.

We believe that there are six major national work-related problems

which vocational education programs can and should address.

1. Shortage of Skilled Workers

Jobs in America increasingly are demanding a higher level of skills.

In,1960, 34 percent of all jobs were available to young people entoring

the laboM market without a high school diploma. By 1970, only eight

percent of the jobs were open to the 26 percent of American youth

With-11 years of school or less. In the future, that percentage will

shrink eyep more.

Bidding among employirs for skilled workers is high and those people

who hive the necessary skills can take their pick of jobs. On the other

hand, individuals looking for work without skills are simply helping to

swell unemployment statistics.

The tabs on the following pages tell the story. They project the fastest

growing jobs, the jobs with the most openings and the changes expected in

employment by major occupational groups between 1978-1990. Through

vocational education, an individual can prepare for 18 of the 26 fastest

growing jobs and 22 of the 27 jobs with the greatest number of potential

openings. These statistics show that during the 1980s we will need

workers with specific occupational training, a mastery of basic skills

and some technological knowledge and skills. Although job opportunities

fmay grow faster than the labor force, unemployment will not cline unless

new workers are properly prepared for the available jobs.

We hear increasingly that the job is not getting done. In a recent

article in the American Technical Journal (April, 1980), D.R. MacDermott

of Revere Copper and Brass Co. comments that apprenticeship is producing

5 !lq
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Table 5

Fastest Crowing Jobs, 1978-90

Occupation

Annual

OPerungs

Bank Clerks 45,000

Bank officers and financial
managers 20,000

Business machine repairers 4,200

City managers 350

Coepater service tar nicians 5,400

*Constructien inspectors 2,200

Dental assistants 11,000

Dental hygienists 6,000

Dining roes attendants and
dasbdashers 37,000

Flight attendants 4,800
Guards 70,000

Health service administrators 18,000

licr-emaker-home health aides 36,000

Industrial machinery repairers 58,000

Landscape architects 1,100

Licensed practical nurses 60,000
nith0graPhers 2,300

!Nursing aides, orderlies,
and attendants 9(,000

Cc:upstmetal therapists 2,500

*Ccrapatienal therapy assistants 1,100

Physical therapists 2,700

Podiatrists 800

Respiratory therapy workers 5,000

Speech pathologists and
audiologists 3,900

'Teacher aides 26,000

!Travel agents 1,900

Note: nor tl*se occ.paticns, employment
in 1990 is projected to be at least 50,
percent higher than it was an 1978.

Table 6

se.

Jobs with the !bat Openings, 1978-90

0=4-Nation

Annuli
OPenings

*Stmretaries and steno-
graphers 305,000

RetaiLsales workers 226,000

Building custodians 180,000

Cashiers 119,000

Bookkeeping workers 96,000

Nursing aides, orderlies,
and attendants

*Ccoks and chefs
Kindergarten and elementary

teachers
Registered nurses
Assemblers
Waiters and waitresses
Guards
Blue-collar wooker/super-
vISOrS

Local truck drivers
Accountants
Licensed practical nurses
Typists
*Carpenters
Industrial sYtthinerY re-

pairers
Peal estate agents and
brokers 50,000

Construction laborers 49,000

Engineers 46,500

Bank clerks 45,000

Private household workers 45,000

Receptionists 41,000

sTiolesale trade sales
workers

94,000
66,000

86,000
85,000
77,000
70,000
70,000

69,000
64, WO
61,000
60,000
59,000
58,000

58,000

40,000

Note: Replacement needs and growth are

projected ,t3o cause these occnatlens to
offer the largest numbers of openings.
Competitien for openings will vary by
cccupaticn.

Starred item indicate fields in which vocatienal educatien is available.

Scum= Cccupational Outlook Cuarterly, Spring, 1980.
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Table 7

Projected Chine in Employment by Major Compational Croup, 1978-90
(in thousands)

OccupatacrIal Coup 1 It nines

1978
Projected

1990

Percent
Total Growth

Replace-
ments2

....

White-collar workers 47,205 58,400 23.6 36,800 11,200 15,600
Professional and techni-
cal workers 14,245 16,900 18.3 8,300 2,600 5,700

Managers and teministra-
torsemcept farm 10,105 12,200 20.8 7,100 2,100 5,000

Sales workers 5,951 7,600 27.7 4,800 1,700 3,;O,
Clerical workers 16,904 21,700 28.4 16,600 4,800 11,800
Blue'oollar workers 31,531 36,600 16.1 16,200 5,100 11,100
Craft workers 12,186 14,900 20.0 7,000 2,500 0,600
CFeratives except trans-
port 10,875 12,500 15.0 5,600 1,600 4,000
Transport operatives 3,541 4,100 16.2 COO 100
Nonfarm laborers .4,729 5,100- 8.1

.1,700

2,000 400 600
Service workers 12,839 16,700 29.9 12,200 3,800 0,400
'Private household workers 1,162 900 -23.2 500 -300 800
Other service waters 11,677 15,800 35.2 11,700 4,106 7,600
Farm workers 2,798 2,400 -15.9 1,300 -4C0 1,700

Total 94,373 114,000 20.8 66,400 19,600 48,800

1Calculated tram =rounded figures
20ue to,dcaths, retirements, and other separations from the labor force. Data not
.include transfers out of occupations

Source: 0:ctraticral Cdtleck Quarterly, Spring, 1980

The U. S. Cepartrent of Labor estimates that here will be en average
of 5.5 million job evenings annually through 1990. Nearly 20 mullion jobs
will be rev and the remaining openings will be replacements. Same shifts
in vocational education enrollment patterns vill be required to assure that
'program cocpleters will be trained in areas of demand. Often change is slow
because it is cheaper to continue out -of -date program than to close them
and even new ones: new vocational programs require now capital investment. ,

Yet it is in the nation's'interest to have workers prepared in fields where
there are opportunities for employeent.

5 0 61
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only a small portion of the skilled toolmakers, patternmakers, machinists

and other crafts people needed. He noted:

The final crack in the foundation of our existence comes with

the realizatign that the vast bulk of the highly skilled craftsmen

in industry today are those who entered our factories just after

World War II. The youngest are in their early 50s. They have

begun to retire; and, within the next decade, aging alone will

take from use between a half and two-thirds of our best mechanics.

In a new study, "Science and Engineering in the 1980's and Beyond:

A Report tp the President," the National Science Foundation warns that the

U.S. faces immediate shortages of engineers and computer professionals. Yet,

the report notes, there is a trend "toward virtual scientific and techno-

logical illiteracy" and a declining emphasis math and science in the

schools from which the nation's technical workers can be drawn.

Vocational education must take a key role in meeting the need for more

highly skilled workers. Yet we feel there are some major policy issues

which must be addressed if the potential of vocational education to train

skilled workers is to be realized.

Long-Term Training. Intensive, long-term training is needed to

prepare people for advanced-level employment. The past focus only on

short-term training has been a deterrent in preparing the skilled workers

that many industries need.- Long-term training programs should include

follow-through training of two-to-four years following entry into employment.

Hard-to-Find Jobs. Available resources must be devoted to preparing

worker .for jobs identified as critical and hard-to-fill. This focus must

ude help ...Vrettl011Tre"rcation expand its 'ability to mount special

quick - :tart" ' cational programs to respond to critical needs in the community.
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Employee Upgrading and Retraining. Vocational education must serve

the needs of businesses, and industries especially small employers which

do not have an in-house capability for upgrading or retraining of their

4
workers. New legislation should provide the mechanism for vocational

education institutionk to offer tailor-made, in-plant programs for

retraining employees.

Keeping Programs in Tune with Business and Industry. States

and local communities need.assistance to update current programs and develop

new ones to allow vocational education to keep pace with changes in business

and industry that affect current and projected employment demands.

Expediting the Application of Technical Knowledge by Workers Our

nation must shorten the time between the development of new knowledge and

its adoption by workers. Vocational education can be the catalyst

for such transfer.

Raising,the Technological Literacy of Vocational Graduates. Support

is needed for conducting programs designed to improve the scientific and

technological literacy of teachers in selected vocational education programs

to enable them to prepare students better for life in a more highly

technical society.

Expanding Apprenticeship Programs. Vocational education must work

more closely with trade and craft unions in expanding apprenticeship

activities.

One mechanism for achieving this goal would be to encourage each

state to appoint an apprenticeship coordinator to work with vocational

education and apprenticeship personnel at the local level to encourage

joint efforts to prepare new workers:
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National Defense Efforts

The country's military strength cannot be measured in weapons, ships

and airplanes alone. Its strength also comes from the workers who make the

defense system function: men and womenshc serve in the armed forces, civi-

lians who keep their operations running, and defense industries which prepare

the tools and equipment needed by the military.

While Congress is committing,billions of dollars over the next five

Years for the nation's defense, it is doubtful that much of the money can

be spent. There are Just not enough skilled people in the work force to

.

make all the weaponry and build the ships and aircraft needed by the military.

The Undersecretary of Defense for research and engineering reported that

personnel shortages are a pervasive problem in the U.S. defense industries.

There are shortages in the number of skilled production workers, machinists,

electronics technicians, tool and die makers, test technicians, optical

personnel and skilled assemblers. The ability of the industry to respond

to defense needs has deteriorated, and a major reason is the lack of skilled

workers, the Undersecretary said. Many of the defense industries are

facing backlogs of more than a year at today's production levels, reports

the National Tooling and Machining Association. "Expand the current level

of Department of Defense expenditures, and the problem will become worse,"

the machining association said.

To compound the problems, private sector employers are raiding the

military services for skilled ..echnicians. The armed forces are finding

that they cannot maintain their equipment bdcause they have lost their

skilled workers to private industry.

These problem are critical, but the vocational educators in this

nation want to devote all their skills and resources to solving them.
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Vocational educational institutions have proven that they can take

charge and meet the country's demand for a quick buildup in the defense

industries. During World War II, an all out "Training for Victory"

program was Organized through the vocational education system. Over a
r

five-year period, approximately 7.5 million persons were trained through

vocational education for employment in defense-related industries.

Training was offered 24 hours a day at 10,000 urban and rural vocational

schools. Congress appropriated $326 million'for this trainirg over a

five-year period.

This network of vocational education institutions is in place today,

and the system is even stronger and more well-equipped than it was in

the 1940s. Vocational education can make an even greater contribution

to the nation's defense preparedness if it is given a clear charge and

the necessary resources.

Some of the ways that the vocational education system can mobilize

to help meet the nation's defense needs are:

Providing education and training for military personnel. In the

past the military has contracted with business and industry and other

profit-making organizations to provide training for military personnel.

This sometimes resulted in poor quality training offered by the "lowest

tIdder." Today the mIlitar, Is loaing to nonprofit voatiufial eduLdtion

institutions to provide needed training. For example, the Navy is

contracting with four public technical schools to provide training for

aviation technicians, clerical employees and ship technicians. The

State Technical Institute at Memphis trains more than 25,000 members of

the Navy each year at the Naval Air Technical Training Center, located in

Millington, Tennessee. The state vocational institute offers training

on the base in such subjects as aircraft mechanics, jet engines, electronics,

air traffic control and jobs-oriented basic skills. The technical

5 1 0
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institute teaches all the basic information and technical principles,

then the Navy takes over for instruction on the specifics of their equipment.

Providing preparatory and upgrading training for civilian employees

of the military Many of the important functions of the defense effort

are handled by civilian employees tt military bases and government offices.

Vocational education programs can be used to improve the vocational

skills of these staff people. for example, the State Department of Vocational

Techni,11 Education in Oklahoma has set up a training school at the Tinker

Air Force Base. After many civilian employees are hired at the base,

their first assignment is to go to the Vocational training center.

Training is offered fcm met mechanics, typists, sheet metal workers,

welders, machinists and others. After employees have worked at the

base for a period of time, then upgrading training and apprenticeship

related instruction is provided by the vocational educators. The state

vocational education curriculum center develops the course curricula

with the assistance of the experts at the air force base.

Training high school students for technical jobs that will be

available in the military. Vocational education schools can prepare

students with the technical skills they will need to get good jobs in

the military. The Des Moines Technical High School in Des Moines, Iowa

is a good example. It offers high school students programs in aviation

and air frame and power plant mechanics. These are high quality programs

which are registered by the FAA. About one-third of the students graduating

from the aviation program join the military right after high school.

11 I
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Providing customized training for skilled workers in expanding

defense industries. Vocational education already is offering specially

designed training for employees at defense industries, and more training

efforts could be initiated with adequate resources. Over the past 10 years

approximately 10,000 skilled craftworkers have been trained through voca-

tional education for work at a shipyard in Pascagoula, Mississippi which

builds military ships. 'Welders, shipfitters and all types of skilled

craftworkers received training at regular vocational facilities and at

the shipyard site of the Ingels Shipbuilding Corporation, a division of

Litton Industries. The states's vocational education program supports

20 instructors who work full-time at the shipyard providing training for

employees.

The customized training program helps both the employer and employees.

Ingels Shipbuilding hires skilled employees, and the employees get good

jobs and the opportunity to gain experience. With experience under their

belts, the skilled craftworkers have the flexibility to change jobs and

continue to move up the career ladder. The highly skilled work force

also helps to attract other industries to the area, increasing the economic

development of the community.

By strengthening cooperation between vocational education and the

military, the nation can raise tne productive capacity of its citizens

and meet the critical needs of the military and defense-related industries.

We recommend that the following actions be taken to strengthen the

vocational education-military connection.

1. The military should provide advanced rank and pay to persons

who have completed secondary and postsecondary vocational education and

Jt-- v ,)
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have demonstrated competencies
in job fields where the military has a

work force shortage.

2. The federal government snould encourage structured cooperation

between vocational education and the military in assessing which areas of

the country will have the greatest expansion of defense industries and

what skilled workers will be in short supply.

3. Congress should authorize grants to the state boards of voca-

tional education to allow them to carry out the following activities:

Initiate quick-start training programs for defense-related

industries.

Purchase or lease facilities and equipment in order to expand

the availability and upgrade the quality of vocational programs

that prepare workers to meet the needs of the military and

defense industries.

Develop curriculum materials for these programs.

Recruit students and teachers for these programs

Provide for extended daily operations for vocational educa-

tion institutions to allow them to offer training for

military and defense industry personnel.
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Depressed Communities

The number of large cities and rural areas that are economically depressed

is a major national problem. While these depressed conditions have resulted

in part from such business-related reasons as aging industrial plants

that are no longer competitive and the flight of businesses to more attrac-

tive settings, a major cause is the high numbers of unskilled workers

in the labor markets of these cities and towns:

With a poorly trained local workforce, existing businesses and industries

cannot increase their productivity and profits. New industries do not

want to move into these depressed communities, because they know they will

not be able to hire highly-skilled employees. This results in economic

stagnation in many urban and rural areas.

Some large industries can afford to set up an internal instruction

program to train employees, but other employers bail out, moving to areas

where there is a more highly trained workforce. Small companies which

provide the bulk of new jobs in America are especially hard hit by

manpower shortages, because they do not have the capacity to do in-house

job training.

While public vocational institutions should be stepping in to provide the

training needed by employees of these companies, data show that the communities

with the greatest needs have the least capacity to provide employment

related education and training. Central cities with a metropolitan popu-

lation over 500,000 have only 10.6 percent of secondary vocational training

stations and 13.3 percent of postsecondary training stations, but they

have 22.8 percent of the population. Towns or regions under 25,000

have only 6.7 percent of the postsecondary training stations but 23.6

percent of the population.
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Federal training programs offered through CETA have focused on short-term

approaches to meet immediate needs of individuals. CETA funds have not

been invested in the construction of permanent training facilities at

institutions that will continue to operate with local and state support

long after special programs have ended. So while federal funds have

gone into depressed communities in large amounts through CETA, no perma-

nent training structure has remained.

The federal investment in vocational education has declined over the

last 15 years, causing the establishment of modern vocational education

training stations to lag. Only 13.7 percent of new secondary vocational

education facilities and 15.5 percent of postsecondary facilities were

constructed during 1967-76 in central cities and suburbs with populations

over 500,000, but those areas have 60.8 percent of the population. Only _

9.7 percent of the postsecondary vocational education construction

projects were initiated in rural areas under 25,000 in populatiOn during

that time period, but 23.6 percent of the population live in those rural

areas.

It is time for the nation to adopt strategies for strengthening

the long-term capacity of depressed communities to provide work-related

ecucation and training for youth, adults and employers. This is critical

for economic growth of these communities and for giving individuals an

opportunity for fulfilling work and a chanci to move up the career ladder.

Some recommendations for accomplishing this are as follows:

1. Improve institutional capacity. Assist local communities to

build and equip facilities for the training of workers needed by business

and industry in depressed communities. Renovation also is needed for

existing facilities, and instructional equipment must be updated.
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Employers can be involved in the planning of these new and renovated

facilities through active involvement in local vocational education advisory

committees.

2! Expand customized training. Expansion is needed in vocational

training that is custom-designed to train employees for jobs in existing,

expanding or new industries located in depressed communities.

3. Strengthen existing programs which integrate disadvantaged students

in regular vocational classes. Rather than setting up special programs

that are only offered for disadvantaged persons in depressed communities,

it would be more productive to strengthen existing vocational education

offerings in which disadvantaged persons can be enrolled. Additional

services can be provided through regular training progrAs to help the

disadvantaged, including the use of instructional aides, guidance

services and tutoring in basic skill areas.

4. Target out-of-school youth and adults. Special outreach efforts

are needed in depressed communities to locate out-of-school youth and

unemployed and underemployed adults who could benefit from vocational

training. These persons may need extra assistance and services such as

work assessment, counseling, child care and health care. All agencies

that provide human services can work together to help these persons to

become employable.

5. Develop additional work site training stations. Through colla-

boration by educators, employers and labor leaders, more training should

take place at work sites. This can be provided through secondary and

postsecondary cooperative education programs, apprenticeship programs and

on-the-job training for adults. This strategy is especially important

in depressed rural communities, where there may not be enough available

positions in any one vocational field to justify an entire class.
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6. Improve vocational education staff.
Efforts are needed to improve

the capabilities of'vocational
instructional and counseling staffs in

depressed communities. They need to learn how to deal with learning

problems encountered by some disadvantaged students, as well as psycho-

logical strategies to movivate students to
attend class and to succeed.

Efforts also should be made in many communities to
recruit and train minority

instructors.
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Adult Employment Services

Much of the concern over unemployment in recent years has focused on the

problems of youth. But a careful analysis of unemployment statistics for

1980 reveals a serious new unemployment crisis for adults. The unemployment

rate for adult men rose by a much greater percentage than did the unemploy-

ment rates for women and teenagers, -from 4.4percent to 6.3 percent.

Automobile and construction layoffs accounted for nearly two-fifths of

the decline in employment from February to June 1980, according to

information from the Department of Labor.

At the same time, the duration of unemployment lengthened significantly.

In the last quarter of 1979, only 8.5 percent of the unemployed had been

Without jobs for 27 weeks or more. "41By the last quarter of 1980, this

figure had grown to 14 percent. The implication is that a larger pro-

portion of unemployed workers were unaccustomed to moving into new areas

of work. Unlike unskilled workers, persons who have done skilled work

for a considerable period of time in specific occupational areas do not

move easily to new jobs.

This rise in adult unemployment is directly related to recent changes

in energy and capital markets. Some of the industries experiencing

intense change are large and highly visible regional employers. There is

no easy way to absorb the closing of a -teel plant or an automobile

factory that happens to be the sole employer in the locality.

The changing composition of the labor force must also be considered.

During the next decade, the generation entering the work force will be

considerably smaller than the group which began work in the 1960's and

1970's. The Bureau of Labor Statistics projects that labor force growth

will average only 1.3 percent per year during the 1980's. The work force
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of the coming decade will rely more heavily on older workers. In the

past, shifts in the demand for labor by region, industry and occupation

have been met by young workers who are just beginning their careers.

Firms are traditionally less interested in absorbing the costs of training

older workers for new careers.

Many of the problems created by an older workforce and rapidly

changing workplace demands can be addressed through vocational education

programs.

In its recommendations concerning reauthorization of the Vocational

Education Act, the American Vocational Association is calling for a

legislative provision establishing a new Adult Employment Training

Service. Through this service, vocational education would give priority

emphasis to the needsof displaced workers and unemployed adults and

Workers i? industries experiencing revitalization or technological change
o i

and workers in defense-related industries.

Thi service could provide short-term upgrading, updating and

retrain ng:to adults and customized training for new and expanding

indtistr es, for hard-to-fill community jobs and for established employers

who ne d assistance in helping their workers cope with changing technology

and wo k requirements.

ch a service can help the labor force be more productive and can

. serve to strengthen linkagei with the private sector and with other public

[and p ivate training systems.

ti
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Training At-Risk Youth

Unemployment of diwvantaged youth has emerged during the past

kcal& as one of the nation's most critical problems. In the 1980's

there will be even fewer'jobs for young people who are poorly prepared

or who have not completed high school. The threat A unemployment also

faces students with haulicapping conditions. who make up 12 percent of

school-age Americans.

Both disadvantaged and handicapped students must have extra attention

and services to achieve success through employment-related education

and training. Students from both groups need vocational training in

simulated working conditions, integrated patterns of on-the-job training

and related classroom instruction, and special services to help them

overcome problems and become self-sufficient.

Guidance programs that open up all options to disadvantaged students

are critical. and good counseling can help minority students to overcome

stereotypes and pursue many options for moving up the career ladder. The

Bureau of Labor Statistics has found that blacks and hispanics are

underrepresented in the higher skilled. technical and white-collar

occupations and are oferrepresented in traditional service occupations.

Choice of career fields is one factor thit causes earnings for blacks

and hispanics to be cdnsistentiy lower than that of'whites. Minority

students comprise above 25 percent of vocational-education enrollment.

but they are underrepresented in selected vocational proprams and

overrepresented in others.
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The earning pdWer of minority females can be increased by encouraging

them to enroll in nontraditional vocational training programs. The

Department of Labor reports that women earn $63 for every $100 earned

by men, a problem that is compounded for minority women. Vocational

education can play an important role in making all women,studehts aware

' of their many career options and informing women about potential high

salaries in nontraditional fields. Changes in American policy and

practice are needed that would equalize the income of the sexes, including

greater pay far traditional female work, an increase of female employment

in higher paying traditionally male jobs, and expansion of women into

new high technology and information processing jobs.

To increase vocational education's potential in serving at-risk

youth and achieving equity, the following actions are necessary:

I. Federal incentives are needed for major reforms in vocational

education to spur more effective services for at-risk youth. Extra

services that are needed include outreach efforts to identify targeted

individuals, vocational assessment, career planning and guidance services,

information services on nontraditional careers, supplemental related

instruction to help students to succeed, expansion of open entry-open

exit orograms, greater use of the community as a learning resource,

expanslun of the school day and School year, and oragrams to improve the

basic skill achievement of youth.

2. Vocational educators must assume a more assertive role in

"rescuing" youth who have left school and are unemployed. These needy

youth cannot only be the purview of the social service agencies. Vocational

educators must assume responsibility for identifying thes outh and

providing whatever services are needed to train them for empl5Yment.
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Both secondary and postsecondary institutions must take over this important

function. Programs offered to these at-risk youth should include the

development of job competencies, basic survival skills needed to obtain
-

employment, awareness of how to Jzvelop job stability and enhance job

advancement, and positive work attitudes. .-
3. Federal policies and programs should provide the resources and

incentives for state education agencies to take the leaderShip role in

serving at-risk youth. State vocational education staff must be prepared

t4 respond to requests for assistance from local education agencies

which are mounting new efforts to rescue unemployed youth.

, 4. Additional support is needed to strengthen the assistance

provided to students in the transition from school to work. It is essential

that sufficient resources be made available to provide the extra services

that will enable disadvantaged and handicapped youth to succeed in

vocational education programs.
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VI. TOWARD A POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE STRUCTURE

FOR THE EMPLOYMENT-RELATED EDUCATION AND TRAINING COMPONENT

Vocational education can play an important role in helping to achieve the

nation's employment and training objectives. In this testimony, we have attemp-

ted to suggest what this role can be and how it fits into the overall policy.

Since the reauthorization of the vocational education legislation will be

taking place within the same time frame as the reauthorization of employment and

training legislation, we are urging that the reauthorization of the vocational

education legislation be shaped so that it can become the vocational education

initiative under the broader employment and training program.

We believe that there are 'real advantages in such an approach. Among the

advantages are the following.

An Existing Program

As we have shown today, vocational education is a decentralized set of

diverse programs that are delivered through both specialized and comprehensive

institutions at the secondary, postsecondary and adult level. It is by far

the largest, most effective and most efficient of the different systems of em-

ployment- related education and training programs, and the only one in which

'states and local governments make the major investment.

It has the confidence and support of local taxpayers and a 60-year track

record of providing long- and short-term preparation for work which is based

upon individual and community circumstances. It is an integral part of com-

munity economic development in more than half the states. And, by its breadth,

accumulated know-how and integration into communities, it offers a way to unify

employment-related education and training programs to eliminate the duplication

and fragmentation that now exists.
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Partnership of Governments

Vocational education offersta way to restore a true partnership.of federal,

state and local gove6Ments in employment-related education and training. Fed-

eral funding should go to programs that local communities need and are willing

to support with their local and state tax dollars. The immediate impact of an

unprepared workforce is felt in local communities. Local vocational education

programs are in the best place and have the best chance of success in correcting

the mismatch between people and jobs,

Economic Development Linkages

Vocational education is an integral part of economic development. It

can be a major factor in the economic growth and development of our nation.

Vocational education should be tied into all economic policy programs and all

operating m4chanisms for achieving our policy goals.

Mainstream Program

Minorities, the disadvantaged, displaced workers and other needy groups

should be served within programs of vocational education. Segregated ad hoc

programs are more an act of charity than a means of developing dignity and the

competence to be self-sufficient.

Purpose of Federal Legislation

Comprehensive federal legislation for vocational education must enable the

federal government to cooperate with the states in improving and expanding

quality employment-related education and training that will contribute to eco-

nomic stability. The legislation should encourage states to accept their con-
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sti'tutional responsibilities for such programs, and should reduce admini-

strative fragmentation and duplication by bringing all levels of employment-

related education and training together at the state level under a sole

state board of vocational education that is designated by state statute.

Federal Priorities

Federal funds should be directed toward the priorities of quality,

accessibility, equality of opportunity and collaboration with other groups.

QUALITY. A major priority would be to keep existing
vocational education programs current with changing
requirements of the work setting. Particular
emphasis would be given to those new worker
competencies required as a result of industry
revitalization, new inventions and technology,
and new approaches to energy conservation and
generation. Excellence would be stressed by
encouraging local initiative, in adopting or
adapting the practices and products that offer
potential for raising the scientific and technolo-
gical literacy and productive capacity of vocational

students. Reform will be sought by encouraging
more effective and efficient ways for vocational
education to address appropriate social and
economic concerns.

ACCESS. A priority for the expenditure of federal
funds will be to expand the long-term capacity,
especially in depressed areas, to provide youth and
adults access to quality programs of vocational
education. (1) pay start-up cost of extending new
or existing programs; (2) mount new programs with a
particular emphasis given to high-technology areas;
and (3) close out programs no longer needed.

EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY. Providing individually
tailored special services to enable certain, individuals
to participate in and succeed through vocational
education is a national priority. Special services
are needed to aid those individuals who are educa-
tionally, economically and physicially disadvantaged
to successfully enter, complete and make the tran-

sition into a job. Overcoming the effects of

55
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discrimination on the oasis of sex, race and
geographic location also requires special services.
Such services enable persons previously discriminated
against the opportunity to choose and successfully
participate in the full range of vocational
education programs.

COLLABORATION. A priority for the reauthorized
vocational education law is to encourage collaboration
of vocational educators with other agencies and
institutions involved in employment-related
education and training. Collaborative efforts
would be aimed at extending resources to provide
services to additional persons, improving the
quality of services rendered, improving outcomes
and increasing the impact of vocational education
on selected national economic and social concerns.

Program Activities Needed To

Achieve National Priorities

Emphasis on the following six program activities will be essential if

the suggested legislative intent is to be achieved.

A basic state grant should be to extend, expand, and
improve vocational education programs in keeping with
changing work requirements, successful practices and
assessed needs of the populations served.

Special assistance should go to depressed urban and
rural areas to develop, maintain and improve their
long-term capacity to provide employment and work-
related education services to youth, adults and
employers as a means of bolstering economic growth.

There should be provisions for providing extra services
as needed for special populations in order to increase
access and improve the probability of successful
program completion and transition into employment.

Federal legislation should provide a brbad spectrum
of services for adults, including short-term up-
grading, updating and retraining to enable them to
adjust to changing work requirements. Programs should
include customized, in-plant training in changing
or new technologies and pick-start, customized
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training for new and expanding industries to train
workers for hard-to-fill jobs.

Continuation of consumer and homemaking education for
the purpose of preparing males and females for the
occupation of hothemaking.

Finally, federal legislation should include an invest-
ment in the development of new knowledge and of more
effective and efficient ways to link vocational
education with national priorities.

SUMMARY

Given the mandate oc policy and the funds to follow throUgh, vocational

education can be a broad system that effectively addresses all of the

employment-related educational needs of our nation. It can provide the

foundation for a true partnership of national, state and local interests

in providing the vocational and training component for a national employment

and training policy.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much. Let me pick up where
you left off. Are you suggesting that perhaps we can have some
consolidation with the vocational education programs, our training
programs, and our employment services programs? I asked that
question of the last panel. I pose the same question to you and ask
your response.

Mr. Borrqms. I am suggesting that the vocational education base
that exists in local communities throughout this Nation does pro-
vide a foundation on which one might begin to build the training
component. Exactly how one would begin to frame that and locate
that in an umbrella piece of legislation of employment training, we
would have to sort through. But I have tried to say in my testimo-
ny we are willing to take that step in that direction to work
through and join in a dialog to see if we can figure out how to
make that happen without weakening the system that is already
there.

Senator QUAYLE. Do you think that consolidation would tend to
weaken the system or strengthen the system of these various pro-
grams? I can give you my opinion. I think; it might tend to
strengthen some of the efficiency, go at the root' causes instead of
having them spread out. Right now it is three different very com-
prehensive programs and agencies. Consolidation may be helpful,
particularly a consolidation that ultimately injects decentraliza-
tion.
_Mr. &moms. It is very difficult to respond pro or con to the

question just in terms of generalizations. I think, as stated earli-
er, a willingness tb begin to see how this dimension ould be the
foundation for the broader training initiative that is eeded and
how it could be worked in as a part of a broader piec of legisla-
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tion. At this stage I find it difficult to respond pro or con to the
question you are raising.

Mr. CARL Senator, maybe I could address a local situation. I am
Harold Carr, from Great Oaks Joint Vocational School District,
southwest Ohio.

We have a model CETA employment service vocational delivery
system in place. It was developed primarily because of the overlap-
ping services. What we have there we have combined into a new
facility called a center for employment resources, brought all com-
munity agencies together, welfare, legal aid, employment service,
CETA. Under contract then we handle all of the CETA functions
and the employment and placement functions up to the employ-
ment service role. This has been very effective. We have people
now who are seeking it out and not being identified through the
CETA process but are seeking the service on their own. It has been
very effective. It is truly an effective model of combined services.

Senator QUAYLE. Do you feel that the lack of the skilled person-
nel that we have in this country is a lack of education? Is it a lack
of training? Where would you draw the line? The industrial capac-
ity, whether it is military or nonmilitary, is faltering in the produc-
tivity aspect because of the shortage that we apparently have in
skilled personnel. I am trying to find out where some of the respon-
sibility ought to fall, if you have any thoughts on that.

Mr. Bcrrroms. Senator, just let me make a comparison. West
Germany has one out of every two 17- and 18-year-old youth en-
rolled in joint voc-ed apprenticeship kinds of programs. In this
Nation we ave one out of every four 17- and 18-year-old youth
enrolled in occupational specific vocational education. The USSR
claims to have close to 90 percent of their secondary youth enrolled
in 8 to 10 hours of vocational instruction each week.

I suggest that, when you have a major city that turns away
15,000 youth a year, we may have not fully provided the means to
develop the capacity of youth of that middle range of skilled jobs
that we have in this Nation.

Senator QUAYLE. How would you suggeSt, with the exception of
moneyand I know money is the blood linesuggest to get the
attention of the constituency that we really do have this problem?
And perhaps vocational education, technical education is a prefer-
able route to take for some of our young people rather than the
apparent peer pressure there is just to get that standard 4-year
college degree. Is there any way we could pursue this? I tend to
agree with you that we really have an educational problem here.
In our educational system today the attitude is: you have got to go
on to college. We have a surplus of Ph. D.'s. We have a surplus of
the so-called educated in the area of liberal arts; but we have a
tremendous shortfall of people in the skilled areas. I wonder if you
might have any comments on that.

Mr. Bcrrroms. I would have a number of comments. I am not sure
that they willone of the things I was suggesting, Senator, that a
Federal initiative might well be, and it is not in terms of large
amounts of resources, but as a dimension. to education program,
some Federal initiative that focuses on keeping this program of
quality. I suggested that this is a field that we need badly to
upgrade the scientific and technical literacy basis of a lot of our
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programs, both at the secondary and postsecondary levt 1. It is an
area where we need to move into some of the new high technology
areas that will not be provided by the private sector because of
their high costs and the capital investment in equipment. They are
just not going to turn it over and let it be used for training
purposes.

It seems to me that, once you state as ato encourage State and
local communities to give a quality emphasis to this dimension,
then you create an importance that makes this much more impor-
tant to focus at the local level. But I would that the specialized vo-
tech school, be it secondary or postsecondary or a component of a
community college, is not the institution or program suffering from
enrollment. Their enrollment in most instances has continued to go

4'up while secondary and intermediate-age enrollment has in fact
gone down.

One emphasis I would encourage would be one on the quality
element, to keep the program viewed as mainstream and serving
folks from all socioeconomic levels who have that as a goal.

Senator QUAYLE. What about the quality element of a student
that is entering vocational education? Is that improving, staying
about the same? Where do you stand today?

Mr. Barroms. Senaior, I will answer it this way. Then these two
folks from the firing line can tell you what it is really like. I will
tell you the answer I like to give in Washington.

Eight or ten percent of the students that would be enrolled in
secondary voc-ed will be RI the upper 25 percent of your senior
class. Thirty-five percent would be from the lower 25 percent of the
class. About 30 percent of the students we have in secondary voca-
tional education come to us with very limited basic skills. We have
not hadif we could have gotten some of those youth dollars to use
to expand the school day and teach basic skills in relationship to
the occupational areas, we could have raised some individuals'
productive capacity in the workplace.

The other groups of students come from the other two levels, the
middle level. So, that is kind of the breakdown of students at the
secondary level. It would vary somewhat at the postsecondary, with
it being more even across the different levels.

We found that, if you could increase the amount of time we
devote to those in the lower 25 percent, we can increase placement
rate in the field and reduce the unemployment rate. You never
match what you do for the upper 25.

Senator QUAYLE. When you talk about limited basic skills, what
are you specifically referring to?

Mr. Borroms. I mean that they come and they cannot read an
automotive manuel.

Senator QUAYLE. Reading, writing, and arithmetic.
Mr. BOTTOMS. And they cannot calculate fractions in the ma-

chine shop. They lack an understanding of the basic principles of
physics that may have to be applied in a particular field.

It takes more time to teach those additional skills. The only way
I know to get at that is to stretch time. Sometimes we would be
better off to keep these institutions open for some students 12
months of the year so we in fact can. There is a whole history of
evidence that the 12-month school year, particularly for this group
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of students, produces great achievement in helping them overcome
some of those basic literacy skills that are critical to an occupation-
al area. But, sometimes to motivate many of these youth, they have
to see a connection between those skills and an occupational goal.
That literally means either a different staffing approach or a com-
plete revamping of the secondary curriculum in some ways.

Setiator QUAYLE. Yes, it looks like there would be two ap-
proaches. You could expand the time, which would give more time
to basic skills. Or you could revamp the curriculums to focus on
and emphasize basic skills such as readipg. I think this is one of
the criticisms that is fairly universal of some of our public educa-
tion systems, that it has not focused on this, that it has gotten
away from it. It has a definite impact on the productivity of this
country. You have just underscored that.

Mr. FIELDS. I see students coming to me a little bit more career
directed than they used to be. In all honesty, I sometimes believe
our secondary-level students of 17 and 18 are more realistic about
what this world is going to expect from them than either their
parents or their teachers. They do come to us with a basic skill
absence. They do come to us unmotivated. Maybe nobody has ever
said: ultimately, young men and young women, you will have to
work in this world; you will have to earn a living in this world; you
will have to know how to read and write and compute to do that. I
do not think we tell them about the inevitability of productive
work very often. They wait until they are 16 or 17 and reality hits
them in the face. Then they will sit there, and they will learn the
math necessary; however, we steal time to teach it. We steal it
from the time we should be preparing them with the technical
skills that would allow them to advance much faster in productive
employment.

We have good students. We have students that attend. We have
successes and we have failures. We spend all of our time in voca-
tional education preparing people for productive employment and
telling them that it is good to work. People have every right to be
dignified in any _lob that they have. I know of no other segment of
public education that does it. I think it is important both for the
human development of those individuals, the economic resources of
this Nation, and ultimately whether we live or die in this world
economy.

Senator QUAYLE. Do you find that you have to spend more time
row on redoing or reteaching some of the basic skills such as
mathematics, such as reading, such as things that they should have
absorbed during their education, at 17 or 18 or whatever age they
go into voc-ed?

Mr. FIELDS. Yes, but we have also found that, when we relate
that necessity to an area of vocational education that they are
inte ested in, that their progress rate is much more rapid than it
has been in the past. When we give them a reason, they learn.
Very few of them are not capable of learning.

Mr. Borroms. Senator, there is another answer to that question
also When I finished high school 25 years ago in my home State 30
percent of the jobs were unskilled. We did not have many of those
students in the voc-ed program then because there were plenty of
jobs for folks with strong backs. The last time I looked, the number
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of unskilled jobs was below 8 percent in my home State. We really
are reaching for a group of students that we have never served in
public education. It used to be there were jobs to chop the cotton
and pull the peanuts and other kinds of things that did not require
much education. The requirements of the workplace keep shifting.
It is not that it has gotten worse. It is simply that we are reaching
down to bring up a group of individuals that up to this point we did
not address.

Senator QUAYLE. I thank you all very much. As you have known
in the past, I have always been a very strong supporter of vocation-
al education.

Mr. Borroms. We appreciate that, Mr. Chairman.
Senator QUAYLE. I will continue to be. Good luck. Thank you for

corking with us. Thanks for making the trip.
ext is a panel: Lynda Hart, William Johnson, Michael Cunning-

h and Timothy Grippen.

STATO1ENT OF WILLIAM A. JOHNSON, JR., CHAIRMAN, NEW
YORK, STATE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING COUNCIL, AC-

TOR, AN TIMOTHY GRIPPEN, SETC PROGRAM ANALYST
BY MICHAEL CUNNINGHANI, SETC STAFF DIREC-

Mr. JOHNSO,N. Thank you, Senator. I would also like to thank Ms.
Hart for allow`ing me to go first so I could catch a plane.

I am William Johnson, chairman of the New York State Employ-
ment and Training Council. I would like to thank you for affording
us, this opportunity to testify before the subcommittee today concern-
ing employment and training policy issues. Accompanying me are
Mr. Michael Cunningham, SEX staff director, and Mr. Timothy
Grippen, SETC program analyst and former president of the New
York State Association of CETA Administrators.

The New York State Employment and Training Council was
established pursuant to the mandates of the Comprehensive Em-
ployment and Training Act and is primarily responsible for provid-
ing our Governor, Hugh L. Carey, with broad-based input regard-
ing the extent to which the employment and training delivery
system is meeting the needs of the citizens of New York State. We
also seek to increase coordination within the complex network of
employment and training providers. As an outgrowth of our experi-
ence in the employment and training arena and of our concern
about the future direction of Federal employment and training
policy, we share, the subcommittee's desire to insure that appropri-
ate legislation lion is taken in response to the expiration of the
CETA authorilation.

To provide a framework for examination of employment and
training policy, the subcommittee has set forth a broad range of
issues it wishes to examine. We commend the chairman and the
subcommittee for their forthrightness in providing this forum for
consideration of these critical issues. We are cognizant that the
combined efforts of many entities will be required to improve the
employment and training system to insure that it is simultaneous-
ly cost-effective and responsive to human needs. We do not believe
these goals are mutually exclusive, and we pledge ourselves to

/work with you in this endeavor./
/
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In the interest of time, we will focus on selected issues. Our
written testimony addresses each issue raised by this panel.

To perceive properly the objectives of employment and training
policy, these objectives must first be clearly distinguished from
another set of closely related objectives: those of the educational
system. These skills can be grouped under three categories. One is
adaptive skills, including the work ethic and responsibility for
one s action. Next is fundamental skills such as reading compre-
hension skills and numerical computation skills. Finally is specific
occupational content skills, which provides students with skills
necessary for particular jobs.

The objectives appropriate to an employment and training, policy
complement those discussed above but are distinct in purpose from
them. Thus, the ultimate objective of any employment and training
policy is to provide a labor exchange mechnism that identifies
appropriate jobs for individuals seeking employment and provides
prospective employers with qualified candidates.

The other necessary objective of an employment and training
policy should be to provide a variety of essential remedial services
in order to alleviate job-related inequities as they occur in the
labor market. Clearly, if an employment and training policy is to
fulfill successfully its primary purpose, it must deal with these
inequities as they affect the labor exchange process. Moreover, to
the extent that employment and training policy achieves these
ends, it will also fulfill the objective of rectifying unacceptable
levels of employment on a national basis, in particular geographic
areas, and among specific population segments.

However, the onus for the resolution of the myriad related prob-
lems should not fall solely on the employment and training system
but should be borne by all those involvedthe private sector, labor,
government, and educationbecause the decisions and activities of
each of these groups cannot help but affect the total employment
picture. Notwithstanding. the employment and tral-ing system can
and will play a major role in the resolution of these problems due
to its ability to coordinate and focus its resources.

The development of a national employment and'training policy is
intimately related to the larger issue of economy development and
recovery since true economic recovery and future growth depends
upon the rejuvenation of business, the preparation of adequately
trained employees, and the reduction of the dependency of able
citizens on public assistance.

Next I would like to turn to the role of the States and the
employment and training councils.

The State role in the employment and training system has fos-
tered greater coordination and promoted a high level of innovation.
Under the current structure, States are provided with a percentage
of employment and training resources through the Governor's spe-
cial grants to carry out these functions. As yoti are aware, State
employment and training councils are also funded by Governor's
grant resources and are mandated to review the adequacy and
effectiveness of statewide employment and training services and to
coordinate the delivery of these services.

In New York State, program operation has been a major feature
of the Governor's grant. Moreover, the New York State Employ-
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ment and Training Coimcil is rapidly taking the lead in improving
statewide planning and coordination and providing extensive train-
ing and technical assistance to employment and training service
providers throughout the State. We strongly' recommend that the
subcommittee strengthen these functions at the State level.

In New York' State we have found that coordination not only
makes the critical difference but is in fact absolutely essential for
optimal utilization 'of dimished Federal employment and training
resources. Moreover, we have learned that the SETC is the ideal
mechanism for this purpose. It stands to reason that a body whose
membership is comprised of the diverse interests of the employ-
ment and training community should have the "capacity to recom-
mend effective strategies for increasing coordination among these
interests. We believe there are other important areas for SETC
leadership including these: provision of management assistance for
prime sponsors, PLC's and community-based organizations; estab-
lishment of benchmarks, goals and timetables; comprehensive

', statewide program planning for economic development and labor
market analysis, particularly %yhere municipalities overlap natural
labor market regions; and, finally, assessment, monitoring, and
evaluation of program effectiveness.

There has been much discussion of delegating greater adminis-
trative and decisionmaking responsibilities to States. If the subcom-
mittee deems suc ion appropriate, we are fundamentally con-
cerned that s : is Federal criteria are established to insure serv-
ice delivery to vantaged target groups. Moreover, effective
compliance and enfacement provisions are absolutely necessary.
Regardless of whether administrative responsibility rests at the
Federal or State level, the subcommittee must make its'paramount
mission the assurance of strong legislative provisions for compli-
ance and enforcement. The employment and training system can
no longer afford the stigma of fraud'and abuse.

Senator QUAYLE. Mr. Johnson, excuse me. The bells have rung.
There.is a vote on 'the Senate floor, and I am going to have to leave
here in about 6 minutes. I know you have a plane to catch. I
wonder. if you could summarize quickly and let me ask a couple of
questions.

Mr. JOHNSON. Fine. I will just touch on one other point and can
summarize.

Senator QUAYLE. It will all be included in the record.
Mr. JOHNSON. You have the full statement.
Senator QUAYLE. I do have the full statement.
Mr. Joi4soN. I tried in doing this not to repeat anything others

had said. I do wafit to stress,the role of the SETC. As the statement
indicates, we feel that the private sector role should be strength-
ened but that there are considerations that need to be taken into
account because the startup effectiveness of the private sector ini-
tiatives program has not been as great as we would like to see it.

Let me just conclude in this fashion.
The members of the New York State EmployMent and Training

Council believe that the employment and training delivery system
has functioned well in the past, serving the needs of many thou-
sands of persons in response to dire economic conditions. However,
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we also believe that no system works so well that it cannot be
improved.

Just as we have expressed our commitment to work with the
subcommittee to improve the effectiveness of the employment and
training system, we now ask the subcommittee to take steps to-
insure that the SETC has the support and resources to continue
fuffilling these critical, functions.

We think, Senator, that there is a need for continued Federal
involvement in the employment and training arena, not only in
terms of funding but in terms of establishing broad policy man-
dates. We think that the role of the States should be amplified, as to
has been proposed, because of the need for more directed coordina-
tion and planning. We think that the committee must understand
that there are those people who greatly desire to work but who do
not bring the skills into the labor market.

CETA has a prominent role, and it should be strengthened. It
should be more directed and more 'targeted. It should continue.

Senator QUAYLE. We will insert your prepared testimony.
- [The prepared statement of Mr. Johnson follows]
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t.,
TESTIMONY OF WaLIAM A. JOHNSON

Chairman, NY State Employment and Training Council

Before the Senate Subcommittee on Employment and Productivity

Mr. Chairman, members of the Senate Employment and Productivity Sub-

coismittee, I am William Johnson, Chairman of the New York State Employment

and Training Council. I wish to thank you for affording me the opportunity to

testify before the Subcommittee today concefning employment and training policy

issues. Accompanying me are Mt. Michael Cunningham, SETC Staff Director, and

Mr. Timothy Grippen, SETC Program Analyst and former president of the New

York State Association of CETA Administrators.

The New York State Employment and Traiwng Council or SETC, as it is

more commonly known was established pursuant to the mandates of the

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA), and is primarily responsible

for providing our Governor, the Honorable Hugh L. Carey, with broad-based input

regarding the extent to which the employment and training delivery system is

meeting the needs of the citizens of New York State, We also seek to increase

coordination within the complex network of such employment and training pro-

viders as prime sponsors, community-based organizations, social service, economic

development and educational agencies and institutions, thereby maximizing the

utilization of employment and training resources throughout the state. As an
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outgrowth of our experience in the employment and training arena and of our

concern about the future direction of federal employment and training policy, we

share the Subcommittee's desire to ensure that appropriate legislative action is

taken in response to the expiration of the CETA authorization.

To provide a framework for examination of employment and training policy,

the Subcommittee has set forth a broad range of issues it wishes to examine. We

commend the Chairman and the Subcommittee for their forthrightness in providing

this grum for consideration of these critical issues. We are all aware that the

fiscal crisis confronting this nation will have a direct bearing on future employ-

ment and training policy; and we are also aware of the fiscal constraints Congress

has imposed on CETA as well as other programs currently administered by the U.S.

Department of Labor. In light of these factors, we are cognizant that the

combined efforts of many entities will be required to improve the employment and

training system to ensure that it is simultaneously cost-effective and responsive to

human needs. We do-not believe these goals are mutually exclusive, and we pledge

ourselves to work with you in this endeavor. Our comments today will address each

of the issues delineated by the Subcommittee.

L APPROPRIATE OBJECTIVES OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING POLICY

In order to perceive properly the objectives of employment and training

policy, these objectives must first be clearly distinguished from another set of

closely-related objectives: those of the educational system. Otherwise, neither

policy will be able to provide its clients or target groups with the maximum

possible benefit. The resources of the educational system are intended to provide,

enhance, and develop the knowledge and skills of its students. These skills can be

5 3 t;
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grouped under three categories:

adaptive skills, which provide the student with an understanding mhd

appreciation of the tenets fundamental to the workings of modern

society, including the work ethic, the sense that one has responsibility

for one actions as they affect the other members of society, and other

values necessary for productive and rewarding interaction with society.

fundamental skills, which provide students with the tools necessary to

understand their environment and to deal with it effectively, such as

reading comprehension skills and numerical computation skills.

specific occupational content skills, which to a certain extent act as a

final step in the education process (through vocational education pro-

grams or colleges and universities) and which provide students with skills

necessary for particular jobs.

The objectives appropriate to an employment and training policy complement

those discussed above, but are distinct m purpose from them. Thus, the ultimate

objective of any employment and training policy is to provide a labor exchange

mechanism that identif -s appropriate jobs for individuals seeking employment and

provides prospective employers with qualified candidates. In this sense, the role of

the employment and training system is to provide a mitigating influence to help

resolve the fluctuating problems of occupational supply and demand. As an

employment and training policy is developed to address these problems, it quickly

becomes apparent that certain critical judgements must be made: Should indi-

viduals be trained or re-trained when the supply of labor is less than the demand

53 ^1
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for labor' Conversely, should support be supplied to workers idled when the labor

supply exceeds the demand? The answer to these questions inevitably generates

another objective of an employment and training policy, intimately related to the

primary objective of labor exchange.

The other necessary objective of an employment and training policy should be

to provide a variety of essential remedial services in order to alleviate job-related

inequities as they occur in the labor market. For example, many individuals have

not fared well in the educational system for any number of reasons, and thus have

not received adequate preparation for competition in the labor market. Their

needs must be addressed by an employment and training policy. For the most part,

the system prefers to respond to these needs by offering special skills training not

' provided by the educational system, thereby extending the spectrum of such

services available to eligible clients. However, all too often, employment and

training resources must be utilized to either provide or improve adaptive and/or

fundamental skills. The employment and training system s also called upon to

meet the needs of persons who are not adequately prepared to enter the labor

market because their education has not adequately taken into account the realities

of existing labor market conditions and demands.

A wider perspective reveals a broad range of additional employment problems

in need of remediation. For example, the older urban and rural areas of this

country are characterized by chronic unemployment. In many cases, differing

taxation and other economic policies have had a dramatic impact on employment

by causing the migration of industries from snowbelt to the sunbelt, or out of the

country altogether. And it must be emphasized that minorities and especially

minority youth suffer disproportionately from the educ.tional and economic
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inequities we have discussed.

Clearly, if an employment and training policy is to fulfill successfully its

primary purpose that of providing a labor exchange mechanism it must deal

with these inequities as they affect the labor exchange process. Moreover, to the

.....extent that employment and training policy achieves these ends, it will also fulfill

the objective of rectifying unacceptable levels of employment on a national basis,

in particular geographic areas, and among specificpopulation segments.

However, the onus for the resolution of the myriad related-problems should

not fall solely on the employment and training system, but should be borne by all

those involved the private sector, labor, government, and education -- because

the decisions and activities of each of these groups cannot help but affect the total

employment picture. Notwithstanding, the employment and training system can

and will play a major role in the resolution of these problems due to its ability to

coordinate and focus its resources.

The foregoing discussion clearly indicates that the development of a national

employment and training policy is intimately related to the larger issue of
.1

economic development and recovery, since true economic recovery and future

growth depends upon the rejuvenation of business, the preparation of adequately

trained employees, and the reduction of the dependency of able citizens on public

assistance.

Program Objectives

From a programmatic.standpoint, employment and training policy should also

,-.
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seek to achieve the following objectives:

Coordination of the planning and allocation of funding resources

available within States to prevent agency competition, to avoid dupli-

cation, to forestall jurisdictional disputes, and thereby maximize effec-

tiveness. Coordination within the educational, human services and

employment and training community should promote positive program

results by combining basic skills training and occupational training with

an emphasis on increased self-sufficiency for participants.

"..
.

Development of comprehensive and responsive program plans that

address local, state, and national economic development issues.

Provision of technical assistance and other guidance and direction to

ensure that resources arc effectively utilized pursuant to state or local

plans as well as national priorities.

Provision of relevant data on the effectiveness of programs through a

simple, uniform reporting system, so that the accomplishments of the

employment and training system can be documented.

Involvement of business and industry in publicly- funded economic de-

velopment initiatives through cooperative planning, training and up-

grading programs, and other approaches, such as the creation of a job-

ready pool of potential employees with marketable skills.,

In luminary, then, the objective of an employment and training policy is to
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provide an optimal labor exchange mechanism as well as a spectrum of remedial

services to alleviate job-related inequities and thereby ameliorate the problem of

unemployment. Hence, it is dstinct in purpose from, but a complement to the

educational system. This primary objective indicates that a national employment

and training policy is intimately related to economic development. However,

history teacnes us that a number of concerns" e.g. coordination, planning,

technical assistance, data development, and private sector involvement must be

addressed before resources can be meaningfully and effectively directed.

II. IMPLEMENTATION OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING POLICY OBJECTIVES

Congress has provided through the CETA legislation a variety of techniques

and approaches to carry out employment and training policy objectives. These

approaches include:

Education and training for participants;

Job creation in the public and private sectors;

Labor market analysis;

Incentives to and coordination with the private sector;

Occupational supply and demand management.

We believe that all of these strategies are essential to address the complex

problems the employment and training system seeks to remedy. This is particularly
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true in light of the diversity of employment and training needs and capabilities at

the local level. Thus, the appropriate methods for accomplishing the objectives of

any employment and training policy will depend on geographic location, demo-

graphic characteristics, and the sociological relationships within these areas that

will affect decisions to use various methods. The methods used to achieve

objectives will be determined by both the availability of funds and the particular

problems facing the unemployed.

With regard to specific employment and training strategies, it is apparent

that public service employment has become an e-tremely controversial issue.,

However, we maintain that it is still a legitimate tool for the structurally

unemployed and particularly in those areas where there is paucity of economic

development activity and private sector employment options. Further, we believe

that experience has demonstrated the limited utilization of work experience

programs. Such efforts are short-term and do not result m commitments from

employers to hire participants. On the other hand, OJT programs should be

expanded and improved by increasing the length of tune permitted for this activity

uend providing additional incentives to employers.

We must emphasize that the di;erse mix of strategies has not been

1,roblemmat,c irAt: cit.y.o..)i-Lc:.: mid .....

nation and insufficient flexibility have been greater lyndrances to program

effectiveness. We thus urge the Subcommittee to focus major efforts on

effectuating improvements in these areas.

M. TARGET GROUPS FOR EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING POLICY

There is an unquestionable need for targeting scarce resources to those

g4-1i7 0S1- 51'2-
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persons who are most in need of services. The national labor market functions

quite well for the majority of people looking for work. However, there are millions

of people who are not in the mainstream and thus need special governmental

intervention strategies to assure their access to job opportunities. The employ-

ment and training system has attempted to ensure that access. Throughout the

evolution of CETA, Congress has demonstrated its sensitivity to the needs of

special target groups, and thus the legislation reflects this concern.

Current consideration of the efficacy of this or any other approach to

targeting must be viewed within the context of fiscal realities. Although there are

many proponents of an employment and training system which serves all segments

of the population, it is quite apparent that at least for the immediate future,

federal resources would not be sufficient to support such an endeavor. Therefore,

it is clear to us that employment and training services must be targeted on those

groups which demonstrate the greatest need for assistance.

While we believe that local service providers should have maximum flexibility

to meet the needs of local target groups, the federal government should provide

specific guidance as to the intended use of federal funds. Cne approach would be

to provide states and prime sponsors with a variety of target group options with the

ihat 0,1 rfe.tn.mtnnttnn of serviroc fnr gporiftr grellIpS ch Olad he

based on their representation within the local population.

Although there may be political risks attendant to such an approach (we are

fully aware of the diminished attractiveness of programs serving the poor), we

believe that federal employment and trainipg funds must be targeted in light of

their limited availability. Only if additional resources for'employment and training

5,13
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programs become available from other sources such as private-public ventures or

other initiatives would we recommend the expansion of these services to broader

segments of the society.

IV. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING AND INCOME MAIN-

TENANCE POLICY

Any meaningful discussion of the relationship between employment and

training and income maintenance policy, must first include a critical distinction

between 'income maintenance' and 'income transfer". 'Income maintenance"

refers to the provision of income to recipients who are dependent on assistance due

to the adverse consequences of cyclical economic conditions or due to more

fundamental deficiencies that make these persons difficult to employ. 'Income

transfer,' on the other hand, involves the removal of funds from one source in

order to produce revenue, in another area e.g., unemployment insurance, trade

adjustment assistance, or social security. The clients served by these two different

kinds of programs are clearly facing different problems and thus have different

needs to be addressed by employment and training policies. For example, an

income maintenance recipient obviously would need a more comprehensive range of

services than a person collecting UI who stands to be re-employed as soon as

business conditions improve.

Although there is an unmistakable need for these kinds of programs, there is

as equally clear need for cognizance of the realistic constraints that exist

regarding costs. Prudence, even austerity should be exercised. In furtherance of

this goal, strict eligibility criteria should be established and enforced in order to

prevent fraud and abuse and the consequent waste of funds.

544
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Also apparent is the need to link income maintenance and income transfer

programs to employment and training policies and programs. The majority of the

'dependent' members of this society desire an opportunity to participate in the

mainstream of our economic system. This opportunity has most often been denied

far a variety of reasons: lack of available jobs, lack of appropriate training,

unacceptable work habits on the part of the individual, or poor information which

inhibits appropriate worker-job match. Employment and training policies must be

closely coordinated wtih income maintenance polities to facilitate this transition

from dependency to gainful employment. We believe it is appropriate for income

maintenance policies to mandate participation of program beneficiaries (with some

exceptions) in employment and training programs. To achieve economic indepen-

dence, these income maintenance recipients need to have sufficient training, skills

and work experience to be competitive in the marketplace. A comprehensive

employment and training policy must provide no less. Assessment, counseling,

classroom training, work experience, on- the-sob training in private industry and the

public sector, and the associated supportive services must be available for those

individuals who demonstrate a need for these services.

In order for this linkage to have the maximum positive impact, administrative

flexibility should be provided. One outcome of such flexibility has been the

development of self-sustaining employment and training initiatives serving income

maintenance clients. We have seen the Supported Work program as a productive

means of achieving this linkage. This program offered up to 18 months of work

experience in a variety of different areas, such as housing rehabilitation, small

manufacturing operations, public park management, and day care operations.

Revenues from the sale of goods and services helped finance the program, and

welfare allowances were permitted to be converted to wages. The extraordinary
I.
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success this program achieved with welfare mothers and drug abusers has led to the

Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation recommendation that the program

be expanded and closely linked with CETA, WIN and drug abuse treatment

programs.

This program_ is doubly attractive in that it lacks the ill effects of lost

revenues for Nit private sector, and it provides clear incentives in the form of

higher profits. The Supported Work program offers us a useful and instructive

model for O. a further development of productive and rewarding coordination among

income maintenance, income transfer, and employment and training efforts.

V. FEDERAL STATE AND LOCAL RELATIONSHIPS

Under the current employment and training system, each level of government

has played an important role. At the federal level, the Employment and Training

Administration has provided Rolicy direction and has sought to ensure program

quality and fiscal integrity. States have assumed primary responsibility in the

areas of coordination and innovation, and localities have been respons.ble for

program administration.

The Reagan Administration has indicated its desire to decrense the level of

federal involvement in the employment and training system and to provide even

greater autonomy and flexibility for state and local governments. While this goal

may have some merit, the Subcommittee must ensure the continued existence of an

appropriate mechanism to implement federal employment and training policy.
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Protection of Federal Funds

The question of reasonable balance between protection of federal funds and

preservation of local autonomy strikes at the core of CETA's past problems. To

date, monitoring and auditing have been the most elable weapons in the Secretary's

arsenal of deterrents to local fraud and abuse of federal CETA dollars. The 1978

CETA Reauthoriztion attempted to address this problem by adding administrative

standards; annual assessment and evaluation; reallocation procedures; better defin-

itions of fraud and abuse; criminal penalties; and complaints, investigations and

sanctions. Nonetheless, we have not seen a change in the attitude of political

decision-makers toward CETA, even though these new provisions have not resulted

in any meaningful disclosure of fraud and abuse within the Employment and

Training Community.

Congress approached the 1978 reauthorization with a clear intention to

strengthen administrative proceldures and to pursue and prosecute prime sponsors

who abused federal CETA dollars. Those revisions created additional work for

CE'TA program operators but they have not resulted in fines, penalli'es or jail

sentences. Most people I know in the employment and training community wish that

just once, a prime sponsor's funds were withdrawn for noncompliance of federal

rules and regulations, cr an alternative service deliverer were chosen due to failure

of a prime sponsor to meet performance criteria. In fact, this has not occurred.

However, the attitude persists that the CETA program is fraught with fraud and

abuse despite the overwhelming evidence to the contrary. We do not claim that

fraud and abuse are totally nonexistent, but we mas,tain that it is no more, and

probably less, prevalent than in other segments of the economy. Over the years we

have developed a solid core of administrative officers `who are dedicated, com-

1.
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na;tted, and deserving of a better reputation than current attitude, allow. The

CETA statute and regulations are in place to protect federal dollars. If federal

dollars are not being protected, then it is not the faith of the current local delivery

system.

Federal Objectives Versus Local Autonomy

Is there a balance between achieving federal objectives and preserving local

autonomy? We believe such a balance can be achieved, but the crux 011 the problem

is funding. If objectives are established without prividing adequate funds, the

result is frustration. For example, during the ex. ision of Public Service

Employment (PSE) Programs during 1977 and 1978, Congress established percmitage

requirements for serving veterans. No one, least of all membe,Th of the black

community who witnessed the drafting of largo numbers of young urban blacks

during the Viet Nam war, would objet.t to targeting jobs for veterans. However, all

geographic areas did not contribute sons and daughters to the military in equal

proportion and therefore some prime sponsors either underutilized funds or

underserved veterans according to unrealistic national standards. Underutilization

of funds meant that some disadvantaged persons were excluded from job opportun-

ities while many program administrators were criticized for not doing enoubh for

veterans. Thus, it is clear that guidelints must be flexibl.: and subject to local

conditions.

The Role Of States And State Frin_ployment And Training Councils

The state role in the employment and training system has fostered greater

coordination and promoted a high level of innovation. Under the current structure,

5Is
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states are provided with a percentage of employment and training resources

through the Governor's Special Grants to carry out these functions. As you are

aware, State Employment and Training Councils are also funded by Governor's

Grant resources and are mandated to review the adequacy and effectiveness of

statewide employment and training services and to coordinate the delivery of these

services.

In New York State, program operation has been a major feature of the

Governor's Grant. Moreover, the New York State Employment and Training

Council is rapidly taking the lead in improving statewide planning and coordination

and providing extensive trairrng and technical assistance to employment and

training service providers throughout the state. We strongly recommend that the

Subcommittee strengthen these functions at the state level.

We also believe that state involvement in program operation should be

continued and expanded to provide greater statewide program development. For

example, as we in New York State and other areas in the Northeast have shifted

from industrial-manufacturing economies to service economies, we have also

witnessed the growth of high technology industries which cater to large labor

market geographical regions. Increased statewide program development capability

would facilitate identification of the skill training needs of these emerging

industries, and would increase opportunities for CETA eligible citizens throughout

the State to obtain necessary training and qualifications to meet the neeis of such

industries.

In New York Siate we have found that coordination not only makes the

critical difference but is in fact absolutely essential for optimal utilization of
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diminished federal employment and training resources. Moreover, we have learned

that the SETC is the ideal mechanism for this purpose. It stands to reason that a

body whose membership is comprised of the diverse interests of the Employment

and Training community should have the capacity to recommend effective strate-

gies for increasing coordination among these interests. We believe there are other

important areas for SETC leadership, includingf

Provision of management assistance for prime sponsors, PICs and com-

munity based organization;

Establishment of benchmarks, goals and timetables;

Comprehensive statewide program planning for economic development

and labor market analysis, particularly where municipalities overlap

natural labor market regions;

Assessment, monitoring and evaluation of program effectiveness.

There has been much discussion of delegating greater administrative and

decision making responsibilities to states. If the Subcommittee deems such action

appropriate, we arc faadamcMally conceir.ad that .p.1,1i1k. fedur,.1 criierid are

established to ensure service delivery to disadvantaged target groups. Moreover,

effective compliance and enforcement provisions are an absolute necessity. Re-

gardless of whether administrative responsibility rests at the federal or state level,

the Subcommittee must make its paramount mission the assurance of strong

legislative provisions for compliance and enforcement. The employment and

training system can no longer afford the stigma of fraud and abuse.
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VI. ROLE OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR

The need for greater private sector participation in the employment and

training system cannot be overemphasized. Eighty percent of the permanent

employment opportunities in this nation are located within the private sector. This

revelation is not new. Congress has consistently demonstrated its desire to

encourage the private sector to assume its fair share of the responsibility for

providing jobs to our nation's disadvantaged citizens; and the employment and

training community has sought to implement that desire.

During the 1978 CETA reauthorization, Congress expanded the scope of the

legislation to include Title VII, the Private Sector Initiative Program. This effort

was intended to bring business and labor together to form private industry councils

(PICs) to assist in creating private sector jobs for the economically disadvantaged.

The legislation encouraged PICs to develop innovative approaches and vested in

them the responsibility for advising prime sponsors of the viewpoints of prive

enterprise and for translating to fellow members of the business community the

advantages of working closely with the CETA system. The authorization for this

initiative was extended in 1980 and included stronger provisions to encourage

coordination with economic development initiatives and to increase the use of

retraining and upgrading strategies, thereby creating inure entry-.eves pc,..5.i.. n:..

Thus we have witnessed the evolution of a stronger private sector emphasis

to increase the capacity of the employment and training system to provide its

clients with permanent unsubsidized employment. However, states and prime

sponsors are now confronted with increasing pressure to justify the continued

existence of the employment and training system by demonstrating its ability to

t.) 3 i
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obtain large numbers of private sector placements for its participants. As we

contemplate the future direction of that system, there is widespread sentiment

that private sector employment must be the sole objective. While we endorse a

strong private sector emphasis, there are several caveats and recommendations we

wish to share with the Subcommittee.

Lessons From Existing Private Sector Employment Efforts

buildi

In our view, Title VII of CETA has been a significant and positive step toward

ng an essential partnership between the private and public sectors. PSIP and

the PIC

to the

s have afforded the employment and training community a valuable bridge

usiness community and have helped to identify businesses which are

committed to utilizing their resources to address the critical employment and

training needs of the disadvantaged.

Nevertheless, a USDOL evaluation of 25 PIC sites throughout the country

indicates that after nearly three years of existence, PICs have demonstrated only

limited, albeit tangible success. More specific findings revealed that:

Four sites surveyed demonstrated "high progress" in implementing the

Title VII mandate;

Nearly half of

ments or placing

the sites reported difficulties in obtaining OJT commit-

program graduates;

Only one site had su

federal employment

cceeded in improving private sector attitudes toward

and training programs.
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Moreover, on a nationwide level PICs have only achieved 38 percent of planned

versus actual program activity.

By citing this information, it is not our intention to detract from the

tremendous potential of PICs or to indict the private sector. However, in

contemplating future private sector initiatives, the Subcommittee should profit

from the lessons of the PIC experience. There are many who would suggest that

the major obstacle to the full acceptance of the PIC concept by the business

community has been inadequate marketing of the program. However, if the

shortcomings of PICs are viewed as primarily perceptual, subsequent efforts will

result in the application of simplistic solutions to a complex set of problems.

We believe that without substantial improvement in the relationship between

business and the employment and t-a mg system, the PICs and other private

sector efforts will continue to experience difficulty for three sik;nificant reasons:

Biases of private employers against government manpower programs;

Unwillingness by the PICs and most private sector employers to accept

disadvantaged target groups;

Administrative problems such as late startups, redundancy, waste and

duplication.

Obviously, the economic ills which have plagued our nation have inhibited the

ability of the private sector to hire large numbers of disadvantaged workers.

Evidence clearly indicates that employers respond to traditional incentives such as
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training subsidies, tax breaks and a supply of qualified workers when the economy

is expanding. However, if we assume improved economic conditions as a result of

economic recovery, is it also realistic to assume that increased private sector

eniliTcTiment of the disadvantaged will naturally occur under the present structure',

We believe that modifIcatiun o the existing structure will be necessary if we are

to realize significant gains in this area.

Toward A Meaningful Private-Public Partnership

First and foremost, the underlying principle of the employment and training

system must be based upon a full private-public partnership. This goal should not

be confined to one discrete component, but should permeate all facets of the

system. Thus, we believe the employment and training system would benefit fr.Jrn

promotion of private sector input regarding the utilizaticn of all e.nployment and

training resources, rather than 10 percent of those resources under the existing

CETA Title VU PIC effort.

In New York State, we have already begun this essential private- public

partnership. Under the auspices of the State Employment and Training Council and

the Governor's office, we have coordinated, in conjunction with the P1C's and the

New York State Business Council, a massive statewide PSE transition effort. In

addition, the SETC has initated a dialogue with PICs .n prime sponsors and the

Balance of State, in an effort to institutionalize statewide coordination of PIC

activities, as well as training and technical assistance. Moreover, at the SETC

Annual Meeting to be held on June 24-26, the PICs will be involved In a

collaborative effort to develop a New York State Employment and Training Policy.

Thus, we endorse a system where, at the very least, the private sector is a full
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partner in planning, coordination and policy development.

I would like to state parenthetically that our State Employment and Training

Policy will have particular relevance to the national effort to improve the

employment and training system and will provide the framework for our recom-

mendations to Congress and the Administration. We look forward to sharing the

New York State perspective with the Employment and Productivity Subcommittee

as our efforts evolve.

Another important benefit of a private-public partnership is the potential to

imp a the labor exchange and facilitate supply and demand matching. This has

been area of major criticism against the CETA system and is a natural avenue

for private sector participation.

Although our discussion has focused on expanded private sector involvement

in several key areas, we have consciously omitted discussion of funding mechanisms

to stimulate this involvement. We now turn our attention to this critical issue.

Shared Fiscal Responsibility

During the past few years, increased attention has been focused on private-

public ventures and other mechanisms through which private and public fiscal

resources would be co-mingled to provide employment and training services. From

a philosophical standpoint, such an approach has significant merit. Since the

private sector would be the primary beneficiary of an improved employment and

training system through an expanded pool of qualified workers, it stands to reason

that private employers should incur some of the cost of these benefits.
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Private-public ventures have met with apparent success in the economic

development arena. The Urban Development Action Grant (UDAG) is an example

of utilization of federal funds as an impetus for private investment. A similar

strategy may be appropriate for employment and training programs and thus

warrants further study by the Subcommittee. The creation of income-generating

employment and training projects might be another possible incentive for private

investment. This has been attempted on a limited scale and is another area for

further exploration.

Obviously, when such strategies are considered, the issues of fiscal integrity

and accountability for public funds become increasingly important. Notwith-
.

standing, if accountability can be preserved, private-public ventures may be a

worthwhile experiment.

Wage subsidies and tax incentives are mechanisms for directly and indirectly

providing the private sector with federal resources to encourage their participation

in the employment and tr ;fling system. While these approaches have not yielded

expected outcomes, th stand in principle as useful options for an effective

employment and training system. Thus, we recommend that the Subcommittee

examine the shortcomings of existing efforts and develop new proposals in this

area.

Preconditions for Risktaking

While we view the strategics outlined above as bold initiatives which may

have the potential for bringIng about rapid and far reaching gains in private sector

participation in the employment and training system, we do not support a laissez-
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faire', 'free enterprise', or "open marketplace' approach to achieve this end. We

believe the federal government and the private sector have definite roles and

responsibilities to safeguard the utilization of federal resources, ensure equality,

and provide services to the most disadvantaged. Accordingly, we offer the

folios/trig conditions we believe must be met by any employment and training

system which promotes extensive co-mingling of federal and private funds or

permits utilization of federal resources by the private sector.

If wage subsidies and tax incentives are offered to private sector

employers, the federal government should set conditions regarding

training, education and the kind of work experience offered by the

employer.

In awarding federal contracts to private sector employers, the federal

government should stipulate that employment opportunities must be

provided to the economically disadvantaged in proportion to their

representation among the local population of the employer.

VII. COORDINATION OF DIVERSE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS

Employment and training progragaave, over the years, ,tilized a wide
S-''

range of approaches, and practitioners have urged coordination whenever possible.

Thus, program linkages have been included in many legislative mandates. Notwith-

standing, adequate coordination has not yet been achieved. In the face of long

term reduced federal fund availability, the issue of program coordination assumes

particular significance, and we view it as one of the most obvious and viable

mechanisms for improving the employment and training system.
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,
At present, there are three major federal programs to provide employment

and training services: CETA, WIN and the Job Service. In addition, the

government supplements state and local elementary, secondary, vocational and

higher education programs; supports income maintenance programs; and offers tax

incentives and loans to businesses to create employment and promote the hiring of

certain groups. Efforts to end discrimination, influence locational decisions of

firing; and promote the overall healtl, of the economy also affect the success of

employment and training programs.

CETA, WIN and Job Service each serve a specific clientele. Although there

is some overlap, demonstration efforts towards consolidation have not resulted in

the adoption of this approach. However, to increase the overall effectiveness of

the employment and training system under current fiscal conditions, it is clear that

legislative and or administrative provisions are now necessary to eliminate

duplication and to increase coordination among the existing programs. We

therefore recommend that the Subcommittee devote further study to the issue of

consolidation of programs c irrently administered by the Employment and Training

Administration. Further, we strongly suggest that the Subcommittee should not

permit competition between these programs to influence its decisions. Rather, the

increased ability of the system to meet the needs and demands of employment and

training participants, deliverers, and the business community should be the sole

concern.

The need for greater coordination with economic development efforts is self-

evident. We strongly urge the Subcommittee to adopt measures to increase

meaningful linkages between employment and training and economic development

resources.

84-1.17 0-81 ---36
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VW. EFFECTIVENESS OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS

Tha Subcommittee has raised the issue of the record of CETA and whether it

has been successfuL in achieving its objectives. In response, we summarize recent

data from fiscal 1980 relevant to programs in New York State., In most instances,

the statistics on CETA in New York parallel the national data. We also provide

specific recommendations based on current national research findings.

Scope of Services

During fiscal year 1980, more than 5620 million (including funds used for

administrative purposes) was expended through the CETI; programs in New York

State to provide employment, training and supportive services to 303,000 residents.

On a statewide basis, the number of participants served and dollars expended in

most of the major program components was within 15 percent of the planned goals.

Client Characteristics

Fiscal 1980 enrollments by client characteristics show a trend toward

increasing concentration on the more needy or disadvantaged segments of the

population. This trend can be traced to the stricter CETA ehgebihty requirements

mandated under the amendments of 1978. The most striking change occurred in

regard to the economically disadvantaged.

Career Placements - Titles [IBC & V11, And YETP and YCCIP.

Among the major CETA programs, Talc 1IBC was the most successful with a
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placement rate of 43 percent and a positive results rate of 67 percent. The new

Title VII Private Sector Initiatives Program shows considerable promise as well,

with a 41 percent placement rate. Terminees from the youth components,

especially YETP, tended to achieve successful program outcomes, with the positive

results rate the more meaningful indicator in light of the number of options open to

youth.

\

Placements From PSE Components

The pubhc service employment components yielded outcome rates that were

somewhat disappointing with approximately 25 percent placements, and less than

50 percent positive results. These figures are lower than had been observed in

previous fiscal years,, with the declines due, at least in part, to an increase in the

overall unemployment rate and to the changes in client characteristics toward

more needy or disadvantaged persons facing greater burners to employment.

Placements From Non-CETA Programs

A comparison with placement rates in other programs shA,s that the Job

Service was fairly successful with 31 percent of their new applicants and renewals

securing jobs. -Even more successful at first glance, ucr4.. the Vocational Education

programs where 54 percent of the completers who responded to the Vocational

Education survey had secured employment; however, three out of four of the

people in their programs were not members of any minority group, and were

prob4bly at a higher skill level before training.
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On the other hand, the Work Incentive Program fell far short of the others

with a placement rate of 11 percent. At the same time, however, 75 percent of

the WIN registrants were non-whites and 100 perCent econqmically disadvantaged.

This population has numerous barriers to employment, ,and strict adherence to
4

placements rates alone does not accurately reflect program performance.

..-

Earnings And Length Of Employment

An even more valid manner of 'assessing participant benefits from the4ETA

program is the measurement of earnings and employment variablevver a period of

time following termination. Relevant evidence from previous studies in New York

Statu indicates that CETA is having a significant impact on the earnings and career

.......--...1 progress of terminees. That is, fiscal year 1980 terminees who entered employ-

ment tended to have considerably higher wage levi(s as compared to ibeir pre-

CETA employment.

..
Summary

In summary, it seems cleat that New YorkNine sponsor programs, examined

on a statewide basis, are functioning effectively with the scattered exceptions

s.
noted in this analysis. In fiscal year 1980, there was substantial success in

'developing and impleminrwig employment and training programs which meet the

planned goals for expending.allocated fuzids and serving appropriate numbers of

participants. Furthermore, CETA programs in New York have fulfilled one of the

major goals of the 1978 amendments, that of serving the population most in need of

..

employment and training services.

5 6 i
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participant population, the programs have, in most instances, maintained a strongly

favorable impact on the careers of terminees, as measured by such short-term

performance indicators as placement rate and positive results rate. Also, there As

indirect evidence based on surveys of earlier groups of terminees that the benefits

to participants persist over at least moderate periods of time, withimprove.d

earnings and employment rates observed.

Direct Economic Pay Back of CETA - The employment and earnings gains

documented in this and similar research not only represent significant Impacts on

the lives of individual participants, they also reveal that from a number of
-1

perspectives society's investment in the CETA program was more than paid back.

The heightened level of employment led to a reduction in welfare and other

transfer payments, additional goods and services produced, additional local and

federal taxes generated and a stimulus to the economy based on the additional

income in circulation..,. .

Inadequacies Of The New Macroeconomic Policies - The current Adminis-

tration apparently believes that the supply side macroeconomic policies that

constitute their "economic recovery program" will solve the problem of unemploy-

ment in this nation. However, there is a well supported view among employment

and training experts and others familiar with the disadvantaged segments of the

society that even if these policies are successful in creating new jobs, and this

assumption is questionable, the structurally unemployed will not benefit nearly as

much as will skilled workers. Those who hold this view argue convincingly that

employment training programs will still be necessary in order to train the

disadvantage for the jobs that become available in the private sector, as well as

to provide e subsidies for hiring _them when job opportunities occur, and
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possibly, creation of positions directly through some form of public service

employment.

Monetary Efficiency Of Employment And Training Approaches - It has also

been argued that such selective employment policies, specifically, wage subsidies

and PSE by themselves or in combination with training, are preferable to general

macroeconomic approaches during inflationary periods. The reasoning is that

employment increases in the less skilled segments of the labor force do not produce

the upward pressure on wages and subsequently prices that result from tightening

the high skill segments of the labor market. Finally, there is evidence that these

employment and training appruaches are more efficient in that they create more

positions per unit cost than general economic stimulation.

Recommendations

Numerous research studies have been performed to assess various aspects of

the CETA program. Thus, it should be possible to draw some lessons for the future

from the results obtained. From these studies, the suggestions that follow are

based primarily upon research performed by Randall P. Ripley and ssociates of

Ohio State University, under contract with the Employment and Training Adminis-

tration. These findings, and the views of various other experts in the field, as well

as the New York State Employment and Training Council arc also presented.

Services to t'e Disadvantaged

We rect,mmend thaf the commitment established by the Congress during

the CETA Reauthorization a CETA in 1978 be pursued with continuing

5G3
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diligence at the national, state, and prime sponsor level. That commit-

ment was to serve. those people most in need of employment and-training--

services, primarily the economically disadvantaged members of this

society;

Empirical evidence indicates that adherence to such a policy does not

compromise the program performance levels achieved by prime sponsors.

Level Of Commitment To Training And Placement

Concentration on the training and placement aspects of CETA is

advocated at both the local and national level;

Placement can be fostered by actions 1) by the Department of Labor to

provide the methodology for developing more refined labor market data

on training occupations Z) utilization innovative job search approaches

such as "job finding club", 3) provision of technical assistance necessary

to achieve expansion of on-the-job training;

Enhanced effectiveness of training can be achieved through such

measures as 1) maintenance of program-specific performance data to

guide ftinding decisions, 1) improvements in public education delivery

systems, especially in the area of basic skills, and 3) provision of

remedial education to those who have not benefited from participation in

the traditional education system;

Utilization of res. arch findings on programmatic and organizational

-30-
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factors common to successful programs to improve progra% planning.

Monitoring and Evaluation

An effective monitoring system requires a local management infor-

mation system that is understood and utilized by monitoring staff;

Monitoring should include all programs and deliverers and should entail

both on-site visits and desk reviews;

It is essential that monitoring reports be used as a basis for corrective

action;

At the national level, DOL. should continue to fund investigations of the

effectiveness of on-going programs and tests of innovative program

approaches;

The results of this research should be used in funding and planning

decisions at Moth the national and prime sponsor levels. For example,

the findings of completed demonstration programs for welfare eligibles

and recipients should serve as the basis of any national welfare reform

initiative.

Business and Organized Labor Involvement In CETA

CETA must work vigorously to tap the jobs controlled by business and

organized labor as placement sources for CETA participants.

ra %1.1
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The PICs must further strengthen the role of the business community in

such additional areas as labor market studies and the development of

training programs.

Prime sponsor staffs, with the assistance of DOL, should work with

unions on such projects as CETA funded apprenticeship or pre-appren-

ticeship programs.

IX. CONCLUSION

To conclude my testimony, let me state on behalf of my colleagues on the

New York State Employment and Training Council that we believe that the

employment and training delivery system has functioned well in the past, serving

the needs of many thousands of persons in response to dire economic ci,nititi.ins.

However, we also believe that no system works so well that it cannot be impruved.

We are committed to working with Congress and all uther interested parties to

discover and implement worthwhile strategies that will better fulfill the cbjectives*

of employment and training policy. We have already discussed some of these

4:-

a broad national policy that provides labor exchange mechanisms and

remedial services to rectify unacceptable levels of unemployment;

a mix of available strategies that can be responsive to local cunditions

and national priorities;

an assurance that those most in need are targeted for services, including

the promotion of self-sufficiency for recipients of income maintenance

5 6 G
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and income transfer payments;

the institution of a partnership between the private and public sectors,

with share responsibilities and shared resources;

the gathering of data to test program effectiveness, and the consequent

implementation of successful designs; and

the productive coordination of all the principal players and the vast

resources in the employment and training community.

The issue of coordination is particularly germane to the experience of the

New York State Employment and Training Council. This principle has been our

watchword, and we have developed and instituted a number of activities designed

to further that end. For example:

assessment, monitoring and evaluation of programs, and the disseinin-

atm° of rsutts so that they may be utilized elsewhere.

statewide planning that incorporates a broad range of issues at all levels

of program operation.

exchange of Ideas among education, economic development, social

services and other representatives of employment and training related

organizations.

Just as we have expressed our commitment to work with the Subcommittee

r".
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to improve the effectiveness of the employment and training system, we now ask

the Subcommittee to take steps to ensure that the SETC has the support and

resources to continue fulfilling these critical functions.

We recognize the need for fiscal constraint in these austere times, but we

also recognize that there is still a task that must be accomplished. In that sense,

the SETC and the Subcommittee share the same objective -- to see to it that the
_

nation's employment and training needs are satisfied in a manner both prudent and

responsive. There must be a mechanism whereby the nation's most needy citizens

are integrated into the mainstream of work, productivity, and prosperity. Employ-

ment and training programs provide just such a mechanism. Far from being

wasteful government expenditures, these programs, when properly directed, can

play a productive and crucial role in the strengthening of our national economy, by

helping our most disadvantaged fellow citizens leave the public assistance rolls and

obtain rewarding employment, as tell as by adding to the supply of trained workers

ready to fill the new jobs created by an invigorated economy.

t
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Senator QUAYLE Let me ask two qUestions. One, how do we
insure and get the continued support and further expansion of
support from the private sector? Two, with the limited resources
that we have at the Federal level, what should be the main empha-
sis on a training and employment program? Those are two very
tough issues that we have got to draw some lines on. I wonder if
you could give us your expertise and input on those two issues.=

Mr. JOHNSON. I can speak to you directly on that point. I operate
employment and training programs in a local area. I believe very,
very strongly in collaborating and cooperating with the private
sector. I think that we have not been generally too successful in
that regard. I think that simple slogans and shibboleths will not
work. I think that the private sector has to understand its commit-
ment, has to forgo some of the reservations it has about programs
like this and must understand basically that people have been-I
am going to say it very candidlyill-served by the educational
system We must use these programs to fill a void which exists.

So, I think that we must continue some of the directions that
have started but with much more specific directions than have
flowed from Washington thus far.

On the latter point you made, clearly I must say to you that
those peopleit has been said many times here today; I can only
amplify and repeat itthose people who need these services should
be the primary beneficiary of those services. In the earlier days of
CETA, CETA was spread too thin. It was a political program used
to serve all kinds of irrelevant ends. In the last 2 years, since the
197t< reauthorization, there has been much more of an effort to
direct and target these programs to people who are structurally
and chronically unemployed. I think that/is where our 'emphasis

-should go. I think it should be dramatically emphasized at that
level And that would be the recommendation I would make to this
committee.

Senator QUAYLE. Do other panel members want to contribute to
those two questions?

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. I think that said it all.
Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much. The bells have gone off

on the second ones. If I do not get going, I am going to be late.
Thank you very much

I would hope that you would continue to work with us in a very
close relationship. We are going to be going around the country
and having hearings. We are just beginning this process I know
you all have been intimately involved in it. I certainly appreciate
your work and giving us some firsthand knowledge and some guid-
ance because we have some tough decisions to make. You can see
through the discourse that we cannot do perhaps as much as we
would like to do. Everybody would like to do much more. We are in
a time of limitation of resources. We are in a time of defining what
the role of the Federal Government is. We are defining what the
obligations and the civic responsibilities of our private sector are.
You brought up education They are all interrelated. They are all
very fundamental to our society. It is something that we are going
to be working with over this next year and, hopefully, come up
with progressive legislation that will have bipartisan and universal
support.
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I thank yob' very much. The committee will be in recess for
several minutes.

[Recess taken.]
Senator QUAYLE. The committee will come to order. .1

We will pick up where we left off, with Lynda Hart.

STATEMENT OF LYNDA HART. DIRECTOR, ALABAMA OFFICE
OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING

Ms. HART. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate very much the opportuni-
ty to biing an elementary point to your attention. Through other
groups we will be talking to you in specific relation to your ques-
tions.

Both the Congress and the executive branch have formtilated
pertinent questions to guide the discussion which must accompany
consideration of future direction of emplo gent and training ef-
forteforte Basic to that discussion is the philo hical question: Do we,
as a nationstill hold to a work ethic? If a matters under consid-
eration can be examined against an affirmative response to that
singular question, the rhetoric of the coming months will be indeed
productive.

Most certainly that question, if asked around the country, would
produce an affirmative response in national unison; evidence, how-
ever, indicates otherwise. We pay farmer's not to farm, workers not
to work; we punish producers and protect nonproducers. As individ-
uals we recognize and cherish the value of work; collectively we
have rejected it and have done so for several generations.

And then we ask ourselves: "Have employment and training
programs worked?" That is something akin to asking: "Does the
Congress work?" It arises quite naturally in relation to CETA
because of the billions of dollars and because of the abuse associat-
ed with delivery in isolated pockets. It arises more naturally be-
cause the vast portion of the funds go to participants rather than
operators. The question is a valid one but not if only applied -to
CETA.

CETA is a catalytic program which evolved in an environment
8 where something obviously did not work as well as it should have.

Large groups of people were dropping through the cracks of estab-
lished systems such as education, employment assistance, et cetera.
Those systems had neither the desire nor the ability to respond in
a manner compatible with a rapidly changing labor market. Large
groups continue to fall through the cracks of traditional inflexible,,,,
systems. The desire and ability to respond remain illusive.

.

Little can be served by inter or even intrasystem squabbling. It
must be recognized, however, that the employment and training
arena must be examined in its entirety. To simply remove CETA or
to change CETA will produce little more than a cosmetic effect.

If we can first establish certain philosophical parameters to our
task, we can then determine who does what best. We must decide if
we as a nation do indeed believe in a work ethic and then establish
policy which supports rather than negates that belief. For the most

mart, the employment and training community has operated in a
vacuum with regard to national policy. The CETA system in partic-
ular has been subjected to every special interest requirement which
has surfaced. The condition has not been altogether negative, how-
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ever. While it is no way to run a railroad, that condition has
allowed coordination and cooperation at the operational level to a
greater extent than ever before. I might add that this is something
that you cannot truly mandate and hope to achieve by mandate
alone. Out of that, valid policy can evolve, depending upon local
leadership._ Should- that leadership be absent, the Congress must
recognize that that, too, is a choice of the people at the local level

Assuming a national acceptance and pursuit of a basic work
ethic, the purpose of employment and training efforts should be
simply to devise and provide viable alternative choices to those
human behaviors which mitigate that ethicalternatives to unem-
ployment, to welfare, to crimeall of which drain this country of
vital resources and drain individual citizens of self-respect. The
Government must be cognizant, however, that those are human
choices couched in a myriad of social, psychological, and economic
environments which vary equally as much as the individuals them-
selves.

Logically then, the Government must define those alternatives
simply as opportunities arid leave the response to those opportuni-
ties to the individuals for whom they were provided. An adage
,appropriately illustrative here is one with which we are all famil-
iar: "You can take a horse to water but you can't make him
drink." So much depends on his thirst. That adage evolved from
human observation of behavior which to this day remains among
the most vital research techniques. Assuming choices for individ-
uals or groups of individuals then produces just that: assumptions.

Within the context of a purpose which provides opportunities for
alternative_ choices related to acceptance and pursuit of a work
ethic, the appropriate objectives are also rather simple: to place
persons who ars: employable into jobs that already exist; to create
for employable persons jobs where they do not exist; to provide
training for persons who are not employable; and to fully assess
individuals so that realistic decisions may he made regarding the
above.

I would have to say' that probably that last point relates to why
the numbers do not look so good. I think possibly the subcommittee
is not aware that prime sponsors were unable to do indepth assess-
ment of people until just this year in the very recent months.

These stem so simple. yet they are so difficult to achieve.
Achievement cf the objectives stated here obviously is dependent

upon reliable and valid information regarding both the labor
market and the individuals participating in that market. Again, I
would challenge you that that information must be objective and
independent of the agencies it serves. Achievement is equally de-
pendent upon economic recovery and increased productivity in the
marketplace and upon incentives to the private sector in a whole
host of arrangements. But achievement truly hinges on en arrange-
ment of the contingencies controlling 'human behavior, that is al-
ternatives that are truly alternatives.

For example, if We' want to reduce the unemployment rate,
which I see as a measurement rather than an objective, we cannot
make it profitable to be unemployed. And we must recognize and
understand that what we consider profitable may be entirely ex-
treme for vast segments of of population. If we want a reduction
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in welfare dependencyagain a measurementwe must target
training to areas which produce ability in jobs with salaries which
are more profitable than welfare payments.

The Government, specifically the Congress, can play a vital role
by creating incentives and eliminating disincentives to work, for
businesses, for industry, for employed persons, for unemployed per-
sons and underemployed persons, indeed, for all citizens. And, of
course, the actions required cut across issues beyond those specific
to this discussion.

In cur search for appropriate methodology, we must benefit from
the lessons of the 'last two decades and the millions of tax dollars
invested in those lessons. Each of the major elements in the pres-
ent system have viable contributions to make, but each must be
willing to give up that which is nonproductive within their own
construction. Each of these elements, specifically the employment
security system, the vocational education system, and I have in-
cluded the vocational rehabilitation system, must be subjected to
the identical rigorous examination as that for the CETA system.
Only then can the productive be extracted for future use and the
counterproductive eliminated.

Beyond self-examination, the search must focus also on the users,
the private sector, and not on our perceptions of that sector nor on
the perceptions of superficial groups representing that sector. We
are, in essence, developing a human product whose talents and
abilities will be purchased. It is conceivable that the purchaser's
expectations can be significant to product development.

The CETA system has an outstanding, at least in Alabama,
entree into the type of market analysis required for product devel-
opment via its private industry councils. I would urge the Congress
to ,seek these out in an advisory capacity. I understand you have
done so.

The success of any system is entirely dependent upon the consist-
ency of its management and the nature of its output. You cannot
rationally focus efforts on groups of people with the most difficult
problems and expect successful outcomes measured in the same
terms that you measure groups with the least difficult problems.
Nor do outcomes require radically differing measures. That, howev-
er, is precisely the irrational methodology to which the CETA
system has been subjected.

National targeting, along with inconsistent funding, has contrib-
uted significantly to the negative outcomes of CETA, both in rela-
tionship to the numbers and the public's perception of the pro-
gram The most important factor in targeting is the reaction of the
vast majority of the citizenry: it just plain makes them mad. In
many instances where the irrational characteristics of targeting
are most obvious, it quite likely leads to fraudulent eligibility
determinations.

Perhaps we should be reminded that the original intent of CETA
was to extend decisionmaking and problem-solving to the level at
which the problems occur. If local leadership does not respond to
that responsibility in the manner expected by the taxpayers, we
already have in place a process which addresses such transgres-
sions. With the exception of the 14- to 17-year-old CETA eligible
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youth, all other presently eligible groups are equally eligible to
vote.

Finally, I would challenge you to examine the constraints to the
entire employment and training community. The CETA system, as
a viable decentralization thrust, has never actually been accom-
plished. The regulatory requirements and peculiarities in appropri-
ations have successfully recategorized and functionally restrained
it. Yet, while. largely antidotal, it has produced significant individu-
al successes. ft is a system which is subjected to formative assess-
ment and resultant modification, a condition which, if applied
across all systems, can produce the flexibility and accountability
desirable for Government expenditures. And, when measured
against the cost. of alternatives which range from $16,000 to $20,000
per individual, it is a proud system.

I am grateful for the opportunity to share these thoughts of a
general nature with the subcommittee. Our State, its leadership
and its citizens stand ready to assist you in any manner you deem
appropriate throughout your considerable task and deliberations.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much.
. You can be of help. You can start right now to give us some
direction as we go through and reevaluate CETA. Where should we
be focusing to improve the system? There are obviously defects.
You can address that from firsthand experience. Where should we
be focusing our attention?

Ms. HART. For one thing, I think you should somehow come up
with regulations or deregulations, I might say, which allow us to
use whatever system at the local level does that job best, and let
that he a local decision. For instance, there is an awful lot of
emphasis on using the employment service. You asked a question
earlier today why are the two systems not combined. If the employ-
ment service, for instance, is the best deliverer of that service in a
particular locality, then let us use them. But, if they are not, let us
seek an alternative, not necessarily ourselves in operating.

You cannot determine how local personalities are going to deal
with problems. Much of the problem in education, for instance, in
Alabama is that your local education agencies are autonomous. So,
you can sit there at the State level and make all kinds of rules and
regulations, but those people are going by local elected boards; and
they are not going to listen to that kind of thing. So, you_must take
into consider.lsion who is the best person or groups of people at the
local level to do that kind of thing. If you are talking about the
population group, which population group we should concentrate
on, I do not think you should limit us there either. I think we
certainly should have some targeting on the structurally unem-
ployed. But in rural Alabama a lot of people who are not consid-
ered structurally unemployed need CETA services. We are really a
fairly good system, I guess, when you consider the diversity across
the Nation and among localities. The system really has produced
quite well when you consider those diversities and allow us to
snake those kinds of decisions which impact at the local level.

Senator QUAYLE. Do you think we can consolidate some of these
programs: employment service, CETA, vocational education? Do
they tend to overlap and duplicate? If you look at efficiency, it
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seems to me that we might be able to move toward some sort of
consolidation.

Ms. HART. I would not rule it out, but I think you would really
have to explore it. Of course, that is what we are-doing in many
groups that I belong to, looking at how we can do things like that.

I think it is essential, though, that someone in a State or local-
ityfor instance, I think a Governor would be smart if he followed
the same deployment system within the State that the Federal
Government follows, the prime sponsorship. I also agree that it
should focus on labor market areas rather than to any geopolitical
kind of thing. But I think there must be some central focus of
leadership. That could be the employment and training council. Or
it could be a newly created council. But it is going to depend on
local people and their comr. itment to that. -

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much.
Next we have from New York, Mr. Ron Gault; accompanied by

Kathryn Spellman.

STATEMENT OF RONALD T. GAULT. COMMISSIONER, NEW
YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT. ACCOMPANIED
BY KATHRYN SPELLMAN

Mr. GAULT. My-name is Ron Gault. I am the Commissioner of
the Department of Employment. On my left joining me at the table
is a senior staff member from the Department of Employment,
Assistant Commissioner Kathryn Spellman.

I have a prepared statement. For the sake of time, 1 wouldslike
to have it entered into the record. I will offer instead a few brief
summary statements and points and make myself available to
answer any questions or address any concerns that you would like
me to address and answer.

Much of what I have said will be directed at the notice of these
hearings which appeared on May 19 in the Congressional Record. I
think the questions that were raised in that notice of hearings set,
the stage for an important set of discussions in New York City as
well as throughout the rest of the country.

I certainly welcome and appreciate this opportunity to appear
before you.

There are four essential points that I want to speak to and have
as a part of the written testimony entered into the record. The first
one is that employment and training resources should be targeted
to the economically disadvantaged and the low-income structurally
unemployed with an aim to increase skill level through our train-
ing programs and to enable participants to secure permanent un-
subsidized employment. "That is one of the points that I want to
underscore and emphasize.

The second major point is one which has caused some great
exchange_and dialog within the employment andetraining commu-
nities as well as among elected officials around the country. Re-
sources should be targeted'-to areas of chronic unemployment. I
think thkt is an imperative. I think the experience that we have
seen throughoUt the last 7 or 8 years makes a clear case for this
kind of targeting of resources.

The kind of machinations that the Department of Labor has had
to go through on an annual basis offers clear and convincing proof;
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I think, of the need and the wisdom of this kind of targeting of
resources,

Thg third point is that grants should continue to be locally

administered but with greater flexibility throughand this is a
netv phrase for the lexicon of employment and traininggeneric
consolidation so that localities can assess their needs and deter-

mine cost-effective strategies to meet them. Maximum flexibility
should be provided to determine appropriate program mix, includ-

ing cost-containment measures such as welfare employment initia-

tives.
There are several points that I can address when we turn to your
Ir:,stions that I think again make a clear and convincing case for

this kind of local flexibility, a flexibility which I have characterized

in New York City as being one that would call for generic consoli-

dation.
The fourth and final point is that resources should be targeted to

maximize job results. Employment and training policy can succeed

only to the extent that there are job opportunities. Much of this is

axiomatic and very straightforward. Therefore, it is crucial to in-
volve the private sector in a meaningful partnership. I have several
examples that I can point to of our experiences in New York City

that, hopefully, will be instructive to you and members of your

subcommittee.
National employment and training policy has increasingly

stressed training and transitional employment and an increased

role for the private sector. I think the kind of experiences that I

can address when we turn to the Q. & A. will give further support
to the points that I mention.

That is essentially the short list of major points that the written
testimony, which I hope you will include in your record, will ad-

dress.
Senator QUAYLE. It wild -lie included in the record, and I appreci-

ate your summarizing your testimony.'
(The prepared statement of Mr. Gault follows:)
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MY NAME IS RONALD T. GAULT, COMMISSIONER OF THE NEW YORK

CITY DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT,

I AM HAPPY TO BE HERE TODAY TO DISCUSS THE FUTURE OF

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING POLICY.. IN DOING SO, I HAVE A

BRIEF STATEMENT WHICH WILL HIGHLIGHT SOME OF THE CRUCIAL

POLICY AND PROGRAMMATIC ISSUES FACING US DURING THIS PERIOD

OF SHRINKING RESOURCES AND BEFORE US IN REAUTHORIZATION.

BELOYMENT AND TRAINING POLICY GOALS

THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION HAS PROPOSED RADICAL CHANGE

IN EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING POLICY AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION

THROUGH SUBSTANTIAL REDUCTIONS IN FUNDING LEVELS FOR

FEDERAL FISCAL YEARS (FFY) 1981 AND 1982. DURING THIS

PERIOD OF CONTRACTION IN FEDERAL RESOURCES, IT BECOMES

CRITICAL TO TARGET AVAILABLE FUNDS IN ORDER TO MAXIMIZE

JOB PLACEMENT. I BELIEVE THERE ARE FOUR BROAD POLICY

GOALS WHICH WILL MAINTAIN OUR COMMITMENT TO EMPLOY THOSE

ABLE AND WILLING TO WORK,

1. EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING RESOURCES SHOULD

BE TARGETED TO THE ECONOMICALLY DISADVAN-

TAGED AND LOW INCOME STRUCTURALLY UNEMPLOYED

WITH AN AIM TO INCREASE SKILL LEVEL THROUGH

OUR TRAINING PROGRAMS AND TO ENABLE PARTICI-

PANTS TO SECURE PERMANENT UNSUBSIDIZED EMPLOY-

MENT.
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2. RESOURCES SHOULD BE TARGETED TO AREAS OF

CHRONIC UNEMPLOYMENT.

3. GRANTS SHOULD CONTINUE TO BE LOCALLY ADMINIS-

TERED BUT WITH GREATER, FLEXIBILITY THROUGH GENERIC

CONSOLIDATION SO THAT LOCALITIES CAN ASSESS THEIR

NEEDS AND DETERMINE COST EFFECTIVE STRATEGIES TO

MEET THEM. MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY SHOULD BE PROVIDED

TO DETERMINE APPROPRIATE PROGRAM MIX, INCLUDING

COST CONTAINMENT MEASURES SUCH AS WELFARE EMPLOYMENT

INITIATIVES.

4. RESOURCES SHOULD BE TARGETED TO MAXIMIZE JOB RESULTS.

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING POLICY CAN SUCCEED ONLY TO

THE EXTENT THAT THERE ARE JOB OPPORTUNITIES; THERE-

FORE, IT IS CRUCIAL TO INVOLVE THE PRIVATE SECTOR

IN A MEANINGFUL PARTNERSHIP. NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT

AND TRAINING POLICY HAS INCREASINGLY STRESSED TRAINING

AND TRANSITIONAL EMPLOYMENT AND AN INCREASED ROLE

FOR THE PRIVATE SECTOR. EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY

RESULTS SHOULD CONTINUE TO BE OUR PRIMARY FOCUS.

TARGET RESOURCES TO THE DISADVANTAGED AND AREAS OF HIGH

64EMPLOYMENT

BECAUSE OF THE SCPRCITY OF RESOURCES, IT IS NECESSARY TO TARGET

OUR EFFORTS TO THE ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED WITH JOB

RLACEMENT AS THE PRIMARY FOCUS. THE DOLLARS AVAILABLE WILL
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CONSTRAIN OUR ABILITY TO SERVE ALL THOSE IN NEED.

THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION'S POLICY PREFERENCE FORCES US

TO BE MORE OUTCOME ORIENTED AND THUS WE WILL BE UNABLE TO

SERVE THOSE SEGMENTS OF THE POPULATION THAT PERFORM LESS

SUCCESSFULLY IN EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS. IT IS

IMPORTANT FOP CONGRESS AND THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION TO

UNDERSTAND THAT AS DOLLARS SHRINK IN EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING,

INCREASED WELFARE AND OTHER INCOME TRANSFER COSTS WILL RESULT.

TARGETING GRANTS TO DISTRESSED AREAS MARKED BY CHRONIC

UNEMPLOYMENT AND HIGH WELFARE DEPENDENCY MAY OFFSET THE

HIGH DEMAND.FOR SERVICES AND CORRECT LABOR MARKET DISEOUILI-

BRIUMS,

LOCAL ADMINISTRATION

I BELIEVE OUR CURRENT SYSTEM OF PRIME SPONSOR SERVICE

DELIVERY LOCAL PLANNING, PROGRAM DESIGN AND GRANT MANAGE-

MENT HAS PROVEN COST EFFECTIVE AND MOST RESPONSIVE TO THE

BASIC AUTHORIZATION AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION DECISIONS MADE

AT THE CONGRESSIONAL AND EXECUTIVE OFFICE,LEVECS,

LOCAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND POPULATION NEEDS MUST DETERMINE

TO A GREATER EXTENT THE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING APPROACH

APPLIED TO SPECIFIC POPULATIONS.
INCREASED LOCAL FLEXIBILITY

TO MATCH PARTICIRPNT NEED AND SEJNICE DELIVERY WITHIN AVAIL-

ABLE RESOURCES, WOULD RESULT IN THE OPTIMUM MANAGEMENT OF

THESE GRANTS. NEW YORK CITY'S EFFORTS WITH YOUTH AND WELFARE
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RECIPIENTS OFFER EXAMPLES-OF LOCAL INITIATIVES AND COST

CONTAINMENT STRATEGIES,

YOUTH

THE OFFICIAL NEW YORK CITY YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT RATE IN 1980

WAS 28.3% WITH NON-WHITE UNEMPLOMENJ AT 38.1%. THE NATIONAL

RATES 'ERE STAGGERINGLY HIGH AT 19.3% WITH 35.8% NOM-WHITE.

THESE FIGURES AS HIGH AS THEY ARE, FAIL TO REPRESENT THOSE

YOUNG PEOPLE WHO HAVE GIVEN UP THE OFTEN FRUITLESS AND FRUS-

TRATING SEARCH FOR EMPLOYMENT, IF THESE YOUTH WERE INCLUDED

IN THE OFFICIAL STATISTICS, THE UNEMPLOYMENT FIGURES WOULD

PROBABLY DOUBLE, THE YOUTH EMPLOYMENT PATE IS 25% IN NEW

YORK CITY, HALF THE NATIONAL RATE OF OVER 50%. THE CHRONIC

PROBLEM OF YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT AND VARYING LOCAL LABOR MARKET

PARTICIPATION RATES POINT TO THE NEED FOP A NATIONAL YOUTH

EMPLOYMENT POLICY WITH THE PROGRAM STRATEGY DETERMINED BY

LOCALITIES.

BECAUSE OF SCARCE RESOURCES IN FFY'82, NEW YORK CITY WILL

FOCUS ON OLDER OUT-OF-SCHOOL YOUTH WITH EMPLOYMENT AS A FINAL

GOAL. WE HAVE FOUND THAT A MIX OF CLASSROOM TRAINING AND

WORK EXPERIENCE PRODUCES BETTER LONG-TERM PERFORMANCE PESULTS

FOR THIS POPULATION. CONCURRENTLY, THE DEPARTMENT WILL URGE

THE BOARD OF EDUCATION AND OTHER LOCAL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

TO FOCUS THEIR ACTIVITIES AND RESOURCES ON YOUNGER IN-SCHOOL

YOUTH.
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WELFARE INITIATIVES

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS SHOULD BE USED BOTH TO

REDUCE THE COST OF INCOME TPANS'FER PROGRAMS, I.E., WELFARE,

AND TO PROMOTE FINANCIAL SELF PELIANCE. AMONG FORMER RECIPIENTS,

NEW YORK CITY'S AGGRESSIVE WELFARE-EMPLOYMENT INITIATIVES.

HAVE SHOWN PARTICULAR PROMISE IN DEVELOPING SKILLS AND

BUILDING STABLE WORK HISTORIES FOR THOSE WITH EXTREME.BARRIERS,

TO EMPLOYMENT, EARLY 1981 DATA SHOWED THAT 6,400 OR 58% OF THE

PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYMENT (PSE) JOBS WERE FILLED BY PUBLIC

ASSISTANCE RECIPIENTS.
ELIMINATION OF PSE CAME AT A CRITICAL

TIME WHEN NEW YORK CITY'S WELFARE TO WORK EFFORTS HAD SHOWN

POSITIVE RESULTS AND FURTHER IMPRCVEMENTS WERE BEING IMPLEMENTED.

THREE-QUARTERS OF WELFARE RECIPIENTS'WHO ACTUALLY ENROLLED IN

CETA COMPLETED THE PROGRAM'S FULL 13 MONTHS AT AN AVERAGE

SALARY OF $9,500. GIVEN THE EMPLOYMENT HANDICAIIS" OF WELFARE

RECIPIENTS (LOW EDUCATION AND SKILLS, POOR WORK HABITS), THIS

RETENTION RATE IS IMPRESSIVE AND IS CONSISTENT WITH NATIONAL

EXPERIENCE.

1980 TITLE IIB DATA SHOWED THAT THE MOST SIGNIFICANT FINDING

IS THAT THE GAP BETWEEN WELFARE AND NON-WELFARE PERFORMANCE

RATES WAS NARROW,
SIXTY-TWO PERCENT (62%) OF THE NON-WELFARE

POPULATION \WAS PLACED IN
UNSUBSIDIZED JOBS OUT OF AN OVERALL

.POSITIVE TERMINATION RATE
OF 66% COMPARED TO A 45% PLACEMENT

RATE OUT OF 50% TOTAL POSITIVE
TERMINATIONS FOR THE WELFARE

POPULATION. WITHIN THE WELFARE POPULATION THE AFDC POPULATION

HAD A PLACEMENT RATE OF 45% AND A,TOTAL POSITIVE TERMINATION

RATE OF 60%, DIFFERENCES IN DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AMONG

THE POPULATION MAY ACCOUNT FOP PART OF THE DISCREPANCY. CIE

1
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FACTOR TO NOTE WAS THAT THE NON-WELFARE POPULATION WAS

MORE EDUCATED THAN THE WELFARE POPULATION.

THE TYPE OF PROW" ALSO HAD A STRONG INFLUENCE ON PERFONANcE

WITH ON-THE-JOB TRAINING AND CLASSROOM TRAINING BEING THE

MOST SUCCESSFUL. THESE RESULTS LEAD US TO BELIEVE THAT

WELFARE RECIPIENTS ARE A PROMISING POOL OF CETA RECRUITS.

WE ARE CURRENTLY EXPLORING OTHER STRATEGIES TO INCREASE

WELFARE PARTICIPATION SUCH AS:

COORDINATING DAY CARE FOR AFDC RECIPIENTS

ENROLLED IN TRAINING PROGRAMS.

- EXPLORING A PIC BUSINESS APPROACH IN

ORDER TO BREAK STEREOTYPIC IMAGES THAT

LIMIT THE EMPLOYMENT OF WELFARE RECIPIENTS.

IDENTIFYING OCCUPATIONS ANDANDUSTRIES THAT

MIGHT HAVE THE MOST POTENTIAL IN TRAINING

AN1 PLACEMENT OF WELFARE RECIPIENTS.

POLE OF* THE PRIVATE SECTOR

WE BELIEVE THAT ACTIVE PRIVATE SECTOR PARTICIPATION IS CRUCIAL

TO THE SUCCESS OF EMPLOYMENT P4D TRAINING PROGRAMS. OVER THE

NEXT YEAR, NEW YORK CITY WILL STgENGTHEN AND BUILD ON EXISTING

RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE PRIVATE SECTOR.
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THE NEW YORK \CITY PARTNERSHIP, INITIATED BY DAVID ROCKERFELLO,

IS A CONSORTIUM OF LEADING
BUSINESSES WORKING WITH gu YORK CITY

ON EMPLOYMENT PROBLEMS. AS A FIRST PROJECT, THE PARTNERSHIP

FOCUSED ON YOUTH EMPLOYMENT AND HAS DEVELOPED 13,600 SUMMER

JOBS TO ENHANCE THE CITY'S SUMMER JOBS PROGRAM. FOR POOR

YOUTH, DISCUSSIONS ARE CURRENTLY UNCFRWAY TO DETERMINE HOW

PARTNERSHIP RESOURCES CAN BE UTILIZED IN YEAR -ROUND EFFORTS.

ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL MEANS OF WORKING WITH THE PRIVATE SECTOR ,

IS,THROUGH A PRIVATE SECTOR INITIATIVE APPROACH, TITLE VII,

BECAUSE IT ENCOURAGES INVOLVEMENT INN DESIW,AND OPERATION

OF TRAINING PROGRAMS AIMED AT PLACEMENT IN UNSUBSIDIZED JOBS.

UNDER THE REVIEV OF DOE, THE PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL(PIC)

IS THE LEGISLATED PARTNERSHIP FOR BUSINESS, LABOR AND

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS RESPONSIBLE FOP TITLE VII ACTIVITIES.

NEW.YORK CITY'S PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL IS NATIONALLY KNOWN

FOR THE "DEMONSTRATION" AND
"MODEL"ASPECTS OF ITS ACCOMPLISH

MENTS. THE FOLLOWING ARE EXAMPLES OF INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS:

THE CLEARINGHOUSE BANKING INSTITUTE PROGPAM PPOVIDES TRAINING

FOR CLERK-TYPISTS FOR BANK POSITIONS. THE MOST RECENT DATA

SHOWS A 72% OVERALL PLACEMENT RATE, THE WESTINGHOUSE HIGH

SCHOOL PROGRAM WAS CREATED BY ENLISTOG THE TALENTS OF AN

EMPLOYER ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO DESIGN THE CURRICULUM AND

PROPOSE MACHINERY UPGRADING FOP AN ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURING

PROGRAM, THE SECURITIES INDUSTRY PROGRAM, UNDEPTAKEN WITH
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AMEX, CHEMICAL, PAINE WEBER TRAINS PARTICIPANTS JO WORK AS

STOCK ITANSFER CLERKS. ANOTHER HIGHLY LNNOVATIVE PROGRAM IS

THE PIC'S VOLUNTARY PWP EFFORT, AS OF FEBRUARY, 1981,10% OF

ENROLLEES IN PIC PROGRAMS ARE PWP'S. PIC WILL RESERVE ONE

TF'RD OF ALL INTERVIEW SLOTS FOR WELFARE RECIPIENTS IN CLASS-

ROOM TRAINING, DOE SILL STRENGTHEN THE ROLE OF PIC IN ESTA-

BLISUING INNOVATIVE MODELS THAT CAN BE REPLICATED AND THEN

TRANSFERED TO OTHER CONTRACTORS IN THE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING

COMMUNITY.

CONCLUSION

EXPANSION OF BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES, A PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF

CONGRESS AND THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION, WILL REQUIRE A TRAINED

LABOR FORCE, A SUBSTANTIAL SEGMENT OF THE AVAILABLE LABOR

FORCE, THE CURRENtLY UNEMPLOYED, IS UNSKILLED, UNTRAINED

AND POORLY EDUCATED, EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS FILL

PART OF THAT GAP BETWEEN LABOR DEMAND AND HUMAN CAPITAL.

WE HAVE NUMEROUS STRATEGIES WHICH SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN OUR

ARSENAL TO SUCCESSFULLY COMBAT UNEMPLOYMENT, WELFARE DEPEN-

t

DENCY AND LOW EMPLOYMENT PRODUCTIVITY, SOME OF THE STRATEGIES

I HAVE DISCUSSED TODA/ INCLUDE:

TARGETING RESOURCES TO THE ECONOMICALLY

DISADVANTAGED IN AREAS OF CHRONIC UNEMPLOYMENT.

LOCAL ADMINISTRATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF

BROAD NATIONAL POLICY GOALS

P CAREFULLY cTRUCTURED TRAINING AND PLACEMENT

PROGRAM TO hhTCH PARTICIPANT NEED WITH LOCAL
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MARKET.MTAND IN ORDER TO MAXIMIZE :JOB

I" RESULTS

COST CONTAINMENT STRATEGIES SUCH AS WELFARE -

TO' -WORK INITIATIVES

PROMOTION OF AN ACTIVE PRIVATE SECTOR,PART-

NERSHIP.

53,5
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-Senato'r QUAYLE:. Thank you very ouch.
Next we have from Philadelphia, Mr. Willie Johnson.

STATEMENT OF WILLIE F. JOHNSON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.
OFFICE- OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING. THE CITY OF
PHILADELPHIA
Mr. 410}msort. Thank you, Mr. :Chairman. My name is 'Willie

Johnson. I am the executive director of the city of Philadelphia's
.Office of Employment and Training. I want to state for the record,
Mr. Chairman, that there was another Willie Johnson from the
State, of New York, and that individual is not the same as the
individual from, the city of Philadelphia. .

The city' of Philadelphia CETA program serves between 35,000
and 40,000 pergons a year. Since' Philadelphia has one of the high-
est youth unemployment rates .in the Nation among .black and
Hispanic youth, a major portion of-the funding is spent on youth
Programs. We have offered programs in previous years under all of
the CETA titles, with an annual budget of approximately $85 mil-
lion.

ThePhiladelphia CETA program is an integral part of the city's'
economic development activities and as a prime sponsor we stress
coordination with local business, industry and labor organizations
One of the more successful programs using CETA resources in

.conjunction with Budd Co., a local railcar company, provided devel-
opment and retraining opportunities for eligible individuals

I greatly appreciate the opportunity to present the views of the
city of Philadeplhia before the subcommittee today.

In our opinion there should be three basic objectives in our
national training and employment policy. First, it Should assist
those individuals who, without the intervention of Government,
would face major barriers Lo obtaining and sustaining employment
Second, it should assist businesses and industries in obtaining
skilled, trained workers. Third, we should insure that no groups
are excluded from the employment and training mainstream so as
to avOid creatingrespecially in urban areasa permanent under-
class.

It is the role of Government through its prime sponsor to balance
these competing interests. This can be done only if the Nation's
employment and training policy is truly comprehensive, locally
administered, which sufficient funds and administrative flexibility
to address local needs. The new system should not be dictated
nationally as it is now, bueshould allow localities to structure the
delivery system that works, best on a local leve), be that a prime
sponsor or a public/private partnership or fi subdivision of a
statewide employment and training system.

It is a positive sign that this committee is seeking,a clear defini-
tion of the role of employment and training programs within a
national agenda. One of the limitations that all CETA prime spon-
sors have had to work within is that there have been few actual
definitions provided for us and those that were provided tended to
change with each new Congress and each new administration.

In the Philadelphia program, we judge our effectiveness on the
basis of our broad goals/ that essentially define our mission. They
are: One, to target sefvices to persons most in need of CETA
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training and employment programs; two, to facilitate the delivery
of services to persons who are CETA-eligible through improved
management and innovative program design; three, to strengthen
the transition of CETA partic.pants into unsubsidized employment;
and, four, to increase cooperation with organization's, groups, and
agencies which are concerned about employment and training ac-
tivities.

Of these four goals, only one may not necessarily be compatible
with the future direction of national employment and training
policy. Our CETA program has been targeted to those most in
need, those who without the intervention of the Government would
probably remain comp'etely outside the economic mainstream. Cur-
rently, more than 60 percent of the clients we serve through CETA
come directly from the welfare rolls. Many -cannot read and write
at the levels employers demand. Many have sketchy or nonexistent
work histories. Many have physical or mental' handicaps.' Many
have prison records. This is what we mean when we say most in
need.

It is a difficult task to get individuals who have barriers of this
magnitude to be competitive in job-seeking situations. It is even
mofe difficult in dommunities such as Philadelphia, where jobs are
at a premium and where employers have their choice of applicants
who have fei, if any identifiable barriers. Obviously, if the new
direction for employment and training ?tresses the highest place-
ment for the lowest outlay of funds to the exclusion of other
factors, then CETA programs will have to focus their attention on
those economically disadvantaged and unemployed persons who
can be helped with minimufn governMental :atervention While
this approach may be cost effgqt.ive, it does not, adequately address
the Nation's responsibility to those who are truly most in need of
assistance. If we move to a. placement- oriented system, it must not
be at the expense of individuals who have major barriers to em-
ployment. Serving this group is essential if we are to meet one of
the key purposes of employment and training programsto pre-
vent the creation of a perm.ment underclass.

We feel that special funds should be targeted to large, older cities
using a formula that is based on unemployment rates, especially
among minorities, and public assistance caseloads Although the
Federal Government should not dictate specific 'mandates for
youth, local governments should be required'to provide feedback on
their services tti youth as a part of the employment and training
planning process. Separate sets of performance standards and asso-
ciated costs should be established for particularly difficult-to-serve
populations. Prime sponsors should be able to use a portion of
available resources to serve those with the most barriers to employ-
ment without suffering penalties for exceeding costs or failing to
meet placement levels that may not be realistic or appropriate for
this population.

For a year and a half, I have administered one of the largest
CETA prime sponsors in the Nation. Prior to my tenures, I spent a
great deal of time researching the history of CETA. Based on .my
experiences, my eon% ersations with other CETA directors and my
research, I feel comfortable in saying that CETA has worked, based
on what it was designed to do and what it was allowed to do.
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The mandated role of CETA is to train unemployed and under-
employed individuals to fill available jobs in the public and private
sector. The thouiands of Philadelphia residents who are now pro-
ductive, taxpaying citizens as a result of their involvement in the
CETA programs are evidence that CETA, has largely met its re-
sponsibilities as defined in the act.

We believe CETA has 'Jean judged unfairly in areas that CETA
was never intended to address, those areas that are clearly incon-
sistent with CETA's purpose. For example .vhile CETA was intend-
ed to create some short-term jobs, it was not empowered to create
permanent employment opportunities in the private sector. Long-
term unemployment is Ituguly a result of industry relocating out of
communities, high interest rates, increased automation (which
eliminates many low-skill-level jobs) and many other factors which
the CETA program can not effect.

The public service employment program has also been judged
unfairly. When viewed as a way of providing public services to
.communities while simultaneously assisting individuals in becom-
ing job ready, the costs associated with the public service employ-
ment become more reasonable, particularly when you compare the
costs to the less expensive .training programs which have the single
function of preparing participants for the job market. Hiring
former welfard recipients to clean streets that would otherwise be
dirty and hiring disabled veterans to monitor subway concourses
that would otherwise be left unguarded may seem like make-work
to some. But, for those of us who live in the Nation's cities, those
jobs and others like them provided valuable services and gave the
men and women who performed them a sense of dignity because
they were working and earning their own way instead of remain-
ing on public assistance.

From our vantage point, the workfare approach that is currently
being discussed is simply public service employment in disguise. It
is a punitive and ultimately y-more costly alternative to public serv-
ice employment. Under this program, individuals who provide serv-
ices to the community in return for income maintenance will not
develop the sense of dignity that comes from being employed. We
oppose that.

A third area that has merited considerable discussion by this
committee and others is whether CETA has been successful in
placing participants in private sector jobs. It is important to recog-
nize that many of the difficulties in this regard have stemmed from
the CETA legislation and the implementing regulations.

The continually changing mandates and target populations the
fluctuations of dollars, and the often conflicting regulatory require-
ments, have made CETA a four-letter, word among businesses, large
and- small. It is our hope that by providing employment and train-
ing funds to local governments as block grants, Congress will allow

, us more flexibility in designing programs that do not burden pri-
vate employers with Nredtape. Furthermore, funds should be pro-
vided to local governments on a multiyear basis al!owing employ.
ment and training activities to be linked more effectively to long-
term economic development and business planning.

It has been difficult under the existing CETA system Co commit
funds to a business activity that may not get under way for an-
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other year or two. Yet, without this ability, the usefulness of CETA
or any other employment and training program to the private
sector is limited.

Mr. Chairman, in the body of my statement I have outlined a
number of crucial issues and offered some recommendations. I
understand those will be a part of the record.

Senator QUAYLE. We will include those in the record, without
objection.

Mr. JOHNSON. I have one other point and I will conclude. I would
like. to discuss the subject of block grants.

We have two thoughts on block grants. First, we believe that a
, bluck.grant approach is a better approach than the categorical
4 grant approach. However, we think there is a risk that youth

programs will be sacrificed to provide for services to adults. We
think that the law should include a provision 'requiring prime
sponsors to include services to youth as part of their program.

Second, we wou not support a block grant being administered
totally by the State. r experience indicates that it would work to
the detriment of prim sponsors and localities. We have included
sonic examples in our t imopy

That ends my testim y, Chairman. I am available to
answer questions if you hitve y.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Johnson follows:I

O
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OPENING STATEMENT BEFORE THE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON

EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY

JUNE 18, 1981

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee on Employment

and Productivity of the United States Senate, staff and ob-

servers, my name is Willie F. Johnson and I am Executive

Director of the Office of Employment and Training which ad-

ministers Comprehensive Employment and Training At funds

for the City of Philadelphia.

Our CETA program serves between 35,000 and 40,000 per-

sons a year with a major portion of our dollars going to

serve youth since Philadelphia has one of the highest youth

unemployment rates in the nation, especially among Black and

Hispanic youth. We offer programs under CETA Titles II, III,

IV, VI and VII.with an annual budget of approximately $85 mil-

lion.

The Philadelphia CETA program is an integral part of

the City's economic devlopment activities and as a prime spon-

sor we stress coordination with local business and industry

and with labor organizations. Indeed, a'number of our most suc-

cessful programs, such as railcar retraining project with the

Budd Company and the United Auto Workers, and a health care

upgrading and retraining program involving a number of area

hospitals and the Hospital and Health Care WorkerVUnion 1199C,

link government with both union and management to create em- 4

ployment opportunities for the economically disadvantaged.

Speaking for the City of Philadelphia, I greatly appre-

ciate the opportunity to provide this testimony for your

Senate subcommittee today.

There are three basic objectives of national training

and employment policy as we see it:

(1) To assist those individuals who
without the intervention of
government would face major barriers
to obtaining and sustaining employment.

(2) To assist businesses and industries
in obtaining skilled, trained workers.
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(3) To assist the entire community
by assuring that no groups are
excluded from the employment
mainstream and that there is not
created, especially in our urban
areas, a permanent underclass.

It is the role of local government, through its prime

sponsor, to balance these competing interests: This can be

done only if the nation's employment and training policy is

truly comprehensive and locally directed, allowing sufficient

funds and flexibility to communities to adequately address

local needs. The new system should not be dictated nationally

as it is now, but should allow localities to structure the

delivery system that works best on a local level, be that a

prime sponsor or a public/private partnership or a sub-divi-

sion of a statewide employment and training system.

It is a positive sign that this committee is seeking a

clear definition of the role of employment and training with-

in a national agenca. One of the limitations that all CETA

prime sponsors have had to work withineis that there have

been few actual defin1tions provided for us and those that

were provided tended to change with each new congress and

new Administration.

In the Philadelphia.CETA program, wv judgt our effective-

ness on the basis of four broad goals that essentially define

our mission. They are:

(1) To target services to persons most in
need of CETA training and employment
programs;

(2) To facilitate the delivery of services
to persons who are CETA-eligible
through improved management and inno-
vative program design;

(3) To strengthen the transition of CETA
participants into unsubsidized employ-
ment; and

144) To increase cooperation with organize-
. tions, groups and agencies which are

concerned about employment and training
activities.

Of these four goals, only one may not necessarily be com-

patible with the future direction of national employment and

training policy. Our CETA program has targeted those "most
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in reed", those who without the intervention of government

would probably remain completely outside the economic main-

stream. Currently more than 60 percent of the clients we

serve through CETA come directly from the welfare rolls.

Many cannot read and write at the levels employers demand;

many have sketchy or non-existent work histories; many have

physical or mental hamlicaps; many have prison records. This

is what we mean when we say "most in need".

It is a difficult task to get individuals who have bar-

riers of this magnitude to the place where they can be com-

petitive in job-seeking situations. It is even more diffi-

cult in communities such as Philadelphia where jobs are at

a premium and where employers have their choice of applicants

who have few if any identifiable barriers. Obviously if the

new direction for employment and training stresses the highest

placement for the lowest outlay of funds to the exclusion of

other factors, CETA programs will have to focus their atten-

tion on those economically disadvantaged and unemployed per-

sons who can be helped with minimum governmental interven-

tion. This approach is cost-effective but it does not, in

our view, adequately address the nation's responsibility to

those who are truly most in need of services. If we move to

a placement-oriented center it must not be at the expense

of individuals who have major barriers to employment.

Serving this group is essential if we are to meet one of the

key purposes of employment and training programs--to prevent

the creation of a permanent underclass.

We feel that special funds should be targeted to large,

older cities using a formula that is based on unemployment

rates--especially among minorities--and welfare caseloads.

Although the federal government should not dictate specific

mandates for youth, local governments should be required to

provide feedback on their services to youth as a part of the

employment and training planning process. Separate sets of

performance standards and associated costs should be estab-

lished for particularly difficult-to-serve populations so

that prime sponsors can use a portion of available resources

to serve those with the most barriers to employment without
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suffering penalties for exceeding costs or not meeting place-

ment levels that history has shown are not realistic or ap-

propriate for this population.

I have administered one of the largest CETA prime spon-

sors in the nation for a year and a half and I have spent

considerable time researching the history of CETA prior to

my tenure. Based on my experiences, my conversations with

other CETA Directors and my research, I feel comfortable in

saying that CETA has worked -- based on what it was designed

to do and what it was allowed to do.

The mandated role of CETA is to train unemployed and

underemployed individuals to fill available jobs in the

public and private sector. The thousands of Philadelphia

residents who are now productive, tax-paying citizens as a

direct result of their interaction with the CETA system are

evidence that CETA has largely met its responsibilities as

outlined in the Act.

CETA has been judged, unfairly we believe, in areas

that CETA was never mandated to do and that are inconsistent

with CETA's purpose, An example of this is the relationship

of CETA to the long-term unemployment rate. While CETA had

some short-term job creational aspects, it was not empowered

to create permanent employment opportunities in the private

sector where mos: cf the jobs are. Long -dorm unemployment

is largely a result of moving of industry oit of communities,

high interest rates, increased automation of low-skill level

jobs and other factors completely outside the realm of the

CETA legislation.

Public service employment is another area. When viewed

as a way of providing public services to communities while

simultaneously assisting individuals in becoming "job ready",

the costs associated with the public service employment be-

come' much more reasonable, even in comparison to the less

expensive training programs which have the single function

of preparing participants for the job market. Hiring former

welfare recipients to clee streets that would otherwise be

dirty and hiring disabled Vietnam veterans to monitor sub-

way concourses that would otherwise be left unguarded may
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seem like "make - work" co many of you.
But for those of us

who live in the nation's cities, those jobs and others like

them provided valuable services
and gave the men and women

who performed them a sense of dignity because they were work-

ing and earning their own way instead of remaining on the

public ro14.

From our vantage point, the "workfare" approach that is

currently being discussed is simply public service employment'

in disguise. Lt is a punitive and ultimately more costly al-

ternative to public service employment through which individ-

uals will provide services to the community in return for

income maintenance -- but without the sense of dignity that

comes from being employed. And we oppose that.

A third area that has merited considerable discussion

by this committee and others is whether CETA has been suc-

cessful in placing participants in private sector jobs. It

is important to recognize that many of the difficulties in

this regard have stemmed from the CETA legislation and im-

plementing regulations.

The continually changing
mandates and target populations,

the fluctuation of dollars, the often conflicting regulatory

requirements, have all made CETA a four - letter word among

businesses, large and small. It is our hope that by pro-

.viding employment and training funds to local governments

as block grants, Congress will allow us more flexibility in

designing programs that do not burden private' employers with

red tape. Furthermore, funds should be provided to local

governments on a multi-year basis allowing employment and

training activities to be linked more effectively to long-

term economic development and business planning. It has been

difficult under the existing CETA syltem to commit funds to

a business activity that may not get underway for another

year or two. Yet without this ability, the usefulness of

CETA or any other employment
and training program to the

private sector is limited.

It is impossible to address all the crucial issues con-

cerning employment and training in this overview, but I hope
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that I have touched on manytolf the key points. Supporting

documentation and background on the Philadelphia CETA pro-

gram are provided in the attached testimony.
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TESTIMONY

The Office of Employment and Training, as prime spon-

sor for the fourth largest city in the nation, is engaged

in a number of activities funded under the Comprehensive

Employment and Training Act. For the purposes of this tes-

timony, we will highlight three areas:

(1) Intake and assessment which handles
the recruitment and enrollment of
individuals into our basic Title II-11
training programs, our year-round youth
programs under Title IV and our Title
VII Private Sector program in coopera-
tion with the Private Industry Coun-
cil of Philadelphia which we fund;

(2) Public Service Employment, which prior
to the funding cutbacks earlier this
year, comprised approximately 50 per-
cent of the City's annual budget for
employment and training activities;
and

(3) Summer Youth Employment which is a
comprehensive program which serves
approximately 20,000 young people
each year and is one of the most
visible programs operated by the
prime sponsor.

Intake

In early 1980, OET staff reviewed the Philadelphia CETA

Intake System and compared it to systems in similar cities.

The findings of this review were first shared with an intake

task force composed of intake staff and training providers

and then with community residents at a series of meetings and

public hearing held in September and October, 1980. The

general conclusion was that OET needed a uniform, client-

centered, neighborhood-based intake system with close links

to the Office of Employment Security (Job Service), local em-

ployers and community-based organizations.

In January, 1981, OET contracted with Temple University's

Center for Social Policy and Community Development to imple-

ment a redesigned centralized intake system which could pro-

.ide the broad range of needed services including:

outreach and recruitment
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orientation

eligibility determination

'41 assessment and testing

career counseling

referral to other services

enrollment and training programs; and

placement for "job ready" individuals

To assure that services remained available during the

transition period from the old intake system to the new one,

OET arranged for the gradual phase-down of prior sites and

the gradual start-up of the Temple Intake Operations. The

initial two sites in the redesigned system opened in May,

1981. Additional sites are scheduled to be operational by

October, 1981. ,All sites will be accessible to the handi-

capped and have Spanish-speaking staff. '

Additional support for the intake and assessment process

has been provided through the development of PHACTS - the

Philadelphia Automated Client Tracking System. This automated

information retrieval and decision system went "on line" in

early 1981. PHACTS, which was designed for the Philadelphia

CETA prime sponsor, will assist OET and Temple in keeping

accurate information for use in matching people with suitable

training and employment options and for fulfilling the report-

ing and client tracking requirements of the Department of

Labor.

Public Service Employment

A major highlight of the Philadelphia PSE Program during

the past year was the cooperative effort involving the Manag-

ing Director's Office, the Civil Service Commission, the

American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees

(AFSCME), District Council #33 and OET in developing link-

ages between the CETA-PSE Program and the City's Personnel

System.

As a result of this effort, 1,100 long-term CETA workers

were spared scheduled lay-offs and instead were transitioned

into Civil Service jobs on the City's general fund as of

April 1, 1981. An additional 400 CETA City workers will be

picked up on the City's payroll on July 1, 1981 to fill
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vacancies that will become available with the start bf the

City's new Fiscal Year.

Prior to this landmark agreement, the City's record of

transitioning municipal PSEs into permanent jobs had been

quite low. This occurred because: (1) the City could not

keep those CETA workers who had proven themselves during

their tenure as City employees due to Civil Servicetregu-

lations; and (2) the jobs that the CETA workers had done in

City government were often not transferrable into the pri-

.vate sector. With the implementation of the CETA/Civil

Service linkage, Philadelphia's municipal PSE placement rates

improved dramatically and are now among the best in the

nation.

As a direct result of the City's willingness to nego-

tiate issues regarding CETA workers and fill general fund

vacancies with qualified, experienced participants, AFSCME

gave union concurrence for the first time in more than two

years to new CETA Programs in Municipal Government.

The initial PSE Program was a Summer Adult.Employment

Program, funded under Title II-D, which employed more than

3,500 men and womerrduring-July, August_end Sep tuber, 1980.

Under this program, unemployed adults were hired to work

for 20 hours per week for the City and for a number of com-

munity-based organizations. Jobs included cleaning and

sealing abandoned houses and yards, clearing lots, alleys

and industrial parks, removing posters and graffitti from

City-owned properties, maintenance of Fairmount Park and

clerical support.

Based on the success of the summer program, the City

hired more than one-third of those who had worked on the

Summer Adult Employment Program for a second municipal PSE

Program that began in November, 1980. (Others who had worked

on the summer program went into CETA-funded training or took

Public Service jobs elsewhere in the CETA system.) A key

part of the municipal PSE program was a one-day per week

classroom training program, funded by OET and conducted under

the auspices of District Council #33. The training program

taught basic skills and was designed to enhance Che partici-
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pants' future employability.

The reduction of employment funds during March, 1981

fundamentally changed the operation of the PSE Program in

Philadelphia and around the nation. Locally, more than

3,300 people were terminated from,CETA jobs in early

Arpil, 1980 -- 1,100 from City jobs fuhded under Title VI

and 900 from the School District of Philadelphia. In

addition, another 1,300 were terminated from non-profit,

community-based organizations, under Title II-D.

The nearly 2,000 laid-off CETA workers who were unable

to find'emplOyment have been the focus of a massive PSE Re-

Employment Effort which began with the lay-offs in April,

1981. The aim of the Re-Employment Effort is to locate

jobs or training programs that meet the needs of individ-

ual participants using a case management approach. As a

part of this effort, OET has also contracted with specialists

injob search techniques and with training providers who

are willing to enroll interested clients in programs at the

end of the training period. CETA training providers, the

Pennsylvania Office of Employment Security, the Private In-

dustry Council of Philadelphia and the Greater Philadelphia

Chamber of Commerce have been especially supportive in this

effort by OET to find employment for those workers hardest

hit by the CETA budget cuts.

Summer Youth Employment Program

In 1980, CETA funds provided jobs and training op-

portunities for approximately 17,000 young men and women

who met income and other eligibility guidelines under the

Mayor's Summer Youth Employment and Training Program. An

additional 3,000 summer jobs were obtained from the private

sector through the cooperation of the National Alliance fore

Business (NAB) and the Youth Services Coordinating Office

(YSCO). The aim for 1981 is to equal last year's 20,000

jobs for youth with funds provided through CETA, the Com-

monwealth of Pennsylvania and local businesses.

The 1981 allocation for the summer program, which the

City received in April, is $8.3 million as compared to the

1980 grant of $7.3 million. However, because of the rise in
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the minimum wage from $3.10 in' 1980 to $3.35 in 1981 (a rise

of just over 8percent), the base CETA grant can provide jobs

for only 15,000 young people this year. The City will oe

working with private businesses and seeking additional funds

to provide the balance.

There are several major changes in this year's summer

program:

The program is now coordinated through
OET's Youth Division which was estab-
lished as part of the agency's reor-.
ganization in 1980. The Youth Division
also oversees all year-round youth pro-
gramming.

The application processes now allows
young people returning from the prior '

year's program to re-enroll early if
they still meet the eligibility re-
quirements. (This year, approximately
10,000 returnees from the 1980 Summer
Program met the March 9 deadline to re-
enroll.)

The program will target out-of-school,
out-of-work youths, 18 and older for
intensive work experiences and link
those youths with continuing employ-
ment and training options.

Summer youth workers are employed at more than 1,000

worksites city-wide which are coordinated through various
.e)

non-profit, community-based agencies and the School District

of Philadelphia. Additional worksiteare with City Depart-

ments, especially Recreation.

Increased supervision and monitoring along with supple-

mentary activities for counseling, training and placement

(where appropriate) are priorities for the 1981 program.

As we look to new direction for CETA, we are proud of

our accomplishment under the old system. These accomplish-

1 ments are reflected in the steps we took to make our intake

system more accessible to the clients, our response to the

re-employment flof those affected by the Public Service Employ-

ment phasedown and our service: to youth, especially through

the Mayor's Summer Youth Employment and Training Program.
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Categorical vs/ Block Funding

There are two essential debates surrounding funding for

employment and training activities. These center on whether

the federal funds will be dispersed as categorical'or block

grants and whether the funding will go to localities as it

does now or directly to the states.

Currently, CETA is A nationally directed program which

channels employment and training funds to states, and local-

ities while allowing the recipients of the funds little

flexibility. This is in direct contradiction to the original

mandate for CETA, which was passed in 1973 as one of the

initial block grants. Prior to CETA, the Federal Government

engaged in masstve categorical manpower programming. In-

depth federal involvement in manpower training began with

the Manpower Development and Training Act (MDTA), enacted in

1962, and the Manpower Program Provisions of the Economic

Opportunity Act of 1964. Appropriations under these two laws

supported more than a dozen different national categorical

manpower programs. These included variations under MDTA

institutional and on-the-job training provisions, three

Neighborhood Youth Corps Programs, four separate Public Ser-

vice careers piograms, Operation Mainstream, Job Corps and

the Concentrated Employment Program (CEP). Another cate-

gorical program,. the Public. Employment Program (PEP) was

added to the list by the Emergency Employment Act of 1971.

Each of these categorical programs had its dwn client

groups, project design,.standards and methods of operation:

Most of them operated through U.S. Department of Labor

Direct Grants and Contracts and there were nearly 10,000 of

these with public and private organizations.

While these manpower programs helped large numbers of

unemployed and underemployed persons, separate project admin-

istration was costly, confusing, duplicative and inefficient.

Administration of the programs was widely viewed as unre-

sponsive to the specific needs of particular localities.

The problem was that program guidelines written in Washington,

D.C., could not possibly foresee the varied situations with

which local communities had to contend. Local officials and
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individuals who sought assistance in this setting were forced

to deal with many layers of federal bureaucracy.

CETA removed these basic problems. It provided the

path for unified employment and training efforts; it freed

City, County and State budgets from fund matching and some

types of maintenance of effort encumbrances; and permitted

State and local planners and administrators more flexibility

in meeting emplOyment and training needs, vesting the power

to shape manpower programs in those levels of government

closest to the people who need assistance.

The intervening years have brought numerous changes.

Categorical prbgrams were added to serve specialized pop-

ulations. In youth, for example, funds were provided for a

variev of targeted youth programs, each requiring a dif-

ferent eligibility and having a slightly different goal.

When Congress enacted Public ServiCe Employment, prime spon-

sors were provided with funds for two distinct Public Ser-

vice Employment programs, II-D and VI, each with different

target populations; and there are other major differences as .

well: For example, while 57. traininkwas mandated for VI,

207. is mandated for similar programs it. II-D and that 20%

was Tor 1981 as compared to 157. for 1980 and 10% for 1979.

Because these categorical funding priorities have been

established on a national level, localities have not always

been able to make maximum use of the funds available. The

lack of support for Public Service Employment and the fact

that so many localities were unable to fully utilize the

PSE funds allocated resulted largely from the fact that the

guidelines for PSE were national and allowed little flexi-

bility, especially with Title VI.

Another reason for the transformation of CETA from its

original block grant form to its present maze of categorical

programs under numerical titles, alphabetical subparts and

various combinations cf initials has been the public and

Congressional perception of CETA as a program that has been

fraught with fraud and abuse. Certainly there have been

cases where funds have not been handled correctly or where

politics have intervened, but those instances have been
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exceptions. Again, there is the need for a historical per-

spective. When CETA was launched, the mandate was to get

funds out to clients, to start projects, to get results in

the shortest popible time. There was no emphasis, during

that period, on the establishment of administrative systems

at the local, state or federal level to adequately monitor

the flow of funds.

Since the 1978 reauthorization of CETA, there has been

increased emphasis on management of the employment,and train-

ing system. Prime spqnsors have developed more efficient in-

take an4 assessment, management information, financial manage-

ment, evaluation,.grievance and complaints and subgrant manage-

ment systems. In Philadelphia, we ccntracted with a ma-

jor university to provide intake and assessment services with

the backup of the institution's research facilities and staff

so that we can continually evaluate and improve the system.

We .have implemented in-service training in process and long-

term outcome evaluation for staff that work directly with

the funded, programs. We have hired an attorney and staffed

a Legal Services Office with hearing examiners to assure

that the complaints and grievances of clients are handled in

a professional and timely manner. We have implemented'

PHACTS-the Philadelphia Automated Client Tracking System to

assure that there is accurate Information on clients and

their movement through the CETA system for use in matching

clients to available programs and for meering the reporting

and client tracking requirements of the Department of Labor.

Employment and training has matured and systems are now in

place at the local level to monitor the flow of funds and to

assure that delivery of services to clients is fair and im-

partial.

As a prime sponsor and as a City/County, we support

the proposed move away from categorical funding to block

funding, but with the two provisions notei in the opening

statement:

(1) That a block of funds be targeted
to older cities hard hit by unemploy-
ment to provide specialized services
for those "most fn need"; and
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(2) That governmental agencies receiving
the block grants address in their
annual plans how they will target
services to youth because without
at least a mandated reporting func-
tion, services'to youth may suffer
in competition with services 'for

adults.

While we support the concept of a block grant, we do

not favor all employment and training funds being provided

to the states. Unless the local government has a direct

role in administering the CETA program, the maximum bene-

fits of the program will not be'provided to participants,

and the programs will be more costly.

One example is the Supplemental Vocational Education

Assistance (SVEA) program administered by the State. Nine

percent (97.) of the total state funds available are taken

off the top for state administration of the program. The

service deliverer is permitted up to eleven percent (117.)

for administrative ctIceeassociated with program operation.

Further, the prime sponsor, who is accountable for allowance

payments, monitoring, and record keeping, contributes addi-

tional administrative funds' from the cost pool for local

management of the program. Therefore, what we now have are

duplicative administrative structures which require the ser-

vice deliverer to be responsive to both systems.

There also seems to be somewhat of a disparity in fund-

ing formulas betweet. the State II-A,B,C-SVEA and the Federal

II-A,B,C Grant, provided to prime sponsors. The state for-

mula, for example, provides only 12.797. (projected for FY'82)

of the total SVEA funds to the City of Philadelphia. The

federal formvla, for distribution to prime sponsors, takes

into consideration the numbers of unemployed persons, adults

in families with an annual income below the low income level

and the current population survey (CPS). Using this form-

ula, it is projected that the City of Philadelphia will re-

ceive 18.04% of the total funds available to prime sponsors

in the state. There is a 5.257. difference in the two form-

ulas. When we consider that the State Supplemaptal Vocational

Education Assistance allocation for Fiscal Year 1982 is pro-

jected to be $7,413,000, that difference of $392,258 becomes
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significant.

CETA is mandated to serve those determined to be most

in need. Most in need is usually defined as those individ-

uals having the most barriers to employment - those who

without the intervention of CETA, hold relatively little hope

of ever entering the labbr foice and becoming self-sufficient.

However, CETA ptlograms are also mandated to target ser-

vices to disabled and Vietnam-era Veterans, public assis-

tance recipients, youth, older workers, offenders, displaced

homemakers, women, handicapped persons, single parents, in-

dividuals who lack credentials, individuals who require basic

and remedial skills development, persons of limited English

speaking ability, and other groups determined locally to be

most in need of services. With a mandate to serve all of

the groups mentioned, the flexibility to target services to

groups determined locally to be most in need of services is

sacrificed.

The national unemployment rate of 7.3 percent is higher

than at any time in the post war era, except for the 1975

recession and its immediate aftermath. During February,

7.8 million workers were officially unemployed. Of this

number, 23 percent were youth and 77 percent were adults.

These unemployment fic.L.es do not take into consideration

the one million discouraged workers who have given up looking

for work, nor the four million underemployed who are working

part-time, but seeking full time work. However, these are

average figures, and the rates are not the same across the

country. Some areas of the nation suffer high unemployment

rates and even higher discouraged worker rates while other

areas are experiencing high economic growth and have relative-

ly low unemployment rates:

If CETA is to succeed, as an economic development tool,

greater flexibility must be given to local governments to

provide services which are responsive to the needs of the

local labor Market and the local resident population, not

national statistics and national priorities. Similarly,
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as the only first class city in Philadelphia, Philadelphia's

unemployment, welfare caseload and discouraged worker sta-

tistics are substantially different from the balance of the

State. It is essential that control and direction be ex-

cercised locally.

During this period of budget cuts in most social ser-

vice programs, it makes good sense for Congress to continue

its relationship with the experienced local delivery system,

rather than create a new inexperienced management structure

under the state. The state level is still too remote to al-

low for development of local programs that meet local needs.

The formula example cited-above along with the fact that

local governments have made significant improvements in the

management of these local programs, should deter the Congress

from taking a step backward and recentralizing CETA.

Linkages

The Regulations governing the categorical distribution

of CETA funds have kept prime sponsors from coordinating

CETA activities as sooperatively as possible with other em-

ployment, training, economic development, private sector and

human service delivery resources. Still, in spite of dif-

ficulties, we have forged important linkages with a number

of these resources and in the coming years of financial re-

trenchment these linkages will be even more crucial to the ef-

fective operation of an employment and training network.

Specific linkages that are addressed in this testimony

include the State Employment Security Agencies (SESAs),

economic development activities through the Economic Develop-

ment Administration anu related programs, the private sector

including the National Alliance for Business and the Private

Industry Councils, other CETA programs at the state and local

level and other social and human service agencies such as

the Departments of Education and Health and Human Services.

A. CETA and the State Employment Security Agencies

CETA regulations specify that prime sponsors must coor-

dinate their activities with those of the state employment
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security network. Yet the Wagner-Peyser Act, whici created

and governs all SESAs, has never been amended to require

reciprocity by state employment security offices. The sit-

uation is further complicated in that both operate under man-

dates which have the same goal -- placement of individuals

in private sector jobs.

State Employment Offices are staffed according to a quota

system partially based on the number of unsubsidized place-

ments obtained. Since prime sponsors are assessed on their

"entered unsubsidized employment" rate, credit for placements

beccmes a point of contention between the two. While the

Philadelphia prime sponsor has had success in involving the

state employment security system in CETA activities such as

recruitment for SYEP and PSE, the built-in competition found

in the CETA and Wagner-Peyser Act regulations precludes

inter-agency cooperation where it is needed most, placing

disadvantages job seekers in jobs.

If the activities of SESAs and CETA prime sponsors are

to be maximized, more flexibility in defining inter-agency

relationships must be allowed. The mandated coordination of

CETA prime sponsors with SESAs must be made reciprocal, and

the in-fighting over which office takes credit for which

placement must be eliminated.

B. CETA and Economic Development Activities

For many years, employment and training programs were

considered outside of the capital-focused realm of economic

development. Beginning in the mid-seventies, a movement

favoring the inclusion of employment and training activities

in economic development projects emerged. Federal., state

and local governments began to see the possibility of fil-

ling the jobs created through public funding of economic

development projects with hard-to-employ individuals. A

series of steps were taken to insure that such linkages were

made. The Employment initiatives program provided that a

percentage of new job creation within an Economic Develop-

ment project would be set aside for the hiring of CETA-eligible
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individuals. In addition, the 1978 reauthorized regu-

lations of CETA instructed prime sponsors to more closely

coordinate their activities with those of local economic

development agencies.

While some success has been achieved in implementing

programs, the soft nature of job commitments made by fed-

erally funded economic development agencies has impaired

the prime sponsor's abi:ities to enforce set-aside pro-

visions. Because it was a federally initiated program

it did not have the success it could have had. If employ-

ment and training programs are to become actively involved

in economic development projects, coordination must occur

at the local, not the federal level. Funding must be pro-

vided on a multi-year basis to allow an adequate planning

process and assigning of resources well in advance of the

project start-up. In addition, CETA prime sponsors must be

provided the ability to plan and implement any training pro-

gram which meets the employment needs of the project and

benefits the CETA clients. Prime sponsors have often been

unable to respond to set-aside job openings because of the

amount and type of training involved.

The City of Philadelphia would like to propose that em-

ployment and training programs be used as an economic develop-

ment tool. Funding for employment and training programs'

should be targeted to distressed areas and not to areas where

the economy is expanding such that the private sector can

afford to hire and train their own workforce. Further, a

coordination of funding designed to significantly impact

upon the economy of distressed areas is in order. Little

attention has been paid to an overall assessment of the ex-

tent to which the targeting criteria used by the economic

development programs are related to those used under CETA,

and more generally, the extent to which the targeting cri-

teria used by all programs taken together provide the com-

binations of assistance required by local areas. A refocus
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on CETA as an economic development tool should net increased

worker productivity thereby stimulating a more healty econ-

omy.

C. CETA and the Private Sector

It has long been realized that for CETA to be successful,

it must be closely linked with the private sector since the

vast majority of job opportunities are in the private sector.

Nevertheless, coordination of CETA with the private sector

has been difficult. Private employers tend to see CETA as

bureaucratic maze of red tape and regulations, a view they

share with many prime sponsors.

Businesses are often suspicious of prime sponsors, and

reluctant to get involved in CETA programs. While some of

this reluctance can be traced to the employer's view of CETA

as a specific social service agency, much of it is due to a

fear of being involved in any government program. CETA

prime sponsors compound these attitudes when they are required

to enforce CETA regulations which necessitate reams of paper-

work, opening of company books and adherence to numerous

seemingly insignificant guidelines.

If the prime sponsor were permitted to negotiate mutually

agreeable contracts which protected both the prime sponsor

and the employer's needs, private sector involvement in CETA

would undoubtedly increase. The Pri:sce Sector Initiative

Program, has shown the validity of this approach. PSIP, a

demonstration program which was designed to increase parti-

cipation by small and large business in CETA activities,

permitted prime sponsors increased latitude in dealing with

private sector employers. Close working relationships with

staffs of agencies yepresenting business interests, such as

the Chamber of Commerce, must be stressed.

Yet while it is important to structure employment and

training activities to involve the private se...or, it is

essential that the compelling interests of tie parties in-

volved be weighed and balanced. Employers must understand
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that CETA is not an employment agency where hundreds of in-

dividuals can be screened to get the one perfect employee.

Instead local businesses must be willing to join with the

prime sponsors in training programs that can provide the

continuum of services necessary to make an unemployable per-

son employable.

Obviously local business must be a major part of the

employment and training network. Yet exactly how this is

facilitated on the local level should be left up to local

governmeit as long as minimum standards for private sector

involvement are met. In some communities, the optimum role

for the private sector may be advisory. In other areas,

local government may wish to actually operate its employ-

ment and training programs through a separately incorporated

public-private partnership. The determinations should be

a local one based on labor market data, political realities,

the nature of local business and the demographics of the

population to be served.

D. State and Local CETA Agencies

A crucial area of.linkage and coordinatOn must take

place between the various agencies that comprise the CETA

system. During much of the recent past when grant funds

came to prime sponsors in abundance and cft,,.n had to be al-

located quickly for programmatic uses, there was little in-

centive or opportunity to coordinate closely with other prime

sponsors and with the State prime sponsor. The current

funding picture makes such coordination essential if the x-

imum benefit is to be derived from much more limited reso ces.

In Philadelphia, considerable coordination is already

underway. In meetings with the Secretary of the State's De-

partment of Labor and Industry, which has responsibility for

CETA;- linkages have been worked out that benefit both the

State and the City through the coordination of service de-

livery. In its relationships with other areas prime sponsors

in the metropolitan area, Philadelphia has been in an excellent
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position since the city is the centerpiece of the region.

The Budd Company contract, mentioned earlier in the testi-

mony, is an excellent example of the cooperation among prime

sponsors that has already begun to occur in the Delaware

Valley and which should be enhanced and supported by the re-

authorization.

E. CETA and Other Human Services and Social Service
Delivery Systems

A final area of linkage is with other social service

and human service agencies and providers. As in other link-

age efforts, the coordination of resources allows for bet-

ter management of funds for more efficient use of available

dollars. The question of allowance payments provides an ex-

cellent example of how coordination with other agencies can

greatly increase the grant funds available for program

rather than income maintenance.

Another of the mandated provisions is the Allowance Pay-

ment System. According to the CETA Regulations, hourly

training allowance payments are provided to CETA participants

in a classroom training activity. An allowance may also be

made available to those receiving a regularly scheduled pro-

gram of other types of employment-related services.

We see as an appropriate use of a training allowance

payment the provision of those payments necessary to meet

the expenses associated with training program participation.

An individual seeking CETA services should not have to under-

go undue hardship in the pursuit of such an objective.

Since other means of income maintenance such as Public

Assistance and Unemployment Compensation are often available

to our clients, we feel tat allowances should not be viewed

primarily as income and that prime sponsors should have the

flexibility to structure and implement allowance payment

arrangements which are equitable and in conformity with local

authorities to provide maximum services with available dol-

lars and to fulfill program objectives.
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Since other human service agencies are the source of

income maintenance and other funds forl6ur clients, coordi-

nation with those agencies is essential.

Audit Resolution Procedures

Proposed regulations for CETA include a modification of

.the process by which audit disputes between the Department

of Labor and CETA prime sponsors may be resclved. 'We do

not believe that this process should be incorporated into the

CETA Complaints, Investigation and Sanction Subparts of the

Regulations. We support the view, and our experience con-

firms, that audit disputes are not often willful, inten-

tional attempts to subvert the CETA system, but honest dif-

ferences of opinion regarding the implementation of regula-

tions, technical errors; and a dissimilar accounting system

which involves no actual expenditure of funds.

The placement of audit resolution procedures in the

Investigation, Complaint and Sanction Section of the Regu-

lations gives a negative connotation to a procedure that is

required by the Department of Labor for all Prime Sponsors

and Subrecipients to follow. Audits are required on a

schedule mandated by the Act. The audit resolution is not

necessarily an investigation and the responses to audit ex-

ceptions are not characterized as complaints.

The audit procedure and the subsequent resolution pro-

cess is critical to an efficient, accountable CETA system,

therefore, it is important that the entire process should be

separate and apart from the Complaints and Grievance System.

Section 676.88(c) of the Regulations outline what are

called "five forgiveness factors" which may be taken into

consideration by a Grant Officer to allow certain questioned

costs. The intent is well directed, but it does very lit-

tle to asoisc prime sponsors in their efforts to reach

resolution. Factor #5 speaks of questioned costs which are

"not substantial ", but does not define "substantial" in set

dollar limits. What is substantial in terms of one prime spon-
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/
sors/may be'miniscule in another.

In order co make the questioned cost "forgiveness

factors" realistic, an error factor should he'established.

(An amount not to exceed a certain percent would be accept-

able.) This error factor would represent a carefully,

thought-out process, free from arbitrary and capricious de-

terminations. The factor would reflect a relationship be-

tween questioned costs and total funds received by the prime

sponsor for implemelting th4 Act. Additionally, it has been

previously suggested through comments on the proposed regu-

lations, that an additional five "forgiveness factors" be

added as circumstances under which questioned costs should

be allowed:

(1) The violation was non-willful and
de minimis; or

(2) There was an intervening act of a
criminal nature on the part of a
party other than the recipient or
subrecipient,.over which the recipient
or subrecipient Should exercise no
control; or

(3) The activity was not fraudulent, and
the violation did not take place with
the knowledge of the recipient or
subrecipient; or

(4) Expeditious action was taken to cor-
rect the violation when it became
known to the recipient or subrecipiept;
Or I

(5) The prime sponsor acted in a good faith
effort to comply with the I)egislation,
regulations field memorandum or regional
directives.

We support the strengthening of the exemption of questioned

costs that fall witt...a these categories and urge that the "er-

ror factor" concept be pursued.
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The City of Philadelphia appreciates the opportunity

to comment on the issues facing the employment and training

system and to provide the Subcommittee with first-hand

information regarding the CETA system. We trust that

th-2se observations, concerns and recommendations will

receive your careful consideration over the coming months

as you debate the future of the Comprehensive Employment

and Training Act and the issues surrounding its reauthor-

ization in.1982.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you. Let me ask both Of you one basic
question. If you were sitting over here and rewriting the CETA
law, making some structural changes, what would you change?
What would you change about the CETA system itself?

Mr. GAULT. I think there are a couple of targets that I would
focus on. One has to do with the inordinate amount' of tedtape
associated with the program as it is currently designed. There ig a
history t that. Clearly, there is a history to it. That monstrous
amount f administrative detail works agaihst the program, works
against he private sector's involvement and willingness to partici-
pate in the program, and I think could be reduced significantly.
That is ne of the key things.

Sena on QUAYLE. Do you think that that redtape can be reduced
signifi ntly under a block grant concept?

Mr. AULT. I think the block grant concept is based on a number
of pre umptions which are in fact rebuttable presumptions. The
first i that there is some administrative cost savings to that. I
think that, if you examine. it very carefully, you will find yourself
trying to run this program on the cheap, that you would find an
emph is and a great interest in -trying to realize c t savings at
the e pense of a quality program and then sacrifici I many of the
safe ards, the checks and balances that are alrea in lace. I
thin that is ,me of the rebuttable presumptions that n to be
exa ined very, very carefully.

we look at the experience in New York City, many of our
cont actors who are running programs with a 15 percent admi is-
trat ve budget find it very, very difficult to respond to and con rm
with the administrative requirements that are now in place. To
suggest that throUgh a consolidated block grant you could reduce
those administrative costs, I think, would be sheer folly. It would
take us back to yesteryear when CETA was not only a four-letter
word but it was a four-letter profanity.

Senator QUAYLE. Mr. Johnson, how would you correct the
system?

Mr. JOHNSON. One of the things we suffer with in Philadelphia is
the difficulty of dictating a national program that will suit each
local situation. We would suggest that minimum targets and re-
quirements be developed at the national level. This would provide
more flexibility at the I9cal level to design a program that makes
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sense based on existing institutions and priorities. We think some
relief in that area would help.

Another problem to which Mr. Gault has already referKed, is the
redtape, the conflicting messages in the legislation and tRe regula-
tions. On, one hand, we are directed to work with the private sector
and on the other hand, the legislation limits innovative actia(ities
for-prbfit a6..ncies. .

Those types of changes would be most helpful.
Mr. GAULr. There was one thing that I listened to very carefully

as the testimony was offered earlier that, if I might, I would like to
respond to. Forgive my presumptiqn in being this aggressive, but I
know the clock is running and there are a couple of things that I
Wanted to put on the table and have said for the record. J think
they are important and will be important to you and members of
your subcommittee. .

One of those questions that you asked earlier people who came
before you to testify had to do with who should you, serve in a
program like this during periods of shrinking resources. I have
some comments I would like to share with you.on that.

The second question that you asked was, how do you generate a
greater involvem\nt by the private sector. Again during a period
when'theye is a troubled economy, we are looking very carefully at
the wisdotn of public investment in a program like this.

Let me start with the first one. The who-do-you-serve question is
one that is critical. It is critical because of what has happened in
the first 6 months. of the Reagan
raise the issue of public se ice employment; there are other
forums to do that. We have een the demise and the dismantle-
ment of-A-program that in this year was providing 300,000 jobs-to
persons who really have few alternatives. Welfare dependency was
probably the most readily available alternative.

Who you serve in a program like this, I think, has to take into
consideration that the structurally unemployed in t 's country are
numbered by the tens of thousands. As weitliminate rograms like
the CETA, public) service employment praeam, as e reduce our
capacity to make these persons whole, we are no a minating
them. The fact that they exist by the tens of thousands is a reality
that unfolds nightly on television and daily in local newspapers.
The sociology of it is a horror story.

The answer is that I think that a program _like this must be.' -
carefully focused on the structurally unemployed in a very clear
and precise way. A part of my answer to that question of who you
serve is an anticipation of some of the messages that we have
received to date fforn the Labor Department. There is, I said, a
growing lexicon for CETA. There is now a new terminology used:
outcome orientation. Well, the outcome orientation suggests that
you .are going to be very concerned about the number of people
that you place in jobs and at the end of a funding cycle your
performance will be judged by how well you do with placing large
numbers of people in jobs.

I suggest that that kina of thinking will result in touching only
the surface of to structurally unemployed. It is consistent with a -,
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triage approach to social service delivery that leaves off the boat
those people who have little capacity to help paddle the boat.
Again, those persons exist by the tens of thousands. This kind of
action does not wipe them 'off the face of the Earth. We will have
to deal with the sociology of what it represents at another point in

time.
The second part of what I wanted to say and felt it imperative to

say today was an answer to how you generate a greater involve-

ment by the private sector. We make a case on a regular basis
about the uniqueness of New York. Part of that is tongue-4n cheek.
A great deal of it is with great sincerity.

There is a small item in the New York Times today, B2, in which
there is some discussion about a New York City private sector
initiative which has generated 13,800 jobs for poor youth in the city
of New York this year. What this is is an effort led by David
Rockefeller and other business liminaries not only of New York
but of the world. They have committed themselves and their re-
sources in putting together a jobs progiam for disadvantaged youth
in the city. I think out of that experience, because the city has
worked very carefully with them, we have a couple of things that
might be helpful and might be instructive.

The first thing is that business is in business in this country to
stay in business, first and foremost. Unless there is an effort direct-

ed very carefully structurecritt making those businesses profitable
and productive instruments, then all of the sound and fury about
helping the poor will fall on deaf ears. There is a place in that for
employment and training resources to be used. The experience that
we have is that businesses are not willing to put on the hair shirt
of helping the poor if it is going to affect their bottom line. The
experience that we have had over the last 8 to 10 years has shown
us how to reach and help prepare those persons who are not job
ready nor who have the skills, reading and math proficiencies to
perform well once they have jobs.

The second part of it is that Government can show business in
many instances a better way, a better way to function and a better
way to operate. This experience that I just mentioned headed by
David Rockefeller has shown us that a great many of the jobs that
were offered and put on the table are jobs that businesses have a
great deal of difficulty in filling at any rate. Tney are jobs that pay
minimum wage .at best. Some of them pay below minimum wage.
They are usually jobs that come from fast food businesses. They
come from supermarkets in which stock personnel are needed,
often working and required to work in conditions that are far from
comfortable or desirable.

I think that one of the things that we have been able to do is to
identify a work force and help put a work force in place for the
summer, to take those jobs with some notion that they can be
stepping stones, rungs on a ladder, a career ladder if you please, to
something larger, larger than what they are doing now.

That kind of interaction between business and government, I
think, is very important.

A final point to make is that these da training
resources can be important in an arsenal of resota%s that are
directed at strengthening the economic fabric of cities. We found
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that, if we can identify those businesses that are inclined to leave
or need to be persuaded to locate, employment and training re-
sources often represent the decisive element That decisive element
convinces them that they can have in place a productive work force
that will help them be in business next year.

Those are just two very pressing points that I wanted to lay on
the table and stress before our session here ended

Senator QUAYLE. Let me ask one final question. It is an area that
you touched on in either your second or third point. you talkei
about generic consolidation. As far as that consolidation, what do
you think about the question I have asked a number of people on
combining some of the employment service and vocational educa-
tion and CETA programs, all of which have basic themes running
through? Is this the type of consolidation that you are referring to?

Mr. GAULT. The city of New York sent a delegation here to
Washington when the old team was here. On that team with me
was the deputy mayor for economic development and the first
deputy of the board of education We saw that there was clearly an
interrelationship between employment and training, education, and
the economic vitality of the city On our own in New York City we
have pooled our resources, financial as well as human resources, to
put in place programs that wed those interests so that we have a
set of goals that are mutually agreed upon that we are working
toward accomplishing. If your question is, can you formalize that,
clearly there is some benefit from it We have seen benefit in New
York City without having it formalized to the ..tent that it is

legislatively mandated. I think there are clear benefits from the
way that we are proceeding.

I know that in the past when we have put on the stiaitjacket of
many mandated requirements of Federal funding, that straitjacket
has been most uncomfortable and has in fact impeded us from
doing the best possible job.

I have used this generic consolidation here to pique your interest.
to provide some bit 61 titillation. I hope that it carries forth be-
cause I think that it gives localities, prime sponsors the kind of
necessary and important flexibility that can make the difference
on a local level

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much
Mr GAULT. Thank you, Senator. Let me just say as a spokesper-

son for the city that we would like to make available any and all
resources of the city to you and your subcommittee We are differ-
ent, as the largest city in this country. but I think there are a
number of experiences that we had that cut across the fabric of the
country. So. any way we can help you, we would like to be helpful,
and will make ourselves available.

Senator QUAYLE. We certainly appreciate your cooperation today
and are looking forward to that continued partnership as we try to
come to grips with something that will be progressive, something
that will have a basic consensus as we try to reform the employ-
ment and training system that we have in this country today I

think our goals are the same, and the way we get there is through
communication and competition of ideas and statements such as
yours today. It is most appreciated by me

Mr. GAULT. Thank you again
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Senator QUAYLE. Now we have Mr. Brown, Mr. Gardner, and Mr.
Pasquarella.

STATEMENT OF VIRGIL'. BROWN, PRESIDENT, BOARD OF
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS, CUYAHOGA COUNTY, 01110, AC-
COMPANIED BY ANN LEVIN
Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairmanvand members of the subcommittee,

my name is,Virgil Brown. I am president of the Board of Cuyahoga
County Commissioners. Let me begin by briefly describing for you
the area that I represent. Cuyahoga County and its major city,
Cleveland, a e located in northeastern Ohio along the shores of
Lake Erie. he county has a population of 1.5 million and is
doming y a number of large and small manufacturing indus-
tries.

Due to this heavy manufacturing base, the nation's current eco-
nomic problems have more adversely affected Cuyahoga County
than the Nation as a whole. In the last 10 years, for example, the
number of manufacturing wOrke has declined by more than 17
percent while the total em ent has increased by only 5 per-
cent. The unemployment ate for Cuyahoga County has been in
excess of 8 percent since e of 1980 and is not expected to fall
below the national average u it sometime in 1982.

It is for these reasons that I come before you today to testify on
those matters that the Congress needs to consider in its legislative
response to the reauthorization of the employment and training
system.

There are a significant number of individuals in the general
population who face barriers when attempting to enter the labor
market. Examples of these barriers are lack of education, lack of a
marketable skill level, insensitive employer attitude and limited
availability of jobs. Due to these and other barriers, disadvantaged
individuals whether socially or economically disadvantaged have
great difficulty in assimilating themselves into the labor force The
end result of these barriers is individuals who are able and willing
to work and dot not have the.. opportunity to contribute to the level
of productivity ln this country through employment.

During these hearings we are raising the question: Why do we
have employment and training policies? Our answer to this ques-
tion is: Employment and training policies are necessary so that the
Government can fulfill its lead and coordinative role with the
various factors of society, namely the private sector and the var-
ious levels of public sector in jointly achieving the liltimate goal of
providing full employment opportunities within the context of a
balanced Federal budget and a minimal rate of inflation.

There are several clear objectives that are apparent in achieving
this goat. The one objective that I feel best encompasses the overall
importance is an increase in the productive labor force.

There are various methods of achieving this objective of increas-
ing the productive labor force. I will describe only a few methods of
which we believe would be most helpful for our geographical area.

As I have stated before, Cuyahoga County has declined in em-
ployment by 17 percent in the manufacturing area. The ability of
coordinating economic development activity with employment and
training services would lead to creating new jobs and/or instilling
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growth into the types of jobs available in our area. A prime benefi-
ciary of this methodology would be the private sector, both large
and small businesses. Job creation through the coordinative
method of economic development and employment and training
would lead to the general irfrease of the tax base for general local
government and the Federal Government.

This cooperative coordination with the private sector can also be
fostered in CETA sponsored training programs such as the title VII
PH/ate Sector Initiative program. This program offers a unique
opportunity for the private sector to have input into the design and
implementation of industry specific training in such areas as up-
grading and retraining.

In addition to private sector coordinated training, there remains
a need for an overall employment and training strategy to meet
the employability needs of the disadvantaged whose employment
barriers are significant. The CETA system has been a relatively

\-- effective instrument in providing the means for the disadvantaged
to overcome their employment barriers.

In Cuyahoga County, for example, the CETA title II-B program
achieved a 44-percent placement rate in fiscal year 1980 and is
currently maintaining a 51 percent placement rate for fiscal year
1981. This type of program, with its varied service alternative
strategy, has worked well in Cuyahoga County in meeting the
employment needs of the disadvantaged.

The CETA experience has shown that it is imperative for the
employment and training delivery system to remain in its current
decentralized structure. This is the only way that local training
options can be kept open and the value of a general purpose local
government fully realized. For this reason, any consolidated block
grant approach to this system must attempt to preserve the local
autonomy and not substitute categorical program options on the
Federal or State level.

Let me conclude by stating that the impact of a comprehensive
employment and training strategy such as you are considering can
be measured in concrete terms. The effects on the public treasury
are obvious in light of the increased tax base and the savings and
welfare, unemployment benefits, food stamps, and similar income
subsidy programs. The less obvious benefits are of a nonmonetary
nature and reach to the restoration of dignity, pride, productiv,ity,
and self-worth to which all Americans are entitled.

I appreciate the opportunity to testify before your subcommittee
and realize the serious task of reauthorization that lies before you,
an important first step in building an employment and training
policy for the eighties.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF JOHN W. GARDNER, COMMISSIONER, BLAIR
COUNTY, PA., ACCOMPANIED BY MARCIA LAWTHER

Mr. GARDNER. Mr. Chairman, my name is John W. Gardner. I
am a county commissioner from Blair County, Pa., president of the
Southern Alleghenies Planning and Development Commission, and
a member of the executive committee of the Southern Alleghenies
Planning and Development Commission.
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With me is a member of staff, Marcia Lawther. Mr. Mandes was
tied up and was not able to make it.

This testimony is respectfully submitted on behalf of the county
commissioners of the six, Pennsylvania counties which comprise
Southern Alleghenies who have joined to create the Southern Alle-
ghenies Planning and Development Commission.

I would first like to thank the committee for giving me this
opportunity to testify today regarding the Comprehensive Employ-
ment and Training Act. The concepts I am about to present are the
result of an indepth study of the current act by local elected
officials in conjunction with private businessmen in our area.

In light of the fact that my testimony time has been limited to 5
minutes, I have submitted copies of our entire report to be placed
on the record of these proceedings, and I will limit my oral presen-
tation to a review of the synopsis of remarks from within the
concept paper which represents positive changes when a reauthori-
zation of CETA is examined. May I stress that the private sector
was directly involved in the formulation of these recommendations
and that as a consortium we are committed to directly linking all
CETA programs to private businessmen in our area.

As stated, my oral presentation today is taken from the sum-
mary of findings which is being handed to you for the committee's
records. The local elected officials and private businessmen of our
area believe that the major revisions which should be initiated
when reviewing the reauthorization of the act should include the
following.

One, the changing of the emphasis in the delivery of the act t a
local strategy in which locally elected officials in conjunction with
representatives from private industry would tailor the proper mix
of allowable activities to properly meet the needs of the local
unemployed population.

Second, we believe the expansion of the purpose of the act is to
include the encouragement of economic development in areas of
substantial unemployment which lack sufficient private industry to
employ their unemployed populations.

Third, eligibility for program participation should be standard-
ized for all program activities. At a minimum, an eligible partici-
pant would be unemployed 30 days at application, arid each prime
sponsor would serve every segment of their local unemployed popu-
lation in proportion to what each segment's incidence was in the
unemployed population. This eligibility would be standardized for
all allowable activities.

Four, subminimum allowances and wages should be permitted to
be paid to program participants in order to encourage participants
to enter employment and to reduce program costs.

Five, administration of the program should continue to be oper-
ated through the current prime sponsor system to avoid costly
duplication in the set-up of a new delivery system. In addition, the
program should be administered as only one title, where all cur-
rent allowable activities, plus economic development strategies
would be allowable activities. In addition, no maximum or mini-
mum percentages would be earmarked for any activities by the
Federal Government. Instead, private businessmen and locally
elected officials would decide, based upon the needs of the local
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area, what services and activities would be operated to best fit loca!
needs.

Senator, I want to thank you for the opportunity. We know it
has been a long day. We have tried to confine ourselves to the 5
minutes.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much. Your entire statement
will be submitted for the record, without objection. I.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Gardner follows:]

oo
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My nate is John W. Gardner, I am a Commissioner from Blair County, Pennsylvania,

President of the Southern Alleghenies Planning and Development Commission, and

a member of the Executive Committee of the Southern Alleghenies Planning and

Development Commission. With me is Stephen C. Handes, Executive Director of the

Commission.

This testimony is respectfully submitted on behalf of the County Commissioners

of the six Pennsylvania Counties which comprise Southern Alleghenies who have

joined to create the Southern Alleghenies Planning and Development Commission.

I would first like to thank the Committee for giving me this opportunity to

testify today regarding the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act. The

concepts I am about to present are the result of an indepth study of tne current

act by local elected officials in conjunction with private businessmen in our

area. In light of the fact that my testimony time has been limited to five

minutes, I have submitted copies of our entire report to be placed on the record

of these proceedings, and I will limit my oral presentation to a review of the

synopsis of remarks from w-thin the concept paper which requests positive

changes when a reauthorization of CETA is examined. May I stress that the private

sector was directly involved in the formulation of these recommendations, and

that as a consortium we are committed to directly linking all CETA programs to

private businessmen in our area.
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Purpose Of The Act

The original purpose of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973,

amended in 1978, was to:

Provide job training and employment opportunities for economically
disadvantaged, unemployed, or underemployed persons which will result

in an increase in their earned income, and to assure that training and

other services lead.tg maximum employment opportunities and enhance self-

sufficiency by establishing a flexible, coordinated, and decentralized

system of Federal, State, and local programs. It Is further the purpose

of this Act to provide for the maximum feasible coordination of plans,

programs, and activities under this Act with economic development, community

development, and related activitiese such as vocational education,
vocational renabilitation, public assistance, self-employment training,

and social seryice programs.

Representatives of both local government and private industry of our area

agree, that in order to realize the original objectives of the Act, the purpose

of the Act must be expanded in order to emphasize. that the new Act be a private

sector oriented program which could promote both employment and training and

job creation acLivities. Areas suffering from substantial unemployment (those

with unemployment rates in excess of two percent or more of the national average)

should be permitted to operate econ mic development activities under the Act in

order that industrial expansion and the ttraction of new industries could take

place in order to increase the number of avai ble jobs, and to assure the

economic survival of theses areas.

Allowable Activities

Currently, allowable activities under the Act are limited to Classroom Training,

OJT, Mork Experience, Public Service Employment, Employment Generating Services,

Services to Participants, Upgrading and Retraining and other activities such as

Job Development and Job Search Assistance. In addition to the above-mentioned

activities, economic development initiatives such as pursuing the Enterprize

wi5
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Zone Concept, should be allowable activities under the Act in order to better

enable economically distressed areas realize their goals of successfully employing

their unemployed populations. Changes in the current program activities should

be implemented in the following activities:

Public Service Employment

It was the opinion of both local businessmen and local-elected officials

that Public Service Employment should be a limited activity under the new

Act and that it should be available as an allowable activity only in areas

of substantial unemployment (areas whose unemployment rates are in excess

of two percent above the national average). In additioa, Public Service

Employment should be further limited to areas in which it can be demonstrated

that the private sector has been saturated and thus has the inability to

employ or train the unemployed workforce.

Work Experience

Work Experience as an allowable activity is currently limited by the Act

to work in nonprofit organizations. It was the opinion of our local-

elected officials and private businessmen that Work Experience should be

expanded to include work in private businesses. Nonprofit agencies cannot

provide training in the variety of marketable skill arias, and cannot

instill work attitudes and habits which are indigent to businesses which

must turn a profit or will cease to exist. By allowing Work Experience to

be operated in both the public and the private sector, a more diverse

array of occupatichs could be explored on a first-hand basis by individuals,

and participants could be exposed to a more true picture of the actual

world of work

6 2
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It is important to uphold Work Experience as an allowable activity under

the Act in that it gives those whO have had limited exposure to the world

of work (especially young adults) a valuable vehicle for obtaining basic

work and life skills necessary for ultimate success in obtaining unsubsidized

employment.

Participants in this activity should continue to be evaluated every

sixty days in order to ascertain their readiness for entry into unsubsidized

employment or skills training.

Services

Currently under the Act, certain services to participants may be provided

by utlizing funds under the Act. These activities include health care

and me'44cal services, child care, transportation, temporary shelter,

assistancain securing bonds, family lanning, legal services and financial

counseling. ' It was the opinion of b h local-elected officials and private

businessmen that the use of funds for ese types of activities should be

Beverly limited Under the new Act, and be used only in cases where no

other assistance can be found in the local community to provide these

services.

Other Allowable Activities

Cldbiuuw 7:d--.6,

and Upgrading and Retraining should be kept in tact as allowable activities

under the Act since they are valuable strategies for re-employing the

unemployed population. Input should be continually sought from local

businessmen in the design and implementatiod of these programs in order to

assure their relevance and applicability to the local labor market.
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Time and Wag. Limitations

Certain Maximum and minimum percentages currently exist which limit what amounts

of allocations can be expended upon particular allowable activities. Under the

current Act, these percentages have been standardized nation-wide. It is our

recommendation that local-elected officials in conjunction with local private

industry representatives be provided the flexibility to design program mixes

most suitable to the regional areas in which they reside. Justification for what

programs are operated and to what level they are funded would be provided in the

Annual Plan which would be submitted to the Department of Labor.

Under the current provisions under the Act, limitations exist in the areas of

what maximum time may be spent in any particular activity and what gages or

allowances must be paid for hourly program participation It was the suggestion

of both private industry and local-elected officials that programs should be

ultimately reviewed by the Department of Labor on a program-by-program basis

and that no maximum or minimum time limitations be placed upon any programs

This posture would encourage innovative approaches to employment and training

activities whose duration would be determined by the minimum time necessary tc

accomplish employment objectives for the participants.

In addition, current regulations under tho Act consistently require that at

Least a minimum wage or a minimum wa ,ge allowance be paid for every hour of program

participation This requirement greatly increases the total cost and the cost

per participant for all programs. It was the recommendation of local-elected

officials and private businessmen in our area to make provisions under the new

Act which would allow subminimum wages or allowances be paid to program

participants, in order to give the program participants greater incentives to

seek unsubsidized employment Although the current Act encourages linkages with

local educational agencies -and vocational-technical schools, by requiring that

4
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a minimum wage allowance be paid to program participants who have not completed

high school and who now are attending GED instruction through ptograms funded

under the Act, this requirement tends to strain relationships between educational

agencies and the prime sponsor. In summary, more programs could be operated at

lower costs if current restrictions of minimum wage payments were waived.

Delivery System and Administration

It was the opinion of both local-elected officials and private businessmen that

the current prime sponsor delivery system should be kept intact in order to

avoid costly duplication of a viable delivery system. By keeping this current

delivery system in place, local-elected officials and private businessmen who

have the greatest familiarity with local labor market conditions and problems

may have direct input into the design and implementation of programs funded%

under the Act. In addition, the prime sponsor agreement should be a multi-year

pact in order to provide greater stability to this delivery system

In addition, the should consist of but one title under which all

<ralallowable programS d operate and (or which eligiblity would be standardized

By putting all activities under one title, less of an administrative burden

would be placed upon prime sponsor systems and thus costs for administration

could be significantly diminshed

The current limitation allowing at a maximum twenty percent of funds to be

utilized for administration should be maintained The current allowability to

operate an administrative cost pool for all program actII/nip: 0-,ould also be

maintained because, once again, this significantly decreases the administrative

burden and allows more funds to be expended in direct services to program

partit,ipants.

2 9
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It was alio suggested that if the federal government lens to implement any
Ad°

type of welfare reform which would require eurren&itsistance recipients to

work at nonprofit agencies in order to "earn" their assistance, the current

delivery system for such activities is.already in place in the prime sponsor

delivery system, and it would be a costly duplication to re-invent another

detivery sys00iNfor this activity.

Eligibility

Not only should all'PrOgrams be administered under one title, but eligibility

should also be standardized Standardizing eligibility requirements for all

programs would not only ease current administrative burdens, but would also

facilitate services delivered to all participants who could then flow easily

between different services on an "as needed" basis.

New eligiblity requirements should be put into place to best serve the unemployed

population of the local labor market area. The basic eligibility r ,uirement

would be at a minimum thirty days unemployed prior to application In addition,

different segments of the unemployed population would be served in proportion

to their incidence in the local labor market The method for serving these target

groups and their incidence in the population would be outlined in the Master

Plan.

Planning Procoss

Both local-elected officials and private businessmen recommended that the planning

processes currently required under the Act should be strearlined in the following

0

areas:
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The two grant packages (The Master and the Annual' Plans) should be

simplified in order to reduce paperwork and administrative cost burdens

and the Master Plan should become a generalized comprehensive description

of the service delivery system. The Master Plan should be a multi-year

document and only should be altered at the.discretion of the prime sponsor.

the Annual Plan should be a thorough description of the upcoming year's

programs as it relates to the prime sponsor's areas.

As stated earlier, the Annual Plan would include a detailed report of what

groups were represented in the unemployed labor market, and consequently what

programs were to be operated to meet the needs of each segment of the local

unemployed population.

The currents redundancy of instructions received by prime sponsors regarding

the Annual and Master Plans should be addressed in order that Master and Annual

Plans submitted under the new Act would be drastically less burdensome documents

than their current (250 plus page) size.

Currently, time restrictions are placed when program modifications can be

submitted to the Department of Labor. This restriction is a deterrent to

modifying activities on an "as naeded" basis. It was the recommendation of

bah local-elected officials and private industry that the new Act should not

include time restrictions regarding program modification submissions.

Particiagjon Of Organized Labor

It was the suggestion of both
local-elected officials and private businessmen

of our area that some typd of provisions
must be built into the final regulations

of the new Act in order to encourage
organized labor to participate and cooperate

with all of the activities planned to
be funded under the Act. This wouid

greatly facilitate the success and smooth openition of these activities in

areas where organized labor is a prevailing force in the labor market.
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Summary

In conclusion, the local-elected officials and private businessmen of our area

believe that the major revisions which should be initiated when reviewing the

reauthorization of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act should include:

1. The changing of the emphasis in the delivery of the Act to a local

strategy in which local-elected officials in conjunction with

representatives from private industry, would tailor the proper mix of

allowable activities to properly meet the needs of the local unemployed

population.

2. The expansion of the purpose of the Act to include the encouragement

of economic development in areas of substantial unemployment which

lack sufficient private industry to employ their unemployed populations

3. Eligibility for program participation should be standardized for all

program activities. At a minimum, an eligible participant would be

unemployed thirty days at application, and each prime sponsor would

serve every segment of their local unemployed population in proportion

to what each segment's incidence was in the unemployed population.

This eligibility would be standardized for all allowable activities

4. SbmInlz.r.. wcges zhv..13 to'

program participants in order to encourage participants to enter

employment and to reduce program costs.

5. Administration of the program should continue to be operated through

the current prime sponsor system to avoid costly duplication in the

set-up of a new delivery system. In addition, the program should be
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administered as only one title, where all current allowable activities,

plus economic development strategies would be allowable activities.

In addition, no maximum or minimum percentages would be earmarked for

any activities by the federal government. Instead, private businessmen

and local-elected officials would decide, based upon the needs of the

local area, what services and activities
would be operated to best fit

local needs.

Senator QUAYLE Mr. Pasquarella, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF LEE PASQUARELLA. DIRECTOR OF THE CETA
PRIME SPONSOR FOR SEATTLE AND KING COUNTY, WASH.

Mr. PASQUARELLA. Mr. Chairman, I am Lee Pasquarella. the
director of the CETA Prime Sponsor for Seattle and King County,
Wash. We appreciate the opportunity to testify before the commit-
tee and share our views on employment and training and specifi-
cally the CETA program.

This morning, Senator, we have heard the CETA program de-
scribed in many ways: as an economic development program, as a
human resource program, and as a social program. But all -too
often and probably more accurately it may be considered a social
disease. The public, and to some degree the congressional percep-
tions of the program, have been shaped by highly visible and much
publicized examples of mismanagement, malfeasance, and abuse of
the public trust. But these reports no more characterize the pro-
gram than past or present Washington scandals accurately repre-
sent the work, dedication, and accomplishments of the vast major-
ity of dedicated public servants here or around the country.

The media is filled 4ith about the leek of public cttnnort
for social programs and their consequent march toward certain
oblivion. This may be a misrepresentation of the public sentiment.
I believe that the public continues to support the purpose of these
programs but the people are increasingly impatient with the inabil-
ity of these programs to demonstrate what they have accomplished.
Therefore, one of the most important questions to be addressed
during these and future hearings is whether the programs have
worked and, if so, for whom.

Obviously, success is relative to the definition used to define it.
Our program in Seattle and King County has defined success as
jobs for people who are most likely to be unemployed, the retention
of those jobs, and an improved earning capacity as a result of the
program. To accomplish these goals we have established local, ob-
jective criteria and standards which must be met by individual
seiice deliverers if they are to receive funding from the prime
sponsor.

We have just completed a study of our program effectiveness in
which we monitored the progress of people leaving our system for
15 months to determine whether people retained jobs and the
comparative effectiveness of categories of programs. Among other
things, we found that 6Q percent of the persons terminating the II-
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B system got jobs. Sixty-one percent of those participants main-
tained continuous employment for 15 months or more following the
program. We had an average pre-postprogram wage gain of $5,635
We found that classroom training and remedial education pro-
gran,sthat is adult basic education programs, GED preparatio,t,
and English as a second language programwere most likely to
produce the highest placement rate, the longest period of continu-
ous employment, the highest placement wage, and the highest pre-
postprogram wage, gain.

This information profiles our program and helps us determine
which of our programs work best. It also helps us determine how
we should allocate resources between types of training programs. It
does not, however, measure the overall success of our CETA
system. There are at least two ways in which this could be done.
We could measure success by using identical criteria to compare
our CETA program with all other similar programs in the commu-
nity

The measurement criteria would include verified placement rates
and cost per placement, demographic information on the clients
served, the retention rates, and the verified pre-postprogram wage
gains. it is important to point out, Senator, that an evaluation of
these programs must include cost and placement factors as well as
a number of other equally relevant information.

Another way to measure success and the one we have used is to
attempt to determine the cost benefit of the program to the com-
munity. This is done by examining the proportion of program costs
earned by former participants during the year following training.
This yields a measure of relative effectiveness of the various types
of programs.

Second, we have examined how long it takes for the program to
pay for itself': The length of time indicates some measure of suc-
cess. Using the information discussed earlier, we found that on the
average, individuals completing our program earned 1(2 percent of
their training cost during the first year. This actually varied be-
tween 200 percent for on-the-job training to 118 percent for class-
room training. This gives us some idea of the immediate impact of
these programs.

Third, we discovered that during the first year these persons
returned to the society in taxes alone 28 percent of the ;estrnent
the society made in them. This is not income transfer payments
but Federal, State, and local taxes alone. Within 4 years the taxes
paid by those individuals who remained employed will pay for the
entire individual training investment, and within 10 years the
taxes paid by all those people w ho werf- placed will have repaid the
entire cost of the program. This means that the investment made
by the society in these programs is repaid many times during the
working life of the participants.

Employment and training programs in Seattle and King County
are a good investment because they work for the people for whom
they were intended, and they pay' for themselves in a relatively
short period of time. But CETA works not only in Seattle, where
we have spent several years deNeloping the system and months
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collecting and studying the data, but it also works in large urban
areas and small rural communities throughout this country. Our
biggest failure as a system has not been our inability to mount
programs which have helped millions of people improve their lives
but our inability to measure our national success and adequately
communicate that to the public.

Let me say in closing that the changes within the CETA system
are not only expected but necessary, as we have heard from many,
many people today. But these changes should flow from an exami-
nation of what we want to achieve; what appears to be working;
what could work under a different set of circumstances, and finally
what clearly doesn't work.

This must be done in a way that allows local areas to plan for
local priorities. Thank you very much.

Senator QUAYLE. I think that is exactly what we want to do, is to
look and see what worked, what did not work, and ask the basic
question why. As we look to the future, I would like to ask each of
you to comment on your support or nonsupport for the block grant
concept. I am specifically referring to CETA next year.

If we follow the outline of the block grant concept, I think it is
quite important that we get input from the local levelwhere you
will be operating on, how this will affect your programs.

Mr. PASQUARELLA. Senator, the block grant notion in itself is not
a bad notion. It has worked- and not worked in the past. If it is
going to be part of the law, the mistakes of the past should be
corrected.

If it is the intent of Congress to send the block grants to the
States, it will not work for urban areas. It will not work for urban
areas for simple political reasons. The States are dominated by
rural and suburban interests which are different from urban inter-
ests..As Mayor-Schaefer indicated earlier, if there were language
that required States to allocate resources on the basis of defined
need then there win be grudging support. But to QAnd the block
grant to the State, I think we have ample historical evidence over
the last 20 years that people in the cities will not benefit from this
apprTech.

Senator QUAYLE. If we put the restriction on the amount of
administrative costs, say at 10 percent or 5 percent, would that
help to some degree to alleviate those fears?

Mr. PASQUARELLA. Again, my view, SenatorI know from your
perspective you are very concerned about administrative costs. As
an operator administrator of a system. I am concerned about the
net costs of placing people in employment. If that cost is low, then
relative to all other programs and systems the administrative costs
could be 100 percent. What matters is the relative cost of getting
people employed.

Senator QUAYLE. If we put too many qualifications on how and
where they are going to spend it, those are categorical grants. I
mean if we are going to go to the concept of block grants, you are
going to have to give this flexibility. Either it is going to be directly
from the Federal Government to the local communities and bypass
the State, or you are going to use the State as the conduit to
disburse these funds.
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I think it would be self-defeatingthis is just one Senator's
opinionto say we are going to have block grants and then put on
a whole ramification of categories or qualifications.

Mr. PASQUARELLA. If you have the qualification that the States
have to demonstrate that the money is going where the needs are,
I do not think that is burdensome on the State's part. That will
ameliorate much of the concern among urban areas.

Senator QUAYLE. Does ahybody else want to comment?
Mr. BROWN. Yes, Senator. First of all, I would like to introduce

Ann Levin, who is the director of the CETA program in Cuyahoga
County.

On that question, we would be very concerned about the fact
that, if it goes to the State, in our case we are an urban area, we
are about 20 percent of the State, but of course we have a lot more
than that of the percentage' of our population to the State of the
unemployment. We think that, if it went to the State, we would
not be able to target the population that we need to target.

If they should wind up going to the State, then I feel that our
concerns would be allayed by the fact that we, the County of
Cuyahoga and other urban counties, having some input into the
direction of that money and how it would be spent and how much
of it would be spent in certain areas. But, if it went with an open
range or a wide-open field for the State to do what they felt was
best for the entire State, then I think we would get shortchanged.

Mr. GARDNER. From our standpoint, I would just very briefly like
to say that originally in the six-county area we have three prime
sponsors, two counties and one city, under the guideline. The
reason for the consortium is that we took the counties and brought
them into the consortium so that they would not have to be com-
petitive with the balance of State.

We recognize this as, should the moneys come through the State,
we seriously question what the State's attitude may be. I believe,
from the standpoint of what I said here earlier today, in essence I
may be supporting the block grant concept but with reservations. I
in turn, Senator, would express a real concern for the institution of
another level of administration, if you will, which we talked about,
also that it may come down categorically, which we feel it should
address the needs of the area. I submit to you we have the same
problems. But our area is more rural in nature. This is one of the
reasons of our concern and the reason for our input, the nature of
what it is today. We think we need that leeway. I question if it
came down through the States whether we would be given that
leeway.

Senator QUAYLE. I have one final question. Do you think we
ought to combine the youth and adult programs?

Mr. PASQUARELLA. The youth and adult programs?
Senator QUAYLE. For CETA.
Mr. PASQUARELLA. It depends on what kind of youth programs

we are talking about. If we are talking about training programs,
then I woula say yes. But there is a tremendous need to improve
the way in ,/hich education is delivered to this population. Unless
we can do something both nationally and locally about the way in
which the school systems deal with the CETA population, then that
I would consider the CETA system a failure. The school systems, as
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you well know, do not serve the population very well. There needs

to be attention given to that issue. One of the best ways to do that

is through a separate mechanism that you track separately.
In my mind, that would be the only reason to make programs

separate.
Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much.
The committee will stand adjourned until 9 o'clock in the morn-

ing.
[Whereupon, at 1:55 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS IN
THE UNITED STATES, 1981

,
FRIDAY, JUNE )9, 1981

U.S. SEN TE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT AND PRODU ITY,

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:12 a.m., in room
4232, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Dan Quayle (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Quayle.
Senator QUAYLE. The committee will be in order.
This is our fourth day of hearings on employinent and training

issues. We have heard so far from about 70 witnesses. Today, we
have a very full schedule of about 20 witnesses, in total. My inten-
tions are to try to complete these hearings in 3 hours, which is
around noon, and to do that, I am going to ask the witnesses and
myself and other Senators to limit their comments to 5 minutes.

All the statements that they have can be submitted into the
record, and I would appreciate summaries of statements in less
than 5 minutes so we can get to questions and answers and have as
much time in the 3 hours for everybody to parti,ipate as much as
possible.

With that,, would the first panel please come forward: Louis
Scozzafava, Robert Stewart, Louis Heimbach, and Lou Llanelli?

Good morning, gentlemen.
Mr. SCOZZAFAVA. Good morning.
Mr. REPLOGLE. Good morning.
Senator QUAYLE. Who would like to proceed first?
Mr. REPLOGLE. I will start off, Senator.
Senator QUAYLE. Fine.

STATEMENT OF PETER REPLOGLE, DIRECTOR, EMPLOYMENT
AND TRAINING ADMINISTRATION, ORANGE COUNTY, N.Y.;
LOUIS B. SCOZZAFAVA, DIRECTOR, NIAGARA COUNTY EM-
PLOYMENT AND TRAINING DEPARTMENT, LOCKPORT, N.Y.;
LOU LIGNELLI, DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON COUNTY EMPLOY-
MENT AND TRAINING AGENCY, WASHINGTON, PA.; AND
ROBERT B. STEWART, JR., EXECUTIVE.: DIRECTOR, LANCAS-
TER COUNTY EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING AGENCY, LAN-
CASTER, PA., A PANEL

Mr. REPLOGLE. My name is Peter Replogle, director of employ-
ment and training, Orange County, N.Y. I am sitting in for Lou
Heimbach, the county executive, who was detained on business this
morning.

*1 IC 0 *i --- II
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Orange County, N.Y. is a county with a long historical past. The
citizens of Orange County have been taking an active role in histo-
ry since Washington, right up to- the present time when - they
welcomed back the former hostages from Iran.

The intent of my speech today is to demonstrate the need for
employment and training policies, to state who should be served by
these policies, and to give examples of successful programs which
were designed and implemented to meet these policies.

As general information, O'range County is located 55 miles north-
west of New York City, situated between the Hudson and Delaware
Rivers, and encompasses 850 square miles. The population of the
county is 259,000, with three labor market cities: Newburgh,
Middletown, and Port Jervis, each with a population of less than
23,000.

The county has a diverse economic base consisting of 5,000 non-
agricultural establishments, including manufacturing, trade, and
services. Most businesses employ 25 people or less. Employees re-
siding in Orange County have the third loWest average hourly
wage in New York State. The unemployment rate for Orange
County is 8.9 percent, with two of its cities experiencing unemploy-
ment rates of over 12 percent.

There are 10,000 adults receiving public assistance. The New
York State Bureau of Labor Market Information has identified
50,000 residents, or one-quarter of the adult population, in need of
employment and training services. This population includes un-
skilled laborers, persons with unmarketable skills, youth, handi-
capped, migrant workers, veterans, and the elderly.

The county has economic and employment problems characteris-
tic of urban and rural areas. The city of Newburgh, with a popula-
tion of 23,00'0, has an adult welfare population of 5,000. Like many
other cities, Newburgh has experienced a loss of industry and
population, with a, continuing rise in poverty.

While tanpioyment service agencies, vocational schools and in-
dustry have individually focused on these problems, local CETA
administration and policies have spearheaded an effective service
network. Employment and training programs have become (he uni-
fying vehicle to serve a population in need. These services have
reduced unemployment and welfare costs While increasing a pro-
ductive labor market.

While it is true that most public policy has tended to focus on
the role of government in employment and training programs, the
Orange County ETA has not. Since 1974, Orange County has recog-
nized the need to turn to the private sector for assistance in pro-
gram design and implementation.

Through these cooperative working relationships, the county has
been nationally cited by such organizations as the U.S. Department
of Labor, the American Bar Association, Youthwork, and the Vice
Presidential Task Force on Youth.

While the programs were cited as being exemplary, the obvious
question, in light of today's economic situation, is at what cost and
how effective?

In 1980, with an operating budget of $10.9 million, we were able
to serve 3,405 participants. Of these, 1,246 were receiving public
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assistance prior to joining CETA. This afforded local taxpayers a
$7.7 million savings in public assistance costs.

The fiscal year 1980 employment and training program is alslo
proving cost effective; 73 percent of those who terminated either
entered unsubsidized employment, remained in school or returned
to school, or entered other programs. The cost per placement was
$3,719well below the cost attributed to public assistance.

While the fiscal year 1980 statistics are impressive, fiscal year
1981, based on current data for 6 months, will be more successful.
To date, we have achieved a 72-percent positive placement rate, at
a cost per participant of $4,100.

Already in this .fiscal year, with a reduced operating budget
down to $7.1 million, we have served 2,860 participants. This popu-
lation consisted of 1,305 public assistance recipients, 49 percent
minority members, 42 percent youth, 51 percent female, and 66
percerit had not completed high school.

Under the direction of Orange County's Private Industry Coun-
cilPICthe private sector initiatives program has identified
demand occupations, designed appropriate training, and placed suc-
cessful trainees in unsubsidized employment. Incidentally, many of
these trainees were former Ford-Mahwah workers laid off 1 year
ago, when Ford closed its largest plant in theUnited States.

Illustrative of this private sector leadership and effectiveness are
two programs. The first, a machinist program, was established with
the cooperation of the National Tooling & Precision Machinist
Association, Federal and local government agencies, and private
industry. Second, in conjunction with the Joint Apprenticeship
Committee of Carpenters and Joiners, the PIC developed Federal
and State approved preapprenticeship training programs.

Of those graduated from both programs, -83 percent obtained
occupationally related employment. Successful programs like jhese
is the reason the Orange County PIC has been designated as a
national spotlight site by the U.S. Department of Labor. This is
significant in that our selection was the only one in New York
State with 122 selected out of 476 prime sponsors nationwide.

In an attempt to remedy labor problems as well as stimulate
economic growth, the Orange County PIC joined efforts with eco-
nomic developrhent concerns to provide an effective marketing
strategy to attract new and expanding industries. This action will
provide the necessary jobs to offset those industries which have left
the area. Additionally, these industries represent new employment
opportunities.

In order to accomplish these future employment and training
policies, we must manage by objectives. In the past, local CETA
prime sponpors have been federally mandated to achieve numerous
objectives that did not coincide with the immediate needs of the
private sector.

Prior to the enactment of title Yll's private initiatives program,
CETA served as a panacea, addressing the ever-pressing social,
economic and political issues. Our experience has crystallized the
present-day objectivesreduce unemployment, reduce public assist-
ance, increase productivity, and aid economic development.

To meet these objectives, ETA must have the ability to serve all
targeted groups through classroom and on-the-job training. Orange

6 ,P.)
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County's record indicatbs our recognition that training programs
cannot merely provide for income distribution arid supplemental
'income maintenance. Therefore, Orange County will continue to
reduce public assistance expenditures and dependency through em-
ployment and training opportunities. Responsible management will
be achieved by the distribution of necessary funds directly to the
local prime sponsors.

The appropriate role of the private sector has been demonstrated
by the Orange County Private Industry Council. Through this
council, it becomes possible to coordinate the diversity of programs
in a cost effective.. and efficient manner.

Having an appreciation and sensitivity for the need to reduce
Federal spending as well as maintain an understanding of less
government intervention and increased local determination, we
have learned the lesson that Department of Labor funding formu-
las should adhere to the concept of true entitlement.

True need should reflect specific labor market characteristics
and trends. These indicators include frequency and duration of
unemployment, desighation of a surplus labor market, employment
growth rates, layoffs and closings, approved economic development
programs scheduled for funding within the prime sponsor's juris-

diction.
This action will help counter the pattern of unexpended funds in

certain prime sponsors and help put tax dollars where the most
need is determined. With the elimination of public sector employ-
ment, it becomes imperative that we serve those at or below 100
percent of the lower living standard.

In order to maximize the use of-limited Federal funds, we must
eliminate duplication and provide a comprehensive and coordinat-
ed program by utilizing a central delivery service.system, and that
is CETA.

Mr. Chairman, as I have indicated, Orange County is a fine

example that CETA works. Thank you very much; it has been a
privilege and a pleasure to testify before this committee.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much.
To keep to the 5-minute rule, we now have a set of lights here.

The red light means to stop; the green light is "go," and when it
gets to the amber light, that means that you have 1 minute. I
would hope that we would be able to stay withi he 5 minutes,
because I have some, questions.

You4can.read your statement if you want to, t my preference
is for you to summarize and really get to the heart of it, because I
have read these statements. If you can summarize for us and we
can get to some questions, I think it will be far more productive.

So, go ahead and proceed.
Mr. SCOZZAFAVA. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I

am pleased to have the opportunity today to appear before you to
t discuss the future of CETA. CETA has been a part of my life for

the past 8 years, and I am proud to have been instrumental in

serving over 22,000 economically disadvantaged persons in Niagara
County.

I have talked to many of these peopie and have discovered that
they want desperately to be self-supporting and productive mem-
bers of society. Over 50 percent of those we have served are former

_ 6,11
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welfare recipient's who have voluntarily elected to work or be
trained rather than be dependent on the welfare system.

Despite high unemployment in Niagara County, which has aver-
aged between 8 and 11 percent, we have a 60-percent positive
placement rate for participants who have received training in the
classroom, on the job, and in work experience situations.

It is a fact that the CETA participant tries harder to do a good
job, knowing well that he or she will be given the opportunity to
receive a permanent job when one becomes available. The county
of Niagara, over the past several years, has hired over 300 partici-
pants as permanent county employees. Our towns, villages and our
nonprofit organizations have been just as much a part of this
success.

As we look ahead to 1982 and to the reauthorization of CETA, we
ask ourselves some very important questions. What are our objec-
tives now? How do we carry out these objectives? What have we
Learned from our past experiences?

It is clear to me that we only have one objective, and that is to
have a well-trained individual for every job opened in private in-
dustry. Statistics have shown that four out of every five jobs lie in
the private sector. Therefore, there is no doubt that private sector
involvement is vital in implementing these programs.

The Private Industry Council was developed under title VII with
this exact task in mind, and we must be allowed to expand on this
concept in order to provide the right training for the right job.

It has been our experience since the inception of the Private
Industry Council that it is even more critical that the private
sector contribute to program design. Training, upgrading and re-
training must be a joint effort between CETA and private industry.

A perfect example of this is a recently negotiated contract, a
cooperative effort between Niagara County and Buffalo-Erie Coun-
ty's Private Industry Council. A local company which was supply-
ing the automobile industry was ready to fold due to foreign com
petition. They restructured their company to serve the aircraf
industry. With our aid, ,they are retraining and upgrading the r
employees. Fifty jobs were saved and 50 new jobs were created t
the entry level.

Who should carry out these objectives that I have stated? It is
perfectly clear that the only one who can accomplish these goals is
the local prime sponsor. We know the atmosphere of our economy;
we knew who are most in need, and we have an excellent relation-
ship with the 150 local agencies who are a vital link in accomplish-,
ing these goals.

In the last several years, I have developed a good working rela-
tionship with our regiolal office. As you know, the CETA program
is very regulatory. When interpretatio must be made, it flows
from the Department of Labor, to the reg nal office, to the prime
sponsor. The shorter the chain of comman , e more efficiently
the gp_al is attained.

Me& grants have been proposed as an alternate means for fund-
ing the CETA program. If the block grant concept is given to the
State, I guarantee you this: there will be duplication of services on
the State level, the most in need will not be served, and adminis-
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trative costs will rise while the amount of money actually spent on
participants will decrease.

I feel that the prime sponsor' system has performed admirably,'
despite varied adverse circumstances. We have displayed the flexi-
bility to accompligh any task, no matter how large or whatever the
time constraints.

During the snow emergency and the blizzard of 1977, we an-
swered the call by hiring and deploying 300 people within 2 days to
eliminate the crisis. I think the above clearly demonstrates that
our local government cares about the people of its community. It is
important that there be checks and balances at the local level in
order to eliminate fraud and abuse.

I can safely say that our prime sponsor, along with the majority
of the 476 primes across the country; has an efficient system in
place to meet the needs of this Nation's unemployed. We have the
capabilities, the linkages, and, most of all, the necessary experience
tq aid our economy. Do not let the past 8 years go to waste.

This concludes my statement. I will be happy to answer any
questions. Thank you.

[Information supplied for the record follows:]

1'1'1
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REPORT TO SUBCOMMITTEE

ON

EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY

SENATOR DAN QUAYLE, CHAIRMAN

Submitted by:

Louis B. Scozzafava, Director
Niagara County Employment
and Training Department

Russell C. Parker, Chairman
Niagara County Legislature

June 19, 1981

(Note: .'.7'ertain portions of this report which contained newspaper
articles, brochures, and photographs impossible t., reproduce, were
retained in the files .f the committee lue to mechanical limitations
and in the interest cr economy.)
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EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING DEPARTMENT

MC/ UPPER MOUNTAIN ROAD

LOCKPORT NEN YORK 140114

The Niagara County Employment and Training Depart-

ment administers CETA funds appropriated to this Western

New York area.

Our manufacturing economy is highlighted by auto-

mobile, chemical, and electro-mineral fields. Agri-

culture and tourism are also vital.

We have an unemployment rate of 10.37. - the highest

in the state and second in the nation. Despite this

high rate, we have proven that CETA works in Niagara

County.

You can see from the following how effective and

successful our programs have been.

Thank you,

Louis B. Scozzafava
Director
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CLASSROOM TRAINING

For many, CETA classroom training programs are a neces-

sary intermediary between secondary school and the work

force. CETA provides the opportunity for training to young

adults who perhaps were too immature to realize the impOr-

tance of preparing for the future during high school years.

We provide retraining opportunities for laid-off workers,

which is especially important in Niagara County's economically

depressed area.

Over the years we have developed a complete mix of serv-

ices from adult basic education programs leading to a Gen-

eral Equivalency Diploma to class-size skills training or

individual referral to local business schools, community

colleges, and 'ractical nursing training.

We have the expertise to assess an individual's needs

and develop a plan which leads to gainful employment. Our

entered employment rate for fiscal '81 classes is at 78%.

';
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TRAINING
The Niagara County Employment and Training Dept.

is accepting applications for free training.
TO BE ELIGIBLE, an applicant must:

1. Be a Niagara County resident; AND
2. Meet the federal definition of economically disadvantaged (which
means low family income; AND
3. Be unemployed at least seven (7) consecutive days. For Building
Trades and ClerkTypist, you must be unemployed for 15 of the last
20 weeks.

APPLY AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS
Mount View Health Facility
Shaw Building 3rd Floor
5467 Upper Mountain Rd.

Lockport, N.Y.
8:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.
1:15 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Beginning September 2,

Niagara County Office Bldg.
Room 125

Third and Cedar
Niagara Falls, N.Y.

8:15 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
1:15 p.m. to 3:00 p.m,

both offices open at 9 a.m.
DOCUMENTATION IS REQUIRED - BRING

1. PROOF OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME FOR PAST SIX MONTHS,
I.e. all wage stubs or a statement from employer, pension award
statements, social security benefit letters, child support statements, and
verification of any other income.

2. UNEMPLOYMENT BOOK, if currently receiving benefits or rec-
ceived benefits within last six months.

3. CURRENT MEDICAL I.D. CARD, If welfare recipient.

4. DD214, if veteran.

5. PROOF OF AGE AND CITIZENSHIP. Birth certificate proves both

6. PROOF OF ADDRESS, I.e , utility bills, rent receipt, etc.
'1(00

6,3/1If any questions, CALL 434-9191

LEARN AND EARN
You May Qualify For A Training Allowance
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WORK EXPERIENCE

TARGETING ON DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS:

to restore confidence

to develop skills

to build competence on the iob

TARGETING ON SINGLE PARENTS:

to restore proficiency

to develop independence

to build employability and coping skills

TARGETING ON EX-OFFENDERS

to restore reputation

to develop self esteem

to build steady work record

A Work Experience Job - PUTTING THEORY INTO PRACTICE
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ON- THE -JOB TRAINING

This program has been the most successful over the

past several years, with a positive placement rate of

over 85%. We have been able to establish an excellent

relationship between CETA and Private Industries in

Niagara County.

Positive Facts:

1. After 90 days, 90-95% of all CETA placed in OJT

were still in the same related field.

2. The average wage rate for our CETA OJT contracts

ranges between $5.00 and $5.99 per hour.

The relatively high continuous Entered Employment

Rate of 85% leads to the following conclusions:

1. Quality development and selection of stable job

training sites.

2. Referral of compatible potential trainees of these

training sites.

3. A commitment on the part of private industi-y to

become actively involved with the program.

6 5 ij
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PRIVATE SECTOR INITIATIVE PROGRAM

Private Sector Initiative Program, the newest
CETA program, continues to provide proof that
private industry and the public sector can
work smoothly together toward a common goal -
creating long term private sector jobs in
those areas that most need skilled employees,
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YOUTH PROGRAMS

The three youth programs within CETA are designed to

provide young people in the 14-21 age group with a positive

first-step into the work community while encouraging the

participant to remain in-school and get their high school

diploma.

-- 90% of all participants receive their high school

diploma or GED while in the program!

In-school youth employment programs and the summer

youth program offer close supervision in entry level jobs

at a relatively low cost. /Th
?-1.._.adv2-- more than 750 economical) i(s ntaged youth have

provided tangible community services for 10 weeks

at an average cost of $888.00 per person for the

whole summer!

The experience in these jobs creates better work habits

and an environment conducive to learning by "hands-on" exper-

ience.

6 5,2
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The flexibility of the Comprehensive Employment and

Training Act allows each Prime Sponsor to develop speci-

fic programs geared to that Sponsor's individual economic

problems. From youths to older workers, from classroom

training to on-the-job training, from adult work experi-

ence to employee job upgrading, CETA serves the broad

spectrum of America's unemployed.

The word is out on the street - from the former

welfare recipient now working, to the laid off General

Motors production worker being retrained, to the local

businesses finally getting quality trained employees -

CETA WORKS - CETA MEANS BUSINESS.

The reason that CETA has worked in Niagara County

is because of the hard work and dedication of the staff

over the past eight years. Don't throw away 100 combined

years of experience.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much.
Mr. LIGNELLI. Mr. Chairman, my name is Lou Lignelli. I am here

today to testify on behalf of the Washington County Employment
and Training Agency. I represent a unit of county government in
southwestern Pennsylvania, and I appreciate the opportunity to
voice our concerns on many issues affecting employment and train-
ing policies_

Since its inception, the Comprehensive Employment and Train-
ing Act has been viewed as a means to reach many objectives.
Given a reduced level of funding or even the current funding level,
specific objectives must be established specifically, a reduction in
local welfare dependency, an increase in the productivity of the
work force, and assistance in private sector trainingby providing
the mechanism through which individuals acquire or reacquire
skills.

We believe that in order for employment and training programs
to be successful and meet the stated objectives, the central focus of
future programs should be the education and training of individ-
uals which enable them to increase their skills.

CETA should provide the mechanism through which the eco-
nomically disadvantaged acquire skills. Participants should be fully
tested and assessed, providing a comprehensive picture of the skills
and abilities needed to increase their employability. Those with the
background and the needs relevant to current skill training pro-
grams should be enrolled.

6. 5 3
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Simultaneously, training or retraining programs focusing on the
skills and abilities which will be usable in the labor market should
be developed, recognized and used. Only by assessing individuals'
capabilities and giving them the opportunity to acquire skills
which are and will be in demand is the goal of CETA going to be
reached; that is, making more people employable.

Prime sponsors are mandated to serve the economically disad-
vantaged, overall, and a multitude of specific segments of the popu-'4"
lation. We do not believe that CETA is able to effectively and
individually provide services to all of these targeted groups.

CETA should first and foremost, on a nationwide basis, serve the
poor. Utilizing the term "poor" as eligibility criteria could simply
mean using criteria which has been established; that is, those
individuals receiving some form of public assistance payments or
those receiving unemployment insurance whose skills are no longer
marketable. This would streamline the whole process of eligibility.
This would also provide a distinct linkage between employment
and training and income maintenance programs, in addition to
promoting economic independence.

Individuals who are more likely to succeed should be given serv-
ice preference. Potential for success is easily recognizable through
comprehensive testing, assessment and counseling service prior to
enrollment.

Furthermore, special provisions for youth who are in desperate
need of employment and training services should be included in
the future programs and policies.

In conjunction with the restricted criteria of an eligible popula-
tion, an appropriations method different from what is currently
being used is also proposed. Like the current system, we propose a
formula approach and that it be based simply upon the number of
welfare recipients residing in each jurisdiction.

In addition to the formula appropriation, an incentive allocation
should be made available. Incentive moneys should be allocated to
prime sponsors who have best administered their programs. These
incentives would be based upon those prime sponsors having re-
ceived the highest ratings from the Department of Labor's annual
assessment.

It is our opinion that the employment and training programs
administered under CETA have indeed worked. Title II-B has en-
abled individuals to acquire skills training in needed vocational
fields. These services provided under title II-B, and most particu-
larly classroom training through private trade schools and on-the-
job training, are increasing participants' employability, and they
are finding jobs.

We believe that the emphasis on skills training should be in-
creased in future employment and training programs. Youth pro-
grams administered under title IV of CETA have also been success-
ful Through participation in title IV activities, youth have been
able to obtain skills training, general equivalency diplomas, work
experience, and career exploration. We believe that while title IV
may not substantially reduce the unemployment rate of youth,
young people who have participated are electing to continue their
education or vocational training after their CETA experience.

1 I) 65 j
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To summarize, it is our position that employment and training
programs have worked in the past. I thank you, Mr. Chairman. I
would be glad to entertain any questions you may have.

[The preparet statement of Mr. Lignelli follows:],

..r).;- .0
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STATEMENT

on behalf of the

WASHINGTON COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA PRIME SPONSOR

on

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ISSUES

submitted to the

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY
UNITED STATES SENATE

June 19, 1981
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"r. Chairman, ",embers ,f the s,brar=lttee I an here today to testify on

beha.: of tne '..asnington Count., Pennsylvania CETA Prime Sponsor and Its ad-

ministering organization, the ',4ashington Cost Employment and Training Agency.

: represent a unit of local goccrient and : appreciate the opportunity, to voi:e

our concerns .'n the an issues a!fecting emplo,men: and :1'aining,p)11:ies and

programs.

In order to devise ettective emplovment and training programs and policies'

and. subsequently, valuate the success of such programs. it is necessary to

establish specific realIstic objectives. First. it must be decided exactly what

it is we want to achieve Then, the rays and means to meet these goals and-A-

jectives must Se
I

developed.

Since its inception, the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, commonly

Known as CETA. has Seen viewed as a means to reach many objectives. Reduction

in the overall unemployment rate, reduction in the unemployment rate of particular

population segments, increased work force productivity, reduction in .weliare

dependence, and assistance in economic development activities have all been cited.

at one tine or another. as objectives ,f CETA. :Mlle all employment and training

programs strive to meet these common goals, CETA has been seen as one of the

primary vehic4..ese 1e believe that it is somewhat unrealistic to assume that CFTA

and the 4'2 ?rime Sponsors responsible for administering the Act are able to

successfully meet all of these objectives given the current level funding.

Locall(4in ,:a...ington County. Pennsylvania, the civilian labor torte is

comprised of approximately 95,n0 people (total population is 218,000) 0:

these. almost 7,500 persons are ccrrentl unemployed. It is estimated that approx-

imately 13.50C economl.:alli disadvantage,: persons and 2.500 welfare recipients

will be in need of employment services in f 82 .Sven the plInned,"ii2 allocations.

it is iirtuall, igpo,sible to services even 15'. o: the economical:, disadvantaged

to need. This fiscal veal (FY81,, the '.ashingtan County Emplov-vnt and Traini^e

r
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Agency estimates that It 4111 serve 2.13C individuals with 3 total annual

al:ecation of appnoximatel, h.5 million dollars. Our panning estimates for

Fiscal Year 1982 equal $2,139,000, representing 902 and 852 respectivel,. of

this year's Title IIBIC and VII allodations. With these funds available to

us, we can expect to naive 671 persons, a small percentage of the.unemployed,

economically disadaantaged, and welfare recipients.

My point is this: with a reduced level of funding, or even at the full

funding level of FY82, Washington County CETA and Prime Sponsors as a whole

can not be looked upon as the means to meet all of the objectives stated

previously. Ve can not substantially reduce unemployment or assist significan-

tly in economic development activities without an ample increasnn private

sector funding. We can, however, reduce local welfare dependency, increase

productivity of the work force, and assist in private sector training pro-

viding the mechanism through which individuals acquire or reacquire skills.

It is our belief that employment and training policies and programs should be

'focused upon meeting these objectives.

Subsequent to establishing objectives of employment and training policies,

it is necessary to develop methods through which the objectives can be reached.

One means in the past has been the offering of certain incentives, such as

wage subsidies, tax credits, etc.,, to employers in the private sector. While

these methods do encourage cooperative involvement between federal employment

and training programs and the private sector, it is our experience for the most

part In Washington County, that these methods have not been successful, In FY 80,

193 Targeted Jobs Tax Credit vouchers were issued to participants of the Washington

County Employment and Training Agency. Only 2 of these vouchers were certified

by private employers. On-The-Job Training programs have been more successfoi in

Washington County (5. ,j.rj enrollments in FY 80 with 23 individuals enteringvemploy-

ment), but the program overall is not readil, acceptable to the private sector
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employers in the , unt,. ;flew seen to exhibit somewhat of a reluctance to be

involved in federally fundedemplovment and training programs.

A second method utilized in the past for carrying out employment and train-

ing policies is tae education and training individuals which enable them to

increase their skills. We believe that, in order for employment and training

programs to be successful and meet the stated objectives, this method should

be tne central focus of future programs. CETA should provide the mechanism

through which economically disadvantaged acquire skills. Participants should be

fully tested and assessed, providing a comprehensive picture of the skills and

abilities needed to increase their employability. Those with the background

and the needs relevant to current skills training programs should be eolled.

Simultaneously, training or retraining programs focusing on the skills and

abilities which 41l. be usable in the labor market should be developed, recog-

nized, and used. Only by assessing indi.riduais' capabilities and giving them

the opportunity to acquire skills which are and will be in demand, is the goal

of CETA %oing to be reached - making people more employable.

While policies and programs designed to increase the efficiency of labor

markets through such measures as Job matching, labor market information, and

antidiscrimination programs are relevant to employment and training programs

and services, they are secondary to the main purpose of such programs. First,

we believe that funds sufficient for the training and subsequent employability

enhancement of individuals 'Snould be made available. Only then, will increasing

the efficiency of labor markets prove to be truly beneficial.

Public sector job creation programs, through the provision of wage sub-

sidies, have also been used in tLe past to meet the objectives of employment and

training programs and policies. President Reagan has announced the possibility

of establishing a program of this type - Workfare. If Workfare is established

in the method which nas been proposed, i.e. employable welfare recipients perform

loos in the puolic sector, the decision as to what level of government (state,
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local, etc.) should administer the program must be made. In contrast to placing

Workfare In the hands of the states through the Departments of Employment

Securit! or Public Welfare, we propose that such a program would best be estab-

lisaed in the CETA Prime Sponsors. CETA Primes have had considerable experience

In public sector job creation programs through Titles IID and VI Public Servi:e

Employment. Workfare, administered through CETA, would permit full utilization

of ex-sting staff abilities, linkages with other agencies, and coordination with

established CETA skills training programs.

It is true that typically focused on a wide variety of target groups, includ-

ing displaced homemakers, the handicapped, youth, older workers, etc. CETA

PrIme Sporsors are mandated to serve the economically disadvantaged overall and

a multitude of specific segments of the population. We do not believe that

CETA is able to effectively and individually provide services to all of these

target groups. ',ery simply, we are expected to do all things for all groups of

people. This, more than likely, has hindered the performance of CETA Prime Sponsors

as they are currently judged. CETA should first and foremost on a nationwide

basis serve the poor. Utilizing the term "poor" as eligibility criteria could

simply mean using criteria which has already been established, that is those

individuals receiving some form of public assistance payments and/or those receiv-

ing other forms of government subsidy (tnemploymenc Insurance, etc.). Beyond that,

other groups, e.g. veterans, handicapped, ecc., should be served proportionate to

their representation in the population of the jurisdiction's geographic area.

Within this realm, we feel tnat, given the current performance standards placed

upon CETA Prime Sponsors, individuals who are more likely to succeed should be

given service preference. Potential for success is easii, recognizable through

comprehensive testing, assessment, and couseling services prior to enrollment.

The block grant approach would aid in implementing this approach na ae-

categorizing CETA services. However, the block grant method may also shut out
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groups, parcicularle .vuth, who are in desperate need of employment and training

services. A main concern is tnat the redu,_ed fund, in CLTA and the Nuced

funds in education may seriousl. prohibit Youth from acquiring the educational

bacLgrmund and skills necessary for employment. Ise feel that special provisions

for ,,outn programs snould be included as an inherent aspect to the block grant

concept.

ne feel that there snould be a strong relationship between the policies and

programs of employment and training and those of income maintenance. The concept

of .orgfare itself provides a distinct linkage between employment and training

and Income maintenance Policies. As stated previously, participation in an

income transfer program should provide the central criteria for enrollment in

CETA services. Individuals receiving Public Assistance or ocher forms of federal

subsidies should be screened, i.e. tested and assessed, for CETA services. This

will provide participants not only .nth the employment and training skills and

abilities necessary to enhance their chances of future employment, nut will also

promote ecoromic independence among income-transfer recipients.

To address :le issue ,f the appropriate
relationships between federal, state,

and local government, in the funding, design, and administration of employment

and training programs, we feel that CETA has been an effective means of implement-

ing this nation', employment and most particularly, training efforts. in

attempt to substanciall, chTnge this system of administering employment and train-

ing programs would be unwise.
Traditionally, programs funded with federal

monies, whicn have neen passed on to states, and then to local governments to

administer, incur high administrative costs.
States have tended to take off a

high portion of toe costs for adminiscrative
ex)endi:ure,, leaving less for the

programs and clients for whom the services are iicended. This can lv evile,,ced

, Title KX monies under tne
S,,ial Security Act, funding f,r ire ellerly under

the Cider Americans Oct, and mon.e, under .Axatioral and -era,ilitativ, ser%ic,,.

6 j.
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A. reasonable Salon,. between protection of Federal funds and local autonomy

can be achieved through the b,,ck grant aoprJach and modifications in the app-

ropriation and man'agement methods of CETA programs. The block grant concept

would move CETA Pack to it's initial stages of providing various services under

one Title of the-Act- This would allow for Federal policies to be achieved and,

at the sometime, provide for local flexibiliti. Since 1978, CETA has become too

categorical, existing predominantly as a collection of special programs designed

for certain groups of people. Mucn has been said concerning the mismanagement

of CETA funds. Pelleve that this categorization of CETA programs and Cle

resultant lavers Jf regulations nave -ontributed to cases of mismanagement. An

appropriat.wns method different .rom what is currently used may help to uurtail

mismanagement of funds. Like .he current system, we propose that a formula

1,pr,,ach Jf fund.lg to Prime Sponsors be utilized. However, this formula should

De cased upon t,e number of welfare recipients -residing in each prospective

urisdIction, nut ,r :he current unemployment rate. As stated before, we don't

[ETA as a means to substantially reduce unemployment. Whv then, should

unemployment statistics be used in the allocation of funds to Prime Sponsors'

:n addiiI3n to the formula appropriation, an incentive allocation should be made

a'allable. Incentive mcnies should be allocated to Prime Sponsors who have best

administered t-.eir programs, i.e. those with the highest ratings. This would

substanria,,, reduce the mismanagement of funds by rewarding Prime Sponsors who

exhibit the best 3dministratlye capabilities.

Private Sector participation in the u,sIgn and implementation of employment

and tralnig programs and policies is ,ighl, desirable since the strong majority

of employment opp,rtuni:ies are In the private sector. However, the types of

private sector invoivement must be changed c some extent in Jrder to be successful.

,rated preyiousl,, private sector Involvement in the services offered b, the

sasningt,:m Emplo.--ent and Training kgencv has hot been very difficult to

obtain. in 4asnington ,ounty and through,,ut te natloh is a hole, we believe
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that there I. w true ,ommittment from the private sector to work with dis-

advantaged groups in both employment and training. Whether it is due to

a desire not to oe held accountable for Federal funds, an aversion to the

paperwork and red tape associated with the employment and training of CETA

participants, or a stigma placed upon the types of individuals served under

CETA, the private sector programs simply have not been successful up to this

point. We believe that, if let alone, the private sector programs simply

have not been successful up to this point. We believe that, if let alone.

the private sector won't take care of these groups of people. It will be

necessary for the Federal government to exert influence, through regulation,

to ensure cooperation of the private sector in employment and training activi-

ties. CE:A should use the private sector and, in particular, privare training

institutions, as the vehicle for increasing individuals' opportunities for

employment.

In terms of coordinating the diverse sets of programs which constitute the

employment and training system, we feel that it is necessary and advantageous

for such coordination to exist. CETA Prime Sponsors are, essentially, mandated

to exhibit coordination efforts with many programs though it can be timely and

costly. Sucn coordination may be difficult, particularly in extemely metro-

politan or rural areas, but in Washington County, we have constant forYMal and

informal relationships and coordination efforts among agtncies throughout the

county. Communication among the various agencies impacting the delievery of

employment and training servi,es is essential and constant in the administration

of Washington Count's CETA programs. In both the block grant and Workfare

concepts coordination :3 inherent and we believe that these systems would

allow for full utilization of all employment and training efforts.

O
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It is our opinion t-at the employment and training programs administered

under CETA have, Indeed, worked. Title IIB C has enabled individuals to acquire

skills training in needed vocational fields. During FY 80 in Washington County,

classroom training programs exhibited a ,..7% entered employment rate. For on-

the-job training, the rate was 58Z. Planned versus actual participation figures

for IIB,C ranged from 80-124Z, with the figures steadily improving during this

fiscal year. The services provided under Title IlB/C are increasing participants'

employability and, as evidenced in these statistics, they are finding jobs. We

believe that the emphasis on skills training should be increased in future

employment and training programs.

Youth programs, administered under Title IV of CETA, have alsu been success-

ful. Through participation, in Title IV activities youth have gone on to receive

skills training, been able to obtain General Equivalency Diplomas, received work

experience, and undergone career guidance and exploration. Also Important, the

youth have been kept occupied, exhibiting involvement in community services and

the work force. We believe that,, while Title IV may not substantially reduce

the unemployment rate of youth, it does help to increase the chances of young

people to obtain successful and prodUctive jobs.

We can support the elimination of Title VI, Public ;ervice Employment for

the cyclically unemployed. However, we feel that some semblance of Title IlD,

designed for tne structurally unemployed, should be =aini.ained. Enrollment in

IID Public Service Emplovment provided people, not only with a job and the chance

to earn money, but also with a sense of .orthiness and pride in themselves. Title

I'D, ,ombining employment opportunities and heavy emphasis on skills training,

was successful in Washington County-over 50% of the individuals enrolled in FY

80 entered unsubsidized employment upon termination.

To summarize, it is our Dosition that employment and training programs have

worked In the past and, with some changes, will continue to be successful. v.e
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support the bl,,,,, grant -_n ept, all ,41,J1, :r.me Sponsors to determine the

program nix TX,: suitab.e to ter ;urisd..tion. ::IthIn this block grant,

hc.ever, special provisions for serving youth should be established. We also

fa.. )1.
the incentive allocation as a oodus to Prime Sponsors who administer

programs well. Lastly, we believe tnat a iacu, on skills training and an

emphasis on serving the poverty population of this nation will allow for

improved and successful programs in the tutute.

i thank vou, 1r. Chairman and members of this Subcommittee for allowing

representatives of CETA Prime Sponsors and local government to input their

concerns arc opinions on the future of employment and training programs and

policies.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much.
Mr. STEWART. Mr. Senator, I am Bob Stewart from Lancaster

County, Pa., the executive director of the employment and training
agency there.

I just have a few comments I want to make. I certainly will not
read the text of my statement. I feel that the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act has come to be viewed by our
community as a social service. This view evolved by the practice of
CETA prime sponsor linkages with social agencies to provide serv-
ices that are allowable under the act. These allowable services
became a part of the act due, I am sure, to the social consciousness
of the Congress or social interest groups ivho have voided their
preferences to the Congress.

CETA has become a supplement to other social services. The
consequence is that CETA is guided more by social policy than
employment and training policy. In my view, employment and
training policy should be a significant element of overall U.S
economic policy, as opposed to being an element of social policy.

The consequence of training should be employment Employment
impacts upon economic factors in that it provides income to the
employed; it provides contributions to Federal, State, and local
taxes, it provides for increased productivity in both goods and
services; and it liberates people from dependence upon social wel-
fare systems.

Now, there are five areas that concern me about the act, and
they are: income maintenance, target groups, client eligibility, eco-
nomic development, and tax credits. I will just make a comment
about each one.

I do not think that the Comprehensive Employment and Train-
ing Act should be an income maintenance program. We already
have our regular welfare systems, and we have SSI and we have
unemployment compensation as income maintenance programs.

I think the training allowance concept during training, as a
stipend for trainees, should be eliminated, or at least reduced. That
does not mean to say that we would take away dollars that are
necessary to provide transportation, some limited child care, and
perhaps even a lunch for people in training programs.

6G5
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My second concern is that of target groups. If we summed all the
target groups together that are now listed and required for us to
serve under the regulations, that sum is greater than 50 percent of
the already existing labor force. I think the basic target groups_
should be economically disadvantaged, unemployed and under em-
ployed persons.

Now, within these target groups, I think there are some individ-
uals who can be served and some who cannot. The individuals who
can be served should be served in a manner which best meets their
interests, their abilities, their motivations, and the community re-
sources at hand.

Emphasis should be placed upon employment and training needs.
Those persons requiring services not directly related to ultimate
employment in a relatively short time should be referred toagen-
cies already in place and better equipped to provide the services.

For instance, those requiring basic education or a GED diploma
should be referred to a local certified agency.

Client eligibility- bothers me. I do not lethe unilateral income
requirement. I think that there are other criteria which determine
a person's needs, and they are attached to exhibit C of my written
presentation.

I think that all economic development grantsUDAG, CD, and
ED grantsshould have tied to them a requirement for the hiring
of a certain percentage of disadvantaged individuals.

As regards the targeted jobs tax credit, I think that that should
be eliminated and a blanket tax credit be given to every employer
who hires a disadvantaged person without a complicated formula.

That brings a conclusion to the remarks I wish to make, and I
thank you, Senator.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Stewart follows:]
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dklar\(thckok CE).n CETt

TESTIMONY

PRESENTED TO

J.S. SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE

FOR

EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY

CONCERNING

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING POLICY

I appreciate and welcome the opportunity to present my views

on five general areas of employment and training policy i.e. income-

maintenance, target groups,'client eligibility, economic development,

and tax credits The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act has

come to be viewed by the community as a social service. This view

has, undoubtedly, evolved by the prac,ice of CETA prime sponsor link-

ages with social agencies to provide same services allowable under

the Act. These allowable services became part of the Act due to the

social consciousness of the Congress or social interest groups who

voiced thuir preferences to the Congress. CETA has become a supplement

to other social services. The consequence is that CETA is guided more

by social policy than "employment and training policy.

In my view, employment and training, policy is, or should be, a

significant element of economic policy, as opposed to being an element

of social policy The consequence of training should be employment.

Employment impacts upon economic factors in that it provides income to

the employed, provides contributions to federal, state, and local taxes,

provides for increased productivity of goods and services, and libera-

tion from social welfare dependence.

Presuming that,rployment and training policy is more an element

of economic policy and not an element of social policy permits me to

address the five aforementioned issues.

1. Income-Maintenance Income maintenance in CETA training pro-

grams can r;ach tbe point where there is a greater monetary benefit

during CETA training than can be obtained by entering unsubsidized em-

44
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ployment. Let mu draw your attention to Exhibit A (attached). You

will see that, in one particular training program, the sum of sti-

pend and other subsidies to remove barriers to participation pro-

vides a net expendable income at an hourly rate far higher than can

be expected, upon entering unsubsidized employment. The effect here

is to furnish participants with a greater incentive in training than

in unsubsidized employment It may serve as a disencentice to accept-

ing employment. A representative list of programs having this effect

is attached on Exhibit B.

One solytion to this problem would be a much reduced stipend

or complete removal of the training allowance requirement.

A second possible solution would be to provide a stipend equal only

to the extraordinary cost of particupation in training, i e , trans-

portation, lunch money, and perhaps a limited day care.

2 Target Groups The basic target group should be economically

disadvantaged, unemployed, or underemployed persons. However, within

the universe of this target group, individuals should be served in the

manner which best meets their needs, interests, abilities, motivation,

and community resources: Emphasis should be placed upon employment

and training needs Those requiring services not directly related to

ultimate employment 111_3. relatively short time should be referred to

agencies better e,uipped to provide the services. For instance, those

requiring basic education (ABC) or general education diploma (GED)

should be referred to local certified education agencies who have the

facilities and qualified personnel. -

Specific Categorical targeting according to demographic data is

probably 11,'t necessary because these segments most likely represent

the bulk of the disadvantaged unemployed.

3. Client Eligibility. Eligibility on the basis of family sizb

and annualized income is a good start in the right direction, but I

cannot accept the view that a member of a family of four having an an- ,

nualized income of $9,021 any better off economically than one with

an annualized income of $9,020 Additional weightud cilteria might be

C(,) Ii..5
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included ,a 4i., 4 legibility fornola. These criteria could include

weeks unemployl, age of client, age of family, members, hours of

precious skill training. school grade completuld, time out of school

and others. Exhibit C is a modeel eligibility or priority matrix

composed of some additional weighted criteria. It is only represen-

tatluo and is intended to illustrate a point

Consider two persons applying for the (-LTA Program. Jim's

(haracteristie, are indicated by circled criteria items and Jack's

are framed. Jim is eligible by income criteria for a family of four

Jack is over the eligible income level, but Jack has the character-

istics whieh, when considered, should indicate that he is just as

much in need as Jim.

I am not suggesting that this matrix should be used but it points

out one approach to eliminate the hard-1 -e single criteria of an-

nualized ineore for participant cligioility.

1. Econot-ik FeYelopmtnt Funds providing for economic develop-

ment in the form of grants or loans. should have mandated with their

isow the requirement to hire a percentage of economically disadvan-

taged

5 Tarjted Jobs Tax Credit. A tax credit to stimulate the

hiring of lleadeantaged persons should be included in any new legisla-

tion. The tax credit should be a fixed sum and should not be computed

by complicated formula.

liS a, r

O

Respectfully submitted,

z; F/1"7/-

Rob rt Stewart, Jr
p\ecntilee Director
pncaster Employment
& Training Agency
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EXI31T A

INCOME-MAINTENANCE VS. UNSUBSIDIZED EMPLOYMENT

OCCUPATIONAL SKILLS TRAINING IN COSMETOLOGY

J.

Training hours per week 35

Tr:J.:11:1g allowance. $3.35

Net weekly training allowance $117.25

Day Care $C/day X 5 days 30.00

Transportation allowance $2/day X 5 days, -10.00

Net expendable income $157A25

Gress equivalent wage

Gros-, adjusted hourly wage

Lancaster average entry 'hourly waiy.1,

Pay Checks Deductions

FICA 6.65 '79

Withholding 8.00

State Tax 2.20 '7

Local 1.00

17.85 q

1

,r
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$191.40

$ 5.469

V1,4
$ 4.32
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EXHIBIT B

WC. CO.
AVG.

TRAINING PROGRg TAKE HOME GROSS EQUIV. HOURLY RATE START RATE

'COSMETOLOGY 157.25 191.40 5.469 4.32

RETAIL SALES 118.75 144.55 5.78 4.19

SECRETARIAL 147.25 174.24 5.12 4.32

BULD. TRADES 155:63 189.45 5.05 3.88

WELDINip 155.63 189.45 5.05 6.60

NON-TRAD JOBS 177.60 216.19 5.41 3.88

LPN 147.25 179.24 5.12 4.27

DENTAL ASSIST. 147.25 179.24 5.12 5.97

TRUCK DRIVING 204.80 249.1130 6.23 5.47

DIESEL MECHANICS 204.80- 249.30 6.23 4.62

MERIT SHOP 170.25 207.24 5.18 3.88
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CRITERIA / 1 2

1. Age (year's)

2. School grade
Couple tied

3. Time'qut of
School (years)

4. Preyious Skill
Training (hours)

5. 'yo. Persons

/Supported

6. /Labor Force
Absence (years)

7. Previous Work
Experience (mos.)

8. Annual income
All Sources
Dollars

9. Weeks

Unemployed

ELIGIBILITY OR PRIORITY MATRIX

PRIORITY POINTS

4 S 6 7

35 40 45 25

12

10 15

1,000

16 15 4, 14 13

1 2

2,000 1,600 1,400 1,200

1

1

2

11

20

800

19

25

600

4 5 6' 7

5 10 15 20

60 50 40 30

3

25

7,000 6,000 5,000 4,000

4 5 6 7

8 9 10

18 55 60

9 8 7

30 4u

400
`35

/

200 100
2

. Chi
8 9 10

30 35 40

10 5 2

3,000 2,000 1,00E

8 9 10

When the actual numeric value of a characteristic falls between the values in the matrix

(it usually will) record the priority points of the characteristic immediately to the

right in the matrix.
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Senator QUAYLE. Thank you.
Let me pick up right there on the targeted jobs tax credit and

making it much more simple. How are we going to get the private.
sector more involved, or do you think they are already involved as
much as they can be? I would be interested in each of your com-
ments on that. ,

Mr. LIGNELLI. I would like to give a comment. I think that our
participation with the private sector has been to the fullest extent,
and that has not been too much. Without government involvement,
I do not really think you are going to get the private sector's
participation. I would like to give you one illustration of that.

As we were about trying to find jobs for displaced homemakers, I
attended a recent organizational meeting of a small business associ-
ation. What they were doing was giving testing procedures that the
private sector could use, and this was strength testing. The proce-
dure seemed very good and very simple; it was defined as four
motions in terms of any strength type of jobpush-pull, lift, and
carry.

At the end of the demonstration, the whole approach was that
this was a way to legally exclude females from employment in the
private sector.

So, as we are about the business of trying to find jobs and
program:, for the displaced homemaker, we have another part that
is actually thinking of ways and devising mechanisms by which
those very same females could be excluded from the work force,
legally.

Mr. STEWART. Senator, may I respond to that question, also?
Senator QUAYLE. Yes.
Mr. STEWART. I think the private sector is going to be very much

concerned with the economic complexion. They are not as social
conscious as we would like to believe them to be or as they purport
themselves to be. But I think tnat if we provide an economic
stimulus for the private sector and tie to, it the requiremOnt to
employ disadvantaged peopie, we can do that.

They are looking at profit; the bottom line for them is dollars. If
we cannot bring employment and training policy into the overall
economic policy, I do not think we are h,oing to get the kind of
private sector involvement that we should .ard that we probably
can have.

Senator QUAYLE. What kind of incentives is it going to take?
Mr. STEWART. Well, I think obviously the tax credit possibility is

one. In our working with OJT for the seven targeted groups, we
talked with employers. We said:

Lool:, we are ;,oing to reimburse you half of the salaries yuu pay for the next 1:ii
weeks But after ghat, you can also qualify fur up to $3,000 in To rc, which as the
limit

As soon as you put pencil and paper tc making that calculation,
you discover that you end up with $926 and not $:1,000 It differs
from one employer to another because it is tied to the previous
years through taxes.

That hookup with prior taxes makes the TJTC different for every
employer. Of course, there is a limit on it, tooa $100,000 Emit. So,
if an employer is given a blanket tax credit for hiringand I would
say there has to be a requirement that he keep somebody on board
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*for a year and then make it a blanket tax creditI do not know
what that amount should be. But it would be an economic stimulus
to his hiring a person.

Mr. SCOZZAFAVA. Mr. Senator, I think two points have to be
brought out here. One is that, as you know, CETA has not had .a
very good name, and in title VII, which we have accomplished in
the last year and a half, private industry in Niagara County is just
starting to come around.

I think we had to show our integrity and actually sit down with
private industry and show that we could work with them. After a
year and a half, I feel that my PIC system is just starting to get off
the ground. Maybe some were a little shorter and some were
longer, but it is this gradual approach to private industry, because
they always stand back and look ac you and they want to test the
waters. So we are accomplishing now what we thought we could do
a year and a half ago.

The second point is that when the Government passes these
contracts out to, for example, Bell Aero Systems in Niagara
County, there should be a definite tie-back with CETA. Many
times, "they say that the prime sponsorship will give the necessary
personneto Bell, and it is in the grant. But that is as far as we see
it.

Sometimes, they say the prime sponsorship should sign off. Well,
Bell does not come to the prime sponsorship sand they end up
hiring people, and these people could be the economically disadvan-
taged that we are serving. So, we need a linkage and help from
Washington when they pass these contracts out to private industry.

Mr: REFLOGLE. Senator, might I suggest two things here for
private sector involvement?

We haie one of the finest PIC's in the country. ,We have elimi-
nated paperwork; we eliminated 80 percent of the contractual pa-
perwork with the private employer from 44 pages down to 8 pages.
I did that myself.

No. 2, that brings in a motivating factor. I wish we could speed
up the funding level. Our PIC is now down, today, to $17,000 for
the balance of this year. Yet, region II, New York-New Jersey, had
$50 million this year and it expended, as of March 31, $15 million.

I have no way, without going directly to the Secretary of Labor,
to get new funding in my county. where I can prove I can put
machinists to work, bank tellers, and a myriad of other occupa-
tions. So, I have got a prime sponsor, PIC, that is going to be
demotivated because of the bureaucracy and lack of funding to a
prime sponsor that can utilize it.

I know that other prime sponsors in New York State are way
underexpended; I have got no way to reach those funds.

Senator QUAYLE. It has been brought up this morning, and it is
no secret, that CETA has a bad name. Do you think that when we
rewrite this bill next year, we ought to come up with a different
name for our employment and training program? Is there no objec-
tion to that?

Mr. STEWART. Affirmative.
Senator QUAYLE. Affirmative. I think it is incumbent upon us to

change the name.
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One final question: I ikould like for you to comment on the
system itself. You are the prime sponsors and you have the sub-
grantees: Is the. .system, the structure that is now established work-
able, manageable? Ultimately do you think it can be successful, or
should we make some real substantive changes in the structure
itself?

Mr. SCOZZAFAVA. Well, Senator, I feel this way: If you change the
name and you give the money to another operator and there are
not those checks and balances like there is on the local level, then
the new name is going to have a bad name. That is why my local
prime sponsor, under the leadership of the chairman of the legisla-
ture., has checks and balances of the money.

The money is funded through the legislature and I have to go
through the checks and balances of the county. If you divert this
money in a block grant to the State and then it trickles down to us,
I feel that there will not be this control that we have today.
'Senator QUAYLE. Even if they put a requirement on administra-

tive overhead for the States, of, say, no more than, 10 percent?
Mr. SCOZZAFAVA. As you know, there are always ways of getting

around 10 percent for administration; there are services to clients,
and there are lot of ways. Every time you take $1 out .of services
to client's, you then take the $1 away from the participant.

So, there are ways of operating, and I know the balance in the
State of New York is very heavily administrative, and there is no
need for it. I have been proud that in the last 5 years under my
directorship, I have only used 80 percent of my administrative
dollars. As a matter of fact, I have enough administrative car-
ryover this year to run the entire department for next year.

So, I have a good delivery system in that I can do sit with less
administrative money, therefore giving the money to the partici-
pants. I believe that if you go any other way than the prime
sponsorship, you are going to have more administrative money
spentmoney taken out of, for example, services to clients, and
therefore less will actually get to the participant.

Senator QUAYLE. So, you think -the system, as it is structured
nowhas nothing inherently wrong with it?

Mr. STEWART. May I respond, sir?
Mr. SCOZZAFAVA. We have some problems, but I think we can

iron them out, and they are actually problems between the prime
sponsor and the regional office.

Mr. STEWART. The two concerns that I would haveas the
system exists right now, there is one heck of a lot of paperwork.
The reperts we have to put inour monthly and quarterly re-
po is the number of them is almost astronomical. You do not
ha\ a enough people to do it.

I am faced with the situation of cutting my staff in half, now,
with the II-B grant that we have;' that makes sense. But by the
time I do the MIS that is required, the IMU monitoring that is
required, and the accounting that is required, I do not have any-
body to operate programs when that happens. Some constraints
have to be removed from us, and a reduction in paperwork.

As regards the block grifnt, I think that every time money is
passed through another agency, we lose some of it, and the client
population is not going to get the service of that money.
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I think that if a block grant system is adopted, it should be block
grants directly to primes, pretty much on the same formula alloca-
tion rate that they do tight now, as opposed to the Statedirectly
to prime sponsors, with some of the fraud and abuse constraints
that we should live with.

Mr. LIGNELLI. When CETA was originally designed, it was really
fashioned to be all things to all people. I thirik that many of us
have come to the realization that CEPA has become overregulated
because of that. But, once again,-in terms of the system, I think it
does work on the local level.

Most particularly, whlatever system you do design in the future, I
think you have to keep in mind that if the system as going to work,
you are going to need the commitment and involvement of the
local elected officials to make that work. Particularly on a county
level where I am from, we administer the community development
money, the UDAG money, and the HUD funds, and because of
their involvement, they do require department heads to interact
with each other in terms of having these programs work on the
local level.

Senator QUAYLE. OK. Thank you all very much.
[The following material was received for the record:]

o
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LOUIS HEIMBACH

COUNTY EXECUTIVE

, June 19, 1981

Mr. Chairman: ..

I am Louis Heimbach, County executive of Orange County, New York, a
County with a long historical past. The citizens of Orange County have
been taking an autive role in history since Washington, right up to the
present time when they welcomed,back the former hostages from Iran.
The intent of my speech today is to demonstrate the need for employmeht
and training policies, to state who should be served by these policies and
to give examples of successful programs which were designed and
implemented to meet these policies.

Orange County is located 55 miles northwest of New York City. It is
situated between the Hudson and Delaware Rivers. It .encompasses 850
square miles. The population of Orange County is 259,603. There are
three labor market cities; Newburgh, Middletown and Port Jervis, each
with a p6pulation of less than 23,000. Orange County has c diverse
economic base consisting of about 5,000 non-agricultural establishments
including manufacturing, trade and services. Most businesses employ 25
people or less. Employees residing in Orange County have the third
lowest average hourly wage in New York State.

The unemployment rate for Prange Counijris 8.4% with two of its cities
experiencing unemployment rates of .12% or nix* throughout the year.
There are 10,000 adults receiving public assistance. The New York State
Bureau of Labor Market Information has identified 50,000 residents, or
one-quarter e the adult population, in need of Employment and Training
Services. This population includes unskilled laborers, persons with
unmarketable skills, youth, handicapped, migrant workers and the elderly.

Orange County has economic and employment problems characteristic of
urban and rural areas. The City of Newburgh with a population of 23,000
has an adult welfare population of 5,000. Like many other cities,
Newburgh is experiencing a loss of Industry and ,population with a
continuing rise in poverty.

While employment service agencies, vocational schools and industry have
individually focused on these problems, local CETA administration and
polies have spearheaded an effective service network. Employment and
Training Programs have become the unifying vehicle to serve a population
in need. These services have reduced unemployment and welfare costs

\ while Increasing a productive labor market.

I'

,.

ORANGE COUNTY GOVERNMENT CENTER GOSHEN. NEW YORK 10924 TEL 914 294 6151
--. ,
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While it is true that most public policy has tended to focus on the tole of
government in employment and training program, the Orange County
ETA has not. Since 1974, Orange County has long recognized the need to
turn to priifate sector for assistance in program design and
implementation.

Through these cooperative working relationsrps, Orange County ETA has
been nationally cited by such organizations as the U.S. Department of
Labor, The American Bar Association, Youthwork, Inc. and the Vice-
Presidential Task Force on Youth.

While the programs were cited as being exemplary, the obvious question in
light of today's economic situation is at what cost'and how effective.

In FY 80 with an operating budget of $10,929,578 we were able to serve
3,405. Of these; 1,246 were receiving public assistance. This afforded
local taxpayers a $7.7 million savings in public assistance costs.

The FY 80 Employment and Training Program proved cost effective. 73%
of those who terminated either entered unsubsidized employment,
remained or returned to school or entered other training programs. The
cost per placement was $3,719, well below the cost attributed to public
assistance.

While the FY 80 statistics are impressive, the FY 81 program based on
current data will be more successful. To date, we have achieved a 72%
positive plicement rate at a participant cost of $4,180.

" Already in this fiscal year, with a reduced operating budget of $7,161i,592,
we have served 2,860. This population consisted of 1,305 public assistance
recipients, 49% minority group members, 4290 youth, 51% female and 66%
had not completed high school.

Under the direction of Orange County's Private Industry Council (PIC),
the Private Sector Initiatives Program has identified demand occupations,
designed appropriate training and placed successful trainees in
unsubsidized employment.

Illustrative of this private sector leadership and effectiveness are two on-
going programs. The first, a machinist program was established with the
cooperation of the National Tooling and Precision Machinist Association,
federal and local government agencies and private industry. Second, in
conjunction with the Joint Apprenticeship Committee of Carpenters and
Joiners, the PIC developed Federal and State approved pre-apprenticeship
training.

Of those who graduated from both programs, 83% obtained occupationally
related employment. Successful programs like these is the reason the
Orange County PIC has been designated a "Spotlight Site." This is
significant in that our selection was the only New York State
Representative out of 476 Prime Sponsors nationwide.
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In an attempt to remedy labor market problems, as well as stimulate
employment growth, the Orange County PIC joined efforts with economic
development concerns to provide an effective marketing strategy to
attract new and expanding industries. This action will provide the
necessary jobs to offset those industries which have left the area.
Additionally, these industries represent new employment opportunities for
those in need. I

In order to accomplish these future employment and,training policies, we
must. manage by objectives. In the past, local CETA Prime Sponsors have

- been Federally mandated to achieve numerous objectives that did not
coincide with the immediate needs of the private sector. Prior to the
enactment of Title VIPs Private Sector Initiatives Program, CETA served
as a panacea addressing the ever-pressing social, economic and 'political
issues. Our experience has crystallized the present day objectives; reduce
unemployment, reduce public assistance, increase productivity and aid
economic development.

..,.

To meet these objectives, ETA programs musAllave the ability to serve all
targeted groups through classroom and on-the -Job training. Orange
County's record indicates our recognition that training programs cannot
merely provide for income distribution and supplemental in e

maintenance. Therefore, Orange County will continue to reduce ublic
assistance expenditures and dependency,' through Employ and

Training opportunities.

Responsible management will be achieved by the distribution of necessary
funds directly to the local Prime Sponsors.

&
, ..

The appropriate role of the Private Sector has been demonstrated by the
Orange County Private Industry Council. 'Through the PIC,.it becomes
possible to coordinate the diversity of programs in a cost effective and
efficient manner.

Having an appreciation and sensitivity for the need to reduce Federal
spending, as well as maintain an understanding of less government
intervention and increased local determination, we have learned the
lessons that:

1. DOL funding forAulas should adhere to the concept of true.
entitlement.
A. True need should reflect specific labor market

characteristics and trends. These indicators include:
a. F?equency and duration of unemployment.
b. Designation of a surplus labor market
c. Employment growth rates
d. Layoffs and closings
e. Approved economic development programs

scheduled for funding within the Prime Sponsor's
jurisdiction.

4
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This action will help counter the pattern of unexpended finds in certain
Prime Sponsors slid help put tax dollars where the most need Is
deterniined.

With the elimination of Public Sector employment, it becomes imperative
that we serve all those at or below 100% of the Lower Living Standard.

Sn order tonaximize the use of limited Federal funds, we must eliminate
duplication and provide a comprehensive and coordinated program by
utilizing a centralized delivery service mechanism.

Mr. Chairman, as I have indicated, Orange County is a fine example that
CETA work

6c3U
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:STATISTICS ON ORAACOUNTY, NEW YORK

1990-1981.

ORANGE COUNTY EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ADMINISTRATION
.

ORANGE COUQTY, NEW YORK,

a

OVERALL PROGRAM FY'81 - SIX IVITHPPLICRAll

2,860 Served

1,304 Terminated

940 , Positive Placement

1,305 welfare Reciuients Served at a reduction of

8.1 million welfare dollars

72`. Positive Placement Rate

0 Cost of 54,1B0 per placement

TOTAL FY'81 BUDGET S7,160,592

SIGNIFICANT SEGMENTS SERVED

FY'81

Total 2,860

tale 1,097

Female 1,763

19 & Under 1,277

i0-21 271

22-44 1,142

45-54 122

55 & Over 43

White 1,487

Black 6,1

Hispanic 525

Source: Orange County FY'81 Program Status Summary 5/31/81
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ORANGE COUNTY EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING AMINISTPATION

ORANGE COUNTY, NEW YORK

OVERALL PROGRAM FY 80 FULL YEAR PROGRAM

3,405 Served a

2,680. Terminated .

1,955 P5sitive Placement

1,246 gblfare.Recipients Served at a reduction of
7.7 million welfare dollars

73% Positive Placement Rate

- Cost of S3,719 per placement

TOTAL FY.80 BUDGET $10,929,578

SIGNIFICANT sEismons SERVE)

trao

Total 3,405

Male ),724

female , 1,681

19 & Under 1,312

20-21 455

22"44 1,432

4 5- 54 141

55 & Over 65

White 1,757

Black 1,274

Nisparlic 374

Source: Orange County FY.80 Fourth Quarter Progr4m Status Summary

(Note: !Ale to mechanical limitations and in the inarett',,f
vconow, certain other material submitted for the record consist-
ing of newspaper article,. pamphlets, and newsletter. was retained
in the file6 or thj committee.)
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Sena 9tOr QUAYLE. Next is the National Association of Counties;
Paula Macllwaine.

Ms. Macllwaine, I want to comment on behalf of Senator Metz-
enbaum that he is sorry he could not be here personally to intro-
duce yop. He is back in the State today tending to duties, so he
asked to be'excused, and also be ackdowledged and remembered to
you.

STATEMENT OF PAULA 'MacILWAINE, CHAIR, EMPLOYMENT
STEERING COMMITTEE, NATIONAL ASSOCI4TION OF COUN-
TIES, AND COUNTY COMMISSIONER, MONTGOMERY COUNTY,
"OHIO, ACCOMPANIED BY JON WEINTRAUB, ASSOCIATE
RECTOR AND LEGISLATIVE COORDINATOR, NATIONAL ASSO-
CIATION OF COUNTIES
Ms. MACILWAINE. Thank you very much,. Senator, and-I appreci-

ate your putting my entire text in the recoM and I will just
highlight my statement.

Senator QUAYLE. Would you pull the microphone up closer?
Ms. MACILWAINE. OK.
Mr.tghairman and members of the subcommittee, my name- is

Paula Macllwaine. I am a county commissioner for Montgomery
County, Dhio, and I chair the Employment Steering Committee of
the National Association of Countirs. I am accompanied by Jon
Weintraub7who' is the associate director and legislative coordinator
of NACo.

We wish to commend the distinguished chairman, Mr. Quayle,
for his outstanding leadership in initiating these hearings in the
97th Congress, and we are encouraged that you have begun hear-

d ings on employment and training policy and look forward to work-
ing with you and members of this committee on the important
issue of national policy.. -

We would also like to compliment Senator Quayle for his efforts
on the youth, and reconciliation bills.

The National Association 6f Counties believes that it is better for
the Federal Government to subsidize work than to subsidize unem-
ployment. While we support the provision of a basic level of income
maintenance in programs such as unemployment insurance, food
stamps, and aid to families with dependent children, we believe
that it is crucial to review the Federal Government's emphasis on
support foc work versus maintenance payments; particularly in
times and in areas of high unemployment, the provision of jobs or
training rather than government checks to large numbers ofjunem-
ployed workers simply makes sense.

The work incentive program 'Consistently finds that there are
more volunteers to participate in their job and training program
for welfare recipients than their resources permit. Recent support-
ed work demonstrations prove that welfare mothers are often will-
inging to take a cut in income simply to achieve the dignity of work.

The job search assistance program operated as part of the wel-
fare demonstration vrogram, -EOPP, has also proved effective. The
National Association of Counties Thinly- supports the need to
supply productive work opportunities to all of our citizens who are
able and willing to work.
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Frankly, we believe that the criticism of CETA is overblown.
Complaints are indeed the strength .of_ the most open and public
human resource system that Congress has enacted. By definition,
priine sponsors choose among worthy goals and groups. Unless
funds are tiolimited, there will be complaints as groups are asked
to trith their budgets as hard choices are made.

When a group claims that a decision to eut their funds was
political, a* review should occur rather than assume from a press
report that the program is fraught with abuse. Usually, one finds
that the decisiorr was based on a comparison of placement results
or costs or management capacity.

I assure you that as an elected official at the local level, I am
well aware of our constituents' displeasure when hard choices are
made. Let us retain the sophistication to differentiate between
allegations of abuse, whether made by a Federal auditor or a local
constituent, and proven cases of abuse in reviewing both media and
GAO reports.

Part of CETA's strengththat is, its flexibilityhas resulted in
' some of the 'criticism. By virtue of the adaptability of the CETA

law, new -service groups become identified each year as they
become fashionable. The Congress and the administration have
asked the CETA in succession to target services to Vietnam veter-
ans and displaced homemakers, while providing both apprentices
and, a trained work force for a national effort to weatherize the
homes of the poor.

This has resulted in the criticism of CETA for a lack of a mis-
sion. We disagree and feel that this flexibility to respond to a wide
variety of community concerns is what makes CETA so important
to our and tb your constituents.

In examining CETA, we see the complexity that has developed as
a result of overzealous, well-meaning attempts to monitor and con-
trol the program by the Congress and the administration, as illus-
trated by the following. `-

The regulations accompanying the 1978 CETA Amendments
cross-reference 75 other laws, executive orders and circulars. The
Department of Labor has issued an average of over 400 field memo-
randamore than one per day, includingSundays and holidays.
The 1978 amendments add, modify or further interpret regulations
or requirements.

To measure PSE phasedown during its reemployment effort, thee
Department of Labor is requiring42 reports in a 170-day period, or 7
an average of one report every 4 days.

The National Association of Counties is committed to the basic
CETA delivery system. NACo recognizes and endorses the princi-
ples embodied in CETA prime sponsorship and the accountability
of local officials: particularly county officials, in the planning, ad-
ministration Lod supervision of comprehensive local systems of
training and employment.

Where do we go from here regarding the successor to CETA's
role in the Nation's employment and training policy? Although
NAG? MB not have approved its policy until mid-July, we would
propose the consolidation of all 'omit program titles into one block
grant.

GSA
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- In addition, we would support a national program title that
..

would irfclude programs for migrants and Indians, and discretion-
ary and demonstration moneys for the Secretary of Labor. -

We would propose that the block grant title be divided into two
pots of money and that local prime sponsors would design the best
mix of services using both pots of money from the block grant title
necessary to meet the needs of eligible clients.

We would propose that eligible clients be defined as those with
an income of 100 percent of the 13th-eau of'Labor Statistics lower
living standard 'income level, with a significant window of eligibil-
ity to serve other needy individuals.

To reiterate, we support retaining the local and State prime
Sponsor delivery system as defined in the CETA law. We do not
need to create new widgets in the name of reform and waste the
management and program expertise that has been developed since
the inception of the program. 'Let us not create a new level of
bureaucracy at the State level. We must mainfain,service delivery
at the local level of government, closest to the people, counties and
cities.

In conclusion, we want to reemphasize that the National Associ-
i ation of Counties continues to support a reformed employment and

training system that is more beneficial to its clients, more rational
to administer, and fairer to the taxpayers. We view this as a vital
link to local economic development and are confident that this
subcommittee will fashion a State and local block grant bill from
the proposals and testimony that you have heard that can be
enacted and will move us much closer to streamlining the employ-
ment and training system. We pledge our support and assistance in
your efforts.

Senator QUAYLE. Well, thank you very much. I certainly appreci-
ate having the encouragement and support of not only you person-
ally, but also efie National Association of Counties as we examine
this particular system and try to make it, as you said more work-

- able, fairer to the taxpayers, abd have a better delivery of services.
This is a goal that we all certainly subscribe to.

Let me ask you one basic, fundamental question. What role
should the federal government have in training and employment?
Where do we draw the line?

What should the Federal Government's role be in the CETA
program?

Ms. MACILWAINE. Well, in my opinion, I think you ought to
design a basic block grant program, but it is virtually impossible
for the Federal Government to design a program to meet the local
needs of every community. Only we in Dayton, Ohio know what
our local unemployment situation is; we know how many people we
have on welfare, which at, this point is 50,000 people. Only we know
that we have four General Motors division plants that are control-
ling.,our economy and that there are certain types of training
programs that we need to devise in order to meet the needs of
those layoffs.

I think what we would like is just what this administration has
been proposing, and that is block grants giving local control to the
local elected officials, and hold them accountable for the CETA
system, as we should be.
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Senator QUAILE. Do you think that the training programs run at
the discretion of the local official should be flexible enough to
retrain laid off auto workers, if you do not see the auto industry
picking up? Should it be involved in training for skilled jobs and
skilled workers, or should it be basically directed to structurally
unemployedthe hard-core unemployed? . ,

Business and industry is not that interested in it; they have to
make a profit. They are interested in getting new; trained employ-
ees, and spend about $30 billion a year right now on training.

From your answer, I would gather that you would make this
rather all-encompassing, at least in your particular area, or at
least give it that flexibility. Is that correct?

Ms. MACILWAINE. Well, I think it has to have the flexibility
because you cannot possibly know what will work in each commu-
nity, as I said previously. But there has to be something set aside
for communities that rerhaps have a greater need for one versus
the other. ,

In our particular area, I think we have a little of each, cbdt I
think that the retraining programs are probably more important to
us. It should be a training program, but it has to be based on local,
concerns and not some edict from the FederarGovernment.

Senator QUAYLE. You think that there is a mile, particularly for
the Federal Government, in training skilled personnel rather than
making that an industry concern.

In the 3 days of testimony, we have had a difference of opinion
here. Some people have asked for an increase 'in skilled training.
Others have expressed a training program from the Federal Gov-
ernment ought to be strictly geared to the structurally unem-
ployed, period, and that ought to he the role of the Federal Gove-n-
ment; the rest of it should be an industry problem, or an education-
al problemvocational education and technical education. They
feel that if. there are skilled people out there, they can be more
easily trained; but the Government should concentrate its ^fforts
on those people who are very difficult to train and that the educa-
tional institutions or the private sector would not be interested in
without such training.

That is the reason I am asking the question, because this is a
rather- -

Ms. MACILWAINE. It seems to me that it has to be a partnership
of the private and public sectors. Certainly, the public sector and
the Federal Government have to offer the initiatives to the private
sector to do some of the things that they need to do.

I think a very active OJT program sponsored by the Federal
Government and in cooperation with the private sector would cer-
tainly help the private sector to take the initiative and get in-
volved, but still provide the incentive for them to do it.

We have found that it is very, very difficult, to our welfare
demonstration projects, and take these people who have been on
welfare for a number of years and try to get the private sector
interested in taking them on as employees without some incen-
tivesOJT money or work-supported programs, or whatever.

So, I think it has to be a partnership. I do not think, personally,
that either one of us is better at doing one or the other. I think we
have to do it together.

81 137 0-81-11
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Senator QUAYLE. Go ahead.
Mr. WEINTRAUB. I can add a comment on that. I think there are

a couple of areas That the committee might look into, and that is
the notion of high support, on-the-job training. Currently, on-the-
joll, training is funded at 50 percent and is a horizontal funding for
the term of the participant's participation.

What we would like to see, possibly, is 100 percent initial fund-
ing of on-the-job training, with a phasedown and built-in criteria
and guaranteed commitments. Also, we would like to see a change
in the use of allowance payments. Right now, allowance payments
are mandatory to everyone, and we feel that that is not necessary.
The money can be spread and used to serve more clients if there is
flexibility in the allowance payment system, as originally intended,
frankly, in the 1973 law.

Ms. MACILWAINE. I think getting the private sector more in-
volved by eliminating the paperwork and regulations that have
always been -part of the CETA system, probably would help; I think
we mentioned that.

Senator QUAYLE. Do you see any duplication or overlap in Gov-
ernment services in three particular areas of employment services,
vocational education and CETA?

Ms. MACILWAINE. Well, I think there is duplication. I think it
should be a coordinated system, but, to me, each can have its own
mission-and-they can still work together.

The CETA system, I think, should deal primarily with hardcore
unemployed. The employment service should be dealing with job-
ready types of people, and vocational education, of course, would
provide the training. So, although it may sound like there is some
duplicationand I am sure that in some instances, there is some
duplicationI think the three can have separate missions and still
work together.

Senator QUAYLE. In the spirit of block grants and trying to
streamline and reform the Government particularly in the areas of
employment services and CETA, do you see any way that we could
maybe consolidate the two and have a combination? Voc-ed might
be more difficult to consolidate.

You know, they have separate missions, but they are also very
compatible, and if they are compatible,'you may be able to not only
do a service to the taxpayers, but you may have a more efficient
system.

Ms. MACILWAINE. Well, I am not sure I can answer that, except
for one point that our employment service in the State of Ohio is
not really responsible to anybody, and I think that any systerb
devised should have some accountability to some elected official;
there has to be accountability.

No one is clear on whether the employment service is a State
operation or a Federal operation, and it depends on what issue it is
as to where they say they are. So, I am not too fond of that group
and -working together, unless they are accountable to us or to
somebody in the State.

Maybe Jon would like to add to that.
Mr. WEINTRAUB. Just one comment on that. I think the whole

coordination of the three systems would be significantly improved
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If it is mandated that there is bottoms-up planning; and, two, that
the planning is done in the same timetable.

Some systems are on different fiscal years, so that you can begin
one system in October, another system in January, and another
system in July because of our inherited differences in fiscal years.

I think another thing is to mandate or strongly recommend to
prdvide incentivescolocation, or at least location of an office from
each one in the same community. Right now, you may have a voc
ed training center here [indicating] and a CETA prime sponsor
here [indicating], and you have tremendous transportation prob-
lems, particularly in rural areas.

Senator QUAYLE. This is an idea that has come up during these
hearings, and if you have any further thought on it from a local
level or from.a national levelyou might want to consider it as a
dikussion point at one of your meetings.

Ms. MACILWAINE. We have an upcoming meeting in July.
Senator QUAYLE. I certainly would appreciate it if you would

bring it up and at least discuss it. I think what we would like to see
is consolidation and conformity.

Over the past three decades whenever someone came up with an
idea, a separate Government agency was created to run it. Now, I
think it is the time to reflect and see what we really have and take
a look at the similarities.

If there is any kind of consolidation that will ultimately achieve
better delivery of services more efficiency, I would certainly wel-
come it. If you would bring that ,up, it would be doing me a
personal favor. It is something that has come up in these hearings
and has struck me as something we want to explore further.

I certainly thank you for your testimony, and thank you for your
help and cooperation. I am looking forward to working with you. ,

Ms. MACILWAINE. Thank you. I would like to just mention one "
thing. I have attached here a report on our employment opportuni-
ties pilot project and I would very much like you to3read it. .

Senator QUAYLE. We will put that in the record.
MS. MACILWAINE. Good.
Senator QUAYLE. It will be a part of the record.
Ms. MACILWAINE. It tells how we took welfare recipients off the

roles and got them into jobs, and it is very interesting. We had
great success.

Senator QUAYLE. That is what we want to do.
Ms: iLACILWAINE. Good.
Senator QUAYLE. I commend you for that.
Ms. MACILWAINE. Thank you very much.
Senator QUAYLE. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Macllwaine with the attachment

referred to follows:]
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STATEMENT CF PAULA .1ACILWAINE, C.7,1ISSIMER, mCNTCLVE.RY COLUTY, CHIO,CN BEHALF CF THE

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CaVTIES. BEFORE THE SLECCMITTEE CN EMPLOWENT AM) PRO-
DUCTIVITY CF TFE SCNATE COMITTEE ON 1.:43ca 4E) fillvAN RESOURCES.

MR. CHAIRMAN, ''M'RS CF THE SID:111ITTEE, MY NAT IS PAULA MACILWAINE, CUM

COTISSPER SF MINTGCMERY COUITY, OHIO. I CHAIR THE DP1_71T'Eff STEERING O011ITTEE

CF 1W NATE/UN_ ASSOCIATION CF COUNTIES. I AM ACOMINIED BY JON WEINTRAUB, ASSOCIATE

OIRESD:R AND LEGISLATIVE OIRDINATOR CF TFE NATIONAL ASSOCIATICN CF CONIES.

WE WISH TO MIST TFE DISTINGUISFO CHAIWAN, 'R. WAVLE, FOR HIS OUTSTANDING

LEADERSHIP IN INITIATING THESE WARINGS IN THE 97TH CONCLSS. WE ARE GREATLY EICCLRACED

THAT YOU HAVE SEGA HEARINGS 11 EMDLOYIVIT AND TRAINING POLICY. WE LOOK ?MOD TO

dORKING WITH YOU AZ :MRS CF THIS SLBCOM1ITTEE CN THIS ITORTANT ISSLE CF NATIONAL

POLICY.

TFE NATIONAL ASSOCIATICN CF COUNTIES FED_S THAT THE IiVOR P.ME OF RATICNAL

Ai ID TRAINING POLICY IS TO YAXIMIZ. 11E ZINFLOYABILI1Y OF rrE NATION'S .ARK

FORM. MS, BY INCREASING PRODUCTIVITY CF THE gORK FORCE WE ARE PLACING YORE RIFLE

IN BE TER LBS AND REDLCING TFEIR '4E_FARE :EPEME1CY. BY, TARO -TING PROGRAM EIGIBILITY,

CLRZIT RATIONAL EMILYITIT -,N1) TRAINING PCUCY HAS SUCCESSFULLY TiERSZE) A DENTY

YEAR DECLINE.IN BLACK YOUTH LhaR FORCE PARTICIPATION, IYPACT ON THE NATICNAL

`ENT RATE HAS BEN scrsvAT LESS DRAMATIC WITH EXERTS SUCincTING THAT TIE NATICNAL

U'EPLOYISIT RATE FAS BEN DECREASE) BY LESS THAN ONE ?ERCE:IT. 4

THE NATICVAL ASSOCIATICN CF =MIES BELIEVES THAT IT IS BETTER FOR THE FEDERAL

.73ONER.1.ENT TO SLBSIDIZE 'WORK THAN TO SLBSIDIZE UEFL1 '£1T. ,NHILE wE SlYPORT TFE FRC-

/ISM OF A BASIC 'EVE_ SF INCOME vAINTiN.ANa IN PROMS ctxi AS AEN.PLOYIEJT INSURNADE,

F7C0 STPFS, AID 70 FAMILIES dITH SExii.0..cNT CHILDREN, ETC., :SIEVE THAT IT

IS CRUCIAL TO OIEW TFE 1---ZERAL OaSWINT'S ETFASIS ft CURCRT FCR vERSUS

w"'E ISSCCIATICN CF CafiTIES IS 7HE NATICUAL CRGANIZATICN REPRESENTING

:CLIC( XNERNPENT pt 71.'E :JTATES. THRCLGH ITS 1E'BERSHIP, LRBAN, SUBLRBAN AND

ELRAL CaNTIES ,.CNN TOGETHER 70 -S01,..) RESnNSIVE :CLUTY 3CVERWENT, "HE 3:ALS

CF THE CRGANIZATION ARE TO ;r?qcvE :CLT,T7 .7:CNERNIE%T.3. TO SERVE AS THE AATICtiAL SPOKE-

vAN FOR,m,ar, COVER:0117S, AND, TO ACHIEVE RUBL:C JCERST=ING CF THE ROLE CF CCUITIES

:1 THE RE:ERL SYSTE1/41.
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naimavia PAYMENTS. PART1CLLARLY IN TITS P) 111 AREAS CF HMI LIZROYISIT,

11f PFC'VISICN CF JOSS CR TRAINING RATTER WAN GOVERTEIT CHEM TO LAIl II.ITERS OF

LITFLOY'M ICRIEPS SPRY P'A'SS :ESE. fit WCPX irar..DE PROW (WIN) CCVSISTEiTLY

FP= THAT TIET. ARE PORE 10LIE .170.-.S TO PARTICIPATE IN Tlf.IR Ali TRAINING PRO-

GRAM FOR 'r FARE KCIPIENTS THAN THEIR RESCIRCES PERMIT. RECE1T SLPFORTO WORK

M1ONSTRATICNS FROVE PAT WIELARE IMES ARE OFTE1 WILLI:4 TO TAKE A CUT IN INCOT

SIIFLY TO AMIE& TIE DIMITY CF WORK. THE JOB SEARCH ASSisTAta PROGRAM OPERATED AS

71.7 CF Tlf WELFARE raNSTRATIal PROGRAM (EOM VAS ALSO PROVE) Er7ECT I VE . TIE NATICNAL

ASSCCIATICN CF CCWTIES FIRMIY SLFFORTS THE NEED TO SLPPLY PRODUCTIVE ARK CFPORTLNITIS

TO ALL CF CAR CITIMS '40 ARE ABLE AM) 'f1ILLIIC TO WORK.

TIE CCNFIZEISIVE ETIOVITNT A' TRAINING ACT HAS TAT A VITAL PART CF OUR

NATICPAL POLICY. DESPITE ITS "ALIGNED HISTORY, THOSE CF US WHO ARE WILLING TO EXAIIIE

ITS STATISTICS SEE IMESSIVE REVS PARTIMARLY YOU REALIZE WHO THE CLIENTS

ARE AND THE FACT THAT THE CETA SYSTEM OFTEN HAS TO RBUILD THE SKILLS CF 111DIVVIALS

mCtf CIR NATICN'S RELIC EXCATICN SYSTEM PAS FAILED. A REVIEW Of COL DATA OVER SIX

YEARS, ;SCA YEAR 1975 THROLG1 FISCAL YEAR 1980: SINS THAT SE,EITY-C1 PERMIT 07.)

OF THE PARTICIPANTS WHO TalINATE) RCM THE CO.FADEZIV:. EFLOYISir AND TRAINING ACT

EiA) EETwEEN 1975 -'ND 19E0 ',NEE SLCCES-(71. IA GgrAINIT ma A U1Sussinim LB CR

zurrImi LB TRAINING OPPr..('ILNITIES. DESPITE THE EGOITIC RECESSION ANA 'REGENT

C-AM IN LAW ,A/a)KatATICUS, OVER HALF Cr ALL 72 PARTICIPANTS FOR EACH

FISCAL YEAR teE POSITIVE TalINATICINS. TRANSLATED TO Rid MISERS, 12,998,557

FEEPLE LEFT CETA BETIIEB1 F7:4;AL YEARS 1975 AND 1GBO. THAT 1.1.Y.FIR MUGS B0114 YCOTH

AND ADLLTS WH) PARTICIPATM IN A ..:CB :R TRAINING PRX.-141. Of ALL THOSE WHO TERMNAM

THE PRCOIRAM, 3,467,6:4 (27) SOT A5LBSIDIZED -CBS AM 5,7.(36,5K 11.7.) EITHER LIMED

THE MILITARY CR WENT SACK TO SCPOCL. CleALL. 9,254,299 (7170 PARTICIPANTS LEFT THE

CFA PACGRAM VS POSITIVE P_AC.VTS. LA M'S ThIRYS. THIS `SAM WAT SEVEN :ur OF

ESY 71 PARTICIPANT: 7EPPINATO FROM TEE PROGRAM SLCCES.S1R,LLY. IT SICLLD BE EPHASIM

THAT TI-NS DATA SERVICE; TO "..LLC,S AK) YOUTH. EFFCRTS '41.111 OIFER.ING GOALS.

T IS IiDING CONTRADICTS rrE 7E:WIVE WAC.i.- PF41170 BY 1:-E :Pa 11.E PAST

SEVCRo., YEN't.S. OLKING T 13 9iCD, 'TIE 27A PPCGRA1 ,OS ''R10.;EC-.77.J AS A WASTERL PRCARN1
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IM :591a) WITH FRALD A6-3BUSE.

FRAWLY, WE DELIEVE THAT THE CRITICISM CF CETA IS OTIDIL COMPLAINTS ARE

INCE:D TFE STREEII CF THE 1ST OFEN AND PUBLIC FM RESOIRCE SYSTEM THAT COIGRESS

HAS ENACTED. BY DEFINITICN, PRIME &VISORS CHOOSE AVG OITHY GOALS AND MPS.

LNLESS EMS- APE ltILIMITED, DERE WILL 3E arRAurrs AS GROWS ARE ASI® To TRIM

THEIR BUDGETS, AS HARD CHOICES ARE "'ACE. WIEN A GROLF 0.AIMS 1HAT'A DECISICN TO

CJT THEIR MUDS WAS "POLITICAL," A REVIEW SHOULD OCCUR RAPER in ASSIZE FROM A

PRESS RE-RT THAT THE PFCGRAM IS FRAUGHT WITH ABUSE. USUALLY CtIE FINDS THAT THE DECISICtI WAS

BASED Cu A CTIPARISCN OF FIACENT FOLTS OR COSTS CR MAIATETIT CAPACITY. I ASSLRE

YOU, AS AN E.ECTO OFFICIAL AT THE LOCAL Eva, I AM :ELL AWARE OF CtR CCNSTITLENTS'

DISPLEASLRE WhEN HARD 010ICES ARE MADE. LET US RETAIN TIE SCFHISTICATION TO DIFERSITIATE

BETWEEN ALLEGATICGS CF ABUSE, WHETHER MADE BY A FEDERAL. AUDITOR CR LOCAL CCNSTIRENT,

AND PROVEN CASES CF ABUSE IN REVIEWING BOTH MEDIA AND PEFORTS.

PART OF CETA'S STIOGTH, THAT IS, ITS FLEXIBILITY, HAS ALSO RESULTED IN SOME CF

THE CRITICISI. BY VIRTUE CF THE ADAPTABILITY CF THE CETA LAW, NE4 SERVICE GROIN BECOME

ITEITIFID EACH YEAR AS ThEY BECOME FASITABLE.THE OTRESS AND THE ADMINISTRATION

HAVE ADS THE CETA SYSTEM IN SUCaSSICN TO WET SERVICES TO VIETNAMMETERANS AND

DISPLACED H:rE'Ai- WHILE PROVIDING BOTH APPRENTICES ANO A TRAINED WORKFORCE FOR A

NATICNAL EFFORT TO RAThERIZE THE HOES CF THE POOR. THIS WAS RESULTED IN CRITICIZM CF

, CETA FOR LA C< CF A MISSION. WE DISAGREE, 'WE FZE- THAT THIS FLEXIBILITY TO RESM TO

A WIDE VARIETY CF 054111ITY =IONS IS WHAT MAT-S CETA SO IMPORTANT TO OtR AND YCLR

CONSTITLENTS.

IN E(.AIINING CETA 'WE ALSO SEE ThE CIPLEXITY THAT HAS DEVELOPS AS A RESULT OF

CFTEN OVER-IIALOLG, ATT5IPTS TO MCGITOR n u CaTiTa THE PRCGRX Si THE

C3NGRESS AND THE AECINISTRATICN. WE CPER THESE ILLUSTPATIk:

1) TiE REMATICNS ACCO1/4PANING THE 1978 CETA AtDEITS CROSS REFEFEIL: 75 7ThER LAVIS,

PEGIATIOHS, EXECUTIVE ORDE;S, LYF CIRCUIARS, ETC.,

2 THE LEPARITETT OF LABCR JAS ISSUED AN PiERWE CF OVER ,CO FIELD 'MAIO tYORE

THAN Cf.E. PER :AN INCLDM OLMAYS AND HCLMAYS) W EACH CF ThE TO FISCAL YEARS SINCE

ThE 1973 PECTTS hHICH ADD, lODIFY OR P37ThER INTEnET RESIATIOGS OR RECUIRE-

MEWS AFFEC.TING ADMINISTRATION CF THE CETA PROGRAI. 'WE' FEEL THAT THIS VIOLATES THE
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SPIRIT, IF NOT TIE INTUIT, Cf SECTICN 1C4(E)(1)11(2) OF P.L.95 -524. (THESE

SEEM= MIRE THE SECRETARY TO PUBLISH "ALL APPLICABLE REGUL4TICNS" BY

MAY 15 PIE PROHIkOHE SLLELIARY FROM CHANGING OR REINTERPRETING RE-

GUATICNS OR GUIDELINES AFFECTING THE APPROVAL OR DISAPFROVAL OF THE

PRIME SPONSOR'S PLAN BEIVEE4 FAY 15 Aid) ITS DATE OF SUMITTAL.)

3) TO MASK PSE PHASE DOWN CURING ITS RE-EMI:MEW EFFORT, TIE DEPARR'ENT

Cf LABOR IS REQUIRIKG 42 REPORTS IN A 170-DAY PERM, OR AN AVERAGE OF CNE

REFCRT EVER( POUR DAYS.

4) PRIME SPONSCSIARE REQUIRED TO RUN "ERROR -RE" PROMS. WHILE WE SUPPORT

THIS AS A LAUDATORY GOAL, WE WISH TO NOTE THAT IF A WELFARE PROGRAM WERE

RUN AT THE SAME LOW ERROR RATE AS THE CETA PROGRAM THAT SPE WELFARE DIRECTOR

KUJOBE VISO AS A MONACEENT GENIUS. CETA HAS BM SUBJECTED TO A HIGHER

LEVEL CF PUBLIC SCRUTINY THAN ANY CR1151 IVAN RESOURCE PROGRAM.

THE FACT THAI' THE CETA SYSTEM MEEPS ITS ClIFEIBIT PROFESSIONAL MANAGERS IS CERTAINLY

A COMPLEMEIT TO THEIR FORTITICE AND CDIMITMENT UIDE1 THIS BARRAGE. 'AE 'AM.D OE THAT

AS THIS SUBCCMITTEE DEVELOPS ITS SUCCESSOR TO CETA THAT ATTMTION IS GIVEN TO THESE

AND OMB MN1A(EINT ISSLES.

THE NATICNAL ASSOCIATICN CF COUITIES IS COMMITTED TO THE WSIC CETA DELIVERY

samm, Imo REOOMIZES AND elDCRSES THE PRINCIPLES DEODIED IN CETA CF PRIM

SkilSOFSNIP P1:) THE ACCCUITABILITY OF LOCAL ELECTED OFFICIALS, PARTICULARLY awry

OFFICIALS, IN ---PLANNING, AMINISTRATICti AND SIPERVISICV OF CaPREIEISIVE LOCAL

SYSTE'S CF TRAINING AM EIRMEIT, WITH A mum OF F3ERAL EGLIATICNS.

TIE BASIC PRINCIPLE no PRIM SPCNSCRSHIP IS ME ACCCWTABILITY OF TIE LOCAL

FIECTEO OFFICIAL. 'Coo SLFCRTS r CErA PXVISICtLS T T EXTEND 7.11YE SP3en-i1P 73

WITS OF ESAL FIRPOSt INEWEIT WITH 103,303 POPULATION AI) THAT PROVIDE INCENTIVE

PAYTEITS TO WITS OF DER ELT THAT MINE TO PLAN AM CFERATE -7PLOVEIT PROGRArS,

UCER CaSCATIT ASETITS. wHILE LAEat 71AR1ET AREA COWILTIA ARE vnlY Laura: i4,2 A

SUITABLE SUBJECT OF F-3VAL VaiTIVES, MU,RTILP1 ARRASTIM SAID EE

PUT :EVER UF,ATO.

6 9 I 1
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WHILE SChE ARBITRARY CU[-OFF POPLIATICN IS NECESSARY TO LIMIT THE M1 ER OF PRIME

SPASMS, VALLER COLNTIES ARE NO LESS "eCOOLNTABLE" WITS OF GOVEMENT TO THEIR

1ESIDENTS. THERSTE, MAC° URLES DEURS SYSTJATICALLY TO INVOLVE SUCH CCWTIES IN

PLANING AND CFERATING ENPLOVENT PROGRAMS FOR THE =PC OF THE STATE. REGARDLESS

CF PORLATION, CWIFIES CR CONSORTIA OF COMES WITH EXUTICNAL NEED, PARTICUJARLY

IN RURAL AREAS CF HIGH LIETLOYIIT A:4) SLESTANTIAL CUTMIGRATION, SHOULD BE ELIGIBLE

FOR ?RIPE SPONSORSHIP LNDER EXCEPTIONAL CIRCUISTANCES AS TEY ARE NY.

WIDER CETA ALL LEVELS OF GCNERIMIT ARE TO BE INVOLVED IN PROGRAM EVALUATION.

NACi FEES THAT IT IS IMPORTANT THAT A PRIM SPCNSOR'S CDPRENBISIVE DFLOYhEIT AID

TRAINING PROGRAM BE EVALUATED IN TERMS OF ACTUAL PROGRAI1 PERFORMANCE RELATIVE TO STATED

PRIME SPONSOR PROGRAM OBJECTIVES. MOREOVER, CRITERIA FOR PROGRAM EVALUATION SHOULD BE

ESTABLISE) IN TERMS OF SPECIFIC ACTIVITY AN) SERVICE OBJECTIVES OF EACH PRIrE SPONSOR.

NATIONALLY DETERMINED PROGRAM OBJECTIVES AND EVALUATION CRITERIA BE'YCND THOSE CLEARLY

ELNCIATD BY LAW SHOULD IX BE DEVEILFE) CR APPLIED INDISCRIMINATELY WITHOUT ADERENCE

TO LOCAL PRN SPONSORS PROGAMS.

WHERE :0 WE GO FRCM ERE REGARDING THE SUCCESSOR TO CETA'S ROLE IN THE NATION'S

F..PLOYIEIT AND TRAINING FOLICY? ALTHOUGH NACo WILL "OT HAVE APPROVED ITS POLICY UITIL

MID-JULY, EIPLOY:ETT STEELING 011TTEE HAS BEEN WCR;ING VERY CLOSELY WITH THE

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION CF CCUITY aPLOYTEIT AND TRAINING ADMINISTRATORS (NACETA), A

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATE CF NACO'S CURSED Cf CETA DIRECTORS, TO DEVELOP IDEAS FOR

THE :PARE. WE WILD LIB TO SHARE THESE-IDEAS WITH YOU. WE WILD PROPCSE A CON-

SOLIDATICN Cf ALL CF THE LOCAL PROGRAM TITLES INTO CNE BLOC GRANT TITLE. IN

ADDITION,WE WCIAL SL2'CRT A NATIONAL PROGRAM TITLE THAT WOULD INCLUDE ROWS

MIGRANTS AND ITIANs AND DISCRETIWARY AND DeVSTATICN PROGRAM MONIES FOR THE

SECRETARY CF LABOR. wE #CLLD P, SE THAT THE 'BLOC ggr TITLE BE DIVIDED INTO

143 POTS CF MEY WITH THE MA.CRITY CF THE FUSS GOING TO ALL PRIME SPCMILS AND

THE ,--Ecare POT OF FURS 50ING ONLY TO FRIT SPONSORS AND AREAS WITHIN BAL -VICE OF

STA7E .I 7H A L:CAL. UEFLNEIT RATE 'OVER A LE CETETVED BY THE CONSESS. LOCAL

FRIT SPC1Z:Ort.S ,CILD TFE1 CESIG1 THE BEST MIX CF SERVICES USIT: BOTH POTS OF MONIES
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FROM TM BLOC our TITLE tECESSARY TO MEET NEEDS CF ELIGIBLE CLIE1TS. WE WOUUD

PROPOSE THAT ELIGIBLE CLIENTS BE DEFINED AS THOSE WITH AN INOOM OF 10CLI CF THE

BLIEAU CF LABOR STATISTICS (BLS) LOWER LIVING STANDARD INCCM LEVEL WITH A SIGNIFICANT

nax14- CF ELIGIBILITY TO SERVE OTHER NEEDY INDIVIDUALS AO DON'T MET THE EXACT

INCOME CRITERION. WE WOULD FRCFCGE FLEXIBILITY IN TPE USE CF ALLOWANCE PAYMENTS AND

'm.tub A SHIFT TO A HIGH- SUPPORT ON-THE-JOB TRAINING (CUT) SYSTE1 IN BOTH THE

PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTOR. WE WOULD SEE OJT SLPPORTED AT LOCa INITIALLY WITH AN

APPROPRIATE PHASE DOWN CF SIFF= OVER TIME, WITH A VARIETY CF APPROPRIATE SAFEGUARDS.

PE BLOC GRANT TITLE WOLLD REQUIRE CNLY ONE ADVISORY =ICU, WHICH WOLLD HAVE 51%

CF ITS 1T1NERSHIP FROM THE PRIVATE SECTOR. THIS WOULD REVERSE THE WASTE CF LIMITED

REDS CLPRENTLY SPENT TO STAFF TWEE ADVISORY COMILS, OFTEN WITH SIMILAR MEMBERSHIPS.

TO REITERATE, WE SLPPORT RETAINING THE EXISTING LOCAL AND STATE PRIM SPONSOR

DELIVERY SYSTEM AS DEFINED IN SECTION 101 CF THE ETA LAW (P1.95-524). WE D3 NOT

MEM TO CREATE NE4 'WIDGETS" IN THE NAME OF RETRM AND WASTE DE NN,EEIT AND PROW
E4PEITISE THAT HAS BEEN DEVELOPED SINCE THE INCEPTION CF THE PROGRAM. LET US NOT

CREATE A NEW LEVEL CF BUREAUCRACY AT THE STATE LEVEL. WE NJST MAINTAIN SERVICE DELIVERY

AT THE LEVEL CF GOVERMENT CLOSEST TO THE FECRE, COUNTIES AND CITIES,

IN CONOLUSICN, WE WANT TO RE-EMPHASIZE THAT THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION CF CC&NTIES

OCNTINLES TO SLPFORT A PER:PPED ENDLDYNEUT AND TRAINING SYSTEM THAT IS MORE BENEFICIAL

TO ITS CLIENTS, MORE RATIONAL TO 'ADMINISTER, AND FAIRER TO TAXPAYERS. WE VIEW THIS AS

A VITAL LINK TO LOCAL Ecurmic DEVE.OREir. WE ARE CONFIDENT THAT THIS SUBCOMMITTEE WILL

FASHION A STATE 41) LOCAL BLOC GRANT BILL FROM TPE PROPOSALS AM) TESTIMONY THAT YOU HAVE

HEARD THAT CAN BE ENACTED AM) THAT WILL MOVE US WH CUMR TO STREAMLINING THE EIDLOY-

INT AND TRAINING SYSTEL WE PL OGEE NACo'S URN AND ASSISTANCE IN YOLR EPFORTS.
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REPORT ON THE

DIPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES PILOT PROJECT

IN

MONTGOMERY COUNTY, OHIO

Nkhe Employment Opportunities Pilot Project (EOPP) is an integral part of the

national emphasis on welfare reform. Montgomery-Preble Employment and Trainiri Con -

sortium is the operator of one of sixteen EOPP sites chosen by the Department of

Labor to test the effectiveness of,equipping welfare recipients with job search

skills.

The purpose of the EOPP project is to enhance the economic self-sufficiency of

persons and their families who are receiving job assistance. This is accomplished by

providing heads-of-households with eight weeks of job search assistance (JSA) training

that enables him/her to actually seek and obtain unsubsidized employment with public

and private sector employers. Those persons with employment barriers that cannot be

overcome with JSA training are transitioned into federally assisted work and training

opportunities. These work and training opportunities are made available to clients

based upon their relative employability and the plan generated while they were in the

job search program. This plan outlines the ,teps necessary for the person to overcome

his/her employment barriers and subsequently obtain unsubsidized employment. Work and

training opportunity wages and stipends replace welfare benefits and to some extent the

training meets the vocational skill needs of the client. This leads the person from

welfare to employment. The participant, upon becoming a self-sustaining4contributor to

society, benefits himself/herself, his/her family, as well as the local community.

The EOPP program is predicated on the phildsophical truism that people like them-

selves better, therefore, act in more positive ways that benefit first their immediate

family, then their neighborhoods, and ultimately, the whole of the society as they have

Jobs. JSA offers "lid to those persons who for a variety of reasons have not found employ-

ment on their own.
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This is a 60-day program with instructors teaching how to write resumes, fill to

JA applications, and arrange for interviews with prospective employers. The support

offered to people who generally have a history of failing in school and the work world is

not easily measured. The ADC mother who reported Now thrilled and proud her children

were when she brought home her first paycheck is a moth more effective testimony than

sae can offer with mere numbers. Other services that are provided include physical child

taro, transportation wren necessary, and remedial education.

Every encouragement is given to participants to re-evaluate their skills in

1rdir to present themselves is the most Positive light possible when searching for un-

'subsidized jobs. those who do not appear for class and do no call in to be excused

are terminated.frax the welfare tolls.

As of June 1, tie Siontgceneryty EOPP program has enrolled 3,521 persons.

Approximately 23% of these persons are removed from the welfare rolls because they

fail to come to class. It is believed that most of these recipients had jobs and were

not able to attend the classes five days per week. Of the 2,523 who began class, over

4S% either reported finding unsubsidized jobs or found other work as they dropped and

were terhinated from welfare rolls.

It is estimated that the savings in welfare costs is roughly eight times higher

in the administrativecost of operating the pros am. or in other words, we are saving

eight dollars in welfare costs for each one dollar we invest in the job search program.

Both the Senate Budget Committee and the House Budget Committee have recognized the valve

of a JSA prograkin ;feeling with the nation's welfare reform effort. Both committee

reports recommend funding for the job search program in FY 1942. In order to affect

whatever future program is created, whether it be workfare or some other employment-

related program, we cannot tfford to ignore the positivo impact this program has had on

the employability of welfare recipients.

a
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c.,

Sepator QUAYLE. The Council of Chief State School Officers: Su-
pernitendent of public instruction for the State of Iowa, Robert
Benton; and William Keene, superintendent of public instruction,
State of Delaware.

Which one is which?
Dr. BENTON. I beg your pardon?
Senator QUAYLE. You are- -
Dr. BENTON. I am Dr. Benton from Iowa.
Mr. KEENE. I am Mr. Keene from Delaware.
Senator QUAYLE. Good. Mt. Benton, do you want to go ahead and

lead off? .

STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT D. BENTON, SUPERINTENDENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, STATE OF IOWA, AND PRESIDENT,
COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS; AND WILLIAM

B. KEENE, SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION,
STATE OF DELAWARE, AND VICE CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON
EMPLOYMENT AND EDUCATION, COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE
SCHOOL OFFICEO, A PANEL
Dr. BENTON. I am Robert Benton, State superintendent of public.

instruction from the State of Iowa, and also the president of the
Couhcil of Chief State School Officers. .

The council, as you perhaps know, is an independent organiza-
tion which is made of the, commissioners or superintendents of
education from the 50 States and the 6 extra State jurisdictions.

We are very happy to have an opportunity to be here today to
present some thoughts, and ideas. I would want to emphasize that
these are not necessarily ideas that are cast in concrete. The coun-
cil is in the process right now, through an dd hoc committee
arrangement, of develbping a rather comprehensive and detailed
statement on the whole issue of youtit employment and vocational
education. ,

So, we are here today to give you some preliminary thoughts and
ideas on just where we ought to be, and later on this fall, it is my
understanding you will be continuing these hearings. So, at that
time, we will want to have an opportunity to present a more
definitive statement to you concerning those particular issues.
. But, today, I am going to limit my comments basically to the
general areas of concern, and then Mr. Keene, I think, will be

t
. talking to you about a specific program that he has,, going in
Delaware dealing with the area of youth employment.

f would also want to point out that, really, our discussion this
morning iftgoing to be limited more to the general area of youth
employment rather than the broad area of CETA and the whole
issue of adult employment training and'things of that nature. I
think the nature of our organization and the responsibilities that
we have for the (kX12) and, in some cases, the 2-year community
colleges would indicate that that is *here our main interest and
concern is.

In the testimony that we have presented to youand I will not
go over itwe have given you a few statistics that we think outline
very definitely the concerns and some of the areas of concern in
this whole area of youth employment.
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1For ,xa ple, I think we point out to you that the cost of educat-
inging a yo g' person in the first 12 years of school is around $30,p000.
General y speaking, an individual who graduates and gets into the
job market probably repays that iritaxes the first 10 or 12 years of
his employment. /

Contrast that, of course, with thliconcept of kids and people who
have not been able to either master the educational system or
employinent training, or whatever it is; they are pushed out into
society, and I think it is saf e. to say that, .probably, if they to nor .

becoine an active member of the work force, it could be $240,000 in
costs in welfare and lost taxes and criminal behavior, and a whole
series of other things.

So, I guess the point we would want to make is that we think the
whole issue of education, and that issue of education tied to the
whole area of employment training, can be 0 very productive cir-
cumstance in the whole area of society.

Again, we have given you some statistics and, aga in, I will not go
over them in detail, but there are some statistics as it relates to
what are going to be some of the job requirements in the future.

For example, I think we point out that because of declining birth
rates and a few, things like this, actually, the youth .part of the
population is declining, and yet there are going to be increased
employment circumstances. So, one of the jobs I think that we all
face is matching the work force that is coming up through the
educational system with those particular job circumstance.

Very briefly, then, I want to bring to your attention abOut 14
areas of concern that we would suggest to you and the committee
as you start your. work in this particular' area. They are tied

. specifically to the issue of youth employment, but I do want to just
very briefly bring to your attention these 14 areas'of concern that
we think the committee ought to be concerned about and consider
in the weeks and months to come as you move into this.particular
area. .. . .

Fel. example, we think that you need to give considerable consid-
eration to the ;ssue of economic development and the job creation
circumstance, and we put that into the context of a _number of
things along Those lines. ,

cond, we think that there .needs to be increased coordination
and:linkage of education, employment, and training circumstances.

Third, ,we believe there deeds to be some emphasis on basic and
,emdloyability skills development, and coordinating those circum-
stances.

Next, we believe that there needs to be continued emphasisin
fact, increased emphasison the issue of occupational skills devel-
opment.

Five, we have been Committed for a long time to the concept of
an employability development plan for each person. We think that..
that allows the-educational system and the .employment training
program to respond to the individualization of needs.

Six, we think that there is a whole issue concerning the develop-
mental services sequence concept that needs to be considered.

From the seN.lith point of view, we think there should be consid-
erable emphasis on age group and things of that nature.
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There are foUr or five others that we have listed in our testimo-
ny to_you. this morning that we think are extremely important.

SenatorQuAYLE. Mr. Benton, that statement in its entirety will
"be.parrof the record. I

Dr. BENTON. Right. .

[The prepaiedTstatement of Err. Benton llows:]-it/ - r.

be
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STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT D. BENTON

' Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee:I am ir4'4'obert I:). Benton, Superintendent

of Public Instruction from the State of Iowa and President of the Council of Chief State

School Officers.
6

The Codncil is an independent organization of commissioners and superintendents of

education in the fifty states and six extra-territorial Jurisdictions. Members of the

Council are the chief administrative officers responsible for public education in each

state. a

My appearance befoie the Subcommittee today is principally as chief state school officer
?'

?or the State 01 Iowa. However, I am also here in my capacity as President of the Council.

. I make the disctinction because the Council as an organization is in the midst of
e

developing a comprehensive policy statement on employment an education,but has not,
yet completed debate. The Council has long had an interest in combatting youth

unemployment, and in November, 1979, adopted a position of broad support for federal

efforts to combat youth unemployment through education programs. Since that lane, the

Council has developed a specific policy statement regarding reauthorization of theo .
Vocational Education Act, and recently began development of a policy statement covering

O the whole range of employment programs.

y

o
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Also appearing before the Subcommittee today isOr.'' Keene, Delaware

Superintendent of Puolic Instruction and vice-chair of CCSSO's committee on employment

and education. This committee, which is charged with developing the Council's broad

statement, expects to complete work or our po3Ition within the next few months, ana we

look forward to sharing the results u ith yot at your fall hearings.

Before identifying specific issues, let me share with you a few salient facts regarding the

conditions we face national* in dealing with Louth unemployment. Costs for twelve years

of public education are moning Somewhere in the neighborhood of $30,000. An employed

high school graduate will repay that surf, in the form of taxes in the first 10-12 years after

graduation. By, contrast, a person who drops out or is "pushed out" of school may cost

society oser $2a0,000 in welfare, lost taxes, criminal behavior, etc. in the same 10-12

year period.

It is somewhat Gill:cult to measure the real magnitude of the youth unemployment

proo'ern. Nevertneiess. there is general agreement mat jobless razes for minority youth,

youth frorr depressed urban areas. and rural youth (as we in loa well know:) are

extremely high. About one-half million youth 16 to 24 years of age are unemployed or

"Ole", meaning not working and not inschool. This represents about 15.2% of that age

group. One of our national stigmas is that tne rate for minority youth commonly tuns

about twice that of the get era: population.

70
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Solving the problem of youth unemployment must be shared by both the indiviaual and by

society. Unemployed and idle youth do not contribute to the economic and social welfare

of the nation, and they become a drain on federal, state and local resources. They do not

contribute to the reindustrialization of America, trey do not help to alleviate urban

olight, and they do not heft) resolve thz trainee personnel requirements necessary for this

mnation to have a strong cieferilf posture.. But most importantly, they do not-- indeed,

canpothave a positive telf-concept or sense of commitment to the goals and objectives

of this nation.

In order to more Clearly understand our current situation, perhaps it might oe helpful to

look a little into the future.

By the year 1992, there will be approximately 25% fewer young people between the ages

of 16 to 24 years. At the same time, the economy will require about 30% more adequately

prepared people in the work force than are presently available. dy 1992, one-third of the

work force will be made up of minorities. ue will all be dependent on their work. For

example, since tne social security system will be supported by three workers for each

beneficiary in the year 2000, the contribution of minorities will be essential. ue can no

longer af ford, therefore, to allow the nation's minority populations and the educationally.

disadvantaged to remain undereducated, untraineo, unskilled, and without necessary

supportive services. tie must plan now for the youth of our nation who will be the

employment pool and provide for our national defense for the 21st century and beyond.

Finally, aver the next decade the number of lobs will increase by about 1.7% annually,

while the employment pool will only increase by about 1.4% annually, leaving a deficit of

about 300,000 unfilled lobs. Two ways to fill this deficit are to increase tne productivity

If all employed workers, and to increase the number of employable persons.
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Preservation of our society and our way of life depends in large measure on our schools.

There is a need to re-awaken our business and Industrial community, and our citizenry to

the importance of education and its Impact on our future. Our public schools will remain,

for the foreseeable future, the largest contributor to preparing our nation's youth for

economic productivity and to be socially useful citizens.

One point seems abundantly clear: Congress must begin to establish a national policy that

takes into account the long term economic development, training, education, and

employment needs of our nation. The need for a national policy that effectively combats

youth unemployment is crucial to the future of our society, and vital to our national

interests. Such a policy needs to take into account outcomes which pre desirable for All

-youth and youngAdults. Ways to achieve desired outcomes would then provide a

framework for various policy elements. An example of a desirable outcome might be:

to establish a national education, employment and training policy that would

provide our nation's youth and young adults with opportunities for skill

devalopnient, access to an adequate education, and meaningful employment

opportunities.

My purpose this morning is to share with you a number of issueswhich I believe must be

aoaresseo in any federal itif-,.5:at..c 2:::11.d at providing thp kind of comprehensive

education and employment policy referred to above:
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I. Economic Development/Job Creation.

Congress may not have adequately addressed the issue of economic development

and/or job creation in previous education and-employment legislation. Currently,

there appears to be a growing mismatch between where the youth are and where

the jobs are, as witnessed by the exodus of job opportunities from Many of our

central cities.

2. Coordination and Linkageof Eoucation, Employment, and Training

New federal legislation should recognize the primary role of the public school

system in providing educational services by authorizing the education community

to assume primary responsibility for the educational of employment and

training programs, in a collaborative model with the employment and training

system, (e.g., CETAcetc.). Coordination between education and employment and

, training programs can be isured by providing in legislation for incentives to

collaboration. For example, the transition from school to work can be assisted by

the coordination of cooperative education experiences and the provision of job

placement programs for in-school youth.

3. basic and Employability Skills Development

Congress should authorize the expenditure of bastc skills and employability skills

training, in recognition of the fact that employers view Dasic literacy mous as

vital to the creatton of a stable, trainable work force. Congress must support our

public schools in their efforts to improve the reading, writing, and computational

skills of our youth and young adults.

i'
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4. Occupational Skills Development

Current legislation makes cooperation between the education and employmentand

training systems voluntary and permissive. Nev. legislation should ensure

strengthened cooperation, as noted above, especially in the area of specific

occupational skull oevelopment. For example, vocational education emphasizes

occupational skill development, but is supported mainly by state and local funds.

Yet, in many instances vocational education services have not been coordinated

with federally supported programs under CETA.

5. Employability Development Plan

The Council has long supported the concept of an individuarzed Employability

Development Plan (EDP) as a central element in the effort to help young people

become employable. The basis for our support of this concept is thenotion that an

individualiied plan is the best way to help fit the system to the varying needs of

individuals, rather than attempting to force individuals to fit a rigid

educational/training system. An individualized plan can also provide a way to

monitor and evaluate progress towards each individual's education and

employment goals.

6. Developmental Services Sequence

In too many cases, the provision of necessary educative, tiaming, and support

services to young people is limited and fragmented by legislatively mandated

limits on eligibility for various programs and services. Any new policy should

establish a sequence of coordinated services, available to all participants as

dictated by the terms of their EDPs, rather than by arbitrary rules of eligibility.

7i
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7. Age Group

The education system can help persons from any age group improve their

employability skills. However, the Council is primarily concerned with youth and

young adults. For the purposes of any new federal policy, we would strongly

aovocate that eligibility for services begin no later than age 14, and extend to

young adults through 25 years of age.

8. Special Population s

Federal support for education, employment and training activities should be

targeted on those most in need of assistance: the economically and educationally

disadvantaged, the handicapped, young women and young men wishing to enter

non-traditional occupations, and those with limited English proficiency.

9. Governance: State pole

States currently are responsible for providing and maintaining public school

systems. This governance structure must be recognized in any new federal policy

which addresses education, employment and training for young people. At the

same time, 1 believe programs are best monageti by those who are closest to them.

This means that once expected outcomes are established, the means for achieving

those outcomes shoi.!d be left to state ano local program. administrators. Some

functions, sucn as tnat of providing occupational information, are best

accomplished at the state level. The existing 5O1CC structure, however, should be

reformed to giie SOICCs a precisely defined role.
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10. Planning and Funding Cycles

Education, employment and training programs must oe given legislative authority

for multi-year planning cycles, with innual funding levels dependent on

compliance, performance, and the availability of funds. Also, 1 could suggest that

employment and training programs tom other education programs in being

'forward- or advance-funded, so that each year's appropriations are actually spent

in the following fiscal year. Such a system allows adequate planning and budgeting

by local and stre program operators (although it ooes expose such funds to the

budget-cutters' knives for a very tong period!).

11. Academic Credit

Credit for appropriate work experience has a proven record of acceptance among

educators and prime sponsors where both have collaborated to reach agreement on

standards and requirements. This is an important concern that specific legislative

language must address if youth and young aoults are to have access to a full range

of options in their pursuit of education, employment and training leading to

productive working lives.

12. Supplement/Supplant and Excess Costs

Federal dollars should be used to pay for the special services required to help all

young people become employable. Such funds should not be [iced to supplant local

or state funds for program operations. At the same time, any new federal program

must not become so enmeshed in detailed accounting requirements that

common-sense program operation becomes impossible.

a
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13. Private Sector Involvement

The private sector should be involved at every stage of planning and operation of

education, employment and training programs which are aimed at helping young

people become employable in the private sector.

14. Advisory Councils

The current proliferation of federal, state and local advisory councils (e.g., SETC,

SAC VE, etc.) often creates overlap and duplication of membership and function.

New legislation must consider alternative methods for establishing such councils,

and a more concise role and function for them. The Council has advocated the

establishment of a single state-level advisory council covering federally-supported

activities in vocational education, employment and training, and basic education.

This Congress has an opportunity to construct legislation which will ensure the

coordination and collaboration of educeion, employment and training programs in a

concerted effort to address one of this nation's most pressing social problems, that of

undereducated, unemployed, and underemployed youth and young adults. I urge you not to

let this opportunity puss because of momentary concerns about the need for budgetary

controls; this probJem will cost much more in the long run if left unaddressed than if we

put together a resolute effort to deal with it now.
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Senator QUAYLE. Mr. Keene.
Mr. KEENE. Thank you, Senator Quayle.
I am William B. Keene, State superintendent of ,public instruc-

tion for 'Delaware, and Impreciate your invitation to speak for a
few minutes on a topic Mit you recognize as being of great impor-

.tance.
State Superintendent Beriton has cited the major concerns that

American educators have about the challenge of preparing young ,
people for employment and about our need to turn to Congress for
help. I concur with his listing of those concerns, including the.
importance of giving States at much leeway as possible in address-
ing local needs while helping to meet national objectives.

Let me descend to a concrete level and mention briefly a pro-
gram in Delaware that has had a success remarkable enough so
that after a few years, it has been adopted as a model in five other
States. It is called Jobs for Delaware Graduates. It has doubled the
placement rate for high school students who otherwise run the risk
of finding no employment.

Three factors led to the program's it ccess. One is it has won over
as partners leaders of business of laborpeople who are eager to
improve our economic climate, and have provided entry level jobs
for students in the program.

A second factor in the program's success is it recognizes the
importance of motivating students. Perhaps in the good old days,
we all inherited a work ethic. As young people, we were eager to
work and were, in fact, proud to work as a step toward maturity.
Whether f,r not that was true in the past, it clearly is not true for
many young people today. They need help to develop their work
instincts.

Jobs for Delaware Graduates succeeded because its designers
found new ways to inspire students with hope and confidence
enough to tap their natural desire to work and to feel all the pride
and success that comes with gainful employment.

The third factor in our program's success lies in its proper
timing. As an educator, I assure you there are teachable moments
and that for any instruction to succeed, the teacher must take that
into account. In no field of education is that so critically important
as in preparing young people to work.

Young people are influenced by many factors and from an early
age, negative factors that discourage a work ethic prey upon them.
We need programs to combat those influences and to teach young
people at the right moment. I know many young people who have,
in fact, been rescued from a lit time of marginal living and even of
criminal activity by being enrolled in the right program at the
right time.

You must, of course, deal with many urgent requests for public
funds, but many young people only go through the school system
once. Our school system has to make sure that programs that fit
their needs are in place when the students look for them. We apply

all the local resources we can in our States to build such programs,
and we surely need continued help from Congress.

Shakespeare says, "There is a time in the affairs of men which,
taken at the flood, leads on to fortune; omitted, all the voyages of
their life are bound in shallows acrid miseries.". That tide does not
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affect only the yng people we are appealing for today; our entireon is aboard that ship. To keep ourNation afloat, I hope youwill agree with me that we must take that tide as it comes, and thetide is upon us. II have also submitted some-additional comments that will bemade available to the committee.
, Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much, Mr. Keene, and yourstatement in its entirety will also be submitted into the record.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Keene follows:]
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INTRODUCTION

MT NAME IS WILLIAM B. KEENE ANO 1 AM SUPERINTENDENT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
a -

PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. I WANT TO THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO ADDRESS4VIS

RAVEL ON THE SUBJECT OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING.

THE PROBLEM OF UNEMPLOYMENT HAS A VERY CLEAR BEGINNING. THAT BEGINNING

IS WITH THE YOUTH Of THIS COUNTRY. NEARLY HALF OF ALL THE UNEMPLOYED PEOPLE

IN THE.NATION ARE UNDER THE AGE OF 24. STUDIES SHOW THAT; If A RECENTLY GRADUATED.

HIGH SCHOOL-SENIOR HAS NO CAREER PLANS. COLLEGE, ARMED SERVICES OR SOME OTHER

-CAREER PURSUIT DURING THAT FIRST POST-GRADUATE YEAR, HE/SHE TENDS TO BECOME A

CHRONICALLY UNEMPLOYED PERSON. THOSE MOST LIKELY TO BE/UNEMPLOYED ARE YOUNG

PEOPLE WHO LEAVE THEIR SCHOOL OATS WITH LITTLE OR NO DIRECTION. NO MOTIVATION.

NO JOB PROSPECTS. ANO NO WHERE TO TURN. UNFORTUNATELY. WE HAVE. IN THE PAST.

ONLY RECOGNIZED THESE YOUNG ADULTS AFTER THEY FIT THE UNEMPLOYED CATEGORY OR

WORSE. AT THAT POINTTHEY BECOME A PART OF THE GLARING STATISTICS ANtTHEN.

SUDOENLY, WE SEE AN URGENT NEED TO REMEDY THAT STATUS.

WHEN WE TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT THIS GROUP. IT BECOMES ABUNDANTLY CLEAR THAT

MOST LACK BASIC JOB SKILLS, PERSONAL 4NFIOENCE, AND MOTIVATION AND AN UNOER-

STANOIAG OF THE KINDS OF ENTRY LEVEL POSITIONS THAT MAY. IN FACT. BE AVAILABLE

TO THEM. THAT UNDERSTANDING CLEARLY POINTS TO THE NEED FOR INTENSIVE JOB PREPARA-
,

TION, DEVELOPMENT OF EMPLOYMENT SKILLS. AND PERSONAL MOTIVATION.

THIS IS AN EDUCATING PROCESS'TO BE SURE. HOWEVER, AT THAT POINT. WE ARE

100 LATE TO CAPTURE THEM BACK INTO THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM. WE HAVE LOST THESE

YOUNG PEOPLE TO THE STREETS, THE UNEMPLOYMENT -SINES ANO OESPAli. OBVIOUSLY.

THE BEST TIME TO REACH THEM IS WHILE THEY ARE STILL IN SCHOOL--BEFORE THEY BECOME

UNEMPLOYED. THE SUCCESSFUL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EDUCATION ANO ANY YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT

PACKAGE IS ABSOLUTELY VITAL. IT CAN NOT BE OVERSTATED.

719
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I FEEL IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE HERE THAT THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM IN THIS

COUNTRY IS NOT LACKING IN ITS COMMITMENT TO ITS CHARGES.- IT IS SIMPLY IMPOSSIBLE

FOR THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM TO BE ALL THINGS TO ALL PEOPLE--NO INSTITUTION ALONE

CAN BE THAT.

TOO OFTEN, POTENTIALLY UNEMPLOYABLE YOUTH ARE OVERLOOKED IN THE PROCESS OF

HELPING OTHERS WHO HAVE SOME DIRECTION FULFILL THEIR GOALS AND DREAMS. FINALLY,

IT.IS NOT, I BELIEVE, EDUCATION'S RESPONSIBILITY ALONE TO FIND JOBS FOR GRADUATING

SENIORS; PREPARE THEM FOR THOSE JOBS AND AID THEM IN JOB RETENTION.

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM /

THE CJRRENT YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SITUATION, IF LEFT UNATTENDED, WILL RESULT IN

A SIGNIFICANT NUMBER OF YOUTH AND YOUNG ADULTS WHO WILL NOT CONTRIBUTE AT ALL

OR ONLY MARGINALLY TO THE PRODUCTIVITY OF OUR ECONOMY IN THE COMING DECADE. IN

ECONOMIC TERMS, THE PROBLEM IS SIMPLY THAT THE YOUTH WHO DO NOT RECEIVE APPROPRIATE

JOB PREPARATION AND WORK EXPERIENCE TODAY WILL NOT BE PRODUCTIVE ADULTS TOMORROW.

IN HUMAN TERMS, THE PROBLEM TO BE FACED IS THAT A SIGNIFICANT NUMBER OF YOUNG

PEOPLE HAVE A HIGH RISK OF EXPERIENCING A LIFE-TIME OF CHRONIC UNEMPLOYMENT AND

MARGINAL EMPLOYMENT, TROUBLING ENOUGH IN ITSELF, THIS PROBLEM BECOMES EVEN

MORE DISTURBING WITH THE REALIZATION THAT IT PERSISTS DESPITE THE LARGE ANNUAL

EXPENDITURES IN MOST STATES ON ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION; ON POST SECONDARY

EDUCATION; ON COMPENSATORY EDUCATION AT THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY LEVEL, AND

ON REMEDIAL EMPLOYMENT ANU TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR YOUTH. IN THE FISCAL YEAR

1978-79, THE DEPARTMENT OF LABQR REPORTED TO DELAWAREANS THAT 45% OF OUR YOUTH,

AGES 16 to 24 YEARS, WERE UNEMPLOYED.

BETWEEN 1980 AND 1985, THE NUMBER OF YOUTH BETWEEN THE AGES OF 16 and 24

IN DELAWARE IS PROJECTED TO DECLINE APPROXIMATELY 15%. IN THE SAME PERIOD,

THE NUMBER OF YOUNG ADULTS AGES 20 TO 24 IS EXPECTED TO DECREASE dY 5%. THIS

POPULATION DECLINE IS EXPECTED TO RESULT IN AN ACCOMPANYING DECREASE IN THE NUMBER

-4
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OF YOUTH AND YOUNG ADULTS IN THE LABOR FORCE. THIS DOWNWARD TREND IN BOTH POPULATION')

AND LABOR FORCE IS EXPECTED TO CONTINUE THROUGH 1990 FOR PERSONS AGES 16 TO 25.

ON THE OTHER HAND, THE OVERALL UNEMPLOYMENT RATE IS EXPECTED TO DECLINE BY 1985.

CONSEQUENTLY, DESPITE THE CURRENT RECESSION AND HIGH YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT RATE,

DELAWARE MAY WELL EXPERIENCE A RELATIVELY TIGHT YOUTH LABOR MARKET BY 1985.

THUS, BY.1985, THE STATE COULD BE CONFRONTED WITH THE DUAL SPECTORS OF

BOTH HIGH YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT AND A SHORTAGE OF EMPLOYABLE YOUNG WORKERS,

FACTORS BEARING ON THE PROBIEM 0.

DIMENSIONS OF THE YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT PROBLEM:

ON THE NATIONAL LEVEL, THE FOLLOWING 1979 DATA FOR YOUTH IN THE AGE GROUP

OF 16 AND 21 ILLUSTRATE THE SCOPE OF THE YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT PROBLEM.

UNEMPLOYMENT (THE NUMBER OF PERSONS SEEKING WORK AND ATTACHED TO THE

LABOR FORCE W40 DO NOT HOLD JOBS) OF ALL YOUTH IS 13.9 PERCENT, TWO

AND ONE HALF TIMES THE NATIONAL AVERAGE.

MINORITY YOUTH EXPERIENCED MORE UNEMPLOYMENT THAN WHITE YOUTH. HISPANICS

HAVE A 16.4 PERCENT UNEMPLOYMENT RATE AND BLACK YOUTH HAVE A 31.4

PERCENT UNEMPLOYMENT RATE. THE BLACK UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FOR YOUTH IS

TWO AND ONE-HALF TIMES THE WHITE YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT RATE.

- YOUTH FROM POOR FAMILIES EXPERIENCE A 19.3 PERCENT UNEMPLOYMENT RATE.

- THE UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FOR HIGH SCHOOL DROPOUTS (WHO COMPRISE 16 PERCENT

OF EVERY HIGH SCHOOL CLASS) IS 20.5 PERCENT, TWO TO THREE TIMES THE RATE

FOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES.

FACTORS WHICH AFFECT JOB PROSPECTS FOR YOUTH: DEMAND SIDE

- INCREASED TECHNOLOGY. AT THE SAME TIME THAT JOBS ARE BECOMING MORE

TECHNICAL, REQUIRING INCREASINGLY SOPHISTICATED COMMUNICATIONS

SKILLS, MORE YOUNG PEOPLE ARE REACHING MATURITY WITHOUT BASIC SKILLS

AND EXPERIENCE NEEDED TO FILL THESE JOBS. IN 1970, ONLY 8 PERCENT OF

JOBS IN THE ECONOMY WERE OPEN TO THE 26 PERCENT OF AMERICAN YOUTH WITH
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LOW EDUCATIONAL LEVELS -- 11 YEARS OF SCHOOL OR LESS. IN THIS LABOR

MARKET, UNDER-EDUCATED YOUNG PERSONS MUST COMPETE-WITH MATURE ADULTS

WHO HAVE NOT ATTAINED HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION.

CURRENT ECONOMIC TRENDS. SLOWER ECONOMIC GROWTH, AN UPSURGE OF IMMIGRA-

TION, UNDOCUMENTED WORKERS ESTIMATED TO COMPRISE FROM 2 TO 19 PERCENT

OF THE U.S. LABOR 9110E. INCREASING LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN.
- -.

AND- CHANGES IN FAMILY STRUCTURE WILL ALTER THE SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR

LABOR, MAKING IT MORE DIFFICULT FOR YOUTH TO OBTAIN ENTRY-LEVEL EMPLOYMENT

AND THE NECESSARY EXPERIENCE FOR FUTURE JOBS.

GEOGRAPHIC PATTERNS. ABOUT 41 PERCENT OF NON',)IITE YOUTH AND 6

PERCENT OF
8
WHITE YOUTH LIVE IN DEPRESSED.URBMi AREAS, WHERE UNEMPLOYMENT

IS ESPECIALLY HIGH.

DISCRIMINATION. SOME EMPLOYERS DISCRIMINATE ON THE BASIS OF RACE, SEX,

AGE, OR PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS WHEN HIRING OR WHEN SETTING WAGE

RATES.

THE LEGISLATED MINIMUM WAGE. SOME-ECONOMISTS FEEL THAT THE CURRENT

HIGH MINIMUM WAGE CAUSES EMPLOYERS TO BE LESS WILLING TO HIRE AN

INEXPERIENCED YOUNG PERSON FOR AN ENTRY-LEVEL POSITION WHEWTHERE ARE

OLCER WORKERS AVAILABLE TO FILL THE POSITION. THE HIGH MINIMUM WAGE

HAY ALSO SIMP Y DISCOURAGE EMPLOYERS FROM HIRING ADOITIONAL WORKERS:

CHILD LABOR LA IT IS POSSIBLE THAT PROTECTIVE LEGISLATION LIMITING\s,

THE TIME AND HOURS A YOUTH UNDER 18 CAN WORK LIMITS THE JOB OPPORTUNITIES

6 AVAILABLE TO SUCH YOUTH.

FACTORS WHICH AFFECT JOB PROSPECTS FOR YOUTH: SUPPLY SIDE

EXCESS WAGE ASPIRATIONS OF YOUTH. YOUNGSTERS MAY FAIL TO TAKE A JOB

IF IT DOES NOT PAY RELATIVELY HIGH WAGES AND MAY WAIT UNTIL A HIGHER-

PAYING JOB IS OPEN TO THEM. THIS ACTION QUALIFIES THEM AS UNEMPLOYED.
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HIGH TURNOVER IN JOBS. INADEQUATE LABOR MARKET INFORMATION, POOR

PREPARATION FOR WORK, AND POOR SKILLS ALL CONTRIBUTE TO THE HIGH TURNOVER

IN YOUTH EMPLOYMENT, WHILE A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF JOB SAMPLING IS EXPECTED

OF NEW WORKERS, INCREASING JOB -MOBILITY MAKES EMOLOYERS WARY OF HIRING

YOUNG;MAKERS WHO MAY BE PERCEIVED AS LESS STABLE THAN OLDER WORKERS.

INADEQUATE EDUCATION. THERE IS A DIRECT RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOW
tezm.

WAGES AND UNEMPLOYMENT WHICH HAS BEEN TRACED TO INADEQUATE. EDUCATION.

THIS REFLECTS BOTH POOR PREPARATION IN BASIC SKILLS AND IN OCCUPATIONAL

SKILLS.

LACK OF UNDERSTANDING OF WORKPLACE NORMS ANO EXPECTATIONS. WITHOUT

ADEQUATE PREEMPLOYMENT EDUCATION AND TRAINING! MANY YOUNG PEOPLE DO

NOT UNDERSTAND THE IMPORTANCE TO EMPLOYERS OF NORMS OF PROMPTNESS,

RELIABILITY, AND OTHER ATTRIBUTES TO EMPLOYERS.

SUGGESTED SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM

THE PROBLEMS OF YOUTH UNEMPLOYED THAT EXIST IN DELAWARE ARE NOT UNLIKE THOSE

THAT EXIST IN THE REST OF THE NATION. LET ME BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE VOCATIONAL.

SYkEN IN DELAWARE.

SECONDARY PROGRAMS

THE SECONOARY PROGRAMS WHICH PROVIDE TRAINING FOR GRADES 7-12 ENROLL APPROXIMATELY

40,000 STUDENTS IN OVER 50 DIFFERENT PROGRAM AREAS THAT INCLUDE AGRICULTURE, DISTRI-

BUTIVE EDUCATION, INDUSTRIAL ARTS, TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, HOME ECONOMICS,

AND BUSINESS AND OFFICE EDUCATION. THESE PROGRAMS ARE OFFERED IN EACH OF THE

26 HIGH SCHOOLS. IN ADDITION, THE INTENSIFIED PROGRAMS ARE OFFERED THROUGH SIX

AREA VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS--THREE IN NEW CASTLE, TWO IN KENT COUNTY, AND

ON IN SUSSEX COMITY.

WITH THE PERCEPTION OF THE UNEMPLOYMENT PROBLEM IN DELAWARE, GOVERNOR PETE

du PONT REQUESTED ALL OF US IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE POSITIONS OF RESPONSIBILITY

TO HELP DEVISE A PLAN THAT WOULD AODRESS THE PROBLEM AT ITS VERY ROOTS.

THE PROGRAM, JOBS FOR DELAWARE GRADUATES BEGAN TWO YEARS AGO. THE IDEA
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AGREED TO BY OVER FOUR HUNDRED DELAWAREANS SERVING IN FIV: DIFFERLPT TASK FORCES

WAS TO TRANSITION ALL THE STATE'S HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES WHO NEEDED ASSISTANCE INTO

THE PRIVATE SECTOR AND PROVIDE CONTINUING FOLLOW-UP SERVICES FOR A FULL NINE

MOUTHS AFTER GRADUATION.

MORE THAN EIGHTY-ONE PERCENT OF THOSE AVAILABLE FOR WORK ARE CURRENTLY ON

THE JOB IN A STATE WHERE THE UNEMPLOYMENT RATE HAS OFTEN BEEN SIGNIFICANTLY

HIGHER THAN THE NATIONAL AVERAGE. THE COST PER PLACEMENT FUR THE JOBS FOR

DELAWARE GRADUATE PROGRAM IS ONE-FOURTH THE COST FOR CURRENT CETA PROGRAMS,

(S1500 VS S6000).

ONE CAN NOT OVERLOOK THE INVOLVEMENT OF STUDENTS THEMSELVES IN MAKING THIS

PROGRAM SO SUCCESSFUL. SIXTY PERCENT Of ALL THE YOUTH IN THE PUBLIC HIGH

SCHOOLS INVOLVED IN THE FIRST YEAR OF THE PROJECT REQUESTED TO BE INVOLVED IN

THE PROGRAM! THESE YOUNG PEOPLE ARE MOTIVATED THROUGH PARTICIPATION IN A NEW

VOCATIONALLY ORIENTED STUDENT ORGANIZATION. THE KEY IS THAT TPEY FINALLY BELONG

TO SOMETHING. THEY ORGANI:E IT AND HAKE IT WORK AND ARE RECOGNIZED FOR ACHIEVE-

MENT IN BASIC EMPLOYMENT SKILLS. THIS STUDENT ORGANIZATION IS THE ALL IMPORTANT

TOOL FOR SOCIAL GROWTH AND ACCEPTANCE.

THE PROGRAM IS RUN DIRECTLY IN THE SCHOOLS AND IS ADMINISTERED BY A NON-

PROFIT PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATION. ON ITS BOARD SIT THE KEY LEADERS OF THE

COMMUNITY, BUSINESS, GOVERMENT, EDUCATION, AND LABOR WHO AGREE TO ACCEPT PERSONAL

RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE SUCCESS OF THE PROGRAM. GOVERNOR duPONT, HIMSELF, SERVES

AS CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, FURTHER DEMONSTRATING HIS PERSONAL COMMITMENT AND THE

PRIORITY OUR STATE PAS PLACED TO RESOLVING THIS PROBLEM.

TO ME, WHAT SETS THIS PROGRAM APART, IS THE FACT THAT IT ATTEMPTS TO SOLVE

PROBLEMS BEFORE THEY BECOME A PROBLEM.

THE SUCCESS OF JUBS FOR DELAWARE GRADUATES HAS NOW GIVEN BIRTH TO JOBS FOR

AMERICA'S GRADUATES, A NATIONAL NON-PROFIT, PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATION, ALSO

CHAIRED BY GOVERNOR.duPONT (AND I TOO SERVE ON THE BOARD). THIS PROGRAM HAS
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OTHER TEST SITES IN MISSOURI, TENNESSEE, ARIZONA, AND MASSACHUSETTS. FULLY

REALIZING THAT SUCCESS IN DELAWARE NEEDED TO SE VALIDATED ELSEWHERE, THE OBJECTIVE

OF JOBS FOR AMERICA'S GRADUATES OVER A THREE YEAR PERIOD IS TO SUCCESSFULLY

DEMONSTRATE THE VIABILITY OF THIS CONCEPT IN A VARIETY OF GEOGRAPHIC, DEMOGRAPHIC,

ECONOMIC, AND SOCIAL SITUATIONS.

I BRING THESE PROGRAMS TO YOUR ATTENTION AS A LOCAL INITIATIVE, ONE THAT

MOBILIZES THE ENTIRE COMMUNITY BEHIND THE EFFORT AND THEN HAS THE COMMUNITY, NOT

JUST THE SCHOOLS, ACCEPT THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR PERFORMANCE. I SINCERELY BELIEVE

THERE IS AN ANSWER TO THE UNEMPLOYMENT PROBLEM AND THAT ANSWER BEGINS WITH THIS .

NATION'S MOST VALUABLE RESOURCE--ITS YOUTH. WE NEED A MARRIAGE BETWEEN EDUCATION,

GOVERNMENT, AND THE PRIVATE SECTOR. LOCALITIES NEED TO 'EEL RESPONSIBLE FOR

THEIR OWN UNEMPLOYED. THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT DOES NOT NEED TO MAINTAIN THESE

YOUNG PEOPLE--THEY NEED TO MAINTAIN THEMSELVES. THEY NEED THEIR PRIDE, A SENSE

OF BELONGING AND A FEELING OF CONTRIBUTION TO THEIR cOmmuNITY. THOSE OF US

RESPONSIBLE FOR AMERICA'S PUBLIC EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM STAND PREPARED TO BE WILLING

PARTNERS TO RID US OF THIS NATIONAL TRAGEDY.

POST SECONDARY

THE POST-SECONDARY ASSOCIATE DEGREE PROGRAM: ARE PRIMARILY OFFERED THROUGH

DELAWARE TECHNICAL AND COMMUNITY COLLEGE.- THESE PROGRAM OFFERINGS COMPLEMENT

THOSE OFFERED IN THE SECONDARY SYSTEM WITH MORE EMPHASIS ON ADVANCED SKILLS AND

TECHNICAL EXPERTISE. THERE--ARE FOUR CAMPUSES - -TWO IN NEW CASTLE AND ONE IN kENT

AND SUSSEX COUNTIES. THERE IS AN ENROLLMENT OF OVER 60,000 STUDENTS.

ADULT PROGRAM

THE ADULT PROGRAM WHICH FUNCTIONS AT ALL OF THE AREA VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL

SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITY COLLEGE LEVEL, USUALL1 4RE EVENING PROGRAMS WHERE ADULTS HAVE

AN OPPORTUNITY TO UPGRADE, RETRAIN, OR PREPARE FOR AN OCCUPATIONAL CHANGE. THERE

ARE OVER 14,000 ENROLLEES.

7
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PRIVATE TRADE SCHOOLS

THE PRIVATE TRADE SCHOOLS WHICH ACCOUNT FOR A RELATIVE FEW TRAINING PROGRAMS

BUT ARE REGULATED THROUGH THE STATE BOARD. THERE ARE OVER 1.200 ENROLLEES.'

PROJECT 70.001

PROJECT 70.00,1, DEVELOPED IN WILMINGTON. DELAWARE IN 1969. FIRST UNDER A

GRANT FROM THE THOM McAn COMPANY IS DESIGNEO SPECIFICALLY TO MEET THE NEEDS OF

YOUNG PEOPLE (16 TO 22 YEARS) WHO ARE GENERALLY: 1) HAVE LEFT SCHOOL BEFORE COMPLETING

TWELVE'GRADES; 2) ARE UNEMPLOYED; 3) ARE UNABLE TO OBTAIN REGULAR EMPLOYMENT.

IN ADOITION. THE PROGRAM IS DIRECTED TO THOSE YOUNG PEOPLE WHO HAVE HAD A PROBLEM

RELATED TO THEIR ECONOMIC LEVEL. EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT1 ATTITUDE. AND THOSE

WITH A POLICE RECORD OF MINOR OFFENSES.

PRJECT 70.001 COMBINES ON-THE-JOB WORK EXPERIENCES IN MARKETING AND DISTRI-

BUTION IN THE PRIVATE SEUTOR WITH A FULL RELATED PROGRAM OF YOUTH ACTIVITIES AND

CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION.,

THE AVERAGE COST HAS BEEN $1.000 PER ENROLLEE PER YEAR WITH A RATIO OF NO

MORE THAN TWO COORDINATOP.a FOR EVERY 50 ENROLLEES. FULLY 71% OF THE ENROLLEES

ARE ON THE JOB AFTER A YEAR OR MORE.

AN INDEPENDENT STUDY OF THE KANSAS CITY PROGRAM DEMONSTRATES THE COST/BENEFIT

OF 70.001 TO BE A RATIO OF 3:1. BEFORE THE END OF THE SECOND YEAR AFTER GRADUATION

FROM THE PROGRAM. THE ENROLLEE HAS PAID BACK. THROUGH TAXES AND FOREGONE WELFARE

PAYMENTS. THE ORIGINAL- INVESTMENT IN THE PROGRAM. A TEN YEAR PROJECTION OF A

CONTROL GROUP OF 50 ENROLLEES SHOWS A RETURN OF $1.5 MILLION OVER THAT PERIOD

ON AN INVESTMENT OF 154.000 ON 50 ENROLLEES. 70.901 00ESN'T COST. IT PAYS!

THERE IS A MAJOR SHORTAGE OF SKILLED PEOPLE IN THE NATION THAT WILL HINDER BOTH

OUR MILITARY OBJECTIVES ANO OUR ECONOMY. WITH THE CURRENT NEED FOR ADEQUATE

TRAINEO TECHNICAL PERSONNEL--SECONDARY PROGRAMS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION INCLUDING

JOG CAN ASSIST, STUDENTS IN THE ACQUISITION OF SKILLS THAT COULD ALLOW FOR ADVANCE

PLACEMENT IN THE MILITARY SERVICE.

7'i
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THESE ARE A NUMBER OF THE TRAINING METHOOS USED - -ON THE JOB TRAINING,

INSTITUTIONAL TRAINING, WHERE BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY ARE SIMULATED WITHIN OUR

VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS AND PLANT TRAINING WHERE INSTRUCTORS ARE SENT TO BUSINESS AND

INDUSTRY. ti

WE ARE PROUD TO SAY THAT ON THE JOB TRAINING ON THE PART OF HIGH SCHOOL

STUDENTS ALONE THIS PAST YEAR HAS BENEFITTED APPROXIMATELY 2,500 STUDENTS.

COLLECTIVELY, THEY HAVE WORKED MORE THAN 1,500,000 HOURS AND EARNED WELL OVER

FIVE MILLION DOLLARS IN WAGES. OVER $222,000 IN FEDERAL TAXES WERE WITH-HELD.

THIS IS WHY WE CAN HONESTLY SAY T:iAT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION REALLY DOESN'T COST;

IT PAYS.

CONCLUSION

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS PREPARE WORKERS FOR AMERICA'S BUSINESS AND

INDUSTRY. TRAINING IS PROVIDED IN LOCAL INSTITUTIONS UNDER THE DIRECTION OF LOCAL

BOARDS AND WITH THE ADVICE OF COMMUNITY EMPLOYERS. WE HAVE A NETWORK IN PLACE

TO ADDRESS THIS NATIONAL EMERGENCY OF DOUBLE DIGIT INFLATION AND DECLINING

PRODUCTIVITY.

WE ARE GRAVELY CONCERNED OVER THE PROPOSED RECISSION IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

FOR FY 1981 AND THE PROPOSED REDUCTION IN FY 1982. IF THESE CUTS GO THRU, WE

ARE SIMPLY G011 . TO HAVE TO SUBSTANCIALLY'REDUCE OR CLOSE DOWN THE VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS.

THAT WILL BE A TRAGEDY, FOR THE YOUTH THAT ARE BENEFITTING FROM THEM AND THEIR

EMPLOYERS WHO NEED THEIR SKILLS.

FOR A DECADE NOW, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS FALLEN BACK ON ITS ROLE IN

HELPING TO SUSTAIN VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS AT A QUALITY LEVEL. SINCE, 1972, THE

FEDERAL INVESTMENT IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN ACTUAL DOLLAR PURCHASING POWER HAS

DROPPED OVER $100 MILLION BELOW THE 1972 LEVEL. IN TERMS OF PER PUPIL INVESTMENT

NATIONWIDE, FEDERAL INVESTMENT, NATIONWIDE, FEDERAL INVESTMENT HAS DROPPED 100

PERCENT FROM THE ACTUAL DOLLAR PURCHASING POWER IN 1972 OF $34 DOWN TO APPROXIMATELY

S15 IN 1979. WITH THE REDUCED FEDERAL INVESTMENT IN THE DECADE OF THE 1970S WE HAVE

a
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BEEN ABLE TO KEEP PROGRAMS OPEN, BUT THEIR QUALITY HAS BEEN REDUCED BECAUSE WE

HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO KEEP THE LABS, THE CIRRUCILUM AND THE INSTRUCTORS UP TO

DATE IN TERMS OF THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE WORK SETTING. WE SIMPLY HAVE NOT BEEN

ABLE TO MAKE UP THE LOSS OF FEDERAL INVESTMENT THAT WE'VE TAKEN IN THIS PROGRAM

DURING THE 70S AND THERE IS NO WAY WE CAN KEEP OUR PROGRAM OPEN ANY LONGER IF

THE CUTS GO THROUGH.

MY REQUEST OF YOU IS THAT YOU WORK TOWARD AT LEAST MAINTAINING LEVEL FUNDING

FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN FY 1981.AND FY 1T12. THERE WILL BE NO CHOICE IF

THIS IS NOT DONE, FOR THE NATURE OF THIS NATION'S ECONOMY IS SUCH THAT WE HAYE TO

HAVE SKILLED WORKERS. IF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT DOES NOT, PARTICIPATE IN THE

PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM WITH THE STATE AND LOCAL COMMUNITIES IN THIS MORE COSTLY

ASPECT OF EDUCATION, THEN IT WILL HAVE TO BE PAID FOR THRU WELFARE OR THRU 100

PERCENT HIGH COST FEDERAL JOB TRAINING PROGRAMS. YOU GET MORE FOR DOLLARS

INVESTED IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION KHAN YOU DO IN ANY OF THE 100 PERCENT FEDERALLY

OPERATED JOB TRAINING PROGRAMS. I URGE YOU TO kORK WITH MEMBERS OF THE BUDGET

AND APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEES TO SUSTAIN LEVEL FUNDING AT LEAST FOR VOCATIONAL

EDUCATION.

I THANK YOU AGAIN FOR YOUR TIME AND ATTENTION.

Senator QUAYLE. Bah of you talked about linking education and
training together to have a closer cooperation between the two. I
wonder if there are giny specific recommendations other than just
better communication.

Have you given any thought to an actual consolidation of some of
the vocational education and technical education with the training
aspect? Instead of having them separate as they are now, is there
any thought of really combining the two or not?

Dr. BENTON. I think that that does create some problems because
at the Federal level, you have two distinct departments of Govern-
ment dealing with thatthe Department of Education, on the one
hand, and the Department of Labor.

Senator QUAYLE. We are thinking about dismantling the Depart-
ment of Education. Some of us hope thatothat will be achievable
and are actually thinking about putting same, of the vocational
education into the training area. This is a suggeStion that has been
made.

Dr. BENTON. I would think that that would be a very serious
mistake.

Senator QUAYLE. You think that would be a mistake?
Dr. BENTON. Yes. I think You would expect me to say that,

coming from education, but I say it not just because I come from
education, because I think there is a rather enviable record. When
resources have been made available and the type of leadership that
is necessary, there has been an enviable record coming out of
vocational education within the educational setting.
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The problem you are going to deal with here is, particularly if
you are dealing with young peopleand that is what you are
dealing withyou have in place, then, and existing and I think a
productive delivery system of a broad range of educational opportu-
nities.

If you try to pull one of those parts outin this case, vocational
educationthen you have the exact same circumstance that you
are talking about With the difficulty of coordinating at the Federal
level between the two; you have got the same thing at the local
level, because your school system is going to be there and it is
going to be operated under those kinds of circumstances.

So, I think that that would be a mistake and I think that there
has been considerable coordination that has already been achieved.
For example, in the State of Iowa, I think it is safe to say that
most of the vocational training that has been going on both at the
prime_ sponsor and in the remainder of the State has been done
through joint effortsmany times, contractswith our community
colleges, our vocational and technical schools, and the local school
systems.

So, I think it can be achieved, but I think if you try to pull
basically an educational thrust out of the agencies that have been
given that particular responsibility and try to create either a paral-
lel system or a separate system, then I think there is going to be
considerable frustration on the part of everybody.

Senator QUAYLE. Some of the employment training that we give
our young people is education, is it not?

Dr. BENTON. Sure.
Senator QUAYLE. I mean, the two-are very interrelated. We have

had some testimony this week from some vocational education
people and some technical schools that says that they have to
retrain some of the young people that they are having come on in
basic reading, fractions, mathematics, and things of this sort,
before they can prepare them for a job.

So, the two, at least so far, are very compatibleclosely relat-
edthe training and education. You are not going to have a
trained, skilled person if they do not have at least a basic educa-
tion.

Mr. KEENE. We would echo, Senator, exactly what you have just
said. The success in the labor market today in a lot of cases can be
traced to what has happened in the vocational programs in the
public schools of this country. I do think that the kind of coopera-
tion that we have seen in the past must continue.

I also must agree with Superintendent Benton in that we are
very concerned about how the funds are going to come into the
system, and we would encourage continued support for vocational
education as a basic program in the schools, in cooperation with
business, industry, labor, and other functions of government.

Senator QUAYLE. How much responsibility should the Federal
Government have for vocational education?

Mr. KEENE. Well, at the present time, it is very limited. I believe
that if you would look at the total number of dollars that are going
into vocational education in our State, the Federal involvement is a
little bit over 10 percent, but it is very small. But those are impor-
tant dollars for us to maintain our programs.

vi 22
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So, I would say that for you to reduce the current level of
support would be a mistake. Whether there are additional re-
sources neededI think that is what we are going to have to look
at, as a result of perhaps some changing patterns.

Dr. BENTON. Senator, I. think something that perhaps not enough
attention has been given to in recent months under this Adminis-
trationthere seems to be considerable concern about the whole
issue of reindustrialization and economic development and things
of this -nature, which I think we all agree with. It is a very
important concept that needs to be pursued in this country.

I would respectfully suggest to you that if that is going to
happen, there has to be an involvement and, indeed, a linkage of
the educational system to that endeavor. Economic development
and reindustrialization, in my opinion, will not take place unless
we continue to stress good educational opportunities and almost
unNersal educational opportunities.

That, I think, is something that has not really been verbalized
ery much by many who talk about economic development and

r industrialization. They are not giving a heck of a lot of attention
to hat I think is a very important and, in fact, essential compo-
nen to that circumstance, and that will be the continued improve-
ment nd the continued ability to provide meaningful educational
opport ities in this country. So, I think that that has to be a part
of that uation.

Senato QUAYLE. That equation that you refer to is very funda-
mental in e- expansion of the private sector. It is very fundamen-
tal in havin the capacity for industrial and economic growth. The
question is ho do we achieve it.

One cif the r 1 problems that I see in economic growth not only
in the military pest, but also irj the nonmilitary aspect, is the
problem we have with the shortage of skilled personnel' in skilled
trades. In whateveP industry you are talking about, there is a real
shortage of skilled workers.

What can we do about this shortage? Is this part of an education
problem? Is it'a training problem; that we are just not training
these young people for jobs that people are really calling for?

Do they lack the educational and technical background to be, able
to compete and to do these very sophisticated jobs?

Dr. BENTON. I think it is extremely difficult, in a general educa-
tional setting and in a vocational education setting, to always
guarantee that you are going to put out individuals who know how
to do specific jobs or sophisticated jobs in industry.

I think there is always probably going to have to be a specific
training component to that circumstance either at the industrial
level, or whatever. The State of Iowa and I think many other
States do this, too. When a new industry comes into an area, we
will, through our community colleges, or whatever, provide some
assistance and actually carry on a lot of that type of training
program. This is done quite commonly.

So, I think what you really have to recognize is that the voca-
tional education system may very well be able to develop in a
general way a set of skills and a set of attitudes, but that has got to
be linked, in this case, to private industry in a meaningful way so
that when there is a specific set of jobs that need to be done, then
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by linking with the educational system and that private industry,
you can achieve that circumstance.

The first point that I made in my testimony here about this
whole issue of jobs creation and these kinds of things really re-
volves around that issue of bringing those things all together at the
same place.

You have a pool of youngsters, for example, in your inner city,
and your inner cities have very little industrial output anymore.
Now, how are you going to bring those two circumstances together?

So, somewhere along that line, that whole jobs creation-economic
development thing has to be looked at, and how you finally bring
them together. . ,

Senator QUAYLE. Let me ask this question. Yoti talked about
training people for these jobs. You also mentioned the attitude
change that may have to take place.

As people who are concerned about the education opportunities
in this country and concerned about people getting the right jobs
that are satisfying and rewardingI wonder if we should change
our emphasis on postsecondary education. Maybe we ought to
really be putting greater emphasis on vocational education.

I do not know how many times I hea.d about the importance of a
college degree when I was growirig up in Huntington, Ind., in the
fairly broad section of public schools that I went to. There was a lot
of peer pressure filr such a degree, and it is still there.

I wonder if as educators, we should think about refocusing and
saying, "Actually, young people, you ought to think twice about
going to college and instead get a computer science background or
become a welder, or some skill such as that because that is what
our country needs right now."

Has there been any thought or discussion in that area?
Dr. BENTON. It is not only ssure; it is parental pressure.
Senator QUAYLE. OK.
Dr. BENTON. All of my frien i are blue-collar workers, or

.whatever it istheir goal is. their kids have a college
diploma or college degree. I th any times they are just as
guilty as those of us who hay col e degrees sometimes shoving
our kids into that circumstanc

There is no question th have.indentified a yery serious
problem. It is one that p obabl can never be handled completely,
but you can, certainly, I dal with it through improved and
better counseling servic rrifsof having kids really get a
chance to look at what th ally want and making some of those
decisions on their own.

But that is a very difficult area My youngest child graduated
from high school this year, and I observed him and I thought of my
own self in those times. There is no- absolute answer 'to those
things, because those are difficult times ,in every kid's life of
making those kinds of decisions.

I think it is a very important issue and one that probably, in this
country, we have over-stressedthe value of the college degree;
there has been a certain prestige value. The irony, I think, in
recent years, of course, is, though, that the college degree probably
demands less salary than the highly technical and skilled things
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through the union circumstance. So, there has been kind of a
reversal in that type of thing.

I know that in, the voc tech 2-year schools, my, superintendents
tell me that they are having an increasingly large number of
people now coming back into those schools who already have col-
lege degrees and cannot get jobs with those college degrees, par-

./ ticularly in the field of teaching.. So, consequently, they are coming
back, 4c1 that has created, again, a rather interesting problem
because, generally speaking, an individual with a college degree
comes back into that 2-year setting for computer science or what-
ever it is.

Frankly, there is some pretty stiff competition, then, being given'
to those people who have come right out of high school into those
circumstances. So, you have got those kinds of mixes that are kind
of hard to deal with, but they are there.

Mr. KEENE. Some of the statistics in the written testimony that I
have presented do deal with that issue in Delaware and what, has
happened. We do see some changes. There has been really quite an
extensive effort to counsel youngsters into job opportunities that
lire going to be available to them as a 'result of the vocational
programs that we have.

But there are certain other things that we are faced with today'
with youngsters going out into the job market. Everyone wants to
start out at a $20 000 salary level. There is a high turnover in jobs;
youngsters jut not willing to go in and do the kinds of things
they have do. They do not seem to have the sticktoitiveness.

We have d the business of inadequate educational prepa-
ration, and I thi k that is a responsibility that we all have to
gather on to see that they are prepared to go into the job market
and stay there, regardless of whether it is through the college
training arrangement or whether it is through vocational educa-
tion or the other programs that we have had to use to deal with
people who did not deal with that.

I think there is also the business of the lack of understnding of
the work place norms and expectations. I think it is important that
we communicate those things to the people who are going into the
job market. That is the reason why I was specific this morning in
discussing the particular program we have in Delaware, and that is
the jobs for Delaware graduates program.

We do have a cooperative effort with business, industry, labor,
and all aspects of government and community organizations. The
funding is through the Labor Department, the State funding
source, and also private industry along with private foundations.
So, it is an interesting concept.

But the main success story in this whole thing has been the fact
that youngsters in the school setting have been dealt -with in what
we believe to be a specific way in helping to address some of the
kinds of concerns that the people in the labor market are searching
for.

So, we think that there are a lot of opportunities for improve-
ment, but there are also Some success models that are already out
there to look at.

Dr. BENTON. Just one personal comment on this issue. You might
be interested that my youngest son has chosen not to go to a 4-year
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college. He is going to go. into a Dee Moines area community
college this fall. I do not say that in bragging or anything else, but
I think I was able as a parent to help him take a look at where he
wanted to be, and just because I was in education and both his
mother and I have degrees, that did not necessarily have to be the
area in which he was going.

We considered that kind of a breakthrough because there had
been considerable pressure with the two older children having gone
the college route. As you say, that peer pressure starts to develop
there, .

Senator QUAYLE. OK. I thank both of you very much. so i
Mr. KEENE. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator QUAYLE. Next, from .the great State of Indiana, Matt

Dalton and Michael Mullett.
rWelcome, friends. I was wondering when we were going to get to
somebody from Indiana.

Mr. DALTON. There are some of us left, Senator.
Senator QUAYLE. Yes, there are a few of us.
I will say before you begin that I certainly appreciate your

coming out here. I have worked with both of you in the past. I
certainly commend the ideas that you have brought forth 'to me
personally, and now I certainly appreciate your willingness t- norm
forward at this time publicly to express some of those concery..s and
impart to this committee some of those ideas.

Of course, it is especially gratifying to have both of you, and
particularly Matt, whom I have known for quite some time now,
coming from the great town of Warsaw, Ind. Coming from Huntihg- ,:_
ton, we are neighbors up there, and it is indeed a real privilege to '
have you on the other side of the table today, and I want the
record to show that.

Go ahead and proceed.

STATEMENT 'OF MATT DALTON, CHAIRMAN, INDIANA GOVER- .
NOR'S COMMITTEE ON YOUTH EMPLOYMENT, AND CHAIR-
MAN, DALTON FOUNDRIES, WARSAW, IND., ACCOMPANIED BY
MICHAEL MULLETT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, INDIANA GOVER-
NOR'S COMMITTEE ON YOUTH EMPLOYMENT .

Mr. DALTON. Thank you, Senator. As I .was listi)ning to your
questions and to the answers, I really concerned and was
having a hard time making a decision, so I '11 ask you to help me,
sir. . .

I got up at 4 yesterday morning to re ite this, and I want you
to hear it. .

.

Senator QUAYLE. Go ahead.
Mr. DALTON. But my verbal statement will be much shorter than

the written because I want to leave more time for questions. Will
you'please ask me some philosophic questions, too, later?

SenatorQUAYLE. All right. Go ahead.
Mr. 1).wroN. OK, and I will, make this fast.
I am chairman of the Governor's Committee on Youth Employ-

ment for the State of Indiana.. We have been in business for 11/2
years, and we intend to go out of business 11 /2 years from now.

If you will look at the next-to-the-last page of what you have, you
will .see' the makeup of our committee; If you will look at our
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executive summary, you will pull out the fact that our thrust is
preventive rather than remedial.

During the next year and a half, we will be working with exist-
ing State agencies to redefine their goals and to attempt to bring
about a reallocation of resources rather than throwing new money
'and new organizations at the problem.

One of those goals is to, over the, next several years, increase
cooperative education of high school juniors and seniors from
10,000 to 50,000, which is about one-third of those enrolled in high
school. The reason for that is that we feel the most effective thing
we can do is to teach kids while they are in school about the
discipline of getting to work on time; the importance of; a neat
appearance; the fact that in order to continue to draw a paycheck
with theiboss' name on it, they have got to work for him.

Sometimes, getting fired is a learning experience, Senator. I have
been fired, and I learned.

The vehicle to do this is already in place. It is called DECA or
VICA or FFA or HEROall acronyms for co-opcooperative edu-
cation; 4 hours of paid work, 2 hours of traditional subjects, and 1
hour of job-related, in school instruction, plus a very effective
extracurricular motivational component.

Small businesses, where the owners take a real interest in the
student, appear to be the ideal training slot for entry level jobs.

Now, why should the small business communitythe heart of
the private sector, which provides 80 percent of America's jobs
perform this role? 'For the good of the community? Because there
will be an increasing shortage of 18-year-olds until 1992 and they
should start lining up future employees now, or just because they
are good guys?

When bu4iness is lousy, I will tell you, it is pretty hard to drain
the swamp when you are up to your waist in alligators. So, how
can we reach these small business people, and how can we moti-
vate themnot the approximately 5,000 firms in Indiana who are
already hiring co-ops, but the 20,000 more who we want to provide
vocational education for entry level jobsreal vocational education
based on the real world, and not a, teacher's view of that world?

Attached, you will find a start; it is a small circularit is orange
and is on the outside of your paperthat our State Chamber was
going to mail to all of the small businesses in the State to spark
their interest. We had planned to follow that mailing with mailings
to all co-op teachers to assist them in their recruiting of new
employers, which takes place in August, and then during the
school year to sponsor seminars in several communities, using the
local chambers of commerce as conveners of co-op teachers, co-op
students, and potential employers.,

But to do this, we need to knoyv by July 15, at the latest, that the
targeted jobs tax credit will be extended for co-op students until at
least the end of the fiscal year, because the incentive, the atten-
tion-getter, and the self-interest motivator is the targeted jobs tax
credit. Without it, we are dead. We do not need its retroactivity
provision, but we do need the TJTC.

I thank you very much for the opportunity to testify here today,
Senator.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much.

/
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Let me ask you one basic question that we are dealing with in
this committee, and perhaps from a philosophical point of view.
you can help this committee answer it.

What is the proper role of the Federal Government in our train-
ing program? Specifically, you have dealt with the youth program,
but I am looking at the whole concept of training and employment.

What should the proper balance be for the role of the Federal
Government?

Mr. DALTON. No. 1. I think the Federal Government's role should
be to encourage; the role of the Federal Government should be to
provide funds where they can best be spent. I personally believe
that that is at the State and local level.

No. 2, I personally believe in universal service; not necessarily
the draft, but universal service. It believe that all young people
every young person when he gets out of high school or when he
quits high school should be required to spend at least 1 year in the
service of his country. This may be in hospitals; this may be in
improving our ecology; this may be in national parks; this may be
in the armed services.

I believe that the pay should be based on the market, and that
internal market is what I mean. If we need more people in the
Army than we do in the Park Service, why then the Army ought to
pay more than the Park Service. I think that that would eliminate
the old draft idea. I think it would eliminate the idea of the
unfairness of some kids being able to afford to go to college and
therefore being exempted. It just seems like a nice, clean idea.

Senator QUAYLE. Let me ask a followup question on that idea. It
would be t-year of service. Would it be right after high school?

Mr. DALTON. Yes, sir, or if somebody dropped out of high school,
immediately then.

Senator QUAYLE. Would that be before one would go to college?
Mr. DALTON. Yes, sir.
Seinator QuAyLE. So, in other words, the young people would not

go right from high school to college; they would have to have at
least that 1 year of service, and no exemptions?

Mr. DALTON. No exemptions whatsoever.
Senator QUAYLE. It would be mandatory for everyone?
Mr. DALTON.. Yes, sir.
Senator QUAYLE. Would this, in your opinion, help the training

aspect with young people by mandating a job at least for 1 year
Mr. DALTON. I believe that, properly administered, it ld. I

think the armed services is an ideal training environment. g-
member the CCC camps in the 1930's; they were ideal trainin
environments. I remember both of my sonsI replly wanted them
to have 2 years in the Army upon graduation from high school. It
is quite a maturing experience, too.

I think it is good for the kids;' I think it is good for tlreZountry. I
thinkit would give us what we need for /public service.

Senator QUAYLE. Would this apply to young women and young
men?

Mr. DALTON. Yes, sir. ,

Senator QUAYLE. That is an idea that has not been put forth
before this committee. We have had about 20 hours of testimony
and 70 or 80 witnesses.
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Mr. DALTON. Well, you can always rely on me to come with a
screwball idea. [Laughter.]

Senator QUAYLE. I know'that, and I appreciate that and that is
why I have always relied upon you in the past for ideas, and very
,constructive ones at that.

Let me shift gears heost ask you what is neededyou men-
tioned the targeted jobs tax creditbut what is needed to have
better cooperation with thd Government and business and industry,
and particularly small business, in the training programs that we
have?

Mr. DALTON. I believe these have to be sold to the private sector.
I believe that the chambers of commerce across the United States
are the best convenors. I can tell you, this targeted jobs tax
creditit took us 2 days to come with this simple little table. I am

_not bad at taxes myself, and I lost $100 to Mike Mullett in a bet
`'that he had made a mistake on it.

Now, I am not saying that this is the worst set of tax regulations
that was ever devised, but it sure confused this country boy, and I
think it confuses a lot of others. So, first, it bas to be made simple.
I think we made it simple in a way that we can get it across to
small business people.

The other thing that surprised us was to find that practically
every small business person has his taxes made out by a public
accountant. The TJTC does not bother public accountants at all,
but that is retroactive; that is at the end of the year.

The testimony that TJTC was retroactive and a windfall, I be-
lieve, is essentially true because it was not sold, and it has to be
sold.

Senator QUAYLE. Do you think part of the difficulty in selling
TJTC is the complexity of the tax credit itself?

Mr. DALTON. If we. ,did this in 2 days, my God, somebody in IRS
should have been able to do it in 15 minutes and to publish it in
1978 when the TJTC was enacted.

Senator QUAYLE. You would be surprised at how progressive we
are as far as putting things together like this.

Some of the criticism we have had of the targeted jobs tax credit
is that, first of all, business, and particularly small business, does
not know about it, and I certainly commend you and the chamber
for putting this together.

Second, the way it is written and a lot of the rules and regula-
tions that go along with it are very difficult for the businesses to
understand. Now, you have tried to consolidate it into 2 pages, and
it took you 2 days to come forward with that.

I would say that one of the criticisms that we have had of this is
that it is too complex; that if we are going to do it, we ought to
simplify it. So far, no one has really come forward with a simplified
approach to the tax credit. Have you given any thought to how we
could simplify it and make it easier and more accessible to the
small business people in- this country?

Mr. DALTON. Give us 3 months and we will give you a proposal,
sir.

Senator QUAYLE. OK. Although the tax credit issue is coming up
fairly soon, the administration has indicated its reluctance to go
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forward with it at this particular time. We certainly would be
receptive to any kind of idea you would have.

Mr. DALToN. I do not know how many other States are getting
ready to do the same thing we are, but if we do not know by July
15, we are going to be 1 year behind in reaching our goal.

Senator QUAYLE. You mentioned that in your testimony, and I
made a note of that, to try to find out by July 15th where we are
really going to go, so I can give not only you direction and input,
but others around the country as well.

Let me ask one other question. On the CETA program itself, do
you think that the system we have set up now, with the prime
sponsors and subgrantees, which total an estimated 30,000 to 50,000
around the countryis that a workable, manageable system? Do.
we just need to improve upon the system or should we really be
looking at radical surgery to the system itself?

Mr. DALTON. First, I think there is some good and some bad
CETA organizations. Some of the people I heard today are obvious-
ly accomplishing things. I have seen some -horror stories myself,
and as a result, our committee has sort of backed off of CETA. We
said, you know, "There is nothing we can do about this; let us work
on the things that we can do something about that will bring about
real, meaningful, and effective change."

Just speaking as a businessman, if I remember correctly, the
balance of the State of Indiana was about $70 million when I went
on board and when I first started talking to those people at the end
of 1979.

You know, I look at a $70 million expenditure; that is like a
business that has got $70 million in sales. You are supposed to, you
know, accomplish something with that $70 million. And then they
have to go out and hire all those people in 2 or 3 years and put an
organization together and make it work; that is pretty hard to do
in a $1 million business.

You know, you take and you throw money at things and you
expect them to work. Things will not work without money, but
money does not guarantee that they will work. It is people that
make things work, and organizations that make things work. I just
do not think you can blow up the balloon that fast and have an
effective organization. Again, that is my personal philosophy.

Can I tell you how to build a watch when you are asking what
time it is, sir?

Senator QUAYLE. Let me ask a question on your involvement on
the Indiana Governor's Committee on Youth Employment. What
has been the most successful approach that you have been able to
use in getting more youth employed in the State of Indiana? Is
there a particular approach that has been more successful than
others?

Mr. DALTON. We do not take credit for it, but we believe co-op is
the single best preventive program there is, without qualification.
It saves resources with vocational training sites; the vocational
training site is the employer. It is not the teacher's idea of what it
means to hold a job; it is the employer's idea of what it means to
hold a job.
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The people before testified about jobs for Delaware graduates.
We have studied that; we think that they have had great results. It
is, in my opinion, the best remedial program I have seen.

The city of Indianapolis, through the Lilly Endowment and
through the Corporate Community Council, is studying jobs for
Delware graduates and other plartS. I believe that they are going
to take a different approach and instead of super-imposing some-
thing on the schools, which is what jobs for Delaware graduates
did; they are going to try to do it with the schools. It is going to be

'very interesting to see the comparison between the way, the two
work out.

Senator QUAYLE. But without hesitation, the co-op, which is the
cooperation of the educational institutions with business and indus-
try, have been by far the most successful vehicle for getting youth
employed?

Mr. DALTON. Yes, sir, but it is only 10,000 kids out of about 150
to 170,000 juniors and seniors.

Senator QUAYLE. And, of course, that co-op relates to on-the-job
training itself?

Mr. DALTON. Exactly.
Senator QUAYLE. They go to school part-time and work part-time,

and when their education ends, they go to a full-time job.
Mr. DALTON. Yes.
Senator QUAYLE. That is very interesting because the prime

sponsors, business and industry, even our educational witnesses
. have indicated that on the job training seems to be the most

successful approach for youth.
We heard testimony from one group from South Carolinaa for-

profit corporation, that only get paid when they got people on the
job Their sole service was providing on-the-job training. And they
would not be paid for their training services until they had com- )

pleted the training and the employer was satisfied and they were
on the job.

This kind of OJT, I think, is something that we do need to
emphasize because as far as the success ratio, it appears to have
the most benefit.

Mr. DALTON. We are going to get the name of that outfit from
your staff later, Senator.

Senator QUAYLE. OK. Thank you very much; I appreciate your
coming. It is always a pleasure to be with you.

Mr. DALTON. May I say one more thing?
Senator QUAYLE. Sure.
Mr. DALTON. This is a very small example, but it bears on what

you are talking about. In our little county, I am a county council-
man. We have new home rule laws that passed the most recent
legislature. All of a sudden, our county councilmen and our county
commissioners are saying, "Hey, we have got to sit up and take
notice; there is more responsibility on us now."

With the block grant program to the States, there will be more
responsibility on State government now. And if there is a way that
the elected officials are accountable to the electorate for the way
they 'spend that money that comes back to the States without
stringsif they can be made responsible to the electorate, it will
work.
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It will not work so well at first, but it will work a lot better than
it has been working, sir.

Senator QUAYLE. That is refreshing to hearthe ,fact that a
council member from Warsaw, Ind. could impart that information
to this committee and to those people in Washington that are a
little bit skeptical about the block grant concept. The precise intent
of the block grant concept is to place that responsibility and deci-
sionmaking apparatus at the local level.

Before, they looked to Washington for the guidance and the
paternalism. Now, if they have the responsibility, they will sit up
and, as you said, take notice; "it is ours; we are elected officials and
We are accountable to the people."

Hopefully, in the spirit of cooperation and self-help and the
neighborhood concept, we can not only reinvigorate governmental
services, but we can reinvigorate some of the established institu-
tions in our society that have suffered over these years. v

Mr. DALTON. You have to remember that you have drained our
money off, and with the money, you have drained a lot of the
brains off. Now, we have got to get them back down where they
belong.

Senator QUAYLE. We are going to take care of that in the tax cut
bill, hopefully.

Mr. DALTON. All right .

Senator QUAYLE. At least this Senator will.
Mr. DALTON. Maybe we will be able to pay our State employees

more and'get better State employees, then.
Senator QUAYLE. I hope so.
Thank you again.
Mr. DALTON. Thank you, Senator.
Senator QUAYLE. As usual and as expected, you were outstand-

ing, and I would anticipate nothing less. You lived up to your fine
reputation. Thank you very much. .

[The prepared statement of Mr. Dalton with attachments fol-
iovvs:j

:
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MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE, AS CHAIRMAN OF

THE GOVERNOR'S COMMITTEE ON YOUTH EMPLOYMENT FOR THE STATE OF INDIANA,

I WOULD LIKE TO SHARE MY EXPERIENCE AS A PRIVATE SECTOR PARTICIPANT

IN THE DESIGN AND IMPLEMgNTATION OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING POLICY

FOR YOUTH.

ATTACHED TO THE COPY OF MY REMARKS, WITH WHICH YOU'HAVE BEEN

PROVIDED, IS THE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND PREFACE OF OUR PRELIMINARY

REPORT TO OUR GOVERNOR. YOU WILL NOTE THAT OUR THRUST IS PREVENTIVE

RATHER THAN REMEMDIAL AND THAT IS IT BASED ON LOCAL ACTION.

THE STEROTYPE OF THE UNEMPLOYED YOUTH IS THE.BLACK DROP-OUT.

THE FACT IS THAT 75% OF UNEMPLOYED YOUTH ARE WHITE AND EITHER IN OR

GRADUATED FROM HIGH SCHOOL.

THE COMMITTEE DURING THE NEXT YEAR AND A HALF WILL WORK WITH

EXISTING STATE AGENCIES TO REDEFINE THEIR GOALS AND TO BRING ABOUT

A REALLOCATION OF RESOURCES RATHER THAN THROWING NEW IONEY AND NEW

ORGANIZATIONS AT The PROBLEM.

FOR EXAMPLE, THREE GOALS THAT WE ARE WORKING ON WITH OUR

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION ARE:.

S4 -137 0-81 --47 734
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1. THE ACHIEVEMENT OF FUNCTIONAL COMPETENCY (READING,

WRITING, ARITHMETIC AT THE EIGHTH GRADE LEVEL) OF

90Z OF ENROLLED SIXTEEN YEAR OLDS.

2. OVER.THE NEXT SEVERAL YEARS INCREASE COOPERATIVE

EDUCATION OF HIGH SCHOOL JUNIORS AND SENIORS FROM

10,0001 TO 50,000 (ABOUT A THIRD OF THOSE ENROLLED

IN HIGH SCHOOL).

3.. THE,EXTENSION TO ALL HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES OF THE

SYSTEM PRESENTLY USED TO TRACK ONLY THE VOCATIONAL

STUDENTS ONE YEAR AND FIVE YEARS AFTER GRADUATION

TO DETERMINE WHAT THEY ARE DOING, HOW MUCH MONEY

THEY ARE MAKING AND, WHETHER THEIR TRAINING CONTRIBUTED

TO THEIR EARNINGS.

WE FEEL THE MOST EFFECTIVE.THING WE CAN DO IS TO TEACH KIDS

/VILE THEY ARE IR SCHOOL ABOUT THE DISCIPLINE OF GETTING TO WORK

ON TIME, THE IMPORTANCE OF A NEAT PPPEARANCE, AND THE FACT THAT IN

1. DPI RECORDS:INDICATE 8,438 co-OP STUDENTS IN 1979 AND 7,335

IN 1980 BECAUSE OF THE MORE FAVORABLE REIMBURSEMENT FORMULA

FOR NON-CO-OP VOCATIONAL STUDENTS, WE BELIEVE THESE FIGURES

ARE UNDERSTATED AND THAT 10,000 IS AN ACCURATE ESTIMATE.
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ORDER TO CONTINUE TO DRAW A PAYCHECK WITH THEIR BOSS'S NAME ON IT,

THEY MUST PUT OUT (GETTING FIRED IS A LEARNING EXPERIENCE TOO).

AND THE VEHICLE TO DO THIS IS ALREADY IN PLACE. IT'S CALLED

DECA OR VICA OR FFA OR HERO - ALL ACRONYMS FOR CO-OP - COOPERATIVE

EDUCATION - (FOUR HOURS OF PAID WORK, TWO HOURS:OF TRADITIONAL

SUBJECTS AND ONE HOUR OF JOB-RELATED IN-SCHOOL INSTRUCTION PLUS A

VERY EFFECTIVE EXTRA CURRICULAR MOTIVATIONAL COMPONENT).

SMALL BUSINESSES, WHERE THE OWNERS TAKE A REAL INTEREST IN THE

STUDENT, APPEAR TO BE THE IDEAL TRAININeSLOTS FOR ENTRY LEVEL JOBS.

NOW WHY SHOULD THE SMALL BUSINESS COMMUNITY - THE HEART OF A

PRIVATE SECTOR, WHICH PROVIDES 80: OF AMERICA'S JOBS PERFORM THIS

ROLE? FOR THE GOOD OF THEIR COMMUNITY? 'BECAUSE THERE WILL BE AN

INCREASING SHORTAGE OF EIGHTEEN YEAR ADS UNTIL 1992, AND THEY

SHOULD START LINING UP FUTURE EMPLOYEES NOW? JUST BECAUSE THEY'RE

GOOD GUYS? ,I'LL TELL YOU, IT'S PRETTY HARD TO WORRY ABOUT DRAINING

THE SWAMP, WHEN YOU'RE UP TO YOUR WAIST IN ALLIGATORS.

SO HOW CAN WE REACH THESE SAMLL,BUSINESS PEOPLE AND HOW CAN

WE MOTIVATE THEM NOT THE APPROXIMATELY 5,000 FIRMS IN INDIANA WHO

ARE ALREADY HIRING CO-OPS, BUT THE 20,000 MORE WHO WE WANT TO PROVIDE
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FOR ENTRY LEVEL JOBS (REAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

BASED ON THE REAL WORLD - NOT A TEACHER'S VIEW OF THAT WORLD).

ATTACHED YOU WILL FIND A START - IT'S A SMALL CIRCULAR THAT

OUR STATE CHAMBER WAS GOING TO MAIL TO ALL THE SMALL BUSINESSES IN

THE STATE TO SPARK THEIR INTEREST.

WE HAD PLANNED TO FOLLOW THAT WITH MAILINGS TO ALL CO-OP

TEACHERS TO ASSIST THEM IN THEIR RECRUITING OF NEW EMPLOYERS WHICH

TAKES PLACE IN AUGUST - AND THEN DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR TO SPONSOR

SEMINARS IN SEVERAL COMMUNITIES USING THE LCOAL CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE,

AS CONVENORS OF CO-OP TEACHERS, CO-OP-STUDENTS AND POTENTIAL EMPLOYERS.

BUT TO DO THIS, WE WOULD NEED,R, KNOW BY JULY 15TH, AT THE

LATEST, THAT THE TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT WILL BE EXTENDED FOR CO-OP

STUDENTS UNTIL AT LEAST THE END OF THE FISCAL YEAR. BECAUSE THE

INCENTIVE THE ATTEkTION GETTER THE SELF-INTEREST MOTIVATOR - IS

THE,TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT. WITHOUT LT, WE ARE DEAD. WE DON'T

NEED ITS RETROACTIVITY PROVISION, BUT WE DO NEED INC.

WE HOPE THAT SOMETHING YET CAN BE DONE TO SAVE THE CREDIT FOR

CO-OPS SO WE CAN PROCEED WITH THE IMPLEMENTATION OF OUR STRATEGY

HERE IN INDIANA.. HATJONAL RESEARCH SHOWS THAT THE SCHOOL-TO-WORK
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TRANSITION NEEDS TO BE MANAGED MORE EFFECTIVELY IF WEARE TO AVERT

HIGH LEVELS OF YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT, FISCAL CONSTRAINTS AT ALL LEVELS

.
.

. , r

OF GOVERNMENT DICTATE THAT PRIVATE SECTOR FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT AND

STAFF BE OT
\

\

L1ZED TO THE MAXIMUM FOR VOCATIONAL TRAINING. CO-OPERATI "E

EDUCATION, 1,1
BELIEVE, IS AN EFFECTIVE WAY TO MEET BOTH OBJECTIVES.

IN CLOSING, I' WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS MY APPRECIATION TO YOU

FOR INVITING ME HERE TODAY TO SHARE MY VIEWS ON YOUTH EMPLOYMENT

AND THE TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT. IT HAS BEEN A PRIVILEGE AND A

PLEASURE - THANK YOU.

Yr

r
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FOR 1*-
Small business
A HEAD START ON HIRING.

1. The number of quality graduates
available for work directly out
of high school keeps falling,
while wage costs* keep rising.

but

2. Small business owners can find
good new employees at reasonable

cost via Cooperative Education.

because ,,

3. A special tax credit cuts wage ,

costs by 50 percent in' the Co-

; operative Education Program. For
details; see ihside leaflet.

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

O I LOOK FOR IT AT

YOUR LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL
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NOW EMPLOYERS CAN FIND GOOD EMPLOYEES AND SAVE MONEY

You say it's difficult to find good, reliable employees? You
say you can't afford to pay minimum wage for beginners? Here's
an answer to both problems for those who are in small business.

Your high school Cooperative Education program supplies pre-
screened, motivated student-trsinees gives them special
training in related classroom instruction and carries a tax
break to reduce after-tax labor cost by up to one-half. Most

co-op students work 15-20 hours per week during she regular
school year of 36 weeks. Compere co-op net cost to that of

a regular part-time employee who receives $3.35 per hour
working 20 hours per week for 36 weeks ($2,412).

After -tax cost of a regular part-time employee p $3.35 per hour for 36 weeks.

YOUR'TAX BRACKET 14% 172 20% 252 30% 35% 40% 46% 502 SS% 662 , 652 702

NET LABOR COST $2,074 2,002 1,930 1,809 1,688 1,568 1,447 1,302 1,206 1,084 965 844 724

NET HOURLY COST $ 2.88 2.78 2.68 2.51 2.34 2.18 2.01 1.81 1.68 1.51 1.34 1.17 1.01

After-tax cost of a Cooperative Education worker 8 $3.35 plus tax credit* for 36 weeks.

, . t

YOUR TAX BRACKET 142 172 20% 252 302 352 402 462 502 552 602 65% 702

NET LABOR cosi $1037 1,001 965 905 844 784 724 651 603 543 483 422 362

NET HOURLY COST $ 1.4'. 1.39 1.34 1.26 1.17 1.09 1.01 .91. .84 .76 .67. 09 .51

In addition to qualifying employers for a tax credit, some co-op students may legally be employed
at wages equal to 752 or 802 of the minimum wage. This can cut'after-tax costs an additional 252.

IF YOU CAN'T AFFORD A CO-OP STUDENT. YOU ARE OUT OF BUSINESS!
A
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COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

Cooperative Education is a vocational
program which combines related class-
room instruction with a series of paid
on-the-job learning experiences con-
sistent with the student's career ob-

jective. The student attends school
for part of each day and works on the

job the remaining portion of the day
. and weekends.

Cooperative Education students, who
are usually high-school seniors, re-
ceive academic credits for the on-

, the-job training as well as for the
related in-school class.

These two experiences are planned and
supervised by a specially trained
teacher-coordinator in cooperation with

the employer. Each experience contrib-
utes both to the student's education
and to his/her employability.

There are two advantages for employ-
ers taking part in this program:
1. Cooperative Education sends them

motivated students who are inter-
ested in their kind of business,
and the employer gets a prelimi-
nary look at them before making a
decision on full-time employment.

2. The employer can get a special tax
credit which returns up to half the
wage cost at the end of the year.
This federal incentive program is
called Targeted Jobs Tax Credit.

Firms hiring Cooperative Education
students are eligible for Targeted
Jobs Tax Credit reduction of payroll

costs. The chart inside demonstrates
the level of potential payroll savings.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

ON'

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

There are some 300 Cooperative Ed-
ucation programs ip existence at

high schools. throughout the state.
No employer is very far from a
school having this kind of program.

To find out if a program is available
in your area, call the nearest public
high school and ask for the local dir-
ector of vocational education.

If no programs exist in your immediaie
vicinity, call the superintendent of
your school corporation or the area
vocational director in your district
and ask about establishing a Coopera-'
tive Education program.

Additional information can be secured
from the Division of Vocational Educa-
tion, Indiana Department of Public
Instruction, Room 229, State House,
Indianapolis 46204. Tel. 317/927-0257.

Published by:

Indiana Small Business Council
Indiana State Chamber of Commerce
201 Board of Trade Building
Indianapolis, IN 46204
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

OF THE

PRELIMINARY REPORT OF THE GOVERNOR'S COMMITTEE ON YOUTH EMPLOYMENT

After nine months of initial research, the Governor's Committee on Youth Employment is firmly convinced
that there is a youth employment problem in Indiana This problem may be simply stated fifteen to twenty
percent of the state's population aged sixteen to twenty-five have a significant risk of experiencing a life-time
of chronic unemployment or marginal employment The percentage of youth at-risk is notably higher among
non-whites, women and high school drop-outs However, the vast majority of at-risk youth are white and either
high school graduates or students,

This problem will persist despite the decline in the number of persons aged sixteen to twenty-five anticipated
in the next decade Indeed, the state could be faced by 1985 with both high youth unemployment and a
Shortage of qualified young people to fill entry-level jobs in its economy

Many commendable efforts have already been initiated to address the problem However, the Committee
believes that further action is required by both the public and private sectors The Committee believes that this
action should be

Locallrmanaged and pnvate sector-oriented
Supported by a combination of local (public and private), state and federal funds
Facilitated by changes in state and federal legislation and regulations

To mount the effort needed at the local level, the Committee believes no one institution has either the
necessary capability or the requisite authority Consequently, it is the Committees recommendation that
committees of concerned and influential local leaders from business, education, government and other insti-
tutions be formed to review the local problem and develop appropnate plans of action to solve it

Because local circumstances are so varied, it is not possible for the Committee to recommend what specific
actions should be taken in particular communities This sill. of necessity, be a focal judgment Nonetheless,
the Committee believes that each community should review at least the following

1 The status of its economic development efforts, paitcularly in terms of recent growth in the number and
location of entry.level jobs in manufactunng, trade and services

2 Residential housing and employment commuting patterns, particularly in terms of the impact of trans-
portation availability and commuting time and costs on access to employment opportunities

3 The experience of its non-college bound youth in making the school -to -work transition
4 The scope and effectiveness of its school-to-work transition programs for non-college bound youth
5 The experience of local employers in meeting affirmative action objectives, where applicable, and of the

local human rights organization with complaints of racial and sexual discrimination in employment
6 The experience of local law enforcement and welfare agencies with unemployed youth

It is the Committee s belief that such a review conducted by the appropriate individuals in each community
will readily identify major problems and suggest necessary courses of action in each community Based on its
limited experience to-date, the Committee also believes that many communities will discover major Oppor-
tunities in the development of comprehensive school-to-work transition programs for those students not
currently involved in vOcatiOnal training and co-operative wOrk-eduCatiOn programs It is also the Committee's
tnririf that most communities will find compelling reasons to expand significantly their co-operative work-
education programs

To test these beliefs. the Committee has assisted in the formation of local committees in two locations the
Muncie area (Delaware County) and the Warsaw area (Kosciusko County) The Committee is also working
currently to establish local committees in two other areas Marion CoUnty and Lake and Porter Counties It
hopes. early next year, to assist in the formation of a local committee in a rural area in the southern half of the
state At the expiration of the Committees charter in 1982, the results of these pilot efforts will be known and
made available in a final report by the Committee An interim report will also be made next year

The Committee believes that solutions to the problem of youth employment will be found primarily but not
exclusively in local initiatives Through changes in legislation and regulatic. v, the state and federal
governments can provide significant support to local efforts

In its 1981 and 1982 reports. the Committee will recommend those changes in federal and, particularly. state
policy that it believes would be most helpful to solving the problem

September 1980
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PREFACE

In December of 1979. Governor Otis R Bowen. M D . appointed a committee of distinguished citizens to in-
vestigate the problem of youth unemployment in the State of Indiana. and report its findings and reCommen-
datIons The establishment of the Governor's Commitee on Youth Employment was a direct result of Governor
Bowen s concern that. while the State es a whole had recovered from the 1974-1975 recession, high rates of
unemployment among young Hoosiers had persisted and, in some areas, even worsened Recognizing that a
number of different public and private institutions conducted activities affecting youth employment. Governor
Bowen concluded that an in-depth study by a single independent group of knowledgeable individuals was
necessary to the long-range solution of the total problem In his charge to the Committee, the Governor
requested. however, that the experience and expertise of existing agencies and organizations be utilized when
and where practicable

To chair the Committee, the Governor appointed Matt Daiton. Chairman of The Daiton Foundnea. Inc . of
WarSaw. Indiana Joining Mr Dalton as members of the Committee were the following Indiana business, pro-
fessional, educational, and labor leaders

Heron J Battle. Ph 0 Joan B, McNagny
Educational Consultant Chairman
Gary, Indiana Indiana Vocational Technical College

Thomas W Bmford
Fort Wayne. Indiana

Chairman Ian M Rolland
Indiana National Corporation Chairman
Indianapolis. Indiana Lincoln National Corporation

James A Henderson
Fort Wayne. Indiana

President , Gilman C Stewart
Cummins Engine Company Chairman
Columbus. Indiana Stewart Seeds. Inc

Greensburg, Indiana
Thomas H Lake
Chairman and President Joseph Ullman, Ph 13
Lilly Endowment. Inc girector. Public Policy and Public Administration
Indianapolis. Indiana Purdue University

Frank P Lloyd M D
"'est Lafayette. Indiana

Vice President - Medical Research Max Wright
Methodist Hospital Secretary-Treasurer
Indianapolis Indiana Indiana State AFL-CIO

Greenwood. Indiana

In the nine month:. since its formation, the Committee has concentrated its initial efforts on answers to five
basic questions

I What isilhe problem?
2- How lage is the problem and now widespread is it across geographic areas and among population

groups?
3 What are the principal causes of the problem,
4 What afe the map, ronsequenoes 01 the problem?
5 What additional actions if any, need to be initiated to reduce or eliminate the problem?

In its initial efforts, the Committee has studied extensively national research, reports and recommendations
on the problem of youth employment It has also commissioned the Division of Research of the Indiana
University School of Business to conduct research specific to Indiana The Committee has also solicited
information and opinions from numerous representatives of private organizations and governmental depart-
ments which are involved in some aspect of the youth employment problem

Early in its deliberations, however the Committee recognized that the problem varied too much from one
geographic area to another for a broad analysis let alone a single solution to be applicable on a statewide
basis Consequently it elected to focus initially on three urban areas where available research indicated parti-
cularly serious problems Lake and Porter Counties in Northwest Indiana, Delaware County in East Central
Indiana and Marion County in Central Indiana

7 1 f--,, ,)
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In each of these initial study areas, the Committee conducted fact-finding and information-gathering
activities in three separate steps In the first step the Committee became familiar with the youth employment
problem in the area, local efforts to address it and community perceptions with regard to its underlying
causes long-term effects and possible solutions During the second step. the Committee reviewed its Own
initial findings, conclusions and observations with a relatively small group of local leaders knowledgeable
about youth employment The third step taken in each community involved the formal public presentation by
the Committee at a conference convened by the Governor of its preliminary findings, conclusions and
observations as modified in the light of local comments These conferences were held June 4 in Gary, July 3 in
kkiac...ei ..acCSeptember 3 in Indianapolis

This repat is the result to-date of this process of research. review andreviston Not intended as a definitive
or final statement. it is simply a preliminary report designed to highlight the problem, estimate its dimensions,
identify its major causes and conseque -ices and suggest possible approaches for its partial solution The
Committee s learning process will continue as it receives better statistical data, reviews the reports and
recommelidauuns of other state and national organizations. and reconsiders its recommendations in the light
of experience Accordingly the Committee will update its findings review its conclusions and finalize its
recommendations in two subsequent repOrtS in the Fall of 1981 and the Fall of 1982

..
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THE PROBLEM

The current youth employment situation, if left unattended, will result in a significant number of youth and
young adults who will not contnbute at allot' only marginally to the productivity of our economy in the coming
decade In economic terms, the problem faced by the state is simply that the youth who do not receive
appropriate job preparation and work experience today will not be productive adults tomorrow In human
terms, the problem faced by the state is that a significant nu mbar of its young people have a high risk of experi-
encing a life-time of chronic unemployment and marginal employment Troubling enough in itself, this
problem becomes even more disturbing with the realization that it persists despite the annual expenditure in
the state or approximately $1 9 billion on elementary and secondary education, $950 million on post-
secondary education, $32 million on compensatory education at the elementary and secondary level and $15
million on remedial employment and training programs for youth.'

Between 19801ind 1985, the number of youth between the ages of 18 and 19 in Indiana is projeCted to declin
16%. In the same period, the number of young adults ages 20 to 24 is expected to decrease by 4% This
population decline is expected to result in an accompanying decrease in the number of youth and young
adults in the labor force In fact, it is anticipated that there will be 40,000 fewer youth and 8.000 fewer young
adults in-the -labor force.M..1985 than there are in 1980 Similarly, it is likely that there will be 8,000 (Or 20%)
fewer high school graduates available for employment from the class of 1985 than there were from the class of
1979 This downward trend in both population and labor force is expected to continue through 1990 for
persons aged 16 to 25, On the other hand, the overall unemployment rate in Indiana is expected to decline by
1985. Consequently. despite the current recession and high youth unemployment rate, Indiana may well
expenence, in historic& terms. a relatively tight youth labor market by 1985'

Thus. by 1965. the state could be confronted with tne dual specter of both high youth unemployment and a
shortage of employable young workers

THE HIGH RISK POPULATION: ITS MAGNITUDE AND DISTRIBUTION

The total number of persons ages 16 to 25 in Indiana in 1980 is estimated to be 940,000 It is distributed
demographically and geographically as follows

Age Approximately 47% are ages 16-19 and 53% are ages 20-24
Sex Approximately 50% are male and 50% are female
Race Approximately 90% are white and 10% are non-white, with ' 6% of all races being of Hispanic origin
School Status Ac proximately 40-45% are high school and college students. 40-45% are not enrolled in

school but have completed high school, and 10-15% are not en rcYied in school and have not completed
high school

Geographically Approximately 57% are located in the 15 most urban counties (Marion, Lake, Allen. Van-
derburgh, St Joseph, Delaware. Madison. Vigo, Howard, Monroe. Tippecanoe. Elkhart, Wayne. LaPorte
and Grant) Almost 90% of the black youth population is in just five counties (Marion. Lake Allen, St
Joseph and Vanderburgh) Almost 60% of the Hispanic population la in virtually the same five counties
(Marion, Lake, Allen, St Joseph and Madison)

Obviously, not all of these young people have a high-risk of chronic unemployment and marginal
enipioymeet as &Owls in fact. most yOuth Gars no major difficult.us a- making a - - ful
adult labor market Estimating the number of young people with serious problems requires both subjective
judgments and statistical assumptions Based on its research, however, the Committee believes 15-20% of the
state's young people have significant current problems and 5-10% will have future difficulties of sufficient
magnitude to warrant public concern and institutional response This research would suggest, then, that
between 140,000 and 180,000 young people are experiencing problems now and between 45,000 and 90,000
will have severe difficulties succeeding in the labor market as adults

Among these high-risk young people. the following groups appear to be over-represented compared to their
proportion of the youth population

- Non-whites (20-25% of the nigh-risk population compared to 10% of the population aged 16 to 25)
- Teenagers (55-60% of the high-risk population compared to 47% of the population aged 16 to 25)

-- Females (55.60% of the high-risk population compared to 50% of the population aged 16 to 25)
- High school drop-outs (25% of the high-risk population compared to 15% of the population aged 18 to 25)

Nonetheless, it is significant to note that the vast majority (75%) of high-risk young people in the state are
white and that approximately half have graduated from high school

1
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Geographically, the highrisk population is numerically conceilled in the states urban areas An
estimated 30% of the highnsk population (compared to 24% of the population aged 16t0 25) is found in two
counties Marion and Lake Another 30% (compared to 30% of the youth population) is located M twelve
other urban counties Allen, St Joseph. Elkhart, Delaware. Vanderburgh, LaPorte, Madison, Vigo, Grant,
Howard, Wayne and Monroe The remaining 40% (compared to 46% of the youth population) is distributed
throughOut the other 78 counties in the state, with no significant numerical concentrations but relatively high
proportions notable in the southwest and southeast parts of the state'

CAUSES

During the course of its preliminary research, the Committee has heard or read of many factors that could
plausibly constitute reasons for the existence of the youth employment problem Having evaluated each of
these factors and their relationship to the problem. the Committee is convinced that no single factor is the
cause Rather, a number of factors combine to cause the problem Without ranking them, the Committee
believes the following factors to be particularly significant :

a The growth in the number of employment opportunities has not kept pace in recent years with the
increased numbers of young persons and adult women entering or reentering the labor market

b The geographic distribution of jobs in wnich young people are typically employed differs loan the geo-
graphic distribution of the youth population a difference which transportation does not bridge for
many rural and inner-city youth

c Employer expectations regarding attitude, basic educational skills, and lob-seeking and job-holding
skills are not being met by a large percentage of youth entering the labor market.

O For minority youth and females, discrimination and stereotyping still limit access to employment
e The public and private institutions (including the family) which have mutual interests in preventing or

remedying the problem have heretofore failed to mount a comprehensive, coordinated andcontinuing
effort to achieve those mterests

Each df these factors deserve explanation

Supply/Demand Imbatanat ,
Between 1970 and 1980, the number of young persons in the labor force increased approximately 55% On
the other hand employment of young persons increased only 46% dunng this period So- 'Arty. thenumber
of adult women in the labor force increased by about 35%during this period while the,. ,ment grew by
approximately 33% According to both national research and informhtion from employers, the growth in
employment for these groups was inhibited by both technological change and increases in the level and
expansion of the coverage of the minimum wage

During thetne 1980s. however, the Committee expects this trend to reverse itsell dramatically Labor force
participation rates for both youth and adult women should level off and the youth population begin a marked
dean° (of approximately 25%) in 1980 that will continue into the 1990s It should be noted, however, that
this trend will not apply tOminOritY youth whose population will experience a slight increase through the
early 1990$ '

Geographic Mismatch
The recent trend of marked expansion of employment opportunities in the suburbs of major cities and
smaller cities has been associated with slow growth, no growth or even reduction of such opportunities in
inner cities ano rural areas For me young people remaining in tnese areas due to economic constraints.
family relationships and'or educational attachments, this pattern has constituted a major obstacle to both
part-time employment wnile in !Gheel and full-time employment upon leaving schoo'

The recent experience of the inner city of Indian/4,011s (excluding the "Mile Square") is illustrative of this
problem In the five years between 1972 and 1977, this area lost almost 5,600 jobs m those occupations in
which 95% of young people are employed This represented a 7% reduction in employment opportunities
During the same period, however, employment in these same occupations increased 42,000 (22%) in the
balance of Marion County and 15.000 (33%) in the balance of the Indianapolis Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Area

As both national research and local interviews attest, this geographic mismatch between people and jobs
has made transportation a major issue for many young people The National Longitudinal Study, for
example, indicates that 30% of all youth land 43% of black males) perceive transportation as a barrier to
employment This study also suggests commuting time is a particularly significant f actor in the employment
of youth For example. 85% of all employed youth and 92% of employed high school students have a
commute of less than thirty minutes Fifty -five percent of all nmployed youth and 78% of employed high
school students are less than fifteen minutes from work

r
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Underlying this factor of geographic mismatch between people and jobs is, of course, a difference between
business investment and residential housing patterns This difference impacts most heavily on those who,
due to economic and/or racial Considerations, have limited housing Options Unfortunately, these are the
same young people who are most in need of opportunities for employment

Unmet Employer Expectations
Both national research and loCal data indicate that employers are particularly interested in five factors in
evaluating prospective employees

1 Prior wor I experience and record
2. Attitude (willingness to work, learn and comply win, workplace norms)
3 Basic educational skills (reading computing. communicating) ,.

4 Job-seeking and job - holding skills (completing aPplicalions. taking tests. interviewing, attendance.
disciplined workplace behavior) -,

5 Occupational skills (e g typing, welding. accounting)

The Committee's preliminary research also suggests that altitude basic educational skills and.Job-seeking'
and job-holding skills are particularly significant in employer evaluations 'Of younger applicants

The Committee has found that employers Contend that one-haff or more of the youth who apply fotemplOy-
ment do not meet employer expectations on one or more o tsie factors The Commjnee has also
found, however, that educators do not share this perception but instead believe employers generalize from
isolated "horror stories" ..

It is the Committee s judgment that this difference of opinion results from employers and educators basing
their perceptions on different groups of yOung people To illustrate this point, national statistics developed
by the Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education and the Department of Labor are helpful
According to these statistics, of every 100 young people reaching high school graduation age

- 39 will graduate from high school with the requisite competencies and go on to college
- 23 will graduate from high school with the requisite competencies but not go on to college
- 15 will graduate from high school without the requ'site competencies
- 23 will not graduate from high school and are therefore without a certificate of requisite competencies'

Educators base their perceptions on the 77 who complete school they do not take into consideration the
23 who heye dropped Out Employers. on the Other hand, base their perceptions on the 61 who do not go to
college they do not take into consideration the 39 headed for college Thus. it is easy to see why
employers and educators have different perceptions of the employability of young people

Educators

39 college bound graduates 23 competent other graduates _ 80% competent
77 graduates

Employers

23 dropouts 15 non-competent graduates 60% non-competent
61 labor market entrants

In addition to providing an explanation I Or the different viewpoints of emplOyers and educators. these
statistics also suggest that employers are seeing significant numbers of young people who do not meet their
,/,,,pectatione A meant curyhy by the Administrative Management Society goes so tar as to su00est that
employer expectations are not even being met by significant numbers of high school graduates whO are
actually hired Surveying a representative group of 280 employers regarding high school graduates hired for
office deuce positions the Society found three common deficiencies reported by employers

1 Weak written and oral communications skills.
2 Lack of a firm concept of business and management functions and
3 Poor work attitudes and hams.

Discrimination and Stereotyping
The National Longitudinal Study has reported that 21%of black youth and 18% of Hispanic youth IcompaYed
to 4% of white youth) perceiee racial discrimination to be a barrier to employment This perception grows
stronger with age. particularly among blacks For example. 28% of 20-22 year old blacks perceive discrim-
ination as a barrier while only 15% of 16-17 year olds do so .,

This perception is not without statistical justification Measured rates of unemployment reflect pronounced
racial disparities Blacks. for example, typically have measured unemployment rates 2'7 times those of
whites, and the unemployment rate among black college graduates is the same as that of white high school
drop -Outs But, as the National Longitudinal Study points out, measured unemployment is only the most
visible indicator of relative depr.varior a long black and Hispanic youth

3
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Unemployment Rate
Students
Nonstudents

Employment/Population /Oho

Whites Blacks Hispanics

161%
17 9
14 4

60 8%

388%
44.0
33.9

39 8%

22.9%
28 5
18 7

47 8%

Students 51 R 31 7 37.8

Nonstudents 72.8 500 57.9

Percent Upper Level White Collar ortraft Jobs
Male 21 3% 13.5% 196 %'

Female t 7 9 4.4 3 2

Mean Hourly Wages
Male $3 84 $3.57 $3.70

Female 3 07 3 24 322

Mean Number of Weeks Employed in 1978
Male 31.9 21.1 26.2

Female 26 6 16 1 18 9

Percent with Two or More Spells of Nonemployment in 1978
31.7% 455%Male

female . 31.0 42.8 3337 03%

Percent Laid Off Last Job
Male 208% 264% 24.5%

Female 17.3 206 206

While national research suggests that these differences are in part explained by other factors (e.g different
distributions by age, sex, family income, educational attainment, place of residence), it also attributes as
much as one-half of the difference in measured unemployment and one-third of the difference In earnings
between whites and nonwmtes to racial discrimination.

The National Longitudinal Study has also reported that 14% of young women (compared to 5% of young
men) consider sex discrimination a barrier to employment Again, this perception increases with age 11%

of 16-17 year old women versus 15% of 20-22 year olds share it. This perception Is not without statistical
support-, either As the Vice President's Task Force on Youth Employment concluded, "By every measure.

- female teenagers with or without children face lower probabilities of employment than males " Female
earnings have been traditionally and remain currently 60% of mate earnings As high as black youth
unemployment rates are. black female youth unemployment rates are even higher The principal factors
most frequently cited for these disparities are child birth, child care and restricted occupational choice

To put these two factors of racial discrimination and sexual stereotyping in perspective, national research
suggests that racial disparities in the employment experience of youth have-been consistently growing

worse over the last 15 years. while sexual disparities have either remained constant or shown improvement
It should also be mentioned that both black and female youth perceive ape discrimination as more of a
barrier to employment than either race or sex discrimination'

initttuttonat Response
Throughout the course of its initial investigation, the Committee has been impressed by the concern and
commitment expressed by individuals interviewed about the problem of youth employment This has been
true whether the individual has been an employer, a government official, an educator, an agency admini-
strator or simply a concerned citizen Yet, the Committee has also been struck by the apparent lack of
communication among these individuals about the problem, and the failure of their institutions to mount
concerned, coordinated, comprehensive and continuous attack on the problem. Moreover, the IndMillials
mtervtewed representing all the affected institutions also seem frustrated by this factor Predictably, this
frustration is often directed at another institution Government officials and administrators emphasize the
need for private sector involyement and cooperation between educators and employers. Employers com-
plain of government regulations and-the failure of the schools to educate youth in "the basics " Educators
stress the need for more funds from government and more training slotsand public support from employer*
All decry the disintegration of the family end the indifference of young people

Yet. the fact remains that everyone youth, parents, educators, employers and government officials and
administrators has a mutual interest in solving the problem Young people need the income, social
approval and self-esteem that are associated with gainful employment. Parents want their children to
succeed in the labor market and derive the benefits associated with such success The schools exist pn-

4
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manly to peepare yOung people for the responsibilities of actultpOod Employers need prOductiveentry-level
employees f o meet their manpower needs and will have an increasingly hard time finding them in the decade
ahead Government officials must deal with all the problems attendant to youth unemployment and use
pilblie frustretron that comes when those problems seem to grow worse despite increased expenditures of
Public funds-

If we have mutual commitments and mutual interests among all these groups. why do we lack the compre-
hensive effort e need to Solve the problem') The Committee believes it is precisely because so many
different indivi uals and institutions are involved, and youth employment is only one of many problems for
each of those in iyiduals and institutions It is a problem for which no ono individual and no one institution
has or, for that atter. ever will have complete responsibility As such. it presents the difficult challenge of
coordinating effo s across rather than through major institutions Committee members and staff will attest
from their own ex nence to the complexity and difficulty of such efforts even with a broad charter and
active support front the state's chief elected offictat-

CONSEQUENCES

The most obvious consequence of the youth employment problem is personal hardship both present and
future. to those attected'by it Income is reduced, sOCial standing impaired, and self-esteem undermined by
unemployment These r ults. in turn. affect negatively physical and mental health -

The effects of youth un mployment are not limited to the individuals affected The frustration and idle time
generated by unemploym nt are directed outward into aggressive and criminal behavior of all types The
Committee was informed. or example, that in one relatively rural county in the state. 48% of the arrests in
the first six months of 19 were of persons aged 24 or under and 53% of these involved youth who were
unemployed National rese rch shows significant statistical relationships between unemployment and
virtually every category of c committed by youth against persons and property

These direct effeCtS.in turn,,generate tangible social costs in terms of a more costly criminal justice system.
expanded need for social se vices more expensive income maintenance programs, and disruptions in
community life and economic ctivity due to reduced public safety and perceptions of reduced public safety
The Committee estimates, for xample, that unemployment among youth increased state expenditures for
unemployment compensation St year by approvr ately S20 million The frustration of unemployment.
particularly if coupled with perc ptions 01 discrimation as the cause, also produces social alienation and
racial polarization As Secretary

1l

f Labor. Ray Marshall. characterized it

The despair and hoelessness provided by youth unemployment can damage the
social fabric The credibility of any society depends in part on its ability to provide mean-
ingf ul work for those willing to wOrk For those entering the lob market. an inability to find
work tends to weaken the Credibility Of that society.

Another consequence of significance is reduced economic productivity, both short and long-term Young
people without employment fail to produce products or services that could benefit the economy as a whole
For example, the Committee estimates that lost wages among unemployed youth during 1980 will amount to
tew-e^ !2'...2 s- SelY: ^'" t. Astate ecne 1'13. :7! sO.....sc..s co,....V) tr.:: of ...1c-np!s,e.;
distinguishes unemployed youth. however. is that the work attitudesand habits formed when first entering the
labor market last a lifetime So. an older worker with productive attitudes and habits already established will
not lose them during a period of unemployment A youth. on the other hand. may develop attitudes and habits
while unemployed early in his working ,life that will limit his productivity throughout his career

As mentioned earlier, this consequence could become particularly important in the next decade when the
numbers of young workers entering the labor force will decline dramatically Employers could well be faced
with the necessity of hiring the untrained, undisciplined and unproductive young adults of tomorrow who are
Vie unemployed teenagers of today. or watching both unfilled jobs and unemployed people go begging

SUGGESTED APPROACHES

The Committee believes that solutions to \the overall problem of youth employment will require continued
and expanded action The problem will not be solved simply because the youth population will decline 25%in
the next decade Indeed as noted earlier this decline could exacerbate the problem for employers without
reducing it for young people a' positive action is not taken to address its underlying causes

The Committee recognizes that responsibility for the action required must rest in varying degrees at tne

5
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federal, State and looel levels Nonetheless, the Committee is firmly convinced that primary responsibility for
finding and implementing solutions must rest at the local level where the unemployed are people rather than
statist ICS.10bs Can be filled rather than merely counted, and coordination is personal as well as institutional

The Committee also believes that the pnmary focus of additional action should be on the pnvate sector
Approximately 60% of all employment opportunities are found in the private sector and it will be this sector
which will bear the brunt of the manpower productivity and availability problems the Committee foresees for
the future

Because the Committee has placed its emphasis and allocated its time primarily on local initiatives, its only
definite recommendations at this time are local in orientation Nonetheless, the Committee believes there is a
significant federal and state role in the solution of the problem, and it will be developing in future reports
specific recom mendations for federal and state action Considering the Committee's charter as a state-level
organization, these recommendations will particularly focus on state-level actions In the interim, the
Committee suggests the lapwing approaches

LOCAL

To mount the comprehensive, coordinated and continuing effort needed at the local level, the Committee
believes no one instavtion has either the necessary capability or the rbquisite authority Consequently, it is the
Committees recommendation that committees of concerned and influential local leaders from business,
oducatiOn, government and other institutions be formed to review the local problem and develop appropriate
plans of action to solve it

Because local circumstances are so varied, it is not possible for the Committee to recommend what specific
actions should be taken in particular communities This will, of necessity, be a local judgment Nonetheless.
the Committee behoves that each community should review at least the following

I The status of as economic development efforts, particularly in terms of recent growth in the number and
location of entry-level lobs in manufacturing, trade and services

2 Residential housing and employment commuting patterns, particularly in terms of the impact of trans-
portation availability and commuting time and costs on access to employment opprittunities

3 The experience of its non college bound youth in making the school to-work transition particularly in
terms of

a the high school drop-out rate
b the participation rate in vocational programs
c the job placement rate of vocational program graduates
d the participation rate in cooperative work-education programs
e the job placement rates of graduates with co-op experience
I the job placement rates of drop-outs
g the job placement rates of graduates without vocational program or co-op experience
h the percentage of sophomores performing below the eighth grade level in reading writing and arith-

metic
i tne percentage of employed-graduates and drop-outs placed outside the local la market

I all of the above for both sexes and where two or more races are nienerically significant, for all races
4 The scope and effectiveness of its school-to-work transition program for non-college bound yOuth

particularly
a vocational programs
b co-op Programs
c Other part-time work programs
O school-based placement programs for graduates and drop-outs
e career education programs
I remedial education programs
g career counseling programs
h job training programs for out-of-school youth

5 The experience of local employers in meeting affirmative action objectives where applicable, and of the .
local human rights organization with complaints of racial and sexual discrimination in employment

6 The experience of local law enforcement and welfare agencies with unemployed youth

It is theCom mittee's belief that such a review conducted by the appropriate individuals in each community
will readily identify major problems and suggest necessary courses of action Based on its limited experierkce
to-date. the Committee also believes that many communities will discover majOrOpportunitieS in the develot.-,
ment of comprehensive school to-work transition programs for those students not currently involved in
vocational training and co-operative education programs It is also the Committee's belief that most
communities will find compelling reasons to expand significantly their co-operative work-education
programs

6
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To test these beliefs the Committee has assisted in the formation of local committees in two locations the
Muncie area (Delaware County) and the Warsaw area (Kosciusko County) The Committee is also working
,arently to establish local committees in two other areas Marion County and Lake and Porter Counties It

lopes, early next year, to assist in the formation of a committee in a rural area in the southern half of the state
These projeCts will be organizationally and financially autonomous of the Committee, with fiscal and program
responsibility vested !neither as existing agency such aS alChool corporation or a newly-formedpnvate non-
profit corporation They will betirectlyaccduntable to their local boards of dirt/atom or governing program
dom mideeS, with a financial Ind program reporting relationship to thei r respeCtive funding sources The Com-
mittee will, however, monitor progress and provide requested assistance in project design and evaluation At
the expiration of the Committee a cnarter n 1982, the results of these pilot efforts will be known and made
available in a follow-up report by the Committee, An interim report will also be made next year

STATE AND FEDERAL

To complement and support local initiatives. federal and state action is clearly required Since the Com-
mittee has devilled its initial efforts primarily to the consideration of local problems and solutions, it has no
comp rehensivikor final recommendations at this time on state and federal policies and programs Nonethe-
less, its experience to date suggests consideration needs to be given to at least the following

o
Fevers, policy and program Issues

The minimum wage as applied to youth. particularly those in training and/or under 21
CETA eligibility requirements, program structure and administrative regulations

' Financial incentives to employers significant to their investment, location and hiring decisions
National service obligations and opportunities for youth
The relative importance assigned by funding levels to vocational education, remedial education, career
education and co-operative education

State pones, and program Immo -...7'..
The strength and diversity of tht, state's economic base, especially Its dependence on cyclical and/or
threatened industries
Assignments of institutional responsibility for various cc mponents of the school-to-work transition to
fnuthple agencies and the cOordinatipn of funding and programs by those agencies (e g Commission on

'General Education, Indiana Employment Security Division, Indiana Office of Occupational Development.
and State hoard of Vocational and Technical Education)
Continuing to strengthen the emphasis in elementary and secondary schools on the achievement of func-

onal competency in the basic skills, with an objective that 90% of enrolled students gemonstrate at feast
e nth-grade level proficiency by age 16

Dunn e next year the Committee will be reviewing in depth the recommendations of the Vice President's
Task Force on youth Employment, The National Commission on Employment Policy, The Carnegie Council
on Policy Studies in Higher Education and others as far as national policies and programs are concerned It
will alsO be considering the recommendations of the affected state agencies as far as state policies are con-
cerned The results%f these reviews will be included in the Committee s 1981 Report and updated in its 1982
Report r

7
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SOURCES

Cost estimates supplied by the Department of Public Instruction, Commission on Higher Education, and
Office of Occupational Development

Population, labor force and high school graduate projections calculated from published and unpublished
statistics supplied by the Employment Security Division. the Department Of Public Instruction, and the
Division of Research of the Indiana University School of Business

' Total population and age. race and sex distributions from Indiana Annual Planning Information. FY-1980,
published by Employment Security Division in May 1979

School Status distributions calculated from national data 'Studen ts, Graduates and DropZilke Labor
mat aet. October-1978 published by the U.S Bureau of Labor-Stabsbca October_1979._

Geographic distributions calculated from unpublished statistics supplied by the Division of Research of the
Indiana University School of Business

Estimates of the magnitude and the distribution of the high-nsk population have been independently calcu-
iated by Committee staff and the Division of Research of the Indiana University School of Business While
different methods of calculation were employed, the two sets of estimates yielded remarkably similar con-
clusions Both sets of estimates involved the interpretation of national research findings in the light of avail-
able state and local data These estimates will be refined as the Committee proceeds with its work

Data from Giving Youth a Better Chance published by the Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Edu-
cation in December 1979 and "Students. Graduates and Dropouts in the Labor Market. October 1978."
Published by the U S Bureau of Labor Statistics in October 1979

Committee of 500 Report Employment of Students in the Office," Management World, June 1980

The statistics on racial and sexual disparities and perceptions of discrimination are from Pathways to the
Future A Longitudinal Study of Young Americans Preliminary Report Youth and theLabor Market 1979
published by the Center for Human Resource Research of Ohio State University m January 1980

The attribution of disparities in unemployment and earnings to discrimination is found in two articles in A
RIviewof_Youth Employment ProlllemkPrograstand Policigs52ggial Needs and_Qgggentrated PrOlerns
pubiished by the Vice President s Task Force on Youth Employment in January 1980 These two articlesare
Dwriminatiun and Minority Youth Employment: by Robert B Hill, and The Employment Problems of

Black Youth A Review of the Evidence and Some Policy Suggestions,' by Paul Osterman

cl
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Senator QUAYLE. Next, we have a panel of Norm Gershon, Mi-
chael Wilt, and Paul Clancey.

Who do we have where?
Mr. GERSHON. Norm- Gershon right here.
Senator QUAYLE. Who is in the center?
Mr. WILT. Michael Wilt.
Senator QUAYLE. And you are Mr. Clancey, right?
Mr. CLANCEY.. Yes, sir.
Senator QUAYLE. OK. Mr. Gershon, go ahead.

STATEMENT OF NORMAN GERSHON, ADMINISTRATOR, UMPQUA
TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM, INC., ROSEBURG,
OREG.; MICHAEL J. WILT, MANPOWER ADMINISTRATOR, LY-
COMING-CLINTON CONSORTIUM, LYCOMING COUNTY, PA.;
AND PAUL J. CLANCEY, JR., DIRECTOR, PENINSULA OFFICE
OF MANPOWER PROGRAMS, HAMPTON, VA., A PANEL
Mr. GERSHON. Good morning, Sonator.
Senator QUAYLE. Good morning.
Mr. GERSHON. My name is Norman Gershon and I am, adminis-

trator of the Umpqua Training and Employment Program, Inc., or
UTEP, located in Roseburg, Oreg., and serving Douglas County.

The invitation to testify today came as a shock to me and the
board of directors. We have been frustrated because no one seems
to listen to us, even though we are on the frontlines of CETA
service delivery.

We appreciate the concerns of this subcommittee, as outlined in
the notice of hearing, and we would like to speak to the issues of
reasonable balance between protection of Federal funds and local
autonomy, and between achieving Federal policy objectives and
local flexibility, We do not think such balance has been achieved.

CETA's effectiveness is in danger. Local autonomy must be re-
captured; regulations must be reduced and simplifiedeLocal opera-
tors must be relieved of punitive liability from procedural errors.

UTEP's volunteer board of directors spend hours and hours of
their time, reviewing and planning service delivery, overseeing op-
erations, and /setting funding priorities. But they labor under
severe handicaps. The morass of conflicting regulations, bulletins,
memorandums, and interpretations generated by the Department
of Labor and prime sponsors who are attempting to protect them-
selves from liability is absurd.

CETA regulations reference 75 other laws, regulations, Executive
orders, and OMB circulars, which in turn referenceghundreds more.
The CETA regulations, a fellow CETA director Irks said, are not
only complex, but they are always subject to change, frequently
unclear, often amended, and only occassionally clarified.

The regulations are not possible for a local operator to absorb,
interpret or abide by. As these regulations have virtually stripped
the operators of local control, they have at the same time increased
their liability.

The Federal Government is driving the community-based organi-
zation out of business through punitive loss recove standards,
and thereby is in conflict with its own regulation which declare
that community-based organizations are the pre erred operators.
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UTEP, we feel, represents the absolute intent and mandate of
original CETA philosophy. It is community based, controlled and
directed by citizens who live and work in the community UTEP
serves. Yet, we daily have to cope with the unwillingness of the
Department of Labor prime sponsor hierarchy to grant us oper-
ational automony.

We are handicapped by the multilayered diffusion of authority
with which we have to deal on every decision, and I hope you will
reference our written testimony for an example of the hardship
that it has caused our organization and our community.

We are not asking for operational freedom without responsibili-
ty. UTEP undergoes yearly fiscal audits by independent accounting
firms and exhaustive periodic inspection by the prime sponsor's
independent monitoring unit. Corrective action procedures are
sometimes required, and they are imlemented.

But the Department of Labor has set a difficult task for its
operatorsperfection. There is no provision for human error, and
CETA is the only Federal program that requires perfection from its
operators.

A recent audit or ours which covered $1.2 million in expendi-
tures exposed $1,200 in questioned costs. The $1,200 is in no way
related to fraud and abuse, but resulted from procedural errors,
misinterpretation, and the like. Our private, nonprofit, volunteer
board members will have to find a way to raise this one one-
thousandths percentage error to pay back the Federal Government
for our human frailties. I think this is essentially unfair and is
destroying local participation.

We feel community-based organizations should be protected from
the pecuniary whims of the CETA bureaucracy. Otherwise, all
programing and decisionmaking will soon rest with the bureau-
crats and virtually stunt or eliminate any and all local involve-
ment.

If T can just go en a little further. it would be unfortunate if
CETA were to become imposed on local communities, in disregard
for local needs, opportunities, and expectations. It will not work,
and it need not happen. Local autonomy, with all its advantages in
terms of community support for Federal objectives, can be pre-
served by involving community-based organizations in preparing
clear and concise regulations.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Gershon follows:)
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utep
UMPQUA TRAINING &

EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM. INC

672.7161
880 S E JackSOn Street

ROSeb.r1 Oregon 97470

My name is Norman Gershon, administrator of the Umpqua Training
and Employment Program, Inc., in Roseburg, Oregon.

I an here to discuss three areas relating to employment and
training rograms which I feel are v.ta1 to the future
effectiven s of those programs.

They arc:

1. The preservation of -.ocal autonomy;

2. Reuuction and simplification of regulations;
end

3. (chef from punitive liability in cases other
.ihan fraud and abuse.

CETA was to be a decentralized program. The regulations
(676.23(c)) stated special consideration was to be given to
programs operated by community based organizations. Now,

-years later, we daily have to cope with the unwillingness of
the Department of Labor/Prime Sponsor hierarchy to grant
CDO's operational autonomy. The current bureaucratic philosophy
and policy effectively nullifies the regulation's intent.

CETA regulations are confusing and conflicting. Instances
of proven fraud and abuse have led not to clearer regulations,
but to an avalanche of additional regulations. They are all
but impossible for a program operator to absorb, interpret or
abide by. There are enotgh pages of regulations, memorandums,
bulletins and policy statements to stretch from Roseburg to
the Rose Garden!

CETA has set a difficult task for its operators - human perfection.
The liability a CDO incurs is beyond reasonable expectation.
The Federal Government is driving the small, locally conc_olled
pro5rams out of bus: ess through punitive loss recovery standards.
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The CETA program I represent is in Douglas County, southwestern,
OtOgon, a county of 98,000 persons'whose economic base is the
timber industry.

In Douglas County, comprehensive CETA services are administered
through a unique structure---a private, non-profit corp,Zation
which is locally directed and controlled. Umpqua Training and
Employment Program (UTEP) contracts directly with the State of
Oregon, the Prime Sponsor of balance of state piograms, to
provide CETA services to youth and adults, through Title IV,
II-B, II-D and VI.

UTEP is the only such Oregon CETA operator, and probably a rarity
in the total national CETA structure. All other programs in
this state, large and small, are admi istered by counties or
consortiums of counties, except for one balance of state group
operated by a private, for profit group---RCA Corp.

In 1975, the three Douglas County Commissioners helped form
this cornoration when the local Employment Division office
relinquished CETA operations. The Commissioners believed,
then and now, that CETA should be provided to this community
through an independent, community agency, and not become part
of the county's political process. They felt, and we continue
to agree, that training, jobs and education are the responsibility
of the citizens of this county, and that the expenditure of
federal funds should be directed by the community,

UTEP is directed by a 12-member board of volunteers who
represent several geographical areas, several occupations and
widely varying philosophical views in regard, to services to
the poor, unskilled and undereducated. (Attached is d' roster
of our current board).

Our corporation has grown over the past six years to a 1980-81
budget of almost $4,000,000, offering CETA, Department of Energy
and Community Services Administration programming. At the close
of this Federal fiscal year, UTEP will have provided employment,
training, weatherization or energy relief services to more than
2,000 people.

Approximately 25 percent of our county population is eligible
for one or more of our programs. The April, 1981, unemployment
rate, according to the Oregon Employment Division was 14.7 percent,
compared to the Oregon statewide average of 9.6 percent.

Douglas County relies on trees. Our economic base is the timber
industry. As you know, the housing market is practically at
a standstill. UTEP is straining to accommodate as many of the
resulting unemployed as, our funding will allow.

We are doing a good job of meeting immediate training and
retraining needs; of helping low income kids get some work
experience and seeing to it that all our enrollees who are
dropouts complete their GED's before progressing in our programs.
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We have instituted some extremely creative methods and techniques
for our clients who are competing in a fiercely competitive
job market. We are involved in local economic development
efforts to nurture new industry and to include our trainees in
current employment expansion planning.

But we labor under severe handicaps.

We are handicapped by the morass of conflicting regulations,
bulletins, memorandums and inconsistent interpretations
generated by the CETA bureaucracy.

We are handicapped by the multi-layered diffusion of authority
with which we have to deal on EVERY DECISION.

UTEP represents the absolute .intent and mandate of original 4
CETA philosophy---it is a community based organization controlled
and directed by representatves ofthe,community.

Our volunteer directors spend hours and hours of their time
in reviewing and planning UTEP's efforts, over-seeing our
operations and setting priorities for funding and directing our
county-wide outreach to the disadvantaged. In other words...
they know CETA and they know Douglas County. They take the
responsibility to administer CETA here very seriously.

EXAMPLE: In the fall of 1979, UTEP's board spent hundreds
of hours pouring over Title II-D and VI requests
for projects and positions funding from our
$2 million PSEbudget.

Ue refused funding to groups who ranked at the
tiottom end of our criteria scale for various
reasons, primarily, poor track records with
previous CETA funds or comparatively small
service output as compared to other groups
applying. '

We refused one agency operating a group home
for the handicapped/retarded. The decision
was made as the result of documented knowledge
of the inadequacies of that agency. (The Oregon
Mental Health Division had refused increased
funding because of the agency's inability to
meet state and federal requirements; the Douglas
County social services department refused further
funding because the agency would not cooperate
with local program standards; the director had
been exposed as fraudulently claiming a Ph.D
in psychology from a university he'd only briefly
attended.)

Our decision was overturned by the rime Sponsor,
who publicly labeled us as irre onsible in our
decision-maKing and wa d UTE "to get its act

e,
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together". UTEP went through months of
vituperative harassment from the Prime
Sponsor, from the hearings officer and from
uninformed but°volatile members of the
community.

After 11 months, and appeals to every level,
our communit}4 based organization - UTEP -
was upheld in its original decision.
The Regional Office of the Department of Labor
verified our good judgement, but the cost to
us in community relations. and organizational
stress was immeasureable.

EXAMPLE: UTEP directors voluntarily decided to undergo
a comprehensive pr6gram monitoring survey by
a professional organization recommended to us
by the Regional DOL Office. Verbal approval
of the plan and the resulting expenditure -
sought to assist UTEP in being even more
effective in providing service to this county -
was given to our directors by Prime Sponsor
representatives.,

_I"' AFTER the survey was completed; after the
results were assimilated by our board and
staff, after the recommendations had been
Implemented, then the Prime Sponsor refused
to honor our con,-ract with the 6onsultints.
UTEP had not gotten "written prior approval",
and if we paid our bill, we wouldface an audit
exception of such maynitude that our corporation
would be effectively quashed!

EXAMPLE: Douglas County has almost no light industry or
manufacturing firms. One recent addition to the
county was the move here by a small firm that
makes outdoor and backpacking eauipment and
accessories.

MCP was appioached by Mr. Tony Kuhn, director
of the Coos, Curry, Douglas Economic Improvement
Association (CCDEIA) to assist in providing
immediate employe9s for the firm.

Through cooperation and coofdinatlon with the
firm and the CCDEIA, UTEP placed nine sewing

.machine operators and a bookkeeper on the job
in only a few weeks. We developed a plan with
the local community college to provide intensive
Indus ial sewing and production training and
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were looking toward placement of up to
35 persons in the firm within three'to
four months.

Suddenly, we had to call a halt to this
pro)ect CETA regulations prohibit training
people as sewing machine operators for
apparel manufacturers, even though the firm
in question is not primarily a manufacturer
of clothing.

After months of inquiries to the Prime Sponsor
and the Regional Department of Labor, we sere
told to pioceed in the project because the
firm is not primarily in the garment business.
However, we may face an audit exception
because we began the pro)ect without seeking*,
prior approval (even though it was finally
ad)udged that prior approval had not been
needed.) We are confused.

hese examples illustrate our frustrat3vfi with CETA, and the
types,of handicaps we live with every day. We are frustrated
that do one seems to 11-ten to us, even though we are on the
front line of CETA service delivery.

For more effective management of CETA, DOL should rely on the
local knowledge and expertise of the CEO. The regulations
should be made to work for us and not against us. The regulations
and their interpreters should understand that Douglas County,
Oregon, is not Chicago, or Atlanta or New York,' and that some new
21exibility in administering the program throughout this country
is necessary.

UTEP undergoes yearly fiscal audits and exhaustive investigation
by the Prime Sponsor's Independent Monitoring Unit. Pe are held
accountable for our program actions. We ar'e not irresponsible,
nor do we fraudulently or abusively spend our funds.

CETA is the only federal program that requires perfection from
its operators. There is no prpvision for human error. One of
our recent audits, which covered $1.2 million in expenditures,
exposed $1200 in questioned costs (not fraud or abuse, just
mistakes in assigning the right client to the wrong title).
Our private, non-profit board will have find a way to raise
this 1/1000th percentage error to pay back the federal government
for our human frailties.

We think that is more destructive to CETA and to this country
and our clients than our 51200 mistake.
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We feel CBO's such as UTFP should be protected from the
pecuniary whims of the CETA bureaucracy. Otherwise, all
programming and decision-making will soon rest with the
bureaucrats, and virtually stunt or eliminate any and all
local involvement.

Ne know federally directed programs imposed on rural areas
nearly always result in complete disregard for local needs,
opportunities and expectations.

This community does not want that kind of CETA, and neither
should you.

Thank you for this opportunity.

.

+.1
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UMPOLIA TRAINING L EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM INC.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
A

BOND, JOHN L. (17)
1371 N.V. Jefferson Street
Roseburg, Oregon 97470
Tel: 673-0780 - H

849-2175 - 0
(Principal, Yoncalla High School
TERM EXPIRES: October '83

*130XMEYER, RONALD L. (f11)
655 S.E. Summit Drive
Roseburg, Oregon 97470
Tel: 672-6594 - H

672-4411 - 0
(Rehabilitation Specialist
V.A. Hospital)

TERM EXPIRES: October '81

*CASTEEL, LOYD (15)
(Chairman)
262 N.V. Cecil
Roseburg, Oregon 97410
Tel: 440-4048 - 0

673-4145,- H
(Roseburg Schools warehouse

Manager)
TERM EXPIRES: October '83

*COOK, GEORGE (t4)
1358 S.E. Jackson
Roseburg, Oregon 9747C
Tel: 672-5716 - 0

672-0573 - H
Accountant
TERM EXPIRES: October '82

tENBYSK, KEVIN (*1)
P.O. Box 954
Myrtle Creek, Oregon 97457
Tel: 863-3131 - 0
(Manager, Myrtle Creek Branch
U.S. National Bank)
TERM EXPIRES: October '82

fLECEL, AL (13)
P.O. Box 1366
Roseburg, Oregon 97470
Tel: 673-6157 - H
Retired
TERM EXPIRES: October '82

ZABFR. TONY (116)
240 Akin Lane
Roseburg, Oregon 97470
Tel: 673-3274 - H

673-0611 - P
). (Plant Engineer, Mercy Hospital)

TERM EXPIRES: October '83

*HILL GARY
Slocum, Hill F. Poole
412 S.F. Jackson
Roseburg, Oregon 97470
Tel: 673-5565 - 0

672-2719 - H
Attorney
TERM EXPIRES:

KENNADAY, FOREST, (12)
22607 N. Umpqua Highway
Glide, Oregon 97443
Tel: 496 -3290 - H

673-1106 - 0
Real Estate
TERM EXPIRES: October '82

TOWNSEND, MARILYN (19)
407 W, Crestview Drive
Reedsport, Oregon 97467
Tel: 271 - 4848 - Motel

271 -3945 - Chamber
271 - 2480 - H

TERM EXPIRES: October '8.1

VAN DOMELFN LEE ($10)
P.O. Box 1516
Roseburg, Oregon 97470
Tel: 673-0001 - 0

673-8184 - H
President F. Chief Fxec.Officer
Timber Nationrl Bon*
TERM EXPIRES: October '81

*Denotes Executive roard Membe-
Revised 06/15/81
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Senator QUAYLE. Thank'you very much.
Mr. Wilt.
Mr. WILT. My name is Michael Wilt. I am the CETA director for

the Lycoming-Clinton Consortium in Pennsylvania. This consor-
tium is a rural prime sponsor located in the north central pert of

the State.
Those of us who have been with CETA since the beginning shake

our heads in wonder as we begin another transformation of this
program. As a' CETA director, a fair amount of .my time is spent
trying to figure out the latest congressional intent.

If I might excerpt a statement made by yourself on March 27

during discussions on the youth bills:

One of the major troubles with past employment programs has been that the
federal government constantly changes the signals it sends v- state and local gov-

ernments.
These changes try the patience of the most experienced adminis-

trators.
For example, just last week, Congress adopted additional cuts in

funding for CETA during this fiscal year. Here we are, almost 9

months into the fiscal year, and changes are still being made to our
allocation levels. How can one expect meaningful planning when
funding levels are still changing?

When CETA is reauthorized for fiscal year 1983, we would like to

see forward funding for at least 1 full fiscal year at a time. Fund
'us, let us .run the programs, and then evaluate us, but do not
change our directions and priorities 9 months into the fiscal year.
Build into the law that the funding is guaranteed; do not keep a
sword hanging over us.

The Consortium has always prided itself on serving those most
difficult to employ. During this fiscal year, 28 percent of our par-
ticipants were on welfare; 16 percent were offenders, and 7 percent

are handicapped. We get extremely frustrated when the Depart-
ment of Labor-criticizes our programs for not meeting a 40 percent
entered employment rate in one title, while mandating us to serve
those most difficult to employ.

If performance standards and mandated entered employment

rates are nforced, we might just as well forget serving those most
in need. As prime sponsors are mandated to have higher entered
employment rates, it is obvious who will be cut, out from service 4
those who are the least job-ready and therefore most in need.

If the new CETA mandates tis to serve those most in need, we
will, but; then do not make it impossible to comply4iith unrealistic
performance standards.

We notice that one of your interests in holding these hearings is
to discover the most effective program designs or models through-
out the country. In our area, we have embarked on an experiment
which we feel will work. As of April 1 of this year, we made a
decision to look at the two large remaining prcgrams in the CETA
system, title II-B and VII, as having different functions within the
:me framewori of CETA...._
Our title II-B programs are of a work experience nature, with

public and private nonprofit agencies. We can also formulate, plan,_
and conduct instructional programs under title II-B.
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With the adveht of title VII, the Consortium is now funding all
OJT programs through the Private Industry Council. This systeni-
atic approach eliminates competition from within CETA and re-
duces the number of job developers besieging our local employers.

Now, when an OJT slot is developed, the CETA participants can
be transferred from the program that they are on into title VII. At
that point, the individual employer will deal solely with one repre-
sentative from the Private Industry Council. We feel that this is a
wise local decision you may wish to consider in the reauthorization.

We must stress that we fully support the concept of prime spon-
sorships and keeping the decisionrnaking at the local level. Howev-
er, it can only work when prime sponsors have full local decision-
making power. Each year, we have noticed it slipping further and
further away.

One .of the most striking examples of this in our area is the
Federal mandate under title II-B to maintain a 59 percent service
level' to youth. This unrealistic Federal restraint takes away an
enormous amount of flexibility in planning at the local level.

We support one set of eligibility requirements for all programs
under CETA. The amount of staff time, paperwork, recorikeeping
requirements, reporting requirements, and management decisions
concerning eligibility among the various titles is one of our largest
problems today.

In the area of targeting, I stress again the importance of leaving
this decision at the local level. We do not favor any national target
groups; let the prime sponsor negotiate the service levels co specific
groups, and let the regional offices of the Department of Labor
approve them. 4

One final point to touch on is the ever-present problem of the
audit and liability process that we must endure. The requirement
that our local office account accurately for 100 percent of funds
spent under CETA is an unrealistic task. Our Consortium has been
audited for a period of 4 fiscal .years, during which approximately
$20 million has been expended on programs. We are fortunate in
that-zero dollarb have had to be repaid to the Department of Labor.

It is beyond our conception how some non-CETA programs in our
area can continually be mismanaged and then be refunded. CETA
attracts adverse publicity in the press if one ineligible participant
is found to have been enrolled. Grant officers must be afforded
more flexibility so that the number of administrative law hearings
are reduced.

One other point I would like to make is that we are mandated by
the regulations to fund community based organizations. Yet, many
.of these have a difficult time accounting for funds the way the
Department of Labor desires. However, the ultimate accountability
remains with the prime sponsor. Demanding financial paybacks
from all subagents may force valuable community groups into
bankruptcy. Yet, the only alternative is holding the localities re-
sponsible- A certain percentage of human error must be allowed for
our programs.

Thank you:
fThe prepared statement of Mr. Wilt with attachment follows:]
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LYCOMING CLINTON CONSORTIUM
tvcc,,g County °nee PO Bo. 517 1221 W Tn,0 St Waamsoort PA 17701 in 71322-1763

ChM on County 0114e County Cowl House LeciOaven- PA 17745 (717)74/3 4022

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to testify today before this committee

on the general subject of the Employment and Training system

In the United States. Any discussion of this system must

be viewed, of course, from the local perspective that
I

am familiar with, namely the management of Comprehensive

Employment and Training Ac.! programs In lycoming and Clinton

Counties. Pennsylvania. I been associates with this

program since its Inception believe seven years with

CETA exposes one to virtually very work and life situstion,

and at least qualifies me te:iiesent comments on this

program.

Some background information on our area maybe helpful.

The Inton Consortium is a rural prime sponsor

located in North Central Pennsylvania. lycoming County

has a population of 115,000 people and Clinton County

approximately 35.000 people The two counties have been

joined in CETA programing sirce June, 1975.. The area is

categorized by several very largeemployers on which the

ecenory of the two count ies literally depends. One of the

largest employers in the two county area is Piper Aircraft

Corporation (Lock Haven, PA), whose level of personnel

fluctuateie gratly dePending on the current market for

small engine aircraft. Another one of the largest Industries
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is Avco Lycoming, a small engine manufacturer and chief

supplier for Piper Aircraft.

As I begin, there is one thing I am sure we can

all agree on. CETA in 1981 is not anything like it was

in 1974. As we sit here today and discuss this creation,

those of us who have been with CETA since the beginning

. .

cannot help but shake our heads in wonder at yet another

transfoTmation.of this program. As a CETA Director, a

fair amount of my'ilide Is spent in trying to figure out

just exactly what is the latest Congressional intent for

this program. If I might excerpt a statement made by

Chairman Quayle on March 27 of this year during discussions
\

of the Youth Bills: "one of the major troubles with past

employment programs has been that the Federal government

constantly changes the signals it sends to State and local

governments." There cannot be a person in 'this room repre-

senting local or State government who cannot agree more

fl

wit:i the above statement. The constant changes that have

plagued the CETA system try the patience of the most

experienced administrators. For example, just last week

Congress adopted additional cuts in funding for CETA during

this fiscal year. As I
testify before'you, our local

prime sponsorship has not yet received any official infor-

mation from the Department of Labor on the nature of these

cuts. Here we are almost nine months into the fiical year

and changes are still being made to our allocation levels.

How can you expect meaningful planning when you are still

. .

changing our funding levels at this stage in the fiscal
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year? We hear from the grapevine that fifty million dollars

in cuts may come/in the Youth Employment and Training Program.

However, no one has told the primes how fifty million dollars

will be recovered at this point in the fiscal year. The

Department of Labor stresses more and better planning.

When CETA is reauthorized for Fiscal Year 1983, this prime

sponsor would like to see forward funding, for at least

one full fiscal year at a time. Fund us, let us run

programs, then evaluate us. But don't change our directions

and prioritiet nine months into the fiscal year. Build

into the law that funding is guaranteed, don't keep the

sword hanging over us.

However, I would like to speak on a positive level;

that is, as positive a level as you can speak from in an

area of perennial double-digit unemployment levels in both

counties. -. We realize CETA expires September 30, 1982 and

that the replacement for CETA may once again be radically

different from that system which was born in 1974; but

we do have some major concerns about the scope of Employ-

ment and Training programs both locally and nationwide.

Should government become the employer of last resort?

What should be the primary objective of Employment and

Training programs? The Lycoming-Clinton Consortium has

always prided itself on serving those most difficult t.

employ. During this fiscal year, 28% of our participants

were on welfare, 16% were offenders, 7% were handicapped.

We pride ourselves also on following the intent of Congress
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and the-Administracion in serving economically disadvantaged,

unemployed and underemployed individuals. We get tired of

constant press stories to the contrary on -a nationwide

and local level. We get extremely frustrated when the

Department of, Labor criticizes our programs for not

meetipg a 40% entered employment, rate in one Title while

mandating us to serve those most difficult to employ.

The contradictions are everywhere; and CETA reauthorization

must address itself to the basic issue of whom should we

be serving? If performance standards and mandated entered

employment rates are enforced, we might just as well forget

'erving those most in need. As prime sponsors are mandated

to have higher entered employment rates, it is obvious

who will be cut out from service: those who are the least

job-ready and therefore most in need of service. If the

new CETA mandates us to serve those most in need, we

will, but then please don't make it impossible to comply

with unrealistic performance standards and mandated entered

employment rates. Let us continue tc service those most

in need.

Wt. notice that one of your interests in holding

these hearings is to discover' the most effective program

designs or models througout the country. The Lycoming-

Clinton Consortium has embarked on an experiment which we

feel will work but it is too early to evaluate the results.

As of April 1, of this year, the Consortium has made the

decision to look at the two remaining programs in the
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CETA system, Titles II-B/C and VII, as having different

purposes within the framework of CETA. The prime sponsor's

Title II-B/C programs are of a work experience nature with

public and priyate non-profit' agencies. We can formulate,

plan and conduct instructional programs with private training

and educational institutions plus State and local agencies

of higher education under Title II-B. With the advent of

Title VII, the Consortium is now funding all OJT programs

through the Private Industry Council, Inc. This systematic

approach eliminates competition from within CETA and reduces

the number of Job developers beseiging our local empLoyers.

Now when an OJT slot is developed, the CETA participant

can be transferred, from the program that they are on into

Title VII. At that po:nt, the individual employer will

deal solely with one representative from the Private

Industry Council. This is being done, however, with the

risk of incurring the wrath of the Department of Labor

and Congress for a lower entered employment rate in 11-B.

But we feel this is a wise local decision that you may

Wish to consider in the reauthorization.

The Consortium believes the basic philosophy of

CEfA will remain, regardless of its name or titles. We

must stress that we fully support the concept of prime

sponsorships in keeping the decision - making at the local

level. However, it can only work when prime sponsors

have full local decision-making power. Each year we

have noticed it slipping further and further away. One
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of the most striking examples of this in our area is a

Federal mandate under Title II-B to maintain a 55% service

level to youth, (ages 16-Z1). This unrealistic Federal

restraint takes away an enormous amount of flexibility in

planning at the ldal level,

This year, roughly 75% of the participants on our

public service employment programs were over the-age of

21. With the elimination of public service employment

under CETA, this percentage breakout will certainly shift

to the remaining Titles of CETA nexk-year. Being bound

eby the 59%.1evel makes for very limited resources to our

over 21 age population. In essence, Congress must leave

the flexibility in CETA in order for it to work. Leave

the decisions at the local level where Ihey can be most

effectively administered. One of the most important

concerns today to prime sponsors is the erosion of local

decision-making authority.

We support one set of eligibility requirements for

'all programs under CETA. The amount of staff time, paper-

work, record-keeping requirements, reporting requirements,

and management decisions concerning eligibility among the

various Titles is one of our largest problems today. How-

k,

ever, if there is uniform eligibility for CETA, what form

should it take? Should it be for the traditional economically

disadvantaged, long-term,unemployed; or should it be for

those who only*need up-grading and retraining? Once again

this leads to the general concept of whom the prime sponsor

is supposed to be serving in the program. With our



technological advances proceeding at an extremely rapid

rate, many industries need the flexibility to upgrade their

employees on a continual basis. Should CETA dollars be

.applied in this area? Or should we continue to work with

the third generation' welfare recipient and expend our efforts

towards improving his work habits? This in our opinion

is one of the critical issues facing the reauthorization

/ of CETA.

In the area of targeting I stress again the importance

of leaving this decision at the local level. We do not

favor any national target groups. Let the prima sponsor

negotiate service levels to specific groups and let the

Regional Offices of the Department of labor approve them.

They should have the expertise to know when a prime sponsor's

overall plan meets the needs of the areas in which it is

locate* One of the more absurd things that happened several

years ago was thqiDepartment of Labor sending to our area

50 Equal Employment Opportunity posters printed in Spanish

at a time when there was not one Spanish-speaking individual

registered for employment services in either Lycoming or

Clinton Counties. This is the problem you run into with

national target groups and national mandates. We recommend

that you steer clear of nationally mandated target groups

during reauthoriiation and let that be a negotiated item

between the prime sponsors and the Department of Labor.

We would be interested in a program mix that addresses the

lower spectrum of prospective participants to deal with

the very basics of job readiness and job attendance, the
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medium spectrum where OJT and classroom training flexibility

can be pia into place, and the higher spectrum of training

for those already employed to conduct upgrading and

retraining. These are the types of National Office and

Regional Office directives we're seeking.

The Lycoming-Clinton ConsortiUm is not naive enough

.

to expect the return of PublicService Employ to CETA. We- .

realize. it is gone. We believe this is a mistake o the

part of Congress and the Reagan Administration. While it

maybe too late to save Public Sei-vice Employment, the

Lycoming-Clinton County areas needed these positions,.and

most importantly, the 110 agencies that we deal: with in

our two counties needed these positions. The entered

employment rates-have been good; close to 50% in both

Titles, remembering the eligibility requirements we.are

dealing with. It just does not make sense in our area to

provide funds for people not to work when you could easily

continue a public service employment program to pay people

for working. We know the national viewpoint for the

elimination of Public Service Employment. We wish, however,

that it could remain an option in some areas for the provision

of temporary public service jobs for funding under the prime

sponsor's grant. It seems ironic that as PSE winds down

nationwide, a social workfare bill is introduced. One of 4:1

the major points of the bill would require States,to provide

able-bodied AFDC clients with public service work assign-

ments. Participants would be obligated to fulfill these
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work assignments in return for cash welfare benefits:40If

Congress would dare consider a new Public Service Employment program,

= it'shoulduse the system that has proved it can work on a

nationwide level and a local level. The instances of

"..--fraUsl and abuse which have been so heavily publicized, are

in actuality so minimal in terms of total dollar amounts,

that it seems ill-advised to create a new public service

program independent of CETA. Perhaps one of the biggest

insults to us this year was the reduction of money from

our CETA program to help pay the cost of unemployment for

laid-off CETA participants. While we recognize the need

for having those participants covera by unemployment

insurance, the absurdity of taking funds from an employment

program to pay for unemployment compensation makes for one

of the truly black marks in the,history of CETA.

In the Lycoming-Clinton Consortium, we have a general

Advisory Council: a Youth Advisory Council and a Private

tndustry Council. At its inception, the Private Industry

Council made the decision to become incorporated; it meets

approximately every six weeks, retains an accounting firm

to manage its books and takes an active role in the distri-

bution of any funds over $10,000 through Title VII. It does seem

increasingly inappropriate to have three-Advisory Councils

working on one program. Future funding may make it impossible

__for prime sponsor staff to fully comply with these regulations..

"Havingdthe Private Industry Council incorporated places

an additional burden on the prime sponsor since the

776
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liability for funds still eemains with the prime sponsor.

C ining all Councils into one is a very feasible idea.

One final point I feel compelled to touch on is the

ever-present problem of the audit and liability process

that prime sponsors, must endure. I have included several

newspaper clippings in my package previously submitted to

you which illustrates the problem to some degree. The

requirement' that our local office account accurately -for,

100%.of finds spent under CETA is an unrealistic task.

The Consortium has been audited for a period of four fiscal

years, during which approximately 20 million dollars has

been expended on. programs. This was from the beginning

of CETA through September 30, 1978. We are fortunate in

,that zero dollars have had to be repaid to the Department

of Labor. It is beyond our conceptiOn how some non-CETA

programs in our area can continually be mismanaged and 'then

Le refunded. CETA attraets_adverse publicity in the local press

when one ineligible participant is found to have been enrolled, The

audit resolution system must be addressed in the CETA

reauthorization. Grant Officers must be afforded more

flexibility so the number of Administrative Law hearings

are reduced. Also some flexibility must be given tO-prime

sponsors who sub-grant 90% of their prograMs. We are

mandated by the regulations to fund community based organ-

izations, yet many of these have a difficult'time accounting

for funds the way the Department of Labor desires. However,

the ultimate accountability remains with the prime sponsor.
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Demanding financial paybacks from all sub-agents may force

valuable community groups into'bankruptcy. Yet the only

alternative is holding the localities responsible. There

must be some ease on the liability issue. if we are liable

for the operation of CETA programs, then we must have the

authority to delegate certain responsibilities. A certain

percentage of human error must be allowed for our,programs.

Rules must be simplifiea and priortized and auditors should

be well- versed in CETA.

I thank you for the opportunity to present some insight

concerning the CETA program and hope that the reauthorization

hearings will continue to involve people from the local

community. In the included text, I have submitted various

newspaper articles' and statements dealing with the Lycoming-
r-%

Clinton County area which specifically address local

concerns affecting CETA operations. I would be happy to

entertain any question!,.

!78,
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Articles are reprinted from:

The Wall Street Journel

The Williamsport (PA) Sun-Gazette

The I ,k Haven (PA) Express

(Note: Due to mechanical limitations and in the
interest of economy, the above newspaper articles
were retained in the files of the committee.)

. I ;

Provided as an additional attachrent is a listing

of those agencies within the two counties currently

utilizing CETA workers.
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Lycoming County

Lycoming County Redevelopment Authority

Lycoming County Landfill

Lycoming County Emergency,SerOces

Lycoming County Prison

Lycoming County Children & Youth

Lycoming County Administration

Lycoming County Alternatives to Prison

Lycoming County Adult Probation

Lycoming County Lysock View

Lycoming County District Attorney

Lycoming County Maintenance

Lycoming County District Magistrate

Lycoming county Soil Conversation

Lycoming County La-Sa-Quik

Loyalsock Community Center

. Lycoming County Veterans Affairs

Lycoming Count;, Housing Authority

Lycoming County Recreation Authority

Lycoming County Public Defenders

Bethunc Douglas Community Cotter

' BLaST

J.V. Brown Library

Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation ..

Chad/Tiadaghtnn

Hope Entorprises. Inc.

School of Hope

Cycoming Day Care Center
4

Lycoming County Board of Assistance

Lycoming United Way

4
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Lycoming"gmlly.

PA Department of Health

PA State Police

Symbrick Associates

Williamsport Area Community College

Williamsport Parking Authority

Y.W.C.A,

Prison Camp

Williamsport School District

Jersey Shore 5chO?1 District

Loyalsock School District

Montgomery School District

Montoursville School District

Muncy School District

SouttiWilliamsport School District

East Lycoming School District

Duboistowrf Borough

Hughesville Borough

Jersey Shore Borough

Muncy Borough

'South Williamsport Borough

Williamsport Hospital

Divine Providence'Hospital

' Jersey Shore Hospital

Valley CommunLty Health Center
. '

----7:Hei;lgotery Library

Y.M.C.A.

Jersey Shore Y.M.C.A.,,

City of Williamsport

Williamsport Housing Authgrity
Ci

7.81.

0
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Lycoming County

`Lycoming Township

Porter Township`

Old Lycoming Township Police

STEP - Head Start

STEP - Office of Aging

STEP - Jersey Shore Day Care Center

STEP - Lock Haven Day Care Center

STEP - Outreach

--------STEP-7-Youth-Programs

STEP Weatherization

USDA Farm G Home

U.S Navy Reserve Center

PA National Guard - Lycoming

Ameiivm Heart Association

Jersey Shore Cemetery

Montoursville Cemetery

West Branch-Drug/Alcohol

,WestoBranch School Association

PA Department of Transportation

PA State Parks 5 Recreation

Social Security Office

Lycoming County Historical Museum

Buy Scouts Lycoming Coointy

State Gore Commission

Susquehanna Legal Services

Kettle Creek State Park

Hyner Sta*,e Park

84-137 0-9t-50
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Clinton County

Lock Haven Y.M.C.A.

Renovo Y.M.C.A.

Clinton County Housing'AuthoYity

' Clinton County Coop

Keystone Central School District

Army Reserve - Clinton

Lock-Haven-Hos-eft-at

_____-_____Renovo Hospital

Infant Development Program

;

Lock Haven State College

0
Bureau--of- Employment Security - Lock Haven

PA National Guard - Lock Haven

City of Lock Haven

Renovo Library

Clinton County Follow through Program

South Renovo Borough

Beech Creek Township

Chapman Township

783
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Senator QUAYLE. Thank you, Mr. Wilt.
Mr: Clancey.
Mr. CLANCEY. Thank you, Senator.
My name is Paul Clancey. I am the Director of the Peninsula

Office of Manpower Programs, a CETA prime sponsor consortium
serving the Hampton-Newport News-Williamsburg area of south-
eastern Virginia. Rather than reading my 10-minute statement
twice as fast, let me just emphasize a few major points.

Senator QUAYLE. I would appreciate that.
Mr. CLANCEY. Our system, I think, should be viewed as an eco-

nomic system rather than a social service system. Far too often, we
are burdened with what I believe is a mandate from the Congress
and from the administration to redress what are purely social
problems through what essentially started out to be an economic
system.

We need to return, in the rewrite of CETA, to viewing our
systems as economic in nature and attacking economic problems,
such as unemployment and underemployment and nonparticipa-
tion in the labor market.

Second, I think we ought to focus especially on the needs of our
youth. Investing in our kids today, I think, is a long-term invest-
ment that is going to pay a high rate of interest in 10 or 15 years
when the technology of the times requires a much higher degree of
specialization and skilled training.

Third, I think the programs should remain decentralized at the
local labor market level. While the concept of block grants makes a
great deal of sense in terms of management and administration, I
think the logical recipients of those block grants ought to be orga-
nizations that are operating at the local labor market level, rather
than at the State level. If we send them to the States, we are going
to end up with yet another layer of bureaucracy in the programs in
addition to that which exists, and the result can be exemplified
perfectly by the employment security system.

Fourth, and I think more importantly than anything else, we
ought to look at management in the rewrite. Our management is
made extremely difficult by the changing priorities, the almost
ridiculous regulations with which we have to contend, and the
absolute uncertainty of funding from year to year, even at a time
when our programs were not being viewed rather critically by the
Office of Management and Budget.

But at the moment, let me give you one example, Senator, of
what we have to contend with in terms of our funding levels. We
'lave been told by our regional offices in the Department of Labor
to submit a plan for fiscal year 1982 that thoroughly eliminates the
youth programs. Yet we know full well that the reconciliation
process which the Congress has gone through recently in all prob-
ability will end up with some money available for title IV pro-
grams.

That puts me in the position of having to write two plansone
which will phase them out, which I will file and duly submit to the
feds; the second one, which I will keep in my back pocket to submit
later, and hopefully will not lose my good staff when the money
comes around and we have to start up all over again.

734
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We are also virtually required by the regulations and the law to
fund various kinds of groups in the community, almost without
regard to quality. It is exceedingly difficult for a prime sponsor to
make the kinds of decisions that in the private sector would be
viewed as appropriate and sound management decisions in terms of
eliminating or funding certain areas of their operations.

If we make what I would view as a sound management decision
to eliminate an unsuccessful program, we have the potential of
having grievances filed against us that can tie us up administra-
tively for years.

I would also like to make a major point on the idea of consolida-
tion of our programs. I think one of the things that we are having
trouble with in the private sector is that we are appropriately
viewed as a disjointed system.

Job developers from CETA, the Employment Service, the work
incentive program, and a legion of other programs come around
trying to get job commitments from a single employer, often for the
same client. I think we need to examine very closely the possibility
of combining CETA and the Employment Service and some of the
other programs, including the work incentive program and voca-
tional education, to be operated by local labor market programs
under the direction of either private boards that are appointed b:,
the local elected officials and the Governor, or under the direction
of local elected officials.

I think, on the whole, though, the evidence is fairly clear that
CETA as a strategy to employ people has worked. We have data
from the continuous longitudinal manpower survey, Westat stud-
ies, and others, that show clearly that 40 to 50 percent of our
clients get placed and that they enjoy significant increases in
income.

What we need to have in our system is support for good manage-
ment. We need to have a decentralized labor market structure and,
of course, we need to have some money.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Clancey follows:]
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TESTIMONY

OF

PAUL J. CLANCEY, JR., DIRECTOR

PENINSULA OFFICE OF MANPOWER PROGRAMS

JUNE 19, 1981

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, my name is

Paul J. Clancey, Jr. I am the Director of the Peninsula Office

of Manpower Programs--A CETA Prime Sponsor Consortium serving

the six jurisdictions of the historic Virginia peninsula

(Newport News, Hampton SMSA). I am grateful for the opportunity

to present my views as part of your efforts to renew the employ-

ment and training system.

I will address several of the major issues identified as

being of particular concern to the subcommittee--and which are

of particular professional interest to me. Even though I have

been involved with "Manpower" programs in a managerial capacity

for morr. than ten years, I don't p-etend to have all of the

answers to the questions which must be addressed, but I do

have a set of opinions, based on my ext.erience and research.

I hope they can be of use.

In terms of policy objectives for employment and training

programs, it should be emphasized that the system we have

created is basically an economic, rather than social service,

delivery structure. However, I believe in many cases, we have

been asked to use these programs to redress a host of social

,problems ranging from the rehabilitation of juvenile delinquents,

through funding of otherwise nonviable Community Based Organi-

zations, to the ill effects suffered by displaced homemakers.

It has seemed tome on occasion that past congresses and admini-

strations have responded to the pressure by interest groups

simply by saying "Fine, your're absolutely right--we will
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make your group a priority for service under CETA, and your

problem will be solved." Unfortunately when the problem

remains, CETA is blamed.

In establishing a coherent employment and training policy

for our nation, I believe that the focus should be primarily

on the economic aspects of the problems of employment, under-

employment, and non-participation in the labor market. This

policy should attempt to produce a system to assist employers

in finding capable workers for their vacant jobs; and to

assist workers in becoming qualified for, and finding, those

vacancies.

The unfortunate fact of the matter is, that for many people

in this country, finding employment is virtuall! impossible

because they have no skill, or they are functionally illiterate,

or even because they simply dcn't know how to look for employ-

ment. Even more unfortunite,is the fact that employer cannot

find qualified people for the thousands of jobs which go begging

--which thereby reduces profitability and productivity. It is

precisely this gap between jobs, and those who need joos which

our policy should seek to bridge. The achievement of this goal

requires a system to provide a ,host of services--including

remedial education, vocationdassessment, skill training,

on-the-job training, job search assistance, and support during

all of the above through counseling, t9 help the job seekers.

And it should provide the system with the tools required to

assist employers: on-site training reimbursement, hiring incentives

such as tax credits, and the ability to involve employers in the

737
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design and operation of the system, among others.

The question of whom this policy should seek to serve should

also be answered in generally strict economic terms. If we

accept the notion that the most valuable possession an individual

can have is a job, then it makes sense to target our scarce

resources at those who are jobless and at a competitive disad-

vantage in the labor market. Beyond this generalization, it

should be the responsibility of the local decision makers to

determine which demographic groups in the local labor market

should be targeted for services. The chardcteristics of the

unemployed in the Boston metropolitan labor market are signi-

ficantly different than those in southern Virginia, or Provo

Utah. The federal government's responsibility in this regard

should be to determine, through its monitoring and oversight

role, that the local decisions are logical and consistent with

local needs.

An exception to this general rule, in my view, is the

employment of youth. I am extremely concerned about the contin-

uing productivity of our Nation in the mid-term future. We

currently have millions of young people in their late teens

and early twenties who have absolutely no conception about what

it is to work. They are the youth in welfare families, in large

cities where jobs are scarce even for adults, in rural areas

where job opportunities may be virtually non-existent. And

more importantly, they are youth who do not have the opportunity

to learn about working during the summer because the ability of

7S
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the private sector to create summer jobs is much more constrained

than in the'past. The educational system has only recently

begun to address the problems of work preparation and minimum

competency; and this does not begin to attack the problem of

dropouts. Nor has it been able to adequately solve the con

tinuing problem of furctional illiteracy.

The tragedy of this situation is not in the rather thinly

veiled rhetoric we hear again about a "long hot summer", but

rather in the situation which will exist in 10-15 years when these

youth will be prime age workers. They will be unable to compete

for the_high-cech jobs of the future which will be in supply.

The irony of *i42 thousands of wellpaid, skilled jobs vacant

at the same time millions of workers are unemployed due to the

lack of basic skills, will not be lost on those so affected.

The losses to our economy could be astronomical in dollars as

well as wasted lives. Our investments ii these youths today will

pay extremely good returns in the future. Therefore, I would

argue that there should continue to be specifically designated

programs to address the problems of youth today so as to avoid

the same problems with adults in the future.

The balance of my testimony will focus on some structural

and systemic issues which I believe are at the root of some of

the problems experienced in administering the employment and

training policy.

While recognizing the necessity and propriety of federal

oversight and regulation of programs, I am, nevertheless, a

9N'N
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strong proponent of decentralization and local control at the

labor market level. The degree of quality at the local level

is obviously varied from excellent in a surprisingly large number

of cases, to poor in all too many locations. Unfortunately,

the rewards for excellence in operating CETA and ether employ-
A

ment and training programs have been in the past, the same as

the punishment for tile poor programs: exactly nothing. This

must be changed. If a local program fails to meet established

standards it should be eliminated, and the high quality programs

ought to be rewarded. But a more important consideration should

be a move to improve the structure and management of the entire

system.

Our structural problems are legion. The CETA Prime Sponsors,

which now number almost 500, serve a variety of different locales.

Some major metropolitan areas are served by a rationally

structured consortiur. of all of the local jurisdictions in the

labor market. In other areas, we find several Prime Sponsors,

confined by artificial jurisdictional boundaries, all attempting

to do the same thing but only for their own citizens--with the

same limited number of private employers. I firmly favor a labor

market approach--the existing consortia have demonstrated that

the gcal is achievable, and can work efficiently.

The managerial problems faced by the system are also numerous.

Part of the problem is attracting and keeping competent people

at the pay scale many governments have; another part is the need

791)
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for better training of managers in the system--both federal and

local. However, the overriding managerial concern is the con-

stantly changing priorities with which we must contend. The

programs phase up and down, get eliminated, are reauthorized,

and cycle begins again. Wb rarely know at the start of our fiscal

years how'much money we will have to operate our programs; and

consequently must spend our time in doing budget and program

modifications, rather than in managing the resources efficiently.

For example, in my.consortium, we did not receive a final amount

for this fiscal year until May 25. With the additional deferrals

recently approved, we will go through the process again. We

have requirements in the regulations which have the effect of

adding to our administration burden, and therefore costs,

but which do not contribute to program improvement or managerial

efficiency. The repotting and paperwork requirements have

gone past burdensome and are approaching the realms of absurd

science fiction--especially since I suspect that nobody reads

them. I wish t" make clear that I am not complaining about

those reports required for good management--but rather exactly

the kind of unnecessary and wasteful paper shuffling that pri-

vate sector management complains about.

In terms of protection of public monies, I am frequently

appalled et the laxity of auditing in employment and training

programs. I believe that every program should be audited annually

-if for no other reason than that the audit is a good managerial

tool: My organization does so, most cities and counties and
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states are required to so, why not all federally funded programs?

Annual audits and reconcilations would also ease the problem of

collecting momey owed to the government. But the protection

of federal funds goes beyond the needs for audits--it requires

well run, successful programs so as not to waste the resources.

This raise the question of measurement of success. And this is

an area in which the Department of Labor is to be complimented

for its efforts. The new performance benchmarks are an excellent

methodology to achieve rational success measurement. There are

several bugs to be worked out, but the idea of using national

standards modified by local program and labor market conditions

is, in my view, a rational method.

The remaining major structural question is how to coordinate

all of the diverse federal employment and training programs and

to involve the private sector at the same time. I believe it is

absolutely necessary to do so. As we are now in an era of

diminished governmental resources, it is inconceivable that there

should continue to be a multitude of separate, often competitive,

programs, many of which are funded by the Department of Labor.

It is imperative that consolidation be carefully examined.

Many of these programs have overlapping client groups. For

example, welfare clients can be served by CETA, the Employment

Service, WIN, TJTC, older worker programs and possibly by Voc Rehab,

the Veterans employment programs, and others. The same situation

applies for most other client groups. In many areas of the

country, these programs have little if any formal coordination.

CETA is obviously a m.snomer--it is far from comprehensive.
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This condition causes difficulty for us in approaching the

private sector. Many businessmen and women appropriately view

the absurdity of disjointed approaches to the same problem as

wasteful and inefficient. There is, furthermore, a/resentment

in the private sector of being approached by dozens of job

developers trying to secure a commitment for employment.

Perhaps the best solution would be to scrap the current

system, and start over with a system of unified, labor market

based, employment and training programs. These could incorporate

all the necessary functions presently resting in CETA and the

other diverse programs. Perhaps these agencies, which could be

governed by boards of private citizens appointed by the local

elected officials and the governor could end the duplicatioa of

services, the inefficiency, and waste found in the existing

non-system. The possibility of this is somewhat limited by the

vested interests, both in and out of the government, who would

be adversely affected. In the absence of such a radical move,

we must at least coordinate. these efforts at the local level.

Not by creating more advisory boards with mandated membership;

but rather by consolidation by function, of the several grant

programs. Why for example, should the WIN program and CETA

be separate entities, when both serve welfare recipients outside

of the welfare system per se? At a minimum, regulatory require-

ments for cooperative efforts should be reciprocal. It does no

good to require one program to coordinate with another if the

second has no requirement to do so. This is particularly

important in the idea of cor.trolling the continuing participation
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in programs offersons who refuse oppor,tunitiq.offered by

another. For .example, we have found numerous cases of persons

who have refuSed placement into good entry level jobs in the-

private sector because the pay level would result-in an

income less than that available to them through income transfers

and in kind support.

While I have been critical of many aspects of our current

employment and training system, I bh4eve that it has basically

worked pretty well. CETA, especially, has had a positive iMpact

on the lives of the participants and the local labor markets.

National data suggest that 66%_of the participants terminate

the program in a positive manner, with between 40 and 50% moving

directly into unsubsidized employment. Long term follow-up by

several researchers has shown significant long term gains in

income.

We have learned a lot from CETA over the past seven years.

We have learned that most localities can be responsible for

operating federal programs. tie have learned what kinds of pro-

grams and strategies can work best in helping the unemployed get

jobs. And perhaps,roo importantly, we have learned howeto

improve our programs and what steps we must take to wring maximum

efficienc; from increasingly scarce resources.

What we must do now is to take the necessary steps to insure

that the employment and training system has the tools, the

managerial resources, and the competence necessary to assist our

clients in obtaining the fruits of our economy.

Again, I wish to express my thanks for the opportunity to

speak with you today--I will be happy to answer any questions

you may have.
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Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much. \../"-----
Mr, Clancey mentioned opposition to block' grants to the States;:

he felt that that would be more encumbering and would create
additional administrative nightmares.

Do the other two of you agree with that? You would not favor
block grants to the States?

Mr. WILT. I would not favor them. We have one programthat we
must deal with the State on nowthe 6-percent vocational educa-
tion grant. That ties up an incredible amount of staff time com-
pared to the amount of money we receive from that program
because of the State bureaucracy.

Senator QUAYLE. Would you rather work with the bureaucrats in
Washington than the bureaucrats in the State capitals? Is that
basicilly what you are saying?

Mr. CLANCEY. The bureaucrats in Washington are 50 miles fur-
ther away than the bureaucrats in Richmond, Senator. [Laughter.]

At least the bureaucrats in Washington will publish regulations
that, if you sit down with your lawyer, you have an opportunity, if
you work at it, to understand.

Oftentimes, what we have found is that a State bureaucracy is,
in cases I know of, operated somewhat less formally. If we are to be
required to follow a standard of the Commonwealth of Virginia, in
my case, to implement a policy that the legislature decides on at
the State level, it may, in fact, not be a solution to the problems
that are being suffered by the people in my jurisdictions, which are
different than some of the other areas of the State.

I think what we need to have is flexibility at the local level
rather than a control at a higher level of government.

Senator QUAYLE. You say that the Federal level would be more
structured and would have more regulations, and you would have
chances to interpret what they would be. Yet, in Richmond, they
would be less formal. Would that not be more flexible, and that is
what we all want, is it not? .

Mr. CLANCEY. I think the issue is the clarity that we getwe are
talking about relative degrees of murkiness here. The Federal Gov-
ernment regulations are somewhat less murky, I think, than the
labyrinthine regulations that you find in State government.

If you look at the Employment Service bureaucracy as a direct
analogy, I think what you find is that the clients who refer to the
Employment Service as the "unemployment office" are often more
correct in their assessment because, generally, they come out in
the same condition they went in. It is because the Employment
Service has a civil service merit system bureaucratic structure
rather than a rather informal kind of structure that we have with
the prime sponsorship. It requires you to have these rigid proce-
dures that you have to apply in all cases.

What I am suggesting, Senator, is that v, e ought to have flexible
regulations from the Feds, and if we could get them from the State,
that would be fine, too. But the notion that I want to hit is
flexibility at the local level rather than at the State level, because
the problems do not exist in the aggregate; they exist in the local
communities.
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Senator QUAYLE. And you think you can get more flexibility out
of the regulations from Washington rather than the regulations
from Richmond?

Mr. CLANCEY. I think so, yes, sir.
Senator QUAYLE. Is that the opinion of the other two?
Mr. GERSHON. Well, I think it is hard to say how it would work

out. I think each State would deal with the block grants very
differently. I personally would like to see it done and I would like
to take a shot at it in our State of Oregon in trying to make it
flexible.

Senator QUAYLE. Let me ask one final question. All three of you
have criticized to some degreeithe efficiency of the system. But
none of you really criticized the system itself or the structurethe
prime sponsor and the subgrantees. It is more the management of
the system than the system itself, that is a problem?

Are there some inherent flaws within the system that we have
right now, or is it basically a management problem?

Mr. CLANCEY. I think, basically, Senator, we have some of both.
There are some flaws in the structure, and I risk the wrath of my
fellow prime sponsors in some cases, but I think what we need to
do is operate on a model that the consortia, prime sponsors have
pioneeredoperating on a labor market basis rather than a single
jurisdiction basis.

People are not hired on the basis of whether they live on one
side or another of an artificial boundary line. They are hired by an
employer to do a specific job, and if we are constrained by the
jurisdictional lines, I think we are going to have significantly less
success than if we operate on a whole labor market structure.

I think we have some problems in terms of the implied require-
ment to fund certain kinds of community-based organizations, who
are given absolute preference regardless of their quality at the
local level. I think that should be corrected to some degree.

There are severe management problems at all levels. Some of the
management problem is caused by the pay scales that many State
and local governments have; some is caused by the lack of manage-
ment training for key staff, which is being corrected by the Depart-
ment of Labor now.

But the major management difficulty is in terms of the uncon-
trollable issues, such as the funding issue and the fact that griev-
ances can be, filed against you for anything, regardless of the
individual's standing. The absolute uncertainty with which we deal
constantly makes it very difficult to operate a clean and efficient
managerial structure.

Mr. WILT. I think that the system, you know, is inherently good.
But right now, today, everyone that works on my youth employ-
ment and training staff is out looking for another job. You know,
we have no idea what the status of these programs are going to be

from month to month.
A previous speaker mentioned that with the management infor-

mation requirements, the audit requirements, the grant planning
cycle which is a real nightmare, and the reduction of your overall
administrative budget with the elimination of PSE, if there is not a
lot of flexibility put back into the local level, there simply is not
going to be the administrative money to run a program well.
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Mr. GERSHON. Senator, my feeling is that just since the reauthor-
ization in 1978, the system has become bad. With the four levels
the national DOL office, the regional DOL offices, the prime spon-
sors, and then the subgranteesthe complexity has made the
whole thing a hot potato. Nobody wants to make a decision, and
that has led to terrible management difficulties.

So, I would say that at this point, the system is bad, and that is
why I am willing to take a chance with the block grant system,
because we feel that if we could get the money into our area as a
community-based organization, that is where we function best and
we will take our shot there.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much.
Mr. Robert McGlotten from the AFL-CIO.
Welcome back.
Mr. McGLorrEN. Good morning, Senator. How are you?
Senator QUAYLE. The last time you testified on the legislation, it

sped right through the Congress with very little deliberation. We
will see what you can do for us today. Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT McGLOTTEN, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR.
DEPARTMENT OF LEGISLATION. AMERICAN FEDERATION OF
LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS. AC-
COMPANIEI) BY MARK LEE ROBERTS. CHIEF ECONOMIST.
RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
Mr. McGLorrEN. Mr. Chairman, my name is Robert McGlotten. I

am the associate director of the department of legislation of the
AFL-CIO. With me today is Dr. Mark Lee Roberts, chief economist
of the research department of the AFL-CIO.

We apixeciate this opportunity to present the views and con-
cerns of the AFL CIO in regard to employment and training issues.
We hope these hearings will help to lay a solid foundation for
constructive action by Congress on employment and training pro-
grams and practices.

There are timr key points I want to emphasize at the outset. One,
the basic foundation for an effective and comprehensive national
employment and training policy should be the goal of attaining and
sustaining full employment. Jobs for all Americans able, willing
and seeking work are the key to a healthy economy and a healthy
society. Full employment is essential to economic recovery and
economic growth and to social progress.

No. 2, the Federal Government has a responsibility to promote
full employmenta responsibility spelled out in the Employment
Act of 1946 and restated even stronger in the Humphrey-Hawkins
Full Employment and Balanced Economic Growth Act of 1978.

General economic policies, including fiscal, monetary and trade
policies, should promote full employment. Likewise, direct, specific,
targeted employment and training programs, including direct job
creation and a range of job preparation and job placement and job
training programs, are necessary Federal undertakings to achieve
full employment.

No. 3, labor representation and labor participation are essential
in planning and implementing employment and training programs
in the private sector and the public sector and at the National,
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State and local levels of operations in order for these programs to
be responsive to the overall needs and aspirations of workers.

Labor organizations have an important role to play in working
with the private sector and working with State and local authori-
ties to give advice in the planning process, to help target limited
resources to the highest priority employment and training needs,
and to participate in operation of programs where labor unions
have special knowledge, expvtise and resources.

National employment aiuttraining policy should assure contin-
ued support for many labor-sponsored programs, including the
AFL-CIO's Human Resources Development Institute, apprentice-
ship outreach, and other union-sponsored on-the-job training and
upgrading programs, as well as continued support for national
programs such as those of the recruitment and training program,
the Urban League, the Opportunities Industrialization Center, and
other national programs of community-based organizations.

No. 4, labor standards 'and labor protections currently incorporat-
ed in employment and training programs should be continued and
maintained. We insist on fair and decent wages and working condi-
tions in all employment and training programs in bOth the private
and the public sectors. Wages in these programs should be at the
prevailing rate of pay for the occupation, and certainly not less
than the Federal minimum wage.

The wages and working conditions for people in these employ-
ment and training programs must not undermine or destroy estab-
lished wages and working conditions and job opportunities for
other workers in regular employment.

Employment and training programs should not be used to subsi-
dize low-wage, substandard employers, to subsidize high labor turn-
over or jobs which do not require training, or to aid runaway
industries. And these programs should certainly not be a substitute
for programs that employers normally perform. Federal funds
should not be used to reward employers for doing what they would
do anyway without a subsidy.

With these four general points in mind, Mr. Chairman, I would
like to turn to a number of related issues.

We strongly support general economic policies aimed at economic
growth and full employment. We strongly support targeted pro-
grams to meet the needs of specific groups of unemployed and
disadvantaged workers.

In the employment and training area, unemployed men and
women who cannot find jobs in the private sector should be put to
work on the various public service and public works projects that
expand the services and facilities and infrastructure needed for a
healthy economy.

It is important to note that direct, targeted jobs programs tai-
lored to the specific needs of

that
workers and to specific

social needs are two to four times more effective in creating jobs
than are generalized tax cuts. I,

The current law has a targeting mechanism that begins to ad-
dress these issues as well as the problems of special groups with
their specific needs. Specifically, part B, part C and part D of title
H of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act are a tar-
geting mechanism.
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Overall fiscal and monetary policy will not resolve specific indus-
trial, geographic and demographic problem areas. A great deal of
public and private investment is needed in specific areas to raise
this Nation's productive potential to where it ought to be.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, let me say that it is imperative that the
Federal Government continue to play a key role in the administra-
tion and development of employment and training programs. It
must retain overall national control of policy and direction, while
sharing administration of programs with State and local authori-
ties as well as with the private sector, including business, labor and
community groups. It must be flexible and it must assure special-
ized training and job assistance to special groups with special
needs.

Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I would like to include a
number of AFL-CIO convention resolutions on employment and
training issues in the record of these hearings.

Senator QUAYLE. It certainly will be included in the record.
[The prepared statement of Mr. McGlotten along with the con-

vention resolution referred to follows:]
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STATEMENT BY ROBERT McGLOTTEN, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,
DEPARTMENT OF LEGISLATION

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS,
TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY OF THE

SENATE LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ON EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ISSUES

June 19, 1981

Mr. Chairman, my name is Robert McGlotten. I am Associate Director

of the Department of Legislation of the AFL-CIO. We appreciate this

opportunity to present the views and concerns of the AFL-CIO in regard

to employment and training issues. We nope these hearings will help to

lay a solid foundation for constructive action by Congress on employment

and training programs and practices:

There are four key points I want to emphasize at the outset.

1 The basic foundation for an effective and comprehensive national

employment and training policy should be the goal of attaining and sus-

taining full employment. Jobs for all Americans able, willing, and

seeking work are the key to a healthy economy and a healthy society.

Full employment is essential to economic recovery and economic growth

and to social progress.

2. The federal government has a responsibility to promote full

employment -- a responsibility spelled out in the Employment Act of

1946 and restated even stronger in the Humphrey-Hawkins Full Employment

and Balanced Economic Growth Act of 1978. General economic policies,

including fiscal, monetary, and trade policies, should promote full

employment. Likewise, direct, specific, targeted employment and train-

ing programs, including direct job-creation and a range of Job- preparation

and job-placement and Job - training programs, are necessary federal under-

takings to achieve full employment. e)
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3. Labor representation and labor participation axe essential in

Planning and implementing employment and training programs in the private

sector and the public sector and at the national, state, and local level

of operations in order for those programs to be responsive to the overall

needs and aspirations of workers.

Labor organizations have an important role to play in working

with the private sector and in working with state and local authorities

to give advice in the planning process, to help target limited resources

to the highest priority employment and training needs, and to participate

in operation of programs where labor unions have special knowledge, ex-

pertise, and resources.

National employment and training policy should assure continued

support for many labor-sponsored programs, including the AFL-CIO's Human

Resources Development Institute, Apprenticeship Outreach, and other union-

sponsored on-the-job training and upgrading programs, as well as contin-

ued support for national programs such as those of the Recruitment and

Training Program, the Urban League, The Opportunities Industrialization

Centers and other national programs of community-based organizations.

4. Labor standards and labor protections currently incorporated

in employment and training programs should be continued and maintained.

We insist on fair and decent wages and working conditions in

all employment and training programs in both the private and the public

sectors. wages in their programs should be at the prevailing rate of

Pay for the occupation and certainly not less than the federal minimum

wage. The wages and working conditions for people in these employment

and training progi-ams must not undermine or destroy established wages and

working conditions and Job opportunities for other workers in regular

employment.
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Employment and training programs should not be used to subsidize

low-wage, substandard employers. to subsidize high labor turnover or

jobs which do not require training, or to aid runaway industries. And

these programs should certainly not be a substitute for programs that

employers normally perform. Federal funds should not be used to reward

employers for doing what they would do anyway without a subsidy(

With these four general points in mind. Mr. Chairman. I would like

to turn to a number of related issues.

We strongly support general economic policies aimed at economic

growth and full employment. We strongly support targeted programs to

meet the needs of specific groups of unemployed and disadvantaged workers.

And we strongly support targeted programs to meet specific skill short-

ages and resource bottlenecks and to meet specific public and private

investment targets for expansion of this nation's productive potential.

In order to curb inflation. reduce unemployment, and solve funda-

mental structural problems in the U.S. economy. the resources of the

nation must be redirected and better targeted.

In the employment and training area, unemployed men and women who

cannot find jobs in the private sector should be put to work on the

various public service and public works projects that expand the services

and facilities and infrastructure needed foi .3 healthy economy.

It's important to note that direct. targeted jobs programs tailored

to the specific needs of unemployed workers and to specific social needs

are two to four times more effective in creating jobs than are generalized

tax cuts.
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The skillt and abilities of the unemployed must be put to produc-

tive use and not yc wasted, These Job programs can be targeted to

increase supply and to raise economic efficiency in key areas, thereby

moderating price increases while reducing unemployment. Training for

energy-related jobs is one example of this targeted approach.

We believe there should be expanded training programs for adult

workers and for young people, with particular emphasis on skill-upgrad-

ing and on-the-job training. Training programs raise the productivity

of the work force with new job skills and lead to better job prospects

for both young people and adult workers.

The current law has a targeting mechanism that begins to address

these issues as well as the problems of special groups with their

specific needs. Specifically Part B, Part C, and Part D of Title II

of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act are a targeting

mechanism.

In the case of Part B, employment and training services are pro-

vided to economically disadvantaged persons to help them move into

regular Jobs. In the case of Part C, upgrading and retraining oppor-

-.
tunities are geared to help alleviate specific skill shortages. And

in the case of Part D, the law establishes transitional jobs and training

for economically disadvantaged persons to help them move into unsubsidized

jobs.

In fiscal 1979 there were about 1,200.'100 enrollements in Part B and

C programs -- with 570,000 in classroom training, 390,000 in work ex-

perience, and 157,000 in on-the-job training. There were 460,000 enrolled,

in Title II-D public service jobs.

0
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Likewise, under Title III of CETA there is targeting of national

programs to special disadvantaged groups and to special national pur-

poses as well as directed to meet critical skill shortages reflecting

national needs and national concerns. Such targeted national employ-

ment and training programs are essential because local solutions to

local problems often do not deal adequately with national needs and

national concerns.

For example, under Title III, the AF1-CIO's WWI and local building

and construction trades councils have sponsored or supported more than

100 apprenticeship outreach programs to recruit, tutor, and place econ-

omically disadvantaged, unemployed and underemployed people, especial',

women and minority youths. This helps meet the nation's need for skilled

workers and helps meet the needs of special groups with special problems.

In addition to national programs supported or operated by building trades

unions, there have been a large number of non-building trades programs

run by unions such as the Machinists and Firefighters and Service Employ-

ees unions -- and these are targeted programs to meet national needs.

Private Industry Councils -- PIC's -- have not met the grandiose

expectations that were set forth when Title VII was enactel. Experience

shows that we cannot expect the private business sector take over all or

most of the employment and training activity in this nation that has been

performed under the prime sponsor system and under the national programs

of Title III and the youth programs of Title IV.

The PIC's should be more closely linked to the prime sponsor system.

They should have more labor representation. along with the representation

of community based organizations and education agencies. The PIC system

simply cannot deliver the kind of services that the prime sponsor system

delivers.
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In good times. when the economy is growing and business is booming,

employers are willing to add new, less experienced, less skilled workers.

But in a recession or economic downturn, employers are less able to hire

new workers and less willing to take a chance on less qualified workers.

Therefore, it is unrealistic to rely on private sector business

employers to meet the nation's employment and training needs when the

economy is going through recession or slow growth.

tt is essential, thbrefore, to develop and to maintain the kind

of national employment and training programs that meet this nation's

needs.

Overall fiscal and monetary policy will not resolve specific

industrial, geographic and demographic problem areas. A great deal

of public and private investment is needed in speatic areas to raise

this nation's productive potential to where it ought to be. The AFL-CIO

has proposed joint business, labor, and government participation in a

"reindustrialization" program to channel public and privets funds into

such job-creating investment -- investment targeted to specific indus-

tries with special capital needs for modernization, expansion. and

restoration of their competitive position, investment targeted to

specific geographic areas of the country that are most in need.

For example, the nation's transportation network should be upgraded

for people and goods to move more efficiently. Railroad. highways, port

facilities,, and airports are iii desperate need of rehabilitation. Urban

mass transit systems need continued financial support and need to be ex-

tended and modernized. Also, the urban infrastructure of sewers, water

systems, streets and bridges need renewal. Public investment bf this

nature would greatly improve economic efficiency and potential output

of goods and services. It would also open up job opportunities for

America's unemployed workers.
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//
In this connection, I want to repeat the strong support of the

AFL-CIO for a counter-cyclical jobs program along the lines of the

present Title VI program. We need to deal with both cyclical unem-

ployment and structural unemployment.

We also repeat our very strong support for the "two-track"

system which includes Title III national programs like RPM and other

labor-sponsored programs directly funded by the U.S. Labor Department.

Far too often in the decentralized local "prime sponsor" system the

local labor organizations are ignored or frozen out of the key decision-

making.

finally, Mr. Chairman, let me say that it is imperative that the

federal government continue to play a key role in the administration

and development of employment and training programs. A comprehensive

national employment and training program -- giving to priority to

full employment -- must be national in scope. It must retain overall

national control of policy and direction, while shariiig administration

of programs with state and local authorities as well as with the pri-

vate sector including business, labor and community groups. It must

be flexible and it must assure specialized training and job assistance

to special groups with special needs.

Mr. Chairman, with your permission. I would like to include a num-

ber of AFL -CIO convention resolutions on employment and training issues

in the record of he hearings. Thank you.

C9P
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Jaauary 1981 '

PL-CIO POLICY ON 1"77A, ON EMPLOYMENT AND TRAININC ISS7.5

The basic policy of the APL -CIO on employment and training issues

generally and on almost all specific issues which have come up under the

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act is spelled out in the AFL-CIO

1975 convention resolution on "Manpower" and is still valid. The reso-

lution is as follows:

"Iull employment is the basic prerequisite for an eff ctive and

comprehensive national manpower policy. Jobs for all Americans able,

willing and seeking work are the key to a healthy economy. A healthy,

expanding, full-employment economy is essential to economic recovery

and social progress.

"Th AFL-CIO insists on substantial, decisive and det.nined action

by the fe eral government to put America back to work. Job creation is

an essen ial component of such action.

"I. rge-scale, job-creating programs such as housing, accelerated

public rks, aid to cities and aid for railroad trackbed repair are re-

quired. In addition, to the extent that regular job-creating channels: is

the eco omy do not create enough jobs for the expanding labor force, tae

faders government must provide funds on a scale sufficient to support a

EImail; public service employment program., At least one million puolic

service jobs are needed for Americans who cannot find jobs.

r.
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Page 2
Policy on CETA, on Employment and Training Issues

"Public service jobs programs must be expanded by Congress and must

be put into operation promptly and effectively by the U.S. Labor Department

and by state and local governments. Such expanded programs to create jobs

for the unemployed and seriously under-eiployed would provide additional

badly-needed services in hospitals and other health facilities, recreation

facilities, sanitation, pollution controls, and other essential activities

seeded at the community 14i1. These jobs would help the unemployed and

would help financially hard-pressed state and local governments improve

and increase their services.

"We insist that federally financed public se vice jobs must be addi-

tional jobs and that state and local governments must not be permitted to

fire permanent employees in order to hire temporary public service job

seekers. Workers hired under the public service employment program should

be accorded the same general conditions of employment as regular state and

local government employees. The AIL-CIO insists on adequate wages and work-

ing standards in all manpower programs in both the private and public sectors.

Wages under these programs should be at least at the level of the federal .

minimum wage or the prevailing rate of pay for the occupation, whichever is

higher.

"Manpower programs must not be used to subsidize low-wage, substandard

employers and to undermine the wages and working conditions of other workers,

to aid runaway industries, to subsidise high labor turnover or jobs which do

not call for training before hiring.

S'08
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"The AFL-CIO and its affiliates will maintain a close watch over the

administration of manpower legislation, and we will bring to the attention

of Congress those actions which ignore e will and intent of Congress. We

insist upon fulfillment of requirements in manpoweX legislation that labor

organizations directly involved have ample opportunity to comment on pro-

posals from manpower program agents.

*Calomel manpower policy must assure continued support for labor

union-sponsored programs such as the AFL-CIO's Human Resources Development

Institute, Apprenticeship Outreach and on-the-job training And it must

assure continuing opportunity for labor representation and labor partici-

pation in manpower planning_ at_the state and local level.

'Training services and improvements in the administration of manpower

programs are important and necessary, but they are not ends in themselves.

Training must be fmllowed by a job if it is to have any value. Administration

decentralization and flexibility are not substitutes for job creation and job

development.

"A good comprehensive national manpower policy would bring together

all federally-supported manpower programs under a federal, centrally con-

solidated administration in the Department of Labor.

"As part of such consolidation, we urge that the U.S. Employment

Service be federalized. At present, there are 50 state systems'. An

effective, nationwide employment service should be established to meet

the needs of workers and employers on a national basis. In any such can-
t-

soridation or reorganization, the job fights, employment conditions and other

benefits of affected workers must be protected.
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"Until federalization is accomplished, we urge that steps be taken

immediately to strengthen the ability of the U.S. Employment Service to

enforce higher standards of performance by state employment service agencies

and to assure that the service will pattern its operation according to the

needs of workers and employers, to match workers with job-openings and not

be hemmed in by community and state boundaries.

"The federal government must not give up to state and local governments

(`prime sponsors') what are essentially federal responsibilities in policy-

making, administration and development of manpower programs. These programs

should meet national standards and regulations set y the U.S. Labor Depart-

ment following consultations with organized labor. And there must be par-

ticipation oy organized labor in planning and administration of manpower

programs at the state and local level.

"The AFL -CIO insists on a continuing key federal role and federal

responsibility in administration and development of manpower programs. A

..omprehensive national manpwer program -- giving top priority to full employ-

ment -- must be national in scope. It must retain overall federal control

of policy and direction, while sharing administration of programs with state

and local governments. It must assure a comprehensive approach with consoli-

dation and coordination of all manpower activities under a central administra-

tion in the U.S., Labor Department and must retain such significant categorical

programs as the Job Corps. In addition, it should have enough flexibility to

allow the emphasis to be shifted from one type of program to another, as the

41k

situation warrants; to give special manpower aid to depressed areas; to provide

specialized training and job assistance to groups with special manpower needs;

and to provide for a vastly expanded large-scale public service employment program:
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Job Rights of Public Employees

The 1977 AFL-CIO convention expressed concern about "Job Rights of

Public Employees" affected by CETA in the following resolution:

"Governments at all levels are exploring various reorganization or

consolidation plans aimed at reducing duplicative goVernmental agencies.

At the same time, legislation has been proposed on the federal, state

and local level which would shift administration and/or funding of various

programs from one level of government to another and from -ae public sector

to the private sector.

"The AFL-CIO has supported and will support reorganization plans that

will enhance government efficiency without damaging essential programs or

diminishing essential services, We believe that AFL-CIO unions representing

employees in federal, stage and local government can be of great assistance

to governmental officals in developing such plans.

"Further, we believe that government at all levels has an inescapable

obligation to its employees to protect their job rights and employment con-,

ditions in any reorganization, consolidation or transfer of administration.

"The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) has been recog-

nized and supported by the AFL-CIO as a vital joba-creeting program, but it

must not be used as a mechanism for wage-cutting, displacement, or the denial

of promotional opportunities for regular permanent public workers.
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"CETA workers are entitled to the same contractual conditions enjoyed

by regular employees performing the same job -- no better and no worse --

covering wages, hours, and other applicable benefits. These workers should

be placed in entry -level jobs or through some equitable and reasonable method

that prohibits an unfair proportion of promotional opportunities being filled

by CeTA workers.

'Above all, CETA must be administered as a program to provide work for

the unemployed until permanent jobs can be found in the private sector, not

as a program that jeopardizes the job rights of regular employees."

Human Resources Development Institute

The 1979 AFL -CIO convention adopted a resolution which re-emphasizes

and under-scores the key role of the AFL-CIO's employment- and - training action

arm, the AFL-CIO Rum Resources Development Institute, as follows:

"As prospects for economic recession and rising unemployment increase,

the need for the labor movement to provide continued assistance to disad-

vantaged, unemployed and underemployed individuals becomes more critical.

"The Human Resources Development Institute has the responsibility for

providing a wide range of employment and training services on behalf of

organized labor to unemployed union members, minorities, youth, the handi-

capped, veterans, women, and all groups who face the critical problems of

Chronic joblessness.

8 0
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"The restructuring of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act

by Congress and its new governing regulations give the labor movement an

expanded role in the planning and provision of employment and training

services and in the protection of its own interests. HRDI has the capacity

and'expertise to assist state and local central bodies and AFL-CIO affiliates

to discharge their rights and responsibilities under CETA. Therefore, the

AIL-CIO recommends that HRDI:

"1. Continue its cooperative efforts with local labor movements in

the job development and placement activities, and in efforts to develop

employment and training programs on behalf of disadvantaged, unskilled,

unemployed and underemployed groups and individuals, such as youth, dis-

abled workers, women, veterans, offenders and others.

"2. Provide technical assistance and educational services to inter-

national, national, and local unions, so that they may fully participate

in the nation's employment and training programs, and better protect their

rights under the law by ensuring compliance with regulations protecting

workers covered by collective bargaining agreements.

"3. Assist state and local central bodies in the fulfillment of their

responsibilities and opportunities under CETA, with particular emphasis on

effective labor participation on all planning bodies constituted under the

ct..

"4. Operate programs most effectively administered from the national

level to meet the special needs of disadvantaged groups.

Make its services available to the departments of the -CIO,

national and international unions, and state and local central bodies in

meeting their employment and training needs,"
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The AFL-CIO has a very strong concern about the need to continue CETA

Title III support for "national programs" like HRDI and other labor-sponsored

And labor-supported "national programs" which have been funded directly by the

U.S. Labor Department under Title III.

The AFL-CIO has no quarrel with the basic concept of decentralized

management of employment and training programs to meet local needs that is em-

bodied in the CETA "prime sponsor" approach, but we believe that it is impor-

tant and essential for the federal government (the U.S. Labor Department) to

continue to set nation: policy and to set national standards by law and regu-

lations, including specifically national labor standards and labor protectiors

now written into the CETA law and CETA regulations.

Notwithstanding AFL-CIO recognition and acceptance'of the decentralized

local "prime sponsor" system of administering CETA programs, we must repeat

our very strong support for the "two-track" system which includes Title Ilk

national programs like HRDI and other labor-sponsored programs directly funded

by the U.S. Labor Department, Far too often in the decentralized local "price

sponsor" system the local labor organizations are ignored or frozen out of the

hey decision-making. And far too often, national policy concerns for such key

programs as Apprenticeship Outreach, Native Americans, veterans, handicapped, '

youth, and so on are simply ignored by the local prime sponsor authorities.

In addition to its role as a national program operator, the AFL-CIO's

HRDI conducts formal training for state and local labor organizations so they

mill be able to get involved and function effectively in local CETA prime

sponsor programs.

84-137 O- 81 - -52 814
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Some General CETA Concerns of the AFL-CIO

In 1978, with the CETA program about to expire, the AFL-CIO urged a

big expansion of the public service jobs program and called for a two-part

approach: one for the "structurally" unemployed and one for "cyclically"

.unemployed.

The AFL-CIO noted that both structural and cyclical unemployment are

serious problems; that these problems are difficult if not impossible to

disentangle from each other; and that it is impossible to bring down

structural unemployment when the_nation is experiencing high cyclical job-

lessness. If regular, experienced workers are looking for jobs, it is

highly unlikely that the private sector will seek or accept economically

disadvantaged workers who lack skills and work experience.

The AFL-CIO recognizes a legitimate, proper, and desirable concern

for allocating scarce resources to those who are most needy, but we also

rocognize a need for a truly comprehensive employment policy to deal ef-

fectively with the persistent problems and needs of the regular workers

whose unemployment problems are no less serious simply because their unem-

ployment has been defined as "cyclical."

The AFL-CIO does not claim that the needs of cyclically unemployed regul

workers should have exclusive attention or that the needs of these workers

should take precedence over the needs of the structurally unemployed and

economically disadvantaged workers. Both needs are important and both must

be met.

8 1
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Some Specific AFL-CIO Concerns

1. The AFL-CIO is deeply concerned about the need to protect basic

labor standards...Me oppose using CETA jobs or youth jobs or welfare jobs

or subminimum wages or wage subsidies or tax subsidies (including TJTC, the

Targeted Job Tax Credit),which directly or indirectly undercut the hard-won

wages and working conditions of regularly emplcled workers.

This does not mean we oppose special programs and special assistance

fo employers who reach out to recruit and train disadvantaged workers, and

in fact, we strongly support such programs, and HRDI and other union programs

have been very active in such programs.

Although the regulations now provide for a straight 50 percent reim-

bursement to employers without documentation of extra costs of recruiting and

traiuing, the AFL-CIO continues to support the position that reimbursement

is only given for extra costs over and above normal costs of recruiting and

training.

2. The AFL-CIO would like to see increased attention and emphasis given

to on-the -job training and upgrading efforts. OJT has proved itself as an

effective method of getting people into permanent, private sector jobs.

Upgrading programs likewise serve a useful purpose in moving lower-level,

lover -paid workers up into permanent, private sector higher-skill, higher-pay

jobs, and at the we time, opening up entry-level jobs which can be filled

by low-skill, economically disadvantaged workers.
A

3. We have no basic disagreement with the idea of experimental-demonstratian

job programs for welfare recipients under CETA, but we insist that these programs

must conform to the same wage and labor standards that govern all CETA programs.

81 6
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4. The AFL-CIO strongly supports the continuation and maximization

of formal requirements for labor membership and participation in the exist-

ing decentralized system of local "prime sponsor" administ'ration.of CETA

programs in the prime sponsor planning councils and in the Title VII

Private Sector Initiative Program, PSIP, with its Private Industry Councils,

PICs.

S. Consultation - All labor organizations representing workers in the

same or simillr occupations planned for training -nether or not training

occurs in a union shop must be consulted on the design, content and operatic=

of these programs. The wording is definitive in the regulations (676.24) and

less definitive in the law (Section 103 (a) 9 and (a)(18)). Implementation of

the policy is however difficult and become a major focus of HRDI's local

activities.

6. Concurrence - Any CETA program which affects a bargaining agreement

*at obtain the written concurrence of the bargaining agent before it can be

funded. (Section 676.24) Again enforcement is difficult.

7. Comment on Plans - Labor organizations representing workers in the

same or similar occupations planned for training must receive a copy of the

plan 30 days before it is submitted for their review and comment.

8. Conducting Programs - With one exception, labor organizations are

recognized as one of many potential deliverers of CETA services. Although

legitimized in the law, many labor unions lack local support, expertise and

understanding necessary to receive funds for training programs. Increased

(and sanctioned) labor membership on Prime Sponsor Planning Councils and PICs

could generate more labor involvement.
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Labor organizations are specifically prohibited from operating upgrad-

ing programs. Only employers can receive CETA funds and they in turn can

contract to unions. We strongly suggest that unions be allowed to operate

upgrading programs for their membership.

9. Labor Protections - These include:

a. Payment of prevailing wages, including Davis-Bacon where

applicable.

b. Collective bargaining agreement coverage as wall as the same

benefits and working, conditions for CETA participants.

c. No one can be placed in an OJT program affected by a labor dispute

work stoppage.

d. Programs are not to result in the displacement of currently employed

workers, including partial displacement such as reduction in hours of non-overtime

work, wages or employment.

e. Programs cannot impair existing contracts or assist employers in

relocation which will result in an increase in unemployment in the area or in

any other area.

The basic tenents of the law provide labor with the necessary protection

is in establishing sound policies to implement the above protections is a

circuitous process. Attempting to implement the in a decentralized system

is even harder.

88
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CETA Private Sector Training Issues

1. Private Industry Councils vs. Prime Sponsors.

Private Industry Councils are newly created bodialrder CETA Title VII

Comprised of a business majority, with representatives of labor, CBO's and

Education PICs are designed to provide private sector ("business") input into

\the CETA system. We support the concept of government-labor-business partner-

*hip. In reality, however, PICs are business-dominated entities with labor

as the significant minority. PICs must be closely linked with existing Prime

Sponsors to assure labor's involvement and protection of its interests. Any

efforts to separately fund and institutionalize PICs apart from Prime Sponsors

should be contravened. Funding should come through the CETA system and program

decisions should continue to be jointly man by PICs and Prime Sponsors.

- _

2. Economic Development Linkages

Efforts haye been made to link CETA programs with local economic

development projects by requiring a job setaside of 10% - 20%. Employment

Impact Statements as
well as CETA sign-off are now required

in many HUD, EDA

and SBA funded projects.
Where such agreements do not impair existing con-

tracts or do not result in the displacement or regular wqtkers,they shGlId be

supported.

Efforts are also underway to set
aside Title VII funds for Economic

Development Programs, Efforts to
tie together CETA and the new administration

"Enterprise zone" concepts
should also be carefully scrutinized.

3. Targeted Jobs Tax Credit

TJTC is authorized until December, 1981. The attached "Executive

Summary" from Ohio State
University indicates that TJTC is a failure. It is

not perceived as a
legitimate program by the employment and training insti-

tutions administering it.
It is not being monitored and evaluated by DOL.

It has an average of 802
retroactive certifications for those persons already

hired by an employer.
And the majority of wages are less than $4.00 per hour.

81 9
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Displaced Workers

An ever increasing group
in need are those skilled

workers, who have

been laid-off in the major industrial states of the north and mid-west, with

little or no hope of being
reemployed with the same skills. In some cases

direct grant to national and
international unions have provided relief.

Specific CETA programs for retraining under Title IIC and VII are limited

La size (6.51) az .4cope.

To revise overfill CETA
eligibility requirements to include Workers

who have been displaced and are currently working in secondary labor market

occupations may cause concern among those representing existing CETA target

groups (minorities, women, handicapped, veterans and youth) Some efforts,

however, must be made to insure that. these growing numbers of
"disadvantaged"

persons are assisted in a comprehensive manr-r coupling economic development

and reindustrialization strategies
with local employment and training programs.

82
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Youth Employment and Training

Background,

Prior to CETA, organized labor actively supported employment and training

programs for economically disadvantaged youth, including the Neighborhood

Youth Corps and the Job Corps. In 1976, it strongly advocated passage of

,YEDPA, and last year called for the enactment of. the Youth Act of 1980 to

replace the expiringyEDPA. Moreover, labor organizations have also operated

' or participated in a variety of CETA Title IV programs (both nationally and

locally funded), including vocational exploration, pret-apprenticeship still

training, and work experience programs.

Rey Concerns

1. Increased empharis should continue to be placed on preparing youth for

employment in.the prkrate sector. Program approaches should,focus on

on-the-job training and vocational exploration (a highly-structured,

closely-monitored program of on-site and classroom activities provxding

o .

exposure to occupations and skills). Prohibitions against subsidized

work experience in the private for-profit sector should remain unchanged

(a December 1980 report by GAO on the Entitlement program, the only CETA

program that allows work experience in the private, for-profit sector,

found indications of worker displacement at for-profit companies participating

as Entitlement worksites).

2. Stronger linkages and collaboration among the educational employment and

training, labor, and business communities should continue to be encouraged

in order to improve the transition from school to work among disadvantaged

youth. Increased attention and resources should be given to preparing

those youth who are not planning to attend college to enter careers
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after high school graduation. Accordingly, the vocational educational,

as well as the basic educational system, must he actively involved;

moreover, the Employment Service, as well as the CETA prime sponsor,

should also be included in these collaborative efforts.

3. The Fair Labor Standards Act and the Davis-Bacon Act should continue

to fully apply to youth. The negative impact of youth subminimum

erase was recently outlined in a Congressional Budget Office report,

"Youth Employment and Education: Possible Federal Approaches"

(July 1980).

Final Comment

Labor's opportunities under CETA and specifically consultation and con-

currence requirements are under attack from the business community. The U.S.

Chamber of Commerce is mounting a campaign of letters to the Labor Department

to eliminate Section 676.24, "Labor Organization Consultation and Concurrence"

from the regulations. This attack and the attack on the feder48 minimum vase

la, and theattack on Davis-Bacon could significantly weaken labor's involve:-

milt in CETA programs.

Mr. McGLorrEN. My colleague and I will be more than glad to
answer any questions.

Senator QUAYLE. Let me ask one basic question that I have been
asking a number of the witnesses this week and last week. How
should our training programs, and CETA specifically, be geared to
the unemployed? Should we focus on the structurally unemployed;
should it encompass the structurally unemployed' and the skilled
unemployed and the displaced worker?

What parameters, in definitional terms, should the Federal Gov-
ernment impose on its CETA program?

Mr. McGurrrEN. I think, Mr. Chairman, that the AFL-CIO
policy is clear on this; we feel as though the Federal Government
has a responsibility in this whole, entire field of employment and
training. We should develop the kind of programs that touches on
each one of these issues, whether it be on a structural basis or
cyclical basis, or whether it be dealing with providing additional
skills to those particular individuals who need additional training
to continue a lifetime of employment.

80 r)
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All of this should be in a comprehensive, overall program so that
no one slips through the cracks and the Government provides that
kind of service for each one of our participants in our society.

Senator QUAYLE. SO, you would not draw the line; you would just
say comprehensive employment and there are really no areas that
should be left out as far as trailing?

Mr. McGLoTTEN. Yes, sir.
Senator QUAYLE. Everybody ought to be included; anybody that is

unemployed ought to be eligible for the training and employment
services and the programs, and CETA itself should not really focus
in on, say, the structurally unemployed, as some people have sug-
gested. That is basically your position and the AFL-CIO's position?

Mr. McGi.orrEN. Yes.
Senator QUAYLE. OK. What shoula be the role of the private

sector, business, industry and labor in training and employment?
Dr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman, we see a very important role for the

private sector because it is obvious, that the biggest chunk of em-
ployment is in the private sector, and also the biggest chunk of
training. There is a tremendous amount of on-the-job training,
informal training, that goes on constantly in the private sector.

The labor movement recognizes this and, in fact, our union
people are working constantly with the private sector to both im-
prove and expand, and, in some cases, initiate not only on-the-job
training programs and upgrading programs with private sector
employers, but also to initiate many kinds of recruitment and
counseling and providing of services.

This is done through our Human Resources Development Insti-
tute, it is done through many union programs which the unions
either operate themselves or support themselves. They do this
jointly with management people in the private sector.

So, we do see an important role for this.'We also recognize that
there are limitations to what can be done in the private sector,
because obviously it is much easier for these private sector pro-
grams to operate when business is expanding and the companies
are doing well. But then when you go into a period of recession or
just slow economic growth, it is very hard for private employers to
do this.

In terms of improving our resources and improving the produc-
tivity of workers, you have to have training programs going on to
supplement this private sector activity.

Senatoi QUAYLE. Let me ask one final question. In some of the
testimony we have had, there has been concern expressed about
the wages that are paid to CETA employees; that they are better
than the wages and benefits and total package that they would
receive in an unsubsidized job.

Should this committee be concerned about the actual wages and
benefits that we are paying CETA employees so that there would
not be any incentive to remain as a CETA enrollee, and there
should be a discreprcy or a disparity between a subsidized wage
and an unsubsidized wage in the private sector?

Dr. ROBERTS. Let me respond, Mr. Chairman, on that. We do not
say that wages of people on CETA-subsidized jobs should be better.
I would be very surprised to find that that is at all widespread, if
indeed it occurs at all.

8 ') 3
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Senator QUAYLE. Well, if you add the wages, the transportation
add-on, and the day care add-on, there are some examples we have
had where their wages are better than the average prevailing wage
of, say, one municipality. There are some examples. and I just
wondered if we ought to be concerned about that.

Dr. RoBERTs. Well, if it occurs and if there are any incentives for
people to stay on CETA wages or training allowances when they
could get on, let us say, either private or public payrolls, certainly
we would want to eliminate those incentives, obviously. We want to
see people on regular, permanent jobs either in the private sector
or in the public sector.

I must say that to the extent that there is any of that occurring,
I think it may reflect some very low wages in the public- sector.
But, basically, we are much more concerned with what has hap-
pened in the past; CETA employees are put into jobs on public
payrolls where they end up doing the same kind of work that
public payroll workers are already doing, but the CETA-subsidized
workers have been paid less, sometimes, because the job description
is played with in some way to giire it a lower rating, even though
people are actually doing higher rated work.

Mr. McGtorrEN. Senator,, we would really be surprised to see
that kind of situation take place. Most of our problem has been the
fact that particularly after 1978, when they had the average wage
amendments put in, many of the wages were much lower than the
wages being paid in the various areas.

As a result, there was a tremendous problem where we had
collective-bargaining agrbements. Prime sponsors were trying to
deal with this question and trying to divide up the jobs, rather
than having an individual, for example, an engineer making
$12,000 for the city, and once they had that average wage in there
in terms of the average public employee wage, and it went back to
1977, which was quite low, it became difficult in many States for
them to fill their job slots.

Senator QUAYLE. OK. I appreciate that, and I would just gather
from your testimony that you really would not oppose any efforts
that we would make to make sure that the wages and the benefits
that are paid to a CETA employee would be basically below those
wages and benefits that they would receive in an unsubsidized job.

Thank you very much.
Next, Mr. Carl Holman. Good morning, Mr. Holman.

STATEMENT OF M. CARL HOLMAN, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
URBAN COALITION, AND BOARD MEMBER, FULL EMkLOY-
MENT ACTION COUNCIL, ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM
KAMELA, ACTING DIRECTOR, GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS, NA-
TIONAL URBAN COALITION; AND THOMAS M. SNEDDEN, 1)1-'
RECTOR, COMMUNITYWIDE EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM, NA-
TIONAL URBAN COALITION
Mr. HOLMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for providing me with

this opportunity to beat the clock, I am going to try to submit the
statement and then just give some short remarks.

Senator QUAYLE. The statement will be submitted for the record
in its entirety.

Mr. HOLMAN. Yes. Thank you.
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I am here representing the National Urban Coalition, as well as
the Full Employment Action Council. You are already very famil-
iar with the position that the Full Employment Action Council has
taken, feeling the best way to deal with all of these problems of
unemployment is under the rubric of what was originally estab-
lished as the Humphrey-Hawkins program.

What I would like to call your attention to is the fact that CETA
and related manpower program§ are especially impoitant now, at a
time when this Congress is eliminating some 1 million jobs directly.
We are, of course, going to feel a greater ripple effect as this
happens.

As you know, every 1 million people added to the unemployment
rolls costs the Government $25 billion in uncollected revenues,
unemployment compensation, and other forms of assistance.

If you are going to shift service responsibilities to State and local
governments, I think it is only wise that attention be paid to the
fact that you are talking about shifting these programs to States
which, in some 40 cases have revenue caps, making it very difficult
for these financially strapped States to pick up these kinds of new
expenditures.

I do not know where the State of Indiana stands on this issue,
but I certainly have looked at Illinois,, I have looked at Massachu-
setts and, certainly, now that California has run out of the surplus
it had, I am not so sure how State governments are going to be
able to pick up this additional expenditure especially with the
Federal Government cutting many human needs program budgets
by 25 percent.

I would like to suggest that if you are going to spend time
looking back at what the past record has been and where we are
going now it suggests this country needs a fiscal and monetary
policy which will promote economic growth. We need to see to it
that we are operating more skill-related training programs, espe-
cially at a time when service and high technology jobs are the
order of the day. I fear many of our young people are going to be
part of an underclass, which will not be hired for these kinds of
jobs.

I think you du need to provide carefully selected incentives to the
priate sector and countercyclical assistance to localities. I would
like to be able to submit to you for the record some of the informa-
tion b.,1,ed on what we have done, and looked at in CETA pro-
grams, material which we do not have time to deal with today.

We are now predicting an unemployment rate of 8 percent by
the end of this year The last time this happened in 1975, the
Budget Committee estimated that it cost the country approximate-
ly $92 billion in lost Federal tax revenues.

Some of the new information availablenot the scary head-
linespoints out that in fiscal year 1980, it cost between $6,000
and $16,000 to place a CETA participant in an unsubsidized job.
The average was closer to the lower endnearer to $9,000 When
you compare this to the cost estimated for keeping a person on
welfare for a year$11,000or of incarcerating someone for a like
amount of time$21,000 for a youth offender and $18,000 for an
adultand add the accompanying productivity losses, it seems to
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me that a revised CETA program is a bargain for the Government
and a bargain for the country.

We know that the majority of our people will, and should, be
employed in the private sector. We note that up till now, only
about 6 percent of the manpower pi ograms are actively seeking to
involve the private sector. We would like to share with you some of
our experiences working with the private sector.

I would agree with those who say that the CETA program has
been more maligned than examined. If I could just take you to
Savannah, Ga. where I recently spent time, and looked at two
teams of young CETA participants who were able to learn skills
which allowed them to move into unsubsidized jobs in the private
sectorif you look at our alternative volunteer program, where
young people are paired with workers from the private sector, and
examine the placement rates there, I think you will begin to see
there is a better story to tell than has been told so far.

I hope we do not assume that all rules and regulations are made
in Washington, because I can point out to you some localities
which have asked for two readings on every one of the decisions to
be made in the city council. Evidently bureaucracy works pretty
much the same way in most places.

But I do hope that as you examine the history of manpower
programs, you will not be looking only at the highly publicized
negatives, but also looking at the fact that lots of people really do
want and need training, and do want to work, and that given an
opportunity, these programs can and will work.
-[The prepared statement of Mr. Holman and the information

referred to by him follow:]
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Chairman Quayle, I welcome this opportunity to come before you to

testify on the CETA reauthorization. I come to you this morning

wearing two hats, one as President of the National Urban Coalition,

and the other representing the Full Employment'Action Council, as a

member of its board. Both groups bring together a broad coalition

of civil rights, labor, business and public interest individuals and

groups whobelieve a joint effort is necessary if this country's cities

are to be restored to their past vitality. We congratulate the

Chairman for calling these early hearings to allow for appropriate

consideration of employment and training policies for this nation.

There is no question that, among all the pressing issues and challenges

facing America, none is more important to the elimination of human

suffering and the advancement of social equality than the issue of

providing gobs for all American_ . would like to highlight certain issues

I believe merit special attention.

During this economic slump, when layoffs in many prime industries of

the private sector are proceeding at alarmingly high rates, this

Congress is eliminating some one million gobs directly, with many more

sure to feel the ripple effect. This kind of federal withdrawal has

serious ramifications. Ever! une r:Ilion people added to the unemployment

rolls costs the government hpuards of $25 billion in uncollected revenues,

unemployment compansation and other assistance. Not only do these lost

jobs drain goyernment coffers of zevenut, but they don't save money.

828
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Instead, they shift service responsibilities to state and local

gov9rnmentn, forcing them to raise additional revenues to maintain

a necessary service level- But more Importantly, how do we calculate

the social costs of a generation cf minority youth who cannot obtain

work and who grow accustomed to a life of dependency and idleness`?

How do we calculate the terrible burden placed upon millions of

Americans in the form of increased violent crims, drug abuse, family

and community strife? To relegate millions of Americans to periods of

joblessness is not only cruel to them, but also detrimental to

society as.awhOle.

DIVERSE POLICIES MUST BE COORDINATED

Because of the cumplexity of the unemployment problem, a wide range

of pronra.ls is 4arrantid. Intensive remedial education, basic skills

de-clop , ail the availability of support services will bring some

into the nc,rorui mainstream. For others, hard hit be depressed

industrial mcdittons, retraining may be the best approach.

In this snort tame, 7 pill not attempt to prescribe tne particular

mix of to vhIch polacymakers must adhere to pr,duce a

viable emp.,.ant ao3 training program. Suffice it to say, a fiscal

ana monvtlr,, ^rc,-cte econcmac growth is a prerequisite;

as ar: 11 r,l,t.d :riming programs pro.adang anceniv,,s

to t'). p-. a, and ccohtercyclacal'assastance to localities.

80
ti
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However,I will remind you that these policies must be carried out in

a coordinated manner. Overall economic policies must comprement

specific employment and training strategies. It ,s unrealistic to

expect the private sector alone to provide adequate training programs

for large numbers of the structurally unemployed. It is also

unrealistic to expect a training experience to lead to a job if the

economy is operating at low growth rates. Restrictive monetary policy

can undermine fiscal initiatives.

We are the.only industrialized nation that does not have a coordinated

employment policy. We spend less than one percent of the gross national

product on manpower and structural programs. Wt :lave an employment service

and CETA, but we do not have the kind of comprehensive, coordinated manpower

service this nation needs. We need sore basic information about tre

labor market. Why haven't employers been required to list their lob

with the employment service so that this information might be more

readily available to the unemployed? Employers should also be required

toprovide adequate notices of layoffs and plant clossngs so that

individuals and communities arc better able to cope with the problem.

COSTS OF GOVERNMENT INACTION

Our dunnic,ammoloyment Is severe and must Le. faced. We cannot afford

to contInu, allowIng slgr.:f.rant miAbets of war peOpie, especially

youth, to remain unfamiliar with th]e¶..nrk ethic and incapable of shartbo

In the nation's wealth or soclal l'encfits. I believe than Problem will

be exacerbated unless the Congr7ss develops a poitcy wh1-h takes into

account the potentIll social conflicts likely to develop from the

Increasing competition nkt,cen new ,oven Ltd youhq people for

84-137 0-81--53 830
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available jobs. The costs of addressing these problems is meager compared

to the costs of ignoring them. But, bold steps will be necessary to

enact and Maintain desperately needed public policy to deal with these

problems.

Predictions recently called for an unemployment rate of eight percent by

the end of this year. When we last attained this rate in 1975, the Budget

Committee estimated it cost the country approximately $92 billion in

lost federal tax revenues and in higher expenditures on income maintenance

programs together with higher state and local budgetary expenditures.

The Committee further estimated that in 1975 each one percent increase

in the unemployment rate cost the U. S. government $12 billion in

potential income tax revenues and $5 billion in social program expenditures,

while adding some $6-7 billion to state and local budget costs via revenue

ok losses and added expenditures. There should be no doubt that, given the

Inflation rate since 1975 and the growth in the labor force, the costs

of unemployment this time are likely to be quite high. By comparison,

the cost of correcting this condition is not excessive, and the

financial and social rewards are enormous.

4
In faecal year 1980, it cost between 06,100 and $16,000 to place a

CETA participant into an unsubsidized job. The 'average was nearer the

lower end, or around $9,100. When you compare this to the cost estimated

for keeping a perstm on welfare for a fear (f:14,000) and the cost of

incarcerating someone for a like amount of time' ($21,000 for a youth

offenderi-end$18,000 for an Gdult) and add to these figures the loss

of tax revenues and productr,ity, it is a relative bargain to enroll avneone

in a CETA program.

83 1.
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Everyone knows CETA is not perfect. The program has had its

share of problems and imperfections since its enactment. We

ourselves documented the early problems with targeting and ibstituLon,,

helped to fight the fight necessary to nake the proper changes

and, ultimately got a better CETA program for structurally unemployed

people. After nearly seven years and four major legislative amend-

ments, CETA is showing real evidence of being an extremely effective

program in battling structural unemployment. Why scrap or gut it,

when linemployment is so high?

Without a comprehensive federal employment and training program

such as CETA, many people now receiving benefits thorugh the program

will inevitably wind up on the welfare rolls o in jail. We should

not delude ourselves into believing the private sector is prepared

and capable of training and hiring all of these hard-to-employ

people. The federal government, as the employer of last resote,

must continue to share a significant portion of this responsibility.

The consequences of withdrawal are far too grave not to.

Clearly, the vast majority of our people will and should be employed

in the private sector. The major focus of economic policy ought to

be efforts to stimulate and increase private employment. However,

we should not dismiss and exclude the essential role public employment

plays during times of high unemployment. We believe it is far wiser

to spend funds creating and maintaining employment, than it is to

require families to subsist on unemployment compensation and other

forms of income maintenance.

832
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PRIVATE SECTOR JOBS

More now than ever, I believe, federal unemployment and training

policy needs to address the necessity of grcatr private sector

participation in their programs, if we are ever going to signiii-

cantly redude structural unemployment in this country. Today,

as you have no doubt heard before, five out of six non-farm jobs

in our economy are in the private sector. Over the next decade

this ratio will no doubt widen further. The hard -to- employ must

therefore look to business and industry for jobs.

Only in the past decade have there been any significant attempts

by business and government to develop strategics that align the

needs of Individual businesses with those of the hard-to-employ.

Roughly $90 billion in federal expenditures were made for employ-

ment and training programs from 1970-79, but less than eight percent

of these expenditures were directed to program activities in the

business sector, such as on-the-job training, skills training

improvement program (ST/P1, and other nrivate sector initiatives.

Yet,.plagement rates for program activities in this category have

been in the neighborhood of 95 percent. Congress needs to examine

the reasons behind the small expenditure for these activities in

the past.

Private e,pivye ohuA ee.ployment and tralnlhg

programs need to be addressed. Some of Lhebe concerns are the "stop-

and-go" nature of funding in these programs to date, the inattention to

planning and phasing of program activities, and skepticism about

goverrNent's ability to e.ltor into o petlnArshlp arran;ement. I
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am by'no means suggesting that we blindly turn all of our

employment and training requirements over to private sector

industry. What I am suggesting isthat these concerns need to

be addressed irthe hopes of developing a workable compromise.

Bueiness needs seethe benefits that can be reaped by serving

ard-totempl Incentives need to be integrated into

Tel employmen and training policies.

TARGETING

Targeting efforts on specific groups and localities is an essential

part of a full employment strategy. Efforts must be made to reduce

and eventually eliminate the gap between high rates of joblessness

suffered by certain subgroups, compared to the rate for the labor

force as a whole.. In particular, minorities, women and youth

suffer jobleasirates much :ligher than those of the overall popula-

tion. Without improved federal efforts to cope with the special

problems faced by these groups, I fear that our society will remain

diVided along racial and class lines; some groups working, others

idle: some groups with hope. others despairing.

I applaud this Congress' recent decision to continue specific CETA

programs for disadvantaged youth, rather than allowing them to be

folded in with other CETA titles. Minority youth unemployment is

a problem of epidemic proportions. Placing an emphasis on tbis

group should. beJ'a national mandate, not simply a local option.,

When young Blacks continue to suffer an unemployment :ate two and

three times that of their white counterparts, I submit to you it

is a national problem, meritig national attention.

834
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FEDERAL/STATE/LOCAL

The present CETA structure embodiesa type of block grant approach

that calls for joint federal/local responsibility and accountability.

In 1573, CETA consolidated most federal manpower programs, yet

retained some basic federal standards. During CETA's early years,

problems such at the misuse of funds, substitution of funds for

other city dollars, nepotism. and a lack of federal direction and

intervention were troubling to advocates of the program. However,

amendments in 1976 and 1978, including a role for a stronger federal

presence through increased monitoring and accountability, have made

the post 1978 CETA program substantially free of the aforementioned

problems. We urge you to pay careful attention to CETA's history

in the hope of avoiding some of the mistakes of the past.

There isa continued need to allow flexibility to local program

operators who have first-hand knowledge about local conditions and

problems. On the other hand, the federal., government has developed

r wealth of expertise and knowledge in dealing with unemployment

problems. lie would be remiss if this knowledge was not made

available to local prime sponsors, both through assistance,and

the establishment of well-defined goals and activities for the

locality. Careful monitoring and enforcement of federal regulations

help to ensure the best use of the public dollars expended.

CETA EXPER1E'rE

I believe much can be learned from our experience with CETA and

other `manpower p:ogzams. As you and other poiicymakers begin

835
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conedering the reauthorization, the question of CETA's effective-
,

nes, as an employment program will certainly be thorough* scrutinized.
I .

I commend to your attention these reports released this spring which

illustrate the invaluable role CETA does play. The reports.state
4

that =TA enrollees' earnings increase along with the likelihood

of future employment. Wages increase by 4300 to $400 in the year

after the CETA experience. After adjpsting for inflation, individuals

in a Baltimore survey averaged 16 cents per hour improvement from

their pre-program position to their first position, and a 93 cents

per hour increase from their pre-program positiom to the job held

at the time of the survey. Nationally, the average annual earnings

improved from $2,760 in the pre-CETA year to $4,250 in the first post-

CETA year, and to $5,350 two years after termination.

Similarly, those with CETA background experience gained greater

employment in the months and yezirs after their participation in

the program- Two years after leaving CETA, over two-thirds of the

people in the national survey were employed. In Baltimore, the

propertionecof the sample with 3c:it's Climbed to 80 percent after five

years. V "Fed in the context of ocr country's recessionary economy

over the last few years, such job placement figures are all the more

noteworthy,

When we hear that the population in state and federal prisons rose

by 45 percent between 1973 and 1979. and that the country's largest

state prison system in Texas supported a 46 percent increase between

1975 and 1979, we tend to wonder whether the costs in lost productiv-

ity, foregone tax revenues, increased unemoloyment and other public

83(3
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ansistance, increasee. penal,, correctional and law enforcement costs,

the costs in abandoned innercity areas, and in unemployed, angry

young peopl are worth accepting. It is a sad truth that the social

structures which convey the basic values and attitudes necessary to

hold and keep a Sob have collapsed in the many low income neighbor-

hoods of this nation. Society has turned its back on these people,

leaving them to face deteriorating housing, inadequate, overcrowded

schooli,hopelessness and mounting frustration. As this subcommittee

begins its deliberations on the reauthorization of CETA, I urge you

and you colleagues in ehe Congress to carefully draw on the valuable

experiences this Program has brought to so many of those most in

need of the services it provides.

8 fl
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DENVER. In consultation with Atlantic Richfield Company, TOSCO

Corporation, IBM, and Control Data, the NUC and the Metro Denver

Urban Coalition have put together a project to assess the impact

of job relocation on minorities in preparation for training the

target groups for energy lobs and careers in rural Colorado. The

NUC and MDUC are presently seeking funds fripm the Department of

labor, Community Services Administration,, and a variety of private

corporate and foundation sources.

FLINT. In the spring of 1979, the NUC and the Urban Coalition of

Greater Flint were successful in obtaining a multi-year contract

to develop and administer the local Private Industry Council.

Building on its excellent working relationship with General Motors,

the Coalition, through the Private Industry Council, is helping

shape numerous demonstration projects with private industry in

Flint.

HOUSTON. Following a city-wide conference around the need for

improved jobs and education linkages, scheduled for December 1980,

the NUC and its local affiliate,, the Association for the Advancement

of Mexican Americans, will put together a demonstration program based

on the recommendations adopted at the conference. Gulf Oil Corpor-'

anon', CONOCO and other major private sector companies will be asKcd

to participate in the project.

PHILADELPHIA. With the assistance and support of Penkels and McCoy,

a cable television operator, the Philadelphia Urban Coalition has

developed a program to train and place 1,000 unemployed residents for

83u
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\\\preparing, installing, maintaining,testing and supporting cable

television systems in. Philadelphia. The Program shc-ild be oper-

ationa:, early next year, depending upon the timing of City Council's

award of franchises in T'hiladelphia.

ST. PAUL. The St. Paul Urban Coalition and the Community Planning

Organization, with the support of the NVC, are working a project

to assess local energy- related employment opportunities and strategies

for getting economically disadvantaged people into those jobs.

Lockheed Corporation and Bank of America worked closely with the

Coalition in designating this program.

WHITE PLAINS. The Westchester Coalition received funding this past

summer to implement a special training program, in cooperation with

Consolidated Edison Corporation, to provide skills training for

unemployed people to become employed in gas conversion projects.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much, Mr. Holman.
You talk about rules and regulations that are not just inhibiting

to the environment here in Washington, but also in State and local
communities.

Mr. HOLMAN. Correct.
Senator QUAYLE. I guess that is what they call the trickle-down

process. You know, it starts out here and picks up some bad habits
down the road.

Let me just add on to the theme of saying that CETA has really
been more maligned than examined. We are in the process of
examining; we want to look back and see what worked and what
did not, and why. And we want to look forward and see how we can
improve the delivery of services to young people and to adults
through training opportunities in this country.

Let me just ask you a basic question. I know that your testimony
has been progressive and is looking to the good sides of CETA, but
for a moment share with us some critical aspects, because there
have been, certainly, some things that have not worked in the
CETA program. In your opinion, what has not worked?

Mr. HOLMAN. I have with me Bill Kamela, director of our Gov-
ernment Affairs office, and Tom Snedden, who runs our commun-
itywide employment program and also worked at the State govern-
ment level before coming to us. Maybe Tom would l;ke to address
that.
_ Mr. SNEDDEN. Well, of course, this is pretty much a subjective
view, but I think there is a lot of agreement on it, Senator. In
looking back over the history of CETA and what has not worked, I
would have to say the thing that has not worked best has been the
public service employment programs. That is not to say that they
could not be made to work more effectively, given proper legisla-
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tion and proper regulation and proper direction at the State and
local levels.

But I think the fact of the matter is that a good concept that was
introduced heavily in 1975 was abused significantly and broadly at
the State and local levels because there was a lack of legislative
and regulatory restrictions on the program. But I think subsequent
to the 1978 amendments, when some steps were taken to put a
harness on PSE and the State and local governments, it turned out
to be a fairly effective program over the last couple of years.

As I look back over the history of CETA and the four broad
activities that the program sponsored, the only one I couid point to
criticallyand that was only initially in the programwould be
the public service employment program.

Senator QUAYLE. Let me ask the inverse question. As we go
through examining CETA it seems to be somewhat of a universal
opinion that we are going to change the name of CETA and call it
anything but CETA.

What should we not do? What would really be harmful to the
urban communities and our cities in this country? There are some
ideas that appear to you to have some momentum, but what should
this committee and the legislation not get into?

Mr. HOLMAN. I know that there is nothing that is more honored
in the breach than targeting. Everybody likes to talk about, but
they do not like to do it. I think that targeting is extremely
important, and I think it is difficult to do because, let us face it,
when you talk about structurally unemployed people. you are talk-
ing about people that, first of all, the city and State governments
did not want to take on because it was difficult to deal with people
who had not had work attitudes and who had less basic skills than
they should have had.

But the reason I think that this targeting is important is that if
you look at the Philadelphia Electrical Academy, which we have
there in our Philadelphia coalition, it is one of the so-called worst
high schools in the city. Yet, by targeting on these young men and
women who are considered the hardest ones to deal with, they
have come up with a 98-percent record of their being either placed
in jobsand this takes place in the classroom with the business
people working along with them and with the labor people working
along with them.

I think that that targeted approach is the only approach that is
going to get some of these people moved into jobs, because the
contractors we have talked to have said. "We have a number of ex-
CETA workers. Had they not been in this targeted program, we
ourselves could not have afforded to take them on and to employ
them and train them simultaneously." So, I hope the targeting is
kept.

Senator QUAYLE. Would the targeting include setting national
standards for employment? How would we go about targeting?

Mr. Ho LmAx. I think there is an importance in targeting to
locality, and I know the Congress does not like to do this; that is, to
those localities that have the highest unemployment and the high-
est number of poverty-related people. I think you should target to
the people where the gap is greatestthe blacks and Hispanics,
who have not moved into the workstream, and I would say to
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simplify the possibilities of mothers who want' to go into jobs and
really having an incentive to get into these programs and to move
off welfare on a permanent basis.

I think that requires careful aiming and targeting. If you throw
it out there, what the average community will do is respond to
those communities that have the greater political clout. So, you
miss these folks.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much for your fine testimony.
We are looking forward to working with you rind, as we go through
this examination, we will be sure to stay in close contact.

Mr. HOLMAN. Thank you for starting a year in advance.
Senator QUAYLE. Yes. Thank you.
Next, we have a panel: Ms. Marano, Mr. Garza, and Mr. Frazier.
Who do we have? You are obviously Ms. Marano.
MS. MARANO. Yes.
Senator QUAYLE. Who is on your left there?
Mr. GOMES. I am Anthony Gomes, for Mr. Garza.
Senator QUAYLE. You are substituting for Mr. Garza?
Mr. GOMES. Yes.
SenatorQuAyLE. And what is the name?
Mr. GOMES. Anthnny Gomes.
Mr. FRAZIER. I am Mr. Frazier.
Senator QUAYLE. OK. Go ahead, Ms. Marano.

STATEMENT OF CINDY MARANO, PROJECT DIRECTOR, WORK

FORCE NETWORK, WIDER OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMEN, INC.,
WASHINGTON, D.C.; ANTHONY GOMES, DEPUTY NATIONAL DI-
RECTOR, SER, JOBS FOR PROGRESS, INC., DALLAS, TEX.; AND
GREGORY W. FRAZIER, CHIEF EXECUTIVE, NATIONAL URBAN

INDIAN COUNCIL, DENVER, COLO., A PANEL

Ms. MARANO. Senator Quayle. I am_Cincly Marano of the
Women's Work Force Network of Wider Opportunities for Women,
and I am here this .afternoon to talk with you representing
women's employment programs around the country. We have
joined together, 45 of us, to provide you with our input on what wo.
hope will happen as you reexamine the Comprehensive Employ-
ment and Training Act and think about coordinating other sectors
of the Federal employment and training systems.

Wider Opportunities for Women is a 16-year-old national non-
profit organization devoted to expanding employment opportunities
for women, especially economically disadvantaged women. WOW
has worked with the Employment Service, with CETA, and with its
predecessor legislation since 1968, and we have operated local and
national programs.

Under CETA, we have been also operating a nontraditional work
program for economically disadvantaged women here in the Dis-
trict of Columbia.

WOW initiated the Women's Work Force Network in 1978 to
provide a vehicle for women's employment programs nationally,
and now, together, our network serves about 35,000 women annual-
ly who are economically disadvantaged.

In my testimony, I take a look at the question of who is current-
ly most in need in the United States, because it is our concern to

8
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insure that whatever employment and training system you either
redefine or recreate, does, in fact, target those most in need.

In my testimony, I repeat some statistics that have come out of a
study done by the National Advisory Council on Economic Oppor-
tunity, looking at who is poor in America today.

After 1964, the study points out, economic growth was responsi-
ble forarucing poverty almost wholly among male-headed fami-
lies. Both minorities and women were virtually unaffected by the
trickling down of economic growth into improved jobs and earn-
ings.

To the extent that there have been winners in the war on pover-
ty during the 1970's, they have been male, mainly white. What has
been called the feminization of poverty has become one of the most
compelling social facts of the decade.

We also talk in our testimony about the increase in female-
headed families. It turns out that between 1970 and 1979, there
had been an increase of 30 percent in female-headed families.
Currently, also, 1 in 3 female-headed families lives in poverty, as
compared with 1 in 18 families headed by a male.

The study that I have been quoting concludes that all other
things being equal, if the proportion of the poor who are in female-
headed households were to increase at the same rate as it did from
1967 to 1977, the poverty population would be solely composed of
women and their children by the year 2000.

We speak of these figures, because we believe that the goal of a
Federal employment and training system should be to target those
most in need and to train them to become self-sufficient in the long
term.

More_over. we believe that-targeting these groupsthe structural-
ly unemployedmust be the goal of a coordinated federally sup-
ported system, if we are to shift the Nation from poverty and
government dependence, both matters of concern to the present
administration.

We would like to make some specific recommendations, and I
have detailed these at greater length in my testimony, but we
wanted to be sure that in deliberating a new Federal system you
look at a number of issues.

First, we believe that targeting is crucial and that targeting, in
order to work, must be monitored. We believe that the disincen-
tives to program operators currently in the CETA system for tar-
geting must be eliminated.

We believe that identification and replication of successful pro-
gram models that have worked on the targeted population since
1978 need to be done, and that technical assistance to program
providers who have not successfully targeted the structurally un-
employed is important.

Finally, we believe that a new kind of involvement with the
private sector is needed, and I would be happy to answer any
questions about these and our other recommendations.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much, and your entire testimo-
ny will be submitted for the record.

Mr. Gomes.
Mr. Goms. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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As previously mentioned, I am Anthony Gomes, deputy national
director of SER, Jobs for Progress, a national Hispanic community
based organization providing employment and training services in
nearly 150 communities, in collaboration with the CETA prime
sponsors.

In keeping with the stated intent of these initial hearings on
CETA, my comments will touch on three general areas: the objec-
tives of Federal employment and training policy, the methods for
carrying out those objectives, and the participation of the private
sector in sharing the responsibility of training and employing
structurally unemployed workers.

We believe very strongly in having a cohesive federal response to
the unemployment situation facing our urban centers, States, and
municipalities. As such, in response to the question being raised by
this subcommitteewhat are the appropriate objectives of employ-
ment and training policywe propose that its primary objective is
to reduce the unemployment rate of particular segments of the
population, notably the most economically disadvantaged members
of our society.

We do so because we see this type of targeting as a more man-
ageable mechanism for the Federal Government to employ and,
furthermore, because it allows the Federal Government to monitor
more closely the impact of its programs. Likewise, it will also
enhance the credibility of the system. so

In our view, the more global objectives of reducing the overall
unemployment rate, increasing the productivity of our work force,
and so on, are better dealt with through programs and systems
separate from the employment and training system. We view the
Federal employment and training system as a very specific effort
aimed <!i resolving very specific problems. Programs for economic
recovery and revitalization, including the economic development of
distressed areas, are responsibilities better left to other systems,
both private and public, specifically designed to promote these
effortswith the appropriate level of coordination, of course.

If it is accepted that the Federal employment and training
system is to maintain its targeting mechanism, a special effort and
focus ought then to be placed on the economically disadvantaged,
and primarily on young workers. Currently, their unemployment
rates have skyrocketted to 19 percent, and, of course, are much
higher for minority youth.

Again, in proposing that the national policy on employment and
training should focus principally on resolving the structural unem-
ploy ment problems of this Nation, we further propose that the goal
of the national employment and training system is to direct re-
sources to enhance the placement of structurally unemployed
workers into unsubsidized private sector jobs; further, that the
national policy on employment and training should focus on work-
related training as the primary vehicle to successfully achieve the
goal of the system.

As such, we profess that an increased emphasis on training for
the development of marketable skills, coupled with higher empha-
sis on placing trainees in unsubsidized private sector employment,
ought to be the Federal priority. Hence, the role of the Federal
Government in this particular situation becomes vital.

8,13
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The Federal Government must establish that in participating
with the private sector in programs such as partially subsidized on-
the-job training, tax relief, and other forms of financial incentives
aimed at increasing job opportunities within the private sector, this
participation must guarantee that these newly created jobs be
filled by economically disadvantaged individuals.

I would like to close this testimony by specifically addressing two
questions entertained by the subcommittee; namely, do these pro-
grams work, and can a diverse set of programs be coordinated.

In response to the first question, without having to refer to the
volumes of statistics compiled on the effectiveness of CETA, I

would be safe in stating that the most effective of the CETA
programs are those which are comprehensive in their service offer-
ingsthat is, providing training and job placement, while specific
on whom they serve.

We provide as an example the programs implemented by minor-
ity community-based organizations, which have consistently out-
done the national CETA average in job placements and cost effec-
tiveness.

Second, with respect to the issue of coordination, we recommend
that the first step to be taken is to channel the very services and
programs toward the individuals who most need them.

It is essential that the employment and training effort first come
to grips with identifying the population to be served. It must then
separate those activities associated specifically with job training
and those associated with job creation. An aggressive job creation
program is mandatory. An equally aggressive job training program
designed to train individuals to fill those jobs is likewise crucial in
order for this coordinated effort to succeed.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Gomes follows:)
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- JOBS FOR PROGRESS, INC

,,,

MR. CHAIRMAN, HONORED MEMBERS OF THIS SUBCOMMITTEE,

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

WE EXPRESS SINCERE APPRECIATION FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO

SUBMIT THE VIEWS OF SER-JOBS FOR PROGRESS, INC. TO THIS SUB-

COMMITTEE ON THE IMPORTANT NATIONAL ISSUE OF THE REAUTHOR-

IZATION OF THE COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ACT(CETA).

2

IN KEEPING WITH THE STATED-INTENT OF THESE INITIAL HEAR-
,

INGS ON CETA, OUR COMMENTS WILL TOUCH ON THREE GENERAL AREAS:

1) THE APPROPRIATE OBJECTIVES OF FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT AND

TRAINING POLICY;

2) THE APPROPRIATE METHODS FOR CARRYING OUT THOSE OB-

JECTIVES; AND

3) THE PARTICIPATION BY THE PRIVATE SECTOR OF OUR

NATION'S ECONOMIC SYSTEM IN SHARING THE RESPONSIBI-

LITY OF TRAINING AND EMPLOYING THOSE UNEMPLOYED WORK-

ERS WHO HAVE LITTLE CHANCE OF OTHERWISE SUCCESSFULLY

COMPETING FOR JOBS,

BEFORE CONTINUING, HOWEVER, PLEASE ALLOW US TO SHARE AN OVERVIEW

OF OUR ORGANIZATION.

84-137 0-81-54
816
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SER-JOBS FOR PROGRESS, INC, IS A NATIONAL, NON-PROFIT

CORPORATION DEVOTED PRIMARILY TO SECURING' EMPLOYMENT

OPPORTUNITIES AND UPGRADING THE EMPLOYABILITY OF AMERICAN

WORKERS; TO CREATING JOBS BY INCREASING BUSINESS AND ECONO-

4MIC OPPORTUNITIES FOR MINORITY COMMUNITIES; AND TO ENSURING

THE OPTIMUM PARTICIPATION OF HISPANIC AMERICANS IN THE

SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF THIS GREAT NATION.

JOBS FOR PROGRESS, INC., BETTER KNOWN BY ITS LOGO -

"SER" - WAS CREATED IN 1964 BY THE LEAGUE OF UNITED LATIN

AMERICAN CITIZENS AND THE AMERICAN G.I. FORUM; THE MOST

PRESTIGIOUS HISPANIC CIVIL RIGHTS ORGANIZATIONS IN THESE

UNITED STATES. NOW, AS THEN, WE CONTINUE TO BE GUIDED AND

SPONSORED BY THESE TWO PROMINENT ORGANIZATIONS.

SER'S WORK IS CARRIED OUT IN NEARLY 150 COMMUNITIES

THROUGHOUT THE NATION BY A NETWORK OF INDEPENDENT,

COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATIONS. THESE AFFILIATES OPERATE

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS, WHICH ARE IMPLEMENTED

THROUGH CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE LOCAL CETA

PRIME SPONSORS.

u 7
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WORKING \N COLLABORATION WITH THE MINORITY BUSINESS

DEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, SER

IS ENGAGED IN J68 CREATION ENDEAVORS. THROUGH THESE

EFFORTS, SER ASS STS IN THE ESTABLISHMENT AND EXPANSION OF

MINORITY-OWNED FI S.

FURHTERMORE, SOURCE OF PARTICULAR PRIGIAND IMPORTANCE

TO SER (NATIONWIDE) IS ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH THE PRIVATE'

SECTOR: AT BOTH THE LOCAL AND NATIONAL LEVELS, PRIVATE

INDUSTRY ADVISORY COUNCILS; KNOWN AS "AMIGOS DE SER", ASSIST

IN THE TRAINING AND EM LOYMENT PROCESS OF OUR CLIENTS. THIS

YEAR, OUR NATIONAL "AMI OS DE SER" COUNCIL IS CO-CHAIRED BY

ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL A D AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH.

BECAUSE OF THESE ES ABLISHED RELATIONSHIPS WITH AMERICA'S

EMPLOYERS - JUST IN FISCA1\., YEAR 1980 - OUR NETWORK SERVED OVER

60,000 PEOPLE. SINCE OUR FIRST DOOR WAS OPENED TO HELP

FRUilpRALLY-UNEMPLOYED WORKERS FIND GAINFUL EMPLOYMENT, OVER

400,000 HAVE TAKEN THE STEP 'FROM DEPENDENCE ON GOVERNMENT AID

TO ECONOMIC INDEPENDENCE. WE CONSIDER THIS QUITE AN IMPORTANT

STEP. AS SUGGESTED IN THE N41F OF OUR ORGANIZATION, WE HAVE

INDEED BROUGHT PROGRESS THROUGH JOBS - TO THOSE THOUSANDS OF

INDIVIDUALS WE HAVE SERVED.
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HAVING PROVIDED BASIC DATA ON OUR ORGANIZATION, WE NOW

FOCUS ATTENTION ON THE ROLE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING.

WE BELIEVE VERY STRONGLY IN HAVING A COHESIVE; FEDERAL

RESPONSE TO THE UNEMPLOYMENT SITUATION FACING OUR URBAN CENTERS,

OUR STATES, AND OUR MUNICIPALITIES. IT IS IMPORTANT TO KEEP

IN MIND THAT LOCALITIES HAVE AND WILL CONTINUE TO LOOK TO THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT FOR SOME RELIEF IN RESOLVING LOCAL PROBLEMS

OF HIGH UNEMPLOYMENT. BUT WE ALSO SEE A NEED FOR THE FEDERAL

RESPONSE TO BE FOCUSED MORE SHARPLY.

AS SUCH, IN RESPONSE TO THE QUESTION BEING RAISED BY THIS

.7 SUBCOMMITTEE- -WHAT ARE'THE APPROPRIATE OBJECTIVES OF AN EMPLOY-

MENT AND TRAINING POLICY--WE SUPPORT THAT ITS PRIMARY OBJECTIVE

IS TO REDUCE THE UNEMPLOYMENT RATE OF PARTICULAR SEGMENTS OF THE

POPULATION, NOTABLY THE MOST ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED MEMBERS

OF OUR SOCIETY. WE DO SO BECAUSE WE SEE THIS TYPE OF "FOCUSING"

AS A MORE MANAGEABLE MECHANISM FOR THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO EM-

PLOY, WHILE ALLOWING FOR BETTER MONITORING OF THE IMPACT OF NA-

TIONAL PROGRAMS. LIKEWISE, IT ENHANCES THE CREDIBILITY OF THE

SYSTEM.

849
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is
IN OUR VIEW, THE MORE GLOBAL OBJECTIVES OF REDUCING THE

OVERALL UNEMPLOYMENT RATE, INCREASING THE PRODUCTIVITY OF OUR

WORKFORCE, AND SO ON, ARE BETTER DEALT' WITH THROUGH PROGRAMS

AND SYSTEMS SEPARATE FROM THE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING FIELD.

SIMPLY STATED; WE'VIEW THE FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING

SYSTEM AS A VERY SPECIFIC EFFORT AIMED AT RESOLVING SOME VERY

SPECIFIC PROBLEMS. PROGRAMS FOR ECONOMIC RE 'tOVERY AND REVITAL-

IZATION, INCLUDING THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF DISTRESSED AREAS,

ARE RESPONSIBILITIES BETTER LEFT TO OTHER SYSTEMS, BOTH PRIVATE

AND PUBLIC, SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO PROMOTE THESE EFFORTS

WITH THE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF COORDINATION, OF COURSE.

THEREFORE, IF IT IS ACCEPTED THAT THE FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT

AND TRAINING SYSTEM IS TO OPERATE THROUGH A MORE FOCUSED ME-

/
CHANISM, THIS FOCUS OUGHT THEN TO BE PLACED ON THE ECONOMICALLY

DISADVANTAGED, PRIMARILY YOUNG WORKERS.

I BELIEVE THE RECORD PLAINLY SPEAKS FOR ITSELF WHEN,AS WE

REVIEW THE OFFICIAL STATISTICS, WE FIND EVER-INCREASING HIGH

SCHOOL DROP-OUT RATES FOR MINORITY YOUTH, AND AN UNDER-REPRESEN:

TATION OF DISADVANTAGED YOUTH IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS.

SINCE THE DATA REVEAL SUCH DRASTIC FAILURES, IT CLEARLY BECOMES

EVEN MORE IMPORTANT TO HAVE A STRONG AND COMMITTED FEDERAL RE-

SPONSE TO THE PROBLEMS OF DISADVANTAGED YOUNGSTERS AND THEIR

OBVIOUS LACK OF PREPARATION FOR THE WORLD OF WORK.

1/4
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HAVING REFERRED TO THE ROLE OF FEDERAL POLICY, WE NOW ADDRESS

THE STRATEGIES FOR IMPLEMENTING THIS FEDERAL POLICY. HAVING PRO-

POSED THAT NATIONAL POLICY ON EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING SHOULD FO-

*****
CUS PRINCIPALLY ON RESOLVING THE STRUCTURAL UNEMPLOYMENT PROBLEMS

OF THE NATION, WE.MAINTAIN THAT THE GOAL OF THE NATIONAL EMPLOY-

MENT AND TRAINING SYSTEM IS TO DIRECT RESOURCES TO ENHANCE THE

PLACEMENT OF STRUCTURALLY UNEMPLOYED WORKERS INTO UNSUBSIDIZED,

PRIVATE SECTOR JOBS, AND THAT NATIONAL POLICY ON EMPLOYMENT AND

TRAINING SHOULD FOCUS ON JOB-RELATED TRAINING AS THE PRIMARY VE-

HICLE TO SUCCESSFULLY ACHIEVE THE GOAL OF THE EMPLOYMENT AND

TRAINING SYSTEM.

AS SUCH, WE PROFESS THAT AN INCREAVD EMPHASIS ON TRAINING

FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF MARKETAKE SKILLS, COUPLED WITH HIGHER

EMPHASIS ON PLACING TRAINEES IN UNSUBSIDIZED PRIVATE SECTOR EM-

PLOYMENT, OUGHT TO BE THE FEDERAL PRIORITY, HOWEVER, IT IS OF

UTMOST IMPORTANCE THAT_RROPOSALS AIMED AT PROVIDING INCENTIVES

FOR THE PRIVATE SECTOR TO HIRE AND TRAIN ECONOMICALLY DISAD-

VANTAGED INDIVIDUALS DO NOT SIMPLY REDUCE THE TAX BURDEN ON THE

PRIVATE SECTOR WITHOUT TAKING MEASURES TO ENSURE THAT SUCH TAX

BREAKS WILL RESULT IN TRAINING AND JOB PLACEMENT FOR THE ECONO-

MICALLY DISADVANTAGED INDIVIDUALS ON WHOSE BEHALF SUCH LEGISLATION .

IS ORIGINALLY PROPOSED AND IMPLEMENTED.
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OUR OWN EXPERIENCE WITH THE PRIVATE SECTOR HAS SHOWN

THAT EMPLOYERS ARE HIGHLY RECEPTIVE TO IDEAS AND INNOVATIVE

PROGRAMS DESIGNED TO TRAIN HARD-TO-EMPLOY INDIVIDUALS FOR

THEIR EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES. LIKEWISE, EMPLOYERS HAVE

ALWAYS BEEN RECEPTIVE TO PROGRAMS AIMED AT INCREASING THEIR

BUSINESSES, AND CONSEQUENTLY EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN

THEIR FIRMS. YET, WHEN ONE CONSIDERS THE ADDED COSTS

ASSOCIATED WITH TRAINING UNSKILLED INDIVIDUALS FOR THE JOBS

OFFERED, IT IS EASY TO SEE/HOW A COST-CONSCIOUS PRIVATE

SECTOR MIGHT CHOOSE THE ALTERNATIVE OF TRAINING INDIVIDUALS

WHO ARE NOT UNSKLI7LED. THEREFORE, IT BECOMES NECESSARY TO

FIND WAYS TO REDUCT THE'ADDED COST OF TRAINING THE HARD-TO-

EMPLOY.

HENCE, THE ROLE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN THIS PAR-

TICULAR SITUATION BECOMES VITAL. IN PARTICIPATING WITH THE

PRIVATE SECTOR, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT MUST ESTABLISH THAT

THESE JOBS BE FILLED BY ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED INDIVID-

UALS.

WE CLOSE THIS TESTIMONY BY SPECIFICALLY ADDRESSING TWO

QUESTIONS :NTERTAINED BY THIS SUBCOMMITTEE--NAMELY, DO THESE

PROGRAMS dORK?...AND, CAN THE DIVERSE SET OF PROGRAMS BE

COORDINATED?
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IN RESPONSE TO THE FIRST QUESTION--WITHOUr HAVING TO
111,,

REFER TO THE VOLUMES OF STATISTICS COMPILED ON THE EFFECT-

IVENESS OF CETA, WE WOULD BE SAFE IN STATING THAT THE MOST

EFFECTIVE OF THE CETA PROGRAMS ARE THOSE WHICH ARE COMPRE-

HENSIVE IN THEIR SERVICE OFFERINGS - THAT IS, PROVIDING

TRAINING AND JOB PLACEMENT - WHILE SPECIFIC ON WHOM THEY

SERVE. EXAMPLES ARE THE LOCAL PROGRAMS IMPLEMENTED BY

COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATIONS WHICH HAVE CONSISTENTLY OUT-

DONE THE NATIONAL AVERAGE IN JOB PLACEMENTS AND TRAINING

COST EFFECTIVENESS.

.SECONDLY, WITH RESPECT TO THE ISSUE OF COORDINATION,

WE RECOMMEND THAT THE FIRST STEP TO BE TAKEN IS TO CHANNEL

THE VARIED SERVICES AND PROGRAMS TOWARD THOSE INDIVIDUALS

WHO MOST NEED THEM.

IT IS ESSENTIAL T4AT THE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING EFFORT

FIRST COME TO GRIPS WITH IDEITIFYING THE POPULATION TO BE

SERVED. IT MUST THEN SEPARATE THOSE ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED

SPECIFICALLY WITH JOB TRAINING AND THOSE ASSOCIATED WITH

JOB CREATION. AN AGGRESSIVE JOB CREATION PROGRAM IS MANDA-

TORY; AN EQUALLY AGGRESSIVE JOB TRAINING PROGRAM DESIGNED TO

TRAIN INDIVIDUALS TO FILL THOSE JOBS IS LIKEWISE CRUCIAL IN

ORDER FOR THIS COORDINATED EFFORT TO SUCCEED.

ON BEHALF OF THE COMMUNITY WHICH WE REPRESENT NATIONWIDE,

THANK YOU ONCE AGAIN FOR ALLOWING SER-JOBS FOR PROGRESS, INC.,

THIS OPPORTUNITY TO PRESENT THIS TESTIMONY.

85
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Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much.
Mr. Frazier?
Mr. FRAZIER. Mr. Chairman, my name is Gregory Frazier. I a

Crow Indian from the State of Montana. I hope you do, old
that against me. I was born in Indiana, though.

Senator QUAYLE. Where?
Mr. FRAZIER. Richmond, down there in the corn part f the State.
Senator QUAYLE. Great.
Mr. FRAZIER. I went to college there for a couple of years, also.
I am pleased to present this testimony to you on behalf of the

National Urban Indian Council concerning employment and train-
ing issues affecting off-reservation American Indian and Alaska
Native people.

The National Urban Indian Council is a national Indian commu-
nity -based organization with over 130 organizational affiliates
throughout the United States. The goal of the National Urban
Indian Council is to promote the social and. economic self-sufficien-
cy of off -reservation American Indian and Alaska Native people.

Toward the achievement of this goal, the council provides infor-
mation and assistance to over 60 off-reservation American Indian
and Alaska Native organizations that operate employment and
training programs under CETA, title III, section 302(c)(2).

As such, we are acutely aware of the employment and training
problems experienced by this segment of our population and are
actively involved in the search for solutions to these problems.

I would like to begin by first stating that it is the position of the
National Urban Indian Council that current national employment
and training policies specifically, the Comprehensive Employment
and Training Actare sound and have proved successful, given the
limitations of their objectives and resources.

This is not to say that such soundness and success have always
been the case, nor that there is no room for any improvement. The
council and its membership have worked hard in the formation of
these policies and do not consider our work complete. However,
these employment and training policies are the result of the efforts
of many and deserve the Nation's thoughtful and careful considera-
tion.

Currently, over one-half of the American Indian population and
Alaskan Native population in this country reside in off-reservation
rural and urban areas, and experience an unemployment, rate of
between 40 and 60 percent. That compares to the 8 percent that we
are looking at for the general population, or what I refer to as the
green people, in the coming year. -

That 40 to 60 percent, by the way, Senator, holds for reservation
unemployment rates also. This disproportionately high rate of un-
employment is a result of numerous barriers, both real and artifi-
cial. Undoubtedly, the most insurmountable of these barriers is the
fact that they reside away from the traditional support system
networks of the family and the tribe on the reservation, and they
lose this in the rural and urban areas.

For many of these individuals, such circumstances were not a
matter of choice. Rather, the decision was thrust upon them as a
result of Government policies of relocation and termination. Al-
though the immorality of such a policy was realized and eventually
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abandoned, the migration continues. Most recently, this migration
has been a result of a purported increase of employment opportuni-
ties and the lure of a better way pf life that the cities may have to
offer.

According to the statistics recently released by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs and the Census Bureau, this "better way of life"
now finds 52 percent of the American Indian and Alaskan Native
population residing off the reservations. In most instances, off-
reservation American Indian and Alaskan Native people are ill-.
prepared to meet the challenges and demands of employment op-
portunities.
Low educational attainment, lack of appropriate job skills,

racism, and other obstacles impede the attainment of meaningful
employment. Any national employment and training policy should
have as a priority the reduction of the unemployment rate of the
American Indian and Alaskan Native people. Such policies should
also endeavor to eliminate the barriers to employment that this
population encounters.

It is the position of the National Urban Indian Council that the
best method of achieving these policies is through a combination of
emphasis on placement in the private sector and the provision of
appropriate training or educational programs.

If American Indian and Alaskan Native people are to attain a
degree of self-sufficiency, it should be through their ability to fully
participate in the private sector.

The ability of Indian and Native American employment and
training programs to solicit the involvement of the private sector
through wage subsidies, reimbursements for training cash, and tax
incentives have proven successful to a limited degree. However, as
was previously indicated, some American Indian and Alaska
Native.people require education and training to improve or acquire
skills before they can locate and secure meaningful employment.
Ideally, these two thrusts (expanded opportunities for/in the pri-
vate sector and skills training) would bg sufficient methods of
attaining sound employment and training policies; however, the
conditions experienced in many American Indian and Alaska
Native communities, particularly on the reservation, ivarrant job
creation in the public sector. The now defunct public service em-
ployment, or PSE portion of CETA may have been ineffective and
riddled with abuses by the title II prime sponsors, but these pro-
grams di uch to alleviate the unemployment rate of American
Indian nd Alaska Native communities where employment oppor-
tuniti s are scarce and also allowed for experience in a job setting
that as added depth to our work force. Therefore, we advocate for
the r to ration of employment experience, types of programs or
simila employment stimulus programs for distressed American
Indian and Alaska Native communities.

The issue which I have been addressing and my presence before
this subcommittee today, speaks to the need for employment and
training policies to be targeted toward particular groups. The
alarmingly high rate of unemployment and structural barriers to
attaining meaningful employment experienced by American Indian
and Alaska Native people warrant the attention of this subcommit-
tee, and any legislation involving national employment and train-
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ing issues. However, it is our position that American Indians and
Alaska Natives do not merely consititute another "particular
group." there are numerous trust responsibilities and treaty rights
that permeate the relationship between Indian people and the U.S.
Government. As such, we welcome the opportunity to speak to you
concerning such needs, and sincerely hope they are taken into
consideration when developing national policies.

The policies concerning income maintenance and employment
and training should be developed soastoCot-Till) eniiiit each other;
however the impetus for the development of these policies should
be the desire to develop economic independence among 'income
transfer recipients, not a reduction in the cost of such programs.
We have all heard the stories of how welfare breeds dependency
and indolence. As wards of the U.S. Government for over 100 years,
American Indian and Alaska Native people have much to say
about the evils of dependency. However, we must be willing to
develop policies that will encourage the able bodied to work, and to
implement programs that will enable them to secure meaningful
employment. Too often the budget cutting rhetoric currently circu-
lating through these halls oversimplifies the situation. The New
York Times classified section may be full of job listings, but too
many of these are inaccessable to our structurally unemployed.

The historical insensitivity of State and local governments to the
needs of American Indian and Alaska Native people, combined
with the aforementioned special relationship between the U.S. Gov-
ernment and this population, have sresulted in the development of
CETA, title III, section 302(c) (1) and (2) programs. These Indian
and Native American employment and training programs are ad-
ministered by the Department of Labor through the Office of Na-
tional Programs, Office of Indian and Native American Programs.
The National Urban Indian Council and its membership have
strongly advocated for the maintenance of the integrity of this
structure. We believe that the employment and training needs of
American Indian and Alaska Native peopld, in addition to their
unique relationship with the Federal Government, warrant the
existence of targeted programs to address these needs, and that
such programs should be administered at the national level. In-
creased decentralization and local control of employment and train-
ing programs through mechanisms such as block grants may be
appropriate for services to the general population; however if histo-
ry has any indication for the present, as we believe it does, then
such programs for American Indians and Alaska Natives are better
administered through the present structure.

As was previously indicated, it is our belief that the private
sector should play an instrumental role in the design and imple-
mentation of employment and training policies. The Federal Gov-
ernment cannot realistically expect to formulate policies concern-
ing the private sector without their active participation. The inclu-
sion of CETA, title VII, or the private sector initiatives program
has increased the enhanced viability of the act, and provided im-
portant input from business and industry. The only limitation that
we have seen in this participation, is title VII's exclusion of off-
reservation American Indian and Alaska Native employment and
training programs. Currently, only American Indian tribes, Alaska
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Native villages and corporations, and Hawaiian Native organiza-
tions are all eligible for title VII participation. In the further
development of national employment and training policies, as they
relate to the private sector, we would urge you to expand the scope
of title VII, to include the participation of off-reservation American
Indian and Alaska Native employment and training programs, and
alge-t Ke-Yesources available for such initiatives,

American Indian and Alaska Native employment and training
programs have had a degree of success in coordinating their efforts
with other components of the employment and training system.
However, their success has been limited by the reluctance of tradi-

-tion-a-r-s-ervice proCiders, that is, prime sponsors, th----Inp oyment
service, WIN, and so forth, to recognize the needs of American
Indian and Alaska Native people, and the legitimacy of their pro-
grams. There exists a great untapped potential for the coordinated
utilization of these programs, particularly as it relates to communi-
ty economic development, as with the involvement with the private
sector, executive or legislative action must be taken in order that
this potential be developed for American Indian and Alaska Native
people.

Have employment and training programs worked? Our answer is
a qualified yes. Yes; to the degree that they have eased the adverse
employment conditions experienced by American Indian and
Alaska Native people. However, all the good that we have been
able to accomplish through CETA seems to have been in spite of
the act. We have had to fight for the development most of the
programs we now have, and we have had to fight for their success,
and we have had to fight for their maintenance. We believe that
the culmination of national employment and training policy that
the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act represents, is
basically sound. There are still fights we must make to improve it;
most notable we need to increase the number of participants enter-
ing unsubsidized employment, and 4ttempt to make prime sponsors
more responsive to the needs of American Indian and Alaska
Native people. The National Urban Indian Council is encouraged
by this subcommittee's interest and concern for the development of
employment and training policies as evidenced by this hearing. We
only hope that you recognize the needs of our people, and the
viability of our programs.

As was indicated in our opening statements, the employment and
training policies developed by this subcommittee are of paramount
concern to the National Urban Indian Council and its membership.
At our recently completed fifth annual membership conference, our
constitutency passed a total of six resolutions concerning these
issues. We have attached these resolutions to our testimony in the
hopes that they will help the subcommittee in its development of
employment and training policies concerning American Indian and
Alaska Native people.

[The resolution referred to follows:]
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QEELCIAL dEdlEgaftlE

NATIONAL URBAN INDIAN COUNCIL

FIFTH ANNUAL CONVENTION

MAY/ 1981

AREA OF CONCERN: Reauthorization of C.E.T.A., Title III, Section 302

WHEREAS; funding for Public Servige Employment under C.E.T.A. has been eliminated; and

WHEREAS; American Indians and Alaska Natives are still unemployed, undererployed, and

untrained; and

WHEREAS; there is need for stronger marketable job skills training;

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT: NUIC work toward reauthorization of C.E.T.A., Title

Section 302; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT: NUIC also work toward an increase in the funding formula

for C.E.T.A., Title III, Section 302 grantees.

8 5
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QELLEIAL 8E811E85111E ACIIQK
NATIONAL URBAN INDIAN COUNCIL

FIFTH ANNUAL CONVENTION

, MAY, 1981

AREA OF CONCERN: Off-Reservation American Indian and Alaska Native Employment and Training

WHEREAS, o -Feaervatton Amerluorindiany ind-Alaskt-Natives- -suffer from art unemployment-

rate of between 401 to 60%; and

WHEREAS; a result of the budge\cuts by the Congress of the United States, the unemploy-
ment rate is expected to increase in both the rural and urban areas amongst
American Indians and Alaska Natives; and

WHEREAS; there will be an even greater need for American Indian and Alaska Native training
programs, educational services, and job preparedness and placement services;

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT: the National Urban Indian Council, within its power,
should make strong efforts to insure the inclusion of off-reservation American
Indian and Alaska Native organizations and individuals in any further C.E.T.A.

legislation or successor legislation; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT: the National Urban Indian Council should advise appropriate
officials of the need for continued application of the general and direct
employment assistance program of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

a
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QEEICIAL NENBERS.IIIE AEIIQM

NATIONAL URBAN INDIAN COUNCIL

FIFTH ANNUAL CONVENTION

MAY, 1981

AREA OF CONCERN: C.E.T.A. Title IV Monies

WHEREAS; the majority of the American Indian/Alaska Native population currently resides
In off-reservation rural and urban areas; and

ce

WHEREAS; this population suffers from an unemployment rate betwee 'N to 60% which

demonstrates a need for employment and training opportunities for off-reservation
urban/rural American Indian and Alaska Native youths and

WHEREAS; there exists the potential for the development of such employment and training
opportunities for these off-reservation urban/rural youth;. and

WHEREAS; C.E.T.A., Title IV has a set-aside for American Indians and Alaska Natives avail-
able only to reservation populations, and by law exclusive of off-reservation

urban/rural areas; and

WHEREAS; the current funding level for C.E.T.A., Title III, Section 302 (c) (2) American

Indian and Alaska Native grantees does not generally permit the development of
:,uch off-reservation urban/rural youth programs; and

WHEREAS; there exists extreme difficulty in obtaining C.E.T.A., Title IV minds from urban
non - Indian prime sponsors for the development of these American Indian and
Alaska Native youth programs;

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT: NUIC, within its power, promote the inclusion of Section
302 (c) (2) grantees in C.E.T.A., Title IV by advising appropriate decision-
makers, such as Congresspersons, Senators, and Administrative personnel, of the
wants and needs of off-rbservation urban/rural organizations; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT: inclusion of'Section 302 (c) (2) grantees in C.E.T.A., Title
IV does not detract from current funding of Section 302 (c) (1) grantees; and

BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED THAT: NUIC, within its power, actively and vigorously promote the
continued inclusion of off-reservation nrant programs with adequate funding,

through mecliunisms such as Section 302 ?c) (2), in C.E.T.A. legislation or any

successor legislation.
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2fElIAL 8EM1E8aHIE AI148
NATIONAL URBAN INDIAN COUNCIL

FIFTH ANNUAL CONVENTION

MAY 1981

AREA OF CONCERN: Budget Cuts

WHEREAS; the current Admintstration'a budget poli y includes significant reductions

in the federal budget for American India and Alasu Native programs; and

11,

WHEREAS, the progress of urban Americarrindian a4id Alaska Native people toward

self-determined efforts at economic. d social self-sufficiency will be

sorely undermined and impeded by the termination or reduction of any

programs which have assisted our communities toward their goals including,

but not limited to, CSA, Legal Service, C.E.T.A., ANA, and IHS; and

WHEREAS; American Indian and Alaska Native communities represent an overwhelming

significant proportion of truly needy individuals and families; and

WHEREAS; the federal and state governments have not committed themselves 0 insuring

services to urban American Indian and Alaska Native communities under block

grant proposals;

THEnEFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT: NUIC diligently and actively promote an overall

awareness of, and sensitization, to, the continued needs of urban American

Indian and Alaska Native communities, with a particular e.phasis on those

truly needy; and

PE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT: NUIC assist in the development of strategies which will

minimize the impact of reduced federal assistance and the proposed block

grant program on services to off-reservation individuals and families.

Li
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OFFICIAL MEMBERSHIP ACTION

NATIONAL URBAN INDIAN COUNCIL

FIFTH ANNUAL CONVENTION

MAY, 1981

AREA OF CONCERN:, Block Grants

WHEREAS; the policy of the Reagan Administration toward increasing block grants to
r mtie and-locai-ontts-of government Fhtle decreastng-direct categorical
funding to American Indian and Alaska native tribes and urban' organizations
threatens Indian Self-determination and self-sufficiency: and

dHEREAS; such funding presently existing as "block grants is nut filteri"g 'mtc
urban Indian centers and state and local goie,nment o'fal. are n:t qr,r
sensitive to the needs of American Indian and :laska NO'e it^d

WHEREAS; the U. S. government's legal commitment to Indian selfdeterminaton is
formally announced in P.L. 94-633. tl-e Indian Education and Self:eterrination

Act; and

WHEREAS, a clock grant strategy which allows st4tys Of: goverrront to

nake decisions ci,uld be detrimental to urLan aner.can Indian and :laska

native organizations; and

WHEREAS; the intent of Congress expressed in P.L. 94.533 should not to voided by
bidget considerations and government executive office reorganizati .

THEREFORE BE IT RESJLVED NAT; the natiodal Urban Indian Council indicate to carious

federal o'fices its opposition to any clock grant system which specifically
does not include American Indian and Alaska %ative set-aside monies, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLI,E0 THAT. NUIC's elected leadership and its staff immediately inform
its membership in detail, regarding the federal 'egislative process and
timetable that affects these federal block grant proposals.

84.137 0-81--55
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4EEICIAL IlEIIIIERatilE AIIAlti
NATIONAL URBAN INDIAN COUNCIL

FIFTH ANNUAL CONVENTION

MAY, 1981

AREA OF CONCERN: Budget Cuts

_..

WHEREAS; the current Administration's budget policy includes significant reductions
in the federal budget for American Indian and Alaska Native programs; and

WHEREAS, the progress of urban American Indian and Alaska Native people toward
self-determined efforts at economic and social self-sufficiency will be
sorely undermined and impeded by the termination or reduction of any
programs which have assisted our communities tpward their goals including,
but not limited to, CSA, Legal Service, C.E.T.A., ANA, and INS; and

....... i
4.IEREAS, American Indian and Alaska Native comnunities'represent an overwhelming

significant proportion of truly needy individuals and families; and

WHEREAS; the federal and state governments have not cmnitted themselves to insuring
services to urban American Indian and Alaska Native communities under block

grant proposals;

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT: NUIC diligently and actively promote an overall

awareness of, and sensitization to, the continued needs,of urban American
Indian and Alaska Native communities, with a particular rphasis on those

truly needy; and

(
l

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT. NUIC assist in the development of strategies which will Jminimize the impact of reduced federal assistance and the poposed bluck,
grant program on services to off-reservationPindividuals and fanilies..

---
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Mr. FRAZIER/ I would also like to add in summary that we do not
believe that t is is going to be accomplished through block grants.
Our organ' tion la,: experienced the block grant program in the
past under itle XX, which HHS administers. The off-reservation
Indian po lation in this country just has not .fared well under
that pr

The N ional Association of Counties earlier today supported the
position hat the Indian problem needs to be dealt with separately
from h wever you want to deal with the State governments and
the n population's unemployment rate.

Fu her, this is added to by the fact that there is a Fedetal
relationship that exists between Indians in this country and the
Fed ral Government, and we are not overly excited about having
th Federal Government push that relationship down to the St to
le el.

Senator QUAYLE. Mr. Frazier, is there any difference of opini6n
n the employment and training programs with on-reservation and
ff-reservation Indians? I

Mr. FRAZIER. Is there any differ n e?
Senator QUAYLE. Difference cro inion on these issues. I know

there are differences on other thin
Mr. FRAZIER. As far as I know, reservation programs feel the

same way, and that' is that th programs are best delivered
through the national office which is. currently set forth under
section 302, (cX1) and (cX2) of the act under title III.

Senator QUAYLE. What about putting all the Indian programs in
a block grant? Is there opposition to that, too? We could separate it
out, but have all the Indian programs in one block grant.

Mr. R. I am not overly excited about it.
SenaTTUAYLE. Is there any official position?
Mr. FRAZIER. Well, what we have seen so far--
Seiiator QUAYLE. You just do not like block grants?
Mr. FRAZIER. The Bureau of Indian Affairs' block grant program

munched 10 programs together, cut the amount back 25 percent,
and said, "Here, live on that." That is why I am not excited about
it. There is not enough there to start with.

Department of Labor programs, in terms of employment and
training, could face the same situation, and there is just not
enough there now. With a 40 to 60 percent unemployment rate,
block-granting all the Indian programsand that would mean,
probably, moving some of the money out of the Department of
Labor and giving it to somebody else, and hopefully not the Bureau
of Indian Affairsbut I think we would lose that direct relation-

--ship with the agency that is dealing with the problems of unem-
ployment and labor in this country.

Senator QUAYLE. Let me ask one general question of the panel.
Who should determine the priorities of funding to the structurally
unemployed or the skilled trades or the displaced homemaker or
the displaced worker?

Where should that determination 9f priority be made? Should it
be made here in Washington, or sho4ld it be made at the local and
State levels?

Ms. MARANO. It is my belief, and I believe it would be the belief
of the people that we represent, that it has to be made here in

'864
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j--W\ashington and that targeting, to be effective, has got to be aimed
at hose who are most economically disadvantaged. That decision is

bes made here. .

Senator QUAYLE. You would prefer that the decision be made
here rather than at the local level?

Ms. MARANO. Yes.
Mr. GOMES. I would like to support that and add that the very

process that you have established for these hearings brings that
necessity forth. It is a national necessity; it is a national problem
requiring that a variety of viewpoints be brought forth and then a
decision be made at the national level by a national forum such as
the Congress.

Senator QUAYLE. It is a national concernemployment and
training. I do not think anybodywell, a few people would ques-
tion it, but let us face it, it is a national concern.

The real dispute, though, that we are getting quite a bit of
conflicting testimony on is where the decisions ought to be made.
Everyone seems to be for flexibility, but then there are various
interpretations of flexibility. We had some testimony this morning
that you probably heard. They said, "We want to make that deci-
sion in our community based on community needs." That was their
opinion.

Your opinion is that it really ought to be on a national basis and
that that priority ought to be structured and formalized here in
Washington rather than at the local level.

Ms. MARANO. I think one of the reasons that we support that
idea is that if local programs had been hitting the needs of the
structurally unemployed and those most in need, we would see
them acting more autonomously. We believe that we need some
kind of national affirmative action and targeting in order to meet
the needs of the people who have the least power in the society.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much for your very fine testi-
mony and your cooperation. We will be working with youwe are
just beginning and hope that you will stay in close communica-
tion with us as we examine the employment and training issues in
this country.

Thank you. .

[The fohlowing statement with attachments was received for the
record:]
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Senator Quayle and Subcommittee members.

I am Jane Fie:fling, Executive Director
of Wider Opportunities for Women,

a 16-year-old national
nonprofit organization devoted to expanding employ-

ment opportunities for women--especially
economically disadvantaged women.

Today, I speak also for WOW's Women's
Work Force, a national network of

local women's employment programs
working for placement of women nto jobs

providing economic self-sufficiency for all women and their children. Many

Network groups and other national women's
organizations interested in em-

.1

ployment have added their names to our testimony today. Others will be

submitting written materials or speaking before you at field hearings

later this summer. Together, we have tong been concerned with ,he access

of women to employment and training
programs and the success of those_pro-

grams in combating the economic
inequities facing women across the United

States. We have had much experience
with the employment and training system,

as CETA program operators, monitors, researchers, and advocates.

The WOW EAperience

We have attached roc the record, Mr. Cnairman, background materials

on Wider Opportunities for
Women and its Women's Work Force Network. Many

8

of the groups joining us in this testimony
will submit similar written

materials for the record. To te,:tiTony
we'a

like to briefly summarize our experience.
WOW has worked with the Employ-

ment Service, ('ETA and its
predecessor, as well as other divisions of the

employment and training ,ystern since 1968. It has administered several

million dollars worth of local and national
CETA contracts and has served



well over 3,000 women in employment and training programs, including female

heads of household, welfare mothers, offenders, and handicapped women. Its

has placed emphasis on women entering nontraditional lobs since the early

1970's. It has also served displaced homemakers.

WOW initiated the Women's Work Force Network in 1938 to provide a

vehicle for women's employment programs nationally to work effectiveli

together, to share our successes and failures, and to give us a stronger,

more united force in public policy forums. Today the Women's Work Force

exists in 25 states and jointly serves about 35,000 women annually. Its

affiliated programs are located in women-run nonprofit community-based

organizations, centers in educational institutions, in commissions for

women, and in a variety of octor community settings. Services provided

by the programs include career counseling, skills assessment and training,

information and referral, job development and placement, follow-up, and

advocacy for equity for women. Affiliates are located in rural, urban

and suburban settings and emphasize services for low - income and minority

women; women who are heads cf household, and women who seek to enter non-

traditional jobs.

WOW and its work Force Network have been observing and monitoring

CETA siAce its inception, We have realized its pOtential or women and

criticized the lack of equity to women as a target group. We have involved

ourselves 'leavily in the citizen participation and monitoring efforts sug2

.gested in the 1978 Reauthorization and have documented and advocated against

its tendency to provide training which reinforces occupational segregation,

under-representation of women in services and administration, and its short-

term goals resulting in short-term effectiveness.
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Today, Mr. Chairman and Subcommittee Members, we wish to share with

you our :(01.4pn of what a national employment and training policy should

be, how to utilize the experiences of women's organization:, and our affili-

ated program operators in the design of the 1982 policy, and how to ensure

that employment and training programs reach the populations who are most

in need of services. We believe that those- "most in need" includes a dis-

proportionately large number of women.

Who are the "most in need"?

In its, report released in August, 1980, the National Advisory Council

on Economic Opportunity focuses on poverty and the profile of who is "most

in need" in the America cf the.$1970's and 1980's, Critical Choices for

the 1980's discusses the changing face of poverty in the United States and

describes the increasing imbalance between those in need and those who

benefited during the relative affluence of the 1960's. "After 1964," the

study points out, "economic growth was responsible for reducings,,Eloverty

almost whorly among male-headed families, both minorities and women were

virtually unaffected by the 'trickling down' of economic growth lit() im-

proved jobs and earnings."' To the extent that there have been 'winneiL'

in the War on Poverty during the 1970's," the study continues, they have

been male--mainly white. What has been called the 'feminization of poverty'

has become one of the most compelling social facts of the decad,."2 Since

the 1960's the number of female-headed families has risen dramatically.

Today, more than half of the marriages in the United States end in divorce

and the numbers of teenaged mothers has risen dramatically. Between 1970

and 1979, there has been an increase of 30% in the number of households

headed by women. In 1979, 8,456,000 women were the primary or sole sup-

port of their families)

8 f ,
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The study reVeals that currently one in three female-headed.house-

holds livet in poverty, compared to the one in 18 families headed by a '

male that is poor.; The reasons for such a gap are numerous. Jobs and

earnings are key factor. The lOngstanding wage differential between__

average male and female earnings remains, with females earning 59c to

every dollar earned by males. Increased marital dissolution, occupa-

tional segregation, inadequate benefits, and the national lack of support

services for women with children all contribute.

Critical Choices for the 1780's concludes: "All other things being

equal, if the proportion of the poor who are in female - headed households

were to increase at the same rate as it did from 1967-1977, the poverty

population would be solely composed of women and their children by about

the year 2000".
5

Clearly. women--especially female heads of households - -arc Among

P
the "most'in need". Add to this fact the additional employment barriers

of lace discrimination, age discrimination, discrimination against the

"unpaild work" of homemakers, the Social barriers facing welfare recipients,

handid5pped women, and women offenders, and the bleak picture becomes

clearer. To overcome such barriers and achieve any measure of economic

self-sufficiency, these groups require targeted and specifically designed

employment and training services. For this reason in 1978, wombnrs employ-

, ment advocates worked successfully for thW Inclusion of women as a target

group in the CETA Act, and for the inclusion of a special CETA program for

8 7
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displaced homemakers. Federally-funded employment and training programs

are an economic lifeline for those women without access to jobs or further

schooling and who must support families while training.

4

Appropriate Goals

For these reasons, we believe - -along with many other groups facing

significant employment barriers=-that the gofl of a fedel-al employment and

training system should be to target the "most in need" and to invest in

training them to become self-sufficient in the long term. Moreover. we

believe that targeting these groups, the structurally unemployed, must be

the goal of the coordinated federally supported prograif we are to shift

the poverty and government dependence which is the concern of the Adminis-

tration in its plan for economic recovery. The Administration's plan fOr

economic growth through stimulating the private sector may indeed create

lobs and increased corporate Activity. But it has been argued successfully

that this "trickle down"dffect has made little or no difference to the

structurally untmployed--especially to women and minorities' To achieve

long-term success with these populations is both fiscally and socially de-

sirable. Widening the pool of productive workers, expansion of the tax

base and thus national revenues, and reduction of the cost to the govern-

sent of those currently Apprndent upon public money for income transfers

are fiscal and social benefits; but, to accomplish them, the federal government

must redefine its employment and training policies to accomplish this long-

term goal.
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&Targeting

:
AV
To do this, targeting is necessary. Targeting means commitment of

resources to those groups most.in need, tailoring prOgram activities to

meet the specific needs of the groups to be addressed, provision of in-

.

centives for effectively servicing the targeted groups, long-term evaluation

and assessment based An serving the targeted group, and a system of .6cer

x'

pliance mechanisms to enforce the delivery of services to targeted popula-

tions by providers, as instructed.

.

Ths,1978 CETI. Reauthorization began the process of targeting those

-most in need. We believe this was a major gain and must be maintained.

I

Strengthened Targetim4 Needed

Yet strengthened targeting must be part of the 1982 employment and

training system if it is to be truly suycessful. Past performance indicates

the women, for example, while targeted in 1979, Continue to be underserved

or ineffectively served.

c

The Work Incentive Program, for example, while enrolling 75% female

heads of household, gives preference to and does a better job placing its "

male participants, and places them in jobs with higher wages.?

In the recent report, Increasing the Earnings of Disadvantaged Women,

the National Commission for Employment Policy published findings that,

although improved after the 1978'taxgeting in the reauthorized CETA, sex



equity in CETA programs has not been satisfactorily achieved.
8

Past Performance

) Under CETA Title II, for example, there are Currently estimates

th4 in classroom training women are served at greater thin their per-

cAtage of the engine population. 9 It is also true, unfortunately,

that much of the classroom training provided reinforces occupational

stereotypes and prepares women for low-wage, dead-end jobs--piimarily

the clerical field. This has been true even thOugh the number of women

requesting less traditional placements has been on the rise.
10

Cam,

In terms of On-the-Job training,. however, also coered under Title

II, women have continued to be under-represented even after 1978.

In 1979, while 58% of those eligible were female, only 37% were placed in

this type of training--the type most often leading to the highest paid jobs

acquired under the Title and that with the highest percentage of assured

placement. In Public Service Employment positfons,(Titles IID and VI)

women were notoriously under - represented; although a number of strong models

for placing women through public service employment were developed. Numbers

of mid-management stafers of non-profit vomen's programs around the country--

including battered women's shelters, rape crisis centers, women's self-help

clinics, and women's employment programs--began their careers as public

service trainees transferring community volunteer experience into marketable

management experience through PSE.

873
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' Little hasbeen done to (late to document the'affect of CETA youth

programs upon the employability of young Oomen or on the sex stereotyping

in such programs. The Job.Corps, on the other hand, which has beeeman-

dated by the Congress to improve the ratio of young women served in ills

cOnprehensive, residential, and high -cost training, has never approximated

its 50% goal for service to young women. WOW and its Net4ork affiliates

have met with gob Corps staffers and made.recoOmendations for thowiffectively

targeting'young women, but the commitment of the Job Coips to do this must

be ginerated.

o
Finally, under Title III, targeting cif women after 1978 has had some

positive regult'S. But the lack of enforcement of the targeting taks created

services which have not specifically net their needs. Of the 50 contracts

dr-
aw.rded in 1979-80, under the Division of National Programs, only 4 were

, . .
designed specifically to meet the employment needs of women--1.4% of the

11
Division'of National Programs budget. '

In'addition. the work of two pioneering community feminist groups--

the Chicana nights Project and the National Congress bf Neighborhood Women--

has ,evealed.through the citizen participation process and the courts that

many CETAroviders have made little or no visible effort to comply with
°

their targeting requirements.

Toward Successful Targeting

In order to remedy the inequities identified above and to taiget more

effectively in the employment and training system being designed, the Congress

.

O. 874
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shOO,,d create m statute that provides for

- -Monitoring and enforcement of targeting

-- Elimination of disincenteves to prOgram.operators

--Identification and replication of successful program models

--Technical assistance to train other providers in the use

of successful models

- -A new kind of involvement of the private sector.

Monitoring and Enforcement of Targeting

.Clearly, in order to have a positive impact on the productivity

of the economically disadvantaged, employment and training systems must

t'target services to this group in aconsibtent manner over time.

. Service p viders, as Well as CETA prime sponsors, must be adequately

monitored to ake sure ehnt those most in need are those most served. 'Where

it is found that services are inequitably targeted. the system must be able

to undertake corrective action to remedy the inequity. Citizen participation

in the planning process must be paintained, grievances must be handled speedily.

d
and federal sanctions must be designed so that program providers are financially

penalized for non-compliance.

Elimination of Disincentives to Program Operators

The pressure on CETA programs to place as many people as Possible as

quickly as possible into unsubsidized employment undermines the long-term

objective of enabling participants to become and remain economically self-

sufficient.

875 1
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For women. quick placement is most likely to ,be in a traditionally
'

female, lower-paying job whlCh will only serve to increase women's numbers

in the population of the "working poor". This means that. despite full-

time employment, their income is so low that many female- headed families

joist continue to Okly on public assistance to meet some portion of their

families' survival needs

Placement in better-paid. stable, skilled jobs--those which women

have not traditionally held--requires special, compensatory training.

The CETA emphasis on short-term numbers. instead of lasting results.

discourages this kind of more intensive, but more successful job pre-

parption.

At present. program operators have fey incentives to provide the

kind of skills training which will have.long-term positive impact on a

woman's earnings. Program quality is currently assessed on a cost per

participant basis--with,,the program having the lowest cost per participant

being favored. The use of this mode of assessment discourages the adoption

of program models which provide comprehensive, job-specific skills training

to prepare participants for technical jobs in high-paying growth industries.

Such programs do have a higher cost per participant: they also rate higher

in terms of positive placements, higher earnings. decreased welfar4 depen-

dency. and greater job retention.
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National standards are needed with which to evaluate not only the

_ short-term cost but also the long-term savings achieved by enabling partici-

pants to achieve and maintain economic self-sufficiency.

Other Disincentives _

Implementation of successful CETA programs is often made difficult

by-structural constraints .n the CETA system. CETA subgrantees, particularly

small community-based orgagizations, are restricted by unrealistic ceilings

-.. on administeaive costs, by one-year -r shorter funding-cycles, and, by the

8

restwctions on follow-up of CETA'clients beyond the two weeks immediately

following placement.

Length of programs is often restricted in order to keep costs down.

,
However, a short-term program without adequate support services to female

participants frequently doesn't meet the long-range objective of participant

job retention. Women need information and assistance to solve current and

future job-related problems of dependent care, transportation, financial,

health and legal issues. Program operators are reluctant to propgse longer

programs because of oumpetition among vendors for limited training funds.

Another disincenative for promram managers is the restriction on

time and money to perform adequate program evaluation and follow up on

placement. When program operators are forced by budget abd contract re-

strictions to place people quickly into any kind of job and to forego

the frills of follow -up, job retention rates go down. Programs are forced

V.
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to concentrate on those who do not need a great deal of follow-up and

thus the structurally unemployed receive less service.

Identification and replication of successful program models

There are curtentl many programs which do successiLlly address the

employment and training needs of this population, however. ,These programs

can be_used as models to overcome many of the particular employment barriers

faced by those in the CETA target population.

wCW's own nontraditional training program works in partnership with

labor and industry to: (1) identify high-demand jobs which ran provide

women with income adequate to support themselves and their families; (2)

identify tne skills needed to fill these jobs; (3) design and carry =out

training to provide these job- specific skills: and, (4) assure that program

graduates have access to these job opportunities. This model, which has

since 1977, has been highly successful in helping, over 500 rETA-eltatble

predominantly minority adult and teenaged women break through the barrier

of occupational segregation and enter jobs in the skilled construct...4 trades.

electronics and communications, and electro-mechanics. 83% of the WOW

graduates secure unsubsidized employment, and six months after placement,

85% are still in these jobs or have adyanced in their field. Another NOW

program for deaf women has provided a very successful job readiness and

emplcyer outreach model for placing low-verbal deaf women into full-time

employment.

87s'
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There are model pr6grams which have had a track record of successfully

providiqg skills training to female offenders, a population which is usually

outside the established employment and training system; model programs for

displaced homemakers, for minority women, for rural women, and for battered

women. The technical assistance services of these groups should be enlisted

in the replication process to avoid repeating errors.

Certainly the experiences of these and other programs in successfully

serving the target CETA population should be distilled and their expertise

made available to other program operators.

New Private Sector Involvement

Finally, the private sector must play a new and active role in the

employment and training process if targeting is to work-. The private sector

and program providers must work in a coordinated partnership. Employers

need to be resporsible for `identifying the jobs and the skills needed,

monitoring the skill:- training proce.J, and theA must'be responsible for

hiring targeted workers. While a Private Industry Council or a national

business interest group can promote such a process, in and of itself, pro-

motion will not achieve the kIrd of partnership required. IfIcentives for

tralr.1:3 pro;:: ... a thl.> kInd of to, htp nr:Jri.

In addition, a stronveceial arrLi-at.., ,t,^ce t. crucial. In

this sense, an employment and tiaining program cannot operate in a vacuum.

Targeted trained workers can be the result of an effective employment and

training program, but the program will be ineffective if they cannot be

placed in appropriate lobs or be promoted because of the discrimination of

the marketplace.

8 7 !3
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summary

These are but a few recommendations which women's groups and women's

employment programs wish to submit early in your deliberations on the re-

authorization of CETA. Throughout the.summerand into next year we will

be actively involved in providing additional data on effective programs

and suggesting program alternatives.

In conclusion,- we urge you to consider the following recommendations:

To maintaih, refine and strengthen the efforts begun in

1978_to focus the federal employment and training system

on the populations most in need through effective targeting.

2. To have participants' long-term economic self-sufficiency

as the objective of the federal employment and trainiag

system rather'than emphasizing quick placement into low-

wage, dead-end jobs which do not provide financially for

a family's needs and continue dependence upon public assistance.

3. To recognize one significant proportion of women in the

category, "most in need" and to implement an appropriate

plan to more effectively target women--especially women

who face not only sex discrimination but multiple employ-

ment barriers.

4. To continue and adequately fund the special target programs

for displaced homemakers currently mandated under CETA

Title III.

5. To maintain the citizen participation processes defined

in the 1978 CETA legislation and to enforce these procedures

locally.

8
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Summary (continued)

6. To enforce delivery of services by local service providers

to representatives of the target groups through financial

penalties for non-compliance and monitoring.of local

grievance processes.

7. To provide targeted services in environments which cur-

rently serve and are sensitive to low-income women by com-

munity-based organizations, women's centers and neighbor-

hood center: and to make it administratively feasible for

Aa such providers to meet the long-term goals of the program.

8. To provide adequate support s-,.rvices (i.e.,, child care,

transportation, etc.) to women participants in the employ-

ment and training programs so that they have the opportunity

to be,trained for lobs which will increase economic self-

sufficiency.

9. To establish national standards and to evaluate programs'

based on the long-term goals rather than upon the quickest

return on the employment and training dollar.

10. To identify and replicate model programs which move women

into lobs which are economically rewarding and which meet

the needs of women with multiple employment barriers.

U. To provide technical assistance utilizing the services of

those who have run effective target programs for women

so that they may train other provide.s to replicate the

models.
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Summary (continued)

12. To provide incentives to program providers which can

demonstrate an integral partnership with employers to

define the Sobs and needed skills, participate in the

training process, and hire targeted workers.

13. To ensure that Title III national program funds be used

to target more women participants, especially those who

face particular employment barriers such as handicapped

women, women offenders, women preparing to enter the

skilled trades, and women for whom English is a second language.

14. To coordinate with employment and training programs an

active national affirmative action strategy, including

enforcement of the goals and timetables for women in
o

construction.

Those of us who are represented in this testimony today not only

urge you to consider these recommendations but offer our experience,

time, and continued assistance in the development of your legislative

proposals and in the regulatory process to ensure that such recommendations

are implemented. We are committed to reducing ali eventually eliminating

the "feminization of poverty" in the United States ,nd see this upcoming

legislation as a key public policy step in that direction.

0

4
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SUPPORTING AFFILIATE ORGANIZATIONS

Southeast Women's Employment Coalition
Lexington, Kentucky

Step-Up
Mason, Michigan

Tuscon Women's Commission
'Macon, Arizona

wendi and WOW
Cocoa, Florida

Wider Opportunities for Women
Boston, MaSSachusetts

Wider Opportunities for Work
Evergreen, Colorado

women and Employment
Charleston, West Virginia

Access Enterprises
Portland, Oregon

Advocates for Women
San Francisco, California

All-Craft Foundation
New York. New York

Alternatives for Women Now
Camden, New Jersey

Balimore New Directions for women
Baltimore, Maryland

MART
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Creative Employment Project
Louisville. Kentucky

Displaced Homemakers Center Project
Raleigh, North Carolina

The Door Opener
Mason City, Iowa

Everywoman's Opportunities Center
Buffalo, New York

X33

Fort Wayne women's Bureau
Fort Wayne, Indiana

Grow, inc.
Roanoke, Virginia

Hispanic American Career Education Resources

Ned York, New Ygrk

Job Advisory Service
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Knoxville Women's Center
Knoxville. Tennessee

Metro Center for Displaced HomeMakers
Minneapolis, Minnesota

New Employment for Women
Newburgh, New York

YWCA New Jobs for Women
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

New Options Personnel
Detroit, Michigan

Nontraditional Employment for Women
Ne.i York, New York

Non-Traditional Employment lutreaCh

Indianapolis, Indiana

Nontraditional Job Opportunity
Longview, Washington

women's Employment Network
Seattle, Washington

Non-Traditional OcCupations
Bellingham. Washington

Project Search
Creve Coeur, Missouri

Pyramid
Canton, Ohio

RESOURCE: Women the Untapped Resource
Cleveland, Ohio
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Supporting AffiliatirOrganizations (continued)

Face Learning Center
Largo, Florida

Women's Employment Resource Center
New Haven, Connecticut

Alternatives for Women Now
Camden, New Jersey

Skilled Jobs for Women
Madison, Wisconsin

Women for Racial and Economic Equality
New York, New York

Women's Enterprises
Boston, Massachusetts

SUPPORTING NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

National Commission on Working Women
Washington, D. C.

National -Congress of Neighborhood
Women

Washington, D. C.

National Displaced Homemaker Network, Inc.
Washington, D. C.

Women for Blue Collar Jobs
New York, New York

women's Equity Action League
Washington, D.C.
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FOOTNOTES:

1. National Advisory Council on Economic Opportunity, Critical Choices

far the 1980's. Aggust. 19h0. page 13.

2. Critical Choices. page 17.-

1. U.S. Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Marital and Family

Characteristics of the Labor Force. March, 1979,, page 51.

4. Critical Choices, page 17

5. Critical Choices, page 19.

6. Critical Choices. page 13.

7. Lorraine Underwood. The Experience of Women in Federally Sponsored

Employment and Training Programs. Urban Institute.

8. National Commission for Employment Policy. Report No. 11,'Increasing

the Earnings of Disadvantaged Women. Washington, D. C., January 1981,

page 91.

9. Increasing the Earnings. page 98.

It). Increasing the Earnings, page'91.

11. Wider opportunities :or Women, "Shortchanged and Slighted II". (To

be released Summer. 1981)
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WOMEN'S WORE FORCE
FACT. SHEET

Women's Work force Network is the advocacy and public policy analysis
division of Wider Opportunities for Women. Inc.. a national private non-
profit organisation !voted to Improvirq employment opportunities for
women. Network affiliates provide career counseling. access to non-
traditional jobe. skills' training. job development and plecement, and
employment advocacy for women in more than 60 ommunities acr oss the

tasted States.

MISSION

aommenting the interests of lomel groups, the Work Force seeks
to develop public policy and to monitor current policies to increase the
priority given to the employment needs of women.

Woman' Work Force Network has represented the interests of women
in the following legislative *rims:

The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act
The Vocational Mortice Act
Title IX
The Women's Educational Equity Act
The Federal audget
Imecutive Orders regarding affirmative action

Staff members work in coalition with other national women's and
civil rights groups to provide information to Congressional staffs and
to clarify the impact on women of various legislative proposals. To
keep network affiliate groups ware of relevant federal policy that is
being proposed or is under attack. VW issues public policy alerts and
informational materials. When appropriate. WWF undertakes investigative
projects to assess how a legislative program is implemented and to
*valuate its impact on WOMOA. Imports have been issued on Tit!. III of
CEPA. the local experience of worm's programs with CEPA. and the effect
of programs for women offenders. In addition. SwF has developed monitoring

instruments to be used by local groups in assessing CETA services to women.
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When there has been a lack of effective implementation of policy,
WV? has joined with other sympathetic groups in legal efforts to bring.
about change. It has participated in administrative complaints against
age discrimination in apprenticeships and lack of enforcement by the
Departioent of Labor of coals and timetables for hiring women in the
construction trades.

SPECIAL 1)12,00,ECTS

The Women's Work Force operates projects in three specialty areas:
Providing technical assistance to women's employment programs; ensuring'
maintenance of fair employment practices for women; and monitoring employ-
ment and training programs for equitable and effective services to women.
Frequently these projects link the national network with affiliate groups
in local communities. Current projects include:

- Technical assistance to women's employment programs
to improve management practices, fiscal stability and
effectiveness in serving low-income and minority women.

- Technical assistance in developing services for women
offenders in their transition to the work place and in
achieving a firm financial base foethese programs.

- Reiearching the implementation of goals and timetables
for women in the construction trades in targeted cities
in the U.S.

Women's Work Force Network publishes a bi-monthly newsletter,
"Connections" and a National Directory of Women's Employment Programs.
For further information or to become an affiliate, write:

Women's Work Force Network
Iider Opportunities for Women
1511 K Street, N.W., Suite 345
Washington, D.C., 20005
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Senator QUAYLE. Mr. Granados and Mr. Mitchell.
Three hours ago, I said we would be out of here by noon, and I

am not quite there, but we are close.
Mr. Granados.

STATEMENT OF ROGER GRANADOS, VICE CHAIRMAN, NATION-
AL FARMWORKER POLICY PROJECT, AND EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, LA COOPERATIVA CAMPESINA QE CALIFORNIA, ACCOM-
PANIED BY DIANE MULL, ASSOCIATION OF FARMWORKER
OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS; AND. STUART MITCHELL, EXECU-
TIVE DIRECTOR,. RURAL NEW YORK FARMWORKER OPPOR-
TUNITIES, INC., REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF FARMWORKER ORGANIZATIONS, ACCOMPANIED BY
SANDY HARDING, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL FARMWORKER RE-
SEAM PROJECT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FARM-
WORKER ORGANIZATIONS, A PANEL
Mr. GEANAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
May I introduce Diane Mull, who will be substituting for Mr.

Dick Joanis.
We welcome the opportunity to address the subcommittee. Diane

and I actually represent two associations that serve farmworkers in
29 States.

Our testimony is drawn out of our experience, and some of our
agencies and programs have at least 14 years in administering
farmworkei. programs.

The CETA legislation itself made important advancements in
training programs since the days of MDTA.

First, as far as farmworkers are concerned, CETA expanded the
existing social welfare approach by entitling farmworkers to em-
ployment and training programs. &mild, CETA guaranteed farm-
workers access to those training resources by establishing Federal
set-asides and a' national office that would administer those pro-
grams.

Let me, at this point, insert, Mr. Chairman, that our two associ-
ations and; I believe, also NAFO, the third association represented
here, are very much opposed to a block grant approach for farm-
workers. I hope you will understand that I am speaking only with
respect to the farmworker programs.

The Governor of my own State of California and the Governors
of other. States as well as the private sector business people that We
do business with in training programs also feel that for farm-
worker programs, the block graftt approach would not be the most
effective and efficient way to operate.

Our farmworkers' represent two distinct groups: those that ar e'
migrant and that go from State to State following the planting and
harvesting of our crops, many of whom come from the States of
Texas, Florida, North Carolina, and Georgia. While some of the
Western States may. not have that much migration, the second
group, our seasonal farmworkers, do move from county to county
and from community to community.

The farmworker problems, as we have seen them, are compound-
ed by the lack of services which impact upon their education, upon
their health, and upon their housing, all of which have direct
implications for farmworker employment and training programs.
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Our Mato shows that American farmworkers are at the lowest
rungs of the economic ladder, and let me just give you some quick
examples of some of the Statistics of our enrollees. -

Fifty-nine percent of all enrollees were unemployed at the time
of bringing them into our farmworker training programs. Twenty-
four percent were underemployed. Incomes are below the Federal
poverty guidelines. On the east coast, 53 percent of all the Spanish-
speaking are limited English-speaking members of our farmworker
population. It is much higher on the west coast and in the State of
California. .

Our educational levels are fifth, sixth, and seventh grade, for the
most part, for our participants. Our young people average a 75-
percent dropout rate from our schools and do not finish high
school. .

The 303 grantees, as we are known, have responded by develop-
ing what I believe are the kinds of training curriculums and serv-
ices that make possible the employment of our farmworkers, both
in agriculture and outside of agriculture.

We have an excellent record; some of the best models in the
employment and training field are in the farmworker programs.
We have testimony from grand juries in California that have inves-
tigated various training programs and have gone so far as to advo-
cate, which is unusual for grand juries, that additional resources be
provided for our programs because of their exceptional work and
the excellent job placement records that they have.

Mr. Chairman, there are four points tifat I would like to stress.
You have a list, by the way, of the industries with which we work
in our written testimony;

Senator QUAYLE. Yes: The entire testimony that we have before
us will be submitted for the record in its entirety.

Mr. GRANADOS. Fine. If I may, then, the four points I would
briefly indicate are: 0.

One, job placement and subsequent job retention must be the
bottom line of any employment training program;

Two, a holistic and comprehensive approach is the most effective
way to train our farmworker population;

Three, a hands-on training program coupled with necessary 're-
medial education in a nonstructured setting is one of the best ways
tar raise the skills level of farmworkers;

Four, and finally, industry participation is essential to a success-
s 1121 training program.

Mr. Chairman, you have each of these points expanded upon in
our written testimony. My time is up, but Eiane will continue with
some additiohal comments, with your permission, from a program-
matic perspective. .

s . [The prepared statement' of Mr. Granados follows:I

. g3 3
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Mr. Chairman, the National Farmworker Policy Project (NFPP)

welcomes this opportunity to address the Senate S'ubcommittee on

'Employment i Productivity. It is a pleasur to share the benefit

of our membership's fifteen years of experience in providing

employment and training services to migrant and seasonal farm-

-
workers with you today.

I am Roger Granados and accompanying me is Richard Joanis,
4

' Executive Director of the Migrant and Seasonal Farmworkers and

President of the Association of Farmworker Opportunity Programs

(AFOP1 Together, we serve on the Board of the National

Farmworker Policy Project, an association that represents two

regional federations of CETA Title III, 303 local program

'operators under contract to the Department of Labor (DOL).

The Association of Farmworker Opportunity Programs, which

is headed by Mr. Joanis, has eleven member organizations in

22 states. La Cooperative Campc3ina de California, for which

I serve as Executive Director, serves seven other states. Our

*NM testimony is drawn from the 303 program expertise of these

two majOr regional associations which share a strong commitment

to raising the standard of life for migrant and seasonal

farmworkers (MSFW).

Mr. Chairman, as you know Congress first recognized the

socioeconomic and employment plight of migrant and seasonal

far corkers almost 20 years ago. In 1973 Congresvreviewed and

revised the federal response to farmworker problems through the

enactment of Title III, Section 303 of CETA, the Comprehensive
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Employment and TraininAct. This major legislative overhaul

identified the unique structural barriers of "chronic seasonal

unemployment and underemployment in the agricultural industry

and'dieir debilitaekve effect on the national economy." In so

doing, it tet forth two basic/policy changes. Congress

expanded upon the existing social welfare approach by entitling

farmworkers to employmentlind training programs. Moreover, it

sought to guarantee farpiworker access to such training resources

by establishing a federal funds set -aside to be administered

through a national 'office within the Department of Labor.

MSFW CHARACTERISTICS

Migrant and seasonal farmworkers represent two distant

subgroups within the general farmworker population. Migrants

follow the planting and harvesting seasons, originating in the

major home8"ase states of Texas, Florida, North Carolina and

Georgia. They cross' state lines following the same routes

year after year, in search of agricultural employment. Seasonal

farmworkers, many of whom are settled migrants, reside and work

in one community, planting and harvesting crops during the

agricultural season and seeking alternative employment for, the

rest of the year. Both groups face the common experience of

frequent unemployment and underemployment.

The problems accompanying, the MSFW employment experiences

are unique. They must spend much of their time and a high

proportion of their income seeking employment. Even when
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employment is found, there is often no job security, due to

circumstances beyond their control, such as weather conditions

which affect planting and harvesting. These factors result in

the MSFW being at the lowest rkings of the economic ladder.

It is difficult for the MSFW to escape the limitations of

unskilled farm labor and to enter mainstream employment. Their

skills are limited and nontransferable. These handicaps are

compounded by the fact that, more often than not, MSFWs are

educationally disadvantaged.

Family mobility takes its toll on the education of migrant

children. MSFWs experience a school drop-out rate of 754.

Hispanics in our program average a 5th grade educational level;

blacks average less than an 8th grade level.

Mother problem of MSFWs is the language barrier. Of the

Hispanic MSFWs on the East Coast, 53% have limited English

speaking ability. On the-West Coast, where Hispanics constitute

a greater percentage of the MSFW population, the number increases

significantly.

Lack of transferable skills, lack of education, and

language barriers make it difficult to break the cycle of poverty.

Recent 303 program participants' statistics include the following:

. 59% were unemployed at enrollment

244'were underemployed or working less than 32 hours

per week

all have incomes at or below the federal poverty guide-

line. Example: West Virginia farmworker average income

= $1075. In California, 708 earn less than $2000 and--
478 earn less than $400 per year.
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303 GRANTEE OPERATIONS

in response, the 303 programs have prepared curricula and

provide services to wercoma these problems. Our employability

development plans are tailorsA to program participant capability

and interest. TrainintdMsign takes into account the local

economy and labor market conditions.

With regard for the agricultural community, progress has.

transformed much of American farming into a highly mechanized

and technologically advanced industry. These great changes,

have displaced unskilled farmworkers and increased the need for

skilled farm labor. The 303 program approach to this

circumstance is employment and training services'to farmworkers

who wish to upgrade their skills and remain In the agricultural

labor force. The fact being that one-third of all U.S. farms

continue to employ hired labor.

INCREASED MECHANIZATION
AND

ADVANCED FARM TECHNOLOGY
-) INCREASED AGRICULTURAL

PRODUCTIVITY

NEW JOB OPPORTUNITIES
(stability & better wages)
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Of equal import is the 303 experience with non-agricultural

industry. Much of our skills training is transferrable from one

,sector to the other. However, not every MSFW can be absorbed by

the agricultural labor market on a year-round basis.

Many of our 303s established Industrial Advisory Boards

long before they were in vogue, actually some 14 years ago.

Operators have continued to utilize the IABs to structure their

program training requirements. In addition to joining forces with

numerous small, independently owned businesses, 303s have formed

successful alliances wifh some of America's major industrial giants:

Advanced Micro Devices Four-Phase Systems Sherwin-Williams

Acursx Corporation Georgia Pacific Singer-Simulation Link

Aertech Industries General Electric Signetics

Amdahl Corporation General Motors Corp. Spectra-Physics

American Micro Systems GTE - Sylvania Spectrum, Unlimited

Anteima Corporation Halcyon Communications Stauffer Chemicals

Applied Technology, Inc. Hewlett Packard Syntex

Avancek IBM Temple Industries

Bethlehem Steel Intern, Inc. Tempress Micro Electronic

Brown & Root Construction Intel Corporation Terry Industries

California Microwave International Paper Co. Texas Foundary

Castle and Cooke Foods ISS Sperry Univac Tod Shipyards, Inc.

Catalytic Inc. Oliver Johnson, Inc. Tri -Delta Engineering

Container Corp. of America Lockheed
Trigger Manufacturing

Continental Can Co. Inc. Measure: Underwriters Labs,

Control Systems Industries Memorex Corporation United Technologies

Corning Glass
National Semiconductor Corp. Varian Associates

Duke Power Co. Northern Telecom Versatec

ESL, Incorporated Owens Corning Fiberglass Western Electric

Pacific Gas & Electric Westinghouse Corporation

Fairchild Industries Pacific Tel. & Tel. Xerox Corporation

Finnigan Corp. Racal Vedic Zeta Laboratories, Inc.

Ford-Aerospace Raytheon Co.

Ford Motor Co. Rolm Corp.
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NPPP RECOMMENDATIONS

Mr. Chairman, given our many years of experience with

MDTA and CETA, Mr. Joanis and I offer the following conclusions

and recommendations on federal employment and training policy:

1. Job placement and subsequent work retention must be the

bottom line of any DOI, employment/trainipg program

2. The most effective training is holistic and comprehensive

3. Training needs to be direct and specific

4. Industry participation is essential to relevant job

training.

Job Placement and Subsequent Work Retention must be the bottom

line of any employment training programs that include farmworkers.

Only in this way can the economic impact be both positive and

measurable. Welfare recipients trained and placed can be

correlated to taxpayers' savings. Training and placing of farm-

workers before they become welfare case loads because of dis-

placement can also be analyzed in terms of costs and savings.

Cost effectiveness can be measured by the cost of placement in

relation to the length of training and the quality of the job in

which a trainee is placed plus retention time.

Such "limited expectations" of placement and work retention

means a realistic approach to training for real jobs, jobs where

there is a labor shortage. The criteria for evaluation or assess-

ment of a program's success is therefore more easily established.

Evaluation criteria could easily include:

al numbers and quality of placements based on

1. entry level wage of trainees
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2. potential job advancement

3. work retention of trainee

b) Difficulty of training through assessment of farmworker

profile

1. educational background

2. welfare status

3. targeted group status

_4. language or physical handicap

5. seasonal/migrant farmworker status

The most effective training must be holistic and comprehensive.

Such an approach requires working with the trainee in a non-

fragmented way through a team of instructors, counselors, and

job developers who work with a participant throughout his/her

training. Administrative coordination and flow of trainees from

one agency to another become a complex, burdensome and often

unmanageable task. Trainees become potential casualties lost

between the cracks of a skills training program, a remedial

and/or ESL institution, a separate counseling service, or a state

employment service. The farmworker casualty jumps higher under

such fragmented approaches. Last, but no less important,

accountability for placement and work retention can be more easily

determined when the holistic and comprehensive approach is the sole

responsibility of one program operator. It is our experience that

recruitment, skill training, remedial education, theory,

communication skills, human and personal development, motivation

and counseling, job concepts and work philosophy, job placement
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and finally, follow-up family counseling for six months to

a year can hebeit administered through a single entity.

Training needs to be direct and specific. A hands-on training

program coupled with necessary remedial education in a non-

structured setting is one of the best ways to raise the skills

levels of these farmworkers. Participants learn by moving from

task to task, problem to problem under a job simulated setting.

The very nature of this approach is one that necessitates

inanidualized training which cannot be based on a fixed course

length and requires an open-entry and open-exit capability.

Pre-testing or educational prerequisites, for purposes of

determining eligibility or skill proficiency, does not always

work to the advantage of those farmworkers who can not make it

in the more traditionally structured public or private education

systems.

Participation with industry is essential in order to monitor

training curricula and certify training equipment to ensure that

trainees are receiving relevant training.

With all the talk about the role of industry in training

programs, it is our experience that industry, by and large, is

ill equipped to handle the financial, behavioral, and counseling

problems of the "typical" farmworker. Current thought assumes

that industry is the best trainer of the unemployed poor.

Without questioning industry's vital role in tte employment and

training field, it is a great risk to move toward such a "new"
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approach at the expense of existing successful operations.

We strongly endorse the advisory role of the private sector but

find it ironic that the present law does not allow for farmworker

training programs to tap into CETA Title VII resources. Some

of our grantees have over fourteen years experience in working

with industry. They know the vital role it can play in the

employment training field, even though present law and regulations

do nc; provide the best approach for private sector involvement.

Mr. Chairman, last year we provid'd employment and training

Services to approximately 65,000 migrant and seasonal farmworkers.

Despite reduced appropriations and spiraling inflation the

overall rate of 303 job placements reflects a steady, but moderate

increase. The rate of AFOP placements rose 12% in FAX 80; $2,720

was the average cost per placement. La Cooperative's membership

of 303 program grantees increased their placement rate by 11%.

Almost 4,000 participants gained employment in the private sector

at a Average Adjusted Cost per Placement of $4,072.

When you consider the tremendous price we pay as a nation

for, unemployment and lost production of goods and services, I

think our 303 network lays legitimate claim to being cost

effective. This is not to say, however, that the needs and

concerns of all MSFWs are being met. For every program partici-

pant we service, at least two migrant or seasonal farmworkers

must be wait-listed or, worse, denied access because of limited

federal financial support. Conseqe.ently,

We urge_this Congress to renew its commitment to the

migrant and seasonal farmworker.
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This migratory population of working poor are bound by

their lack of skills and the seasonality of their agricultural

employment. Their mobility does not conform to governmental

jurisdictionscity, county, or even state. Therefore,

The national administration and funding of these

categorical employment and training programs

through the credible and proven 303 grantees should

be continued.

1

# # #
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APPENDIX

Major Categories of Employment & Training,Provided by
303 Programs

Agricultural,

Gardening & Grounds Landscaping

Diversified Crop Farming

Horticultura

Plant Farming

N3 Benchwork

Assembly 6-Repair of Tools '

Metal Unit Assemblers

Assembly 11 Repair of Motor

Assembly 6 Repair of Ulm! Appliances

Assembly & Repair of Elec. Components

Sewing Machine Repair

Clerical 11 Sales

Sicretaries

Typists

File Clerks

Stenography, Typing, Filing, ect.

Cashiers and Tellers

Computing and Account Recording

Machine Trades

Toolmakers 6 Related

Fabricating Machine

Metal Working

Mechanics & Repairers--Car & Equipt.

Industrial Plant Mechanic

Farm Mechanics & Repairers

Engine, Transmission Mechanics

Tuttle Mechanics 6 Repairers

Business, Commercial Repairers

Utilities Service Mechanics

901

Domestic Animal Terming

Domestic Fowl Farming

Forest Conservation

Dairy 6,116Aking Operation

Fabrication of Electrical Wire

Shaping Wood Products

Asemmbling Wood Products

Furniture Repair

Laying out, marking, cutting

Shipping, Receiving, Stock clerks

Medical Service Clerk

Sales Clerks

Data Entry

Medical Transcription

Production Clerk

Machine Installment & Repairs

Folding, Creasing, Gluing Paper

Paperworking Occupation

Printing Machines

Wood Machining

Weaving & Textile Occupations

Knitting Occupations

Hosiery Knitting

Plastics, Synthetics, Rubber
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Processing.

, .

Dip Plating Extruding

'Metal Processing Plastic, Rubber, Paint Processing.

Processing Coal, Petroleum, Gas Wood Preserving

Casting eNolding- Leather 6 Textile Processing

Professional :5, Technical

Health Cara - RN, LPN, Aides 6 Therapists

Education- Secondary, Preschool,Handicapped

Industrial Engineering

'Librarians

Sales A Ilistribution Management

Mental Health Aides

Service

Chefs 6 Cooks

Housekeepers

Housecleaner

Bath Attendants

Structural Work

Carpenters

Plumbers

Brick 6 Stone Masons

Assembly 6 Repair Communication Equip.

Painters

Telephone Linemen

Elextricians

Air Conditioning service

Electronic 6 Microwave technicians

Computer Technician

Drafting

Restaurant Managers

Deisel Truck Drivers

Optometric Technician
4

Flight Attendants

Shoe 6 Luggage Repair

Security Guards/Correctional Officer

Custodians

Trailer Construction

Off Shore Oil Riggers

Pipefitters

Elevator Operators

Sheet Metal Fabrication'

Excavating.6 Grading
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TITLE III, 307 PICCIAIIS

La Coo riiva sins de California

MX -
CET -

CMG

PATI

CHI

California Human Development Corp.

Colliers for.Esployment 1; Training

Control Valley Opportunity Canters

Proteus Adult Training Inc.

Caspeinos Onidoe, Inc.

IfETC

IXTTO
PC

EMI

TOPS

MSTA
ACT
ANSIT
MDCF0
MET

ESN

Association of Farsvorker Opportunity Prograss

MC Hot England Farsworkere Council

RWIFO Rural Nov York Farmvorker Oppty.

PC - Farsvoikers Corp. Inc.

- Rural Missouri Inc.

TOPS Tenn. Oppty. Program for
Seasonal Farmvorkers Inc.

MSFA Migrant i Seasonal Farmworkers
Assn. Inc.

ACT Atianeas Council of Fargworkers Inc.

Amsrc Ala. Migrant g Seasonal Formvorkars
Council, Inc.

MDCVO Miss. Delta Council for Farm-
orkar Opportunities

MET Motivation. Education. and
Training, Inc.

FSDE Fla. State Dept. of Education
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Senator QUAYLE. OK.
Ms. MULL. Senator Quayle, I would like to thank you for this

opportunity. I would also like to thank you for your efforts with
the youth legislation and representing the youth needs of our
Nation. .

I come from a perspective of a local program operator before
*comir with AFOP. Having seen and worked in the local communi-
ty, we need the support from the national level in dealing with the
needs of farmworkers because of their lack of representation in the
local communities in developing programs. Farmworkers, to a large
extent, are not represented in State plans or regional plans, and
therefore would -be overlooked in the process -of funds being dis-
seminated throughout each State.

We are trying to get a voice across; that the needs of these
people traveling from State to State are unique from other popula-
tions, and that a special administration from the national level has
been effective in administering programs to direct interstate needs*
as well as the unique political problems which farmworkers have
been experiencing.

Those are the kinds of concerns, plus the need that we are
experiencing of being able to have the opportunity to access other
titles within CETA to administer youth programs, to administer
title VII programs, and to administer title II programs, having
special set-asides in each of those titles that would allow services
for farmworkers. We feel that that would be of a help to us as
program operators, to have that access.

That has been a major problem with farmworkerstheir inacces-
sibility to services from the local community and falling through
the cracks of traditional service delivery systems.

We feel that through efforts such as this and through the. efforts
which you have targeted in youth legislation, it would greatly
assist our efforts in administering programs to our people.

We involve farmworkers in our planning of our programs, and I
think that is shown through the fact that better than 33 percent of
our current employees are former farmworkers. They have input to
-us to tell us how to effect a service delivery system that a partici-
pant really needs.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Mull follows:]

...

0
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Ms. kill. Mr. Chairman, my name is Diane I am phe Director of the

AssecOtacm-if_FarMworker Opportunity Programs. I would like to thank you

f6r this opportunity, and for your efforts with the.youth legislation,

representing the youth needs of our nation.

I am a former administiator of an employment and training program

within several states before working with APOP. I have worked in a ruial
A

community; I have seen the needs of farmworker: they are the under-educated

, and underemployed members of the labor force who need support fran the national

level. Farmworkers, to a large extent, are not represented in state or

regional plans for many state agencies or planning group and therefore are

overlooked in the process of funds and programs being dassemanated and

admd red throughout each state.

We are trying to get a point across; that the needs of our people

travvling from state to state, performing a service which benefits us all,

are unique from other populations: having no local or state representation,

they thus .77,guire special administration fran the national level. This

approach ...- been effective in administering programs to direct interstate

needs, as well as meeting the unique political problems which farm workers

have been experiencing for decades and Congress addressed in the current

omployment and training legislation.

Because of the interstate and Intrastate nature of the farmworker

population, both migrant and seasonal, farmworkers have fallen through the

cracks of traditional service delivery systems. Services that may net the

needs of other populations who have transportation, who do not work from

sun up to sun down, who are residents of a state or locality and are visible

in tlx community, who are eligible for unemp.joyment, minimum wage or receives

fringe benefits, are inaccessible to a majority of our fanmorkers,
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These are only a few of the unique characteristics which make farmworkers

/ inaccessible to many employment and training programs which do not have a viable

outreach program conponent. Farmmorkers are utilized to plan and establish

the priority of the programs which are developed to net their needs; an average

of 33% of our staff are former farmworkers.

The current farmmorker organizations in our menbership, consisting of

twenty-two states, have been effective in providing employment and training

services to farmworkers with an average educational level of sixth grade, an

average of 53% of the Hispanic population having a limited English speaking

ability, 66% high school drop -outs, all unemployed for an extended length

of tur during the year because of the seasonal nature of their employment

resources, with limited skills that are predominately non-transferable, It

is important to remember that all the persons which we serve have an income

below the poverty level and have expressed a desire fOl assistance and help

to upgrade their circumstances. We estimate that there are 1,656,846 farmworkers

within our twenty-two states, no full-scale attempt has been made to accurately

count the number of farmworkers who are in poverty. Funds currently allocated

to serve farmworkers are only 1% of the current employment and training budget.

Some of the benefits that our programs have been able to provide as a

return for the monies allocated to serve the hardest-to-employ population are

fur this last year of operation under the current empLoyment and tra,.ninj

legislation, AEOP umbers have served 53,262 migrant and seasonal farmworkers;

6,257 were placed on full-time unsubsilizednemployment at an average cost of

$2,270 per placement; the gross annual income produced by those farmworkk_rs

now on full-time employment equals $58,600,000 with an annual income of $9,360

compared to the previous poverty level status; the federal and state taxes paid

by these now full-time employed workers equals $5,700,00 or so resulting in a

return for CETA investment of 70%.

9 0 C
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The effectiveness of our programs can be enhanced and transferred if

given the access to provide services to farmwo,kers through set asides in all

programmatic employment and training legislation titles. That

the national administration of the programs for farmworkers,.

which you have targeted in youth legislation would greatly assns

effective programs to net the special needs of migrant aneseasonal farmworkers.

Thank you.

led with

efforts

Senator QuAYLt. Thank you very much.
Mr. Mitchell.
Mr. MITCHELL. My name is Stuart Mitchell and I am the execu-

tive director of Rural New York Farmworker Opportunities. We
operate employment and training programs in New York and in
Pennsylvania.

With me today is Sandy Harding, who is a staff member of our
national association, called NAFOthe National Association of
Farmworker Organizations. NAFO has been in existence since 1973
and represents many of the farmworker-governed organizations
from throughout the country.

We also have submitted written testimony that I will briefly
summarize.

Senator QUAYLE. It will be submitted in the record in its entire-
ty.

Mr. MITCHELL. Thank you.
As you well know, the background of CETA, title III, section 303,

was initiated when CETA was originally initiated in 1973. It had
had at least 10 or 15 years of prior experience in the Federal
Government in their funds serving migrant and seasonal farm-
worker programs through 0E0 previous to that time.

There is very strong language in the committee "reports and in
the congressional legislation that mandates a national office; deals
with the issue of chronic, seasonal unemployment and underem-
ployment; addresses the special nature. of farmworker employment
and training problems; and talks about the special needs of mi-
grant and seasonal farmworkers to be served through organizations
that they control.

As ,we have already stated this morning, we agree that that
language needs to continue in any consideration for future pro-
grams for the employment and training needs of farmworkers.

The role of agriculture is a very important factor to consider
when we think about migrant and seasonal farmworkers. Agricul-
ture, by its very nature, is seasonal; it creates tremendous instabil-
ity in the labor force, and particularly the unskilled labor force
that we represent.

In addition to that, the increasing mechanization which is becom-
ing stronger and stronger in the industry, the large influx of undo-
cumented workers and programs such as the H-2 programs, the
large pool of unskilled workers, and the fact that the agriculture
industry has a very strong interstate and, in fact, international
market competition, all lead to tremendous problems confronting

907
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laborers in the agriculture industry, so much so that the hired
farmworker in New York State makes one-half that of the industri-
al worker in New York State. And I think we could find that that
is true in figures from throughout the country.

Various statistics show that for 250 days of employment, the
income in 1979 for a farmworker was $2,489. We have done a
survey in New York that shows an average family income of a
family of about 2.7 people of $2,900 in New York State.

There has to be a response to the problems confronting poverty
and farmworkers, and poverty is very serious among the farm-
worker community in this country. That brings in-the role of the
private, nonprofit farmworker organization that we represent.

We are unique ,because we represent farmworkers themselves on
our board of directors. They are participating in all of our decision-
making processes. They allow us to work with the public as well as
the private sector.

Currently, in this country there are seven State agencies and 31
private, ,nonprofits working with migrant and seasonal farm-
workers, as funded through CETA. We have recently had a survey
done of our programs and it has shown that all of us throughout
the country have overachieved in every service that we have Con-
tracted for through the Department of Labor. We have shown that
the costs are lower than prime sponsor delivery systems in that
process.

Our systems are primarily multiservice in nature. We involve
programs in education, advocacy, youth programs, housing pro-
grams, alcoholism counseling services, and emergency servicesall
integrated into a farmworker delivery system.

We .work with farmworkers in both the user States, which we
represent in New York, and home-based States, and show the
interconnection between the streams that flow between the South
and the North throughout this country. That is a very important
role of nationally funded programs so that we can work with
farmworkers regardless of where they are originating and where
they are lqcated in terms of their employment opportunities.

We are part of the private sector. We are a private corporation;
we work very closely with agriculture industry representatives,
and in our case, we have them on our board of directors. We work
with State agencies; we have them on our board of directors.

We have been able to show that there is a strong link between
the private service delivery system and services to migrant and
seasonal farmworkers. We believe that the orientation from the
Federal Government has to be targeted to protection of services to
farmworkers, inguring that all interested groups, including indus-
try, participate in how those services are delivered.

We appreciate the opportupity to bring these points to your
attention today.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Mitchell follows:]

9
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National Association of Farmworker Organizations
1332 New York Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005

(202) 347-2407

REMARKS ON

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ISSUES

BY

THE NATIONAL_ ASSOCIATION OF FARMWORKER ORGANIZATIONS

BEFORE

THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES

U,S, SENATE

JuNE.19, 1981
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MR. CHAIRMAN:

I am Stuart Mitchell, Executive Director of Rural New York

Farmworker Opportunities, Inc., and am here today representing

the National Association of Farmworker Organizations (NAF0)._

Accbmpanying me is Sandy Harding, a staff member of MAYO.

Incorporated in 1973, NAPO is a national membership org-

anization, comprised of farmworker-governed, community-based

organizations. NAFO's members provide a wide range of services

to the nation's migrant and seasonal farmworker population --

twenty-five of whom (including Rural New York Farmworker Oppor-

tunities, Inc.) currently administer CETA, title III, section

303, farmworker employment and training programs. On behalf of

MAYO and its membership, I,wish to thank this Subcommittee for

requesting our comments regarding national employment and training

policy.

Through remarks presented today, we hope to briefly address

all issues identified by the Subcommittee as pertinent to the

development of new employment and training pplicy. Our responses

will reflect our own area of expertise -- employment and training,

among the f&rmworker population -- and will also reflect a basic

premise that migrant and seasonal farmworkers, as a particular

group within the labor force, should indeed be the concern of

national employment policy.

81-137 0-81-78

,t
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BACKGROUND OP THE CETA, TITLE III, SECTION 303 PROGRAM

In hearings before this Subcommittee on June 11

Assistant Secretary of Labor, Albert Angrisani, testified,

that in his view, the 1973 Comprehensive Employment and

Training Act was both workable and manageable, with clearly

defined goals and objectives and with a well-defined manage-

ment system within the Department of Labor.

Congress' concern for employment and training opportunities

for migrant and seasonal farmworker4rwas part of that original

law. In fact, the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare

stated the following in its 1973 Committee Report, No. 93-304.

Hearings by this Committee have shove' that, while the Amer-
ican ammic system has unclad resamnably well for most
persons, it has abywally failed the migrant farmworker. In

fact, the migrant is practically excluded Fran the mainstream

of our econcraic system. He is only a limited participant in

mmelpmarr Frowns today, and his power to participate, in effect,

or improve present marpowor development and training programs is

severely restricted.

Kigrants have littie income, their ability to earn is impaired,

and their stream of earnings is sporadic and uncertain. They

even lack or are denied the ability to control their immune.

Unoployrent is high, the subrealoyment and underemployment
are pervasive. Their ability to increase their ezontmic power
is restricted. Informatice about jobs is limited and faulty;

skills and educational and motivational levels are km. The

demend for their services in agricilture is diminishing due to
developing technology and machenizaticn. Benefits of 9:merriment
programs designed to raise income and ;elm it more certain nave

and in the future are limited or denied.

The bill by earmarking funds will assure an cpporiorsity for the

one million perms who are members of migrant and seumal farm-

worker families to obtain a fairer share of cur Nation's efforts to

permit and snocuraqs the maxi= devaloposnt of their human resources.

It will guarantee an equitable allocation of funds for migrant

91j
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:Empower promos. Because of the interstate character
of this it is t to have a

tY y . 1,7^". . at ."-1 /-1-1 th

can-
threugtout the maraca

Congress mandated a national focus and national administra-

tion of the farmworker employment and training programs based on

overwhelming evidence that migrant farmworkers needed a nationally,

coordinated faraworkerPolicy, as well as a clear understanding

that the employment and training needs of an interstate popula-

tion could not be met through traditional manpower programs.

That mandate has consiiiently been reinforced by Congress,

since its development of the comprehensive law in 1973. Title

III, section 303, of P.L. 95-524, MTh Reauthorization of 1973,

states, in part:

(a) The °morass finds and declares that
"(I) chronic seasonal unemployment and unisreeploymant in

the agricultural industry, substantially affected by recant
advances in technology and machanisation, constitute a substan-
tial partial of the Nation's rural employment problam and sub-
stantially affect..the entire national socamyt mid

(2) Imams of the special nature of fartecrier ercloymerit
and training problems such programs an best be adainisured at
the national bevel.
(bill) the Secretary shall meet the emalovmat and training

needs of migrant mid seasonal fammorkars through public agendas
and private =profit organisations, including, but not limited to,
program and activities _carried out by whim glances under
provisions of this Act, as the Secretary cletsmines sere an under-
standing of the preasis of migrant and seas: al finmorkers, a
familiarity with the area to be served, and a capability to aclainistar
effectively a comprebensive employment and training prommi for
migrant and seemisil facmcalters.

"(2) Premiss smarted under this section shall include, but not
be limited to, emslowsent ani training in traditional as well as may
developing agricultural occupations and related assistance and sup-
portive services.

91°
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The Office of Farmmorker and Rural Employments Programs

(01PREP) within the Department of Labor administers the present

program, providing g focal point for coordinating the farmworker

employment and training programs and providing a farmworker-

oriented approach in evaluating the CETA 303 programs. While

community-based organizations have; at times, had differences

with the Department of Labor regarding the Farmworker Employment

and Training Program, the basic principle of national adminis-

tration for these programs has never been challenged by farmworker

organizations.

The Department of Labor's Farmworker Employment and

Training Program represents the federal government's single

largest response to the needs of migrant and seasonal farmworkers.

In 1980 $69.5 million was allocated by formula to the states and

administered by thirty-one (31) private nonprofit organizations

and seven (7) state agencies. Current administration of the pro-

gram allows for the necessary flexibility in the inter-state and

inter-regional coordination in program planning, delivery and

referral to the mobile population.
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SPECIALIZED EMPLOYMENT & TRAINING NEEDS WITHIN THE

=RANT AND SEASONAL FARMWORKER POPULATION

'WAY the years, the plight of the U.S. farmworker,

particularly the migrant worker, has been brOught_to public

attention with special force. Edward R. Murrow's Harvest of

Shame, the 1970 NBC White Paper, Migrant, and the recently

aired follow-up Migrants; 1980 described with sobering accuracy

'the conditions of the migrant lifestyle. Problems facing the

domestic farmworker have consistently beep so significant and

unique among the U.S. working force that the media frequently

finds opportunities to air speoials. While each documentary

produced a public outcry and a federal response which has been

in existence since the, early 1960s, conditions continue to exist

within agricultural labor which warrant the special attention of

thiifederal government.

The USDA Economic Research Service's The Hired Farmworking

Force Survey_of 1979 , in fact, documents the most recent average

earnings within agricultural labor for 250 days employment and

over as $2,489. The most recent available data from Social Security

(1977) reflects that 1,716,000 farmworkers in the U.S. (whose

employers reported their earnings to Social Security) received

an average annual earnings of $3,000 or less. Rural New York

Far:worker Opportunities, Inc.'s own sample of its 1980 CETA 303

enrollees reflects an average family income of $2,932 for 2.79

family members.
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National statistics continue to indicate a disproportionately

higher infant mortality rate and general mortality rate for the

farmmorker population,. along with critical needs in housing,

education, health, nutrition, etc, The President's Commission

on World Hunger stated in their 1980 report that "Migrant and

seasonal farmworkers may constitute the most economically de-

prived group of working people in America today ... the health

profile of this population reads like a description of a devel-

oping nation" (pp.160).

The needs of farmworkers are an inherent by-product of the

agricultural employment system which fosters an oversupply of

unprotected workers. Mechanization has displaced thousands of

s. farmworkers in the past decade. Wages of U.S. farmworkers

ha been shown to be depressed in states which heavily use the

Depar nt of Labor's H-2 Program, allowing the importation of

up to 3 ,000 foreign,, temporary agricultural workers each year

(46 Fedora Register, 18,991). Up until the current season, 10

and 11 year ld children were allowed to hand harvest crops in

fields treate with pesticides known to cause cancer and genetic

mutations. The A nistration's recently announced decision to

initiate a 50,000 guest worker program with Mexico will bring

more workers into the agricultural labor market -- a market which

contains a current unemployment rate of 10.8% (Bureau of Labor

Statistics' "January 1981, Employment 4 Earnings Report").

Employment and training opportunities for those agricultural

workers who choose to enter an alternative labor market is clearly

91 5



a viable and necessary focus within national employment and

training policy. The necessity for a farmworker employment and

training program is as necessary today as during Congress'

development of CETA in 1973; the flexibility in administering

ma national program to serve an inter-state population is also

an integral factor in providing employment and training among

farmworkerp in the 1980s.

- THE ROLE OF THE PRIVATE NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION IN COMPETING

FOR AND ADMINISTERING EMPLOMENT i TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR

FARMWORXERS

The Farmuorker Employment and Training Program is highly

unusual, if not unique, within CETA and the federal government

as a whole -- grants are awarded on the basis of competition

between private nonprofit Organizations, prime sponsors and

public agencies. No presumptive funding exists within the CETA,

title III, section 303, Program. And as stated earlier, the current.

two-year grant cycle is comprised of thirty-one (31) private non-

profit organizations and seven (7) states agencies as grantees.

Many of the private nonprofit organizations which administer

the CETA, title III, section 303 are fax-worker-governed, community-

based organizations which provide a range of comprehensive services

to the migrant and seasonal farmwprker populatiOn,.including health,

education, housing, nutritional and emergency energy and food

assistance -- supportive services which are critical to employment

9t1G
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and training efforts, as well as to the farmworker who chooses

to remain within agriculture, either upgrading'his/her skills

in agricultural employment or attempting to improve the agri-

cultural employment lifestyle itself. Representative of the

farmmorkers in their states, the farmworker organizations are

also equipped to provide the bilingual and bicultural services

needed by the various ethnic populations within agricultural

labor. Over the years, the farmworker organizations have developed

regional and national coalitions to respone to the needs of

the ?armworker population.

Compiled by One America, Inc. for the Department's Office,

of Parmworker 4 Rural Employment Programs, the following chart

summarizes the U.S. total performance of the Parmworker Employment

and Training Program through an analysis bf grantee' second quarter

reports of the current fiscal year. Actual performance and expend-
,

itures are comp with the pllnned provision of services and
9

,estimated c In reviewing the chart, two patterns are very

.obvious -- in all ut one category, the current grantees' overachieved

their-goals in 'the- actual provision of services and, in all categories,

the actual cost of piOviding services was far lower than the planned

estimates.
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tamcroz. smart cr pmeridnwas Arc mcrelorIMES-
StrOttO Ctairi2

ICTIVITf '

. .

U.S. Tcau

PARTICIPATICt4 EXPENDia4Ls

TOM planned
55220' $42,128,687

actual
58890 38,818,916Pi s percent
107% 90%

CLASSRXI4 Planned 9670 20,698,600

actual 9869 19,453,204
prraTtEs percent 102% 94%

Cti-'12E-..1013 planned 1705 2,939,716

actual use 1,620,938

TIV.E423 G percent 86% 55%

IOW planned 1670 4,756,251

actual 1706 3,732,511

=PERM= percent 102% 78%

SERVICES planned 85274 14,981,411

actual 94017 13,366,712

percent 110% 89%

SUPPCELTVE planned 63018 5,066,464

actual 67214 4,376,207

SERVICES i percent 1071 86%

EMPLOVILNT planned
AOD actual

TRAL412t percent

21939
23975
109%

9,954,501
9,013,968

91%

cm *Services' category represents the osobisled total ve Services"

And *Fleployeant-i Training Services'. Supportive Servi t health

and medical service, child care, tcarapartatien, assistance, relo-

cation assistance, residential support, nutritional and legal services.

EliPlaYment & Training Services represent orientation,,,ccuAseling, job development,

referral, job placement and follow-up). .
.

.
i
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DELIVERY OF EMPLOYMENT & TRAINING SERVICES TO FARMWORRERS

IN 'HOME-BASED" v. "USER" STATES AND THE ACCOMPANYING NEED

FOR BOTH INTER-STATE t INTER- REGIONAL COORDINATION AND REFERRAL

Geographic and climatic conditions within agriculture

itself, obviously reflect the availability of employment within

agriculture: The availability of agricultural employment, with

all of the variables which may influence it, in turn, determines

patterns of migrant labor. While three migrant "streams" have

been delineated over the years-- the West Coast, Midwest and

//East
Coast -- these patterns of migrant labor are by no means

/ static. In the past year alone, variables such as the volcanic

eruption in the Northwest, drought and heat crises of the Midwest,

Southwest and South, the influx of Cuban and Haitian refugees,

and Florida's citrus freeze have dramatically influenced the

availability of agricultural employment, and, hence, the migrant

patterns within the U.S. The same variables which affect agricultural

employment and the presence of farmworkers,in an area at a given

time, demand that all services to the population (including employment

and training) be administered in such a way as to be flexible to

meet the changing needs of th. population.

Employment and training services among the population will

also demand flexibility between 'home-based" and the "user states"

(states where the workers are employed for varying lengths of

time but are not residents). For continuity of services, the

agricultural lifestyle will necessitate both inter-state and

inter-regional coordination and referral.
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The Illinois Migrant Council's Youth Project illustrates

the innovative and workable approaches which are possible through

a system of administration which allows the flexibility to,'

incorporate Later-regional coordination and delivery. The project

was initiated in 1979 as a response to the needs of farmworker

youth, residing in Illinois and other Midwestern states during the

summer months. Attending school in their Pone-based state of

Texas from October through April of the school year, the fgrmworkbr

youth had no incentives for attending school during the school

months in which they were employed in the user states -- the

Texas school system evaluated the youths' performance, based only

on the curriculum covered during the months when school was actually

attended,and the Texas school system would not honor attendance

in an Illinois school for credits toward graduation.,

Through their project the Illinois Migrant Council works

with farmworker organizations in Indiana, Ohio, Wisconsin, Minnesota,

Iowa and Texas, as well as with eighteen (18) different school

districts in the state of Texas to assure continuity of education

for the farmworker youth. Each-of the 18 school districts In Texas

use a different educational curriculum and'maintain separate criteria

for graduation, but with their cooperation, Illinois Migrant Council

and the other particip4ting farmworker organizations in the Midwest

're able to provide classroom training to the farmworker youth,

using the curriculum and learning materials which the youth would

use in their individual Texas school district. Work experience

920
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in non-agricultural employment is also made available to

the student -- upon the condition that the student attends

classroom training.,

The Midwest Associatibn of Farmworker Organizations (MAP0),a

coalition of farmworker-governed organizations in the Midwest,

louses a #miliar innovative alloproach in the administration of

the CETA, title III, section 303, Program. MAFO's Coordination

and Referral Project was developed to increase technical assistance

exchange among grantees in program development and design, training

modules and inter-state and inter-regional coordination. In addition,'

the project is developing:

o correlative information systems bulletins, pamphlets

and booklets in each participating state;

o member technical assistance exchange in fiscal management,

program assessment, monitoring and evaluation, staff

development, and personnel management;

o a system of cost-sharing among the membership in resettle-

ment and training expenses among mutual clients; and

o, a system of inter-state and inter-regional coordination

and referral for improved service delivery among the

home-based and user 'states.

0
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THE ROLE OF SUPPORTIVE SERVICES TO EMPLOYMENT b TRAINING

AMONG FARMWORKERS

It is NAFO's position that supportive 'services are in-

herent to a national farmworker employment and training program

and should continue to represent an integril'component in the

development of any new policy. The demand for supportive

services is particularly critical in user states where the

farmworker family is not viewed as a stete resident or'constituent

and where scarce state resources are not likely to be used to

assist the temporary resident. A population whose geographic

location is most often in rural, isolated areas, supportive

assistance may not be available through the traditional private

or public systems. Supportive services to the entire family,

will be particularly key in areas where program participants are

away from extended family and community supports, as well as

within areas which are not receptive to their bilingual and

bi u'tural needs.

By nature of their role within the farmworker community,

the farmworker-governed organizations whiCh administer employ-

ment and training programs must respond to the needs within

the agricultural employment force. In fact, the programs serve

as a barometer to the changes within the agricultural industry.

The same examples identified previously as affecting agricultural

employment -- volcanic eruptions, droughts,, influx of Cuban

and Haitian refugees, etc., etc. -- are the very problems which

the farmworker organizations are forced to respond to within their

92,2
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communities, states and regions.

In addition to alternative employment and training, a

,,rcond goal within the Farmworker Employment and Training Program

is to provide "supportive services necessary to improve the

well-being of migrants and other seasonably employed farmworkers

and their families who remain in the agricultural labor market"

(Federal Register, May 25, 1979, Sec. 689.101 (b)(1) and (TY",

pp. 30596). Improvement of the skills, income and living con-

ditions of domestic farmworkers is a viable

objective for workers within their current employment force,

stabilizing their employment, protecting them from the influx

of low-paid labor and recognizing that agricultural labor will

continue to play an important role within the agricultural and

national economy.

(.A
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ROLE OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR, AS WELL AS THE USE OF OTHER PUBLIC.

AND PRIVATE RESOURCES AT THE COMMUNITY,' STATE & FEDERAL LEVELS

IN ADMINISTERING FARMWORKER EMPLOYMENT & TRAINING PROGRAMS

In considering the role of the private sector within

employment and training initiatives, it is important to

remember that the overwhelming majority of the current CETA, title

III, section 301. grantees are, in fact, part of the private

sector. And as private nonprofit organizations, the grantees

have the ability to develop the innovative approaches in inter-

state and inter-regional coordination which the majority of

public agencies simply cannot administer. In addition, the

majority of farmworker organizations which administer employ-

ment and training programs are not single purpose organizations,

instead drawing upon various public and private resources to

deliver comprehensive services to the migrant and seasonal farmworker

population.

The role of private industry is, of course, key within any

successful employment and training effort. Again, the private

nonprofit organizations within the CETA Farmworker Employment and

Training Program have initiated successful efforts in coordination

with private industry. Despite the fact that sponsors of the

CETA, title III, section 303, Program receive no funding through

title IV to develop Private Industry Councils, growing numbers of

farmworker organizations participate within area PICs and have

also initiated advisory councils which are comprised of private

industry representatives, as well as representatives of educational

924
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institutions, public agencies, local elected officials,

labor unions, etc. Increased efforts at cooperation and

coordination with private industry should be a focus in

develcping employment and training policy. At the same

time, the role of private industry must not be viewed as an

end in itself -- the roles of all available private and

public resources must be considered_within an integrated

employment and training policy. Economic development projects

within target populations should also be considered within

an overall employment and training policy. For the farmworker

population, such activities might include the development of

cooperatives and small farms, providing farmworkers with the

options of becoming owners, producers and suppliers. Economic

development projects can be used to provide services and goods

to farmworker consumers, as well as to develop equity and job

skills for the farmworker producers.
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CONCLUSION

Employment and training among migrant and seasonal'

farmworiers has been of national concern In federal policy

since the enactment of CETA in l973. A program which has

allowed innovative and successful approaches to employment

and training within the farmworker population, due to the

flexibility offered through national administration and the

use of private nonprofit farmworker organizations, farmworker

employment and training iniatives should continue to represent

a national concern within employment and training policy.

Just as conditions within agricultural employment continue

to warrant a national focus within employment and training, so

should national, policy focus upon dpgrading the conditions within

agricultural labor itself. It is our position that both objectives

can be accomplished through the development of a comprehensive

national policy for farmworkers, national administration of the

program and a defined role of the private nonprofit farmworker-

governed organization.

84-ix; 0-81--59 92C
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Senator QUAYLE. Thank you all very much. - __ _ ___

The one question I have is, Can we structure the training pro-
grams for migrant and seasonal farmworkers along the same lines

k.

we do for the urban individuals who are unemployed or underem-
ployed? Can we have the same kind of system for the urban areas
as we do for migrant and seasonal farmworkers?

Mr. MITCHELL. We do not think so, because the locality of urban
, programs allows services tq be delivered' through the municipality.

-Farmworkers are spread out throughout entire States. In our case,
.. we operate in 17 counties in New York State alone, and another 8

counties in Pennsylvania.
There needs to be a way to link together those counties in an

integrated service delivery system. Therefore, the statewide or
multstate delivery system is by far the most efficient and economic
way of delivering services to farmworkers through that targeting
process.

So, if you_are asking if it can work by going through prime
sponsors to farmworker communities, we say the answer is no,
because it would be too limited. It would be too administratively
topheavy; it would not allow us to work where farmworkers are.

Again, in our case, farmworkers move around the State itself
and we need to be able to track where they go. In addition to
moving from Florida to New York, they often move a couple of
times while they are up doing work in New York State as well.

We have program offices in local counties that are strictly 100
percent program offices, and we operate in both States through a
very streamlined administrative office structure in a centralized
administrative thing, where our administrative overhead is, right
now, 13.8 percent. f-

Senator QUAYLE. Do you agree? .

Mr. GRANADOS. Yes, I would concur. We have had experience
with prime sponsors. I came out of a prime sponsorship program,
and even where the prime sponsors are very committed to the
concerns of farmworkers, every prime sponsor that has been a
grantee to serve the farmworkers has dropped out of the program,
not because of lack of interest, but simply because other priorities
and their inability to move across their own jurisdictions make it
difficult for them to. work with the farmworker population. That is
just a factor that we have had to live with.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much. As I told the others, we
are just beginning; stay in touch, and we will stay in touch with
you. .

We have two more witnesses, and I am going to put them togeth-
erMr. Bourie and Mr. Schenk.

Mr. Bourie?
Mr. RIGGIN. Mr. Chairman, we are both with the Americas

,.,egion. I do not know where the other witness is.
,Senator QUAYLE. Is Mr. Schenk here?
[No response.]
Senator QUAYLE. Mr. Schenk is not here.
All right. The American Legion has got the, total show. Go.

9 `2...i j
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STATEMENT OF JAMES G. BOURIE, DIRECTOR OF ECONOMICS,
AMERICAN LEGION, ACCOMPANIED BY E. PHILIP RIGGIN,
DEPUTY DIRECTOR, NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE COMMISSION,
AMERICAN LEGION
Mr. RIGGIN. Myntame is Phil Riggin and I am deputy director of

the legislative division. Of course, with me is Jim Bourie, director
for economics. Mr. Bourie is prepared to deliver a summary of our
statement, with a request that the entire statement be made part
of the record.

Senator QUAYLE. It will be.
Mr. RIGGIN. We will'both be available for any questions you may

have, sir.
Mr. BOURIE. Mr. Chairman, the American Legion appreciates

this opportunity to submit its statement regarding matters perti-
nent to employment and training programs. Of particular and
serious concern to the Amefican Legion are the employment and
training nerds of veterans, especially those of the Vietnam era. We
are dedicated to the proposition that all veterans must be given the
opportunity for economic independence and self-sufficiency.

Please make no mistake about it; veterans do indeed suffer em-
ployment and training problems. BLS figures for April reveal that
in the age group 25 to 29, the unemployment rate for veterans is
9.3 percent, and 7.3 percent for nonveterans. But many thousands
of Vietnam-era veterans have simply dropped out of society, cyni-
cal and bitter toward a system which professes to assist them, but
only pays them lipservice.

By law, the Veterans Employment Service is to provide a prodi-
gious and prolific employment and training program for veterans.
However, notwithstanding the laudable language and intents of
chapters 41 and 42, the VES only advises and recommends to the
Job Service veterans programs. But the Job Service is often not
committed to veteran needs, as their own administrative problems
take precedent.

This problem of Job Service ambivalence will further be aggra-
vated by their budget cuts for fiscal 1982. The administration will
reduce the Job Service funding by $150 million. This reduction will
undoubtedly exacerbate the already weak veterans employment
and training programs.

Nonetheless, the main. emphasis for the VES has been with
CETA. We know now that nearly after 10 years and billions of
dollars, CETA for veterans has been a total and unequivocal fail-
ure. At no time were veterans a viable part of CETA in any
meaningful way.

For fiscal 1980, there were over 2 million participants in all
programs. Veterans comprised only 10 percent, with Vietnam-era
veterans constituting only 4.3 percent. There are a number of
reasons why this is so; they range from indifference and resistance
on the part of prime sponsors, to the Federal law itself.

For example, Vietnam-era veterans are identified as a special
°target group. Yet, they must be under 35 years of age, when most
Vietnam-era veterans are 35 and older.

Like others, veterans must be economically disadvantagedthat
is, almost destitute-7before being eligible. But perhaps the biggest
problem is that over the yedrs, as veterans grew older, assumed
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family responsibilities, and made adjustments in their career goals,
CETA remained stagnant; it-did not take into account these and
other factors.

Consequently, it could not address the employment and training
needs of Vietnam-era veterans and older veterans. It was operating
from a presumption and perception of veterans that was archaic
and unrealistic.

Further, other than being economically disadvantaged, resident
aliens, refugees and parolees have no such age prohibition and are
afforded a multitude of employment and training programs.

Mr. Chairman, the American Legion has previously made the
statement before the House Veterans' Affairs Committee that we
will not mourn the passing of CETA, in light of the administra-
tion's present plan to eliminate or consolidate programs and move
to a block grant approach.

Instead, we are rather philosophical that from the ashes of
CETA, a better and more meaningful phoenix will rise for veter-

, ans. Nonetheless, we would not stand idly by, should the adminis-
tration, Congress or States decide to merely redesign a clone of
CETA for veterans.

It is difficultindeed, impossibleto articulate a singular na-
tional employment policy directed at veterans, as there are a mul-
titude of interrelated problems to be considered. But in designing
any national policy, we emphatically believe that veterans must be
considered a top priority in a meaningful and substantive way.

James Reston' wrote in 1971 that returning veterans are first
priority, but they are thrown in with the rest of the unemployed to
seek jobs or welfare as best they can, and that they need jobs and
the cost of providing them is likely to be far less in the long run
than the cost of indifference.

Now is the time for this Nation to finally provide for veterans
employment and training programs. Mr. Chairman, we cannot
afford 10 more years of indifferenqenot 10 more minutes of indif-
ference., Veterans sacrificed unselfishly for their Nation; their
Nation must now sacrifice unselfishly for its veterans. It can do no
less.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Riggin follows:]
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Statement of

ghe ,dinetican cregion
INN K STREET, N. W.

WASHINGTON, O. C. 20001

by

E. PHILIP RIGGIN, DEPUTY DIRECTOR
NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE COMMISSION

anti

JAMES G. BOURIE
DIRECTOR OF ECONOMICS

before the '

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES

UNITED STATES SENATE

on

Future employment and training programs

June 19, 1981

Mr. Chairman and members of this subcommittee:

The American Legion appreciates this opportunity to present its statement

regarding matters pertinent to employment and training programA.

Relevant resolutions are attached hereto with the request that they be made

part of the record.

Of particular and serious concern to The American ltegion is the employment

and training needs of veterans, especially the employment and training needs of

Vietnam era veterans. Addressing this need has always been one of the corner-

stones of the Legion and will always remain so. We are dedicated to the propo-

sition that all veterans must be given the opportunity for economic independence

and self-sufficiency; a basic tenet that not only benefits veterans but also has

significant return for this country.

Last year, the Veterans Administration commissioned Lou Harris Inc. to

930
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conduct a survey regarding non-veteran attitudes towards veterans and also to

ascertain veteran problem areas. After the data was compiled and published,

two startling facts became evidentone, the majority of people in this country

agree more should be done to assist veterans, in,particular Vietnam era veterans

and two, that among veterans, employment and training were the paramount concerns.

Presently within the Department of Laor there exists the Veterans Employment

Service to 4ddress those employment anti training needs and under P.L. 96-466,

enacted in October of 1980, the former position of Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Veterans Employment was elevated to.a full Assistant Secretary for Veterans

Employment. That law also intended to realign th2i now fragmented veterans' pro-

gram into a single line authority. Currently the Veterans Employment Service is

undtr the Employment and Training Administration, the Office of Veterans Reemploy-

ment Rights under Labor-Management Services Administration and the Office of

Federal Contract Compliance--Veterans' Programs under Employment Standards

Administration. This splintering of, programs has only fostered ciismanagement,

apathy, neglect and resentment within the Department of Labor. The new Assistant'

Secretary for Veterans Employment most first readjust these programs into a

cohesiviand responsive organization. This may be difficult, however; because

for FY 1982 the Department has eliminated the 62
secretarfal positioks for each

State Director for,Veterans Employment within the Veterans Employment Service.

This is contrary to the intent of P.L. 96-466. The elimination of these posi-

tions represents a 32. 5 percent reduction of personnel from ETA, more than any

other program area. We conclude that knowing.veterani' programs are to be

severed from other program areas, and coupled with the Administration's man-

date to reduce cost and personnel, the Department has intentionally singled

out the Veterans Employment Service to bear the major)* of cuts, further ham-

pering and impeding its mission to adOress 'the employment and training problems

of veterans. -=;$.1r.4r-

Mr. Chairman, make no mistake about it, veterans do indeed suffer employment

3
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and framing problems. The Bureau of Labor Statistics figures for April reveal

that in the age group 25-29 the unemployment rate for veterans is 9.3 percent

and 7.3 percent fornonveterans. For the age group 30-34. veterans have a'

5.7 percent unemployment while nonvlterans of the same age have only a 4.8

percent unemployment rate:: But there are two other interesting facts that go

unreported: One, many thousands of Vietnam era veterans have simply dropped

out of society, cynical and bitter toward a system which professes to assist

them, but only pays them lip service; second, the BLS no longer reports the age

group'20-25, which, until recently had a higher than usual unemOloyment rate.

One would naturally conclude that their numbers would be reported in the 25-29

group; yet that group has not grown significantly in numbers. Since the latter

group has not grown, then one would presume, and correctly, that many, as stated,

have' simply dropped cut.

As promulgated in Chapters 41 and 42 of Title 38, USC, the Veterans Employ-

ment Service is to provide a prodigious and prolific employment and training

program for veterans. Through its nationwide network of Regional Directors, State

Directors, Assistant State Directors and Local Veterans Employment Representatives,

who work in concert with the local State Employment Security Agencies, the Service

is to ensure that feterans receive the maximum benefit of any employment and

trataing progrem. However, notwithstanding the laudable language and intent V

those Chapters, the,YES only advises SESA on veterans programs. 3ut SESA is

-often not committed to veteran needs as their own administrative problems take

Precedent. Consecuently, other than reporting various states out of compliance

the AS is powerless tO take administrative action against the states. This

problem of SESA antipathy will be further aggravated by its proposed budget

cuts for fiscal '82. The Administration proposes to reduce SESA funding 17

Percent or $150 million. This reduction will result in the lay-off of personnel,

tne closing of selected Job Service Offices nationwide, and the elimination or

9 3
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consolidation Of services and programs and other actions that will undoubtedly

exacerbate the already weak veterans' employment and training programs.

Ncnetheless, the main emphasis for Veterans Employment Service has been

with the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act. First designed as a pro-

gram to address the high unemployment of youth, other groups, like Vietnam era

veterans, were later identified as special target groups. But veterans programs

were stillborn. We know now after nearly ten years and billions of dollars that

CETA for veterans has been a total and unequivocal failure. At no time were

veterans a viable part of CETA in any meaningful way. For FY 1980 there were

over two million participants in all programs. Veterans comprised only 10

percent with Vietnam era veterans constituting only 4.3 percent despite the

fact that, as a group, Vietnam era veterans had a higher rate of unemployment.

There are a number of reasons why this was so. They range from indiffer-

ence and re-istance on the part of Prime Sponsor Planning Councils to the federal

law itself while created CETA. For example, although Vietnam era veterans have

been identified as a special target group, they must be under 35 years of age;

most are 35 and over. Service-connected disabled veterans with a rating of

less than 30 percent likewise have this age prohibition. Too, like others,

veterans must be "economically disadvantaged"; that is, almost destitute before

being eligible. But perhaps the biggest problem is that over the years as

veterans grew older, assumed family responsibilities and made adjustments in

their career goals, CETA remained stagnant. It did not take into accout these

and other factors. Consequently, it could not address the employment and pre-

ception of veterans that was archaic and unrealistic. For example, you cannot

pay a veteran with a family $3.50 an hour to teach him a skill for which there

is no demand. Further, other than being "economically disadvantaged," resident

aliens, refugees and parolees have no such age prohibition End are afforded a

multitude of employment and training programs. Obviously, our priorities on

933
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who gets training are far, far out of line. Perhaps we should ask thpse.groups

to serve this country should we have the need in the future.

A few weeks ago, it was my honor to serve as a panelist on veterans employ-

ment and training issues at a National Assoication of Concerned Veterans Con-

ference in Baltimore. Also on that panel were representatives of community

based organizations, service organjzations, an official from the Pennsylvania

Department of Labor and one official from the Veterans Employment Service. We

all agreed that the present state of veterans' employment and training programs

is a disastrous posture. Afterwards, I had the opportunity to discuss the issues

with many participants, who, incidentally, directed veteran employment and out-1

reach centers from across the country. They echoed many of the concerns mentioned

here regarding a definite need for meaningful employment and training programs for

veterans. They also stated that they are seeing a higher rate of older veterans

coming to their local operations. Veterans of WWII and Korea who have outdated

skills, who have been laid off, or who are looking aL 3econd careers and part-

time careers, or who have experienced other intervening consequences which causes

them to reassess their job capabilities or market skills. However, a general

consensus was drawn that most Vietnam era veterans lack the rudimentary skills to

compete for a job. They simply do not pass the very necessary and basic needs

to secure 'a job. Therefore, there exists a very real and definite need for out-
!

reach, counseling, testing and training of these veterans.

Mr. Chairman, The American Legion has previously made the statemen before

the House Veterans Affairs Committee that we will not mourn the passing of CETA

in light of the Administration's present plan to eliminate or consolidate programs

and move to a Block Grant-to-states approach. Instead, we are rather philoso-

phical that from the asnes of CETA a better and more meaningful Phoenix will arise

for veterans. Nonetheless; we would not stand idly by should the Administration,

9 3 ,1
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Congress or the states decide to merely redesign a clone of CETA. We are com-

mitted to ensure that all veterans are provided meaningful employment and train-

ing programs.

We therefore believe that veterans, as a group, should be given top national

priority in not only intent, but practice. Although mentioned as a special target

group In CETA, so too were nearly every other group. However, veterans are the

only group whose employment problems are resultant from sacrificing years of ser-

vice to their country while their non-veteran counterparts advanced their careers.

We must not also overlook the fact that a strong national defense is predicated

on how well veterans of today are treated, as perceived by potential veterans of

tomorrow.

It is difficult, indeed impossib'n, to espouse a singular national employment

policy directed at veterans as there are of multitude of inter-related problems

to be considered. But, in designing a national policy, veterans must be considered

a top priority in a meaningful and substantive way. Whether this takes the form

of national guidelines or intent remain to be seen. Of course, the employment

and training needs of veterans are not uniform throughout the country and emphasis

should be in those areas with the greatest need. Too, the Veterans Employment

Service should be given the capability to identify, design and implement employ-

ment programs, as their posture has been passive but now must be active.

We also believe that it would be appropriate for the federal sector to es-

tablish guidelines and policies for states in a Block Grant approach. This will

enable the federal government to ensure that taxpayer funds are prudently spent,

national intent is carried out, and states are provided with guidance and advice

on how b.st to utilize the funds.

As I mentioned earlier, I attended a NACV Conference a few weeks ago and

had the opportunity to speak with many of the participants. These were dedicated,

capable and compassionate individuals desiring to ensure meaningful veterans'

935
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programs, but were stymied in their efforts'because of funding and apathy. In

sum, the people are there; so too are the ideas and designs for employment pro-

grams. They are all dressed up with nowhere to go.

James Reston wrote in 1971, that returning veterans are a first priority,

but that they are thrown in with the rest of the unemployed to seek jobs or wel-

fare as best they can; and that they need jobs and the cost of providing them is

likely to be far less in the long run than the cost of indifference. Now is the

time for this nation to finally provide to veterans employment and training pro-

grams. Mr. Chairman, we cannot afford ten more years of indifference; not ten

more minutes of indifference. Veterans sacrificed unselfishly for their nation;

their nation must now sacrifice unselfishly for its veterans. It can do no less.

Mr. Chairman, The American Legion thanks you and the members of this sub-

committee for allowing us the time to present our views.

9?;
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SIXTY-SECOND ANNUAL NATIONAL CONVENTION
OF

THE AMERICAN LEGION
AUGUST 1941, 1980

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

RESOLUTION NO.: 130

COMMITTEE : ECONOMICS .

SUBJECT : IDENTIFICATION OF VETERANS AS SIGNIFICANT
SEGMENT IN COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND
TRAnIrnrc ACT

WHEREAS, It has been the policy of the Government of the United
States, since our government's inception. that veterans' employment needs
shall receive first priority: and

WHEREAS, Those current employment needs may very well be served
through the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA), but cur-
rent CETA law and regulations do not adequately address those employment
needs which are critical to veterans, especially disabled, Vietnam era,
minority, and older veterans; now therefore be it

RESOLVED, E, The American Legion in National Convention assem-
bled in Boston, Massachusetts, August 19, 20, 21, 1980, that The American
Legion seek legislation to add to the priorities now identified as significant
segments in CETA regulations a priority, on a par at least to those signifi-
cant segments now so designated, to veterans specifically, so that the regu-
lations shall provide that all persons or agencies having funding responsibi-
lities for grants or programs in CETA shall be instructed that such a priority
for veterans is the policy of the United States government, and such priority
for veterans in CETA programs must be implemented fully and immediately.

937
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SIXTY-SECOND ANNUAL NATIONAL CONVENTION
OF

THE AMERICAN LEGION
AUGUST 1941, 1980

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

RESOLUTION NO.: 166

COMMITTEE : ECONOMICS

SUBJECT : ASK FOR REGULATIONS TO PROVIDE INVOLVEMENT
OF STATE DIRECTORS OF VETERANS EMPLOYMENT
IN PLANNING OF CETA PROGRAMS

WHEREAS, The Congress of the United States has enacted the Com-
prehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) to provide funds to agencies
of government to provide services to citizens of their respective states or
regions, including funds to the State employment service offices and CETA
prime sponsors; and

WHEREAS, The Veterans Employment Service is charged by law to
aid and assist veterans in obtaining maximum services from agencies recei-
ving such funds: and

WHEREAS, The CETA prime sponsors are required to provide ser-
vices to target groups, including veterans, but many have not implemented .

veterans programs, although they have been advised by the Veterans Employ-
ment Service field staff of the needs of veterans; and

WHEREAS, The Veterans Employment Service field' staff in many ins-
tances are not involved in the development of the annual piaci, now therefore -

be it

RESOLVED, By The American Legion in National Convention assem-
bled in Boston, Massachusetts, August 19, ZO, 21,, 1980, that The American
Legion request that CETA regulations be amended to provide that the State
Director of the Veterans Employment Service is to be involved in the planning
of the CETA program, and, before such plan can be funded, that each plan
have sign-off by the State Director of the Veterans Employment Service.

9 38
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SDCTY- SECOND ANNUAL NATIONAL CONVENTION
OF

THE AMERICAN LEGION
AUGUST 19-21, 1980

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
1

RESOLUTION NO. : 278

COMMITTEE : ECONOMICS

SUBJECT : SEEK ELIMINATION OF LENGTH OF UNEMPLOY-
MENT AS ELIGIBILITY FACTOR FOR CETA

WHEREAS, The Congress of the United States in the passage of the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act has provided funds to prime
sponsors throughout the United States to provide programs of employment
and job training to the needy people of their area; and

WHEREAS, Many veterans, including the disabled veterans, are
ineligible for CETA programs under current rules and regulations, but.,
however, are in need of work experience or employment in order to return
to the labor market; now therefore be it

RESOLVED, By The American Legion in National Convention assem-
bled in Boston, Massachusetts, August 19, 20. 21, 1980, that The American
Legion seek legislation to permit any unemployed veteran to be eligible to
participate in programs under the Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act if the veteran is unemployed, regardless of the length of time of unem-
ployment or of income.

.....- 939
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SIXTY-SECOND'ANNUAL NATIONAL CONVENTION
OF

THE AMERICAN LEGION
AUGUST 19-21, 1980

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

RESOLUTION NO. : 280

COMMITTEE : ECONOMICS

.' SUBJECT, ; REQUEST DEVELOPMENT OF TRAINING PROGRAMS
FOR VETERANS REPRESENTATIVES SERVING ON
THE CETA PLANNING COUNCILS

WHEREAS, Much effort by veterans organizations and members of
Congress has been devoted to causing members of chartered veterans organi-
sations to serve on prime sponsor planning councils for the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act: and

WHEREAS, Many of the prime sponsors have appointed veterans repre-
sentatives to be members of their planning councils, who, in most instances,
have received little training, U any, in regards to CETA programs and vari-
ous rules and regulations concerning CETA programme; and

's WHEREAS, Time representatives of veterans organizations would be
most effective U they would receive training and .4p-dated information on
CETA programs and statistical data concerning the needs of veterans; now
therefore be it ,

RESOLVED, By The American Legion in National Convention asser,r--....
bled is Boston, Massachusetts, August 19, 20, 21, 1980, that The American
Legion request the Secretary of Labor to have each regional office of the
Department of Labor develop training programs for representatives of vet-
erans organizations serving on the prime sponior planning councils established
under the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, and that such training
be planned in conjunction with regional office training programs for CETA
prime sponsors or other Labor Department staff, and that training programs
include the Veterans Employment Service.

.......-'
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SDCTY-SECOND ANNUAL NATIONAL CONVENTION
OF

THE AMERICAN LEGION
AUGUST 19-21. 1980

BOSTON. MASSA C HUSE TT S

RESOLUTION NO.: 358

COMMITTEE : ECONOMICS

SUBJECT : PRIORITY SELECTION IN YOB SERVICE MATCH .PIG
SYSTEM FOR VETERANS '

WHEREAS, The Secretary of Labor is charged by legislation to pro-
vide veterans preference-through the local State employment service agen-
cies for selection and referral to jobs and training: and

WHEREAS. Many of the State agencies have adopted or are adopting the
job snatching computerised program establishing procedures to record and
select eligible applicants for referral to employers; and

WHEREAS, The proposedjob matching program does not provide pri-
ority in selection for veterans in accordance with the law; now therefore be it

RESOLVED, By The American Legion in Rational Convention assem-
bled in Boston, Massachusetts. August 19. 20. 21, 1980, that The American
Legion request the Secretary of Labor to promulgate specific regulations to
ensure that computer selection of veteran's for referral:to employers, as re-
quired by law. be provided in those States utilizing the computer assisted job
:matching system.
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SIXTY- SECOND ANNUAL NATIONAL CONVENTION
OF

THE AMERICAN LEGION
AUGUST 19-21, 1980

BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS

RESOLUTION NO. : 430

COMMITTEE : ECONOMICS ,

SUBJECT : SEEKS FUNDING FOR INCREASED EMPLOYMENT
SERVICES FOR DISABLED AND'OLDER VETERANS

WHEREAS. The American Legion has always been deeply concerned
with the specialized needs of the disabled and older veteran, as evidenced
by long standing employer awards and other efforts; and

s

WHEREAS, The advancing age of World War II and Korean veterans
is creating serious employment problems for these veterans, especially
during the current recession andlay-offs, and disabled veterans nearly always
encounter employment difficulties; and

WHEREAS. The responsibility for providing specialized services to
meet the employment problems of disabled veterans and older veteran.1 has
been given to the U.S. Department of Labor, its Veterans Employment
Services, and the State employment agencies, now therefore be it

RESOLVED, By The American Legion in National Convention assem-
bled in Boston, Massachusetts, August 19, 20, 21, 1980., that The American
Legion urge the U.S. Department of Labor, its Employment and Training
Administration. the Veterans Employment Service, and the State employment
agencies to increase and intensify and make more effective employment ser-
vices to disabled and older veterans;, and be it further

RESOLVED, That The American Legion request Congress to provide
adequate funds so that the designated Federal and State agencies can fully
comply with their responsibilities to serve the specialized employment needs
of disabled and older veterans.

1

91 .2

I
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SEKTY-SECOND ANNUAL NATIONAL CONVENTION
OF

THE AMERICAN LEGION
AUGUST 1441. 1980

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

-0,..EsoLurioN NO. : 505

COICIITTEE : ECONOMICS

SUBJECT : FULL FUNDING FOR THE VETERANS EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE

WHEREAS, Chapters 41 and 42, title 38. United States Code, provide
for an effective job placement, counseling and training programs for veterans,.
and provide, in Chaptei 41, that the Secretary of Labor supply necessary
funds for this purpose; and

WHEREAS, The U.S. Department of Labor has not fully responded
with meaningful and productive efforts to provide for maximum employment
and training opportunities for veterans; and

WHEREAS, The U.S. Department of Labor continues to inadequately
fund Federal and State agencies, namely, the Veterans Employment Service
of the U.S. Department of Labor and the State employment service agencies;
and

WHEREAS, As a result of noncompliance with Federal statutes, the

U.S. Department of Labor is compounding the prdblem of unemployvent of
veterans, especially unemployment problems of disabled and Vietnina era
veterans, which continue to remain at high and unacceptable levels; now
therefore be it

RESOLVED, By The American Legion in National Convention assem-
bled in Boston, Massachusetts, August 19, 20, 21, 1980, that The American
Legion request that the Secretary of Labor shall submit to Congress a line-
item budget for the operation of the Veterans Employment Service: and re-
quire fiscal accountability to ensure that funds appropriated for the Veterans
Employment Service and for veterans employment services in the State Erti:
ployment agencies are, in fact, used for such veterans employment services.
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SIXTY-SECOND ANNUAL NATIONAL CONVENTION
OF

THE AMERICAN LEGION
AUGUST 19-21. 1980

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

RESOLUTIO NO. : 736

COMMITTEE : ECONOMICS

SUBJECT OPPOSE ANY CHANGES LN EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
TO VETERANS HAVING ADVERSE EFFECT ON VET-
ERANS

WHEREAS] The Congress of the United States, in the passage of the
Wagner-Peyser A t of 1922, provided for the creation of the United States
Employment Servi e and the Veterans Employment Service; and

WHEREAS, hapter 41. title 38, U.S. Code.f-provides that the Vet-
erans Employment ez-v,ice, within the Department of Labor, shall have an
effective job place:mint program for veterans, and that the Secretary of
Labor shall determine that adequate funds are made available for the Vet-
limas Employment Se ice program at the national, regional and state levels;
and

WHEREAS, N erous proposals have been submitted to the Congress
for consideration to am nd the Wagner-.Peyser Act; now therefore be it

RESOLVED, By he American Legion in National eonvention assem-
bled in Boston, Massachusetts, August 19. 20..21. 1980, that The American
Legion oppose any change! in the present employment services achrunistered
by the Department of Labor and established by the Wagner-Peyser Act that
would have an adverse effect on programs of services to veterans.
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, NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
OF THE AMERICAN LEGION

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, OCTOBER 15-16, 1980

RESOLUTION NO. : 24

COMMITTEE : ECONOMICS

SUBJECT : SUPPORT LEGISLATION TH-6T STATE EMPLOYMENT
OFFICES BE RESPONSIBLE FOR CERTIFICATION AND

REFERRAL OF AP.PLICANTS TOVROGRAMS UNDER
THE, COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND TINGRAM

ACT

WitIEREAS, Since being established by the Wagner-Peyser Act of 1933, a
system of veterans employment service, in conjunction with state employment
security agencies, has been active in placing job applicants, including veterans,
in employment and providing other employment services, such as job develop-
ment; and

WHEREAS. Veterans by law are required to receive priority consideration
in job rjerral and job training opportunities;, and

WHEREAS, :oh training and placement services ftinded under the Compre-
hensive Employment and Training Act of 1973 (CETA) fiave frequently resulted
in a duplication of employment services; and

WHEREA , Veterans, in spite of a recent nationwide campaign by the Ad-

ministration, ha never received the share of job and job training placement
under CETA pro ems as under previous employment and training programs
which utilissds. to employment services: now therefore be it

RESOLVED, By the National Executive Committee of The American Lesion

in regular meeting assembled in Indianapolis, Indiana, October 15-16, 1980, that
The American Legion support legislation to require that all responsibility for cer-
tification and, referral of applicantsis?prizne ...sponsors under the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Pict be centered in the state employment security agen-
cies to avoid unnecessary and expensive duplication of employment services and
to insure that, in placement in these Federally funded CETA jobs, veterans re-
ceive the priority in referral and other mandated services for veterans of the
State employment security agencies.

a

O
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NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
OF THE AMERICAN LEGION

EIDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, OCTOBER 15-16, 1980

RESOLUTION NO. : 34

COMMITTEE : ECONOMICS

SUBJECT : SWIFT AND EFFECTIVE .,LMPLEMENTATION OF 1980
VETERANS EMPLOYMENT 'ASSLSTANCE AMENDMENTS

WHEREAS, Title 38. United States Code, has recently been amended by
Congress to improve employment services to veterans by, among other things,
creating an Assistant Secretary of Veterans Employment to advise the Secretary
of Labor and have other responsibilities; and by converting the present adminis-
tratively established and separately funded Disabled Veterans Outreach Program
(ISVOP) to an ongoing Department of Labor /Stale operated veterans employment
and training outreach program; and

WHEREAS, The unemployment rate for veterans in the Z5-Z9 year age
group. which comprises 85 percent of all Vietnam era veterans. was 7.1 percent
in July 1980, compared to the 6.4 percent rate for nonveterans in the same age
group. and more than twice the rate for these Vietnam era veterans in July 1979.
thus necessitating effective Implementation of these new provisions; and

WHEREAS, While Congress provided that DVOP shall continue, no provi- .
:lion was made for the funds necessary to continue this program; and

WHEREAS, The Assistant Secretary of Veterans Employment should be a
veteran in order to fulfill his responsibility and obligation to effectively imple-
ment the veterans employment program within the Department of Labbr: now
therefore be it

RESOLVED, By the National Executive Committee of The American Legion
in regular meeting assembled in Indianapolis. Indiana. on October 15-16. 1980,
that The American Legion urge the President to immediately appoint an Assistant
Secretary of Labor for Veterans Employment as mandated by Congress, and that
this appointee be a veteran in order that the existing and newly mandated respon-
sibilities of the Department of Labor for promoting full employment of veterans
be effectively carrted out; and be it further

RESOLVED, That the Secretary of Labor be urged to immediately make
adequate funds available for effectively continuing the Disabled Veterans Cutreaca
Program with full staffing and responsibility as m.andated by Congress.
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Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much. I appreciate your cooper-
ation, and I can assure you that I have enjoyed working with the
American Legion. We will continue to work together to make sure
that the veteran has his or her proper place in our society.

Let me ask one general question. Should responsibility for em-
ployment and training of veterans be the jurisdiction of the Veter-
ans' Administration, or should we rely on CETA and tliteDepart-
ment of Labor? What would be your-preference?_

Mr. BOURIE. I do not even want to mention CETA. I would put
my eggs with the Veterans Employment Service. HOwever, under
Public Law 96-466, the VA is now in the employment business,
under sections 15, 16, 17, and 18. The Administrator has the re-
sponsibility-, if he identifies unemployed or underemployed veter-
ans, to seek, in conjunction with the Veterans Employment Service
and the Job Service, programs and training. DVOP will be under
the Veterans Employment Service.

The Veterans Employment Service, as it is written in the law in
chapters 41 and 42, is terrific, but they have been chasing CETA'
and CETA, as I mentioned, has been totally unresponsive to the
needs of veterans, and especially Vietnam-era veterans.

I appeared on an employment, and training panel in Baltimore,
and I spoke to many of the Outreach counselors throughout this
Nation. They are all dressed and ready to go to the ball, but there
is no place to go.

I had, a phone call last week from an Outreach counselor in
Seattle; he was absolutely livid. He said that there were sufficient
amounts of money available for other training, but there was abso-
lutely nothing available for the employment and training of veter-
ans. He just had to get it off his chest, and I told him about your
field hearings and I said, "This presents an optimum opportunity

'to get your point across to them."
Senator QuAYLF.. Is the veterans Outreach program funded now?
Mr. RIGGIN. Yes, sir, it is. The veterans Outreach programwe

are talking about two different Outreach efforts, to some extent, I

think. We are talking about the disabled veteran:: Outreach pro-
gram, which is a Department of Labor program which was perma-`
nently established by statutory authority last year at the level of
2,000, I believe, nationwide

There is a separate Outreach effortthe so-called vet center
effqrr, which is not really employment-related, necessarily, al-

though it is getting into that ballpark. It is strictly a VA program
and is designed to provide initial psychological readjustment for
veterans, and then if employment problems present themselves,
then the VA's Outreach effort just simply points them toward the
Department of Labor or the disabled veterans Outreach program.

So. a is just simply a shifting of gears and pointing them in the
right direction. There is really no specific labor or employment
assistance offered in the so-called vet center program.

Senator QUAYLE. But as far as vets are concerned, you would
rather have the employment and training aspects re2nain within
the Veterans' Administration rather than having- -

Mr. BOUR1E. No, no; still with the Department of Labor and the
Veterans Employment Service, because there is a nice system set
up already with the Veterans Employment Service. We have a full

9 I
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assistant secretary for veterans employment, 10 regional directors,
52 State directors, 98 assistant State directors, and local veterans
employment representatives.

It is a nice system if it would work right, but unfortunately, as I
said, they have been chasing CETA, and CETA is totally unrespon-
sive to the needs of veterans. Believe me; there are veterans out

. there. They have just simply dropped through the cracks. They do
not-bother-to- register withthe reiM I o b-Service.

The Veterans Employment Service merely stands as an adviser
to the Job Service and to the State employment security agency. If
the State employment security agency does not want to give any
deference to veterans, there is nothing the Veterans Employment
Service can do about it, other than reporting them out of compli-
ance.

Senator QUAYLE. Is this a statutory change or an administrative
change?

Mr. BottatE. It is ,a statutory change The relationship between
the States and the VES is administrative. The setup of the Veter-
ans Employment Service is statutory.

Mr. RIGGIN. Sir, I would simply say that that particular problem
has been identified on various occasions over the last several years,
and Congress made its very firm decision just last year to solidify
to a great degree that entire thing with the enactment of Public
Law 96-46K. So, we are just simply asking that the thing' be carried
out in a proper form.

Senator QUAYLE. ThAnk you for bringing that to our attention.
Mr. BOURIE. Thank you.
Senator QUAYLE. At this point I order printed all statements

subsequently submitted to the committee for inclusion in the
record by individuals unable to attend these hearings.

[The information referred to follows:]

9
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REHABILITATION FACILITIES

Honorable Dan Quayle
Chairman
Subcommittee on Employment and Productivity
Committee on Labor and Human Resources
9230 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, O.C. 20510

Dear Senator Quayle:

The Natioal Association of Rehabilitation Facilities is pleased to submit

to the Subcommittee on Employment and Productivity a statement for the

record regarding Policy Issues of the Employment and Training System in the

United States on which your subcommittee held hearings on June 11, 12, 18 and

19, 1981. the contents of the statement are in response to the subcommittee's

specific guideltnes printed in the May 19, 1981 Congressional Record, page

55214.

If you or other members desire elaboration on any point of the statement on

policy issues focusing on the employment and training of handicapped Americans

and rehabilitation facilities, please contact our office.

Sincerely,

/16/, A,

James A Cox, Jr
Executive Director

JAC/kc

Enclosure Statement of James A Cox, Jr.

RE Polrcy Issues of the Employment and Training System

in the United States

9 V)
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STATEMENT OF

James A. Cox, Jr.
Executive Director

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REHABILITATION FACILITIES
Washington, D.C.

BEFORE THE

Subcommittee on Employmen'c and Productivity

Committee on Labor and Human ResoUrces

REGARDING:

Policy Issues cf the Employment and Training
System in the United States.

June 11, 12, 18, 19, 1981
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On behalf of the National Association of Rehabilitation Facilities, this
statement is submitted in relation to the subcommittee's current hearings on

employment and training programs.
4

The National Association of Rehabilitation Facilities (NARF) is a voluntary
assosfation-whith--reprevnts---some 600-facilities. --The assot4ation-is concerned

with rehabilitation services for and the employment of handicapped individuals.
Our member rehabilitation facilities and workshops serve more than 400,000 handi-

capped people annually with vocational'and physical rehabilitation, vocational

evaluation, work adjustment, personal and social adjustment, and transitional or

extended employment services.

The committee has indicated that the purpose of these,hearings is to explore

employment and training policy issuese including whether particular groups in the

labor force have special needs which should be the concern of employment policy.
NARF believes that employment policy should concern itself with target populations,

especially the handicapped. My statement outlines the elements of a national

employment policy for the handicapped.

1: The Nature of Rehabilitation

The goal of rehabilitation is to train or retrain people to enter or return

to competitive employment. Rehabilitation serves both - those who upon receiving

employment and training services can move into competitive employment and those who

because of the severity of their-disabilities, cannot. Many of the latter remain

in extended employment in rehabilitation facilities. Trading services provided

under the Rehabilitation Act and CETA (particularly OJT) have been effective in

giving people job skills. Since 1973 more and more pedple previously considered

severly disabled have been rehabilitated and have moved into competitive employment

Under the rehabilitation program for each dollar spent on services earnings are

generally increased by 510.00.

Vocationally oriented services are generally provided by facilities which

are classified as sheltered workshops or work activity centers. These terms are

defined in Oeparfrent of labor regulations. Generally sheltered workshops employ

handicapped people whose productivity is relatively high while work activity centers

provide programs for people whose productivity is Inconsequential. The dividing

line between these two types of agencies is clearer in concept than in fact.
Unless otherwise noted the ten* "workshop" is used in this statement to cover both.

"These agencies serve as rehabilitation agencies--to reduce the number and

severity of living and adjustment problems of the handicapped; as employment
preparation agencies-y,44 train and vocationally prepare the handicapped for place-

ment into competitive employment, and as employers--to provide sheltered renumerative

employment.

Sheltered workshops provide remunerative work (either of a transitional or

extended nature) and are non-profit. Workshops provide services including vocational

evaluation, work adjustment, training, remunerative employment, and placement.
They also provide supportive services such as social and psychological services,
counseling, medico/ service, recreation, remedial education, transportation services,
housing services, and a wide range of Other human service programs.
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According to a report (The Role of the Sheltered Workshops in thd Rehabili-

tation of the Severely Handicapped, CiTeTileigh Associates, Inc., New .zi)--7k7-WIT---

1075) submitted to Congress by the then Department of Health. Education and Welfare.

the average workshop offers 10 different programs of services to its clients.

According to Sheltered Workshop Study: A Nationwide Report on Sheltered

P
t.Tr-fr:710yrzent-of-fiandr..41,cri-1-ntl-Tvttiva-ls,-publ-Ished by the-

Department of Labor in MarThTVol. 11, the typical CliTlif in 1976:

"was a white, 25 year old, mentally retarded male who had never
married, and who lived in a dependent type arrangement (group
home, residence operated by the workshop or'with parents). He

worked about 20 hours a week at subcontract work in a work
actpities center at his first employment experience. His

hourly earnings were 43 cents, and his monthly earnings of 0

about $31 were supplemented by public assistance (Supplemental

Security Income) of $147."

The description reflects the fact that over the last decade a distinctly

new and different client population has appeared in sheltered workshops, in major

part because of state policies to return mentally retarded and other institutionalized

people to their communities. As a result, many facilities have become less and

less transitional institutions and more and more long-term employers. The degree

to which this is true is evidenced by the fact that in FY 1973 there were 1,056

sheltered workshops and 1,418 work activity centers certificated by the Department

of Labor. In FY 1979 the comparable figures were 1,691 and 3,079. The Sheltered

Workshop Study confirms that most growth in the client population in shellera
employlmani-Fetween 1973 and 1976 was mentally retarded people. Clients with

developmental disabilities including mental retardation, are now the major population

in workshops. Physically handicapped clients constitute less than one-fifth of

the total group. This massive change in the nature of the client population has

created new demands for services which are only partially covered by public programs.

4

11. Toward a National Employment Policy

Our existing programs to'aid handicapped people do not constitute a compre-

hensive policy for their employment. We need such a policy..

The last decade has seen impressive gains in the recognition of the needs

of handicapped people including protection of civil rights, provision of employ-

ment opportunities, delivery of services and provision of direct financial support.

In each of these areas, public policy in 1981 is substantially more favorable to

the disabled than a decade ago. Additionally, public awareness of disabled people

is more enlightened ard Pervasive. Assumptions and myths which were conventional

wisdom a decade ago are being dispelled.

Protection of civil rights of handicapped people has been advanced by

enactment of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, which prohibits dis-

crimination against handicapped people in any federally assisted activity, and

Section 503 which prohibits discrimination against
handicapped people in employment

by most federal contractors.

+.0
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Section 503 is of considerable' consequence as it will help break down

barriers to jobs in competitive employment. For facilities providing sheltered
employment, the Javits-Magnet -O'Day program under which government contracts are
set aside for workshops employing handicapped people, Stat,. Use Laws, the Handi-
capped Assistance Loan Program of the Small Business Administration, Commity
Development Block Grants for facilities through the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act and similar advances
have opened opportunities for employment of the handicapped.

These are some of the major programs and policies which bear on employment
and rehabilitation of victims of traumatic injuries, congenital defects, mental
illness and other debilitating conditions. The challenge of the next decade is to
mold these elements into a comprehensive national employment policy, by filling
in the gaps.

To the maximum extent possible,. disabled people should have the opportunity
to hold jobs in competitive employment. People who are limited in their ability to
hold competitive jobs should be able to obtain sheltered employment. Such employ-
ment opportunities should be stable and adequately compensated.

Rehabilitation facilities are dealing with more severely handicapped people,
particularly the mentally retarded and mentally ill. For many such people,
rehabilitation facilities are not a medium of transition, but the employer of last

resort.

III. Recomrrendations

A. CETA

The Comprehensive Employment Training and Employment Act provides funds to
prime sponsors and private employers to provide employment and training services to
special target populations. Prior to the 1978 amendments, many prime sponsors did
not consider handicapped people or rehabilitation facilities eligible for CETA
services or too difficult and expensive to serve The Department of labor verified
these perceptions in an article in the May, 1977 issue of WORK - LIFE magazine
which stated:

"Despite their great need for employment-and training assistance,
Americans with physical and mental handicaps received a relatively
small share of CETA services."

.The same article reported that handicapped people represented only four
percent of all people enrolled in CLTA Title 1 programs and 2.8 percent in Public
Service Employment jobs under Titles II and VI, of the old CETA legislation,
during the 15-month period ending September 30, 1976.

The Lomprehunsive Employment and Training imendments of 1978 (P.L. 95-524)
included revisions in the Act which clarified the eligibility of handicapped people
to receive services and eligibility of facilities to receive funds to deliver
services. The Act was amended to:

1. Included rehabilitation facilities in the definition of community
based organizations;

2. included sheltered workshop clients in the definition of unemployed;
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3. revised the definition of economically disadvantaged to recognize
the low income of most handicapped people;

4. prohibit, discrimination based on handicap;

5. revise prime sponsor planning requirements to include a description
of services and goals ftTihinTrapped peoPTe;

6. require prime sponsors to establish an affirmative action program

for handicapped people; and

7. provide training and education for personnel working with the handi-

capped.

These changes have resulted in greater services for handicapped people and
greater participation by facilities in working with prime sponsors to deliver
services and membership on prime sponsor planning councils, state councils and

particularly private industry councils. In 1979, 181,680 handicapped people,

received CETA services.

In 1980 GAO examined whether prime sponsors Al proviaing services free of
discrimination based on several factors including habililap. GAO found that signi-

ficant segments of the population are not adequately served. They are under-

represented particularly in on-the-job and public service employment.

The GAO report "Need to Ensure Nondiscrimination in CETA Programs" stated:

"At 2 of the 10 sponsors, no handicapped persons were enrolled,
(in Oa), although 3.6 and 2 percent, respectively, of the unemployed

were handicapped. At seven of the remaining eight sponsors, the

handicapped were underserved. For example: at one prime sponsor,
the handicapped participation rate was 3 percent and their unemploy-

ment rate was 7.5 percent." page 8

"We also found disparities in the extent to which handicapped
persons were receiving PSE jobs, although on a Mtich smaller scale.
At two of the eight sponsors, the handicapped were r "ceiving 2
percent or less of the PSE jobs, even though they accounted for 3
'to 5 percent of the applicants. For example, at one sponsor 5 per-

cent...of the applicants were handicapped; however, only 1 percent

of the applicants were handicapped." page 9

"The handicapped and people age 45 and older encountered

different problems. Several sponsor officials told us that they

made no conscious effort to develop OJT programs for the handi-
capped because they did not consider that CETA was designed to

serve such individuals. As a result, the development of OJT posi-
tions, sudi as auto mechanic and machinist, make it difficult for
individuals with significant physical handicaps'to participate.
Furthermore, many employer locations are not accessible to the
handicapped." page 19

954
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This last comment in particular reflects a continuing problem in making CETA

services available to handicapped people. The GAO reports a continued bias against

handicapped people which the 1978 amendments sought to eliminate. For people who

have completed a rehabilitation program the employment and training services
available under CETA may be the last Ha, needed prim to entering competitive

employment.

I, considering reauthorization o' the CETA program, we recommend that.

1. the 1978 amendments focusing on eligibility and services to
handicapped people be retained;

2. prime sponsors be required to address the needs of the handi-
capped people when developing their OJT and PSE programs;

3. Section 205, Participant Assessment, be amended to require
coordinatin of CETA services with services received under
the Rehabilitation Act and/or the Education for Handicapped

Children Acti,

0

4. Title 114 Special National Programs be retained. This

title authorizes national employment and training progr,ams

to peole who face special disadvantages in obtaining employ-

ment. This group includes the handicap. Funds under this

title have supported several highly successful programs in-
cluding a national on-the-job training program specifically

for handicapped people. Under this program rehabilitation
'facilities train handicapped people for later employment.

5. retain the Private Industry Councils and Private Sector

initiative Program.

II. Private Industry Incentives

The connection between private industry and rehabilitation should be
strengthened by giving industry incentives to invest in rehabilitation and to hire

handicapped.people. .To that end, we recommend the following:

A. Targeted Jobs Tax Credit

The concept of using tar credits to foster increased employment of handi-
capped people as embodied by the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit program supports the

first objective.

The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit, 26 USC 51, was enacted undqr the Revenue Act
of 1978, and exteided to December 31, 1981 by the jechnical Corrections Act, enacted

in April 1980. The program gives employers a tax credit for the percentage of

wages paid to members of target groups. There are seven target groups, one of

which is a vocational rehabilitation referral. A vocational rehabilitation referral

is defined as a pdmon certified by the designated local agency,, usually the sate
employment agency, as having a physical or mental disability which for such person
is a substantial handicap to employment and who has been referred to the employer
while receiving, or having completed, rehabilitative services pursuant to an.
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individual rehabilitation plan under the state plan for vocational rehabilitation

services approved under the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 or a vocational rehabilita

Lion program carried out by the Veterans Administration.

To date, the program has not been as successful as expect . By the end

of 1979, 108,000 certificates had been issued to which over half ve been issued

for cooperative education students. The remaining target popula ns including

the handicapped are receiving only a few of the small number of certificates issued.

According to a report by the Northeast-Midwest Institute, administrative changes
are being made in the program to make it easier for state agencies to issue certi-

ficates, to focus on target group menbers other than cooperative education students,

and to help eligible participants find jobs.

The program provides an incentive for employers to hire workers who have

traditionally been difficult to employ. This population includes handicapped

workers.

NARF believes this Program plays a role in a national employment policy for

the handicapped by providing incentives for industry to hire handicapped workers.

To this end, NARF has testified before the Senate Finance Subcommittee on Economic

Growth, Employment and Revenue Sharing'in favor of reauthorization of the Targeted

Jobs Tax Credit. NARF supports 5.1240 introduced by Senator Heinz to extend the

program for three years.

8. Investment Tax Credits
0

A major problem experienced by rehabilitation facilities is lack of funds

for capital investments. Programs under the Rehabilitation Act for construction

and equipment have not been funded in recent years. Other programs, such as the

Community Development Block Grant Program, are highly competitive. Few facilities

are able to obtain commercial loans at current interest rates.

Section 38 ofthe Internal Revenue Code allows businesses a tax credit for

investment in.sertain types of property as set forth In Sections 46-48. NARF

recommends that a similar tax credit be given to businesses when they provide plant

and equipment' loans to rehabilitation facilities and when they subcontract work

to sheltered workshops. The current provision should be amended to eliminate the

present $100,000 limitation on the use of the investment tax credit to purchase

equipment.

C. Sheltered Workshop Contracts

We are also concerned that private industry's contracting with sheltered

workshops depresses wages. Workshops are not in a strong bargaining position. As

a result, the workshop ray give ,on unduly low price in order to get a contract- -

a price which results in lower wages to handicapped workers. This issue was

alluded to by the Wall Street Journal article of January 2, 1980, a copy of which

is attached. We have urgeCM:to compossion a study of the contracting practices
of major corporations with facilities employing the handicapped. We recommend

action to the subconinittee.

9' ;
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In. Section 5O3 Rehabilitation Act

Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 encourages the employment of

handicapped individuals by requiring federal contractors to take affirmative action

to employ qualified handicapped individuals. Regulations issued by the Office of

Federal Contract Compliance Programs of the Department of Labor provide that con-

tracts with sheltered workshops do not constitute affirmative action in lieu of

employment and advancement of qualified handicapped individuals in the contractor's

own work force unless the contractor is required to hire the workshop's trainees.

Corporate contractors will not entertain proposals from workshops because they feel

that they will be in violation of 503. MARE has recommended that these regulations

be amended so that subcontracting with rehabilitation facilities will serve as one

means of satisfying such contractors' affirmative action obligations.

IV. Section 14(c) Fair Labor Standards Act

Since 1938. the Fair Labor Standards Act has included provisions allowing

the Secretary of Labor to issue certificates allowing employment of handicapped

workers at wages lower than the statutory e iimuM. The FLSA Amendments of 1966

Set a floor on tne amount to be paid handicapped workers of not less then 50Z of the

higher of the statutory minimum wage or wages, commensurate with those paid non-

handicapped workers in industry in the vicinity. In addition,. the 1966 amendments

also provided for certificates for individuals at Tess than 50% of the applicable

minimum wage, for handicapped individuals who are performing work incidental to

training and evaluation programs, or for handicapped workers whose earning capaci-
ties are so severely impaired that they are unable to be employed in competitive

jobs or if they are employed in a work activities=center. The statute defined

"work activities centers" as:

"Centers planned and designed exclusively to provide thera-
peutic activities for handicapped clients whose physical or
mental impairments are so severe as to make their productive

capacity inconsequential."

Pursuant to the 1966'amendments, the Department of Labor issued regulations

reestablishing the terms and conditions authorizing lower minimum wages for handi-
capped workers employed in competitive industry and in sheltered workshops. They

are foUnd at 29 CFR Part 524, Special Minimum Wages for Handicapped Workers in

Competitive EmployFent and Part 5S, Employment of HapdicaPP9J-Clicnts in Sheltered

Workshops. Orkpler Part 525, five types of special certificates are issued, rePar.
work activities center (WAC), evaluation, training and individual rate. In Order

to receive a certificate, a workshop or work activity center must meet certain

eligibility criteria. A workshop is a:

"charitable organization or institution conducted not for profit,
but for the purpose of carrying out a recognized proy.am of re-
habilitation for handicapped workers, and/or providing such
individuals with renwnerative employment or other occupational
rehabilitating activity of an educational or therapeutic nature."

In determining whether to issue a certificate, the DOL will consider the several

criteria Pertaining to competition with commerce, wages paid, services available

and disabilities of individuals in the wo-kshop. Once issued a certificate, a

workshop may pay lower than the statutory m.nimum for the effective period of the

certificate.

9,,
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In order to receive a WAC certificate, the sheltered workshop or depart-
ment thereof must,meet the regulatory definition of WAC which is:

"A workshp, or a physically separated department of a workshop
having an identifiable program, separate supervision and records,
planned and designed exclusively to provide therapeutic activities
for handicapped workefs whose physical or mental impairment is
so severe as to make their productive capacity inconsequential.
Therapeutic activities include custodial activities (such as
activities where the focus is on teaching the basic skills of
living), and any purposeful activity so long as work or produc-

tion is not the main purpose."

By this definition, WAC clients are required to be physically separated from the
regular workshop clients. In addition, a WAC does not qualify for a special
certificate if its average earnings are above a certSiplevel. .\

These regulations have theAeffect ofdetreasing productivity and work
opportunities for handicapped people. The regulations require physical separation

of WAC clients from regular sheltered workshop clients. This restriction was

written into the regulation in 1966 long before the concept of mainstreaming became
accepted public policy through Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and
other lows. A substantialinomber of facility managers believe that this requIre-
ment inhibits productivity by and upward mobility by people in work activity centers.

Facilities holding both types of certificates should be permitted to inte-
grate less productive and more productive worke'rs when the results will be higher
productivity and wages. We do not propose to eliminate work activity centers, but
rather to allow facilities flexibility in working with WAC clients in helping them

achieve higher wages and their rehabilitation goals.

Further, the average earnings used to define a 'work activity center" should
be increased or eliminated. The current definition is based on a formula (which
does nut appear in the regulations) which assumes that 1AC clients work no more
than 1,500 hours a year at an average of no more than 25% of the statutory minimum
wage. A facility holding a WAC certificate mst meet this test. If clients' wages
on the average exceed this level, the facility is no longer eligible for a WAC
certificate. The alternative is a sheltereo workshop certificate which requires pay-
ment of not less than 50% of the minimum wage of individual certification, which is
of limited application. Thus facilities are faced with a substantial "gap" in
DOL regulations, between an average calculated at 25% of the minimum wage for WACs
and the 50% minimum contained in the sheltered workshop definition. This provides

a not-too-subtle incentive to manage. work and wages to meet the WAC standard.
The regulation should be revised to make the two types of certificates comple-
mentary. The change would not affect the requirement that handicapped workers .
under a WAC certificate be paid on the basis of productivity and commensurate wages.

The changes would contribute to higher productivity and wages in sheltered
employment. , ,

We have raised these 14(0 issues as appropriate with thb Departments of
Labor, EduAtion and Health and Human Services, the Interagen_y Coordination
Council (cha ged with coord.nation and imptementation of Section 504 of the Rehabili-
tation Ac:) and'the Senate Subcommittee on Labor.

- 84137 0 - 81 z' 61
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All of the above agree that separation does not serve the best'interests

of handicapped people and call for an end to it. A report of a study conducted by

GAO at Congressman Goldwater's request comes to a similar conclusion as does a

study done by Monroe Berkowitz for the Minimum Wage Study Commission and the final
report of the Training and Employment Services Policy Analysis conducted by the

Department of Health and Human Services. The FLSA should be amended to eliminate

any requirement for physical separation and that the regulations be amended to

change the earnings ceilings limitation.

V. Handicapped Assistance Loan Program

' Under Section 7(h) of the Small Business Act, low interest loans are
available to organizations operated in the interests of handicapped persons and to

handicapped people for their own businesses. The Administration has proposed

"legislation, 5.1136, which would eliminate this specific program and make loans for
such organizations and Individuals available, in competition with other types of

applicants. The Handicapped Assistance Loan program should be retained. Attached

is a copy of a letter to Senator Weicker, Chairman of the Select Committee on
Small Business on this point.

VI. Wage Supplements

Wages earned by handicapped people in sheltered workshops and public assis-

tance payment often do not provide an adequate standard of living. Where production

limitations do not support such income from wags, the difference should be pro-

vided by wage supplements or other Income suppoOts. The late Senator Hubert

Humphrey introduced the Wage Supplements for Handicapped Individuals Act as an

amendment of the Rehabilitation Act of 197] TOe bill would have authorized a

demonstration wage supplement program. We urgelthe Subcommittee to explore the

idea of such a demonstration program. CETA funds are presently used for wage

supplements for CETA trainees.

VII. Javits-Wagner-O'Day Act and Small Business Set-Aside

The Javits-Wagner-O'Day Act and Small Business Set-Aside programs allowing

for specaal procurements to be directed toward sheltered workshops have been bene-
ficial in securing work opportunities to these facilities. These programs should

be expanded with a view toward expanding work opportunities.and wages and recog-
nizing that the prictng.determinations made 14 the Committee on Purchase for the

4 4"" Blind and pther Sevqfely Handicapped have a direct relationship to wages which can

be paid by'facilities.

4111. tax Relief for the Disabld

Many handicapped people who are working are physically incapable of per-

forming regular household work. Out ide help is often hired to assist them with

these basic life functions. At present there;is no provision in the tax code which
enables self-supporting disabled persons to take any form of tam deduction for these

expenses other than for medical expenses. The tax code should be amended to:

(1). allow a personal deduction and withholding exemption for
disabled people similar to that allowed to blind people;

lo
Pe.
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/ (2) amend Section 44A to expand the tax cred of expenses
related to household and dependent care ecessary for

/ employment to define a disabled taxpaye as a qualifying
individual. The taxpayer would then be ble to dedu%
allowable employment related expensgs.

HR 8237 introduced in the 96th. Congress proposed -changes.

IX The Urban Jobs and Enterprise Zone Act

The Kemp-Garcia bill, The Urban Jobs and Enterprise Zone Act,"
introduced in the 97th Congress as HR 3824 aims to stimulate business --

especially small enterprise -- in depressed central city neighborhoods by 1

encouraging entrepreneurs to establish expanded or new industrial operatior4 gie
through a mix of tax incentives and elimination of long-standing disincenti es.
The culmination of this proposition would produce an irsoecliate positive imp ct
on inner-city handicapped Americans and sheltered workshops who traditional y
provide the only neighborhood employment for this special population. Perak-
cipants of such sheltered workshops would find new opportunities for job train-
ing and permanent employment while the natural demand for services and labor
by industry would provide increased opportunity for sheltered workshop enter-
prises. .

This legislation seeks to et ablish an entrepreneurial climate in
the neighborhoods, rather than eta k n a policy of selecting particular
firms which would then receive gover nt aid. By removing these tax and
regulatory Obstacles, the cost and complexity of doing business in these areas
would be reduced, making it more liKely-'hat entrepreneurs with limited capital,
borrowing power and business experts would be able to go into business, there-
by creating local job opportunities the inner-city residents.

These changes in various laws and regulations would promote the
independence and self-sufficiency of handicapped people with benefilL to them,
their families and society as a whole. They are elements of an overall employ-
ment strategy for handicapped people. We recomend them to the Subcommittee.

96')
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BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS
OFTHECOUKTYWIOURUNGTON
MOUNT HOLLY. NEW JERSEY
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Diann Howland
Subcommittee on Employment and
Productivity Office
4230 Dirksen Senate Office bldg.,

Washington, DC 20510

Dear Ms. Howland:

0
June 16, 1981

It is essential to the prosperity of Burlington County

that the federal government continue to provide employment

and training opportunities to those individuals truly in need

of such services.

The training provided should be customized to meet the

needs identified by private sector employers, thus enhancing

each individual's opportunities to obtain employment in the

private sector. Individuals obtaining employment in the pri-

vate sector contribute, through taxes, to the over-all wealth

of the County. The alternative is unemployment and reliance
on government services such as welfare, unemployment insurance,

,etc. Because funding for these programs is being reduced, it

is imperative that all able-bodied county residents receive the

training needed to compete in the labor market and obtain pro-

ductive employment.

In the past, the availability of an employment and train-

ing program in Burlington County has been p deterrent against

various social problems, many of which relate directly to youth.

It has also been a major factor in keeping families together.

The objective of CETA is to provide employment and training

services to economically disadvantaged, unemployed individuals

especially those experiencing special harriers to employment.

The goal is to facilitate.pntry or re-entry. into the mainstream

of the work force. Productive employment tod an earned income
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are essential to maintaining human dignity and avoiding anti-:
social reactions associated with poverty and non-productivity
In Burlington C4:4nty, the high unemployment rate (6.4%), the
over-burdened welfare roles (12,807 cases), the current upsurge
in crime and other anti-social situations is testimony to the
need to continue to provide employment and training services to
the significant number of individuals in need of such services.

Burlington County is experiencing the impact of the current
trend in business and industry to relocate in the south-western
part of the country. There is an urgent need to revive the vigor
of our local economy. In Burlington County the employment and
training program can provide the crucial link between local in-
dustry and disadvantaged, unemployed county residents. Managed
effectively, it will be instrumental in preventing further re-
cession. Emphasis, nationally as well as locally, should be
placed on the Private Sector Initiative Program. Viable linkages
must be established and maintained with Economic Development
agencies, thus ensuring coordination between training provided
and employment available.

NL/KSC/aml

ro

Sincerely,

Neuman Leverett
Burl. Co: ETA Director 4

.91 2
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June 18, 1981

The Honorable Dan Quayle, Chairman
Senate Subcommittee on Employment and Productivity
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Quayle:

I had intended to testify at the hearing of the Subcommittee
on..Employment and Productivity during June, but a scheduling
conflict prevented nie from being in Washington on the eighteenth.
Therefore, I present the following in lieu of my appearance before
the Subcommittee. where I planned to represent, through the New
Jersey Consortium on the Community College which I chair, the
seventeen State institutions.

Burlington County College and its sister colleges, working
closely with their local Employmentand Training Agencies, have-''
been participants in CETA since its inception in 1973-74. Local
networks have been established over the years that include the
Counties,. (acting as prime sponsors), the Community Colleges, and
a nuwber of private employers. Our experience and successes
lead me to endorse certain programmatic aspects of CETA which
should be continued in any new legislation,

Hard core unemployed workers must be identified, trained.
atid assisted in entering the job market. Once in the job market,
continued employment is vital if we are to eliminate the "revolving
door" syndrome. The components needed to insure viable programs
along these lines are intake and assessment, counseling, skills training.
basic education programs and, finally, job placement. Once permanent
lob placement has taken place, ,we can eliminate people from wolfdro
dependency and break the generational cycle of inbred unemployment.

From our perspective, education and training have proven to
be key elements. A properly trained and educated individual is more
likely to remain employed than one not possessing these advantages.
Private employers are more apt to hire, retain and promote someone
who is educated and skill-trained.

9 (/ry
r)
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1.

The Community College is locally based and owes its loyalty
to the area it serves. It has a vested interest in maintaining and
improving the economic health of its local prime sponsor's service
area. Most services required for training and education are already
in place. 'Classroom instruction, counseling. job placement. anti
GED testing are a few of the services we are providing CETAelients.
It must be remembered that these services were already functioning
prior to the advent of CHM There were rio expensive start-up
costs required when we pecamet involved in the programs. More
needs to be done in promoting linkages between Community Colleges
and Area Technical and\ Vocational Schools. There have been some
successes in Joint training programs. However, legislative language
could spell out relationships more closely, perhaps providing for
certain incentives when Joint programs take place.

Private sector employers who assist in job placement need to
continue to enjoy certain tax incentives. To a large extent, .they
are the backbone of the program providing unsubsidized employment.
There is a certain risk involved for the private employer. Non-
public funds are being expended and their continued use should
be viewed as a long-term investment for the local economy.

in conclusion. I feel it is safe to say that CETA has worked.
During the last five years. an average of 110 people per year were
successfully placed by Burlington County College alone in unsub-
sidized employment. In addition, Over this same period the College
served 2.000 people in the basic education/0p program with 450
receiving their diplomas as a result of successful completion. This

a effort has been repeated in many other counties in New Jersey.

Future legislation should reflect the local nature of tile program.
The prime sponsors, the community colleges, area vocational schools,
and local industries must be continued as service providers. Sufficient
incentives should be provided to enable each to participate fully so
as to successfully address the mail}, facets of the unemployment problem.
These local initiatives repeated many time's around the nation will have
a long-range kbpact on the economic health of our country.

I hope my thoughts on this matter have been useful. We are
prepared to provide additional information and data upon request.

HBP/cn

Sincerely,

---9-

Harmon B. Pierce, President
Burlington County College

and
Chairman, The New Jersey Consortium

on the Community College
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new'address:

Washington, DC 20003

202-546-6616 Employment
707'D Street SF. ullF

Action

June 2'0.1981

The Honorable Dan Ouayle
Subcommittee on Employment and

Productivity
4230 Dirksen Senate Office Building

Washington. D.C. 20510

Dear Chaiasn Quayle:

On June 19th you heard oral testimony on he views of the Full

Employment Action Council from Hr. M. Carl Holman, President of

the National Urban Coalition and a memberof the FEAC board of

Dirpctors. 1 am writing with additional background material on

FEAC's positions which I thought might be of interest to you and

which I hope could be included in the hearing record,

We appreciate the attention which you are giving to these verv.....

important social issues and look forward to working with you in

the days ahead to ensure a job for every American able and willing

to work.

Council.

Sincerely,

Ellen Vollinger
Director

-01
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OPENING REMARKS TO TRE'NATTONAL PRESS CLUB- -JUNE 11, 1481

Coretta Scott Kirig

Good afternoon members of the press avid other distinguished guests. We

are pleased to have this opportunity to discuss'econornic policy with you.

It is my privilege to co-chair, with'Murray Finley, the Full Employment

Action Co Uritil, a coalition of more than 80 civil rights, religious, labor, women's,

Senior citizen and other organizations. Our groups came together six years ago

because of our oeep concern about the problem of massive unemployment in our

nation.

You know, it was not so very many years ago that our nation enjoyed both

low unemployment and low inflation. When the jobless rate rose above 4 or 3

percent, policymakers worried. They realized that the American people expected

and deserved a better economic performance.

We are here today to tell you that the broad spectrum of Americanslabor

union members, church members, whites, blacks, Hispanics and other minorities,

men and women, farmers, students and senior citizens alikestill believe that

* opportunity to work at a decent job at decent pay is fundamental to the American

way of life.

Full employment does not mean only jobs for a few but jobs for all who

are willing and able to fill them. Full employment does not mean 7 percent or

8 percent unemployment or whatever level misguided economic policies produce.

As set in the Humphrey-Hawkins Full Employment and Balanced Growth Act

of 1978, an interim goal for real full employment is 4 percent. Our broad coalition,

with leadership from the late Senator Humphrey and from Congressman Hawkins

who is here today, worked tirelessly for passage of that bill ar.a we intend to

c'tinue our efforts to ensure that policymakers live up to the spirit and letter '

of that law.

9 SC
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We fear that current ecopomic policies will take us fUrther away from rather,

than closer ,,to achievement of a full employment economy. Right ding economic

policies have failed dismally in Great Britain, and now threaten to add to the

unemployment rolls and worsen inflation here.

Overall unemployment is the highest it's been in months. For youth,

blacks, and other minorities, the burden is especially harsh. Joblessness is a cancer
..

eating away at the black community, destroying our hopes, our aspirations and

even our'youth:

Ks a society; we must not accept the notion that some will have jobs and

income while others are told to wait a few years and to subsist on welfare in

the interim. Our deomocratic form of government cannoiScog survive with two

separate societiesone working, one jobless; one hopeful, one despairing.

Our coalition will not sit idly by while 19th century policies destroy the

hopes of American workers for a decent economic life. We will work to educate

the American public and its leaders through forums such as these. There may

come a time when massive demonstrations such as those we conducted durihg
, ..

the '60s will be necessary to turn policies around. Just this past weekend, 100,000

turned out in Britain to protest Mrs. Thatcher's employment policies;the largest

jobs march in that nation's history.

The collective action of Committed Americans remains the best hope for

achievement of social Justice. 10Iedge to you nor continued efforts to ensure,

a job opportunity for every American able and willing to work. /
I appreciate this opportunity to meet with you. Now I'd like to ask my co-

chair Murray Finley to introduCe our program to you.

,..

.
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OPENING REMARKS TO THE NATVAL PRES CLUB--JUNE 11, 1981

.
Murray H. Finley

As Mrs. King has indicated, our coalition is deeply concerned abOut the

direction of econontc policy. We would like nothing better than to have the

President and Coniess put forth a real "economic recovery" package. However,

we believe that the budget cutting and tax policies of this Administraiimi are

a cruel hoax. Rather than putting Americansback to work, as promised, "Reaganomics"

threatens to deepen the current recession.
2

The so-called "supply-side" theory which underlies the Administration's

economic program is not based on sound economic thinking. Nor does it offer

a bold imaginative approach. Instead, the Administration proposes relying on

the same-old "trickle-down" theory which gives the most to those at the top in

hopes that it will eventually-help those at the bottom.

Well, I can tell you "trickle-down" has never worked. The efforts do not

"trickle-down" far enough. They do not reach the poor and black; they do not

reach most workers.

The American people must not be misled into thinking that "Reaganomics"

Is sound economic policy. We think they will see through the stage set when

they hear the facts.

0
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The Editor
The New York Tines
229 West 43rd Street
New York, New York
10036

Editor:

Septerber 22, 1980

.Employment
Acton

Council

Your recent editorial cn the jobs oroaram adopted in the Derocratic

trig
Party Platform (August.15) fosters the co argument that the

moor= would add to the deficit, thereby to new inflationary

pressures; dierecards the heavy cost of loynent and other reces-

sion linked outlays; and ianores the evidence of the acoomolisltinats

of johcreating Programs. It represents a callous disrecard of the
needs of the millions of unenployed and countless state and local
gavernnents which would benefit from a sound jobs Program

t

You mould have your readers believe that in an ecorcry of over 52.5

trillion an exoenditure of only 512 billion--less than one -half of

one percent of the totalcould spark a sharp inflation.
1

The Congressional Budget Office has concluded that Increasina the

deficit by 520 billion would raise inflation by scarcely 2/10 of one

percent.
. .

Despite broad acceptance of the fact that Lmeroloynext and its related

costs boost federal spending, no account is taken of the ootollary

factouttina People on productive work sharply -offsets expenditures

of jobs programs. :

When 2 million wale were added to the unerolonment rolls during the
first seven rcaths of 1980, expenditures for \mem:any:rent corcensation,
food starts and sirdlar ptor,,,,n went on by close to 55 billign. In

addition, the treasury lost billions in'revenues as a result If these
2 million workers Beim withdrawn from the mainstream of econatic

activities. Amin, as the authoritative Conaressional Budget Office ,
door/lents, each increase of one oercentaae noint in the unemployment

rate costs our treasury over 525 billion in higher outlays and reduced

revenues.
°

Ch the question of cuidclv putting substantial nurters of workers on

reanincihd jobs, an idea which your editorial surreally dismisses, again

the evidence refutes your position. Now there are sore 450 orure ,

sponsorsmayors, county officials and governorswin have been oceratinc

Cl
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employment add training ptegttaras for the past seven'yeaxs. In 1977 that systanwitti
no prior experiedee of =parable macnitude was able to create over S00,000 jobs
within an 8-Month period.

Aefor your assertion that the "jobs mould core on strewn too late", an delay,is a
direct resulrof the falltue to implement the anti-recession trigger of Title VI
'of the CITA lawshich has beetin effect since October 1978. In order to avoid a
Lao, Congress legislated that whenever' urAmployment exceeded 74 about 260,000 public
',Moe jobs should be created for each one Percentage point of tmemployment above
44. Had that clear cenpressichal intent beef carried out, today'800,009 workets
could be added to the public service rolls. These jobs, carefully tarpeted to areas
of high therploynent, could be allocated to pro-lett, that matt social goals and could
'be counter- inflationary. For srommole, heatherization and winterizaticn'of trams
could save energy, cut dependence on CrEc oil, reduce the outflow of domestic dollars
and stremptheii,the American dollar on the international market.

DestiPe the fashionable denigraticolbf local public works, the facts add the record
tell an Impressive story. Over A,S00 local Mlle utrks projects, financed through

uthe Eccommte Development Art-dnistration in recent years, here able to be started
quickly typically within 90 days, here targeted to areas of high unemployment, were
for the meet pert completed in lese than a year, and belied state and local Omern-
aents improve their deterioratino physical plant and faciliiies, like roads, water
systems, brAdges, and schools.

's

We reject the dismal m e of your editorial which says to the unemployed
and their fasilien that there is no he for a meanincful jOt; :_atom. Surely
with our enormous MOLTCO.S, skills and determination we can remedy this blicht. '

" wrn't you $oin with mss in advccating jobs program that will put America to work?

Sincerely,

H. ev Coretta Scott Rix Or

CO..ChairPerSOrS, Full amloyment Acticn council

.9 70
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APPE11MC C P1111. }74PLIVITT. PC/7CM
=CIL POLICY POSITICtS ADOPTED DECEBER 1979,

MANAGING "1HE ECONOMY FOR FULL EMPLOYMENT IN A
TIME OF INFLATION .

The goal of full employment should not and need not be saciificed in a mistaken

effort to curb inflation. The Full Employment Action Council recognizes that inflation

is a serious problem that must be brought under control. But we also recoknize the

particular,inflation we (ice And the appropriate remedies for it. American Inflation
_ .

since 1973 is primarily an inflation in basic necessities, -z- fuel. food. health care, and
I-

housing: During the first nine months of 1979 inflation in these four necessities was

17.5 perci ent, while inflation in the non-necessities was only 6.6 percent: this has been

the pattern of our; Elation since the 1973 OPEC embargo. Pro;oking a recession --
. .

weal.: through a xcessive monetary stringency*: through other means'-- wilt 13 of

reduce the price of energy, or housing or the other necessities. The remedy for such

a sectoral inflation problem is targeted action -- to expand supply or directly control/ 'I
prices in the specific problem areas. A recession intentionally induced by a wrong

diaeosisrof our inflationary problem will not solve inflation. but It will throw millions

out of work - unnecessarily. And such misguided recessionary policies will, of course,

impact most heavily on those least able to bear the burden of its costs the poor, women

and youth as new entrants to the labor force, and Blacks, Hispanics, and other dis-

advantaged wdkers.

We believe that a well-managed American economy can Jcbieve the 1983 goals of

the Humphrey-liawkins Act 4 percent =employment and 3 percent inflation. ,With a
t

targeted approach to the .lnilationary sectors, the rest of the economy, whit remains

largely free from supply bottlenecks. can be guided toward the modest growth rates

necessary to reduce unemployment from the 5.7 to 6 percent of 1979 to 4 percent by

Mal P.seltrio a 4 ,...-cent overall unenuilovment .rate will of course require dedication

9 71;
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to resolve the high structural unemployment rates !Or disadvantaged groups in the

laboi force, including youth (and especially minorleiy youth) and those who lose their

livelihood through plant closings and other economic dislocations (see below).

The Fullemployment Action Council believes that these goals are not only

necessary but eminently achievable Foals for the American economy in the 1980s.

ECONOMIC DISLOCATION

An economic dislocation -- the sudden loss of many Jobs n a single area,

whether from a plant closing or mass long-term layoff -- is a recurring source of

docial hardship vttich keeps America from the full use of its potentially productive

citizenry. Because ca the closings at Youngstown Sheet and Tube and in the Zenith

television plants in Sioux.Clty, for example, large groups of workers were forced to

give up the skills and Job experience that have allowed them to make their unique

contributions to American society. Wasting these individual resources and disrupting

our communities is clearly not sound public policy.

The Full Employment Action Council urges passage of iegislation to deal

effectively with economic dislocation, to include the following provisions":

substantial-MI.7,nm notice of plant closings and sass layoffs to allow
workers to find suitable new employment and to give federal and state
economic adjustment programs the lend time necessary for effective action

removal of tax incentives for runaway plants -- so that the tax system dces
not encourage tams to close established plants in favor of opening new
facilities elsewhere

job creation and economic development proEscns'Ior the impacted communities --
to attract new industry and Jobs for the dislocated workers and their communities

1

assistance for positive adjustment for dislocated workers -- enriched and
extended unemployment compensation and support for Job search ind relocation Plital
efforts for dislocated workers' ;

9 70
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Full Employment Action- Council

reemployment & retrainingprograms -- incentives. for employers who

hburand retrain dislocated workers with on-the-job tralnim;.

YOITIN EMPLOYMENT

0
Among those groups which are particularly hard hit by an economy operating

at the intolerable level of 6% overall unenplorrent are American youth. Cne-

half of the unemployment in this country is found amongsydung people ages 24

_

and under. Those 16-19 are experiencig anJoffirial7jobless-rate -bi-16%and

among minority youth the situation is even more severe: over 30% of minority

Mack, Hispanic, Native American and otherl'teens and 15% of minority young

adults (20-24) are actively seeking but unable to find work. And these official

figures,tell only part of the story. They do not account for those discouraged

youth who have given up the job search. Moreover, .uhille the excessively high

unemployment rate moong minority youth can in part be attributed to the failure

of &deg:mitt education and training, a large part results ft:sow-minted discrim- *

inaticn on the basis of race. Our nation has a long way to go if it hopes to be

successful in defusing this keg of "social dynamite" represented by the 300,000

minority teens and 350,000 minority young adults currently barred from the oppor-

tunity to cork.

Next year the Aeministration and Congress will be considerlignew legisla-

tion in the field of youth employment. The Full Deployment Action Council should

assess the new proposal int= of its likely resultswhether it incorporates

the Anrograrrs and resources necessary to achieve gore employment opportunities

for the youth of America. The FEAC recognizes that e prerequisite for achieving

greater employirent opportunities for youth is an expanding healthy eoonbmy.

Sophisticated training programs alone will not create job opportunities in an

eaxurny operating at 6% unerployrrent. An acceptable youth employment program

must gelude strong labor standards provisions to ensure the concept of equal

4 pay for equal work and must meet two fundamental tests: it must provide training

relevant to erployment opportunities, and it mist lead to real lobe. To achieve

se
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INEMPLOMENT INSURANCE

The Pull Employment Action Council remains =emitted to a full employment

economy and effective implementation of the goals of the lArphrey-Hawkins legis-

lation. Inevitably, however, there will be times of economic downturn when a

sufficient number of jobs is not available and when workers are changing jobs.

At such times, workers need protection.

The unemployment insurance program has been the mechanism through which

a measure of protection has been provided. But that system with its wide vari-

ations from one state to the next has serious deficiencies which must be corrected.

First and foremost, the COngress should enact federal standards for bene-

fit levels so that an unemployed worker in any state of this nation will receive

at least tarthirds of his or her most recent working wage up-to.armudnum of

not less than three-fourths of the statewide average weekly wage. Secondly,

eligibility and systems of disqualification should be standardized through

federal law to preclude unfair and inequitable provisions which are part of many

state laws and which serve more to protect, employers' tax rates than to advance

the legitimate purposes of the unemployment compensation program.

PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYMENT

There is a need for an extensive public service employment program in the

Chitud States to deal with long teem, widespread =employment. This program

should pay at least the prevailing wmele and not have an arbitrary layoff dead-

lire in areas of high unemployment. 4t addition, the program should be ad-

equately monitored to prevent abuses which Lake jobs away from the unemployed.

This program is necessary to make up for job loss and the decline in public

services, especially in our urban areas. Existing public service employment

programs have been decimated by Congress and should be reformed.

In the spring of 1978, with unemployment at precisely the current levels,

the A&tinistration supported 750,000 PSE slots. The reauthorized CEI contains

9 7,1
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Pall a-aloy:7...nt nct.on Council

the following provision:
that a sufficient nuMber of PSE slots be authorized

to provide jobs for 201 of the unemployed in excess of 4%. This is a recognition

by Congress that the Humphrey - Hawkins Act and its target of 4% unemployment

is an Absolutely correct target and one to whith this nation is committed.

Using the criteria in Title VI, there shoad be at leak 400,000 slots funded.

Instead Congress has appropriated funds for less than one-half that nuMber.

We are committed to the right of every
American to a decent job at a decent wage.

At a rani= the goveorrent must comply with the intent of the CETA trigger and

provide increased erployrrent opportunities
during periods of slack in the private

ecorlary.
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'Washington. D.C. 20005
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1980 LAMA DAY IttV.SA
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°OM= SD= ICNC: AND IKTLRAY H. FLILEY
CO-CHAIRFMMNS

FULL EMPLOVL*72 PCF/CN COtICLL

Despite their urgent pleas for Productive work, too cony of our
brothers and sisters will spend this Labor Day just as they wend other

days--without: a -job and the paycheck axon dignity that oo withhaving

a lob, As we celebrate the first Labor Dav of the 1980's, we call

renewed commitment by our nation's people and leaders to make the

achievement of full eftplayment a reality.

The
right.
and
people. .980'

lated into aracta

chi to a decent lob at a decent wage is a &ride:rental htran
nation that is committed to economic lustice, individual dignity

ty ve no higher Priority than ensuring that right to the

must be the decade in which that basic right is trans-
reality for all Arericans able and willina to work.

massive le of joblessness ,injure all of us, those working as well

as these jobless. c costs of unemployment are substantial:

lost inaare and revenue, r productivity, higher expeneltures for

welfare, food stamps and lcyrent compensation ammo others. Each

additional 1 percentage n the jobless rats costs our federal treasury

between S25 -29 billion.

The humen.and social costs, often less obvio:s, are stall serious.

Uterployment can diminish an individual's self - respect, lead to increased

crime, ding abuse, alcoholism and rental illness, and further erode

farily life and oarmatity stability.

The tarconscifarably high plateau of 8 percent unemployment means that

15 percent of all blacks and over a third of minority youth are without

lobs. we are a long way from readiirx, the goals of the Hunch:my-Hawk:L:1s

Act and a nation where each individual regardless of race, sex or ace

has full opportunity to earn a living. tae ignore the social tensions

and pressures which acoornany such Persistent massive unemployment at

our Peril.

Tbday, some ask the 'jobless to wait in Unto until ill-conceived

general tax cuts like Fero-9°th "trickle- dam" to them. But we Know that

the new "supply-side econcrics" is no panacea for the most precious of our

supplies--the supply,of lobs. The unerployed call out not for "trickle-

down" tax cuts but for jobs. Creating jobs is their number one concern

and it must be our nation's number --e priority.

The first step in the 1980's to get America back to work should be

enactment of an anti-recessionary lobs orogram.

9c c
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A stimulus program should contain expenditures to

expand imblic service *DID cppormmities for adult umbers and youth.
--naating jobs can both meet national needs and hslp to reduce inflationary

.pressures. Areas for special attention include: expansion of the housing

___suslyrodyeatherizsticopzogrars to enhauce eneroy mussaystical.
--finance pUb1L-uorks plogrars to rebuild long-neglected public

facilities.
--ormride-financial assistance to states and local goyeaments hard-

pressed by the current dnwnturn.
--strengthen and extend unesplorrent ompensatioh uconrams to help

cushion the blow to the jobless and their families.

Together with such expenditures could be carefully targeted tax changes
such as a refundable ta.p, credit to offset any adverse effects on jobal and
prudhasing rower that would result from the 1981 increases in contributions

to the social security system Legislation to orovide such a tax cut has

already been introduced by Rep. Richard Gephardt (D-110) and Sen. Bill Bradley

(D 41a). As opposed to across -the -board tax red's-dons which nriserily
benefit :dose who need help the least, Gephardt-Bradley would Ee equitable
and Alective in the effort to reduce both inflation and Imemploymant.

In ths 1970's we enacted the litrohrey-Kawkins Act. In the 1980's

let us truly implement that Act.

0,
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Testimony Prepared for Hearings
on Employment and Training Issues
and Policies before the U.S. Senate

Committee on Labor and Human Resources

presented by

the Jobs Roundtable

A Coalition of Civil Rights, Labor, Public Interest
and Community Based Organizations

June, 1981
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The Jobs Roundtable i4 a wait-toff o6 dui,/ nights,

tabor, public interest and community based 9/coups that represent

the concerns 06 poor and tow-income people, minonitie4, women,

youth and the unemployed, We Acme a commitment to securing eigeetive

-and e6 to 6edenat potteies and pnognams to meet the needs o6 the

long -tenor unemployed, and those &ming -sum economic hardships thit

adversely 46ect emptoyabitity.

This testimony inconponates a hew off the major concerns

and points o6. view that we Acme regarding liedenat employment

pot icier. Many 06 our membeA4 have provided, on will be ivvviding,

mote 4peei6it comments and policy proposals in theit individuat

capacities on °then intenests and views not .incorporated A this

statement.

Among the member organizations o'S the Roundtabte endoming

this statement are the Ottowing:

American Fedelaticn oi State County
and Municipat Employees

1625 L Stneet, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Center pm Community Change
1000 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007

Center 6or National Poticy Review
Catholic Univeuity Law School
Washington, D.C. 20064

Communication WonheA4 o6 Ammiza (CWA)
1925 K Stneet, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

League 04 Women Voters o6 the United States'

1730 M Stneet, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009

National Usteiation o6 Social WonheA4
1425 N Stneet, N.W.
Washington, D.C, 20005
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a.

National Congress o Neighborhood Women
2106 OntaAto Road, N.W.-

Washington, V.C. 20004

Douglas Brian, Chaim
National Council o Churches
Full Employment Committee
415 Rive/wide VAive
New York City, New York 10021

National Employment Law Project
236 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, V.C. 20002

National Wan Leggue, Inc.
425 13th Street, N.W.
Waoh.ington, V.C. 20006

National Youth Work Alliance
s1346 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, V.C. 20036

Service Employees Intemnationat Union (SEIU)
2020 K Street, N.W.
Washington, V.C. 20006

United Auto Workers (UAW)
1151 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

United Maraca Wonizen4 LUEL
1411 K Street,
Washington. D.C. 20005

Widen 0ppontunitie4 bon Women
1511 K Stneet, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
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1. Maintain Strong Federal Support and Guidance

TwO theses that have been emphasized heavily during the course of the

97th Congress are the importance of improving economic productivity, and the

need to exercise budgetary restraint. Some of those testifying have suggested

that achievement of these goals would require the federal government to curtail

assistance programs for the unemployed (specifically the Comprehensive Employ-

ment and Training Act, CETA), and a reduction In responsibiltttes exercised

at the federal level. instead, a general improvement In economic conditions,

along with increased efforts by the private sector would be relied upon to

meet the needs of those who are unemployed and not protected by a much reduced

and restricted federal "safety net."

We recognize the necessity for.tmercising greater care with federal

expenditures. We support the need for Increasing the supply of Jobs and for

promoting the effective transition of federally assisted trainees and employees

into unsubsidized employment. And we encourage private employers to become

more effectively involved in Job training and placement activities.

But we believe it is both misleading and misinformed to translate theSe

concerns into a mandate to substantially reduce the guidance and support

provided by the federal-government to the nation's employment and training

needs. Without substantial federal monetary support and oversight the employ-

ment needs of the poorest people and others who face the most serious barriers

to employment simply will not be met. Private sector initiatives Lased on

economic expansion will not reach those who lack basic entry level skills and

need a chance to develop a work history and work habits.

Local government efforts, without federal backing, will concentrate on

those easiest to place, not those requiring a greate'r commitment of staff
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and budgetary resources. Nor have state and local governments demonstrated

a commitment or abtlity to deal in their own right, without strong federal

direction, with problems of discrimination and other conditions that create

major obstacles to job access. Indeed, it was the inability of the private

sector and of state and local government to meet these needs that led to the

necessity for federal intervention in the first place.

For these reasons, the federal government must continue to play a princi-

pal role in stimulating job and training opportunities for the large numbers

.of unemployed who will not be reached as a result of general economic improve-

ment, or throup the voluntary efforts of the private sector, and state and

local governments.

9 2
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2. Recognize That There Are Diverse Needs

' As Mayor William Schaefer of the City of Baltimore, and Marion Pines, the

Baltimore CETA Director, pointed out in their testimony, the needs of the

unemployed are diverse. Those that are skilled but temporarily laid off or

disi;taced have problems entirely different from the needs of the displaced

homemaker who has been out of the labor market for many years;
the NIZnic who

lacks the language facility or job skills that would put them on the first rung

of the employment ladder; the young person who faces an economic and social

environment that discourages positive employment experiences.

The objective of fede:al policy must be sophisticated enough to take this

broad 'variety of needs into account., Reliance solely on general economic '

recovery will not give the welfare parent the daycare resources rauired for

holding a job. It will not give the long -term unemployed a chance to learn

the skills needed to return to 06 labor market. Nor will private employers

be motivated to provide these types of assistance without the active support

and guidance of the federal Tivernment.

wa believe federal programs providing this policy direction and these

types of targeted assistance must continue at the same time we initiate new

efforts to generate jobs and improve linkages with the private sector. A

federal employment policy that is based on general economic improvement alone

will not meet the varied and complicated needs of the unemployed.

933
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3. Target Efforts to Those in Greatest Need

The Longitudinal Manpower Survey conducted by the Department of Labor

indicated that the hardest to employ--those facing the most serious structural

harriers to productive employmentgained the most-from CETA training and

subsidized job assistance. Their earnings and job holding potential Increased

I proportionally greater than those of any other recipient group.

Jobless people who have employable skills and are job reads in other

respects do not require extensive federal assistance to become employed. But

---,be/eause they are easiest to serve, and produce impressive placement rates,

there has been a tendency for federal programs, and for local projects, to

concentrate 'on th.s type of recipient. Federal employment policy must stress

the need to reduce this tendency to "cream" the best recipients, and concentrate

instead on the more seriously unemployed. Particularly in a time of budgetary

restraint, the tederal government's resources must be targeted to those. who are

least likely to be helped by other means, and those who most need the assis-

tance.

There are some in the hardest-go-employ group whose problems are so severe

that they'may never move into a more employable status. The impulse to avoid

excessive expenditures on these particular reoipients is understandable. But

we must avoid the tendency to "write-off" all those who require significant

amounts of training or othoor ,ervires. Serving tile neegs of the hardest to

employ involves a higher initial cost than concentrating on those who are closer

to being Job ready. But the social and economic gains are considerable when

the hardest to employ develop the capacity for productive work, and those facing

the most serious barriers to employment are assisted in overcoming them to the

extent that they can enter the workforce in a meaningful way.

984
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A Training and placement assistance are two of the most critical needs for

1

the structurally unemployedthoseWkilaW-teen-out-of-work-for-ZAILIOOSP-11.___

period of time. Recent analyses done by the National Council on Employment

Policy found that CtTA training and placement assistance were the two most

determinant factors Influencing whether a CETA participant obtains and holds

an unsubsidized Job over the longer tirm. Job placement was easier for those

CETA partidipants with longer training because they had more to offer employers.

Those who redelved placement assistance were most likely to remain employed.

Fideral employment programs sbch as CETA need to emphasize these needs"

more clearly, and provide methOds to increase the incentives to private

employers and to state and local program operitors to reach the hardest4to.

employ, and to serve them in these ways that are most likely to enhance their

employability and earnings potential.

9s5
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.4, Avoid General Stock Grants or Other Corms
of Fitujram Consolidation

David Merrell. spokesperson for Notional League of Cttles pointed

out in his.testimony before this Committee that "Cities come to Washington

in the first place because their states werla'unwilling to address their
dr

arobleme...We see little likelihood for Improvements in employment and train-
,

too programs if the state bureaucracy is substituted for the federal bureaucracy."

Similar concerns were voiced.by William Mirengoff of the Sureaw of Social

Science Research during a recent symposium on CETA held by the National Council

on Employment Policy. Se pointed our that "Decentralliation was built into the

original CETA framework, but it resulted In the abuses and problems that forced '

Congress to exert stronger federal p ce in the 1978 CETA amendments."

In his recent evaluation of CETA, Robert, Taggart, former director of

the DePartment of Labor's Office of Youth Programs. suggests that clearer

federal qt.:lance and more effective monitoring of performance standards tend ,

to produce more meaningful results. He found that too much localAvernment

control often works at counter-purposes to limier range employment end training

objectives. Thu is because decisicmi made at the local level tend to be

esponsivo to Immediate needs and perceptions, with the result that more

long-term purposes tend to be overlooked. For example, pressures for fest

placement4' of CETA participants, or for cost-saving, often "result in limited

serwlees and quick fixes."

"A review of EcTA Training: Implications for Policy'and Practice" by

Robert Taggart. p. 11, Executive Summery.

84-137 0 - el - 63
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Another problem with expanding local control beyond the existing CETA

block grant arrangement explains why the federal government assumed major

responsibility for administering many employment assistance programs in the

first place. Many state and local governments demonstrated an unwillingness

or inability to comply with national standards on such matters as nondiscrimina-

tion and targeting of assistance to the economically disadvantaged. Before

we reddbe the federal role still further we must be assured that these national

standards will not be undermined as a result.

,These 'types of problems would be exacerbated under proposals that would

further reduce -federal strings through a more consolidated form of block

grant funding for employment and training prograMs. We will be ignoring the

values learned from our experiences under CETA if we recklessly embrace the

thesis that local governments, without strong federal standards and monitoring,

will melte effective and equitable allocations of employment assistance resources.

Congress should not repeat past mistakes regarding the limits of the block

grant format for meeting national employment and training objectives. We need

to recall that following consolidation in 1973 of separate manpower programs

into a single block grant. many local government abuses took place that

necdsitated the stronger federal standards established in the 1976 and 078

amendments to CETA. These improvements did succeed in reducing the problems

experienced under the more decentralized approach. This lesson does not need

Male repeated.

cr
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5. Maintain Federal Employment and Training Programs

that Improve the -Productivity and
Employment Capacity of the Jobless

Federal employment and training assistance that contributes to the

employability of the Jobless is cost effective. It reduces inflationary

6

pressures by increasing the labor supply and providing a means to develop

labor skills where there are'shortages.:. At the some time It can.reduce federal

expenditures for welfare and other poverty assistance programs. The Congres-

sional Budget Office estimates that each one percent decrease in the unemployment

rate generates $2 billion In federal tax, revenues and reductions in transfer

payments.

Abuses in the CETA program have been publicized and cited,as Justification .

for calls for substantial cuts In Ats budget allocations, and for major reor-

ganization of the program. In fact, these abuses, such a: the use of CETA

funds to substitute for or replace regular public employees, were not repre-

sentatiiie of the program as a whole. Many shortcomings, including substitution,

were effectively treated by Congress' 1978 amendments. These problems should

not be allowed to overshadow CETA's accomplishments, or to justify the

dismemberment of the program.

The public service employment portions of CETA have borne a major share

of the criticisms directed towards the program, and have been the targets of

recent budget cutbacks. Yet many of our local affiliates and local officials

who have appeared before you hive described the considerable social benefits

that result from projects operated by PSE staff. Loss of these projects affects

not only the CETA participants who lose their training opportunities, it,denies

the community valuable public services that would not be provided from lotsl

resources alone.

98S
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Community based organizations often have played a significant role in

oFganizing and carrying out these loyal projects. The involvement of these

groups has been a major benefit to employment and training efforts In the

poorest areas because of their proximity to the people targeted for assistance.

and their understanding of their needs. These gains also would be jeopardized

by major reductions in public service employment programs and a de- emphasis on

C80 involvement in employment and training activities.

PSE provides on-the-job training and motivational benefits that are hard

to coma by,,elsewhere. While it is true that the private sector provides the

bulk of new jobs, opportunities for subsidized work experience in the public

sector represents, for many of the hardest-towemploy, the only realistic way

to establish the track record and work skills required by private employers.

Instead of scrapping public sector employment wholesale, Congress should

undertake a more selective effort to identify and resolve problem areas, while

building on the positive contributions this program can make. For example,

while PSE has always had requirements that prime sponsors assist participants

in transitioning to unsi.bsidized jobs, in fact this standard has not been

widely foilowed. With the added emphasis on the role of the private sector,

this may be one area where stronger linkages between training programs and

placement in privat,1 sector jobs can bear fruit.

Changes being proposed in the welfare program need to be examined in the

same light. It is far nore costly in the long run to keep a recipient on

welfare than to provide the skill training necessary for enabling that recipient

to join the workforce. Establishing across-the-board work relief requirements,

or mandating other forms of "workfare" that do not include job development and

supportive services assistance, may be counterproductive to this objective.

9s
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Experience with demonstration" job search programs (notably the recent Employment

Opportunities Pilot Project) has shown that fast job placements may provide

only temporary solutions. Manz recipients can not be expected to remain off

welfare for any lenlipif tiekwithout skill training, day care and other

,supportive servicesOnover, many local officials have used Job search and

work requirementsnol as a mans to promote useful employability, but as

harassment to force reedy people from the welfare rolls. If the government

institutes a strong work requirement for welfare recipients, it bears a respon-
.0r

sibility for insuring that Jobs for these recipients actually exist.

Another area where hare active federal support and policy direction is

called for is that of youth unemployment. There has been an unfortunate failure

at the local level to create the kinds of useful linkages and coordination

that is necessary between the,schools, employment assistance programs, and

private employers. The federal government needs to provide some innovative

direction to encourage this coordination, and to stimulate local efforts to

deal more creatively with the needs of jobless youth.

9 9
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6. Support Nondiscrimination Policies that

Reduce Obstacles to Productive
Employment

In a recent press conference President Reagan stressed the goal of

"keeping the firit rung of the ladder open" to those who are in the poorest

economic position. Creating job openings is one vital part of providing that

opportunity. Equally important is removing the artificial barriers that keep

people from reaching the first rung, and the rungs above. One of the most

significant of these barriers is discrimination based on sex or race that

limits minorities, woman and youth to low isvel, secondary labor market Jobs

that are more likely to lead to disillusionment, frustration, and a return to

unemployment than to provide a stepping stone to economic improvement.

Federal nondiscrimination policies in employment have been much maligned

in recent months. Employment goals for minorities and women are wideiy

criticized as embodying "reverse discrimination." There have been some abuses

in the way these pOlicies have been applied. But the underlying n.cessity

for the effective application of londiscrimination standards remains. Unless

positive initiatives are required by federal mandate many segments of our labor

markets, and many job opportunities will remain closed off to minorities

and women through pay differentials and job segregation.

Proposais to retreat on federal nondiscrimination activities, and to

reduce federal anti -bias requirements ;n the employment area .111 only exacer-

bate existing obstacles to equal opportunity, and solidify the already long

lasting effects of past discrimination. This is particularly important since

historically, state and local governments have been unable to carry out equal

opportunity standards without strong federal leadership.

A sensible and effective federal anti -bias policy must recognize the
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need to overcome the effects of past and existing bias in labor markets.

Failure to recognise this need will have negative consequences beyond the

effects on individuals subjected to discrimination. Our.society and our economy

suffer when the potcntiai for productive work from minorities, women and youth are

not fully utiiiied, and when the possibilities for social and economic Improve-

:,

ment among our poorest people are stifled. Strong federal policies on nondis-

crimination are vital I, President Reagan's promise of equal opportunity is

to be realistic for minorities, women and youth.
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7, Identify M Effective Role
For the Private Sector

Many recent proposals look towards an increased role for the private

sector in creating end carrying,out employment and training responsibilities.

They are based on the assumptions that economic improvement will create more

jcb opportunities, and that the private sector will allocate this new potential

wisely.

We agree that the private sector role should be increased, but believe

the emphasis should take the form of increased cooperation and coordination

with employers rather than a delegation of major employment and training

assistance responsibilities to the private side. Historically, there has

been minimum cooperation between CETA prime sponsor staff and the business

community. The relationship between training efforts and the actual job needs

of employers has not been emphasized. And the Involvement of private employers

and the business community in program decision-making has been insufficient.

Clearer federal performance standards need to-be developed and effective

incentives provided to encourage these kinds of linkages.

Private sector efforts that have shown the potential for producing good

results in the existing private sector initiative program should be encouraged

in a similar way, Customized or tailored training that ties training to

previously identified jobs is one desirable approach. Other means for guaran-

teeing that jobs will be present after training should be erphasized. And

brooder outreach efforts to bring private employers into the placement phase

should be attempted.

The connecting links between private employers, the educational systems,

and cormunity based organizations also need to be expanded and used more
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effectively. Incentives need to be provided where it is demonstrated that

these types of-linkages are producing successful placements and expanded Job

opportunities.

But we would stress that the call for an Increased role for private

employers must not be used to mask curtailments in employment and training

assistance, and a return to a system of reduced federal accountability that

assumes private employers will reach out to the hardest to employ to fill Jobs,

and provide necessary skill training in the process. We need to look to the

private sector for increased Job slots, and provide the fran6work of communica-

tion at the local level that will produce meaningful results. But this will

not happend without meaningful federal performance standards.
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July 2, 1981

,The Honorable Dan Quayle, Chairman
Subcommittee on Employment

and Productivity
Senate Committee on Labor and

Human Resources
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Chairman Quayle:

The National Association of Manufacturers is privileged to
offer its views concerning employment and training issues.

The NAM is a voluntary business organization with over
12,000 member companies located in all parts of the country. The
NAM membership accounts for approximately 75 percent of the
nation's manufacturing output and 80 percent of the members are
generally considered to be small businesses. NAM also has an
affiliation with an additional 158,000 businesses through its
Associations Department and the National Industrial Codnall. NAM
members support principles that encourage individuel freedom,
advancement of economic well-being and social progress including
equal employment opportunities to all individuals without regard
to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age or physical
or mental handicap. It is on behalf of our membership that we
submit these comments.

The future of employment and training in the U.S. concerns
our member companies, and we and other business groups plan to
address specific proposals in this area as they are taken up by
Congress.

From a manufacturing perspective, it is useful to point out
that traditional structural unemployment . . . particularly that
associated with center-city youth . . . must be differentiated
from the more recent unemployment associated with shifts in the
world and U.S. economies.

These two forms of structural unemployment arise from
different circumstances and should be dealt with separately from
the perspective of private employers and government.

In the case of the high unemployment among center-city
youth, many of whom are minorities, it is,clear_tbat Federal jobs
programs have h:1 little if any impact in meeting entry-level
general skills background needs. The newly directed Private
Sector Initiative Program (VII CETA) is a step in the right
direction, i.e., correcting the mis-match of skilled workers and
job openings at the local labor market level.

1776 F Sled. N W
Washtictictt. 0 C 20006
(202) 626-3700
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Senator Quayle
July 2, 1981
Page 2

Funds shonjd be targeted to select programs that have been
successful in the past, i.e. PSIP. Money should not be wasted on
strategies that have exhibited a poor track record. To make this
design effective, there must be a clear understanding of what
constitutes good performance: but beyond this, standards must be
flexible enough to respond to changing economic conditions and
individual needs. Only in this way can the effectiveness of
scarce economic resources be maximized.

Manpower programs, vocational education, and employment
services funded by government must be coordinated at the local
level to assure that people are training for jobs that exist and
that communication is established between trainees and employers.
Training programs that do not lead to jobs are the cruelest hoax
of all.

EMPloymerit and training is of great concern and importance'
to the NAM. We are in the process of forming a task force within
NAM to research and hopefully devise viable recommendatiOns to be
presented to our Executive Committee in September. NAM will work
with other business groups and members of Congress to address

-these issues in a comprehensive fashion with specific proposals
targeted to each human resource need that should be addressed by
government.

Siresely, .

cc: The Honorable
The Honorable
The Honorable
The, Honorable
The Honorable
The Honorable

dol M. dale
Vice President
Industrial Relations

Orrin G. Hatch
Paula Hawkins
Edward M. Kennedy
Howard M. Metzenbaum
Donald L. Nickles
Claiborne Pell
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American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees
1625 I. Street, N W , Washinston, O C 20036
Telephone (202) 4524100
Telex 89.2376
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/1 The American Federation of State, County and Municipal

Employees believes that the Federal Government must play an

active role in the nation's economy in order to achieve the goal

Of ,full employment. ,Important elements of a comprehensive full

employment program must include not only fiscal, monetary and

trade policies, but also'a stable, flexible, and diverse em-
.

ployment and training program. Employment and training programs

can and should serve the important function of providing

American industry with a well trained and productive labor

supply. "It should include labor exchange functions, job train-

ing and preparation, job placement and job creation.
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MOUE believes that CETA has been effective and that much

has been learned about manpower activities during the program's

existence. Me commend the Employment and Productivity Subcom-

mittee!' decision to hold early Ind extensive hearings and urge

you to examine MA's record carefully as you consider how you

might change it.

AISCME would like to recommend the following points regarding

the role and nature of federal manpower programs.

A federal manpower program should be comprehensive enough to

respond to different econclic conditions and different needs of

different groups. Tt should contain a job training and opportun-

ities program targeted to the disadvantaged and the unemployed.
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It also should be able to provide retraining and up-grading

to help alleviate skill shoitages and to help displaced workers,

such as the auto worker or the employee in a state mental insti-

tution that is being closed, find alternative employment. It

should be linked with economic development activities and other

job creating projects, to improve urban streets, power systfms

and parks, all of which provide an environment that can attract

private industry into our decaying urban areas. CETA has had the

capacity to do most of these things, but what4has been missing

has been a clear, stable mandate from the federal level regarding

Its mission.

Employment and training programs should respect and not

u ermine labor standards and protections. ItanpoWer programs

hould pay equal wages and benefits and not'bo used to finance

etivities employers would pay for'themselves. Programs such as

OJT should contain provisions requiring effective training acti-

vities, a commitment by the employer to hire trainees, and pro-

tections against the program being used as a low-skilled job

subsidy that does not improve the participants' skills. Training

or the creation of job opportunities for welfare recipients must

not become adisguised form of workfare.

er
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Labor unions should be actively involved in the development

and implementation of employment and training programs. They

have a legitimate interest in assuring that federal programs do

not jeopardize the job security and employment Conditions/of

already employed workers. During our experience with CETA, we

found that most problems arose under the public service jobs

program when public employers failed to inform ATSCMZ locals

about their hiring plans or involve them in planning the, program.

The program worked better where the union was treated more as an

equal pertner,:As in the youth entitlement cities where Union

concurrence of prime sponsor activities was required.

Labor unions also have contributed to training activities

through such labor sponsored programs as the apprenticeship pro-

grams. From July 1979 to April 1981AZSCME ran a model appren-

ticeship program funded through Title III, which developed

several public sector apprenticeship models and promoted appren-

ticeship programs. Labor - sponsored or joint labor-management

programs such as those under Title III should be expanded.

A block grant approach which would consolidate CETA's pro-

grams and channel all funds through state governments should be

rejedted. CETA already is a consolioation of previously cate-

gorical pregrams. The decentralization that characterized the

public service jobs program in its early years caused major

problems that Congress specifically addressed in the 1978

a
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amiebilments. Although several aspects of the 1978 amendments

wile excessive, the amendments have helped reduce most of the

'problems in 'the publiC service jobs program. Strong federal're-
,

quirements sire essential to maintain accountability and prevent

abuses.

In addition, "a block grant would lead to neglect of certain

population groups and geographical areas. The States' historically

have ste?rtchar;ged major urban areas, and we see no evidence to

suggest that they would not do so today. The states also have

been slow to respond to the needs of the disadvantaged and'minority

groups in the absence of federal requirements. We are particularly

concerned about the present yOuth programs which bave received

widespread support. We believe that they should be preserved

under a separate title. The problems of young people are unique

and in a period of scarce resources, the only result of such a

.consolidation would be to pit adults and young people in com-

petition for fewer dollars-

In conclusion, AFscmi believes that federal' manpower, programs

are a cost effective way to reduce dependency on income maintenance

programs. Recent reports show that CETA has improved the earnings

potential of many of its graduates. The average cost per CETA

participatn often is not substantially more than welfare payMents

in many states. Surely the short term investment of manpower

dollars is worth the long term gains of economic self-sufficiency

from the standpoint of both the individual and society.

Senator QUAYLE. The coin,tnittee will stand adjourned.
'[Whereupon, at 12:36 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]

O
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